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PREFACE 
a te 

In undertaking the investigations summarised in this 

volume, the author’s chief aim was to explain the origin 

of Logic by a psychological study of the first logician. 

This required a knowledge of the chronology of Plato’s 

writings, not supplied by our historical tradition nor by 

the extant Platonic investigations. English and French 

scholars mostly believed this problem to be insoluble ; the 

prevalent opinion in Germany, represented by the suc- 

cessive editions of Zeller’s and Ueberweg’s handbooks on 

Greek philosophy, was plainly wrong. Under these cir- 

cumstances there was need of a new method in order to 

attain a greater certainty as to the order in which Plato 

wrote his dialogues. The method here proposed improves 

the stylistic tests used heretofore by formulating the 

theoretical principles on which a new science of Stylo- 

metry should be based (pp. 145-161) and by applying 

these principles (pp. 162-193) to five hundred peculiari- 

ties of Plato’s style (observed in fifty-eight thousand 

cases) collected in the course of fifty years by some twenty 

authors working independently (pp. 74-189). ‘This stylo- 

metric method, supplemented by many comparisons of 

the contents of Plato’s works (for instance, pp. 329, 333, 

366, 368, 372, 396, 430, 452, &c.), and by such observa- 

tions and suggestions as were found available in the 
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Platonic literature of all countries, led the author to 

determine the chronological order of about twenty among 

the most important of the Platonic dialogues. 

On this basis an account of Plato’s logical theories 

and of their development is given here for the first time. 

It is ascertained that the theory of ideas, generally 

believed to be the unique form of Plato’s logic, was only 

a first attempt of the philosopher to settle the difficulties 

of the relation between Knowledge and Being ; and that, 

when past fifty, he produced a new logical system, in 

which he anticipated some conceptions of modern 

philosophy, arriving at the recognition of the substantial 

existence of the individual soul and substituting a 

classification of human notions for the intuition of 

divine ideas. 

This being a work of research, not a general hand- 

book, the reader need not expect a digest of literature. 

The authors chiefly quoted are those who were the first 

to make an important observation, or who have expressed 

more amply the author’s own views on some subject 

briefly treated here, or whose remarkable want of judgment 

makes them instructive as examples to avoid. A full 

indication of the bibliography on any special question has 

nowhere been attempted except in Chapter III on Plato’s 

style. However, it has been sought to demonstrate the 

merits of some writers as yet insufficiently appreciated 

(for instance, pp. 83, 112, 352). As a Pole, the author 

may possibly be more impartial than the representatives of 

other nations more active in Platonic research. The works 

of British scholars are little known in Germany, and, on 

the other hand, many special German investigations are 

overlooked in France and Great Britain. Here the results 

obtained through unconscious international collaboration 

have been summed up and presented in a general outline, 
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though without bibliographical completeness. The 

absence of alphabetical indices in the majority of works 

on Plato makes it hard to remember by whom a given 

observation was first made. These historical debts have 

been acknowledged in many instances, and wherever 

such an acknowledgment is missing, this should be 

attributed to defective memory. 

_ The peculiar method of research used in the present 

work is a result of the author’s previous study of natural 

sciences and mathematics (1881-1885), and he feels much 

indebted to his teachers at the late German University of 

Dorpat!: Carl Schmidt, Arthur von Oettingen, Johannes 

Lemberg, Gustav Bunge, Wilhelm Ostwald, Andreas 

Lindstedt, and Jan Baudouin de Courtenay, all of whom 

in their lectures and also in private intercourse with their 

pupils insisted on exactness of method in scientific in- 

vestigation. His interest in Plato the author owes to 

Gustav Teichmiiller,? from whom however he now differs 

somewhat in his views on the method of Platonic research 

and on Plato’s philosophy (pp. 57-59, 102-103). 

1 To acknowledge this debt of gratitude is all the more a duty, as since 

the change of this German seat of learning into the Russian University of 
Jurjew all its most eminent professors have been obliged to resign, and 

Dorpat University is now but a historical reminiscence, dear to all its 

ancient pupils. 
2 Under Teichmiiller’s influence the author wrote ten years ago his 

first work on Plato: Hrhaltung und Untergang der Staatsverfassungen, 
nach Plato, Aristoteles wnd Machiavelli, Dorpat 1887 (Breslau 1888), 
wherein Plato’s views on political revolutions are shown to be the source of 

later theories on that subject. The chief contents of Chapter I of the 
present work have been more amply treated in the author’s Polish publica- 

tions: O Logice Platona, Part I, Krakow 1891 and Part II, Warszawa 1892, 

condensed in the French Bulletin de Académie des sciences de Cracovie, 
April 1890 and November 1891. Also Chapters V, VII and VIII rest chiefly 

on a Polish work of the author: O pierwszych trzech tetralogiach dziet 
Platona, published by the Académie des sciences de Cracovie, Cracow 
1896; condensed in the same Bulletin for October, November 1895, and 

in the Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie, yol. ix. pp. 67-114, October 

1895. 
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The author feels deeply obliged to all who have helped 

him, and in the conviction that the collaboration of many 

is needed to bring full light to bear upon the difficult 

problems dealt with in this volume, he ventures to invite 

his readers also to assist him in his further studies on Plato 

by pointing out such errors or even formal deficiencies, 

however minute, as may be observed (address, care of 

Longmans, Green, and Co., 39 Paternoster Row, London). 

La CoruNa, SPAIN: 

October 1897. 
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Plato the first logician, 3—Exceptional preservation of his works, 3—Its 
reasons, 4— Permanence of the Academy, 5—Protection by the Christian 

clergy, 6—Plato’s logic unknown, 7—Opinion of Plethon, 8—of Gen- 

nadios, 8—Champier, 9—Patrizi and other historians of the XVIth 

century, 10—Morainvillier, 11—Stanley and Gassendi, 12—Reaction 

against Plato in the XVIIth century, 13—Tennemann, 13—He did not 

attempt to represent the evolution of Plato’s logic, 14—-Various opinions 

on Platonic ideas, 15—Van Heusde and other writers in the XIXth 

century, 16—Recent logical writers, 17—They were ignorant of Platonic 

chronology, 18—Susemihl first combined both problems, 19—Ueberweg 

first recognised the difference between Plato’s earlier and later logic, 

20—Misunderstood by Oldenberg, 21—Confirmed by Peipers, 22—Jack- 

son, 23—Benn, 23—Aristotle still held by some historians to be the first 

logician, 283—Many useless dissertations on Plato’s dialectic, 24—and 

theory of ideas, 25—Conditions of a better study of Plato’s logic, 27— 

Zeller objects to the representation of Plato’s logic, 28—Our aim is to 
learn about Plato’s logic more than he expressed himself in his works, 

29—To explain his psychological evolution, 30—To know him better 

than he could know himself, 31—To find out how he progressed in his 

views, 33—and what was the last stage of his thoughts, 34 

CHAPTER II 

AUTHENTICITY AND CHRONOLOGY OF PLATO’S WRITINGS 

Order of dialogues proposed by Patrizi, like that of Serranus, of no import- 

ance, 35—First inquiry by Tennemann, 35—Schleiermacher agrees with 

Tennemann on important points, 36—He left uncertain the order of 

small dialogues, 37—He supposed that Plato had planned from the 
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beginning the whole of his literary activity, 37—Difference between 
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dialogues as spurious, 89—Stallbaum in favour of a late date of the 

Phaedrus, 39—H. Ritter, 40—Hermann establishes a Socratic period 

from which such important works as Parmenides must be excluded, 40 

—In many particulars Hermann agrees with Stallbaum and Schleier- 
macher, 41—All these authors are wrong as to the supposed early date 

of the dialectical dialogues, 42—First origin of the myth of a Megaric 
period, 42—Erroneous identification of the presumed date of a conversa- 

tion and the date of the composition of a dialogue, 43—Based on equally 

wrong identification of the Platonic and the historic Socrates, 43— 

Residence of Plato in Megara based on no valid testimony, 43 —but on 
an isolated opinion of an unknown and evidently ignorant witness, 43— 

There was no danger for Plato to remain in Athens, 44—The author of the 

Crito was not a coward, 44—Cicero trustworthy as to Plato’s life, quotes 

Egypt as the first place whereto Plato travelled after Socrates’ death, 
45—Schleiermacher speaks of Plato’s ‘ flight’ without quoting authori- 

ties, 45—Ast increases the duration of the supposed sojourn at Megara, 

46—Influence of Euclides on Plato taken for granted by Stallbaum, 46 — 

This myth repeated by Ritter and Hermann, 47—Its acceptance a con- 
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of editing Plato’s text before the Zurich edition, 47—Ingenious hypo- 
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prejudice and learn to measure probabilities, 49—Plato’s philosophical 
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that Hermodorus’ testimony deserved no confidence, 49—and dis- 

trusted it as to the date of Plato’s first journey, 50—Followers of Her- 

mann and Schleiermacher, 50—Suckow, in a work full of errors, first 

recognised an important truth: the late date of the dialectical dialogues, 
51—He was followed by Munk, 52—True genetic method first applied by 
Susemihl, 52—who recognised the near relation between Phaedrus 

and Theaetetus, 53—Ueberweg the first logician who investigated the 

problem of Platonic chronology, 54—and gave strong reasons for the 

late date of the dialectical dialogues, 55—but he came to doubt the 

authenticity of the Parmenides, 55—In this scepticism he was followed 

by Schaarschmidt, 56—while Grote and Chaignet defended the authen- 

ticity of all the dialogues, 56—Jowett, 56—Philosophers begin after 

Ueberweg to investigate his problem, 57—Tocco defended the authen- 

ticity and late date of the Parmenides and other dialectical dialogues, 

57—Teichmiiller exaggerated the polemical aspect of Plato’s works, 57— 

but he supported Ueberweg’s conclusions as to the late date of the 

dialectical dialogues, 58—This confirmed by Peipers, who convinced 

Susemihl, §9—but Zeller and the editor of Ueberweg’s ‘ History of 
Philosophy ’ maintain the old mythus of the Megaric period, 59—and 
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are therein followed by other popular writers, 60—New arguments in 
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CHAPTER I 

PLATO AS A LOGICIAN 

WHILE the amount of scientific knowledge, as distin- 
guished from mere opinion and prejudice, constantly 
increases, there is not such progress in its quality, or in 

the degree of certainty attained, as to make knowledge 
undeniable and infallible. This certainty, being not 
inherent in reasoning, but dependent upon the logical 
perfection of our investigations, can be increased only 
through the development of logical method. Yet we 
see that the highest truths of natural science are 

questioned, and not even the law of gravitation is 
held sacred. Kant said in the introduction to his 

Krittk der reinen Vernunft that the logical rules for- 

mulated by Aristotle have the rare privilege of being a 

permanent and unchangeable scientific acquisition. But 
we have since witnessed vehement attacks on the 

Aristotelian theory of syllogism, and to some logicians of 
our century even our oldest logical principles seem to be 
uncertain. 

After two thousand years of philosophical specula- 

tion, based on concepts of pure reason, came Mill, with 
B 
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his belief that general notions could be built up, by some 
mental process unknown to Kant and to Plato, out of 

particular sensible experiences. And Mill is reputed in 
his own country and elsewhere to be a great logician. 

He stands not alone: his predecessors range from Demo- 

critos and Protagoras downwards, and his adherents are 
numerous. If not even our mathematical notions are 
acknowledged to be independent of sensation, then every 
advance in mental philosophy might be questioned, and 

the crowd of ignorant Bavavoos would exult in proclaiming 
the uselessness of philosophy. 

In these discussions on the foundations of human 
knowledge, small use has been made of historical investi- 

gation concerning the origin of prevailing logical theories. 
Still, it cannot be denied that such inquiries form an_ 
essential part of logical science itself. If there is some- 
thing like truly universal and permanent knowledge, it 

must have had this character from the beginning, and to 
show its beginning is to explain its permanence. If, on 

the other hand, all our knowledge be mere personal 
opinion, and if it be impossible for man to attain fixed 
and certain knowledge, if every truth pretending to be 

scientifically proven hold good only till it be replaced by 

a better truth, then we can convince ourselves of the 

provisional condition of our certitude by no better means 
than by discovering such changes in the fundamental 

principles of science, in the theory of science itself, which 

we call logic. 
The origin of logic has been largely discussed. Old- 

fashioned historians! thought that logic was as old as 
mankind, and wrote on the logic of Adam or of Pro- 

1 It was a general custom in early times to begin the history of every 

science with the creation of man. See, for instance, Jacob Friedrich 

Reimmann, Versuch einer EHinleitung in die Historiam literariam antedt- 

luvianam, Halle 1709, wherein the author quotes in a humorous way such 

historians of logic. Much later Antonio Genovesi said in his widely read 
Logie (Antonit Genuensis artis logicocriticae libri V., editio iv*, Neapoli 
1758), p. 7: ‘Ego non negaverim, quin, cum Ada magna sapientia a Deo 
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metheus.” But, leaving aside such conceits, the oldest 

accessible documents for the history of logic are the 
works of Plato. In such difficult matters second-hand 

testimony is worthless, and of philosophers earlier than 
Plato we have only fragments. These fragments—pre- 

served by Plato, Aristotle, and later writers as casual 

quotations—may give rise to conjectures and discussions ; 
they never afford a clear and full representation of their 

authors. We can only infer from them that all philo- 
sophers before Socrates were more interested in the 
nature of Being than in the conditions of Knowledge. 
They used their reason and imagination without making 
reason itself an object of reasoning. 

The first man whom we meet in the history of human 
thought as a logician, or at least the first logician whose 
writings have reached us in a form as complete as they 
were known by his contemporaries, is Plato. 

The complete preservation of his works is amazing, if 
we consider that no other Attic writer is so well known 

to us by his own writings. Of one hundred and thirty 
works by Sophocles seven survive; of ninety-two by 
Euripides we have but nineteen. Of forty-four comedies 
by Aristophanes only eleven are preserved ; and the comic 

author who succeeded Aristophanes in Plato’s time, 

Antiphanes, is said to have written two hundred and sixty 
comedies, of which not one remains. Of the five hundred 

and twenty-six plays written by these four poets, the most 

renowned dramatists of Plato’s age, we know only thirty- 

seven—a fourteenth of the whole. When Plato in his 

fuerit ornatus, usu rationis plurimum valuerit, id est, quin egregius 

fuerit Logicus.’ 

2 The strange hypothesis that Prometheus was the first logician is 
due to a misinterpretation of p. 16 c of the Philebus, where Plato speaks of 

‘some Prometheus ’ whomight have brought the light of reason from heaven. 

Pierre de la Ramée (Petri Rami Scholae in liberales artes, Basileae 1578, 

p- 312) infers that Prometheus was the first logician according to Plato. He 

also credits Plato with a great logical importance, remarking (p. 325) 

‘logica Platonis non tantum 4 dialogis continetur, ut videtur Laertius dicere, 

sed omnibus fere aspergitur.’ 
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Republic proclaimed war against dramatic poets, he could 

not foresee that his verdict would be so mercilessly enforced 

by time. | 
No happier was the fate of the orators, against whom 

Plato wrote. Lysias was known to him by four hundred 
and twenty-five speeches, of which but thirty-four remain. 

Of the sixty works ascribed to his rival Isocrates, two- 
thirds have disappeared. We have to judge of the famous 

speeches of these two orators by a fractional part (one 
ninth) of their work. 

Philosophers fared no better. Democritos, reputed 
to have written sixty works, had great influence on his 
time. His notion of atoms still remains the basis of 
our conception of matter, and his ethical principles 

anticipated Christian teaching: but not one of his works 
is left. Of all the philosophical literature of Plato’s 

time to which he refers, scarcely anything remains. Not 

even the works of Aristotle have reached us in a shape 
nearly so complete or so correct as Plato’s. 

Our most ancient manuscript of Plato is a thousand 

years old, and might well proceed from some MS. pre- 

served in Plato’s Academy. It has been shown? that the 

Phaedo of Plato was known to readers two thousand two 

hundred years ago in copies less correct than our present 

editions. A papyrus of the third century B.c. containing 

fragments of the Phaedo embodies evident blunders, 

unknown to our best manuscripts, and differs in few par- 
ticulars from the text as read in the nineteenth century. 

The creation by Plato of a philosophic school per- 

manently fixed in one place during centuries* explains 

3 L,. Campbell, ‘ On the text of the Papyrus fragment of the Phaedo’ in 

the Classical Review, Oct._Dec. 1891, vol. v. pp. 363-365, 454-457. The 

detailed analysis of all the readings of the papyrus leads to the conclusion 

that ‘the amount both of incrustation and of decay is extremely small’ and 

that ‘the readings of the papyrus are not to be accepted without question.’ 

Cf. H. Usener, ‘ Unser Platontext,’ pp. 25-50, 181-215 in Nachrichten der 

Koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, 1892. 
4 Up to the year 87 B.c. the Academy was undisturbed. Sulla obliged 

the Academicians to leave the gardens of Academos, but the Platonic 
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the preservation of his works in so remarkable a state of 

correctness and purity. The accidental name of Academy, 
given to that spot, has been more honoured than that of 
the Lyceum, where Aristotle gave his lessons. Wilamo- 
witz-Moellendorft * made it seem probable that the school 

founded by Plato had the character of a religious associa- 
tion, thus possessing a stability greater than any purely 
scientific institution could attain. Such associations were 
respected by the Roman conquerors, and lasted till the 

Christian monasteries gave to Plato’s works a refuge not 
less safe than his own Academy. 

In such a monastery, on the isle of Patmos, at the 

beginning of this century, Clarke found the manuscript 
now preserved in the Bodleian Library, and written 
896 A.D.: one of the most ancient Greek manuscripts in 

existence. This continuity of religious protection was a 

very exceptional circumstance: alone among the authors 
of the fourth century B.c. Plato has been read con- 
tinuously for twenty-three centuries. His school, lasting 
more than nine hundred years, outlived the schools of 
Aristotle and Epicurus. 

It was fortunate, too, that the Academy was still in 

being, when the great improvement of writing materials ‘ 
occurred in our fourth and fifth centuries. The light papy- 
rus rolls were then copied on stout and lasting parchment : 

school continued to exist in Athens up to 529 a.p., when Justinian dissolved 

the philosophical schools. On Plato’s school see Grote’s Plato, London 1888, 

vol. i. p. 265, Zumpt, ‘Ueber den Bestand der philosophischen Schulen in 

Athen’ (Abh. der Akad. d. Wiss. zw Berlin aus dem J. 1842, Berlin 1844, 

pp. 27-119), Il. Kwvoraytividos, ‘H “Akadijuia ito. mpayuatela mept Tis ’AOnrynct 

TlAatwvikijs oxoAns, év ’EpAdvyn, 1874, Usener, ‘Organisation der wissen- 

schaftlichen Arbeit ’ (Preussiche Jahrbiicher, Band 53, 1884), E. Heitz, ‘ Die 

Philosophenschulen zu Athen’ (Dewtsche Revue, 1884), O. Immisch, ‘ Die 

Academie Platons’ in Fleckeisens Jahrb. 1894, pp. 421-442. 
5 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Philologische Untersuchungen, 1881, Hett iv. 

6 Gardthausen, Griechische Paldographie, Leipzig 1879, p. 344, gives a 

list of the oldest dated Greek manuscripts and quotes only one older than 

the Clarkianus, a MS. of Euclid, also at Oxford. 

7 On this reform see T. Birt, Das antike Buchwesen in seinem 

Verhiltniss zur Litteratur, Berlin 1882. 
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one parchment volume, including the matter of many 

papyrus rolls, occupied less space. Such copies are the 
definite form in which we now possess the oldest texts 

of Greek writers, while the papyri have preserved for us 
only tattered fragments. 

Plato’s works, copied on parchment while his Academy 

still flourished, survived in a more correct shape than the 
text of other writers whose works were not continually 

read in a school lasting over nine centuries. And it is no 

mere supposition that they were read, because we know 
that, up to the last scholarch Damascius, many leaders of 

Plato’s Academy spent their lives in writing commentaries 

on the Master’s dialogues. Such commentaries as those 
of Proclus (411-485 a.p.), head of the Academy eight 

hundred years after Plato’s death, show great care for 

correctness of text, a religious awe and conviction of the 
deep meaning of each word. Our oldest manuscripts of 

Plato (Clarkianus and Parisinus A) were written in Greece, 

and this increases the probability of their descent from the 
copies of the Academy, while many other Greek works 

came to us through Alexandria and Rome. Moreover, 

though Plato’s writings were often edited in Alexandria 
and Rome, our oldest manuscripts were written by Greeks 
for Greek scholars, as is shown by the indications of the 

copyists. 
While other pagan writers were despised by the early 

Christian clergy, Plato found admirers among the Christian 
bishops: as, for instance, Eusebius (264-340), St. Augustine 

(354-430), Theodoretus (890-457), and many others. St. 

Augustine thought that Plato came nearer to Christianity 
than any other writer... This means that Christianity 

was built upon Plato more than upon any other philo- 

sopher. The monk who, in the ninth century, copied the 

works of Plato, knowing that these writings were 
admired by the greatest authorities of the Church, 

8 St. Augustine, De Civitate Det, lib. viii. cap. iv-xi. in the edition of 

Migne, tom. vii. pp. 227-236. 
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transcribed with the greatest care, feeling the same 
veneration for these texts as Plato’s own followers in the 
Academy. : 

These unique circumstances explain the survival of 
Plato’s text in a state more correct and authentic than 

that of contemporary poets or orators, and they further 

explain why not one of the works written by Plato 
has perished. There is no valid testimony as to the ex- 
istence of a single work by Plato not contained in our 
collection.” 

Considering these facts, and the varied contents of 

Plato’s dialogues, we might expect that each part of the 
philosophy of Plato would have been made the subject of 

special investigation by all who were interested in the origin 

of philosophic thought. But, strange to say, Plato’s logic 

remains almost unknown, as may easily be seen from a 
short survey of the chief opinions expressed on this 

subject. Such a survey is tedious, but it helps us to 
establish the proper method of resolving the proposed 
problem: What was the origin and growth of Plato’s 

Plato’s 

logic 

neglected. 

logic? This problem, under the peculiar circumstances | 

of the case, becomes identical with the apparently more 
important problem of the origin of logic generally, and 
the origin of scientific certitude as opposed to unscien- 

tific and transitory opinions. 
Early Platonists up to the fourteenth century are of 

little importance for cur purpose, because their writings 

are very insufficiently preserved and we could not easily 

obtain a clear idea of the progress, if any, made by them in 
the study of the Platonic writings. Our present scientific 
tradition begins with the fifteenth century and the revival 
of classical studies in Italy, so that it suffices to learn 

what has since been done for the knowledge of Plato’s 

logic. 
The first champion in modern times of the general 1m- 

® On the completeness of Plato’s works see Zeller, Philosophie der 

Griechen, 4° Aufl., II Theil, 1 Abth. Leipzig 1889, pp. 436-440. 
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portance of Plato’s logic was Georgios Gemistos,!° named 
also Plethon, who came in 1438 from Greece to Italy to 

take part in the Council of Ferrara. He wrote a pam- 
phlet’' on the difference between Plato and Aristotle, 
wherein he insists on the logical merits of Plato, against 
Aristotle’s assertion at the end of his Organon (183 b 34) 

that he was the first to find a method of reasoning (yé@o6d0s 
Tav roywov, De Sophisticis Hlenchis, cap. xxxiv. 6, 183 

b 18; cf. Plato, Sophist 227 a, Politicus 266 Dd, &e.). 

Plethon accuses Aristotle of acting in this particular like 
a sophist and in a way unworthy of a philosopher,” 

because the method of reasoning was well known to 
Plato, as is shown by his writings. 

Gemistos did not take the trouble to go into details, 

but his allusion to Plato’s ‘method of reasoning’ shows 
that he gave much more importance to Plato’s Sophist 

and Politicus than has been usual in this century with 
the great majority of Platonic scholars. 

Georgios Scholarios Gennadios answered with a plea in 
favour of Aristotle, and Plethon rejoined," insisting upon 

10 Georgios Gemistos, born 1355 in Constantinople, died 1450. He 

appears to have been named Plethon only after coming to Italy in 1438. 

On him see: Fritz Schultze, Georgios Gemistos Plethon und seine reforma- 

torischen Bestrebungen, Jena 1874. 

1 The first edition of Plethon’s work was published according to 

Fabricius at Venice 1532, together with a Latin paraphrase of it, written by 

Bernardino Donato. The British Museum has an edition of 1540: Ber- 

nardini Donati Veronensis, De Platonicae atque Aristotelicae philosophiae 

differentia, Venetiis 1540, 8vo. In this publication, after seventy-one pages 

of Latin text, begins the Greek original of Plethon: ‘ Tewpyiouv rot Tewiorov 

Tov Kal TIAn@wvos, wepl ay "ApiotoTeAns mpds TlAatwva diapepetai,’ with a separate 

pagination of twenty-three leaves. Both the Latin and the Greek text were 

reprinted at Paris, 1541, 8vo, in the same order. The Latin text of Donato 

differs from the Greek of Plethon in so far as the last chapter is used as 

introduction, and the whole put into the form of a dialogue between 

Policarpus and Callistus, the second representing Plato’s thoughts. Schultze 

quotes only the edition in 4to. published at Basel 1574. Plethon’s pamphlet 

has been reprinted in vol. 160, pp. 889-934, of Migne’s Patrologia Graeca, 

Paris 1866. 

.'? Page 23 of the Venice edition (Migne 928 d): “ApiorotéAns . . . mavu 
Topiotikdy ToUTO ToL@y Kal pPiioaddou TpdTov GAAOTPLOTaTOY. 

13 The pamphlet of Gennadios is lost, but Plethon’s reply to it was pub- 
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Plato’s superiority. These Greek polemics, continued 
later in the fifteenth century by George of Trebizond 

and Bessarion,’” were more rhetorical than scientific, and 

led to no objective study of Plato’s logic. For those who 
wrote on that subject in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries the chief aim was not to ascertain Plato’s 

logical theories, nor how he found them. They acted 
rather as political opponents, fighting under the standard 

of Plato or of Aristotle. The champions on Plato’s side 

failed to give exact quotations from his text in proof of 
their assertions. 

In such comparisons between Plato and Aristotle some 

authors ascribed to their favourite thinker more than he 

would have claimed himself. In France, for instance, 

Champier!® (1516, 1537) ventured to say that Plato in- 

vented the figures of syllogism; in Italy, Patrizi 7 (1571) 

lished by W. Gass in vol. ii. pp. 54-117 of his work: Gennadius und Pletho, 

Aristotelismus und Platonismus wm der Griechischen Kirche, Breslau 1844 : 

‘Plethonis liber contra Gennadii scripta pro Aristotele ex codice Vratisla- 

viensi nunc primum editus.’ 

4 Comparationes Philosophorum Aristotelis et Platonis a Georgio 
Trqpezuntio . . . Venetiis 1523. Plato is, in this author’s opinion, 

‘rudis, turpis, arrogans, invidiosus, obtrectator in 4 viros Graeciae salva- 

tores,’ &c. 

5 Bessarionis Cardinalis Sabini et Patriarchae Constantinopolitani 

capitula libri primi adversus calunuuatorem Platonis, without date, but 

printed at Rome 1469. Another edition, In calumniatorem Platonis libri 

quatuor, Venetiis 1503, is also in the British Museum. The author 

is anxious to show that Plato used all moods of all the figures of syllo- 

gisms. 

16 Symphoriant Champerii, Symphonia Platonis cum Aristotele et 

Galeni cum Hippocrate, Parrhisiis 1516. Of the same author: Libri VII. 
de Dialectica, Rhetorica, Geometria, Arithmetica, Astronomia, etc., Basileae 

1537. In this work, chap. v. of part 2,‘ Quid syllogismus secundum Pla- 
tonem,’ contains the assertion ‘ Plato noster syllogismorum tractatu utitur 

arguendo et demonstrando.’ Then, in the next chapter, ‘De syllogismis 

cathegoricis,’ we read ‘Syllogismorum cathegoricorum tres figuras posuit 

Plato.’ 
7 Francesco Patrizi (on him see R. Bobba, ‘ Commentatori italiani di 

Platone,’ Jan. 1892, Rivista italiana di filosofia) wrote: Discussionum 

peripateticarum tomi IV., Basileae 1581 (first published at Venice 1571). 

On p. 180 Plato is named ‘logices sive dialectices inventor ;’ p. 189: 

‘ syllogismi frequens est apud Platonem mentio.’ In another work, Nova de 
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supposed that Aristotle wrote under his own name 

accounts of Plato’s oral teaching; Ramus'* (1578), 
Buratelli'® (1573), Mazoni”® (1576), and Theupolis 2 (1576) 

insisted upon the identity of the Platonic and Aristotelian 
teachings. On Plato’s side were also Bernardi” (1599), 

Calanna * (1599), and Wower * (1603). 

Again, Zabarella® (1587) in Italy and Keckermann * 

universis philosophia libris quinquaginta comprehensa, Venetiis 1593 (first 
published in Ferrara 1591), in the chapter ‘ Plato exotericus,’ p. 42, he starts 

the supposition that Plato’s dialogues represent faithfully the historical 

Socrates, while Aristotle has written out the secret doctrine of Plato. He 

adds confidently, ‘in philosophia Aristotelis nihil est certum,’ and ‘in 

philosophia Platonis rarissima sunt ea quae non sint certissima’ (p. 44). 

** P. Ramus says (Scholae in liberales artes, p. 325): ‘Speusippo 

nunquam persuasisset Aristoteles, Aristotelem primum logicae artis aucto- 

rem fuisse, cum hac in arte Speusippi discipulus Aristoteles potius fuisset 

et ex ejus emptis libris suos libros contexuisset.’? Against the Aristotelicae 

animadversiones of the same author, published 1543, is directed: T. 
Carpentarit Platonis cum Aristotele in wniversa philosophia comparatio, 

Lutetiae 1573, wherein Plato is treated in George of Trebizond’s manner. 

” Gabriel Buratellus, Conciliatio praecipuarum controversiarum Aris- 
totelus et Platonis, Venetiis 1573. Morhof (Polyhistor literarius, ed. 2°, 
Lubecae 1714, p. 40) is right in saying on the author: ‘ potius suo quam 
auctorum ingenio rem egit, ut solent plerumque omnes conciliatoyes.’ 

Buratelli has been followed in Sweden by J. Hising (Praeside... F. 

Torner, ideam Platonis breviter delineatam ... proponit J. Hising, 

Upsaliae 1706). 

© Jacobi Mazonii Caesenatis de triplict hominwm vita, Caesenae 1576, 

fol. 148, quaestio 2142: ‘Plato demum veram excogitavit dialecticam, 

quam Aristoteles auxit....’ In a later work, In wniversam Platonis et 

Aristotelis Philosophiam Praeludia, Venetiis 1597, p. 118 FF., he enu- 

merates the points in which both philosophers agree. 

1 Stepham Theupoli, Benedicti filii, patricii Veneti Academicarum con- 
templationwm libri decem, Venetiis 1576. 

” J. B. Bernardi, Seminarium philosophicum continens Platonicorum 
definitiones, Venetiis 1599. 

*8 Petri Calannae Philosophia senior, sacerdotia et Platonica, Palermi 
1599. 

** Joann. a Wower, De polymathia tractatio, Basileae 1603, chap. xx. 

°° Jacobi Zabarellae Patavini Opera, Lugduni 1587, p. 42. 

6 Praecognitorum logicorum tractatus, a B. Keckermanno Dantiscano 

secunda editione recogniti, Hanoviae 1606, II. ii. 15, p. 82. This history of 

logic, published for the first time in 1598, was also reprinted in Keckermanni 

Opera, Genevae 1614. The author proclaims himself a Pole (vol. ii. 
p- 1009 of his works), despite his German name. 
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(1598) in Poland strongly favoured Aristotle’s pretension 

to be considered as the founder of logic, while Crispi ”” 
(1594) denounced Plato as having given rise to a great 
number of heresies. All these works, some containing 

- hundreds of pages occupied with Plato’s logic, are devoid 

of scientific value, because their authors disdained the 

systematic and detailed study of Plato’s own logical 
theories, and accepted too easily certain late authorities 

as exponents of Plato’s teaching. 
The first attempt to represent Plato’s logic without 

any polemical aim was made by Morainvillier d’Orgeville*® 

(1650) in a work which had little vogue. But Morain- 

villier’s object was not the history of human thought: he 

simply sought in Plato materials for a commentary on the 
teaching of the Church. He places Plato on the same 

footing with Proclus and Plotinus as authorities for 
Platonic teaching, and this is only one instance of the 

want of critical judgment which belonged to historians of 
philosophy of that epoch. 

Thomas Stanley, in his History of Philosophy, and 

P. Gassendi, in his History of Logic, first treated the 
logic of Plato from a purely historical point of view. 

27 J. Baptistae Crispi, De ethnicis philosophis caute legendis, Romae 
1594. The author enumerates on 529 pages in folio the heresies which he 

supposes to have emanated from Plato, and loses no opportunity of showing 

that Aristotle agrees better with the Church. This work is remarkable for 

its excellent indices. 
28 T,. de Morainvillier d’Orgeville, Examen pililosophiae Platonicae, 

Maclovii 1650, 8vo. 634 pages. This work, though it exists in the British 

Museum and the Bodleian Library, is not quoted in the bibliographies 

of Brunet, Graesse and Georgii, nor is the author’s name mentioned 
in the biographical dictionaries of Michaud, Didot, Dezobry, and Bouillet, 

nor in the encyclopaedias of Brockhaus and Meyer. We learn from the 

introduction that the author was vicar of the bishop at Saint Malo and 

that Neoplatonic manuscripts brought from Constantinople by his uncle, 

the Bishop Achilles de Harley de Sancy, were entrusted to him that he 
might study them and use their contents for the benefit of the Church. 

This he did much better than a similar writer, Francesco de Vieri (Com- 

pendio della dottrina di Platone in quello che ella é conforme con la fede 

nostra, 191 pp. Fiorenza 1577), who, in his exposition of Plato’s philosophy 

for the use of the Church, omitted logic altogether. 

Historian: 
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Both did so very briefly, and they were unable to dis- 
tinguish between logical theories and logical reasoning. 
Stanley ?* enumerates the kinds of syllogism used by Plato 

without noticing that the use of syllogisms is no more 

evidence of a knowledge of syllogistic theory than is throw- 
ing a stone of a knowledge of the science of mechanics. 
Gassendi*’ wonders how Aristotle could boast of being 
the first inventor of syllogism, since Plato had frequently 
reasoned in syllogisms. To do this without knowing the 

syllogistic art he believed to be no Jess impossible than to 
make shoes without having learned the art of shoe-making. 
Though Fabricius*! noticed these strange errors committed 

by historians of logic, he gave no detailed account of the 
logic of Plato, so that his observations remained without 

consequence for our subject. 
After Gassendi and Stanley there came in the seven- 

teenth century a general reaction against Plato’s logic. 

Voss (1658) in Holland ” and Rapin * (1678) in France, 

*° Thomas Stanley, The History of Philosophy, London 1655-56-60, 

3 vols. vol. ii. pp. 58-67 treats of Plato’s logic. He attributes to Plato ‘the 

analytical method, the best of methods’ (p. 17) and the use of syllogisms 

(p. 60). 

% Petrus Gassendus, Opera, Lugduni Batavorum 1658, vol. i. contains: 

‘De origine et varietate logicae,’ reprinted in Petri Gassendi Logica, 

Oxonii 1718, wherein chap. iv. (pp. 42-49) bears the title‘ Logica Platonis.’ 

The passage mentioned in the text is pp. 25-26 of the same edition. 

31 B. J. A. Fabricii Opusculorum historico-critico-literariorum sylloge, 

Hamburgi 1738; contains, pp. 161-184: ‘ Specimen elencticum historiae 

logicae,’ first published at Hamburg in 1690; p. 165: ‘Aliud longe est 

gaudere ratione, aliud esse logicum.’ 
% G. Joh. Vossti de logices et rhetoricae natura et constitutione, Hagae 

comitis 1658 (chap. viii. § 5: ‘ Priorum inventa, etiam quae apud Platonem 

leguntur, levia sunt prae iis, quae Aristoteles repperit’). To the same epoch 

belongs G. Wegneri de origine logices, Oelsnae Silesiorum 1667; C. F. . 

Ayrmann, De dialectica veterum, Vitembergae 1716. M. H. Trierenberg (De 

Adyw et ve Platonico, Wittenberg 1676) deals only with the meaning of some 

words in Plato and in later writers. M. R. Dauth’s Plato coecutiens, 

Wittebergae 1686, is only idle talk on Plato’s moral principles. 

33 Pére Rapin, Giwvres diverses, Amsterdam 1693, 2 vols. In vol. i. 

pp. 269-432: ‘La comparaison de Platon et d’Aristote avec les sentiments 

des péres sur leur doctrine,’ written according to the dedication before 1678. 

Chap. i. of part III.: La logique de Platon: ‘Si l’on examine soigneuse- 
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while acknowledging certain logical merits in Plato, placed 
Aristotle far above him. Samuel Parker * (1666) argued, 

not only that Plato was no logician, but that he was 
not free from logical blunders. Stollen * (1718), writing 

the history of logic, did not mention Plato, while Walch °° 
(1721) and Amort *’ (1730), in their works on the same 

subject, were clearly on the side of Aristotle. Still later, 

a very popular logical writer, Genovesi * (1745), thought 
that Plato’s logic was not essentially different from the 
Socratic teaching. 

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, after some 

less important writings by others,*® there appeared the first 

ment la logique de Platon, on trouvera qu’il en a une, dont la fin est de 

délivrer l’esprit de l’erreur et de l’opinion, pour y introduire la science’ 

(p. 333). But in the same author’s ‘ Réflexions sur la logique’ (vol. ii. 
pp. 370-384) we read (p. 374): ‘il ne parut rien de réglé et d’établi sur la 
Logique devant Aristote.’ 

34 Sam. Parker, A free and impartial censure of the Platonick Philo- 

sophie, Oxford 1666, contains (pp. 34-40) ‘An account of the Platonick 

Logick.’ The author says, against Bessarion, that Plato’s inferences 

‘bottom upon uncertain and inevident principles,’ that ‘they are cir- 
cular,’ and ‘that there is some flaw and incoherence in some of the inter- 

mediate propositions’ (p. 37). Also Wagner (under the pseudonym Realis 

de Vienna, Discursus et dubia in Chr. Thomasii Introductionem ad 

Philosophiam aulicam, Ratisbonae 1691) says (p. 137) ‘Plato ad logicos 
vix referri potest.’ This agrees with the contempt for logic generally pro- 

fessed by J. F. Reimmann in his Critistrender Geschichtscalender von der 

Logica, Francfurt 1699, and other works (Versuch einer Einleitung in die 

Historiam literariam, Halle 1708, Versuch einer Einleitung in die His- 

toriam literariam antediluvianam, Halle 1709). 

3 Gottlieb Stollen, Kurtze Anleitung zur Historie der Gelahrtheit, Halle 

1718, 3 vols., contains (vol. ii. pp. 115-172) an history of logic. 

36 J. G. Walehw Parerga Academica, Lipsiae 1721, contains (pp. 453- 
848) an history of logic. On Plato he says ‘ingenii vis fuit major in 

Platone quam judicii, quo si quis destitutus, haud aptus erit ad genuinam 

utilemque logicae artem ornandam ’” (p. 520) ; ‘ Aristoteles logicam redegit 

in formam artis’ (p. 529). 

37 R. D. E. Amort, Philosophia Pollingana, Augustae Vindelicorum 1730, 

contains (pp. 539-544) a chapter—‘ de logica Platonis ’— wherein the author 

endeavours to show the superiority of Aristotle. 

38 Antonit Genuensis artis logicocriticae libri V., ed. iv?, Neapoli 1758 

(first edition 1745). On p.9 he credits Socrates and Plato with the art of: 

‘recte definiendi, dubitandi opportune, inductionis analyticae.’ 

39 J.G. Darjes, Via ad Veritatem, ed. 2, Jenae 1764 (pp. 210-217: ‘ de logica 

Tenne- 

mann. 
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work on Plato’s logic that was based on Plato’s own 
writings. This also gave some indication of the impor- 
tance of a true chronology of the Platonic dialogues as a 
help towards the right understanding of Plato’s philo- 

sophy. Tennemann’s*? treatise on Plato’s logic under the 

title of Theorie des Vorstellens, Denkens und Erkennens 

occupies the greater part of the second volume of his 

System der Platonischen Philosophie. Compared with 
his predecessors, his great merit is that he quotes Plato 
exactly, and relies on Plato alone as the interpreter 

of the Platonic teaching. But, being unable to resolve 

the problem of Platonic chronology, he did not attempt 

to give an account of the evolution of Plato’s logical 

Platonis’). S.C. Hollmannus, Philosophiae rationalis ed. auctior, Goet- 
tingae 1767 (contains, pp. 53-76, a short history of logic). J. A. Eberhard, 

Allgemeine Theorie des Denkens und Empfindens, Berlin 1776 (pp. 109 sqq.). 

J. J. Engel, Versuch einer Methode die Vernunftlehre aus Platonischen Dia- 

logen zu entwickeln, Berlin 1780; (also pp. 339-512 in Kleine Schriften von 

J. J. Engel, Berlin 1795, deals chiefly with Plato’s Meno, and is intended 

for use in the schools). J.J. H. Nast, De methodo Platonis philosophiam 
docendi dialogica, published first 1787, then reprinted in Opuscula latina, 
Tubingae 1821 (pp. 123-141); complains that the neoplatonists ‘ veros 

philosophi sensus turpiter depravarunt’ (p. 125), but admits that it is 
difficult ‘ veros Platonis sensus eruere’ (p. 133). F. V. Leberecht Plessing, 

Memnonium, Leipzig 1787, and Versuche zur Aufkldrung der Philosophie 

des dltesten Alterthums, Leipzig 1788-1790, vol. i. ; believes, like J. J. Syrbius 

(Institutiones philosophiae primae, ed. 2*, Jenae 1726), that Plato has taken all 

his philosophy from the East, and Aristotle owes everything to Plato ; against 

this view wrote J. J. Combes Dounous, Essai historique sur Platon, Paris 

1809 (2 vols.). Dieterich Tiedemann, Geist der speculativen Philosophie 
(6 vols.), Marburg 1791-1797 ; (vol. ii. pp. 63-198 deals with Plato, whom he 

credits with the discovery (p. 87) ‘dass die wissenschaftliche Erkenntniss 

unverinderliche, nothwendige Grundsitze und Begriffe heischt’). J. F. 

Dammann, De humanae sentiendi et cogitandi facultatis natura ex mente 

Platonis, Helmstadii 1792 (2 parts). J. Gottlieb Buhle, ‘Commentatio de 

philosophorum graecorum ante Aristotelem in arte logica invenienda et 
perficienda conaminibus’ (pp. 234-259) in the Conunentationes societatis 

regiae scientiarum Gottingensis ad annos 1791-92, vol. xi. Gottingae 1793, 
insists on the importance of Plato’s logic. 

10 W. G. Tennemann, System der platonischen Philosophie, Leipzig 
1792-95, 4 vols. (vol. ii. p. 215: ‘Plato verwechselte das Denken mit dem 

Erkennen’). Tennemann deals also with Plato’s logic in his Geschichte der 

Philosophie, vol. ii. Leipzig 1799 (pp. 242-344). 
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theories. He quotes chiefly the dialectical works— 
Theaetetus, Parmenides, Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, 
which, according to him, were written soon after the 
death of Socrates, though really they are among Plato’s 
latest works. His predilection for these dialogues enabled 
Tennemann to perceive that Plato’s ideas were for him 
nothing but notions of the human mind; while Brucker 
and many other writers,*’ including such authorities of our 
own time as E. Zeller, conceived the Platonic ideas as 
independent beings, separated from the material world, 
much as they are represented in certain passages of 
Aristotle. 'Tennemann gave the first impartial exposition 
of the logic of Plato, as it is to be found in Plato’s own 
works, free from later corruptions. But, unaware of the 

order in which the works were written, he quotes early 
and late dialogues indifferently, and makes some serious 
mistakes: as, for instance, in his contention that Plato 

did not distinguish thought from knowledge. He admits 

that Plato had a theory of proof, that he gave valuable 

*' Most of the ancient Platonists, as Albinus, Plotinus, Porphyrius, 

Jamblichus, Proclus, as well as Plethon and Ficinus in the fifteenth cen- 

tury, explained the Platonic ideas as existent in God. This view has been 
also maintained by :—R. Goclenius (Idea Philosophiae Platonicae, Marpurgi 
1612, p. 176: ‘ Plato intelligit ideas . . . in mente divina immortales et 

immutabiles’); Scipio Agnelli (Disceptationes de ideis, Venetiis 1615, 

p. 33: ‘Peripatetici absurdam illam opinionem Platoni tribuunt quae 
tanto Philosopho penitus indigna est. Volunt Platonem existimasse . . 

seorsum a divina mente subsistentes Ideas esse’); R. Cudworth (The True 

Intellectual System of the Universe, London 1678 ; also C. E. Lowrey, The 

Philosophy of R. Cudworth, New York 1884); J. L. Mosheim (in his 
Latin translation of R. Cudworth’s Systema intellectuale hujus wniversi, 
Jenae 1733, vol. i. pp. 662-663); J. Helwig (De ideis platonicis, in 

Electorali Viadrina, 1650). In opposition to this view, there has been put 

forth another opinion, according to which Plato’s ideas were substances 
independent of God and separated from him. This was chiefly sup- 

ported by M. J. Thomasius (Orationes, Lipsiae 1683, pp. 275-300, oratio xiii. : 

‘De ideis Platonicis exemplaribus,’ habita die 9 Aprilis a. 1659) ; J. Brucker 

(Historia philosophica doctrinae de ideis, Augustae Vindelicorum 1723, with- 

out the author’s name, p. 36: ‘ideae Platoni sunt aeterna rerum sensi- 

bilium exemplaria et formae, quae propria substantia gaudent.’ Also in 

J. Bruckeri Historia critica philosophiae, Lipsiae 1742, voi. i. p. 691); 

M. G. E. Schulze (De ideis Platonis, Wittemberg 1786). 
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hints as to the method of scientific investigation, and that 
he was probably familiar with that theory of syllogism 

which caused Aristotle to be considered by many historians 

as the first logician. 
Tennemann’s work appeared a a time when other 

writers *? also favoured Plato in greater measure than here- 

tofore. It became generally recognised that Plato alone 
is a trustworthy witness as to his own logic, and the 
philosopher Herbart “* insisted upon the importance of 
interpreting Plato by his own writings. 

The next attempt to give an account of Plato’s logic 

was made by van Heusde“! in his work on Platonic 
philosophy. Van Heusde’s aim was chiefly to give an 
introduction to the reading of Plato’s dialogues. In his 

appreciation of Plato, enthusiastic as it is, there is a 
strange contempt for the theory of proof, and he sees in 

Plato’s dialogues chiefly a theory of invention. He 
forgets that no truth is really invented before it 1s proved. 
He neglects to prove his own assertions, and his three 
volumes are less a scientific investigation than a brilliant 
anthology from Plato’s works, with the editor’s comments 
on them. On the pretext that it is not advisable to break 

up an organic whole, van Heusde abstains from comparing 
the text of various dialogues, and limits himself to an 

epitome. He regards Plato’s logic as standing quite apart 
from later logic, and even from the logic of Aristotle. We 

42 G. G. Fiilleborn, ‘ Kurze Geschichte der Logik bei den Griechen,’ in Bey- 

trige zur Geschichte der Philosophie, Ziillichau und Freystadt 1794, p. 167 ; 

K. Morgenstern, Entwurf von Platons Leben aus dem englischen tibersetzt 

und mit Zusdtzen versehen, Leipzig 1797 (from the anonymous Remarks on 

the Life and Writings of Plato, Edinburgh 1760); J. J. Wagner, Worter- 

buch der platonischen Philosophie, Gottingen 1799 (very superficial). 
43 J, F. Herbart, De platonici systematis fundamento, first published 

1805, reprinted in vol. i. of Herbart’s Kleinere philosophische Schriften her. 

v. Hartenstein, Leipzig 1842; believes the theory of ideas the most impor- 

tant in Plato’s philosophy, and holds the ideas to be independent sub- 

stances. 
44 P, G. van Heusde, Initia philosophiae platonicae, 3 vols., Trajecti ad 

Rhenum 1827-1831-1836; a 2nd ed. in 1 vol., Lugduni Batavorum 1842. 
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may either accept or reject it, but are not expected to 
find a continuity in the development of logic from Plato 
down to our own times. Van Heusde thinks, and in this 

he shares the opinion of Herbart, that it is useless to seek 
a ‘logic’ in Plato’s dialogues, though they contain a 
‘philosophy of truth’ and a ‘theory of invention.’ He 
speaks throughout of a philosophy of Plato as a whole, 

without any distinction of epochs in Plato’s own develop- 
ment. He seems unaware of the possibility of inferences 
from the comparison of passages, or of such inferences 

about Plato as might go beyond the first impressions of 

an attentive reader of the dialogues. For van Heusde a 

modern representation of any part of Plato’s philosophy 
is no more than an epitome of Plato’s works. 

After the publication of the work of van Heusde, most 
writers on Plato’s logic, or on any portion of it, limited 
their attention to a small number of Plato’s works, some- 

times to a single dialogue, and this prevented them from 

forming any idea of a logical evolution in Plato. Even 
Prantl, “© who looks upon Plato as a simple predecessor 

45 Such small contributions, which are rather commentaries on some 

passages than historical investigations, rarely show in their titles the limi- 

tation of the subject, as for instance : K. Eichhoff, Logica triwm dialogorum 

Platonis explicata (Meno, Crito, Phaedo), Duisburg 1854; R. Kleinpaul, Der 

Begriff der Erkenntniss in Platos Thedtet, Gotha 1867 ; Holzer, Grundziige 

der Erkenntnisstheorie in Platos Staat, Cottbus 1861; H. Dittel, Platos 

Anschauungen iiber die Methode des wissenschaftlichen Gesprichs nach 
den Dialogen Protagoras Gorgias Meno, Salzburg 1869; Fr. Schmitt, Die 

Verschiedenheit der Ideenlehre in Platos Republik und Philebus, Giessen 
1891; W. Brinckmann, Die Erkenntnisstheorie in Platons Thedtet, Berge- 

dorf Programm, Jena 1896. Other authors preferred more general titles: 

F. Ebben, De Platonis idearum doctrina, Bonn 1849; C. F. Cooper, On the 

Genius and Ideas of Plato, Gottingen 1864; P. Durdik, Wie wrtheilt 

Plato iiber das Wissen? Prag 1875; R. Wutzdorff, Die platonischen 
Ideen, Gérlitz 1875; O. Ihm, Ueber den Begriff der platonischen dd&a und 
deren Verhiltniss zwm Wissen der Ideen, Leipzig 1877; J. Wagner, Zu 

Platos Ideenlehre, Nikolsburg 1881; M. Guggenheim, Die Lehre vom 

apriorischen Wissen, Berlin 1885. 

46 Carl Prantl, ‘ Ueber die Entwickelung der Aristotelischen Logik aus 
der Platonischen Philosophie,’ p. 129 sqq., in Abhandlungen der philo- 

sophisch-philologischen Classe der kiniglich-bayerischen Akademie der 

C 
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of Aristotle, and gives him in his history of logic an 
exceedingly modest place, did nothing beyond collect- 
ing a veryreduced number of logical quotations—chiefly 
from Plato’s latest works. He said clearly that Plato’s 

ideas had nothing to do with logic (p. 88). 
Other writers, as Janet *’ and Heyder, ** who compared 

Plato and Aristotle with Hegel, or Waddington, *? who 

argued that Plato was wholly independent of eastern 

philosophy, or Fouillée,*” who exaggerated the importance 
of the theory of ideas in Plato’s philosophy, or those who, 
like Lukas,*! treated some special problems of Plato’s 
logic,>? agree in one respect: that they are ignorant of the 

Wissenschaften, viit* Band 1° Abt., Miinchen 1853; also Geschichte der 

Logik im Abendlande, vol. i. pp. 59-84, Leipzig 1855. 
47 Paul Janet, Etude sur la dialectique dans Platon et dans Hegel, 

Paris 1848, 2nd ed. 1860. On the same subject: A. Vera, Platonis, Aris- 

totelis et Hegel de medio termino doctrina, Paris 1845. 

4 Carl L. W. Heyder, Kritische Darstellung und Vergleichung der 

Methoden aristotelischer und hegelscher Dialektik, Erlangen 1845; on Plato 

pp. 59-131; and by the same author: Die Lehre von den Ideen, Frankfurt 

a. M. 1874, wherein only pp. 4-12 deal with Plato. 

49 C, Waddington, Hssais de Logique, Paris 1857 (lecons faites a la 

Sorbonne 1848-1856). In this book, p. 81: Essai iii. De la découverte du 
syllogisme. On p. 93 the author asserts that the word syllogismos is 

unknown in Greece before Aristotle. This is an error, for the word 

occurs in the Cratylus and in the Theaetetus, as the author could have 

easily seen from Ast’s Lexicon Platonicum. Such an error appears quite 

natural when we know that the same author thirty years later thought that 

Serranus edited in Bale in 1578 an edition of Plato ‘qui fait encore 

autorité ’ (Séances et travaux de lV’ Académie des sciences morales, tome 126, 
p. 5: Ch. Waddington, ‘ De l’authenticité des écrits de Platon,’ Paris 1886). 
Anybody who studies Plato knows that the edition of 1578, published in 
Geneva, not in Bale, by Stephanus and not by Serranus, has no authority 

whatever in comparison with the editions of Bekker, Hermann, and 

Schanz. 

«© Alfred Fouillée, La philosophie de Piaton, Paris 1869, 2nd ed. Paris 

1888, 4 vols., of which vol. i. contains ‘ Théorie des idées et de l’amour.’ 

51 F. Lukas, Die Methode der Eintheilung bei Platon, Halle 1888, deals 

only with nine dialogues, but represents very completely the theory and 
practice of classification used in these works. 

52 On special parts of Plato’s Logic there are some very valuable con- 

tributions: J. R. Lichtenstidt, Platons Lehren auf dem Gebiet der 
Naturforschung und der Heilkunde, Leipzig 1826 (pp. 85-96 : ‘ Empfinden 

und Wahrnehmen’); L. Dissen, De arte combinatoria in Platonis Theaeteto, 
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decisive distinction between the philosopher’s earlier and 
later writings. 

On the other hand, the problem of the chronology of 
Plato’s dialogues was much discussed by writers more 
interested in the philological details, or in the historical 
allusions of Plato’s dialogues, than in his logic. Some- 
times, as in the voluminous works of H. Ritter and 

Brandis, the chronology was discussed without any 
bearing on the subsequent exposition of Plato’s philosophy. 
K. F. Hermann acknowledged a gradual development of 

Plato’s thoughts, and intended to give an account of this 
development, but he published no more than the first 
volume of his work, and treated in it only the chronology 
of Plato’s writings, not the evolution of his philosophy. 

The first to attempt a combination of both problems 

Gottingen 1836, reprinted in: Kleine lateinische und deutsche Schriften, 
Gottingen 1839; G. Bode, Materia apud Platonem qualem habeat vim 

atque natuwram, Neu Ruppin 1853; C. Kiesel, De ratione quam Plato arti 

mathematicae cum dialectica intercedere voluerit, Kiln 1840. Of the same 

author: De primis artis logicae praeceptis Platone duce tradendis, 1851 ; 
Exempla ad illustrandam concludendi doctrinam ex Platonis libris, Diissel- 

dorf 1857; and De conclusionibus platonicis, Diisseldorf 1863; Martinius, 

Ueber die Fragestellung in den Dialogen Platos, Norden 1871; Th. Kock, 
‘Ein Kapitel aus der formalen Logik, angewendet auf Aristoteles und 

Platon’ (in Hermes, vol. xviii. pp. 546-557, Berlin 1883); Saueressig, 

Ueber die Definitionslehre Platos, Oberehnheim 1884; A. Beckmann, Nwm 

Plato artefactorum ideas statuerit, Bonn 1889. On Plato’s relation to Kant : 
J. Heidemann, Platonis de ideis doctrinam quomodo Kantius et intellexerit et 

excoluerit, Berolini 1863 ; Stickel, Der Begriff der Idee bei Kant und bei 

Plato, Rostock 1869; C. Fuchs, Die Idee bei Plato und Kant, Wiener 

Neustadt 1886. On Aristotle and Plato: Fr. Michelis, De Aristotele Platonis 

im idearum doctrina adversario, Brunsbergae 1864; H. Cazac, Polémique 
ad’ Aristote contre la théorie platonicienne des idées, Tarbes 1889; A. Biach, 

‘ Aristoteles Lehre von der sinnlichen Erkenntniss in ihrer Abhiangigkeit 

von Plato’ in Philosophische Monatshefte, vol. xxvi. pp. 270-287, Heidel- 
berg 1890. 

53H. Ritter, Geschichte der Philosophie alter Zeit, Hamburg 1836-38. 

The author settles the chronology and authenticity of Plato’s writings in 

vol. ii. pp. 159-208, but in his later account of Plato’s logic on pp. 259- 

388 makes no use of the order of Plato’s work recognised by him. Also 

Brandis, Handbuch der Geschichte der griechisch-rimischen Philosophie, 

vol. ii. Berlin 1844, accepts a certain order of Plato’s dialogues on pp. 161- 

179, but makes no use of that order in his account of Plato’s Philosophy. 
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was Susemihl,*! who represented the philosophical theories 
of each dialogue separately, in what appeared to him to 

be the historical order of their composition. Susemihl’s 
work was not limited to Plato’s logic, and it consisted 

chiefly in an epitome of each dialogue, with commentaries 

on the theories contained in it. He laid no special stress. 
on logic, and at the time of writing did not perceive the 
true order of the dialogues as clearly as he perceived it 
afterwards.” 

After Susemihl, the relation between the philological 
question of the chronology of dialogues and the philo- 
sophical aim of understanding the growth of the theories 

contained in these dialogues was insisted upon by 
Michelis,*® but he dedicates only a few pages of his work 

to the logic of Plato, dealing chiefly, like Ribbing,* 
with the theory of ideas. 

Ueberweg,” in his treatment of the chronological 

problem, has shown that the comparison of logical 

54 F. Susemihl, Die genetische Entwickelung der platonischen Philo- 

‘sophie, Leipzig 1855-1857-1860, represents the Sophist and Politicus as 

earlier than the Banquet and Republic. The same opinion is held by 

S. Ribbing, Genetische Darstellung der platonischen Ideenlehre, Leipzig 1863- 

64 (first published in Swedish at Upsala in 1858), and by W. Rosenkrantz, 

Die Wissenschaft des Wissens, Miinchen 1866-68, vol. ii. pp. 1-54: ‘ Ueber 

die platonische Ideenlehre.’ The‘ genetische Methode ’ had been previously 

advocated by Hermann (Geschichte wnd System der Platonischen Philo- 

sophie, Ie Theil, Heidelberg 1839), but he did not fulfil his promise of a. 
systematical exposition of Plato’s philosophy. 

55 Susemihl has changed his former opinions under the influence of later 

investigations, and he recognised in 1884 (Wochenschrift fiir Klassische 
Philologie, 1° Jahrgang, Leipzig 1884, p. 523, in a review of Peipers’ 

Ontologia Platonica) that the Sophist and the Politicus were written after 

the Republic. 

56 F, Michelis, Die Philosophie Platons im threr imneren Beziehung zur 

geoffenbarten. Wahrheit, Minster 1859-60; the author held the Sophist 
and Politicus, as well as the Parmenides, to be earlier than the Republic, 

and even than the Banquet, Phaedo, and Phaedrus. 

57 Ueberweg’s Untersuchungen tiber die Echtheit und Zeitfolge Platon- 

scher Schriften, Wien 1861, is one of the most important works on the 

subject of Plato’s writings. The only authors before Ueberweg who 

believed the Sophist to be later than the Republic were G. F. W. Suckow 

(Die wissenschaftliche und kitinstlerische Form der platonischen Schriften, 
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theories is of importance in determining the order of 
the dialogues ; and on that basis he was the first to show 
the very late date of the Sophist and Politicus, which had 
been almost unanimously placed by former philologers 

earher than the Republic, and by most of them even 

earlier than the Banquet. But Ueberweg limited his 
valuable observations to a few dialogues, and to a few 

striking logical opinions expressed in them. After him 
many writers touched upon different points of Plato’s logic, 
without attempting to give a full account of it and of the 
changes which took place in his logical theories. 

In 1873 the philosophical faculty of the University of 
Gottingen offered a prize for a work on the Platonic 
dialectic. The prize was awarded to a brief dissexation 
on this subject by Oldenberg.** The author tried to find 

a difference between the earlier and the later dialectic 
of Plato, but he neglected Ueberweg’s arguments, and 

ignored Campbell's introduction to the Sophist and to 
the Politicus; so that, under the influence of the pre- 
vailing authority of Schleiermacher and Hermann, he 
conceived the form of dialectic which appears in the 

Sophist and Politicus to be earlier than that in the 

Republic. This he might have avoided, had he cared to 
compare the Laws with these dialogues. 

The general inclination to limit the inquiry to a few 
dialogues has led some authors to strange extravagances : 

Berlin 1855) and Ed. Munk (Die natiirliche Ordnung der platonischen 
Schriften, Berlin 1856), but they thought so chiefly because they imagined 
the conversations between Socrates and his pupils as written in the same 

order as they had been held, and the Sophist is the continuation of the 
Theaetetus at the end of which Socrates goes to meet the accusation of 

Meletus. 
58 H. Oldenberg, De Platonis arte dialectica, Gottingae 1873, very super- 

ficial. Besides this, another dissertation on the same subject, by J. Wolff, 

was also awarded a prize by the philosophical faculty at Gottingen, and 
published in the Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie und philosophische Kritik, 
vol. lxiv. pp. 200-253, vol. lxv. pp. 12-34, and vol. lxvi. pp. 69-85, 185-220 

(Johannes Wolff: ‘Die platonische Dialektik, ihr Wesen und ihr Werth 

fiir die menschliche Erkenntniss’). But Wolff did not understand the 
importance of chronology and he misunderstood Plato in many points. 

Oldenberg 

Peipers 
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as, for instance, in disguising the restricted ground of 
their investigations under very promising titles. D. 
Peipers *® wrote more than seven hundred pages of com- 
mentary on a single dialogue, the Theaetetws, and he divided 
his work into such parts as ‘ Consideration of the second 

part of the Theaetetus, and ‘Consideration of the third 
part of the Theaetetus,’ closing it with a ‘ Consideration 
of the first part of the Theaetetus.’ He devoted to com- 

parisons with other dialogues about one-eighth of his 
volume: not more, in fact, than anybody should have 
given in a good commentary on any single dialogue. 
This very conscientious commentary of Peipers’ is styled 

Erkenntnisstheorie Platos, a misleading title, which has 

so completely deceived some reviewers that, for instance, 

Stein,® in his short history of the Greek theory of know- 
ledge, says that the Platonic theory of knowledge has found 

in Peipers an able exponent. Peipers himself, though 
his work was received by philological reviewers with the 

greatest consideration,®! writing at a later date on the 
ontology of Plato, gave—not a commentary on some other 
dialogue, but—an exposition of the ontological and of 
some logical theories of Plato, in their chronological order. 
And he had the great merit of finding by this method, 
quite independently of others who had earlier arrived at 
the same result, that the Sophist, the Politicus, and the 

Philebus are later than the Republic. 

Since Peipers, nobody has attempted to give a full 

54 TD). Peipers, Die Erkenntnisstheorie Platos, Leipzig 1874. 

6 T,, Stein, Die Erkenntnisstheorie der Stoa, Berlin 1888, contains, 

pp. 70-77, a short chapter, ‘ Platos Erkenntnisstheorie.’ 
61 Susemihl in Bursians Jahresbericht, vol. iii. p. 309, says that Peipers’ 

work is ‘tief eindringend und scharfsinnig gearbeitet, klar und schén 

geschrieben.’ R. Hirzel in Jenaer Literaturzeitung, 2% Jahrg. Jena 1875, 

p. 469, recognises in Peipers’ work ‘Scharfsinn, Methode, Wissen,. 

Klarheit, Durchsichtigkeit,’ and H. Schmidt, in vol. cxi. pp. 477-487 of the 

Jalrbiicher fiir classische Philologie (Leipzig 1875), admits the ‘ Griind- 

lichkeit, Tiefe, Klarheit’ of the same. Not one of these reviewers com- 

plained about the misleading title, as if it were quite natural to name a 

commentary to a single dialogue Erkenntnisstheorie Platos. 
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account of Plato’s logic, but among the recent writers on 
Plato’s philosophy H. Jackson™ has confirmed Ueberweg’s 
and Peipers’ finding as to the late date of the dialectical 
dialogues according to the modification of the theory 
of ideas they contain; and A. Benn® by independent 
observations found in the Sophist the transition from 

the Platonic to the Aristotelian logic, thus implying that 
the Sophist and Philebus were written later than the 
Republic, which contains the classical theory of ideas 

nearly in the form which is criticised by Aristotle. Benn 
also insisted upon the very important fact, that the so- 

called doctrine of ideas was by no means the chief logical 
theory of Plato, and that in his later works his earlier 
opinions are considerably modified. But it did not form. 
part of the scope of Benn’s work to give a detailed 

account of these changes, and thus the history of Plato’s 
logical evolution remains as yet untold. Nothwithstand- 

ing the many defenders of Plato’s logical merits,™ there 
are still historians of logic, as for instance Franck, Kuno 
Fischer, Rabus, Hirzel, who choose to see in Aristotle 

the founder of that science.™ 

® H. Jackson, ‘ Plato’s later theory of ideas,’ in the Journal of Philology, 

vols. x., X1., xill., xiv., xv., London 1882-86. 

8 A. W. Benn, The Greek Philosophers, London 1882, vol. i. p. 264. 

St Plato’s logical merits have been insisted upon by T. G. Danzel (Plato 
philosophiae in formam disciplinae redactae parens et auctor, Lipsiae 1845), 

J.B. Tissandier (Examen critique de la Psychologie de Platon, Paris 1851), 
L. Szezerbowicz (Parmenides filozof z Elei, Warszawa 1868, p. 38), and in 

general histories of logic by C. F. Bachmann (System der Logik, Leipzig 

1828), Troxler (Logik, Stuttgart 1829-1830, 3 vols.), Ch. Renouvier (Manuel 
de philosophie ancienne, Paris 1844), H. Siebeck (‘Die Anfinge der Erkennt- 
nisslehre in der griechischen Philosophie’ in Zeitschrift fiir exacte 

Philosophie, vol. vii. pp. 357-380, Leipzig 1867), Giov. Cesca (La teorica 

della conoscenza nella filosofia greca, Verona 1887). 
6° Aristotle is estimated as the founder of logic by Fr. Calker (Denklehre, 

Bonn 1822), Ad. Franck (Hsquisse d’une histoire de la logique, Paris 1838), 

Kuno Fischer (Logik und Metaphysik, Stuttgart 1852), L. Rabus (Logik wnd 
Metaphysik, Erlangen 1868), R. Hirzel (‘De logica Stoicorum’ in Satura 
philologa, Hermanno Sauppio obtulit amicorum decas, Berolini 1879). 

What K. Fischer ascribes only to modern philosophy, ‘die free voraus- 

setzungslose Erkenntniss’ (p. 17), is to be found already in Plato. 

Differ- 

ences of 

opinions 

about 

Plato’s 

logic. 
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Besides the authors named, a great number have 
written in general terms on Plato’s dialectic, promising 
more in the titles of their works than they could give.® 

66 Many works bearing on their titles the name of Plato do not really 
belong to Platonic bibliography, because they contain nothing of any im- 

portance for our knowledge of Plato. Some authors of popular histories of 

philosophy writing about Plato invent freely what they think will interest 

their readers. Aston Leigh (The Story of Philosophy, London 1881) counts 
among Plato’s pupils Isocrates, his rival and enemy, and regrets that Plato 

was born before his time. A. Lefévre (La philosophie, Paris 1879) makes 
Plato a sceptic. To the same class belongs Courdaveaux (La plhilosophie 

grecque mise & la portée de tous, Paris 1855). Some other authors go still 

farther in their imagination: E. Welper (Platon wnd seine Zeit, Kassel 1866) 

represents Plato as defending himself against the love of a girl unknown to 

history, and selling olive-oil in Egypt. E. l’Ollivier (La méthode de Platon, 

Paris 1883) pays a visit to Plato in the Champs Elysées, where he meets 

him in company of Plotinus and Proclus, speaking Latin. A. T. Haymann 

(Ariston Platon, sein Leben und Wirken im Lichte seiner Zeit, Dresden 

1871) makes the discovery that Plato began at an early age to learn Greek, 

and accumulates within a few pages an incredible number of blunders, though 
he quotes as his source of information Brockhaus’ Conversationslexicon. 

J. de Sales (Ma République, auteur Platon, Paris 1790) and another anony- 

mous author (Platone in Italia, Milano 1804) use the name of Plato to give 
authority to their political predictions. G.A. Heigl (Die platonische Dialek- 

tik, Landshut 1812) mixes up fragments of Plato’s dialogues with his own 
inventions. Enoch Pond (Plato : his Life, Works, Opinions, Portland, Maine 
1847) finds as the chief result of his study of Plato (in Taylor’s trans- 

lation) ‘ the divine origin and unspeakable importance of the Bible.’ The 

same conclusion is reached by Dietrich Becker (Das philosophische System 

Platons in seiner Beziehwng zum christlichen Dogma, Freiburg 1862), and 

R. Bobertag (De ratione inter spiritwm sanctum et mentem hwmanam ex 

Platonis philosophia intercedente, Vratislaviae 1824). Among books on 

Plato for general readers, G. P. Weygoldt (Die Platonische Philosophie 

nach threm Wesen und ihren Schicksalen fiir hihergebildete aller Stdnde 
dargestellt, Leipzig 1885) has happily avoided striking errors, while 
A. Arnold (Platons Werke einzeln erklért und in ihrem Zusammenhange 

dargestellt, Berlin 1835-1836, Erfurt 1855; System der platonischen Philo- 

sophie, Erfurt 1858 ; Hinleitung in die Philosophie durch die Lehre Platos 

vermittelt, Berlin 1841) undertook a task exceeding his knowledge. Besides 
these works there has always been idle talk on Plato in many smaller 

dissertations: G. Schultgen (De Platonis arte dialectica, Wesel 1829) ; 

C. F. Wieck (De Platonica philosophia, Merseburgi 1830); Fr. Hoffmann 

(Die Dialekttk Platons, Miinchen 1832); F. W. Braut (Bemerkungen tiber 
die platonische Lehre vom Lernen als einer Wiedererinnerung, Brandenburg 
1832); H. Brueggemann (De artis dialecticae, qua Plato sibi viam ad 
scientiam veri munivit, forma ac ratione, Berolini 1838); C. Kiihn (De 

dialectica Platonis, Berolini 1843) give much less than might be expected 
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Of such contributions to Platonic literature, most are 

devoted to the discussion about Platonic ideas, which 

are held by some to be independent substances,” by others 

to be God’s thoughts,® and again by others to be certain 

from the titles, and do very little more than collect quotations without order 
or method. R. Doehn (De speculativo logices platonicae principio, Gryphiae 

1845) gives a series of comparisons between Plato and other philosophers 
from Anaximander to Hegel. Carl Giinther (‘ Betrachtungen iiber die pla- 
tonische Dialektik ’ in Philologus, Band v. pp. 36-84, Gottingen 1850) and 

E. Alberti (‘ Zur Dialektik des Plato,’ pp. 112-168 in I* Supp. Band of 

Jahrbiicher fiir classische Philologie, Leipzig 1855) have been at least 
more modest in the title of their articles, and Alberti acknowledges that he 

wrote more for his own pleasure than for his readers’ benefit. E.Schulte’s 

Platos Lehre von der Erkenntniss, Fiirstenwalde 1868, is a jest, because 

the reader, whose expectations have been raised by the title, is disappointed 

when he finds some pages of comments on certain passages of a single 

dialogue. F. Faber (De wniversa cogtionis lege, qualem Plato statuit, cum 
aristotelea comparata, Vratislaviae 1865) causes a similar disappointment 
to the reader; and O. Caspari (Die Irrthiimer der altclassischen Philo- 
sophen in ihrer Bedeutung fiir das philosophische Princip, Heidelberg 

1868) seems to know Plato only from references. Schnippel (Die Haupt- 
epochen in der Entwickelung der Erkenntnissprobleme, Gera 1874) gives 

only a summary of the Theaetetus. C. A. Funke (Die Lehre Platos von 

den Seelenvermigen, Paderborn 1878) accuses Plato ‘keinen Begriff vom 
Ich gehabt zu haben.’ Carl Schmelzer (Hine Verteidigung Platos, Bonn 

1885) thinks that Plato’s political theories are not meant seriously, and 
have to be taken as jokes. All these writings, quoted here only to show 

how Plato’s name is abused, are not worth reading. 

8’ The ideas were explained as self-existing substances after Herbart 

chiefly by L. Wienbarg (De primitivo idearum platonicarum sensu, Marburgi 
1829), F. W. Graser (Ueber Platos Ideenlehre, Torgau 1861), T. Maguire 

(An essay on the Platonic idea, London 1866), Alfr. Fouillée (Histoire de la 

philosophie, Paris 1875, p. 90), Aemilius Kramm (De ideis Platonis a Lotzet 
judicio defensis, Halae 1879), Al. Chiappelli (Della interpretazione pan- 
teistica di Platone, Firenze 1881, p. 131), W. Pater (Plato and Platonism, 

London 1893), and Zeller. 
68° The old explanation of ideas as of God’s thoughts is upheld in this 

century by Stallbaum (Platonis Parmenides cura G. Stallbaumi, Prolego- 
mena p. 266, and in many other Prolegomena to Platonic dialogues), 

H. F. Richter (De ideis Platonis, Lipsiae 1827), L. Lefrane (De la critique 

des idées platoniciennes par Aristote, Paris 1843), R. Blakey (Historical 
Sketch of Logic, Edinburgh 1851), J. Felix Nourisson (Quid Plato de ideis 
senserit, Lutetiae Parisiorum, 1852. Exposition de la théorie platonicienne 

des idées, Paris 1858), Alfred Fouillée (in his earlier work La Philosophie 
de Platon, Paris 1869), G. Behncke (Platos Ideenlehre im Lichte der 
aristotelischen Metaphysik, Berlin 1873), W. T. Harris (‘ Plato’s Dialectic 
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notions of the human mind.® These differences of 

opinion upon a subject so frequently dealt with by Plato 

and Doctrine of Ideas’ in the Journal of Speculative Philosophy, January 

1888, pp. 94-112, April 1888, pp. 113-117). 
8 That the Platonic ideas are neither substances nor God’s thoughts, 

but a kind of notions of the human mind, was first supposed in modern 

times by Kant in his Kritik der reinen Vernunft (p. 370 of second edition of 

1787), in so far as he alluded to the possibility of ‘ eine mildere Auslegung ’ 

of what Plato said about ideas, Kant’s indication has been followed out 
by G. Faehse (De ideis Platonis, Lipsiae 1795) and also arrived at 

independently by Tennemann. Then Trendelenburg (Platonis de ideis et 

numeris doctrina ex Aristotele illustrata, Lipsiae 1826), after a careful 
comparison of all quotations from Aristotle, proved that only a wrong 

interpretation of some passages could have led to the supposition 

that the ideas are self-subsistent substances. Trendelenburg thinks: ‘si 

sunt ideae a rebus sejunctae nec tamen alicubi extra eas positae, nihil 

restat, nisi ut menti insint’ (p. 45), which leads him to give that ‘ mildere 
Auslegung’ of ideas to which Kant alluded. Trendelenburg’s argument 

is the more important, inasmuch as he builds his conclusions on the text 

of Aristotle, while the same text wrongly interpreted leads Zeller to admit 

that Plato held his ideas to be substances existing apart from objects of 

experience. Trendelenburg’s view was also sustained by J. G. Mussmann 

(De idealismo sive philosophia ideali, Berolini 1826), Dr. Schmidt (Ueber die 
Ideen des Plato, Quedlinburg 1835), H. Ritter and Brandis (see above note 53). 

After these historians came a very important dissertation of C. Levéque 

(Quid Phidiae Plato debuerit, Parisiis 1852), in which the analogy between 
the philosophic ideas and the ‘in mente insita aeternae pulchritudinis 
effigies ’ was shown with great skill. A similar argumentation led Hermann 

Cohen (‘Die Platonische Ideenlehre,’ pp. 403-464 in vol. iv. of the Zeit- 
schrift fiir Vélkerpsychologie, Berlin 1866), independently of Levéque, to 

the understanding that the ideas were ‘ geschaut’ by Plato in the same way 

as the artist sees in his own thoughts the work he intends to produce. But 

Cohen still believed that for Plato each idea was a substance, and only later 
(Platons Ideenlehre und die Mathematik, Marburg 1879) he came to accept 

Lotze’s interpretation (Lotze, Logik, Leipzig 1874, p. 501), according to 

which the ovcia of ideas is only a ‘gelten,’ not a separate substantial 

existence. The idea as a general notion has been also accepted: by 

J. Steger (Platonische Studien, Innsbruck 1869-1872, part 1 p. 39), Carl 

Heyder (Die Lehre von den Ideen, Frankfurt a. M. 1874, p. 5: ‘der 

Ausgangspunkt der Ideenlehre war jedenfalls wie nach der einen Seite ein 

logischer, das im Begriff gedachte Allgemeine und Beharrliche, so anderer- 

seits ein ontologisch-metaphysischer ; denn dies Allgemeine und Unwandel- 

bare in der Vielheit und in der Verinderung der Erscheinungen ist zugleich 

das wahre Sein und Wesen der Sache’), Dieck (Untersuchung zur plato- 

nischen Ideenlehre, Naumburg 1876, develops Lotze’s view), G. M. Bertini 

(Nuova interpretazione delle idee Platoniche, Torino 1876, p. 18: ‘ quando 
Platone dice che le idee sono, non le trasforma con cid in sostanze individue, 
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are plainly due to the neglect of chronology, without 
which a scientific exposition of Plato’s logic or of any 
other part of his philosophy is impossible. 

The works of our predecessors contain valuable hints 

of the way in which Plato’s logic should be studied. 
First of all, most modern writers on the subject advise us 
to trust only Plato himself as to his own logical theories, 
and not to be deluded by later writers, who, without 

a scientific method of investigation, attributed to him 
opinions absent from his writings. A philosopher who 
spent more than fifty years in composing and polishing 
works which are well preserved, may be assumed to have 

Inferences 

from the 

literature 

on Plato’s 

logic. 

expressed his views in them almost as fully as in his oral ° 
teaching, about which we have no direct testimony beyond 

a vague allusion in Aristotle. 
We also see clearly from existing works on the logic 

of Plato that it is indispensable to take into account the 
order of his writings, because we may reasonably expect 

him to have progressed during his long life, and because 
between some of his dialogues there exist contradictions 
so important as to have led Socher and Schaarschmidt to 

doubt the authenticity of the Parmenides, Sophist, Polvti- 

cus, and Philebus. If we wish to obtain a clear repre- 
sentation of Plato’s logic we cannot follow Peipers in 
limiting our study to one dialogue; we must include in 

ma dice solo che esse hanno realita in quel modo che possono averla, senza 

cessare di essere quello che sono, cioé idee . . . essenze, forme necessaria- 

mente possibili, cf. p. 79, ibidem), Th. Achelis (‘ Kritische Darstellung der 

platonischen Ideenlehre,’ pp. 90-113 in vol. lxxix. of the Zeitschrift fiir 
Philosophie und philosophische Kritik, Halle 1881, accepts Lotze’s view), 

August Auffarth (Die platonische Ideenlehre, Berlin 1883, develops the views 

of Cohen and credits Plato with the merit of having been the first representa- 

tive of critical idealism), G. Schneider (Die platonische Metaphysik, Leipzig 

1884, p. 54: ‘Ideen sind ein eigenthiimliches Besitzthum des menschlichen 

Geistes ’), P. Shorey (De Platonis idearum doctrina atque mentis 
humanae notionibus commentatio, Miinchen 1884), F. Weber (Die Entste- 

hung des Begriffes der Idee bei Platon, Briix 1888), etc. This survey 

shows that the great majority of competent Platonists after Tennemann 

have abandoned the old theory of ideas as substances, and only Zeller, in 

dealing with this question as with many others, remains too conservative. 
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our examination all the dialogues where logical doctrines 
are found. These two conditions, (1) the distinction be- 

tween the age of each dialogue and (2) the inclusion of all 
Plato’s works in the study of each part of his philosophy, 
have never yet been fulfilled by those who have written 
upon this subject. The importance of these two condi- 

tions will appear in their true hght when applied, but it 
is manifest that a scientific knowledge of Plato’s logic is 
impossible unless we form our judgment at least upon all 
his more important works, and unless we know the stages 

through which his thought reached its final shape. 

Some objections to the aim of our study are raised by 

a scholar whose competence and command of Plato are 

incontestable, and whose opinion, therefore, should be well 

weighed before venturing upon a path condemned by 
him. Zeller agrees with van Heusde’s opinion, according 

to which it is unjustifiable to form an artificial system of 
logic by collecting the logical theories which we find 

scattered through the philosopher’s writings. If Zeller 
be right, all attempts to argue about Plato’s logic are 

superfluous, and deserve no attention from historians of 
philosophy. They are condemned beforehand on this 

showing as a useless logical exercise that can lead to no 
scientific result. Zeller himself, in his extensive work on 

Plato, ignores Plato’s logic as such, while he blends 

logical, ethical, metaphysical, psychological problems in 
accordance, as he thinks, with Plato’s own indications. 

He begins with the theory of perception and imagination, 

then deals with virtue, with love, with the formation of 

concepts and their division ; he treats in one page of the 

logical rules of Plato, and proceeds to the theory of 

language, of ideas, and of moral aims, then states 

Plato’s views on matter, reason, and necessity, the 
world’s soul, the world’s beginning and the constitution 
of the stars, the soul’s immortality and metempsychosis, 
the freedom of the will, the relation between body and 

soul, and so forth. 
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Now, although a reading of Zeller’s work does not 
give the impression of discontinuity produced by the 
above enumeration, everybody who knows Plato under- 

stands at once that this order of matters selected by 

Zeller is his own invention and cannot be supported by 
Plato’s authority, nor can it give a more faithful idea of 

Plato’s philosophy than a systematic exposition. Zeller 

condemns Tennemann’s work because he represented 
Plato’s philosophy according to modern divisions, which, 

as Zeller thinks, led him into inaccuracies and induced 

him to attribute to Plato thoughts which were not his. 

Every other division of an exposition of Plato’s philo- 
sophy leads to the same danger, and, if we wish to leave 

Plato’s views unchanged by our systematic prejudice, 

the safest plan is to present Platonic philosophy in 
the form of a mere epitome of his dialogues. Many 
authors, in writing on the philosophy of Plato—as, 

for instance, Grote—have thus understood their task. 

But such analyses contain but the repetition of Plato’s 

works; they give no new results. Even had Plato left a 

systematic work on logic we could not be bound by the 
order of his exposition in our historical account. 

The aim of an investigation on the history of philo- 
sophy is not to repeat or to epitomise what each 
philosopher said in his works, for then the best history 
would be a faithful edition of the chief texts. Our aim 
in investigating the logic of Plato is to learn what the 
philosopher thought, even though he gave no full expres- 

sion to his thoughts. This constitutes the labour of the 
historian in all departments—to manifest a reality not 

fully given by any single witness, to draw inferences 
from facts, and in this way to produce new truths. 
In the history of philosophy we are expected to offer a 

better understanding of a philosopher’s thoughts than 
could be immediately derived from the mere reading of 
his writings. 

A philosopher, whom all must admit to be a com- 
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petent witness, Kant,’ recognised this possibility and 

explained it, pointing out that we may understand a 

philosopher better than he understood himself, just as by 

means of scientific method we understand the properties 

of any being better than they could be understood by the 

being itself. If we wish to gain a scientific knowledge 

of a plant or an animal, we seek to determine its chief 

properties and their interdependence. Then only do we 

obtain scientific knowledge, very much higher than any 

knowledge derived from external description. We seek 

to show by what properties a particular object is dis- 

tinguished from all others and how these properties were 

developed. Taking a philosopher as an object of scientific 

study, we may ask many questions of no interest to him, 

and not directly answered in his writings. We need not 
repeat his mere words nor describe his writings, because 
all such descriptions teach us no more than the works 

themselves. We need not fear to join what is separated 

nor to sunder what is united in his works, if the sunder- 

ing and joining be done upon a rational principle, and if 

the relative date of each expression of opinion be borne in 

mind. 

Our aim is to get an insight into the psychological 
evolution of our philosopher, though he nowhere mentions 

his evolution—though he disregarded his change of con- 
victions and perhaps even attempted to conceal such 

changes. We seek the true meaning, the bases and conse- 
quences of his theories, though he may mention them 

only occasionally or may give no importance to them. 
We desire to trace the origin of what we admit to be 
important truths of our science, though, at the outset, 

” Kant’s Kritik der reinen Vernunft, Riga 1787, p.370: ‘Ich merke nur 

an, dass es gar nichts Ungewohnliches sei, sowohl im gemeinen Gesprich 

als in Schriften, durch die Vergleichung der Gedanken, welche ein Verfasser 

iiber seinen Gegenstand dussert, ihn sogar besser zu verstehen als er sich 

selbst verstand, indem er seinen Begriff nicht genugsam bestimmte, und 

dadurch bisweilen seiner eigenen Absicht entgegen redete oder auch 
dachte.’ 
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they may not have been expressed with a full knowledge 
of their importance. 

Just as the notion of a heavy body is other in ana- 

lytical mechanics than in current talk, so the scientific 
knowledge of a philosopher differs from the first im- 
pression obtained by reading his works. Those historians 

who, when speaking of Plato, object to the use of 
the word logic, on the plea that this word was not 
used by him, do not write history: they merely collect 
quotations. Such historical writings always give the 
unprejudiced reader the impression of vain labour, of an 
unskilful repetition of texts. In investigating the history 
of human thought, our object is not only to ascertain 

facts, but to explain their causation. An historian of 
philosophy can do this better than the philosopher in- 
vestigated, since he can make comparisons that are impos- 
sible to the philosopher himself. It is true that a certain 
subjective element enters into every historical study. 
We may suspect that Plato’s idea of his logical system 
differed from the idea we form of it. But if our idea 
corresponds to the true meaning of Plato’s thoughts, and 
if we attribute to him nothing against his testimony, then 
our appreciation of his system may be more trustworthy 
than his own. Possibly he did not always perceive the 
deeper connection between all his thoughts, but there is a 
bond uniting them, which gives the key to his detached 
opinions. 

Thus Tennemann and Prantl understood their task, 

and though their knowledge of Plato’s logic remained in- 
complete, there is a marked progress between the first and 
the second in eliminating the subjective element, though 
neither cared to preserve in his exposition the accidental 

order in which Plato’s logical hints are found in his own 
dialogues. To admit beforehand that an historian must 
have some subjectivity is simpler than to persuade our 
readers that we take from Plato himself the systematic 

order which allows us fully to understand his logic. 
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Plato never professes to teach logic; he always intro- 
duces logical questions as subsidiary to psychological, 
metaphysical, and ethical problems. To understand his 
logic we must first determine the changes and the pro- 
gress of his logical views; and this cannot be done with- 

out a careful investigation into the chronology of his 

dialogues. 
The majority of writers dealing with Platonic chro- 

nology had no special interest in his logic: those who 
were interested in his logic seem to have been unaware 

of the importance of the chronological distinctions. It 
is our task to unite both aims, and to show how the 

study of Plato’s logic yields definitive truths.as to the 
chronological order of his writings, and how by the 
knawledge of this order we may obtain a deeper insight 
into his logical development. Compared with other 
philosophical sciences, logic has the privilege of steadier 

progress. It is not uncommon to see changes in meta- 

physical convictions occurring in opposite directions—-as, 
for instance, from pantheism to spiritualism, and from 

spiritualism to pantheism, from free will to necessity, and 

from necessity to free will. But it is mconceivable that 
a philosopher who had reached the stage of logical reflec- 
tion should fall back into illogical dogmatism, or that 
anybody could forget or cease to apply logical methods 

once found and tested. 
Plato was the first thinker to appreciate the import- 

ance of logic,—not only to seek the truth, but to ask why 

the truth was true, and how it could safely be distin- 

guished from error. He insisted throughout his works 
on the difference between knowledge and opinion, and 

attempted through more than one solution to fix the limits 
where knowledge begins. His first solution of that problem 

is known as the theory of ideas, and is generally believed 
to have remained his unique theory of knowledge. This 
belief is produced chiefly by the prejudice which prevented 

the great majority of readers from studying, with all the 
ie: 
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attention they deserve, those dialogues which contain a 

new theory of knowledge, differing from the theory of ideas. 

Plato is chiefly known by his poetical masterpieces, the 

Banquet, the Phaedo, and the Republic. His dialectical 
dialogues, the “Sophist, the Politicus, the Philebus, , being 

more difficult to eee have not been so widely 

studied. The general assumption is that they were 
written earlier than the poetical masterpieces, and that 
they are less noteworthy. It becomes of the first impor- 

tance to solve this problem: whether the poetical logic of 
the Republic or the dialectical logic of the Saphist is the 

definitive teaching of Plato. 

This is no mere historical question. The two con- 
flicting views on logic are as opposed as ever. Does 

knowledge always exist ? and is our acquisition of it only 
the discovery of pre-existing knowledge ? Oris knowledge 

created by us, produced by our own exertions, not existent 
save in our own minds? ‘The former hypothesis may be 

named idealistic, the latter psychological. 
Plato and his great pupil Aristotle are generally 

counted among the idealists, notwithstanding many 
differences between them. The psychological view is a 

modern one, chiefly supported by Kant. Ifwecould show 

that in his later age the father of idealism came near to 
psychologism, and that he had been misunderstood by his 
pupils and readers for two thousand years,—this dis- 

covery would change the general aspect of the history of 

logic. 
It is worth while to grapple with tedious details in order 

to resolve such a decisive problem, of which the key is to 
pe found in a previous solution of chronological difficulties. 
The order of the Platonic dialogues, though it has been 
discussed for a century, is by no means settled, and the 

best authorities on the subject differ. Zeller, who is 

generally esteemed the most competent authority on Plato, 

agrees with Hermann and Schleiermacher in placing the 

Sophist and the Politicus before the Republic and the 
D 
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Banquet. Other investigators, unknown to each other, 
have accumulated evidence in support of the opposite view. 
Nobody has yet undertaken to piece together the small 

indications contained in these partial investigations, and 
to exhibit the result. Nor can this easily be done in the 
present volume with equal precision for all dialogues. 
But it belongs to our task to show the steady progress 

brought about by these minute investigations, and to 
discuss with due accuracy the date of the chief dialogues 
in order to decide whether Plato, as the outcome of his 

life’s experience, bequeathed to mankind a merely poetical 

idealism, or the foundations of a theory of self-created 
science. Are the dialectical works mere juvenile jokes 
——a kind of school exercises, or are they the ultimate issue 
of mature thought? This is the chief question for an 
historian of Plato’s logic. 

The treatment of the chronological problem has 
heretofore been twofold—the comparative study of the 
contents of each dialogue, and the study of Plato’s style. 
Our next task is to review the results obtained by both 

methods and to compare them with each other. 
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CHAPTER IT 

AUTHENTICITY AND CHRONOLOGY OF PLATO’S WRITINGS 

It is commonly assumed that Tennemann was the first 

to deal with the problem of the Platonic chronology. 

Before the end of the sixteenth century, indeed, Patrizi7! 

wrote a chapter ‘De dialogorum (sc. Platonis) ordine,’ 

but he gave no scientific reasons for the order proposed. 
It was, like the strange order invented by Serranus,7 

rather an order of reading Plato’s works than a guessing 
at the order in which Plato wrote them. 

Tennemann*° treats the chronology of Platonic dia- 

logues without going into many details. But at least he 
guessed that the Phaedrus, of which he recognised the 

importance, could not, as had been supposed, belong to 
the earliest period of Plato. He puts the Sophist and the 

Politicus before the Banquet, and believes them to 

have been written in Megara, soon after the death of 
Socrates. 

1 In F. Patritu Nova de wnwersis philosophia libris quinquaginta com- 

prehensa, Venetiis 1593 (the first edition at Ferrara 1591 is not in the 
British Museum) there is a part under the title ‘Plato et Aristoteles 

mystici atque exoterici’ with separate pagination, and fol. 44 begins a 

chapter ‘de dialogorum ordine.’ The order proposed is, with omission of 
some spurious dialogues: Alcibiades, Philebus, Euthydemus, Cratylus, 

Theaetetus, Sophistes, Politicus, Gorgias, Phaedrus, Banquet, Ion, Hippias, 

Protagoras, Meno, Laches, Menexenus, Charmides, Lysis, Republic, Timaeus, 

Critias, Parmenides, Euthyphro, Crito, Apologia, Phaedo, Laws. 

72 Serranus translated Plato’s text for the edition of Plato by Stephanus 
1578, and he introduced the order, or rather disorder, which has been 

maintained in many editions of Plato, including the edition of Didot, Paris 
1846-1856. 

D2 
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Tennemann had no such doubts concerning authen- 
ticity as the next eminent writer on that subject, 
Schleiermacher™ (1804), who did not hesitate to pro- 

nounce many dialogues spurious, though they had pre- 

viously been held by every reader for authentic. Some of 
these, not amounting in all to one-seventeenth of the 

texts bearing Plato’s name, namely, Hipparchus, Minos, 

Alcibiades II., Theages, Amatores, Hippias major, Cli- 

topho, Epinomis, have since been generally recognised 

either as spurious or as written by some pupil of 

Plato. Other dialogues condemned by Schleiermacher, 
as Hippias minor, Io, Alcibiades I., Menexenus, have 

been more recently defended against his suspicions, 
but they are of no importance for the study of Plato’s 
philosophy, and they do not exceed, taken together, the 

volume of a single dialogue such as the Gorgias. In the 
sreat questions of the date of the Phaedrus and Par- 
menides, Schleiermacher chose the opposite solution to 

that of Tennemann: he believed the Phaedrus to be the 
first work of Plato, and the Parmenides also to have been 

written before or immediately after the death of Socrates. 

As to other dialogues, there are several important points 
in which Schleiermacher agreed with Tennemann : both 

place the Lysis, Laches, Charmides, Protagoras before the 
death of Socrates ; both agree that the Huthyphro, Apology, 

Crito had been written about 399 B.c.; both put the 
Meno, Gorgias, Theaetetus, Sophist, and Politicus before 

the Banquet, which they both held to have been written 
about 385 B.c., as Wolf had shown in his introduction 

to the Banquet. Also in looking upon the Republic, 

Timaeus, Critias, and Laws as the latest works of Plato, 

Schleiermacher followed Tennemann’s indications. He 
dissented from him chiefly as to the date of the Phaedrus 

and Parmenides, which he placed much earlier, and of 

73 Platons Werke, von F. Schleiermacher, Berlin 1804-1828 (3 parts in 

6 vols.). 

74 Platons Gastmahl, herausgegeben von F. A. Wolf, Leipzig 1782. 
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the Cratylus, Huthydemus, Philebus, and Phaedo, which 
appeared to him later than Tennemann had supposed 
them to be. 

As to the smaller dialogues of doubtful authen- 

ticity and little philosophical importance, Schleiermacher 
recognised better than Tennemann the great difficulty 
of assigning to each of them a definite place in the 
general order of Plato’s works. They have no in- 

fluence on our judgment as to any serious aspect of 
Plato’s philosophy, and their study belongs rather to 
literary investigations on the history of the Greek dia- 
logue generally than to the history of human thought. 

Schleiermacher tried to ascertain the sequence in which 
Plato might have written his dialogues, if it were supposed 
that from the beginning he had planned out the whole 
of his literary activity. This starting-point in judging 
about chronological questions was suggested by the in- 
fluence of the mode of German idealism, which prevailed 
in the first years of the present century. According to 

such a view, a man’s life is an harmonious whole, and a 

man’s works must form a consequent exposition of his 

doctrines, taking the sum of these doctrines as co-existent 

in the author’s mind before his entrance on a literary 
career. Schleiermacher had observed the didactic and 
dogmatic character of the Republic, and he believed that 
this alone gave sufficient reason for thinking that this 
work was written after the Sophist and the Politicus, 

which are rather critical than dogmatic. It is strange 
that Schleiermacher should not have profited in this 

regard by the example of Kant’s evolution from dog- 
matism to criticism; he would then have been less 

confident in representing dogmatism as the latest stage 
of Plato’s thought. It is true that Plato, as a disciple of 
Sccrates, began with criticism. But there is a great 
difference between such criticisms as we see in the 
Protagoras or the Gorgias, which are of a personal 

character, dealing with simple ethical problems, and the 
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criticism of the Sophist and the Politicus, directed not 
against persons, but against general errors to which 

human reason is naturally liable, and rising from a merely 

ethical to a metaphysical point of view. 
There is greater force in the argument that the latest 

works might be expected to be more didactic than the earlier. 
But according to this standard the Parmenides, Sophist, 
and Politicus are found to be later than the Republic, 

because in them the leader of the conversation proceeds 
with less regard for the diverging opinions of his hearers 
than is shown by the Socrates of the Republic for the 

objections of Adeimantus and Glaucon, or by the Socrates 
of the Phaedo for those of Simmias and Cebes. Schleier- 

macher, while believing that Plato already during Socrates’ 
lifetime developed his theory of ideas so far as it is shown 
in the Phaedrus, was guilty of a curious inconsistency in 
maintaining a Socratic stage of Plato’s philosophy. He 
reckoned as monuments of this Socratic stage precisely 
those dialogues which have been also by all later 
historians called Socratic: the Protagoras, Laches, Char- 

mides, Lysis, as well as the Huthyphro, Apology, and 

Crito. 
This inconsequence of Schleiermacher was noticed 

by Ast” (1816), who simplified the problem by proclaim- 
ing as spurious all merely Socratic dialogues except the 
Protagoras. He followed Schleiermacher in his worst 
error as to the date of the Phaedrus, while he wrongly 
dissented from him as to the date of the Gorgias and 

Phaedo, which he believed with Tennemann to have 

been written about the time of Socrates’ death. 
In order to sustain the high opinion of Plato’s great 

literary power, Ast denied the authenticity of twenty-one 
dialogues attributed to Plato, amounting to more than 
two-fifths of the matter bearing Plato’s name. This was 
the final consequence of seeking in Plato’s works an 

harmonious whole, without recognising that even the 

75 Friedrich Ast, Platons Leben und Schriften, Leipzig 1816. 
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greatest writer must undergo a certain mental develop- 
ment, and may not have continued to think at eighty 
what he thought at twenty. 

The view of a gradual evolution of Plato’s thought was 
proclaimed by J. Socher “® some years after the completion 
of Ast’s work. Socher (1820) did not pretend to fix the date 
of each dialogue ; he only attempted to distinguish four suc- 
cessive stages of Plato’s thought. He did not venture to 
impugn the authority of Tennemann, Schleiermacher, and 
Ast by attributing the Parmenides, Sophist, and Politicus 

to Plato’s old age; but, perceiving the difference between 
these dialogues and others that were probably written 

soon after Socrates’ death, he denied their authenticity, 

at the same time re-affirming the authenticity of a dozen 
other dialogues which had been held to be spurious by Ast. 

As to the chief dialogues, whose authenticity was unques- 
tioned, Socher agrees with Ast, Schleiermacher, and 

Tennemann in placing the Republic after the Philebus 
and immediately before the Timaeus and Critias; but he 

differs from them in so far as he believes the Protagoras 

to have been written after the death of Socrates, and he 

returns, against Schleiermacher and Ast, to Tennemann’s 

opinion in favour of a later date for the Phaedrus. These 
results of the first attempt to treat Plato psychologically 

are not to be despised if we take into account that the 
date of the Phaedrus is of the greatest importance, and 

that critics are still found who maintain that ‘ youth- 

fulness’ of this dialogue, so confidently affirmed by 

Schleiermacher. 
This fancied youthfulness of the Phaedrus was, 

however, also opposed by Stallbaum, who spent his life 
in an original study of Plato. Stallbaum’” followed 
Tennemann in putting the Huthydemus, Protagoras, 

76 J. Socher, Ueber Platons Schriften, Miinchen 1820. 

77 Platonis dialogos selectos rec. G. Stallbaum, vol. i., Gothae et Er- 

fordiae 1827. See also the introductions to the single dialogues frequently 

edited by Stallbaum. 
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Cratylus, Charmides, Laches, Lysis before the death of 

Socrates, the Huthyphro, Apology, Crito about 399, the 
Theaetetus, Sophist, Politicus, and Parmenides between the 

death of Socrates and the founding of the Academy, the 
Republic very late, immediately preceding the Tvmaeus. 
Against Tennemann and Ast he accepted Schleiermacher’s 
view that the Phaedo and Philebus were written after the 

Banquet. 

A like eclectic method was followed by H. Ritter” 
(1838), in whose opinion the Phaedrus and Protagoras 
were the earliest works of Plato, and therefore older 

than the Apology, Crito, and Phaedo. He dissented from 

Schleiermacher chiefly in placing the Parmenides after 
Socrates’ death, and the Phaedo and Philebus before the 

Banquet. 

A fresh start in the study of the chronology and authen- 
ticity of the Platonic Canon was made by K. F. Hermann” 

(1839), who tried to find in Plato’s genuine dialogues a 
steady progress at once with respect to philosophical 

contents and to literary perfection. His method, very 

different from the method of Schleiermacher and Ast, led 

him to results which, in some particulars, corrected the 
most glaring errors of his predecessors. The imperfection 

of some lesser works, which had been declared by Ast to 

be spurious and unworthy of Plato, was explained by 

Hermann’s admission that the genius of Plato could not 
reach its full height in the first years of his literary 
activity. Hermann succeeded in demonstrating to every 
unprejudiced reader the absurdity of ascribing such 

masterpieces as the Phaedrus and the Parmenides to a. 

young Athenian of about twenty-five years of age, who. 
even at thirty could do no better than the Huthyphro, the 

Apology, and the Crito. Hermann ascribed to Plato’s 

*S H. Ritter, Geschichte der Philosophie alter Zeit, Hamburg 1836-1838,. 
vol. ii. pp. 159-522, on Plato. 

*® K. F. Hermann, Geschichte und System der platonischen Philosophie, 
Heidelberg 1839, only vol. i. published. 
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preliminary stage some small dialogues, such as the 
Hippias minor, Io, Alcibiades I., which Schleiermacher 

suspected to have been written by Plato’s pupils. He 

added to these the Charmides, Lysis, Laches, Prota- 

goras, which Schleiermacher had also placed before 

the death of Socrates. The Huthydemus, Meno, and 

Gorgias, placed by Schleiermacher near the Theaetetus, 

were thought by Hermann to belong to the time of 

the Apology, Crito, and Huthyphro. But in this he 

betrayed inconsistency, because these dialogues are in all 

respects riper in thought than the trilogy on the death of 

Socrates. 
The second period, according to Hermann, produced 

the Cratylus, the Theaetetus, the Sophist, and the Politicus, 

also the Parmenides, and following these after a short 
interval came the Phaedrus and the Menexenus. Hermann 

and Schleiermacher agreed as to the chronology of all the 

dialogues that were held by them to be later than the 
Banquet, viz. the Phaedo, Philebus, Republic, Timaeus, 

Critias, and Laws. It passed almost unnoticed that 

Hermann’s view as to the order of Platonic dialogues did 

not differ essentially from Stallbaum’s; at least, as regards 

the chief works of Plato, beginning with the Theaetetus, 

they agree completely ; and this coincidence is the more 
remarkable since the Theaetetus and the twelve dialogues 
which, according to Stallbaum and Hermann, are later 
(the Sophist, Politicus, Parmenides, Phaedrus, Menexenus, 

Banquet, Phaedo, Philebus, Republic, Timaeus, Critias, 

Laws), form over seven-tenths of the volume of the 

twenty-eight dialogues which Hermann held to be auth- 
entic. Hence we may regard the chief common results of 

Hermann and Stallbaum as the best obtainable by their 

method. 
Their partial agreement with Schleiermacher, and even 

with Ast and Socher, gives them an appearance of scientific 
objectivity which commands rational assent. On the 

other side, as later investigations have shown, all these 
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authors are wrong in the most important point, namely 

in their assumption that Plato wrote, or began to write, 
in Megara soon after the death of Socrates, his trilogy 
consisting of the Theaetetus, the Sophist, and the Politicus. 

If we inquire into the origin of this error we shall 
understand why the method of Hermann, as well as that 

of his predecessors, was insufficient, notwithstanding the 
more plausible nature of the assumptions on which it was 
based. The advance made by Hermann consists in his 
having recognised the impossibility of reckoning the 
Phaedrus and the Parmenides among the ‘Socratic’ 
dialogues. But the old error of placing the dialectical 
trilogy soon after the death of Socrates is shared by 

Hermann with all his predecessors. 

It is interesting to observe how this error originated 
and grew in strength until it seemed almost an acknow- 
ledged certainty. It already appears in the old tetralogic 

order of the dialogues, which is retained in nearly all 
manuscripts of Plato’s text, and was probably due to 

Plato’s first successors. According to this order, the 
Theaetetus trilogy is paired with an evidently early dia- 

logue, the Cratylus, and placed immediately after the 

first tetralogy which contains the details of the death of 

Socrates. We know nothing of the reasons: which led to 
this order, and probably the editor who first arranged 
Plato’s dialogues in tetralogies was less interested in 
Platonic chronology than we are now. He may have 

grouped together those dialogues which, to a superficial 
judgment, might be considered as treating of the same 
subject, or were united by Plato himself as continuing one 

another. From a similar point of view Patrizi placed the 
Theaetetus trilogy before the Banquet and Phaedrus. 
Tennemann invented more elaborate reasons for such an 

early date of these three dialogues. His judgment was 
determined by the purely external circumstance that at 
the end of the Theaetetus the Platonic Socrates mentions 
the accusation of Meletus. Thence Tennemann infers 
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that this dialogue, since it seems to record one of the last 
days of Socrates’ life, must have been written shortly 
after his death. It is the same fallacy which led him to 

assign an early date to the Phaedo. Such an argument is 

built on a simple possibility which is not even a proba- 
bility. It has been often repeated since Tennemann by 

those who identify the Platonic Socrates with the historic 
Socrates, and take Plato’s poetical fiction for literal truth. 
Like Patyrizi, they look upon Plato as a man whose merit 

lay in writing down what he had heard from Socrates. 
The absurdity of such a view becomes evident to any one 
who impartially compares Xenophon’s Memorabilia with 
Plato’s dialogues. Tennemann himself felt that a men- 

tion of Socrates’ accusation at the end of a dialogue 
afforded no ground for chronological inferences as to the 
date of the composition of that dialogue, and he cautiously 

added another supposition, that Plato wrote the Theaetetus, 
‘perhaps at the time when he dwelt with Euclides at 
Megara.’ 

Now, the fact of a residence of Plato in Megara is by 

no means certain, and Tennemann’s belief in it was based 

on no valid historical testimony. He quotes Diogenes 
Laertius as his authority. This author says: (1. 106) 

mpos toodtov (sc. Euclides of Megara) dycw o ‘Eppodwpos 
agpicéabat datwva Kai Tovs NovTrovs hirocdgovus peta THV 

Tov XwKpatovs TéedevTHv, OgicavTas THY WpoTNHTAa TAY 

tupavvev. HKlsewhere he states the same thing in fewer 
words : yevouevos OKT@ Kal eixoow etav sis Méeyapa tpos 
Evcrelonv ody kat addrows Ticl LwKpatiKkois vTEeyopynoEv 
(III. 6). Obviously Hermodorus was of opinion that, at 

the time when some pupils of Socrates, fearing a fate like 

their master’s, fled to Euclides in Megara, Plato joined 
them. This is given, not as an unquestioned fact, but as 

an opinion of Hermodorus. Were we sure that this 

Hermodorus was that same whom Cicero and Suidas 

mention as Plato’s pupil who spread his writings through 
Sicily, this witness would be discredited by his ignorance 
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of well-known facts. For it was not the ‘tyrants’ whom 

Plato had to dread, but the democracy as revived after 

the expulsion of the Thirty. On authority so shadowy 
we need not believe that the author of the Crito thus fled 

to another city as fearing the anger of the mob. Even 

were the fact so far admitted, it would not follow that 

his sojourn at Megara was long enough for the com- 
position of three dialogues in which so much of his 

cardinal thinking 1s condensed. But at the outset the 

story 1s suspicious, because of the mention of the tyrants 
and of an improbable danger. If others had to fear 
anything, this was less probable of Plato, as nephew of 
Critias, and belonging to an influential family. And 
Plato’s flight to Megara is contradicted by a witness 
perfectly trustworthy in such things, and quite com- 

petent as to the history of Plato’s life. Cicero (De 

rep. I. x. 16) says ‘audisse te credo Platonem Socrate 

mortuo primum in Aegyptum discendi causa, post in 
Italiam et in Siciliam contendisse ut Pythagorae inventa 
perdisceret.’ 

In this passage Cicero enumerates all the travels of 
Plato, and there was no reason for omitting his journey to 
Megara, had he known of it, or had he thought of Euclides 

as one who had influenced the philosophy of Plato. If 
Cicero quotes Egypt as the first place whereto Plato 
travelled after the death of Socrates, then we may assume 

that Cicero at least knew nothing of that Megaric period 
in Plato’s life which is to-day generally admitted on the 

authority of a witness much less trustworthy than Cicero. 
Again, far from suggesting that Plato was indebted to 
Megaric influence, Cicero says that the Megaric school 
owes much to Plato (Academica II. 42 § 129). 

The trustworthiness of Cicero has been frequently 

questioned in matters of philosophy, and no great im- 
portance attaches to his testimony in a question of 
Platonic doctrine. But in matters of fact, recent in- 

vestigations have shown more clearly than ever that 
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Cicero’s judgment as to the date of the Phaedrus was 
sounder than Schleiermacher’s and Ast’s. He was 
interested in Plato’s life, he had visited the Academy ; 
and in a passage where he clearly intends to convey the 
impression that change of place and study are important 
to the philosopher, he could not have left unmentioned 

the Megaric period of Plato’s life, had he heard anything 
of it, and had this Megaric period been of such import- 
ance in Plato’s life as Tennemann thought. Megara is, 
according to our present notions of distance, very near 
Athens, but we must not forget that it belonged to 
another republic, sometimes at war with the Athenians, 

and could only be approached from Attica by sea or by a 

mountainous road. Plato’s journey thither should have 
been included in the enumeration of Cicero, especially if, 
as Ast supposes, it led to a residence of several years. 

Cicero often alludes to Plato’s travels and Plato’s teachers; 

he never mentions Euclides among the latter, nor Plato’s 

emigration to Megara after Socrates’ death. Arguments 

from silence have been frequently abused; but, in this 

particular case, the silence of Cicero, and his unvarying 
omission of Megara when speaking of Plato’s voyages, is 

surely significant. It would prove nothing had Cicero 
not indicated Egypt as the first place to which Plato 
travelled after his master’s death. This circumstance 
confirms the presumption raised by the weakness of the 

evidence on which Tennemann’s acceptance of Plato’s 

residence in Megara is founded. 
Tennemann was cautious; he introduced his supposi- 

tion with a ‘perhaps.’ This ‘perhaps’ has been dropped 

by Schleiermacher without producing any new argument 
in favour of the probability of a residence of Plato 
in Megara (p. 20, part 2, vol.1.). Schleiermacher speaks 

of Plato’s flight (‘Flucht,’ p. 103, part 1, vol. 11.) to Megara 
as a well-established fact, without even the formality 
of quoting Diogenes Laertius. But he shows modera- 
tion in so far as he limits Plato’s literary production 
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in Megara to the Parmenides, leaving the Theaetetus, 

Sophist, and Politicus for a later time. He thus de- 
prives the story of the plausibility which it might other- 
wise receive from the preface to the Theaetetus. Ast, on 

the other hand, boldly declares that the Theaetetus was 

‘undoubtedly ’ written in Megara (p. 185), and this not- 

withstanding his admission that the mention of the 
Corinthian war (Theaetetus 142 4) refers to a date seven 

or eight years later than the death of Socrates. Hence 
Ast accepts as an historical fact that Plato lived at 
Megara for seven or eight years, and is unaware that 

even the presence of Plato in Megara shortly after 399 is 

uncertain. For him it is decisive that the imtroductory 
conversation between Euclides and Terpsion is repre- 

sented by Plato as occurring in Megara. He seems to 

believe that a dialogue alleged to take place in Megara 
must have been written there, as if Plato had need to 

reside in Phlius in order to write the Phaedo, or in Crete 

while he wrote the Laws. And he does not limit this 
special connection with Megara to the Theaetetus; he 

extends it to the Sophist and Politicus (p. 234) which, 
according to him, are really, as they profess to be, mere 

continuations of the Theaetetus. He does not go so far 
as to say that the Politicus was also undoubtedly written 
in Megara, but he sees in the dialectic of this diaiogue a 
Megaric influence. 

Stallbaum also admitted without hesitation that Plato 
lived at Megara after the death of Socrates, that Euclides 
had a great influence on his theory of ideas, and that the 
plan of the Theaetetus, Sophist, and Parmenides was 

sketched during Plato’s residence in Megara. In his 
introduction to the Theaetetus *° Stallbaum feels bound to 
give reasons for this view, but his reasons add nothing to 
the feeble arguments of Ast and Schleiermacher. We 

8° Platonis Theaetetus, ree. G. Stallbaum, Gothae et Erfordiae 1839, 

Prolegomena, p. 8: ‘ Theaeteti, Sophistae et Parmenidis scribendi consilium 

subnatum esse videtur, quo tempore Megaris sit commoratus.’ 
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observe here the birth and growth of one of these myths, 
which, like tales of the sea-serpent, are repeated be- 
cause nobody takes the trouble to examine their source. 
Plato, according to Stallbaum, had no reason for introdu- 

cing Euclides in the Theaetetus, and for representing the 
dialogue as having been held at Megara, apart from his 
personal residence in Megara. 

After Stallbaum the myth of a Megaric period in Plato’s 
hfe, and of the Megaric influence in the Theaetetus, 

Sophist, Politicus became generally received, though 

nobody found the smallest evidence on its behalf. H. 
Ritter, in his History of Philosophy, accepts the legend 

as a matter of course. Hermann (p. 52) quotes Cicero as 

the ‘oldest witness’ to Plato’s travels; but he does not 

notice the omission of Megara among the places men- 
tioned by him, and he relies, like his predecessors, on 

Diogenes Laertius as to the asserted residence in 
Megara. Hermann has no other authority to quote in 

favour of Plato’s residence at Megara than the above 
passages from Diogenes Laertius; still, he believes 

(p. 490) that the time spent by Plato in Megara was one 
of the ‘most important periods’ in the philosopher’s life : 
as it would be, had he produced there such considerable 
works. 

If we ask how these eminent students of Plato 
could invent facts and give them out for a part of the 
history of Plato’s life, we recognise the same proceeding 
which led Bekker and Stallbaum to some altera- 
tions of Plato’s text. These editors, if a passage was 
obscure, and if they found in some manuscript a more 
plausible reading, did not ask very much about the origin 
of that manuscript: they corrected the text, in the belief 
that Plato could never have written otherwise than 
according to the most ingenious suggestions of one of his 
copyists. Only with the Zurich edition a new method of 

editing Plato’s text was first proposed, and it was developed 

by Hermann and Schanz. According to this method, 
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the chief point is to know which among the many manu- 

scripts are really trustworthy, and the most obscure 
reading of a trustworthy manuscript, if it has some 
meaning, is preferred to the most elegant and plausible 

reading of an untrustworthy manuscript, even if this last 

reading gave Plato credit for more artistic skill than 

the first. This progress in editing Plato’s text, to which 
Hermann contributed in a very important degree, was not 

extended by him to the method of writing Plato’s life and 
the history of his works. Here he continued, to prefer 
ingenious hypothesis to careful weighing of the evidence. 

It was an ingenious hypothesis to explain some of the 

most original works of Plato by the Megaric influence. 
The truth, that these original works—so different from 

everything Plato had written—were a product of a radical 

change of opinion in the philosopher’s old age, was not so 
ingenious and did not agree with the boundless admiration 

professed for Plato’s perfection. ee 
The theory of ideas, as professed in the Republic, was 

poetically beautiful. It was united to Plato’s name all 
over the world, even by those who only knew of Plato 

that he had imagined a theory of ideas. It gave a better 
esthetic impression to say that those dialogues, in which, 

instead of poetical ideas, we find only abstract notions of 

pure reason, were a preparatory introductiOn to the Re- 

public than to admit that they were written after the 
Republic, and that they condemned the most popular of 
Platonic theories, almost Platonism itself. Thus all the 

above writers from Tennemann to Hermann were led by 

an esthetic desire to have an harmonious representation of 
Plato’s life, just as earlier editors of Plato’s text were 
anxious rather to read the best and most beautiful text that 
Plato might have written than the text most probably 
written by Plato. They thought that any representation of 
Plato’s development, based on whatever ancient evidence, 

was likely to be true if it agreed with the leading hypothesis 
which was their starting pot. The leading hypothesis 
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for Schleiermacher was a systematic interdependence of 
all works of Plato, each preparing for the next and prepared 

by the preceding. For Ast it was the esthetical perfection 
which Plato, according to him, sought above everything 

and could always produce. For Hermann it was the 

author’s development from Socratism to the Platonism of 

the Republic. The superficial connection of the Republic 
with the Timaeus made the Republic appear as a sample 
of Plato’s most mature thought, and-every dialogue of 

different tendency had to be placed earlier. | 
If we wish to know what Plato really was and how he 

became what he was, we must get rid of esthetical pre- 
judice, and look only at the evidential value of the testi- 

monies we are dealing with. We must know all the 
facts and distinguish them from personal opinions on 
those facts. Plato’s residence in Megara is not a fact. It 
is a myth, founded upon a most uncertain tradition, that 
some of Socrates’ disciples fled to Megara after the 
Master’s death. This tradition reaches us through a single 
witness, and is nowhere confirmed by other witnesses 

whom we might expect to know it. It is contradictory to 
what we know of Plato’s personal character from his 

own writings. If we have recourse to hypothetical argu- 
ment, the hypothesis that a philosopher lke Plato 
acted according to his philosophical principles is much 

more probable than the hypothesis that Hermodorus 
was right in accusing Plato of cowardice. On the other 
hand there is no reason whatever for building upon the 

testimony of a single untrustworthy witness a theory as 

to the Megaric influence on Plato’s life. 
Hermann himself recognises (p. 106, note 82) that the 

above quoted passages from Diogenes Laertius are the only 

source of the tradition of Plato’s emigration to Megara, 
and he adds with the greatest simplicity that these 
passages betray such a want of knowledge about Plato 
that they deserve no confidence as to the date of the 

journey to Megara. He means that this may have 
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occurred some years later. But if he does not trust his 

only authority as to the date of this removal, why trust 

it as to the place whither Plato first travelled after 
leaving Athens? Manifestly he selects the testimonies, 

not according to their historical value, but according to 
the esthetical impression they produced on him. He 
liked the idea that the dialectical dialogues were inspired 

by the Megarics; he disliked esthetically the idea that 
these dialogues were the result of a change of opinion 
in Plato after his artistic masterpiece, the Republic. 

Brandis ®! (1844) and Ribbing * followed Schleiermacher, 

with the difference that they put the Parmemdes after 

Socrates’ death. Hermann was followed with slight 
differences by Schwegler,* Steinhart, *! Michelis,® and 

Mistriotes.” 
Suckow * (1855) wrote under a misleading title a large 

commentary on the Phaedrus, preceded by a dissertation 
on the authenticity of other dialogues. This work, though 
written under the influence of a strange prejudice, which 

led the author to reject the authenticity of such important 
works as the Politicus, Critias, and Laws, contains a 

curious exemplification of the truth, that a wrong method 

may sometimes lead to correct results. Suckow, being 

unable to understand that no author can bind himself for 

8! Brandis, Handbuch der Geschichte der griechisch-rimischen Philo- 

sophie, Berlin 1835-1866. In vol. ii. Berlin 1844, pp. 134-570, on Plato. 

s? §. Ribbing, Genetisk framstdllning af Platons ideeléra, Upsala 1858, 

translated into German: Genetische Darstellung der Platonischen Ideen- 

lehre, Leipzig 1863-1864. 

8 A. Schwegler, Geschichte der Philosophie, Stuttgart 1848; Geschichte 

der griechischen Philosophie, Tiibingen 1859. 

St Platons sdéimmtliche Werke, iibers. von H. Miiller, mit Einleitungen 

begleitet von Karl Steinhart, Leipzig 1850-1866, 8 vols. 
85 F'. Michelis, Die Philosophie Platons in threr inneren Beziehung zur 

geoffenbarten Wahrheit, Minster 1859. 
‘$6 TlAatwvikol didAoyor, €xdidduevor kat’ exAoyhy bre Tewpyiou Miotpi@tov, ev 

’AOjvais 1872. 

7 G. F. W. Suckow, Die wissenschaftliche und kiinstlerische Form der 
platonischen Schriften, Berlin 1855; of the same author: De Platonis 

Parmenide, Vratislaviae 1823 (against the authenticity). 
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life by rules which he has laid down in one of his works, 
believed that Plato, after having placed in the Phaedrus the 
philosopher above the lawgiver, could never degrade him- 
self to writing the Laws; he took as asign of authenticity 

such a superficial distinction as the number of chief parts 
and their subdivisions, believing that Plato would write all 

his life and on all subjects according to the same formal 
plans. He sought the key of our problem of the order of 

the Platonic writings in a fragment of the old ‘ Introduc- 
tion to Plato’ by Albinus, who advised the reader to 

con- 

trasted 

with his 
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judgment. 

begin with the Alcibiades and Phaedrus. After such tire- - 
some rubbish, extended over more than 500 pages, 

Suckow suddenly gives in a few words his opinion on the 
order of Plato’s dialogues, according to which Plato’s aim 
was to give an ideal biography of Socrates; and we learn 

that he considered the following order as the most prob- 

able: Parmenides, Protagoras, Symposium, Phaedrus, 

Republic, Timaeus, Philebus, Theaetetus, Sophist, Apology, 

and Phaedo. This order, radically different from any- 

thing proposed before, implies the first positive recognition 
of an important truth, unknown to all previous inquirers, 

namely that the Theaetetus, Sophist, and Philebus are later 

than the Republic. Unhappily, Suckow did not fulfil 

his promise of giving ampler reasons for this opinion. 

Judging from his book, and from a small dissertation on the 
Parmenides written by him thirty-two years before (1823), 

he was unable to give good reasons and consistent argu- 
ments; but, at all events, we must recognise his merit in 

proclaiming for the first time, amidst a heap of errors, a 
truth of the greatest importance for the understanding 
of Plato’s philosophy. He quotes Morgenstern and 
Tchérzewski, who advocated an early date of the Republic 

on account of its supposed relation to the Ecclesiazusae ot 

Aristophanes.* 
The order proposed by Suckow was substantially the 

88 C. Morgenstern, De Platonis Republica, Halis Saxonum 1794; 

Tchdérzewski, De Politia Timaeo et Critia, Kasan 1847. 
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same as that which shortly afterwards was sustained by 
Munk,* with the difference that Munk extended it to a 

sreater number of dialogues, adding after the Protagoras : 
Charmides, Laches, Gorgias, Ion, Hippias, Cratylus, 

Euthydemus; after the Timaeus : Critias and Meno; after 

the Sophist: the Politicus and Euthyphro; after the 

Apology: the Crito, and putting the Philebus imme- 
diately before the Republic, while Suckow had placed this 
dialogue after the Republic and Timaeus. Munk was less 

reticent than Suckow as to the reasons which decided 
him to adopt an order so very different from the con- 

clusions which were common to Schleiermacher and 
Hermann. He argued that Plato’s chief aim in writing 
his dialogues was to give an extensive biography of 
Socrates, so that each dialogue had its place assigned 

according to the apparent age of Socrates at the supposed 

date of the dialogue. The Theaetetus, from this point of 
view, should be later than the Republic, chiefly because in 

this dialogue Socrates is represented as older than in the 
Republic. On this ground Munk was obliged to look 
upon the Phaedo as the last work of Plato for the mere 

reason that it represented the death of Socrates. It 

may be remembered that for the same reason it has 

been affirmed to be his earliest work. 
Such conclusions illustrate the uselessness of all 

generalisations, leading to a fictitious solution of the pro- 
blem of Platonic chronology by a single ingenious hypo- 
thesis. The true genetic method should include a careful 

study of detail, with many parallel comparisons between 

every dialogue and those immediately preceding or imme- 
diately following. Such a painstaking inquiry, without 
prejudice, without a general formula for the whole of 
Plato’s literary activity, was first attempted by Susemihl 
in a work* which deserves very great consideration for 
its method, though it did not avoid some old errors. 

8° E, Munk, Die natiirliche Ordnung der platonischen Schriften, Berlin 

1856, 
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Susemih! (I. 286, 477) recognised that the testimony of 

Diogenes Laertius about a retreat of Plato to Megara 
immediately after the death of Socrates was of no value, 

though he still retained, on no better evidence, the tradition 

of a Megaric period, coinciding with the composition of 

the Euthydemus and Cratylus. But he does not show 

such confidence as Hermann, and he admits that the 

Sophist and Politicus were written at least a dozen years 
after Socrates’ death, though before the Banquet and 

Republic. 

The order of those dialogues supposed to be later than 

the Banquet was the same for Susemihl as it had been for 

Schleiermacher, Stallbaum, and Hermann. But he came 

nearer to the truth than his predecessors as to the place 

of the Phaedrus, which he puts next to the Theaetetus, 

an arrangement which has been confirmed by many later 
investigations. He accepted Hermann’s view that the 
Parmenides followed the Politicus, and Schleiermacher’s 

as to the connection of the Euthydemus with the Cratylus. 

He differs from both by assuming (with Socher and 
Stallbaum) a very early date for the Meno, which he 

supposed to have been written before the death of 

Socrates. 
Though the question of the chronology of Plato’s 

writings had been raised by an historian of philosophy 
(Tennemann), and for the sake of a philosophical under- 

standing of Plato’s theories, we see from the above survey 
of subsequent writers on that subject, that up to 1860 it 

was a problem dealt with chiefly by philologers, and, ac- 
cording to philological traditions, from a philological- 
esthetic point of view. Though Schleiermacher, chiefly 
a theologian, enjoys in Germany a certain philosophical 
reputation, he approached our problem as a translator of 

Plato’s works, and translation is a philological business. 
Stallbaum, Hermann, Susemihl gave their lives mostly 

to philological work ; even Ast, though he published some 
philosophical handbooks, cannot be called a philosopher, 
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and the few philosophers who wrote about Platonic 
chronology in the first half of the nineteenth century 
generally accepted without criticism the verdict of one 

or other of the philologers. Now it happened for the 

first time about 1860 that a philosopher, who was chiefly 

a logician, set himself to investigate the question of 
the order of Plato’s dialogues. The opportunity for this 
had been given by the Academy of Sciences of Vienna, 

which offered a prize for a new investigation as to the 
authenticity and chronology of Plato’s works. The prize 

was awarded to Friedrich Ueberweg, then a teacher of 
philosophy in the University of Bonn, and author of a 
Logic later known throughout the philosophical world, as 

well as his next handbook on the History of Philosophy. 
This was the first attempt of a logician to understand 
Plato better than his philological interpreters, and the 

result has shown ever since that good logical training, and 
a perfecting of previous methods, are the surest means 

for attaining real progress in the knowledge of Plato’s 
mental development. Ueberweg did not pretend to give 

a general theory concerning the order of Plato’s works, 

nor did he take into consideration all these works; but 

he proceeded with such excellent method that he suc- 

ceeded for the first time in supporting by valid argument 
the late date of the Theaetetus, Sophist, and Poltticus, 
already affirmed by Suckow and Munk on insufficient 

srounds. Some years before, in his dissertation on the 

Soul of the World (‘Ueber die platonische Weltseele,’ 

Rheinisches Museum 1853, Vol. ix. pp. 37-84), he had 
incidentally anticipated this opinion (p. 70, note 35) ; but 
it is only in his Untersuchungen tiber die Echthert und 

Zeitfolge Platonischer Schriften, published at Vienna in 
1861, that for the first time we find a strong logical 

argument in favour of the very late date of the Sophist,. 
the Politicus, and the Philebus, showing their affinity 

with the Timaeus and that form of the Platonic doctrine 
which is known from Aristotle to be the latest. Besides, 
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Ueberweg called attention to certain characteristic marks 

of these dialogues, which make their late appearance 
probable. A ‘younger Socrates’ is introduced, whom we 
know from Aristotle (Metaphysic, vi. 1036 b 25) to have 

been Plato’s pupil when Aristotle belonged to the Academy : 

that is, within twenty years of Plato’s death. Also the 
person of the elder Socrates as represented in the Sophist 

and Politicus is very different from the character attri- 

buted to him in the Republic; he is now no longer the 
leader of the conversation, but only a witness of the teach- 

ing of an unnamed foreigner, the ‘ Eleatic guest.’ 
This transformation of Socrates is common to the 

Sophist, Politicus, and Parmenides, with the Timaeus, 

known to be a late work—later, at all events, than the 

Republic. It is shown to be probable on artistic grounds 
that Plato, when he began to teach a doctrine differing 

greatly from what he had placed in Socrates’ mouth in 

earlier times, felt it inconvenient to credit Socrates with 

the new teaching. He chose other persons, named or 

unnamed: first Parmenides, then an Eleatic Stranger, 

later Timaeus, Critias, and Hermocrates, finally the 

Athenian Stranger in the Laws, to represent the author’s 
views. Ueberweg also noticed that the Sophist and the 
Politicus resemble the Timaeus and the Laws in the 

absence of the dramatic action so characteristic of the 
Republic and earlier dialogues. All these hints taken 
together constitute a strong plea in favour of the sup- 

position that the Sophist and Politicus belong to the 
same period of Plato’s life as the Timaeuws and the Laws. 

The same remark applies to the Parmenides, in which 

Ueberweg also found many indications of a later time, so 
much so that he believed this dialogue to have been 

written after Plato’s death by one of his pupils. Ueberweg 
collected many historical indications from Plato’s works 

as well as from other witnesses to show the limits 

of time within which many dialogues were written. He 

compared metaphysical, psychological, and ethical theories, 
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and found in these comparisons a confirmation of the late 

date of the Sophist and Politicus, while he had less con- 

fidence in assuming a very late date for the Phaedo. 
Ueberweg’s doubts as to the authenticity of the Par- 

menides were soon afterwards extended to the Sophist and 

Politicus, as well as to many other dialogues, by Schaar- 

schmidt,®° who left unattacked only nine out of thirty-five 
works of Plato, while at about the same time Grote,*! and 

after him Chaignet,®' defended the authenticity even of 
those dialogues which since Schleiermacher have been 

almost unanimously held for spurious. Jowett*! reduced 

these extremes of scepticism on one side and over-con- 
fidence on the other to a just measure. Returning to 

Schleiermacher’s verdict as to the authenticity, and reject- 
ing only an insignificant part of the traditional text of Plato, 
he accepted as authentic all the works of real import- 

ance. Though Jowett placed the Sophist and Polvticus 

after the Republic in his translation, and though he refers 
to them (and in his last edition also to the Philebws) as 

late dialogues, showing upon many occasions their affinity 
with the Laws, he strangely enough protests against every 

supposition of a change in the fundamental doctrines of 
Plato, and he invokes against Jackson the authority of 

Zeller, a position which seems hard to reconcile with his 

own admission—that the Sophist and Philebus belong to 
Plato’s old age. 

After Ueberweg, the philosophical importance of the 
chronology of Plato’s dialogues began to be generally re- 

cognised, and we see this problem taken over from the 
philologers by philosophers. Later on, under Schaar- 

9 C. Schaarschmidt, Die Sammlung der platonischen Schriften, zur 
Scheidung der echten von den unechten untersucht, Bonn 1866. The same 

scepticism is brought to the last extreme by Krohn, Der Platonische Staat, 

Halle 1876. 

1 G. Grote, Plato and the other Companions of Sokrates, London 1865, 

quoted in the following after the new edition in 4 vols., London 1885. 

A. E. Chaignet, La vie et les écrits de Platon, Paris 1871. B. Jowett, The 

Dialogues of Plato translated into English, 5 vols. 3rd ed. Oxford 1892. 
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schmidt’s influence, Ueberweg himself came to doubt the 
authenticity of the dialectical dialogues. But an Italian 

philosopher, Felice Tocco, fourteen years after Ueber- 

weg’s publication supplemented his arguments in favour 
of the late date of the Sophist and Philebus, defending 

also the authenticity and equally late date of the Par- 

menides on account of the modification of Plato’s philo- 
sophical doctrines in these dialogues, attributed by Tocco 
to Pythagorean influence and coinciding with Aristotle’s 
testimony. 

Other philosophers became interested in the problem, 
and sought new arguments by detailed observation, thus 

dividing the general problem into as many special problems 
as there are separate works of Plato. Ueberweg’s method 

of fixing what we may know about the date of each 

dialogue, without prejudging the general plan of all the dia- 

logues, has been developed in an original manner by Teich- 

miiller,?? who claimed to have been the first to give a clear 
definition of the literary character of Platonic dialogues. 

He looked upon them as polemical tracts, and thought 
that Plato’s aim was to ridicule his enemies and to in- 
crease the repute of his school. As such literary foes 
Teichmiiller quotes besides Isocrates, in whose relation 

to Plato Spengel “ had already seen some indications for 
Platonic chronology, also Xenophon, Lysias, and even 

Aristotle. He further sees in Plato’s dialogues polemi- 
cal digressions referrmg to Antisthenes, Aristophanes, 
Aristippus, Democritus, and other contemporaries not 
named by Plato. Many allusions thus conjectured by 

Teichmiiller are of some probability, and his works are a 
mine of valuable suggestions for the student of Plato. 
Teichmiiller’s merit is further enhanced by his rare know- 

* F. Tocco, Ricerche Platoniche, Catanzaro 1876, Del Parmenide, del 

Sofista e del Filebo, Firenze 1893, also in vol. ii. pp. 391-469, of the Studi 

di Filologia classica. 

8 Teichmiiller, Literarische Fehden, Breslau 1881-1884. Spengel, 

‘Isokrates und Plato,’ Miinchen 1855, in the Abh. d. Akad. d. Wissen- 

schaften zu Miinchen, vol. vii. pp. 729-769. 
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ledge of English, French, and Italian literature on Plato, 

which had never before been taken so much into con- 

- sideration by German scholars. And the form of his 
work makes it still more useful. He has learnt from 
English writers how indispensable it 1s to supply the 
reader with good indices, and his indices make it easy to 
find at once in his many volumes on Plato what one 

wants; while it 1s exceedingly difficult to find a required 
passage in the volumes of Schleiermacher, Ast, van 
Heusde, Hermann, Susemihl, and even Ueberweg, none of 

whom understood the necessity and usefulness of a good 

alphabetical index in a work containing a mass of various 
information. In his own country Teichmiiller has not 
been appreciated according to his merits, because he met 
with a prejudiced critic in Zeller, who reigns as an 
authority on Plato in Germany. But English, French, 
and Italian scholars have recognised his great skill and 
acute judgment, and since his death he has also risen in 

the opinion of his own countrymen. He was a violent 
polemical writer himself, and this led him to generalise 
the polemical digressions found in Plato, and to see in the 

ereatest thinker of humanity a controversialist full of 
vanity and personal ambition. Such a view of Plato as a 

general explanation of his literary activity 1s even more 
erroneous than the broad assumptions of Schleiermacher 
and Hermann. But the scattered polemical allusions 

discovered by Teichmiiller lose no importance as chrono- 

logical indications, even though we admit them to be 
only of secondary importance in the writer’s mind. 

It is significant that Teichmiiller, a good logician like 
Ueberweg, should confirm Ueberweg’s conclusions as to 
the date of the dialectical dialogues. He recognised that 
the Parmenides, Sophist, and Politicus belong to the same 

epoch as the Timaeus and the Laws. Some other con- 

clusions of Teichmiiller, such as his very late date of the 
Gorgias (375 B.c.) and Meno (383 B.c.), are more question- 

able. Teichmiiller dissented from all his predecessors in 
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his assumption of a very late date for some so-called 
Socratic dialogues—the LHuthyphro, Apology, Crito, 

Cratylus,—which he believed to have been written after 
the Theaetetus. But this opinion, which he advanced 

chiefly on philological grounds, is less important in its 
bearing on the question of Plato’s philosophical develop- 
ment; while it is of the greatest importance to see how 

Teichmiiller’s investigation confirmed Ueberweg’s first 
attempts to prove the late date of the dialectical dialogues. 

Another philosopher who after Teichmiller undertook 
our problem, Peipers,™ reached the same conclusions by 
careful comparison of the ontological theories expressed 

by Plato. He found that the dialectical dialogues, Par- 

menides, Sophist, Politicus, and Philebus, contain an onto- 

logical doctrine which can only be explained as a con- 

tinuation of the standpoint reached in the Phaedrus and 
the Republic. Peipers has also succeeded in showing 
that these dialogues are nearer to the Laws than any 

other writing of Plato, and his argument convinced 
one of the most competent living investigators of Plato, 
Susemihl,®» who publicly acknowledged that he abandoned 
his former opinions, expressed thirty years earlier, as to 
the date of the dialectical dialogues. Susemihl’s impar- 
tiality, which allowed him to make this confession, was 

compensated by the obstinacy of Zeller, who, in his 
authoritative work on Plato, in each successive edition 

maintained the old assumption of a Megaric period to 

which he referred the Sophist, Politicus, and Philebus, 

alleging them to have been written before the Republic. 

Also the editor of the later editions of Ueberweg’s 

History of Greek Philosophy, M. Heinze, adhered to 

the old error of Hermann and Schleiermacher, and 

continued to spread the conviction that the Sophist and 
Politicus were written before the Banquet. If we take 

into account that Ueberweg’s and Zeller’s works on 
Greek philosophy enjoy up to the present time the greatest 

** Peipers, Ontologia Platonica, Lipsiae 1883. 
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popularity, there will be no exaggeration in saying that 
Ueberweg’s earlier conclusions, which he afterwards 

abandoned, although confirmed with new arguments by 
Tocco, Teichmiiller, and Peipers, remain almost unknown 

to general readers of Plato. Ina very popular work on 

Plato, written by Weygoldt, we still find the dialectical 

dialogues placed before the Republic, and the same order 
occurs *? in the most recent work of HE. Pfleiderer on 
Socrates and Plato. 

_ Since Susemihl’s conversion, however, many special 
investigations have fortified Ueberweg’s conclusion in 
favour of a late date for the Sophist and Polvticus. 

Besides such philological investigations as those of 
Bergk,®® Rohde,” and Christ,** who declared in favour of a 

very late date for the Theaetetus and consequently also 
for the Sophist and Politicus, we have in the last ten 

years a new confirmation, through an investigation 

by H. Siebeck,®® author of a history of psychology. 
Siebeck started from the question whether Plato did 

not quote his own works, as is frequently done by 

Aristotle. He observed certain allusions which led him 

to affirm that Plato not only quotes the Republic and the 

% Weygoldt, Die platonische Philosophie, Leipzig 1885; E. Pfleiderer, 

Socrates und Plato, Tiibingen 1896. The views of this author have to be 

specially dealt with in connection with the date of the Repwblic, as he sub- 

ordinates the whole order of Plato’s dialogues to a distinction of some succes- 

sive stages in the Republic, wherein he follows Krohn (see note 90). 
Pfleiderer’s conclusions as to the order of other dialogues are not very distant 

from Hermann’s views, with the difference that Pfleiderer against every pro- 

bability places the Euthydemus after the Sophist, and the Phaedo before 
the Symposiwm. 

* T. Bergk, Fiinf Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der griechischen Philo- 

sophie und Astronomie, Leipzig 1883; Griechische Literaturgeschichte, 4° 
Bd. Berlin 1887. 

” Rohde, ‘ Die Abfassungszeit der platonischen Thedtet’ in Jahrbiicher 

fiir Philologie und Pddagogik, vol. cxxiii. p. 321, vol. exxv. p. 80; also in 

Philologus, vol. xlix. p. 2, vol. 1. p. 1, vol. li. p. 474 (1890-1892). 

%s W. Christ, ‘ Platonische Studien,’ pp. 453-512 in vol. xvii. of Abh. der 

philos. philol. Classe der Kinigl. bayer. Akad. Miinchen, 1886. 

%® H. Siebeck, Untersuchungen zur Philosophie der Griechen, Freiburg 

i. B. 1888. 
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Politicus in the Laws, but that he also in the Republic 
announces a later settling of matters dealt with in the 
Sophist and Philebus. 

Also Dummler,!°° who continued Teichmiiller’s studies 

on supposed feuds between Plato and his contemporaries, 
added to the considerable stock of arguments in favour of 

a late date of the dialectical dialogues, by a special inquiry 
into the relations of Plato to Antisthenes, Antiphon, 

Aristippus, Aristophanes, Aristotle, Empedocles, Euri- 
pides, Gorgias, Heraclitus, Hippias, Isocrates, Polycrates, 
Prodicus, Protagoras, Xenophon, and others. 

Besides these works, which deal with a great number 
of writings, there are many special dissertations on each 

dialogue, which constitute, taken together, ample evi- 

dence for a definitive solution of the problem of their 

date. But this literature has grown so much that nobody 
has attempted to collect all such detailed observations and 

to give a clear picture of all arguments urged in favour 

of each hypothesis. We have here specially insisted 
on the date of the dialectical dialogues because of their 
exceptional importance for Plato’s logic, but on each 
other work, as the Republic, Gorgias, Phaedo, Phaedrus, 

hundreds of authors have expressed various opinions, 
generally based only on a very limited knowledge of other 

investigators. So long as all these separate observations 
are not summed up, every new writer on this subject 
runs the risk of repeating discoveries already made, 
or falling into errors easy to avoid. In these cir- 
cumstances a new general work on Plato’s dialogues, 
summarising all the separate observations made in this 
century, becomes indispensable to the progress of further 
investigations concerning Plato’s philosophy. This need 
has been felt by the French Académie des Sciences 

morales et politiques, a learned society which has 

awarded many considerable prizes for works on Plato, 

100 Diimmler, Akademika, Giessen 1889; Chronologische Beitrdge zu 

einigen platonischen Dialogen, Basel 1890. 
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among which those of Chaignet and Fouillée were not 

without value. But the last answer to the summons 

of this Academy, a work in two volumes written by 
C. Huit under the title La vie et Vaewvre de Platon, 

published in Paris 1893, falls short of the most modest 
critical requirements, and by no means satisfies its purpose. 
The author knows so little of the special literature of 
his subject that he repeats Schaarschmidt’s arguments 
against the authenticity of the most important works 

of Plato without being aware that these arguments have 
been often refuted during the last thirty years. He also 

ignores the steady progress in chronological investiga- 

tions since Ueberweg, and regards the problem of Platonic 

chronology as almost insoluble. 
Such is not the conviction which results from an 

impartial survey of what has been already done for our 

problem. There is a progress in the validity of conclu- 
sions, as well as in the method employed from Tennemann 
to Schleiermacher, from Schleiermacher to Hermann, 

from Hermann to Susemihl, and from Susemihl to 

Ueberweg. Besides these inquiries referring to the 
majority of the works of Plato, there has been real 

progress also in the special investigations referring to 
each single dialogue. All these results should be co-ordi- 

nated in a general subject index showing all arguments 

in favour of and against every hypothesis as to the date 
of each several dialogue. Then only it would be inevitably 

seen that there is overwhelming evidence in favour of 
some conclusions and against others. 

It is not the purpose of the present work to furnish 

the reader of Plato with such an extensive index, but 

chiefly to indicate the agreement of the chief arguments 

advanced in favour of a late date of the dialectical dia- 

logues, in order to show that the logical science founded 
y Plato was advanced during his own lifetime by his 

renewed efforts. 
Before we enter upon the task of tracing this logical 
¥ 
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development through Plato’s works, it is a duty to give 

the reader some information about a special kind of in- 

vestigation, subsidiary to the general study of Platonic 

chronology. We have limited the above review to those 
authors who sought to establish the order of Plato’s dia- 
logues on arguments taken from their contents ; because 
it is our own purpose likewise to compare the contents of 
a series of Platonic dialogues as to their logical theories. 
But, admitting all the importance of the contents, we 
must still contend that the form and style of Plato’s 

writings also give some indications as to their chronolo- 
gical order, and it is useful to compare the conclusions 
arrived at by both methods. The study of the style of 
Plato is much more recent than that of Plato’s philosophy, 
but it has led to very important conclusions as to the 
order of his writings, and it 1s our duty to consider these 
conclusions before we venture to represent the origin and 

growth of Plato’s logic. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE STYLE OF PLATO 

Style IF we wish to assure ourselves of the identity of a friend, 

amark Whose thoughts and actions are familiar to us, the simplest 

of the plan is to appreciate his appearance and to verify our im- 
identity of pression by the tone of his voice. Could one of our best 
anauthor friends perfectly disguise his voice and his features, it 

indepen- would be difficult to recognise him by the manifestations 

= of his thoughts or by the moral character of his actions. 
of the 

: . : 

ae Now the external form of a writer is his style, and it be- 

ae trays him even when he for some reason may be profes- 

writings. sing thoughts very different from those which we usually 

associate with his name. 
Crcak A thought can be expressed in various ways in the 
difierences Same language; it might even be said that the notion of 

of style any one language includes as many languages as there 

between have been original writers in it. This is truer of Greek 
es than of any modern language, and is especially true of 
oa Greek prose writing in the fourth century B.c. A student 
another Having read and understood all the works of Xenophon 
andin the Might be unable to understand many passages in Plato. 

works of Plato’s language differs from Xenophon’s, though both 

thesame wrote Attic prose. 
author. That there are peculiarities of style which distinguish 

a writer among many others is almost self-evident; that 
the style of some writers has changed in the course of 
years is a patent fact; yet many objections have been 
made to stylistic study as a means of settling problems of 
ascription and chronology. Everybody knows the dis- 
cussions which this method provoked when applied to 
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Shakespeare, though, as regards Shakespeare, the difficulty 

is diminished by the fact that metrical intricacies and the 

poet’s resources are more varied than is the case with prose, 
even the prose of such a writer as Plato. But it is to be 
noted on the other hand that Plato’s literary activity 

was continued through a period twice as long as Shake- 
speare’s. } 

Since most readers think that style is indefinable, they 
infer that it must afford an insecure basis for scientific 
reasoning. So Plato thought concerning all physical 
movements in the universe. According to him, their 
infinite variety hindered genuine scientific investigation 
(Phileb. 59 Ac); they could only be guessed at with 

some degree of probability (Tim. 29 c, 48 D); and such 

suesses constituted ‘a pleasure not to be repented of, and 

a wise and moderate pastime’ (Tim. 59 D: apetapédXnTov 

. MéTpLov TraLotav Kai dpovimov), but they did not 
admit of accurate determination (Tim. 68 CD). 

This Platonic view of natural science extended also to 

linguistics (Crat. 421 Dp), and the Master would have 

smiled at those who count words in his writings. But if 

the science of modern mechanics, by application of new 

infinitesimal methods, unknown to Plato, has reached a 

degree of certainty by which it claims rank as a more 

exact science than any Investigation of the human soul, 
then we need not allow Plato’s linguistic scepticism to 

keep us from the ‘ moderate pastime’ of investigating his 
style. If an exact definition be possible of the notes 

which distinguish Plato’s style from the style of other 
writers, or by which a work written contemporaneously 
with the Laws differs from a work written at the time 
when Plato founded the Academy, then we may hope to 

ascertain the true order of Platonic dialogues according 

to the stylistic variations observed in them. 
There is no exaggeration in this pretension, since 

questions of identification are generally settled by purely 
F 
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external tests. The identity of handwriting, consisting 

in many minute signs difficult of definition, is held to be 
so far ascertainable, that on an expert’s decision in such 

matters a man’s life may sometimes depend. The limited 

number of marks of identity contained in a signature is 
sufficient to decide its authenticity for all purposes. A 
banker requires no further security for paying out the 

deposits left with him under his responsibility. Docu- 
ments written by a prisoner, despite his denial of their 

authenticity, may prove his guilt in the eyes of any 

magistrate. 
If handwriting can be so exactly determined as to afford 

certainty as to its identity, so also with style, since style 

is still more personal and characteristic than handwriting. 
But the definition of style requires a deeper study, because 

style is not, like handwriting, accessible to the senses. 
It may be objected that, since style has an almost infinite 

number of characteristic notes, it cannot be reduced to 

one fixed formula. The answer is, that a like infinity of 
characteristics exists in every object of natural science, 

and that science is possible only through the distinction of 
essential marks from those which are unessential. 

What, then, are the essential marks of style? In- 

dividuality of style is developed along two different lines, 

each of which requires special study. An author uses words 
as the raw material for the expression of his thoughts, 
and the choice of words affords him the most obvious 
opportunity for displaying his individual taste. There are 
cases when one given word, and no other, expresses a 

given idea; but this is not the general rule. In most 

phrases there are words which might easily be changed 
for others. In every language there are many words 

which have never been used by some authors, and other 

words used only once by their inventor. The contrivance 

of new compounds, and even of entirely new meanings 
for old and simple words, is of common occurrence in the 
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style of great writers. A knowledge of the words invented 
by an author and only once used by him is an important 

factor in determining questions of style and ascription. We 
need a full index of such words invented by all authors 

who lived in Plato’s time. In comparing them we should 
probably find that Plato proceeded in some respects 

differently from others in his new formations. We should 
be led to observe what methods of composition were used 

by him in each of his works. We should be enabled to 

classify the occasions when he was most inclined to have 

recourse to such new formations, as, for instance, in 

employing mathematical, physical, or dialectical terms ; 

and we should remark a difference between the manner of 

expressing these notions at various epochs of Plato’s life, 
taking as our starting point a few productions undoubtedly 

written very late, as the Laws, and comparing them 
with other works, as to which there is ample evidence 
that they date earlier: for example the Apology. No- 

body doubts that the tenth book of the Republic was 
written after the first book, and many authors agree that 

it belongs to a much later period. In some cases there is 
also a general agreement as to the relative date of two 

dialogues ; thus it is certain that Plato wrote the Politicus 
after the Theaetetus, the Timaeus after the Republic, and 

it is scarcely less certain or less generally admitted 
that the Philebus was written after the Laches and 

Charmides. A comparison between such groups would 
lead to definite conclusions as to the direction taken by 

Plato in the modifications of his style. 

Besides this chapter on new words, we need in 
Platonic lexicography another chapter on rare words 

borrowed from poets. It is not usual to introduce into 

philosophical prose words which have been heretofore 
used only in poetry. The language of verse always differs 
from prose language, and the difference 1s exceptionally 

manifest if we compare the tragedians with the Attic 
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orators. Plato is known to have used liberally words which 
before him were peculiar to dramatic poetry, and it is an 
interesting question to answer, whether this taste be 

equally prominent in all his works, or be chiefly apparent 

in some of them. 
Words borrowed from a foreign dialect would form a 

third class of rare words to be classified and enumerated. 

This classification could be definitely settled only after 

collecting all the lexicographical evidence, because it would 

serve no purpose to form classes out of a few chosen 

examples. 
In the above three classes we should include first 

of all such rare words as are used for the expression of 
some peculiar idea. Their use depends mainly on the 
thoughts they convey, and is essentially different from 

that of common words occurring frequently and not 

generally indispensable in cases where they occur. Among 

these common words the particles are conspicuous. The 
new compounds, poetical and foreign words were closely 
related to the contents of the text; it is not so with 

particles. 
We are still far from possessing a complete index of 

the Platonic vocabulary, informing us precisely how 
often a characteristic word occurs in each dialogue. 
Assuming that no word used by Plato is missing from 

Ast’s Lexicon! and Mitchell’s Index,’” it might be 

easily ascertained how many different words, and espe- 
cially how many substantives, verbs, adjectives, etc., he 

used. But a separate effort would be required to calculate 

the frequency of each word ineach work. Even if we knew 
the exact number of times each word occurred, there would 

still remain the special task of calculating the oppor- 
tunities for its occurrence. Such calculations are needed 
for but a small part of the vocabulary, because words of 

rare occurrence in all works form the majority. Ast’s 

iol BY, Ast, Lexicon Platonicwm, vols. i.-iii. Lipsiae 1835-1836-1838. 

102 'T. Mitchell, Index Graecitatis Platonicae, 2 vols. Oxonii 1832. 
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Lexicon contains on 1,975 pages approximatively 10,000 

different words used by Plato, while the whole number of 

words in the text of all the works of Plato amounts 
roughly to 600,000.'" 

If each word in Plato’s text be used, on an average, 
sixty times, we might be justified in defining as rare words, 
words which in all the writings of Plato occur less than sixty 
times, or on average less than once in twenty pages (ed. 
Didot). These would form the majority, and a certain 

natural limit of scarcity would soon be detected, by the 
absence of certain degrees of recurrence. Suppose for 

instance that, as appears from some inedited calculations 

by Tadeusz Miciiski, the number of words occurring less 
than ten times is above 7000, and that z, is the number 

of words occurring between ten and twenty times, gene- 
rally z, the number of words occurring between 10n 

and 10(n+1) times, then the limit of rare words will 

Perreached* when ¢.=O0=7.,,=%.,4 /.«.. We should at 

once observe that there are no words occurring more than 

m and less than m+y times, and with those occurring 
m+y times would begin the series of common words up 
to such words as occur a maximum of times, possibly 

thousands. Such statistics of Plato’s vocabulary would 

require immense labour. A new Lexicon Platonicum 
with all the above indicated details, in spite of the utmost 
economy of space, could not occupy less than several 
volumes like Bonitz’s Index Aristotelicus. 

Even this would give us knowledge only of one aspect 

of Plato’s style: its vocabulary. But, as Plato himself 

observed, we should examine in a speech not only the 

103 This number of different words used by Plato has been calculated 

by Tadeusz Miciriski upon the assumption that each 100 entries fills 20 pages 
of Ast’s Lexicon, as has been found by counting the entries on 20 pages in 

twenty-five different parts of the lexicon. The total number of words used 

by Plato results approximately from the consideration that the text of all 

the 35 works bearing Plato’s name, including the small spurious dialogues 

and some of doubtful authenticity, fills in Didot’s edition only 1245 pages 

of 54 lines, with 8-11 words in each line. 
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choice of words, but also their arrangement (Phaedr. 2364). 

The arrangement of words is more difficult to define than 
their number. The same thought may be rendered not 

only by different words but also by a different arrange- 

ment of the same words. 

One of the characteristics of arrangement is the 
numerical proportion between verbs, adjectives, substan- 

tives, and other kinds of words, because in many cases 
the same word appears as adjective or verb or substantive ; 
the repetition of a noun can be avoided by a pronoun, 
and this allows many possible variations. For instance, 
‘a wise man is unable to become unjust’ and ‘ wisdom 
forbids injustice’ express substantially the same thought, 

while in the first we have thrice as many adjectives as 
substantives, and in the second no adjective at all. It is 
highly probable that Plato did not always preserve the 

same proportion in the use of various parts of speech. 
More especially the numerical relations between adjec- 
tives and substantives, between substantives and verbs, 

between these and adverbs, afford very characteristic 

properties of style, which might enable us to notice 
similarities or differences between one composition and 

another. 
The knowledge of these quantitative relations of every 

kind of word is intermediate between the lexicographical 
statistics of the scarcity or frequency of each term and 
the study of the construction of phrases. Here the 

immediate object of study would be the relative position 

of subject and predicate, of nouns and determinatives, 
adverbs and verbs, which may all occupy the first or the 

second place. No author follows a uniform practice in 
this respect, and variation is the rule; but at each period 
of life an author may show a certain predilection for one 
or another order in the phrase. Taking only the first five 
hundred words in the Laws and comparing them with 
the first five hundred words in the Protagoras, we may 
readily see how great are the differences between the two 
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dialogues as to the use and order of the substantives and 
the adjectives : 

| Number of pears |) le, 
Substantives . 63 102 
| Adjectives a 13 31 
Verbs (including participles) . 91 79 
| Adjectives preceding the correlated 7 9 
| substantive . 
Adjectives following the ea 0 13 
| substantive. ; : | 

If further calculations confirmed these, then it would 

appear that in his later style Plato used many more sub- 

stantives and adjectives than in his earlier writings, and 
that he acquired in old age a predilection for putting the 
noun before its qualifying words. But in order to draw 
such conclusions the examination should be extended to 

all the works of Plato, and should include the position of 
adverbs before or after the verb, of genitives before or 
after the noun on which they depend, and of all kinds of 

words in their mutual interdependence. 

If we observe that the Philebus has some hundred 

peculiarities in common with the Laws, and has very few 
constant characters in common with other dialogues, then 
we may be justified in ascribing the Philebus and the 

Laws to the same epoch of Plato’s life, with a certainty 
scarcely less than that which enables us to recognise that 

Plato and Demosthenes both wrote Attic prose. 
But, besides these, there remain some other classes 

of stylistic peculiarities: the length, construction, and 
interdependence of phrases; the rhythm produced in- 

tentionally or resulting naturally from the order of 

words selected; the recurrence or exclusion of certain 

phonetic effects, as, for instance, avoidance of the hiatus 

or the repetition of syllables with the same vowels or 
consonants; a preference for certain sounds; the use 
made of quotations and proverbs; the frequency of 
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rhetorical figures and tropes; and many other points which 

would be suggested in the course of such inquiries. 
Such investigations are useful, inasmuch as they lead 

us to a better knowledge of the mental development of 

one of the greatest of all thinkers. Hundreds of German 

dissertations on Plato contain mere repetitions and vague 
generalities, of no importance for our knowledge of this 
philosopher. Had their authors spent the same time in 

studying some special property of Plato’s style, they would 

have made valuable additions to the positive knowledge 
of his development. The task of investigating every 

detail of style seems immense, but the number of persons 

fit for such work is much greater than the number of 

those capable of passing judgment on Plato’s philosophical 
doctrine. Any student, with a moderate knowledge of 
Greek, is made richer for life by a single reading of all 
Plato’s works, and this requires but an hour’s study a day 

during a year. And if in such a reading attention be 
directed mainly to some special peculiarity of Plato’s 

style, the impression produced by the contents need not 

be weakened. Each year in all countries hundreds of 
students dedicate their time to classical philology. If 
but one in a dozen undertook a study of Plato’s style, 

within ten years our knowledge of Platonic chrono- 

logy would have progressed more than in these twenty 

centuries. 
Of the foregoing programme of investigation but a 

very small part has been executed, and this without any 

systematic common aim. Zeller, criticismg chronological 
conclusions based on stylistic investigations (Philosophie 

der Griechen, IL. 1. p. 512), objects that the number of 
characteristics investigated is too small, and that only if 

it amounted to hundreds could we thence draw inferences 

as to the chronological order of Plato’s dialogues. Of 
all the investigations made, Zeller quotes only those of 
Dittenberger, Schanz, Frederking, Gomperz, and Hoefer. 
He is apparently unaware that besides these authors there 
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are many others whose study of Plato’s style does extend 

over hundreds of stylistic peculiarities. It is unfortunate 
that these studies are little known, being chiefly pub- 

lished in school programmes or as university disserta- 
tions. The authors, generally unaware of the work of 

their predecessors, were therefore unable to appreciate 
the cumulative evidence afforded by the coincidence of 

results obtained through different methods. A full biblio- 

graphy of Plato'!*4 is as necessary and desirable as a 

complete Lexicon Platonicum,!™ and neither is likely to 

appear very soon, for such works require an amount of 

material resources which is rarely at the command of 

Platonic scholars. 
Important contributions to the knowledge of Plato 

have been buried in introductions to the text of a single 
dialogue, or in dissertations privately printed for the pur- 

of The bibliography of Plato is, up to the present time, very incomplete. 

Besides such general works as those of Ueberweg and Zeller, many indica- 

tions of older literature are found in: W. S. Teuffel, Uebersicht der 

Platonischen Literatur, Tiibingen 1874; J.Vahlen, ‘ Zur Litteratur des Plato’ 

(Zeitschrift fiir Oesterreichische Gymnasien, 23° Jahrgang, 1872, p. 518) ; 

W. Engelmann, Bibliotheca scriptorum classicorum, 8th ed. Lipsiae 1880. 

The current literature is indicated almost exhaustively in the quarterly 

Bibliotheca philologica classica, published since 1873 by 8. Calvary in 

Berlin. For a full Platonic bibliography it would be indispensable to sup- 
plement the information contained in these publications by a careful 

comparison of the catalogues of larger public libraries, and even of smaller 

university libraries in Germany, France, Great Britain, and Italy. Also the 

numerous antiquarian catalogues issued yearly by many German second- 

hand booksellers contain titles of some smaller publications not easily found 

elsewhere. A Platonic bibliography based on all these sources would very 

much facilitate special investigations, if it contained not only the titles but 

also a short account of the contents of rare publications. But such a work 

implies much travelling, because all the materials could nowhere be found 

together. 

105 The mere cost of reprinting Ast’s Lexicon, which is now very rare, has 

been estimated at 700/., and as the work is incomplete, a revision and 

thorough comparison with the text of the best edition of Plato would be 

indispensable. The cheapest cost of such a labour has been estimated by 

Dr. C. Ritter (cf. note 134) at 750/., which raises the expense of a new edition 

of Ast’s work to 1,450/., while the number of buyers for such a work could 
scarcely exceed a few hundreds. This removes the probability of such a pub- 

lication being undertaken in the ordinary way. 
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pose of obtaining degrees. Many are rarely to be found 

in circulation or in public hbraries, and for this reason 
writers on Plato often neglect their predecessors. In 

these circumstances it may be useful to give here a short 
review of over forty publications referring to Plato’s style, 
and to insist upon the lesson they teach when their con- 

clusions are compared. It is probable that besides these 
authors others have written on this subject, without 

being aware of the importance of their investigations. 
It is common to all these detailed inquiries that, con- 

sidered separately, they seem inconclusive, while taken 

together they prepare the way for a complete change 

of the prevailing views on the matter to which they 
refer. 

I. ENGELHARDT. The merit of priority in considering 

the question of Plato’s style (but without chronological 

applications) belongs to Friedrich Wilhelm Engelhardt, 
late director of the gymnasium in Gdansk (Danzig). 

He published in the course of thirty years (1834— 

1864) five dissertations on Plato’s style '!% in five school 
programmes never mentioned in any later work on that 

subject. His aim was not chronology but grammar, 
and he undertook in the first three dissertations a very 

careful study of the examples of anomalous construction 

in Platonic phraseology. After a long enumeration of all 
‘anacolutha’ found in the works of Plato, he classified 

these stylistic phenomena, and repeated very carefully 

for each class the indication of all passages containing an 

example of that particular construction. 
From these very interesting tables we can easily 

gather some indications bearing on the Platonic chrono- 

program. Gymnasii Gedanensis 1834, 1838, 1845. The third dissertation 

contains on pp. 37-46 and 47-48 two indices of the passages enumerated also 

in the first two. By the same author, also as programme of the same gym- 

nasium in Gdansk: De periodorum Platonicarum structura, dissertatio 
prima (pp. 1-36), Gedani 1853, dissertatio altera (pp. 1-27), Gedani 

1864 (iv-v). 
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logy. In order not to increase the bulk of our refer- 

ences, we must limit our quotations to those stylistic 
marks which may be regarded as characteristic of later 

style, being either limited in their occurrence to the latest 
‘dialogues, or at least increasing in their frequency. To 
exclude characteristics occurring occasionally in earlier 
dialogues would deprive us of a useful measure of affinity 

between each of them and the latest group. With a view 
to clearness of exposition and arrangement we take for 
granted what will only appear as the ultimate result of 

our inquiry, namely, that the Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, 

Timaeus, Critias, and Laws form the latest group of 

Plato’s works. This, as will be seen in the course of this 

exposition, becomes probable beyond reasonable doubt 

by the totality of stylistic observations, because these six 

dialogues have hundreds of stylistic peculiarities which 

occur nowhere else in Plato, and likewise show an increas- 

ing frequency of peculiarities which in other dialogues are 

exceptional. For easy reference the stylistic pecularities 
of Plato’s later style follow here in the chronologic order 

of their observation, and are numbered consecutively.* 
Among the twenty classes of altered construction 

* In the following enumerations the dialogues are quoted in their 

probable chronological order; the numbers placed after the name of 

each dialogue indicate the number of occurrences; where no number 

is given, the occurrences have not been counted. The numbers 

are printed in different type to show their relative importance. 2, 3, &e. 

mean that a peculiarity is repeated 2 or 3 times in the dialogue named, but 

is not frequent. 3, 4, &c. mean that the same peculiarity, occurring 3 or 4 

times, must be looked upon as frequent, in view of the size of the 

dialogue, if each occurrence is found on average more than once in 12 pages 

(ed. Didot). Numbers printed thus: 34, mean that a peculiarity is very 

frequent, occurring once or more in every two pages. + means a word not 
used before Plato; (A), a word used by Aristotle; *an Gat cipnucvoy 

according to the author from whom the observation is taken. Dialogues 

of dubious authenticity (Clitopho, Minos, Hipparchus, Epinomis, Theages, 
Hippias Major, Alcibiades I. and II., Amatores) or of no logical import- 

ance (Hippias Minor, Io, Menexenus, Lysis) are omitted in this list. The 

writings on the style of Plato are numbered consecutively in the notes by 

small Roman numbers placed after each title: i-xlv. 
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enumerated by Engelhardt the following characterise 
the later style : 

1. ‘Anacoluthiae genus quod ex symmetriae studio oritur’ 
(Anacol. Platon. spec. III. p. 39) is a change of construction 
produced by Plato’s increasing taste for symmetry, and consists in 
beginning the second part of the phrase in the same manner as 
the first, as for instance in Phaedr. 233 B: rowtra yap 6 épas 
emdeixvutar: SvgTvxovrtas pev, G pn AUmnY Tois GAXows Tapexet, 

aviapa rovet vouifews evtuxyovvtras d€ kal Ta py nOovns aka 

map’ €kelvy@v emaivov avaykdfer tuyxaverv. Such changes of 

construction were observed by Engelhardt in: Gorg. 1 Crat. 2 
Phaedo 1; Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1; Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 2 Legg 8. 

2. Change of construction in consequence of the more con- 
venient form of the continuation (ex commodiore sequentis 
structurae forma, p. 39), as, for instance, Euthyd. 281 D: kvduvever 

cUpravta, a TO mpoTov paper ayaba eivat, ov wept TOUTOV 6 Adyos 
avtois eivat, Orws attra ye xa’ atta wépuxev ayabd. . . . Such 

anacoluthie are found: Meno 1 Euthyd. 1. Symp. 1; Rep. 5; 
Polit. 1 Phil. 4 Tim. 4 Legg. 4. 

3. Two different constructions co-ordinated and dependent 
on the same enunciation (III. p. 41: anacoluthia fit duabus 
structuris conjunctis), as for instance, optat. with dy and infinitive 

both dependent on doxet in Lach. 184 B, or os with genit. partic. 
and infinitive in Charm. 164 £. Such cases were found: Apol. 1 
Charm. 1 Lach. 1 Gorg.1; Rep. 4; Legg. 9. 

4. Anacoluthia ex transitu orationis suspensae in directam vel 
contra (III. p. 41): Gorg. 1 Symp. 1 Phaedo 4; Rep. 3 Phaedr. 1 

Theaet. 2; Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 2. 
5. Cases of omitted apodosis are quoted (p. 44) by Engelhardt : 

Gorg. 2 Symp. 2 Phaedo 2; Rep. 1; Phil. 1 Legg. 8. 

The other kinds of change of construction enumerated 
by Engelhardt do not appear to be specially frequent in 
the latest dialogues. His collections extend over all the 

works of Plato, and include more than four hundred cases. 

Being unaware of the chronological application of his 
work, he perhaps did not attempt a painful completeness 
of quotations. But even if he collected only those 

changes of construction which struck his attention in 

a first reading, we may assume that he had no special 
reason to notice the actual occurrence of such cases in one 
work more than in another. His observations are therefore 
valuable, and they may be accepted as at least approximate. 
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This author’s later investigations on the construc- 
tion of phrases are limited to the Phaedo and Republic, 
so that they afford no matter for comparison. It is 
interesting, however, to notice that according to Engel- 

hardt co-ordination of phrases prevails in Plato over 

subordination, and that the principal sentence generally 

precedes all subordinate clauses. Herein he sees a 
radical difference between Plato and Demosthenes, who 

inverted more frequently the natural order. Engel- 
hardt thinks (Period. Plat. I. p. 26) that this difference 

in the order of co-ordinate and subordinate sentences 

is due to the dialogical character of Plato, as opposed 
to the rhetorical character of Demosthenes. He would 

perhaps have been less confident as to the essential 

difference between the style of Plato and Demos- 

thenes, had he given as much attention to the Laws 

as to the Republic and Phaedo. It remains an inter- 

esting problem to compare the Laws and other dialogues 
as to the construction of phrases, and Engelhardt’s 

classification would be most useful for this purpose. 
II. Kaysster. Of less importance is a small disser- 

tation by Kayssler'’ (1847) on Platonic terminology. The 
author accuses Plato of inconsistency in the use of terms, 

even as defined by himself, and enumerates the terms 

which he held to be the most important, without any 
attempt at comparing earlier with later dialogues, or 

at using the difference in terminology as an instrument 
of chronological determination. 

TIl.—V. J. Braun!® (1847, 1852) and A. Lanes !% 

(1849), quoted by Engelhardt, seem also to have left 

‘7 Kayssler, Ueber Plato’s philosophische Kunstsprache, Oppeln (Polish 
Opole) 1847 (vi). The inexactitude of quotations is seen from the fact that 
Kayssler affirms p. 13 to have found svvaywyf and diaipeots only in Phaedr. 
Soph., while they occur also in Theaet. Rep. Phil. 

ws J, Braun, De hyperbato Platonico i. ii. progr. gymnas. Culmensis 
(Chetmno), 1847, 1852 (vii—viii). 

109 A. Lange, De Constructione periodorum, imprinis Platonis, Vratis- 

laviae 1849 (ix). 
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chronology out of the question in their investigations on 
Plato’s phraseology. To the same time belongs the 

dissertation of F. Micuexis!!° (1849), which deals more 

with Plato’s views on style and grammar than with any 
specialities of Plato’s own style. 

VI. KopretscH. Some interesting observations are 
contained in the dissertation of Gustav Kopetsch (1860), 

teacher in the gymnasium of Lyk.'" He also had no 
chronological purpose, but his grammatical aim to collect 
from Plato’s writings every kind of information about 
the use of adjectives in tos and réos gives us an oppor- 
tunity to select from his enumerations such uses of this 

class of words as appear to be peculiar to Plato’s later 
style: 

6. Adjectives in ros composed from a substantive and a verb 
are very rare. Kopetsch enumerates only (pp. 4 and 19): Phaedr. 2 

(c@upnAatos 236 B, vun@oAnrros 238 D) Tim. 1 (wvpixavros 85 C) 

Critias 1 (yecporoinros 118 c), Legg. 1 (aiypadaros 919 4). 
7. Adjectives in ros, oxytona, formed from compound verbs 

(p. 6): Prot. 2 Meno 3 Phaedo 1; Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1; Polit.1 Tim.4 

Legg. 3 (wapa:tnros, dtaBards, €xexrds). 

8. Superlatives in roraros, beginning with dvs or ed (p. 7): 
Phaedo 2 (SveeXeyxrorarov, evapuoororarov) Tim. 3 (S8vaaderoraror, 

ducKkivnrorartor, evxunroratov) Legg. 1 (dvcueraxetpiororarov). Super- 
latives in roraros of other adjectives occur besides: Apol. 1 Prot. 1 
Symp. 3 Rep. 3 Soph. 1 Phil. 3 Tim. 2 (with the preceding Tim. 5). 

9. Adjectives In ros composed of an adjective and verb: 
Phaedo 1 (modv@puAnros); Rep. 1 (awodvépiAnros) Phaedr. 1 

(icoperpynrov) ; Polit. 2 (6Aocxtcros) Tim. 1 (vecrunros) (p. 19). 

Kopetsch quotes many other uses of adjectives in 

tos, but without attempting completeness of quotation 
except in the above cases of very rare occurrence. Of 
some hundred adjectives quoted and classified by this 
author, many might be included in our list, had their 

110 F. Michelis, De enuntiationis natura, sive devi quam in grammatica 
habuit Plato (pp. 1-63), Doctor’s dissertation, Bonn 1849 (x). 

1! G. Kopetsch, De verbalibus in tos et téos Platonicis dissertatio, cuit 

intextae sunt breves de Homericis adnotationes, Lyck 1860, programme of the 

German Gymnasium in Lyk (xi). 
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occurrence been completely investigated. This was not 
the aim of Kopetsch, since he was not aware of any 

application of his work to Platonic chronology. For 
his purpose it was sufficient to quote a few characteristic 
occurrences of each word. A full investigation of the use 
of adjectives in ros and réos in the works of Plato remains 
a very interesting problem for future special inquiry. 
Here we quote only two more single words which, 

according to Kopetsch, as well as Ast, occur but seldom 

in Plato: 

10. ayevyros (p. 27): Prot. 1; Phaedr.1; Legg. 1. 
11. peprros (p. 21): Theaet. 1; Legg. 1. 

VII. R.ScHonz. The first author who insisted 
energetically on the importance of stylistic observations 

as leading to chronological conclusions seems to have 

been R. Schéne!” (1862) in his dissertation on Plato’s 

Protagoras. But he had a very superficial knowledge 

of Plato and of the means of defining literary style. 

Schone, despising enumeration of stylistic characteristics, 

quotes the authority of art critics, who judge whether a 
picture has been painted by Raphael or Murillo, without 

condescending to give special reasons for it, and he wishes 

to introduce into Platonic chronology such artistic intuitive 
judgment without the help of reasoned evidence. Still, 

Schéne is right in his fundamental argument as to the 
comparative value of style and contents for chronological 
conclusions. He declares that an author can put in each 

work such contents as he chooses, while his style will 

simply be the result of his effort to write as well as he 
can, if he is so careful about the form of his writings as 
Plato was. Hence style is the surest measure of the 

stage of a great writer’s evolution. Schdne quotes Lessing 
and Goethe as competent authorities for such a view on 

12 Richard Schéne, Ueber Platons Protagoras, Leipzig 1862 (xii). The 
author confesses his indebtedness for a great part of his theories to Prof. 

Weisse’s lectures on Plato delivered in 1860-1861 at the University of 

Leipzig. 
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the stylistic progress of great writers, and he concludes : 
‘wir diirfen den Stil als ein schlechthin allgemeines und 

sicheres Kriterium betrachten, wo es sich um Echtheit 

und Zeitfolge der platonischen Schriften handelt’ (p. 21). 
But after having thus clearly set forth the importance 
of stylistic study in determining Platonic chronology, 
Schone fails to find a right method for such investiga- 

tions. He believes an exact analysis of style impossible, 

ignoring the labours of Engelhardt, Braun, Lange, and 

Kopetsch ; and invokes a mysterious power, the ‘ feeling 
of style.’ 

This ‘feeling’ led Schéne to see a higher degree of 
stylistic perfection in narrated conversation than in 
dramatic dialogue. He inferred that all narrated dia- 
logues—the Charmides, Protagoras, Banquet, Phaedo, 

Republic, and Parmenides—are later than all the works 

whose form is dramatic. Schone did not perceive that 

Plato, after having used the form of narrated dialogues, 
crew tired of the repetitions which it involves, and 

returned to the primitive dramatic mode. Had Schéne 
limited his judgment to the relation between Protagoras 

and the small dramatic works, such as the Laches, Crito, 

Euthyphro, his observation of the stylistic perfection of 

a narrated dialogue could not have led him to the 

absurdity of placing the Laws and even Tvmaeus earlier 

than the Republic. Thus he discredited the method 

which he was the first to propose. He did not under- 

stand that for a philosopher contents are more important 

than form, and that the artistic skill which Plato 

exercised on his narrated dialogues was peculiar to a 
time when the deepest problems of thought had not yet 

absorbed the writer’s whole attention and endeavour. 
Schéne represents Plato as struggling during his maturity 

for perfection in the form of the philosophical dialogue, 
after spending earlier years in elaborating philosophical 
convictions. Thus the Sophist and Philebus appear to 
Schone earlier than the Protagoras. He had the merit 
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and boldness of drawing extreme consequences from his 

theory, arriving at the untenable conclusion that Plato 
renounced dialectical aims for the sake of artistic perfec- 
tion (p. 82). 

VIII. C. Martinius. What Schone attempted by a 
mistaken route has been more successfully carried out 

as regards a special characteristic of Plato’s style by 
C. Martinius!!? (1866, 1871), who, himself a teacher, 

began with the conviction that Plato as a teacher must 
have progressed in the art of interrogating, and that 
therefore differences in the form of questions might 
lead to chronological conclusions as to the order of the 
dialogues. Martinius first collected what .“'sto himself 
had said upon the art of asking questions, and then pro- 

ceeded to classify the interrogations found in Plato’s 
dialogues. Enumerating not less than eighteen differ- 

ent kinds of questions, he invites the reader to continue 
the inquiry as to the occurrence of each of these in 

the entire works of Plato, in order to establish the pro- 

gress made by the philosopher in his practice as a teacher. 
Martinius himself published, five years after his first 
effort, a very short summary and continuation,'" in which 
he insists on the importance of ‘ Suggestivfragen,’ that 
is, questions which take for granted something not yet 
accepted or discussed. 

Such questions seek to determine something sup- 
posed to be known, while it is really not known, as 

if a prisoner were asked the time when he committed 
a crime which he has not admitted. In Plato’s dia- 
logues the imputed object is not an action but a know- 
ledge, as, for instance, when (Phaedr. 276 A) Socrates 

asks whether another kind of teaching is not much 

113 C. Martinius, ‘Ueber die Fragestellung in den Dialogen Platos,’ in 

the Zertschrift fiir das Gymnasialwesen, xx* Jahrgang, Berlin 1866, 
pp. 97-119, and 497-516 (xiii). 

114 C, Martinius, ‘ Ueber die Fragestellung in den Dialogen Platos und 
tiber eine besondere Higenthiimlichkeit derselben,’ Jahresbericht tiber das 
Progymnasium zu Norden, 1871, 4to., pp. 1-18 (xiv). 
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better and more powerful, while he had not yet named 

that other kind and obtained assent as to its existence. 

Such questions were seen by Martinius (ii. pp. 9-13) m 

Gorg. 486 p, Rep. 414 B, 421 c D, Phaedr. 276 a, Theaet. 

158 B, 187 cp, 190 B, Parm. 156 D, Polit. 278 a, 290 a, 

302 B, Phil. 38 pzB, Legg. 646 EH, 691 B. We cannot 

include these quotations in our list of characteristics 

of later style, because Martinius did not profess to give a 
complete enumeration but only examples of each kind 
of questions. He seems not to have continued and 

completed these investigations, which are remarkable 
for their method and originality, and might serve as a 
starting point for anybody who undertook to realise 
the programme proposed by the ingenious Hanoverian 

teacher. 
The problem of defining the differences between 

various modes of putting a question in Plato’s dialogues 
had been also slightly broached by Ueberweg (Unter- 

suchungen, p. 207), who observed that in the Sophist, 

the Politicus, and the Philebus, as also in the Timaeus, 

Critias, Laws, the play of question and answer becomes 

more and more conventional and more remote from 

the tone of natural conversation, approaching to the 
form of an uninterrupted lecture. The observation of 

such a peculiarity limited to only six dialogues (Soph. 

Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg.) was in so far a very 
important first step in conscious determination of Plato’s 

later style, since it could not well be attributed to chance. 
IX. Lewis Campsett. No single characteristic of 

style, however important, suffices for general conclusions, 

as the case of Schéne shows. It is edifying to see the 
creat contrast between Schdne’s confidence and the 
modest caution with which stylistic inferences were 

justified by an author who alone enumerated and com- 
pared more characteristics of the style of Plato than all 

other investigators put together. This contribution to 

the study of Plato’s style, still after thirty years the 
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most important of all, is contained in the introduction 
to an edition of the Sophist and Politicus of Plato by 
Lewis Campbell, then Professor of Greek in the Uni- 

versity of St. Andrews (1867). 

Campbell! knew none of the authors enumerated 

above, and he approached the study of Plato’s style quite 

independently, with the special purpose of determining 
the date of the dialogues which he edited while main- 
taining their genuineness. He had the original idea of 
going through Ast’s Lexicon Platonicum and of finding 
out what words are peculiar to each dialogue in common 

with the group of Timaeus, Critias, Laws, which are 

recognised to be the latest works of Plato. 
He assumed that a word, for which Ast quotes 

references only from a few dialogues, does not occur else- 
where. This assumption is probably correct in the great 
majority of cases, and is quite justifiable in a first general 

inquiry, though it would be desirable, after collecting 

such words as Ast quotes only from a few dialogues, to 
examine the bulk of Plato’s text in order to be certain 
that they occur nowhere else. When Ast prepared his 

Lexicon Platonicum, more than seventy years ago, he 

could not foresee the importance now attached to precise 
reference; and for some particles, which have been 

specially investigated afterwards, and are peculiarly 

characteristic of Plato’s later style (as, for instance, 

pnv), Ast quotes only a small number of the instances 

remarked by later writers. 
In the introduction to an edition of two dialogues, 

Campbell could not go into so many details as later 
investigators of Plato’s style; he does not quote the 

single passages in which each word occurs, nor even 
all the words observed, and he condenses the results 

of a long and tedious labour into a few pages of dry 

"5 The Sophistes and Politicus of Plato, with a revised text and 
English notes, by the Rev. Lewis Campbell, M.A., Professor of Greek in the 

University of St. Andrews: Oxford, at the Clarendon Press, 1867 (xv). 
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enumeration (Introduction, pp. XXv—-xxx), which, to 

be fully appreciated, needs more comments than the 

author cared to give. His observations are of such 
novelty, that, giving so many new facts, he left the 

reader to weigh them and to judge the correctness of the 

conclusions drawn with admirable sagacity by the 

author. 

Such readers as he had did not notice the importance 
of the evidence collected. Having brought together ma- 
terials sufficient to prove that the Sophist and Politicus 
must have been written in Plato’s old age, Campbell con- 
cludes with the modest phrase: ‘If our hypothesis of 
the comparatively late origin of these dialogues is correct, 
the non-appearance of the Philosopher coincides with and 

renders more significant the abandonment of meta- 
physical inquiry in the Laws.’ He had laid the first 

foundations of a new solution of the problem of Platonic 
chronology. Twenty-two years later, reviewing a Ger- 

man book, which on a much smaller basis proclaimed 
like results with much greater confidence, Campbell 
said!’ with equal candour: ‘Now, if not before, it is 
clearly proved that the Sophistes, Politicus, Philebus, 

Timaeus, Critias, and Leges, in this order, or nearly so, 

form a separate group, and are the latest written... 

inquiries wholly independent of each other have led to 

this coincidence of result.’ 
An author capable of such self-effacement could not 

impress upon the reader his convictions as definitive 
truths, and, accordingly, Campbell’s investigations re- 
mained entirely unnoticed for nigh thirty years." It 

16 The Classical Review, February 1889, pp. 28-29, review of C. Ritter, 
Untersuchungen iiber Plato, by Lewis Campbell. 

"7 The first public recognition of the exceptional importance of 

Campbell’s investigations on the style of Plato is contained in the vol. ix. 
pp. 67-114 of the Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie (October 1895) in an 

article ‘ Ueber Echtheit Reihenfolge und logische Theorien von Platos drei 

ersten Tetralogien’ and in the Bulletin del’ Académie des sciences de Cracovie, 

October 1895 pp. 268-277, where the Polish work O pierwszych traech 
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was also not suspected that the introduction to an edition 
of the text of two isolated dialogues could contain a capital 
inquiry into the vocabulary of all the works of Plato. 
Under these circumstances it may be well to recall 

Campbell’s chief observations, the more so as these should 
be repeated, in order to give them greater exactness 

than can be afforded by our confidence in the relative 

completeness of Ast’s lexicon. 

Assuming, with all competent writers, that the Laws, 

as well as Timaeus and Critias, belong to Plato’s latest 
period, Campbell sought for peculiarities of style which, 
being common to these works, are also observed in others. 
He found the following points in which the Sophist and 
Politicus, partly also the Philebus, are similar to the 
Timaeus, Critias, and Laws: 

12. The Sophist and Politicus are both the middle pair of an un- 
finished tetralogy, sketched out in the second dialogue of the series; so 
are the Timaeus and Critias (Introduction, p. xix). In both tetralogies 

the plan of the four consecutive dialogues was not indicated in 
the first of the series. Neither in the Republic is there any hint 
as to the author’s intention of writing the Timaeus, Critias, and 
Hermocrates; nor is there in the Theaetetus any clear indication con- 

cerning the Sophist, the Politicus, and the Philosopher as an intended 
continuation. In both tetralogies the fourth dialogue remained un- 
written. There is no evidence that Plato ever wrote the Hermocrates 
announced in the Timaeus, or the Philosopher announced in the 

Sophist. The first dialogue of both tetralogies is conducted by 
Socrates, while in the second and third Socrates remains a listener, 

who merely proposes the subject of conversation at the outset. 
The idea of planning out four consecutive dialogues as one larger 

tetralogjach dzet Platona, by W. Lutostawski, is announced. In France 

Campbell’s discoveries became known only after a lecture delivered on 

May 16, 1896, in the Institut de France, in Paris, before the Académie des 

sciences morales et politiques, and published in vol. ecxlvi. of the Compte 

rendu des séances et travaux de ’ Acadénue des sciences morales et politiques, 

also apart with an additional preface : W. Lutostawski, Sur wne nowvelle 

méthode pour déterminer la chronologie des dialogues de Platon, Paris, 

H. Welter, 1896. More detailed is the account of Campbell’s investi- 

gations in the Polish work of the same author, ‘O pierwszych trzech 

tetralogjach dziet Platona,’ published by the Cracow Académie des Sciences 

in vol. xxvi. pp. 31-195 of the philological memoirs of that society, and also 

in a separate volume, Cracow 1896. 
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whole corresponds to the great length of the last work of Plato, the 
Laws. It is also psychologically plausible that Plato, grown old, had 
more to say, and said it in an ampler manner. His recognised earliest 

productions, the so-called Socratic dialogues, are much shorter than © 

the works of his mature age. The most obvious reason which 

prevented him from finishing the two intended tetralogies is the 
shortness of life, and this alone would lead us to ascribe the second 

and third dialogues of these unfinished tetralogies to a later time than 
both first parts: that is later than the Republic, and later than the 
Theaetetus. On the other side the Republic and Theaetetus being 
singled out among all the other works by the circumstance that a 

continuation to them has been given, it seems probable that this 
relation of both to later dialogues is due to their relatively late date, 
because Plato is more likely to have connected his latest works with 

those preceding them, than with works written very much earlier. 
If we take into account also that the Laws differ from all earlier 

dialogues by their volume, and that they may be considered as 
consisting of at least four parts, we may observe that the late 
peculiarity of uniting several dialogues into a larger whole extends 
to Soph. Polit. Tim. Critias Legg. (and toa certain degree 
also to Rep. and Theaet.) 

13. The Sophist and Politicus, as well as Timaeus, Critias, Laws, 

also in some degree the Parmenides and Symposium, are the only 
works of Plato in which Socrates is not the principal figure in the 
conversation, and in which other teachers take his place (Introduce- 
tion, p. xix). While these are named in the Symposium, Parmenides, 
Timaeus, and Critias, they are but unnamed abstract personalities 
in Sophist, Politicus, and Laws. The stranger from Elea, the 

Athenian stranger, are representatives of pure reason and 
experience, while the Platonic Socrates of other dialogues is 

generally a concrete personage, with a certain historic idiosyncrasy, 
although freely adapted to the expression of Plato’s theories. The 
predominance of other teachers over Socrates characterises only 
seven dialogues: Soph. Polit. Tim. Critias Legg. and toa 

certain degree Symp. and Parm. 
14. The exposition in the latest works is chiefly didactic (Intro- 

duction, p. xx), and the Socratic dissimulation of knowledge, still 

appearing in the Theaetetus, is definitively forgotten. ‘The 

Philosopher guides his pupil by a path familiar to himself to 
conclusions which he foreknows’ (p. xx). ‘The speakers are 
playing at a laborious game (Parm. 1378) to which they are 
evidently not unaccustomed, and which proceeds according to 

certain rules’ (p.xxi). With no sudden gust of eloquence as in the 
Republic or Theaetetus, but with a gravity akin to solemnity, Plato 

discusses in these works subjects loftier than those proposed at the 

outset, and displays a fixed conviction of human nothingness. - 
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This refers to: Parm. Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias 

Legg. 

15. From the conversational freedom of the Republic we are led 
to scientific exactness and compression (Introduction, p. xv); there 
is an air of self-imposed restraint; an appearance of studied order 

and arrangement becomes manifest also in the occasional reference 
to earlier dialogues, as in the Soph. 217 c the Parmenides is quoted, 
in the Soph. 2164 the Theaetetus, in Polit. 2848 the Sophist, in 

Tim. 17c the Republic, in the Critias 1068 the Timaeus, and less 
clearly in the Laws 7114, 7124, 739BcD, the Republic. Also 

the ‘preludes’ and ‘ recapitulations,’ disdained in the Phaedrus, 
are quite as common in the Sophist and Politicus as in the 
Laws, the Timaeus, and Critias (p. xxiii). This care for form, 

while the perfection of form wanes, may be best explained 
by the increasing preoccupation with the philosophical contents, 
peculiar to the writer’s old age. The dry light of reason accompanied 

the decline of poetical grace and power. A vein of refined and 
caustic satire succeeds to the simple and playful humour of 
earlier times (p. xix). This special and evident care for exactness 
of expression, leading to a fixed terminology, belongs to: Parm. 

Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 

16. The periods are more elaborate and less regular than in the 

Republic: (Introduction, p. xxxviii) Soph. Polit. Phil. Tum. Critias 
Leqq. 

17. The natural order of words is more often inverted, and the 

hyperbaton in the use of particles is specially frequent (p. xxxvii): 
Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 

18. The monotonous recurrence of a certain rhythmical cadence 

(Introduction, pp. xx and xl) under the increasing fascination of 

rhythmical linguistic music: Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias 

Legq. 
19. Careful balancing of words so as to relieve the tediousness 

of a prolonged phrase by the counterposition of noun and epithet, 
verb and participle, subject and object, and by the alternation of 
emphatic and unemphatic words (Introduction, p. xl) : Soph. Polit. 

Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 
20. The adjustment of long and short syllables so as to quicken 

or retard the movement of the sentence. Sometimes short 
syllables are accumulated as in choric metres; more often a 
sentence is concluded with.an iambic hemistich, or with a dochmiac, 

each generally terminating with a dissyllable, which is often divorced 
from the immediate context (Introduction, p. xlii): Soph. Polit. 

Phil. Tim. Critias Legq. 
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deserve renewed inquiry, as they have not been treated 

exhaustively. 

21. The avoiding of the hiatus, a peculiarity of the same order, 
though not expressly noticed by Campbell in 1867, is implied in the 
influence of rhetorical artifice on Plato, to which Campbell directs 
our attention (p. xl). According to later investigations of F. 
Blass !** (1874) the avoidance of hiatus is limited to the following 
dialogues: Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 

22. The use of the Ionic dative plural in ot was indicated by 
Campbell (p. xxiv) as a characteristic of later style. Its occurrence 
has been later exactly determined by C. Ritter, and found only 
in: Rep. 6 Phaedr. 3 Polit. 4 Tim. 2 Legg. 85 (C. Ritter, Unter- 

suchungen, p. 9; also Jowett and Campbell, Republic, vol. ii. 
p- 52). 

Some other grammatical peculiarities of later style, 
observed by Campbell, as: perfects with present meaning, 
participles with auxiliary verb, neuter article with the geni- 
tive to express the abstract notion of a thing, ellipse of ro 
pev etc. with ro 6é etc. following, redundant or explicit use 
of the participle, repetition of a verbal notion which has 
been already expressed or implied (Introduction, pp. xxiv— 

Xxvl1) cannot be included in our list, because they are in- 

dicated without a complete quotation of their occurrences 
in all the writings of Plato. These points ought to 
be investigated anew by some philologer acquainted with 

Campbell’s work, and they would yield very interesting 

results. 

The most important peculiarity of Plato’s vocabulary 
in his later works is its originality, leading the author to 

invent many new words, or to mould old words to new ideas 

with an affectation of variety and minuteness of distinc- 
tion (Introduction, p. xxx). In the Laws Campbell found 

1,065 words occurring nowhere else, on 317 pages of text 

(ed. Stephani; Campbell quotes 345 pages because he did 

not take into account the space without text at the end of 

each book). This yields a proportion of 336 original words 
to each 100 pages, an originality of vocabulary absent from 
earlier works of Plato. The Timaeus and Critias show 
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the same tendency to the use of rare words, as they have 

on 90 pages 427 words unused elsewhere by Plato. 
This raises the proportion to 474 original words in 100 
pages. It does not imply that Plato in writing the 

Timaeus and Critias tends to a greater use of new and 

rare words than in writing the Laws, for physics exceed 
politics in the opportunities for such usage. In such a 
political treatise as the Laws, 336 new words to 100 pages 

show as great a leaning to an original vocabulary as 427 

new words to 100 pages in a physical treatise. Turning 
to the Sophist and Politicus taken together as one whole, 

in 107 pages there are 255 new rare words not found else- 

where in Plato, a proportion which corresponds to that of 
239 in 100 pages. That this bent towards the use of rare 

words was increasing we can easily see by comparing the 
three dialogues which were avowedly written by Plato in 

succession. In the Theaetetus he employs 938 new words 

unused elsewhere, that is 133 to 100 pages (ed. Steph.), in 

the Sophist 187 to 100 pages, in the Politicus 295 to 100 
pages ; but in the Philebus only 100 to 100 pages, and in 

the Phaedrus 326 to 100 pages. (These last numbers are 

given in vol. u1. of the edition of the Republic by Jowett 
and Campbell, pp. 53-55.) It is to be regretted that 
nobody has as yet calculated these proportions for the 
Parmenides, Republic, and for earlier dialogues. The 
numbers given by Campbell refer only to: Phaedr. 

Theaetet. Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 
This originality of vocabulary is a very powerful 

argument in favour of the late date of the Sophist 
and Politicus, but cannot be included in our lst of 

marks of later style, so long as comparative statistics 
about all the works of Plato in this respect are not estab- 

lished. 
The absence of a fixed terminology, which is observed 

by readers of the earlier dialogues, is less noticeable 
in the Sophist and later works. In all these dialogues 
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only once, and this repetition of new and rare words 

shows an inclination to ‘fix in language some of the 
leading generalisations of philosophy’ (Introduction, 

Pexx%) 

Taking the Timaeus, Critias, Laws, as containing 
Plato’s latest terminology, Campbell counted the words 

which each dialogue shared with this latest group, and 
which occur nowhere else in Plato. If we reduce the 

numbers given by Campbell to the proportion of 100 

pages, and if we allow a correction consisting in count- 
ing as common and peculiar to Sophist and the group 

of the Laws also those words which, besides these four 

dialogues, have been used only in Polsticus—then we 

have in the Sophist to 100 pages 108 new words common 
and peculiar to the Sophist and to the group of the Laws. 
In the Politicus the number of such words rises to 186 

in 100 pages, counting also those which besides occur 
only in the Sophist. Of the other Platonic dialogues, 
the Phaedrus alone shows a vocabulary which in almost 

equal measure approaches that of Plato’s recognised latest 

writings, containing a proportion of 117 rare words to 100 
pages (ed. Steph.), which apart from this dialogue are used 

only in the group of the Laws. This does not necessarily 

prove that the Phaedrus belongs to the same epoch, 
since, the Phaedrus being in more senses than one a pro- 

gramme, and a work of rare poetic richness and artistic 
excellence, it is natural that Plato should have retained 

in use many words there first employed. Among the 
other writings, the Philebus affords a remarkably low 

proportion of such words. They are only sixty-two te 
100 pages, though in many other respects the Philebus 

is more nearly related to the Sophist and Politicus, and 

also to the group of the Laws, than the Phaedrus. This low 

figure is explained by the circumstance that no account 

was taken of such words as occur, besides in Philebus and 

the latest three dialogues, also in Sophist and Politicus. 
Assuming that Plato wrote the Philebus at about the 
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same time as the Politicws, it would be natural that he 

should use in both some rare words peculiar to the group 

of the Laws. Allowing for such words, the figure rises 
to ninety-two rare words in 100 pages (ed. Steph.) com- 

mon and peculiar to the Philebus with the latest three 
dialogues. ‘The importance of these figures is apparent 

_on comparison with those of other works in which 
Campbell counted the words peculiar to the group of 
the Laws. These are seen from the table on the next 

page (calculated on Campbell’s table, p. xxxii). 

In this table some anomalies require explanation. 

The Protagoras, being an early dialogue, has more words 
peculiar to the latest group than could have been ex- 

pected. To explain this we should require to know what 
words these are, because if they refer to some special 

subject treated in the Laws as well as in the Protagoras, 

the coincidence would be natural. Later inquiries have 

not confirmed such an affinity between the Protagoras 

and the latest dialogues. On the other side the numbers 
for the Theaetetus and Parmenides are remarkably low. 
This might be explained by the circumstance that Camp- 

bell according to his method did not include in these 

numbers those words which, besides occurring in each 

of these dialogues, are found in some other dialogue 
belonging to the same epoch. The correction of the error 
resulting from this omission can be made here only for 
the Sophist, Politicus, and Philebus, and has altered very 

much the proportions given by Campbell. Really, if a 
word is peculiar to the latest dialogues and is found besides 
in two other works, the occurrence of this word in these 

two works is as much a sign of affinity between them and 
the latest group as (and is perhaps more significant than) 
if the occurrence were limited to one dialogue besides the 
three latest works. The Theaetetus has many words in 

common with the Republic, the Parmenides many words in 

common with the Theaetetus and Sophist, as later investi- 

gations have sufficiently shown. All these words were 

This first 

table of 

affinity 

requires 

correc- 

tions as to 

the Par- 

menides, 

Theaete- 

tus, and 

Philebus, 

which 

have been 

shown by 

later 

investiga- 

tions to be 

nearer to 

the Laws. 
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Statistics of rare words in Plato according to Lewis Campbell. 

Number Number 

Number of | Of rare* | Proportion to | Of rare | Proportion 
pages. words oc- 100 pages. words | to 100 pages. 

curring in used 
Abbre- each dia- only 

Name of | viation |————————| logue, and; "| in one 
Dialogue. used. | besides | dialogue 

only in and no- 
ed. ; : ed. ed. 3 ed. - 7 43| Limaeus 4 : where : 

Steph.|Didot Critias, Steph.* | Didot else by Steph.| Didot 

Legg. Plato. 

Euthyphro . | Euthyph.| 14 113 | 4or3™ |29or21}330r25|., ?| ? ? 
Apology . .|Apol. .| 25 193 6 24 31 = ar eat? ? 
Oritoye. | Cro.) || 22 93 2 uy 22 Soe o papas iets ? 
Charmides .|Charm..| 24 18 2 8 11 2 see ? ? 
icaches a ee) | acho ae 18 8 35 44 ee SIS Pees ? 
bye Gg 6, 5 rE 6 cll BY 15 u 35 46 ea Sola 2 ? 
Protagoras . | Prot.. .| 53 394 18 34 46 5 3 forall ae ? 
Meno... .|Meno ./; 30 23 4 13 17 Ei Se ? 
Euthydemus | Huthyd.. | 36 | 28 7 19 252 ES 2 ae 2 
Gorgias . .|Gorg. .| 81 | 61} 20 25 33 Seen ? 
Cratylus. .|Crat.. .| 57 42 14 24 33 do ?} ? % 
Symposium. |Symp. . 51 39 33 65 85 53 Cale ee ? 
Phaedo . .|Phaedo.| 60 49 42 70 86 Tl Sy 4 

Republic. .|Rep.. .| 270 | 194 246 3° 90 126 2 2 2 
Phaedrus .|Phaedr..| 52 39 61 117 156 170 326 | 436 
Theaetetus . | Theaet..| 69 53 27 40 51 93 133 | 175 

| ~ —_ ee ——— EE 

Parmenides. | Parm. .| 40 31 6 ee) 16 is y ? 
Sophistes .|Soph. .| 53 40 57” 108 142 99 187. | 247 
Politicus. .j| Polit. .| 55 43 75 * 136 174 162 295 | 377 
iBhilebus arya n een | oo 43 522) 92 121 55 100 | 128 
Abin Ry 4 5 ||dbiilh es 4 i) hs 53) |{ over over over 
Gates SU INGHAS MAB OL ALN Bretagne \| 497 | 474 | 667 

ALI ® Laws . . .|Legg. .| 317 | 236% | over 1146 gene ae 1065 | 317 | 455 

Menexenus . | Menex. .| 15 114 12 80 105 ? ? ? 
1G SS so \PlOa Ree 12 9 tf 60 77 ? ? ? 
Hipp. Minor | Hipp. I. 13 10 2 15 20 y ? i 

| Alcibiades I. | Alc. I. . 32 25 4 12 16 rg i ? 

Observations. 

1 The dialogues are in their presumed chronological order, as resulting from the sum 
of stylistic observations, 1834-1896; in some doubtful cases, as for the first six small 
dialogues, the traditional order preserved in Manuscripts (tetralogies) has been main- 
tained. The Republic is placed between Phaedo and Phaedrus, with reference to the greater 
part of it, though it is supposed that the beginning of the Rep. was written before the 
Phaedo, and some other parts after the Phaedrus. Those which have no logical import- 
ance and will not be dealt with in the present work (Menex., Ion, Hipp. I., Alc.) are omitted 
and follow only in this table after the Laws. 

2 These numbers are not given by Campbell, but are calculated on his ‘numerical ratios.’ 
* The pages ed. Didot are more equally printed than in any other edition ; and they form 

the best measure of the amount of text. 
* Corrected after elimination of an error resulting from the circumstance that Campbell 

counted in Rep. and Legg. also some pages without text, between every book and the 
following. 

> This number contains the words common to Tim. Critias with Legg., and those occur- 
ring in Tim. Critias, and nowhere else, according to J. and C., Rep. Vol. II. p. 57. 

® This number contains the words common to Tim. Critias with Legg., and those of Legg. 
alone. 

7 Including five such words which also occur in Polit. 
®* Including five words which are also found in Soph. 
° Including eight such words, which are also found in Soph. Polit. 
7° This number results from the ratio & given by Campbell, counting 295 pp. as he 

counted. The proportion is increased through the omission of pages without text. 
. a ee the ratio given by Campbell the result would be 34 words; he may have found 

three or four. 
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excluded by Campbell from the number of words 

‘common and peculiar’ to each dialogue with the group 
of the Laws. Thence, partly, the low figures for Theaetetus 
and Parmenides. As to the Parmenides, the very peculiar 
and exceptionally abstract contents of this dialogue also 
make it impossible to find many rare words in it, because 
the greatest number of rare words refer to concrete 

objects. Apart from these easily explained exceptions, 
Campbell’s observations, as represented in the above table, 

show clearly that the Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, also 
the Republic and Phaedrus, have the greatest affinity in 
vocabulary to the latest dialogues. There results the 
following important addition to our list : 

23. Occurrence of rare words common and peculiar to each 
dialogue with the latest group once or more in each page (ed. Didot) 
is confined to: Rep. 246 Phaedr. 61 Soph. 57 Polit. 75 Phil. 52 Tim. 
and Critias 508 Legg. 1146, while such words are scarcer, but 
still occur more than once in two pages in: Symp. 33 Phaedo 42 
Theaet. 27. 

Campbell found by this method over seven hundred 
characteristics of the later style of Plato, each word 

recurring in certain dialogues being as much a pecu- 

harity of the style of these dialogues as any of the 
more general stylistic properties. He inferred that the 
Theaetetus and Phaedrus form with the Republic an 
earlier group (p. xxxlx) than Sophist, Politicus, and 
Philebus, and that these more nearly approach Timaeus, 

Critias, Laws in their style than any other works of 

Plato. He could not have so correctly recognised the 
middle group of Republic, Phaedrus, and Theaetetus, had 
he simply considered the number of characteristic 
peculiarities, without taking into account also their 
nature. The weighing of evidence in every kind of 
statistics is the indispensable condition of correct con- 

clusions, and Campbell has shown a surprising power 
of divination in connecting the Theaetetus and Phaedrus 

with the Republic in face of the purely numerical data he 

The 

affinity of 

Sophist, 

Politicus, 

Philebus, 

with 

Timaeus, 

Critias, 

Laws, is 

evident. 

The 

group of 
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T heaete- 

tus also 

recog- 

nised by 
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though his 

evidence 

at first 

sight 

placed the 

Phaedrus 

much 



iater and 

the Theae- 

tetusmuch 

earlier. 

But he 

avoided 

errors, 

carefully 

weighing 

his 

evidence, 

wherein 

his 

method 

surpassed 

the 

method of 

call later 

investi- 

gators. 

The Par- 
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contains 

some sig- 
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curring 

in later 

works. 

The vo- 

cabulary 

of the 

Philebus 

is poor 

but very 

charac- 
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had collected. All later inquiries have confirmed this 

connection and removed the anomalies which Camp- 
bell’s statistical table still offered. Had Campbell relied 

blindly on numbers alone, he would have concluded 

according to the evidence afforded by his observations that 
the Parmenides is one of the earliest works of Plato, as 

Schleiermacher imagined ; that the T’heaetetus belongs, as 
Zeller thinks, to about the same period as the Protagoras ; 

and that finally the Phaedrus is later than the Philebus. 
These natural errors he happily avoided and this gives 
to his work a methodic value far above everything done 
after him in the study of Plato’s style, since later in- 

quirers frequently discredited their method by unjusti- 
fiable generalisations from a single occurrence of a single 
expression 1n a small dialogue, as for instance of r/ wyny in 

the Lysts. 

The Parmenides has a poor vocabulary, but it contains, 

as Campbell has shown, some highly characteristic words 
(Introduction, pp. xxv-xxx compared with Ast’s Lexicon 

as to the number of occurrences). 

24. yevos as a logical term: :Phaedr. 1 Parm. 3 Soph. 4 Polit. 1 
Phil. 2 Tim. 7 Legg. 1. 

25. Seouds, as a bond uniting ideas: Parm. Soph. Polit. Phil. 
Tim. Legg. (This special meaning has not been distinguished by 
Ast, and Campbell does not give the number of occurrences.) 

26. peOe&is: Parm. 3 Soph. 2 (A). 

27. pepifo: Parm. 4 Soph. 1 Polit. 2 Tim. 3. 
28. wodvos: Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1. 

Also the vocabulary of the Philebus, though less rich 

than that of the Politicus, is quite sufficient to indicate 

the place of this dialogue. Of words used in the Philebus, 
Campbell enumerates the following as very characteristic 

terms common to later dialogues (Intro. pp. xxv-xxx): 

29. yeveows, in the sense of production in general: Soph. Polit. 
Phil. Tim. Legg. (A). 

30. cvppuéis : Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Legg. 
31. vAn, in the general sense of matter or in a sense approach- 

ing this: Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 
82. oxi: Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. 
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33. duayepifw: Polit. Phil. Legg. 
34-36. duerpos, Suaxpiots, gua ( = body in general): Soph. 

Phil. Tim. Legg. 

37-88. ovyxpuots, duideors : Soph. Phil. Tim. Legg. (A). 
39. duaxwpi¢a: Polit. Phil. Tim. 
40-41. diadoyifopar, émikAny: Soph. Phil. Tim. 
42-43. oredNopat, arwWeiv: Soph. Phil. Legg. 
44. aynpws: Polit. Phil. Tim. Legg. 
45. mdaros: Polit. Phil. Critias Legg. 
46-48. cvyxeadaodpat, evapiOuos, So€ocopia: Soph. Phil. 

49-51. myEis, ovyKpacts, kataravo: Polit. Phil. 

52. aveiNitr, in Phil. corresponds to aveidécs in Polit. 

53. wexpurep: Soph. 1 Polit.3 Phil. 1 Tim. 4 Critias 1 Legg. 16. 
(The number of occurrences for this word was found later by 
C. Ritter, see p. 59 of his Untersuchungen iiber Plato. In all 
other dialogues é#o7ep is used, which occurs also concurrently with 
pexpurep and oftener than this, except Tim. Critias Legs. in which 
both words occur an equal number of times, according to Ditten- 
berger.) 

One glance at these words shows for what kind of 
notions Plato sought new terms in his later writings. 
Kight words refer to division and reconstitution of unities 
(30, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39, 49, 50) which Plato had proclaimed 

in the Phaedrus (266 B) as a divine art, worthy of the 

greatest admiration. Four words indicate logical opera- 
tions (40, 42, 43, 46), six physical and mathematical 

notions (29, 31, 36, 38, 45, 52). This agrees perfectly 
with what we know of Plato’s latest investigations. His 
dream was a general theory of science and classification 
of human knowledge. 

Campbell’s study of the vocabulary of the Sophist and 

Politicus confirms the above enumerated general analogies 
between these dialogues and the group of the Laws. 

Striking, indeed, is the number of words used by Plato 

only in the Laws and in-one of these dialogues. 
The following twenty-six words, first used in the 

Sophist, recur in the Laws (Intro. pp. XXv-Xxx) : 

54. * dyxurtpevtixds in Soph. corresponds to *ayxiorpeia in 

Legg. 
55. * évvypoOnpixds in Soph. corresponds to * €vvypoOnpevrns in 

Legg. 
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56-58. * voubernrixds, * cuvopodoyia, * cvvdiarrova: Soph. Legg. 

59-63. dyovorixy, Biactikds, eikacTiKn, eip@viKos, Pappakorrocia. 

64. dpybevrixds in Soph. corresponds to dpyGeurns in Legg. 

65-68. Terms expressing logical operations: didyveots, pepis, 

Tapovipiov, mpockotvov@: Soph. Legg. 

69-73. Poetical words: dOaos, amderos, E€mos, mapappoovry (in 

Soph. corresponds to rapappov in Legg.), mAaoras: Soph. Legg. 

74-79. Compounds and derivatives: axparis, avdoratos, agep- 

unveto, xorodivia, ToAynpds, plcOwors (A): Soph. Legg. 

The following forty-three words occur in the Politicus 
and in the Laws (Intro. pp. XXV-XxiX) : 

80-84. duuvrnpios, malyviov, meKTLKOs, oKETaTpa (A), GTagLaTTLKOS 
(in Polit. corresponds to cractreia in Legg.): Polit. Legg. 

85-89. Dialectical terms: dropepi€w, amoaxifw, exxpive (ExkptTos 

Legg.), erwéuw, * yvdpiors: Polit. Legg. 
90-100. Physical and mathematical: dvarodn, adeos (A), 

yupvaorns, * Spvoropixy (in Polit. corresponds to * dpvoropia in Legg.), 
emurkevatopal, emiomevdw, peTpnots, peTpnTos, “ouprodnyovpae (in 
Polit. corresponds to wodnyetv in Legg.), vrepoxn, vpn: Polit. Legg. 

101. addeorns: Polit. Legg. 

102-108. Poetical: dvragus, yerrove, evavupos, novxatos, Kpnris, 
cvvdpopos (A), cvvtpodos (A): Polit. Legg. ; 

109-122. Compounds and derivatives: a@vAakros, €ykatpos, 
éxSocts, éumopeutixos (in Polit. corresponds to €umropevoua in Legg.), 

edAaBns, traydrns (in Polit. corresponds to irayés in Legg.), unvurns, 
povapxia, mpoopiyvuml, mpooTuxns, ovykatackevdtw, npeuatos (A), 
Oupavreiv (A), vouobérnua (A): Polit. Legg. 

The following are found only in the Sophist or 
Politicus, and in the Timaeus or Critias : 

123-127. Dialectical: ckaOaptixds (A), adoyuoros (A), dtaxpiBodo- 

yodpat, mpoopodoyodpmat, Suabpave: Soph. Tim. 
128-130. Physical: diOetv (A), evxuxdos (used first in a quota- 

tion from the philosopher Parmenides), tcomadés (also from Par- 

menides) : Soph. Tim. 
131-132. Poetical: Svarepdw, xpupatos: Soph. Tim. 
133-134. Compounds or derivatives: peOnuepivds, ra Povnberta : 

Soph. Tim. 
135-141. Scadvrikds, karakoopnots, Katabpava, rapadAakis, cupTAS, 

cuvupaive, cvdAayxave: Polit. Tim. 
142. dvaxvx«Anors (in Polit. corresponds to avaxvxdotpa in Tim.). 
143-144. Swopiopds (A), cvvarepyafeo@a (A): Polit. Tim. 
145-146. * KvKAnous, *pady: Polit. Tim. 
147-148. Bpoyos, ryxr6s: Soph. Critias. 
149. Siadayydvw: Polit. Critias. 
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Many words enumerated by Campbell are not limited 
to two dialogues, being in different ways characteristic of 
later style: 

150-155. * diaropa, * ornmep, KUptos, mapapopos (in Sop!. Legg. 

corresponds to mapadpopérns in Tim.), cupduns, xepoaios: Soph. 
Tim. Legg. 

156-158. erevyouat, Gywos, xakerorns: Soph. Critias Legg. 
159-165. * dcavonots, arAavys, mpoBoAn, Tpomn (as an astronomical 

term), deomoris, tpimAovs, maymay (A): Polit. Tim. Legg. 

166-167. dypduparos, oréyacua: Polit. Tim. Critias. 

168-170. cvvodos (A), Eaivw, edrperns: Soph. Polit. Legg. 
171. cuvehérouar: Soph. Tim. Critias Legg. 

172-173. ovvvopos (A), mepireir@: Polit. Tim. Critias Legg. 

174-176. evvdpos (A), roun (metaphorical), rAéypa: Soph. Polit. 

Tim. Legg. 

Some words are limited to Sophist and Politicus only 
(Intro. pp. XXvVi1-xx1x): 

177-181. *ayuqdicBnrntixos, *yvadeutixes, avtom@Ans, atepnoa, 

ocuvrewvw : Soph. Polit. 

» Here we have a list of 158 characteristic words 
observed by Campbell in more than one of the six latest 
dialogues of Plato, and showing clearly the direction of 

Plato’s tendency to use rare and new words in his old 

age. Besides these Campbell enumerates 93 words used 
by Plato in the Sophist and nowhere else, and 157 

words used only in the Politicus. Among these 250 words 

whose use is limited to a single dialogue, 60 have not 
been used by any other Greek author (14 in Sophist and 

46 in Politicus), and 39 have passed into the language of 

Aristotle (14 from Sophist and 25 from Politicus). The 
numerical proportions of all these peculiarities of vocabu- 
lary may readily be seen from the table based on Camp- 

bell’s enumerations, given on p. 98. 
In addition to these, Campbell gives also a list of 

fourteen words which, without being peculiar to the later 

dialogues, occur with greater frequency in them than in 
Plato’s other writings. Among these dpafo, arepyafopas, 

mpoatpetcOar, irov, eudavitw, pavtalecGar, avrodpaars, 
H 
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pnQév, mpocpnua, the indefinite worepos, are characteristic 

of the increasing logical interest, while wepiéyw, crepi- 
LauPaveo, wetpnTiKos, wéTtoxos illustrate the fondness for 

compounds and derivatives. The number of stylistic cha- 
racteristics observed by Campbell in the latest group thus 
reaches 434, of which twelve are of a general character, 

255 refer only to Sophist or Politicus, 153 are common to 

these two with the latest three dialogues (twenty-five to 

the Philebus with the preceding two groups), and fourteen 
refer to the increased frequency of words also used in 

earlier dialogues. Tull it be shown that as many 
peculiarities unite the Sophist, Politicus, Philebus with 

some other dialogue, we have good reason to follow 

Campbell in joming them with the group of Tumaeus, 
Critias, and Laws. 

X. RippELL. At the same time, another editor of 

another dialogue of Plato undertook an almost equally 
laborious investigation on the style of Plato, with this 
difference, that the friend who published it took the pre- 

caution of mentioning it in the title of the edition. James 
Riddell,'* late fellow and tutor of Balliol College, Oxford, 

buried in his edition of the Apology of Plato an appendix of 
135 pages under the title Digest of Platonic Idioms. He 

classifies the idioms used by Plato and quotes examples of 
all dialogues, but without aiming at complete enumera- 
tion, and without being aware of the bearing of such 
stylistic researches on Platonic chronology. Though the 

Apology has more readers than the Sophist, Riddell’s 

Digest of Idioms remained almost as unnoticed, at 
least out of England, as Campbell’s Introduction to the 

Sophist. As Riddell does not compare the relative fre- 
quency of each idiom in each dialogue, little can be 

gained from his enumerations for the chronology, because 
idioms are less often limited in their occurrence to a few 

us The Apology of Plato, with a revised text and English Notes, and a 
digest of Platonic idioms, by the Rev. James Riddell, M.A., fellow and tutor 

of Balliol College, Oxford, 1877 (misprinted for 1867) (xvi). 
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dialogues than peculiar words. Still at least one very 

characteristic idiom observed by Riddell is peculiar to the 

latest dialogues alone : 

182. The periphrastic use of the participle, with auxiliary verb 
substantive (p. 167): Soph. 1 Polit. 4 Tim. 3 Legg. 1. 

For those who assert with Schaarschmidt that the 

style of the Sophist, the Politicus, and Philebus is un- 

Platonic, it may be interesting to learn that Riddell 

found in the Sophist forty Platonic idioms belonging also 
to other dialogues whose authenticity is beyond even 
Schaarschmidt’s suspicions. In the Polvticus he found 
thirty-six such idioms and in the Philebus forty-five. Few 

dialogues are as much quoted in the 325 paragraphs of 
this interesting monograph as the Sophist, Polvticus, 

Philebus, Timaeus, and Laws. 

XI.-XII. ScHanz, LINGENBERG. Shortly after the 

labours of Campbell and Riddell, Schanz!'® (1870) wrote 

on the hypothetical period in Plato, but at that time he, 

like Lingenberg '”° in his dissertation (1874) on metaphors 
and proverbs in Plato, left the question of chronology out 

of sight. 
XIII. Immez. The same indifference to chronological 

arrangement appears in a dissertation of T. Imme on the 

forms of interrogation *! (1873) in Plato. This author 

limited his work to an attempt at classifying interroga- 
tions psychologically, and quoted for each kind only a few 

examples, insufficient for chronological inferences. In 

this case the author’s ignorance of the work of others 

on the same subject has done him much wrong. Had 

19 M. Schanz, Bifwreation der hypothetischen Periode nach Platon, 

1870 (xvii). 

0 W. Lingenberg, Platonische Bilder und Sprichworter, Kéln, without 

date, but published 1874 (xviii). The author enumerates proverbs on God, 
men, products of human activity, proper names, uses and customs, and 
literary proverbs. 

121 Th. Imme Culmensis (of Chetmno), De enwntiationwm interroga- 

twarum natura generibusque psychologorum rationibus atque usu maxime 

platonico illustratis, doctor. dissert. Lipsiae 1873 (xix). 
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Imme known the dissertations of Martinius, he might 

have made an instructive and interesting addition to our 

knowledge of Plato’s style. But he quotes only examples 

of each kind of interrogation without aiming at an exhaus- 
tive enumeration. 

XIV. Buass. Another scholar, F. Blass,!”? the author 

of the History of Greek Hloquence (1874), made a very 

curious observation, thereby unexpectedly confirming 

Campbell’s conclusions, though unaware of Campbell’s 
work. He remarked that the hiatus is less frequent in 

the Phaedrus than, for instance, in the Symposium, and 

that it is still more rare in Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, 

Timaeus, Critias, and Laws, where the hiatus is chiefly 

limited to very frequent words as kai, ei, 7, 7 or the 

article, while all kinds of hiatus are frequent in the 
Republic and earlier works. Blass inferred from this 

single observation that Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias 
Legg. were the latest writings of Plato. 

XV. RoEPER. When four years later (1878) Roeper'” 

published his investigation on the dual number in Plato, 

he knew none of the twenty contributions to the know- 

ledge of Plato’s style which have been mentioned above. 

He distinguishes two different uses of the dual in Plato: 
in earler writings the common use as in the current 
language of the fifth century B.c., and in later writings, 
at the time when the dual fell into disuse, Plato em- 

ployed it intentionally to lend a phrase an air of solemnity. 

This usage is shown by Roeper to be frequent in Soph. 
Polit. Phil., though not limited to these dialogues. Very 

characteristic of a time when the use of the dual began 

to be abandoned is : 

188. Svoty with the plural of a substantive (p. 26): Prot. 1; 
Rep. 1; Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 2 (Prot. 355 B and Rep. 546 ¢ 

12 BF. Blass, Attische Beredsamkeit, vol. ii. p. 426, Leipzig 1874 (xx) ; 

also on Dittenberger in Bursians Jahresbericht, vol. xxxiii. p. 234, for 1883. 

123 Augustus Roeper, Gedanensis, De dwalis usw Platonico (doctor’s dis- 

sertation univers. Bonn), Gedani 1878 (xxi). 
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are held doubtful by Roeper, but these passages must be counted 

on the authority of the best MS.). 

Other peculiarities of later style observed by Roeper, 

but not singled out as such by him, are: 

184. Article raiy (p. 17): Polit. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 3. 

185. ra dvo without substantive (p. 25): Soph. 2 Polit. 1 

Legg. 2 (generally in other passages ra dvo). 
186. voy (p. 16): Symp. 1; Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; Soph. 1 

Polit. 3 Phil. 4 Legg. 2. 
187. Adjectives and participles in -aw (p. 5): Rep. 1; Soph. 1 

Polit. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 3. 
188. réyva as dual of réymm (p. 5): Rep. 2; Soph. 1 Polit. 1 

Legg. 1. 
189. Subst. in -aw (p. 6): Rep. 2; Parm. 1 Polit. 2 Legg. 6 
190. Dual of substantives neutr. in -7 (p. 12): Rep. 2 Phaedr. 1 

Theaet. 1; Soph. 4 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 2 Legg. 2 (counting only 
indubitable dual forms; besides these Roeper quotes many passages 
in which such forms may be either plural or dual, occurring chiefly 
in Soph. Polit. Legg 

191. Dualin @ (p. 3) ‘nominum, quorum etiam in » formas 

licebat praeferre’: Symp. 1; Rep. 2 Theaet.1; Polit. 2 Legg. 1. 

192. Dual rovrw gener. communis (p. 4): Rep. 2 Phaedr. 1 
Theaet. 3; Phil. 1 Legg. 2. Similar to this are also zoiw Theaet. 

175 ¢ and povw Legs. 777 c. 
193. Dual of nouns in -ow II decl. with audoir (p. 11): Prot. 1; 

Rep. 2; Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Critias 1. 
194. opdv (p. 16): Euthyd. 4; Theaet. 1; Legg. 12. This 

coincidence between Euthyd. and Legg. Roeper explaims by the 
circumstance that in both dialogues one person is speaking to 
two others, intimately associated. 

195. Sv instead of dvo, according to the best codices, Clarkianus 

or Parisinus A (p. 20): Rep. 2; Soph. 1 Phil. 1. 
196. row dvowy (p. 25): Crat.1; Soph. 2 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 2. 

197. Dual of verb following ae of subject (p. 30): Euthyd. 2; 

Rep. 1; Polit. 1 Tim. 2 Legg. 2 
198. Dual of nouns in -ow with dvoty p. 10): Prot. 1 Meno 2 

Kuthyd. 2 Gorg. 3; Rep. 1; Parm. 3; Tim. 5 Critias 1 Legg. 2. 

XVI. TEICHMiLLER. A counterpart of Schdne’s 

theory of perfection in style was Teichmiiller’s '* (1879) 

stylistic test, according to which the dramatic dialogues 
are written later than the narrated dialogues, because 

124 Gustav Teichmiiller, Die Reihenfolge der Platonischen Dialoge, 

Leipzig 1879 (xxii). 
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Plato in the Theaetetus (143 c) criticises the form of a 

narrated dialogue and introduces the dramatic form as 

more convenient. This easy way of classifying the 

dialogues according to a single peculiarity of style led 

Teichmuller to some conclusions as strange as those of 

Schone, though less extravagant, because all the later 

dialogues are dramatic in form, and Plato seems actually 
to have given up the form of a narrated dialogue in his 
old age. But the dramatic form cannot be treated as a 
special invention, and to place with Teichmiiller the Meno, 

Gorgias, and Cratylus after the Theaetetus is almost as 

rash as to recognise with Schone the Timaeus as an 

earlier work than the Republic. Still Teichmiiller was 

led by his argument to the correct conclusion that the 

Sophist, Politicus, Philebus are later than the Republic. 

XVII. DITTENBERGER. A new method of stylistic 

research was proposed by Dittenberger '” (1881), who, 
though knowing none of his predecessors, happily avoided 
the repetition of work already done, and directed his 
attention to a subject not yet investigated, namely the 
relative frequency of synonyms preferred or rejected in 
Plato’s different works. This effort brought into pro- 
minence some fresh peculiarities of later style: 

199. xaOamwep occurs (according to Dittenberger, and for some 
dialogues according to later corrections of C. Ritter, p. 58): Lach. 1 
Meno 1 Euthyd.1 Gorg. 1 Crat. 2 Symp. 2; Rep. 6 Phaedr. 4 
Theaet. 2; Soph. 14 Polit. 34 Phil. 27 Tim. 18 Critias 5 Legg. 148. 
In all other dialogues éomep is used instead, and prevails very 
much over xaOawep even in the Republic (212 times against 6 
xabarep), in the Phaedrus (27 against 4 xa@dmeo), and in the 
Theaetetus (47 times against 2 xa@azep). 

The prevalence of one synonym over another is a 

pealiarity of style not less remarkable than the total 

absace or the appearance of some rare word, and Ditten- 

' \ittenberger, ‘Sprachliche Kriterien fiir die Chronologie der pla- 
tonischa Dialoge’ in Hermes, vol. xvi. p. 321, Berlin 1881 (xxiii). The 

numbers quoted by Dittenberger have, in some cases, been corrected by 

C. Ritter,nd are given here according to these corrections. 
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meaning berger had the great merit of extending the stylistic 
areused study to the relative frequency of synonyms; herein he 

in other developed independently an idea to which Campbell had 

ee alluded in a footnote (p. xxxii) when he quoted fourteen 

words of increased frequency in the later dialogues. 

200. Sorep is scarcer than xaéamrep only in: Soph. 9/14, Polit. 
16/34 Phil. 9/27 Tim. 10/18 Critias 2/5 Legg. 24/148. This scarcity 
of éonrep, a word which is very frequent in all other dialogues of 
Plato, is certainly one of the most characteristic peculiarities of 
Plato’s later style, and coincides with the use of péxpimep for eworep 
noticed above (Nr. 53). 

201. raya icws: Soph. 2 Polit. 3 Phil. 3 Tim. 1 Legg. 11. 

202. ri wnv; Rep. 35 Phaedr. 12 Theaet. 13; Parm. 6 Soph. 12 

Polit. 20 Phil. 26 Legg. 48. 
203. ye unv: Euthyd. 1 Symp.1; Rep. 2 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; 

Parm. 5 Soph. 6 Polit. 8 Phil. 7 Tim. 7 Critias 1 Legg. 25. 

204. adda... unv: Symp. 2; Rep. 11 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; 
Parm. 2 Soph. 2 Polit. 3 Phil. 2 Legg. 2. 

205. cai pnv: Euthyph. 1 Charm. 2 Lach. 3 Prot. 2 Meno 5 

Euthyd. 4 Gorg. 9 Crat. 9 Symp. 9 Phaedo 7 Rep. 44 Phaedr. 8 
Theaet. 17 Parm. 25 Soph. 24 Polit. 24 Phil. 20 Tim. 1 Legg. 36. 

This expression, though occurring in so many earlier 

dialogues, may nevertheless be counted among the pecu- 

liarities of later style, because it becomes very frequent 

only in the later dialogues, in which it supplants ada 

pny, preferred to «ai wv in earlier writings of Plato. 

206. adda pny is scarcer than kal pny only in: Lach. 2/3 Symp. 
2/9; Theaet. 6/11; Soph. 10/24 Polit. 7/24 Phil. 7/20 Tim. 0/1 

Legg. 8/36, while in all other dialogues a\Aa pny prevails over 
kal pny (except Charm. 2 Meno 5 Crat. 9 Rep. 44 Parm. 25 

Critias 0, in which both occur an equal number of times). This 
relative scarcity of a\\a pny is the more striking inasmuch as the 
strong prevalence of the shorter cai pny cannot be accidental. 

He com- Besides these Dittenberger counted 062 pv whid 

pared the cannot be looked upon as peculiar to later style. Ie 

changesin added to the strength of his conclusions by the observaton 
the style 2 é d . 
of Plato b24t wav occurs with increased frequency also in the wrks 

with those Of Other authors who wrote about the time when ’lato 
occurring Was over sixty. As T/ wqv in the meaning of an affirrative 
in the answer was not used in the Attic dialect, Dittewerger 
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inferred that Plato brought it from Sicily. But the 
occurrence of té wv in a work like the Lysis, which in 

all other respects has the style of earlier dialogues, tells 
against Dittenberger’s inference. Even granting the 
Sicilian origin of the expression, there had been, for some 
years before the death of Socrates, sufficient intercourse 

between Sicily and Athens to familiarise Plato with r/ 
pnv before he visited Sicily himself. His predilection 
for this formula, apparent in all later works, is a result 

of his increasing tendency to strong affirmation, because 
Ti pnv ; has the character of a great logical certainty, 

excluding every doubt: ‘ What else ?’ 7.e. ‘ How could it 

be otherwise ?’ 
Dittenberger’s article was the first investigation of 

Plato’s style which attracted the general attention of 

German philologers, so much so that, of late, the merit of 

introducing statistics of style as a method for determining 

the chronology of Plato’s dialogues has been frequently 
attributed to him. It was a happy circumstance that 

Dittenberger, in his conclusions from a very small number 
of observations, committed no greater error than the 
uncertain assumption that the Lysis came among the 
dialogues of the second group, between the Symposiwm 

and Phaedrus. But he correctly recognised the group 
of the latest six dialogues, and admitted that the Re- 
public, Phaedrus, Theaetetus preceding these are later 

than the Symposium, Phaedo, Cratylus, and all Socratic 

dialogues. 
XVIII. Jecut. Since Dittenberger’s publication the 

subject of the statistics of Plato’s vocabulary has been 

widely discussed by writers on the chronology of Plato. 

Blass!” recognised the new method as leading to the 

surest results, while Zeller opposed it as too superficial. 

Dittenberger’s pupil Jecht ' (1881) chose as the subject 

for his doctor’s dissertation the use of 767 in Plato’s 

126 Ricardus Jecht, De usu particulae 48n in Platonis dialogis qui 

feruntur (Doctor’s diss. Univ. Halle a. S.), Halis Saxonum 1881 (xxiv). 
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From his observations it results that the 

207. otk Hon; dn... 0vK OY ovK...76n; (p. 12): Lach.1 Menol 

Gorg. 1; Rep. 3 Parm. 4; Soph. 2 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 
208. evredOev 75n (p. 50): Theaet. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

209. 75 ro (or Ta) pera Tovro (or tavra) to effect a transition 

(p. 50): Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 1. 
210. 76n was (p. 8): Euthyd. 1; Rep. 4 Phaedr. 2; Soph. 1 

Polit. 6 Phil. 2 Tim. 3 Legg. 6, including also passages, where 

7#6n is separated by other words from was, vyras, Evaras, tapyras 
in their various cases, with or without preposition. 

211. was 7dn (p. 8): Euthyd. 1 Crat.1; Rep.1; Parm.1 Polit. 1 
Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 

212. aitos dn or dn advros (p. 9): Crat. 1 Rep. 3 Theaet. 1 
Parm. 3 Phil. 1 Critias 1 Legg. 1, including also such passages 
where a d¢€ or ye separates 75n from avros. 

213. 76n with perfect designing an action terminated only in 

the present time (p. 21), with the meaning of ‘by this time’ 
(nunmehr): Rep. 2 Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

214. vov dn (p. 44): Phaedol Rep. 2 Phaedr.1; Soph. 1 Phil. 2 
Tim. 1 Legg. 2 (7dn viv does not occur). 

215. vov...76n separated by one or more words (p. 45): 
Charm. 1 Prot. 1 Meno 1; Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; Soph. 2 
Polit. 2 Phil. 1 Legg. 4. 

216. ror’ 75n meaning ‘then already’ (damals beretts, p. 46): 

Rep. 2 Phaedr. 1; Parm. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Critias 1 Legg. 3, while 
in some earlier passages as Lach. 181 p, Gorg. 527 p, Phaedo 87 E 

the meaning is ‘not until then’ (‘dann erst’=twm demum), 

which meaning occurs also in Theaet.and Legg. This difference of 
meaning, similar to the difference appearing in the use of ovtws 74n 

(see below Nr. 220), is very characteristic. Impatient youth 
complains that things were ‘not done until then’ (Fr. enfin); 
resigned old age is fain to be content that they are ‘done so soon,’ 

or ‘already’ (Fr. déja). 
217. ror’ #5n in apodosi (p. 46): Lach. 2 Prot. 1; Rep. 2 

Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; Tim. 1 Critias 1 Legg. 1. 
218. 757 between a participle and an adjective belonging to it 

(p. 4): Rep. 1 Theaet. 1 Legg. 2. 

219. peta ravro Hdn (p. 9): Rep. 2 Tim. 1 Legg. 8. 

220. ovtTws 76n (p. 9): Crat. 1 Symp. 2 Phaedo 2; Rep. 1; Parm. 1 

Polit. 1 Tim. 1, including one instance of ovrws av Sn in Parm. 
145 c. It is important to notice that in the passages of Crat. Symp. 
Phaedo the meaning is ‘then’ or ‘not until then’ (‘dann erst’), 
while beginning with the Republic the four later passages are best 
translated by ‘thus already’ (so berezts), which is parallel to the 
use of ror’ 757. 
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221. 76y kai (p. 13): Charm. 2 Prot. 2 Meno 1 Crat. 1 Symp. 1 
Phaedo 1; Rep.3; Parm.1 Soph. 2 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Critias 1 Legg. 3. 

222. 3 with plusquam-perfectum (p. 21): Euthyph. 1 Prot. 1 
Crat.1; Rep. 1; Polit. 2 Tim. 2 Legg. 1 

XITX.-XX. FREDERKING and HOEFER. Dittenberger’s 

article aroused opposition. In order to show that statistics 
of particles are at times inconsistent, Frederking of Dorpat 
undertook (1882) to count how many times Plato used re 

and some other words.’ He counted roughly and failed 

to distinguish the various uses of tz. Hence his investiga- 
tion loses all importance, all the more that the counting 
has been better done by Hoefer! (1882), who also studied 

the use of te and some other particles, adding to the stock 

of peculiarities distinctive of Plato’s later style. Hoefer, 
as his dissertation shows, knew none of his predecessors 

save Dittenberger, though he occasionally quotes Camp- 

bell’s emendations of the Sophist and Politicus, probably 
from the original edition. Obviously he had not read 

Campbell’s Introduction, yet he perceived the importance 
of stylistic studies for Platonic chronology. Moreover, 

he recognised that his observations were too few to allow 
of definite conclusions as to the order of the dialogues, 

wherein he has shown greater caution than some other 
authors. His careful and complete enumerations yield 
the following data: 

223. rovyapour (p. 40): Soph. 3 Legg. 2, while in some earlier 
dialogues rovyapro: is used instead, occurring Lach. 1 Euthyd. i 
Gorg. 2 Symp. 1 Phaedo 1; Rep. 3 Theaet. 1, and never later. 
Hoefer points out that Thucydides always used roryapro: and never 
rovyapovr, while in Aristotle only the second form is used. Isocrates, 
Xenophon, and Demosthenes use both. 

224. kai py ovde (p. 40): Rep. 2; Parm. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Legg. 1. 
225. yap...0n separated by a verb (p. 25): Parm. 1 Legg. 2. 

226. pév...re (p. 17): Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1; Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 

227. re used after a single word (not a sentence), adding a third 
object after two enumerated (p. 9): Rep. 3 Theaet. 3; Polit. 1 Tim. 9. 

eh: 2 Prederking, ‘ Sprachliche Kriterien a ae ieannion der pla- 

tonischen Dialoge,’ in Jahrbiicher fiir classische Philologie, 28°* Jahrgang, 

p. 534, 1882 (xxv). 
128 Hermann Hoefer, De particulis platonicis capita selecta (Doctor’s 

diss. Univers. Bonn), Bonn 1882 (xxvi). 
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228. re... Te (p. 11): Charm. 1 Gorg. 1 Crat. 1 Symp. 2 Phaedo 2; 
Rep. 35 Phaedr. 12 Theaet. 5; Parm. 1 Soph. 3 Polit. 3 Phil. 2 

Tim. /1 Critias 1 Legg. 50. 

229. re...re connecting single words, not phrases (p. 11): 
Rep. 5 Phaedr. 5; Polit. 1 Tim. 3 Critias 1 Legg.16. Here we see 

how by distinguishing the various uses of a word the affinity of 
dialogues belonging to the later time is made evident, even if at 
first sight a word’s use is not limited to them. This becomes still 
more instructive by the following distinction : 

230. re...7e connecting two words not separated by any other 
part of the phrase, as in Tim. 37 E: ro 7’ Hv To 7 €ora or Critias 
121 B: mayxadoi Te paxdpioi re (p. 12): Tim. 1 Critias 1 Legg..1. In 

this way sometimes an expression which at first sight appears not 

to be peculiar to a group of dialogues, may by subsequent distine- 
tions be used to characterise several groups. According to 
Frederking re...re was used indistinguishably in early and late 

dialogues, while according to the above distinctions established by 
Hoefer one particular use is limited to the Republic and dialogues 
later than the Republic, while another particular use exists only 
in the three latest dialogues, Timaeus, Critias, Laws. 

231. The simple re, whose frequent occurrence according to 
Frederking gave no chronological indications, is also shown by 
Hoefer to furnish some chronological distinctions. It occurs 

(pp. 5-6) : Apol. 1 Crito 1 Charm. 2 Prot. 1 Gorg. 1 Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 

Rep. 25 Phaedr. 23 Theaet.6; Parm. 2 Soph. 3 Polit. 6 Phil. 1 

Tim. £98 Critias 27 Legg. 155. It results that it is used more 
than twice only in Rep. Phaedr. Theaet. Soph. Polit. Tim. Critias 
Legg., and more than twice in every five pages only in Tim. 

Critias Legg. This word appears to have two epochs of greatest 

frequency, the proportion being in Rep. 13 times to 100 pp. 

(ed. Didot), rising in Phaedr. to 54 times in 100 pp., rapidly 
declining in the later dialogues until in Phil. it occurred only 

once (corresponding to a proportion of 2 in 100 pp.), to rise 

again to a maximum of 373 times in 100 pp. in Tim., 245 times in 

100 pp. in Critias, and to decline once more in the Laws to 65 

times in 100 pp. There is no reason whatever to doubt that Plato 
might have twice increased and then diminished the use of a 
word. re being frequent in all books of the Laws, it tells against 
C. Ritter’s opinion that the Philebus was written at the same 
time as the earlier books of the Laws. Although no positive 

chronological inferences can be drawn from a single stylistic 
peculiarity, we may doubt whether Plato avoided almost completely 
in one work the use of a word frequently used by him at the same 
time in another work, especially as the use of this word is entirely 
independent of the contents. But such observations are never 
decisive so long as they remain isolated. If some other equally 
important stylistic differences between Phil. and Legg. are found, 
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then only the presently observed difference will acquire its full 
value. 

232. re connecting phrases, placed immediately after the verb 
(p. 7): Crito 1 Rep. 3 Phaedr. 1; Parm. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 8 Critias 1 

Legg. 5. 

233. re adding a third phrase to two preceding phrases, which 
are united by kai, Te, 7€... kul, wev... Te, or pév... dé (p. 7): Phaedr.3 
Tim. 5 Critias 1 Legg. 9. Hoefer (p. 7) quotes also two other 
cases of re peculiar to Timaeus and Laws only, too special for 
inclusion in our list, but very instructive as samples of acute 

distinction in stylistic statistics, showing the close relation between 
these two dialogues. 

284. re used avaxodovdws (p. 13): Gorg. 1 Phaedo 2 Rep. 4 
Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1 Tim. 1. 

,235. re... kal... 0e (p. 15): Critias 1 (118 p) Legg. 1 (708 a). 

Other particles investigated by Hoefer, as yap, Tou, rou, 

6y, péevtor, and their various combinations are more 

characteristic of the earlier than of the later style. 

XXI. Perrers. Following closely upon these statistics 

of the use of particles appeared the first special work con- 

cerning an important part of Plato’s terminology, the use 
of the words év and ovcia. This philological inquiry is 

contained in Peipers’ * Platonic ontology (1883), and 

exceeds in volume all preceding treatises on Plato’s style. 

Of his predecessors, Peipers only knew Dittenberger, 

though he quotes Campbell’s commentary to the Sophist, 

which he used without examining the Introduction. He 
observed some differences in the use of the terms investi- 
gated, but did not build on such stylistic tests any 
chronological conclusions, while he correctly inferred the 
very late date of Parm. Soph. Polit. Phil. from their 

philosophical contents. From his exhaustive enumera- 
tions it results that many expressions may be looked upon 

as peculiarities of later style. 
236. dvTws ov, in the meaning of metaphysical being, or ovcla 

ovrws, in the same meaning, generally 6vtTws as a metaphysical 
term, are found by Peipers (pp. 30-81, 514, 540) in: Rep. 3 Phaedr.3; 

Soph. 8 Polit. 7 Phil. 2 Tim. 3 Legg. 3. 
237. v’oia meaning ‘aliquid totum et absolutum, rebus nas- 

centibus et incrementa capientibus oppositum ’ (pp. 88-108, 515), 
which is a mixed substance between ideal and material being (of 

mépas and dreipov, auépiotov and pepiorov, ravréy and @drepov). This 
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notion is, according to Peipers, very near to the Aristotelian con- 

ception of substance, and is found only in Phil. 8 Tim. 2 Legg. 2. 
238. ovcca=complexus omnium rerum, quas entium nomine 

appellare homines solent (pp. 28-29 and 512): Rep. 1 (486 4) 
Soph. 1 (261 ©) Tim. 2 (35, 37 4). | 

239. 6 gare ‘pp. 38-41 and 541): Crat. 2 Symp. 1 Phaedo 7 ; 
Rep. 8 Phaedr. 1 (247 £); Parm. 9 Tim. 1 (89 F). 

240. dvrws Kal a\nOds (p. 124): Rep. 1 Soph. 1 Phil. 1. 

241. dvrws meaning adnOds (pp. 125 and 513): Crat. 1 Rep. 3 

Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1; Soph. 6 Polit. 4 Phil. 11 Tim. 6 Legg. 49. 
242. dv or ovota=res vera, opposita fictitie (pp. 132-152 and 

518): Euthyd. 1 (290 c) Gorg. 2 (472 B, 495 a) Symp. 1 (202 a) 

Phaedo 7; Rep. 9 Theaet. 7; Soph. 13 Polit. 1 Phil. 3 Legg. 25. 
243. ro o6v=id quod tam a loci quam a temporis conditionibus 

liberum, neque nascitur, neque interit, sed immutabile et constans 
eodem modo semper se habet, objectum philosophandi (pp. 50 and 
514): Crat. 1 (424 a) Rep. 22 Phaedr. 4 Theaet. 1 Soph. 36 Phil. 2 

Tim. 2 Legg. 2. 
244, ra dvra in the same meaning as above (pp. 63-66): Crat. 2 

Phaedo 2; Rep.5 Phaedr.3 Theaet. 1; Parm. 2 Soph. 5 Phil. 2 Tim. 4. 

245. ovcia = substance as object of knowledge (pp. 67 and 515) : 

Crat. 9; Rep. 11 Phaedr. 4 Theaet. 5; Parm. 3 Soph. 6 Polit. 3 Tim. 1 
Legg. 5. Some isolated passages quoted by Peipers from other 
dialogues, as Euthyph. 11 a Charm. 168 c p Prot. 349 B Meno 72 8, 

seem not to belong here, as they offer a different meaning of ove ia, © 
as ‘nature,’ ‘object,’ ‘ property,’ ‘ definition.’ 

246. 7d dv = what exists, opposed to pndév (pp. 11-16 and 512): 

Euthyd. 3 Crat. 2 Symp. 1 (205 8); Rep. 11 Theaet. 11; Soph. 31 

Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 5. 
247. ovocia= what exists (pp. 17 and 539): Rep. 2 Theaet. 5; 

Soph. 7 Polit. 1 Tim. 1. 
248. ra bvra=Ta mpaypata (pp. 19-28, 512, 540): Charm. 3 

Meno 8 Euthyd. 6 Gorg. 5 Crat. 25 Symp. 2 Phaedo 9; Rep. 4 
Phaedr. 6 Theaet. 8; Parm.5 Soph. 4 Polit. 3 Phil. 6 Tim. 3 Legg. 6. 

249. ro dv=veritas cognitione aut oratione expressa (pp. 222- 

230): Euthyd. 4 Gorg. 1 Crat. 2; Rep. 4 Phaedr. 3 Theaet. 5; Parm. 1 

Soph. 4. 

Peipers’ distinctions are sometimes obscure, and the 

numerous quotations collected in his work are not con- 
veniently arranged. The Laws are treated apart in a 

few pages towards the end of the work (pp. 512-516). 
Peipers did not count the passages quoted, nor did he 

distinguish the number of occurrences in a single passage. 
His work remains a valuable collection of texts, which 

calls for a complete digest by some clearer expositor. 
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His conclusions on the order of dialogues do not precisely 
correspond to considerations of style. Against the purely 
statistical evidence, Peipers separates the Phaedrus from 

the Republic by the Banquet, and puts the Theaetetus 

later than the Timaeus, following alleged differences of 

ontological doctrines not easily definable. But he had the 
great merit of recognising the very late date of Soph. 
Polit. Phil., as written after the Republic. 

XXII. P. WEBER. After so many investigations on 
Plato’s vocabulary, P. Weber '” (1884) returned to the old 

problem of the construction of phrases in Plato. But he 

seems to have wholly ignored the relation between the style 

and the chronology of Plato’s writings, and he neither 
distinguishes the single dialogues nor enumerates the 

passages, except when dealing with some very rare stylistic 
pecuharity. Under these circumstances Weber’s disser- 
tation is chiefly of interest as contributing to the stylistic 
definition of Plato’s works as a whole, for comparison with 

other authors, but containing very few hints for distinc- 
tions between early and later style: 

250. wva with conjunct. ‘nach Nebenzeiten, and referring to 
a design lasting up to the present time (p. 11): Crito 1 Prot. 2 
Meno 1 Crat. 1 Symp. 2; Rep. 1 Theaet. 3 Parm. 1; Tim. 3 
Legg. 3. 

251. démws with conjunct. ‘nach Hawptzeiten, in vollstandigen 

Finalsatzen’ (p. 13): Symp. 1 Legg. 9. 
252. émrws with optativ. praes. ‘nach Nebenzeiten, in volistand- 

igen Finalsatzen’ (p. 14): Prot. 1 Phaedr. 1 Tim. 5. 
253. onws dv with conjunct. ‘im vollstandigen und unvoll- 

stdndigen Finalsdtzen’ (pp.14, 21) : Lach. 1 Prot. 1 Gorg. 6 Symp. 1 
Phaedo 1; Rep. 9 Phaedr. 1; Tim. 1 Legg. 22. 

Weber also gives the number of all occurrences of final 

sentences with pn, iva, 67ws, ws, with various tenses and 

moods, but without distinction of single dialogues, so that 

his work must be repeated if it is to afford chronological 

distinctions. 
XXIII. Drostzt. A marked contrast to both the 

122 Dr, Philipp Weber, Der Absichtssatz bet Plato, Wiirzburg 1884. A 

Doctor’s dissertation of the university of Wiirzburg. This is the xxviiith 

publication on this subject, Peipers’ being the xxviith. 
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preceding writers as to the clearness of exposition 
and excellent method of investigation is presented in 
the dissertation of P. Droste '*° of Diisseldorf (1886), 

who undertook to represent Plato’s use of adjectives 

terminating in «67s and ®dns. Since Campbell nobody 
had examined the formation of new rare words by 
Plato, and Droste knew none of his predecessors ex- 

cept Dittenberger, yet he unconsciously perfected the 

Scotch investigator’s method, distinguishing classes of 
new rare words according to the mode of their formation, 

and not only according to their meaning or origin. This 

endows Droste with a merit scarcely dreamed of by him, 

and manifests at the same time how progress in scientific 
method may be realised apart from wide knowledge. 

Droste dissects Plato’s art of word-building under one of 
its aspects, dealing with words mostly very rare and 

invented by Plato for the expression of his thoughts 

against the general usage of his times: of seventy given 

adjectives, forty-six are never used before (13 in evdys and 
33 in w6ns), and thirty-seven are later accepted by Aristotle 

(7 in evdys and 30 in wédns). Droste minutely compared 

Plato’s use of such adjectives with their employment by 
earlier and later authors. Before Plato these words were 

rare, and since Plato they became very common, as is 

easily seen from the following table : 

F . a) | ws * : | philoso- | | 
used by poets: historians : || phers | 

| | ; i= | i Number | a mijiaj|o]|& ll o } F di eh ee A eee lies | ee tee ee = | = | of different 7 3/B/SISZ/ Els | = eal bic || | 3 | | 

Sixnlela#itwzlBelisl1sieg|s il sgie2 isa 
S| os) Slat el Stet s) a | St 8 ects 
ai kan Oe cgi cecal id ans Dane | ca ca Pk | | a 

: — |_| — | — | =—| —| —} — || —} —_| —_]|__]| —-|_ 

adjj. in eds 0 A Pe oot a ee nea es | 1 ieee ] 48 | 430 
| — |__| —___|/} —__— ee | | | | 

aces | 
adjj. in wédns except 

those derived 4/ 1] 2) 10) 22)10) 2) Oj} 7] 11) 17 |] 48 |1152 |/900 | 
from o¢w | | 

This table is re-arranged according to the table given by Droste (p. 39). It follows that 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Pindar, Herodotus, and Thucydides taken 
all together had used a smaller number of adjj.in evdys than Plato alone, while after Plato 
ithe use of both kinds of adjj. rapidly increased. 

130 P, Droste, De adjectivorum in «djs et im &dns desinentium apud 

Platonem usu (Doetor’s diss. Univ. Marburg), Marpurgi, without date, pub- 

lished 1886 according to Hinrich’s Catalogue (xxix). 
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This interesting comparison proves how well chosen was 
the use of such adjectives, as constituting an important pecu- 

harity of Plato’s style. The relative occurrence in various 

dialogues is seen from the following table, constructed 
from the materials given by Droste, pp. 18-19, 37-41, re- 
arranged in a more systematic manner than in his tables: 

In 

—Crito. 

Number of | 
different 
adjectives 
terminat- 
ing in 

-erd7js|-0 dys 

| oo 

1 

| 

Total of | 
||occurrences 
of all adjec-’ 
tives termi-| 

| nating in 

\-eLd7s|-wdys 

1 

iw 

OBSERVATIONS.—AIl quoted adjectives are used only once by 
Plato, unless the number of occurrences in each dialogue is 
shown. Adjectives invented by Plato and used for the first time 
are printed in heavy type. += not used before Plato; * = not 
used before nor after Plato ; A = accepted by Aristotle; Aesch. = 
used by Aeschylus; Eur. = used by Euripides; Her. = used by 
Herodotus ; Xen. = used by Xenophon ; Hom. = used by Homer ; 
Hes. = used by Hesiod ; Iso. = used by Isocrates. 

(1) everdjs (Aesch. Eur. Her. Xenoph.) occurs Crito 1 
Rep. 2, A.—[1] voo#dns (Iso.) is found in Plato 
more often than any other adjective in dns, 
occurring 24 times: Crito 1 Charm. 3 Lach. 1 
Symp. 2 Rep. 9 Theaet. 1 Polit. 3 Legg. 3 
(Ale. I. 1) A. 

[1].—[2] + aiviypatddns, A, seems to be the first 
adjective in dns invented by Plato, occurs 
Charm. 1 Theaet. 1 and Ale. II. 1. 

Fl] 193.4. 
[3] oyxewdns (Xen.) A. 
[4] teparédns (Aristophanes) A. 
(2) + devSrg occurs Gorg. 1 Crat. 1 Phaedo 12, A. 

, Symp. 

: Phaedo . Oc | 25 

+ (2).—(3) * tpayoer8ys—[5] + yAouddns, A 
—[6] *+KoddAddns, A,—[7] * pvadbns, A.— 
[8] + cxotédns, A, occurs Crat. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 2 
Legg. 1—[9] + Enpiddns, A, occurs Crat. 5 
Legg. 2—[10] 
(Eur. Xen.), A, occurs Crat.1 Rep.1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1 
Legg. 3.—[12] mvevuardins, A. Only these 8 adjec- 
tives in édys are enumerated, occurring 12 times, 
while according to Droste’s table 9 different adjec- 
tives are used in the Cratylus 13 times. 

(4) + povoerSrjg, A, used Symp. 2 Phaedo 3 Rep. 1 
Theaet. 1 Tim. 1—[13] «dé3nys (Hom.), used 
Symp. 1 Phaedr. 1 Tim. 1 Critias 1, A.—[14] 
dydpamo0dHdns (Xen.) used Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep.1 | 
Phaedr. 1 Legg. 1, A. 

+ (2)—+ (4)—(5)_ roAverdis 
Phaedo 1 Rep. 3 Phaedr. 3 Soph. 1, 
(6) Qcoe54s (Hom. Hes.) occurs Phaedo 1 Rep. 1 

Phaedr. 1, Epinomis.—(7) xpucoedijs (Xen.) A— 
(8) cKk.oedhs (Aristoph.) A-—(9) * @vnroerdys— 
(10) + copartoerS%s, used Phaedo 5 Rep. 1 Polit. 1 

Tim. 2, A—[14]—[15] mnadins (Thucyd.) A— 
[16] * 8nudSns: Phaedo 1 Legg. 1—[17] + Bop- 

Bopdédns, A.— [18] + yedSns: Phaedo 2 Tim. 3 

Critias 1, A. 

+ SLevpapBdSns—[11] Onpiddn? | 

(Thucydides) occurs | 
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| \ 
| Number of |} Total of 

different | occurrences 
_ adjectives |/of all adjec- | 

| OBSERVATIONS.—AIL quoted adjectives are used only once by 
|| Plato, unless the number of occurrences in each dialogue is 

shown. Adjectives invented by Plato and used for the first time 
: . &-s*~ | are printed in heavy type. + = not used before Plato; * = not 

In | terminat- ||tives term1-'| \ ed before nor after Plato ; A = accepted by Aristotle; Aesch.= 
or nating 1D || used by Aeschylus; Eur. = used by Euripides; Her. = used by 

|| Herodotus ; Xen.= used by Xenophon ; Hom. = used by Homer ; 
-€rdys|- ods \-evd7s|- dys Hes. = used by Hesiod ; Iso. = used by Isocrates. 

| 

| | 

| S | 26.1) 39\728 ! (1)—* (4)—(5)— (6)—* (10)—(11): @upoetdqs (Xen.) 
| used in the meaning ‘hot-tempered,’ chiefly of | 
| restive horses: Rep. 8 Legg. 2, distinguished 

| | from the philosophical term * O@vpoerSrs : Rep. 19 
/ | Tim.1, A—(12) * dya8oer84s—(13) * HAvoeLdHs: 
| ! Rep. 2, A—[1]—* [8]—[11]—[14]—[19] + @pnve- 

| 8g Rep. 3 Legg. 1—[20] brvedns (Kur.) A—[21] 
+ bdeypardé&ns, A—[22] + wetpaxidSns, Rep. 2, 
| A—[23] + adAtrnpiddns, Rep. 1- Legg. 2— 

[241 + omndAardSys—[25] mvdedys (Isocr.) A— 
[26] + Kenonvddns—[27] * Acovtddys, A—[28] 
+ dmedSng, A—[29] + dxAb8Sns—[30] werpHdys 
(Sophocl.) A, in the order of occurrences ; Droste 
counted 26 instead of 28. . 

Rep. . 

Phaedr.. || 2 2) 4) 2 | (5)—(6)—[13]—[14], as in Phaedo and Symposium. 
Theaet. . || 1 4 il 4 | +(4)—+[2]—[81] + kotrpddns, A—[32] + Anpddns, 

A—[83] + AvOd8ns, A. 

Parm. — 1 | — 1 | [84] + wpaypaterd&ns. 
Soph. 2)|— 2 eins (5)—(14) Sucedns (Sophocl. Her.). 
Polit. : 3 1 5 | + (10)—[11]—[1]—[85] + xpoxddns. 
Phil. . 1 1 1 1 (15) * wepatocr845—[36] + trardapiddns, A. 
Tim. . 9 |12 13) 16 + (4)—+ (10) — + (11) — (16) coaipoerijs §=(Xen.) 

Tim. 4, A—(17) * AvOoerSrjg5—(18) + depoerdrs, 
| A—(19) * knpoer8%js—(20) * capKoerdrjs, A— 
| (21) * orepeoesdgs—[11]—_[13]—*+ [18]—[87] aadns 

—[88] ocaprédns (Her. Xen.) A—[39] xodAddns, 
Tim. 3, A—[40] + tuavréd&Sns—[41] * oiotpddns, 

_ Tim. 1 Legg. 1—[42] + Arrpd&ns—[43] + puddns, 
| | A—[44] + @opvBdSns, Tim. 1 Legg. 1, A—[48] 
| ! _  +yevpdSnsg has not been counted by Droste, 

| | though it is quoted p. 34; this increases the 
| number of adjectives to 12, of occurrences to 16. 

Critias . || — | 3) — | 3 [13]—+ [18]—[45] wupdéns (Aristoph.) A. 
Laws .|| 2 | 12 3 | 18 | (11)-—(22) * wupoec84s—[1]J—+ [8]—+ [9]—[11] 

| —“[14]-—* [16] —* [19]—* [28] —* [41] —* [44] 
| _  —[46] + yodSns, A—[47] *atwaorddns. 

In no other dialogue adjectives in evd%s or ééys are found, except Epinomis (6) Alc. I. [1] [14] and 
Alc. II. [2], in each of which occur only 1-2 adjectives used by Plato in authentic dialogues, and in’ 
Alc. I, perwédys, taken from Aristophanes. 

New- The most interesting general result of Droste’s in- 
invented vestigation is that not one of the spurious dialogues 
adjectives contains new-invented adjectives in evd%s or &édns, and 
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that even those introduced by Plato are used only in four 

isolated instances in probably spurious dialogues, as 

Alcibiades I. and IT. and Epinomis. This shows the 

originality of vocabulary to be an inimitable peculiarity of 
Plato’s style, and further increases the improbability of 

anybody but Plato having written such original works as 
the Parmenides, Sophist, and Politicus. In these dialectical 

dialogues adjj. in evd7s and wéns are scarce, while many 

new-formed adjectives in cexds abound; Droste counted 

224 such adjectives in the Sophist, and 320 in the 

Politicus, while only 12 occur in the Phaedo.  Droste’s 

dissertation offers important additions to our list of 
peculiarities of later style : 

254. New-invented adjj. in ens occur (p. 18): Gorg. 1 Crat. 2 
Symp. 2 Phaedo 21; Rep. 24 Theaet. 1; Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 8 
Legg. 1. (These numbers are not given by Droste; they result 

from the above table.) 
255. New-invented adjj. in dns (pp. 58 and 31-35): Charm. 1 

Crat. 10 Phaedo 4; Rep. 14 Theaet.4; Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 
Tim. 9 Critias 1 Legg. 11. 

256. wodverdns : Phaedo 1 Rep. 8 Phaedr. 3; Soph. 1, A (Table (5), 
Droste, p. 11). 

257. “povoeidys: Symp. 2 Phaedo 3; Rep. 1 Theaet.1; Tim. 1, A 
(Table (4), Droste, p. 11). 

In these adjectives the primitive meaning of the 

termination is preserved, though here, too, eido0s often 

means species and not form. This use of adjj. in exdns 
to designate a species corresponds to a logical tendency, 

as Droste well observed, and was never attempted before 

Plato. Plato introduced it into the Greek language 
‘ex necessitate quadam et ex philosophandi angustiis’ 
(p. 19). 

258. Adjj.in eins designating a species (p. 14) : Phaedo ( (6) (8) 

(9) (10) , 8 Rep. ( (10) (41) (12) (18) ) 23 Polit. ( (10) ) £ 

Phil. ( (15) yl Tim. ( (10) (11) (18) (19) (20) (21) ) 7 Legg. ( (22) )1. 

Among these adjectives some are specially character- 

istic: 
259. *cwparoedys (p. 15): Phaedo 5 Rep. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 2, A. 
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260. Gupoerdys (p. 16), in the same meaning as in Xenophon: 
Rep. 8 Legg. 2 (see table (11) ). 

261. *Ovpoedns (p. 15), as philosophical term, used also 

later by A.: Rep. 19 Tim. 1. 
262. Adjectives in eds or wdns designating form or colour 

(including dedns) (pp. 10, 18-14, 31): Crito ( (1) ) 1 Gorg. ( (2) ) 1 

Crat. ( (2) (8) ) 2 Phaedo ( (2) (7) ) 13 Rep. ( (1) (6) ) 3 Phaedr. 

( (6) ) 1 Soph. ( (14) ) 1 Tim. ( (16) (17) [89] ) 7. (Geoerdns is 

used in this meaning only Rep. 501 B Phaedr. 251 a, while in 

Phaedo 95 c and Epinomis it designates a species.) 

More frequent are the adjectives in dys, which are 
classified by Droste according to their meaning. Those 

derived from éf form one class, containing only evedns 
and dawdns, of which the second is used only once 

(Tum. 50 E). 

268. evodns: Symp. 1 Phaedr. 1 Tim. 1 Critias 1, A (Droste, 
p- 31, table [13]). 

264. Adjectives in dns designating similarity (pp. 31-32): 
Crat. ( [10] [11]) 2 Phaedo ( [16] ) 1 Rep. ( [11] [14] [22] [26-80] ) 9 
Phaedr. ([14]) 1 Theaet. ({81] [83]) 2 Polit. ({11]) 1 Phil. ((86]) 1 
Tim. ( [40] [41]) 2 Critias ([45}]) 1 Legg. ([11] [16] [41]) 5. 
Among these the following are characteristic : 

265. Onpi@dns: Crat. 1 Rep. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 3.—A. 

(in Tim. 91 E it designates a species, while in Legg. 909 a 
it means ‘like brutes,’ and in other passages, as Rep. 571 c, 
Legg. 906 B, it has a similar meaning). 

266. ~dnuw@dns: Phaedo 1 Legg. 1. 
267. avdparodadns (p. 32): Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 

Legg. 1 (in Symp. 215 £ and Legg. 880 4 it designates a species. 

Droste omitted Phaedo 69 B, where it means similarity). 
268. *olatpwdns: Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

269. Adjectives in dys designating a species (pp. 32-33) : Crito 
({1]) 1 Charm. ({1] [2]) 4 Lach. ([1]) 1 Crat. ( [5-8] [12]) 5 
Symp. ( [1] [14]) 2 Phaedo ([{17][18]) 3 Rep. ( [1] [24] 6 Theaet. 

({1] [2]) 2 Polit. ({1] [85]) 4 Tim. ( [11] [18] [42] [48]) 5 Critias 

({18]) 1 Legg. ({14] [47]) 2. 
270. “voc@dns, designating a species: Crito 1 Charm 3 

Lach. 1 Symp. 1 Rep. 5 Theaet. 1 Polit. 3, A. This meaning, 

as for instance Rep. 438 5, is different from the following : 
271. vorowdns: meaning sickly, diseased, opposed to vysewos : 

Symp. 1 Rep. 4 Legg. 3, A. (Droste omitted Rep. 556 =, and 

quotes therefore only three passages in Rep.) 
272. yewdns: Phaedo 2 Tim. 8 Critias 1, A (in Tim. 66 8B 

it does not designate a species, but local connection). 
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273. oxorwdns: Crat. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 2 Legg. 1, A (of 
these only in Crat. 412 B is a species designated, while the 
other passages use that word in the meaning called by Droste 
‘of local connection,’ as ‘ full of darkness’). 

274. Adjectives in ®dns indicating local connection (p. 34) 
meaning ‘full of . . ..: Meno ([8]) 1 Euthyd. ([4]) 1 Crat. ([8]) 1 
Symp. ([1]) 1 Phaedo ({8] [15]) 2 Rep. ([1] [8] [25]) 7 Theaet. 
({82]) 1 Parm. ([84]) 1 Tim. ( [18] [88] [89] [48]) 5 Lege. ([1] 
[8] [19] [46]) 6. This use is distinguished by Droste from the pre- 
ceding, and also from the following, as may be seen by comparing 
the meaning of @pyvedns in Legg. 792 B (274) and Rep. 398 & (275), 

of xoA@dns in Tim. 86 E (274) and Tim. 718, 83 B (262). 
275. Adjectives in dys denoting causal relations (p. 34): 

Crat. [9] 5 Rep. [19,.20, 21, 23] 6 Tim. [44] (42p) 1 Legg. [9] 
(650 a, 690 £) [23] (854 B, 881 £) [44] (671 4) 5. 

Among these the following occur in more than one dialogue : 
276. aditnpiwdns (p. 84): Rep. 1 Lege. 2. 

277. Cnurwdns (p. 84): Crat. 5 Legg. 2 (Droste omitted Crat. 
418 a, B). 

278. GopyBadns (p. 35): Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

Droste’s dissertation is a model of stylistic investiga- 

tion made for the purposes of Platonic chronology. We 

see that in the above enumeration the Phaedo very fre- 
quently occurs together with later works, and Droste in- 

ferred that the Phaedo was written after the Phaedrus. 

But this cannot be decided without considering many 
other peculiarities of vocabulary and style, besides the 
adjectives investigated by Droste ; it will then appear 
that the Phaedrus is much nearer to the Republic as 

well as to the latest six dialogues than the Phaedo, 

though in some respects the Phaedo may approach 

the style of the Republic more nearly than does the 

Phaedrus. The natural explanation is that the Phaedo 

immediately preceded the Republic, while the Phaedrus 
followed it. 

XXIV. F. Kueiter. A dissertation published at the 

same time as Droste’s, by F. Kugler,'*’ of Basel, on toi 
and its compounds, shows also certain analogies between 

131 FB, Kugler, Dissertatio imauguralis de particulae tot ejusque com- 

positorum apud Platonem usu (Doct. diss. Univ. Basel), Trogen 1886 (xxx). 
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of row the Phaedrus and the latest group which are lacking in 
prevailing the Phaedo, and many others between the Phaedo and the 

mthe | Republic. 
ee 279. wévroe used to oppose to each other two parts of the same 
eo phrase (p. 26): Prot. 4 Meno 1 Euthyd. 1 Gorg. 2 Symp. 1 

especially Phaedo 2 ;{Rep. 4 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1; Parm.1 Polit.1 Phil. 1, in- 
the syllo- cluding also some cases of opposition by means of ov pévrot, and 
gistic use [uy EVOL. ; 

in conclu- 280. ye . . . pevrou (p. 27): Crito 1 Euthyd. 1 Gorg. 2; Rep. 3 

sions, Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 4; Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 
while 281. ro. between article and substantive (p. 7): Symp. 1 

pera Theaet. 1 Soph. 1 Phil. 1. 
ponanic : as rows after the verb (p. 7): Gorg. 1 Phaedo 1; Theaet. 1 

oph. 1. 
ail a kairo. = et vero (pp. 17-18): Gorg. 2; Rep. 1 Theaet. 1; 

Phil. 1 Legg. 3. 
284. roivvy in the conclusion of a syllogism or of a similar 

argument (p. 32): Crito 1 (444) Charm. 2 (1628 syll.) Meno 2 

Gorg. 4 Crat. 1 (432pD syll.) Phaedo 3 (62csyll.) Rep. 18 (868 £, 
6034 syll.)’ Phaedr. 4 Theaet. 1 (1928 syll.) Soph. 8 Polit. 4 

Phil. 10 (including three syll. 833,41 D,56c) Legg. 14. 

This increasing use of a word which was afterwards 
so much used by Aristotle in logical conclusions is very 
characteristic of the progress made by Plato in his logical 
terminology. 

285. roivuy ere in transitions (p. 34) : Charm. 1 Phaedo 1; Soph. 3 

Polit. 2 Phil. 2 (the form é7: rofivvy is much more often used). 
286. ere O71 rowvy: Phil. 1 (52.4) Legg. 1 (817 £). 

287. kal toivuy (p. 34): Soph. 2 Polit. 1 Legg. 3 (while cai... 

rolvuy was used earlier, in Charm. 1 Gorg. 1 Rep. 4 Theaet. 1 and 
also in Phil. 1). 

288. mp@rov pev Toivuy (p. 35): Crat. 1 (426c) Phaedo 1 (90D) 

Rep. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 2 Legg. 8. 

289. rowvyzbegins a new argument (p. 35): Apol. 1 Euthyph. 1 
Crito 1 Charm. 3 Gorg. 1 Crat. 9 Symp. 1 Phaedo 6; Rep. 18 

Phaedr. 6 Theaet. 6; Parm. 1 Soph. 10 Polit. 13 Phil. 9 Legg. 21. 

290. roivvy in transitions (p. 35): Crito 1 Crat. 9 Symp. 1 

Phaedo 1; Rep. 14 Theaet. 4; Soph. 4 Polit. 1 Phil. 4 Legg. 9. 
291. dy roivuy (p. 386): Rep. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 5. 

292. rowvvy 67: Gorg. 1 Legg. 1. 

293. 7j5n roivuy (p. 36): Meno 1 Crat. 1; Polit.1 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 

294. yy Toivvy (p. 36): Crito 1 Charm. 1 Lach. 1 Meno 1 
Symp. 1 Phaedo 1; Rep. 4 Theaet. 3; Soph. 7 Polit. 1 Phil. 2 
Legg. 6. 
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295. ov—roivuy (p. 36): Soph. 1 Legg. 1. 

296. roivuy, instead of being the second word of the phrase as 
usual, is placed in the third place or further (p. 36): Apol. 1 
EKuthyph. 1 Charm. 1 Meno 1 Euthyd. 1 Crat. 1 Phaedo 1; Rep. 10 

Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; Soph. 5 Polit. 7 Phil. 3 Legg. 8. 

297. as dy Toe (p. 12), beginning an evident conclusion: Rep. 1 
Phaedr. 1 Tim. 1. 

298. kairo... . O€ or duws O€ (p. 19): Apol. 1 Lach. 1 Meno 1 

Euthyd. 1 Gorg. 1; Rep. 3 Phaedr. 2; Parm. 1 Phil. 1 Critias 1 
Legg. 3. 

299. adnO7 pevror (in affirmative answers, p. 23): Lach. 1 Rep. 1 
Soph. 1 Legg. 5. 

300. frou . . . 7 (p. 14): Prot. 2 Meno 2 Gorg. 2 Crat. 5 

Phaedo 2; Rep. 2 Phasdr. 1 Theaet. 3; Parm. 3 Phil. 2 Legg. 2. 
301. kairo. ... adda (p. 19): Lach. 3 Gorg. 1 Crat. 1 Phaedo 1; 

Parm. 1; Polit. 1 Legg. 2. 
302. ee pav (p. 40): Prot. 1 Meno 2 Euthyd. 2; Rep. 1 

Theaet. 1; Soph. 2 Polit. 2 Phil. 1 Legg. 5. 
303. way ovv (p. 40): Soph. 2 Polit. 2 Phil. 4 Legg. 10 (includ- 

ing one ovv por). 
304. pay od (p. 40): Soph. 3 Polit. 2 Phil. 4 Legg. 10. 
305. pov py (p. 40): Phaedo 1 Rep. 2 Soph. 1 Phil. 1. 
306. roivvy more than four times oftener than pévto (p. 45) : 

Soph. 55/13 Polit. 46/7 Phil. 52/8 Legg. 120/17 while in all other 

works roivvy is much searcer, occurring in no other dialogue twice 
as often as pevrot, the proportion to pévro. being in Rep. Phaedr. 

Theaet. 483, in Euthyphr. Apol. Crito Charm. Lach. Prot. $3, in 
Meno Euthyd. Gorg. Crat. Symp. Phaedo +$2, in Parm. ;3;, in 

Tim. Critias $. 

It would be unjustifiable to draw any inference from 

the absence of both particles in Tim. Critias, or from the 
scarcity of rofvuy in Parm. The only conclusion allowed 
is, that Soph. Polit. Phil. Legg. have the peculiarity in 
common of an exceptional predominance of roivuy over 
pevtot. From asingle peculiarity no chronological conclu- 

sions can be drawn, but this peculiarity, jomed to many 

others, offers a measure of affinity between the dia- 

logues in question. 

307. yevrot occurs less than once in two pages only in (p. 45): 

Crito 2 Prot. 19 Meno 6 Gorg. 23 Symp. 18; Phaedr. 16 Parm. 13; 
Soph. 13 Polit. 7 Phil. 8 Tim. 0 Critias o Legg. 17 being less 

than once in five pages only in Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. 
This acquires a special importance if we consider that pevro: went 
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out of frequent use in Plato’s time as Kugler has shown by com- 
paring other authors, from Xenophon, in whose writings pevro 
greatly prevails over roivvy, down to Demosthenes, who uses 

pevroe very rarely. 
308. roivuvy is very frequent, occurring once in two pages or 

oftener in: Crito 5 Charm. 20 Lach. 10 Meno 13 Crat. 32; Rep. 133 
Theaet. 39; Soph. 55 Polit. 46 Phil. 52 Legg. 120. 

From these and many other uses of tou Kugler inferred 

quite correctly that the Sophist, Politicus, Philebus 
belong to the same period as Timaeus, Critias, Laws. 

XXV. M. ScHanz. The same conclusion is also 
reached by Martin Schanz,’” the editor of Plato, who 
simultaneously with the dissertations of Kugler and Droste 
published his article on the development of Plato’s style. 
Though he quotes Campbell’s emendations to the Sophist 
in his critical edition of the same dialogue, Schanz seems 
not to have read Campbell’s Introduction. Directing 

his attention to expressions designating truth and being, 

he found : 

309. dvrws: Euthyd. 1 Crat. 1; Rep. 9 Phaedr. 6 Theaet. 1; 
Soph. 21 Polit. 11 Phil. 15 Tim. 8 Legg. 50, while in earlier 
works ré dyre is used instead, which is entirely absent from Polit. 
Phil. Tim. Critias Legg., and occurs but once in Soph. 

310. adndeia (used instead of r7 adnéeia) only in Prot. 3 Phil. 1 
Tim. 1 Legg. 8. 

311. adnOas (instead of as addnOds): Apol. 1 Euthyph. 1 Prot. 1 

Meno 2 Euthyd. 1 Phaedo 2; Rep. 8 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1; Soph. 6 
Polit. 4 Phil. 7 Tim. 3 Legg. 6. 

XXVI. GompeRzZ. Only these few observations of 

Schanz, with those of Dittenberger, became generally 
known to German philologers. They did not convince 

Zeller, but they were held sufficient for the stylistic 
definition of the latest group of Plato’s works by another 
most competent historian of Greek philosophy, Theodor 

Gomperz '** (1887),of the University of Vienna. He 

1382 Martin Schanz, ‘ Zur Entwickelung des platonischen Stils’ in 
Hermes, vol. xxvi. pp. 437-459, for 1886 (xxxi). 

133 Th. Gomperz, ‘ Platonische Aufsatze,’ in Sitzwngsberichte der Kaiser- 

lichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Wien, vol. cxiv. pp. 741-766, Vienna 

1887 (xxxii). 
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repeated Dittenberger’s observations, and insisted on their 
decisive importance as to the order of the Platonic dia- 

logues. Gomperz argued that the more or less frequent 

recurrence of words does not lead to such certain con- 
clusions as does the complete absence of certain words in 

certain dialogues; and in this he unconsciously agreed 

with Campbell, who also had chiefly directed his attention 

to the presence or absence of certain words in some 

dialogues. Yet it cannot be denied that observations on 

the comparative frequency or rarity of words give valu- 
able confirmation of conclusions obtained from complete 

changes of vocabulary, and also that the number of 

words increasing in frequency is vastly greater than the 

number of expressions replaced by synonyms. We 
have no reason to disdain supplementary evidence on a 
matter in which, as in other historical problems, even 
the greatest amount of testimony leads only to pro- 

gressive probability. 
XXVII. C. Rirrer. The question of comparative 

recurrence was the object of the first book on Plato’s style, 

a monument of patient labour, by Constantin Ritter 
(1888), now teacher at the gymnasium of Ellwangen in 

Wirtemberg. Until the publication of this book the 
investigations on the style of Plato were published as 

academic dissertations, articles in reviews, or as with 

Campbell, Riddell, Blass, and Peipers, in volumes on a 

different subject. Ritter was the first to write a special 

work on the matter, but he likewise knew only a few 

among his predecessors. He quotes Blass, Dittenberger, 

Frederking, Schanz, and Roeper, out of all the authors 

who had preceded him in studying Plato’s style. But, 

again, as with Droste, this incomplete bibliographical 

equipment did not prevent Ritter from achieving a 

great progress towards the full solution of our pro- 

blem, and even perfecting earlier methods. He not 

only corrected numerical errors committed by Ditten- 

134 ©, Ritter, Untersuchungen iiber Plato, Stuttgart 1888 (xxxiii). 
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berger, Frederking, and Schanz: he introduced a new 

method of estimating the recurrence of words, undertaking 

to calculate the number of opportunities for the intro- 

duction of at least one important class of words used 

by Plato. Previous writers had only reckoned the words 

occurring—or the number of times each word recurred in 

each dialogue—or the proportion of occurrences to a page 

of text. Nobody had counted the number of opportunities 

for using a given word. This Ritter did, and found for 
various kinds of affirmative and negative answers a better 

basis of comparison than that of the proportion to a page 

of text. He accepted the sum of all such forms of answer 

as the number of opportunities for the occurrence of each 

special form of answer, and referred to this number the 

particular observations of each form. 

This was an important step in advance as regards 
method, to which corresponded also a remarkable progress 

in the knowledge of Platonic chronology. Before Ritter 

only the order of the last six dialogues was well as- 
certained. His merit lies in giving a detailed justification 
of Campbell’s earlier supposition that the group preceding 
the Sophist consisted of the Republic, Phaedrus, and 

Theaetetus. From the numerous observations of Ritter 

the following more especially characterise the latest group 

of six dialogues : 

312. 

313. 

314. 

315. 

mpetrov av ein (p. 6): Tim. 2 Legg. 16. 
mas Kal 77 (p. 67): Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 

ws Ouvarov (p. 6): Phil. 1 Legg. 4. 
xaarepei (p. 58): Polit. 1 Phil. 3 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

316. xpewy (p. 6): Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 8 Critias 2 Legg. 57. 
817. eirov predominates over édeyov (p. 10): Symp. 3/2 

Parm. 5/3 Soph. 4/1 Polit. 5/4 Phil. 5/4 Tim. 3/0 Critias 1/0 

Legg. 24/6. 
318. Answers suchas éywye, éuovye, and the like (Soke? por, €or -yodv 

Soxet) which denote a subjective assent, are very rare, occurring less 

than once in sixty answers (p. 17) : Phaedr. 1/69 Parm. 7/486 Soph. 
1/215 Polit. 3/251 Phil. 3/314 Tim. 0/13 Critias o/o Legg. 0/568 
(in earlier dialogues they occur very often, namely, once in five 

answers in Euthyph. Meno, once in six answers in Lach. Euthyd. 

Gorg., once in seven to ten answers in Apol. Crito Charm. Crat. 
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Theaet., once in sixteen to eighteen answers in Prot. Phaedo know 

Rep.). Campbell, 
319. xara ve Tiyv eunv (p. 68): Polit. 2 Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. reached 

320. Inversion of the ordinary position of Acyes, as for instance gimilar 
héyets GAnOéorara instead of adnOeorara deyers (p. 56): Soph. 4 canokae 

Polit. 2 Legg. 3. RONG 

321. 76 wapray (p. 72): Polit. 2 Tim. 2 Legg. 3. 

822. cixds yodv (p. 57): Parm. 1 Soph. 4 Polit. 7 Phil. 5 Legg. 16. 

Other peculiarities of later style extend also over the 
group of Rep. Phaedr. Theaet. : 

323. mavtn mavrws (pp. 67, 101): Phaedr. 1 Parm. 1 Tim. 1 

Legg. 2. 
324. eipnra (p. 10): Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1 Soph.1 Polit. 2 Tim. 3 

Legg. 11. 

325. Superlatives adnOécrara, dpOorata eyes prevail over 
corresponding positives in affirmative answers (Ritter, p. 19, 
corrected by Tiemann, '’ p. 586) only in: Phil. 22/6 Legg 36/22 
and are half as frequent or oftener in Phaedo 4/8 Rep. 29/48 

Phaedr. 2/2 Theaet. 8/14 Soph. 6/10 Polit. 7/8. 
326. yap ovv in short answers (pp. 57, 100): Rep. 4 Theaet. 1 

Parm. 22 Soph. 6 Polit. 5 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 

327. mavTas Kai ay (p. 67): Rep. 1 Phil. 1. 

328. 7) was ... i) was (p. 57): Rep. 1 Phil. 5 Legg. 6. 

329. ad ote: 5): Rep. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 

330. dvayxaiov, dvayxairata (p. 20): Rep. 8 Soph. 1 Phil. 7 

Lege. 4 

331. 7) mas; (p. 24, in questions exacting affirmative answers) : 

Rep. 1 Parm. 1 Soph. 4 Polit. 3 Phil. 5 Legg. 3. 
332. m7; (p. 25): Rep. 4 Parm. 3 Soph. 7 Polit. 6 Phil. 3 

Legg. 8. 

333. was eiwes; (p. 25): Rep. 1 Polit. 8 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 

334. djdov as (pp. 2-3): Rep. 2 Phaedr. 3 Soph. 8 Polit. 2 
Phil. 5 Tim. 4 Critias 1 Legg. 14. 

335. waxp@ (p. 5): Rep. 2 Theaet. 1 Phil. 2 Tim. 1 Legg. 4. 
336. epp7On (p. 10): Rep. 1 Theaet. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 6 Phil. 1 

Tim. 1 Critias 2 Legg. 8. 
337. ¢ywot your doxei (p. 17): Rep. 4 Theaet. 1 Phil. 2 Legg. 1. 
338. ovxovv xpyn or adda ypn (p. 22): Rep. 4 Theaet. 1 Parm. 1 

Soph. 2 Polit. 4 Phil. 3 Lege. 1 
339. kai was; (p. 23): Rep. 6 Theaet. 2 Parm. 1 Soph. 6 Polit. 1 

Phil. 6 Legg. 11. 
340. kat was av; (p. 24): Rep. 2 Theaet. 2 Parm. 1 Soph. 1 

Phil. 1. 

341. €€ dvdyxns (p. 67): Rep. 6 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1 Soph. 5 
Polit. 4 Phil. 2 Tim. 13 Legg. 22. 
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842. adynbeorata, dpOas, dp8orara without A€yers and dpOdrara 
Acyers in affirmative answers (pp. 17, 56): Rep. 57 Phaedr. 1 

Theaet. 6; Parm. 22 Soph. 16 Polit. 26 Phil. 32 Legg. 38. 
(Arnim: Soph. 18 Polit. 29 Legg. 40; Tiemann: Rep. 55 Polit. 28 
Phil. 31 Legg. 35.) 

348. dyAov (pp. 20, and 36, 100): Rep. 24 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 2 
Parm. 2 Polit. 4 Phil. 1 Legg. 4. 

There remain some peculiarities, which, though more 
frequent in the later dialogues, occur also exceptionally 
in one or other of the earlier works : 

344. ovdaun ovdanas or pndauy pndayes (p. 66): Phaedo 1 

Theaet. 1 Parm. 3 Phil. 2 Tim. 2 Legg. 8. 
845. kdA\\toTos Kat apiotos (p. 7): Symp. 1 Phaedr. 1 Tim. 4 

Legg. 4. 

346. eis or kara Svvapuw (p. 6): Crat. 1 Rep. 6 Phaedr. 1 Soph. 3 

Polit. 77 Phil. 4 Tim. 10 Critias 1 Legg. 63. 
347. cies or etpynxas in answers (p. 19) : Gorg. 1 Rep. 1 Theaet.1 

Soph. 2 Polit. 7 Phil. 8 Legg. 11. 
348. vmehuBes (p. 20): Rep. 2 Theaet. 1 Legg. 5. 

349. mwavraract pev ovv (pp. 23, 36): Lach. 1 Rep. 38 Phaedr. 8 

Theaet. 9 Parm. 7 Soph. 10 Polit. 4 Phil. 4 Tim. 1 Legg. 18. 
350. ox<dov without re (p. 3): Apol. 2 Crito 1 Charm. 1 Gorg. 3 

Phaedo 2 Rep. 7 Phaedr. 4 Soph. 26 Polit. 13 Phil. 14 Tim. 9 
Critias 4 Legg. 122. 

351. ra voy as adverb (p. 7): Charm. 1 Prot. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 1 
Soph. 5 Polit. 5 Phil. 9 Tim. 5 Critias 3 Legg. 79. 

352. kai pada (p. 28): Euthyph. 1 Euthyd. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 47 
Phaedr. 3 Theaet. 4; Parm. 2 Soph. 4 Polit. 2 Phil. 7 Legg. 6. 

353. Questions by means of sotos (p. 25): Lach. 1 Crat. 2 

Phaedo 1 Rep. 48 Phaedr. 4 Theaet. 13 Parm. 3 Soph. 32 Polit.36 
Phil. 33 Legg. 47. 

354. mdvv pev ovv prevails over wavu ye in (Ritter, pp. 22-23, 
corrected by Arnim,'* p. 6): Crito 1/0 Rep. 64/40 Phaedr. 3/1 

Theaet. 16/5 Soph. 14/10 Polit. 18/7 Phil. 23/9 Legg. 49/4, and 
is over half as frequent in Lach. 6/10 Prot. 3/8 Phaedo 21/23 
Parm. 15/28. 

355. xdpuv (p. 59): Prot. 1 Gorg. 3 Symp. 1 Rep. 12 Phaedr. 8 
Theaet. 4 Soph. 1 Polit. 3 Phil. 3 Tim. 7 Critias 2 Legg. 33. 

These considerable additions to the number of pecu- 
harities of Plato’s later style led C. Ritter to the same 

general conclusions as those arrived at by Campbell 
twenty years earlier, namely that Soph. Polit. Phil. 
Tim. Critias Legg. are the last works of Plato, and that 
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Rep. Phaedr. Theaet. form a group preceding them. 

At the same time, other inquirers added new observations, 
all confirming this distinction of the above two groups of 
Plato’s works, and happily avoiding repetition of work 
already done. 

XXVIII. Watse. The philological seminary of Bonn 

University, where the dissertations of Roeper and Hoefer 

were written, produced in 1888 a third doctoral disserta- 

tion on the style of Plato, by E. Walbe !* (1888) who 

counted the occurrences of was, its compounds and the 
expressions containing it. Of his predecessors he only 

knew Roeper, Dittenberger, Hoefer, and Schanz. Among 

over a hundred uses of was enumerated by Walbe, the 
following deserve our special attention : 

356. Evvaras (p. 3): Soph. 3 Polit. 1 Phil. 2 Tim. 8 Legg. 1. 
357. of Evymavres or ta EVurarta (p. 11): Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 

Legg. 3. 
358. mas otros oY ovtos mas (p. 36): Crat. 1; Soph. 2 Parm. 2 

Phil. 1 Tim. 2 Critias 1 Legg. 5. 

359. was doticovy (p. 87): Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 

360. Ta mavra yévn (p. 35): Soph. 1 Tim. 2. 

861. ra wavra eidn or pepn (p. 35): Rep. 1 Theaet.6 Parm. 4 
Legg. 1. 

362. 

Legg. 3. 
368. ro Evyray (p. 9): Phaedr. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 1. 

364. wav (aov, meaning ‘ every animal’ (p. 20): Rep. 1 Polit. 1 

Phil. 2 Tim. 2 Legg. 5. 
365. Evpras prevails over das only (p. 4): Soph. 20/8 Polit. 

45/18 Phil. 21/19, while in all other dialogues das is more frequent, 
being in Tim. Legg. over twice as frequent as €vuras. 

366. was and its compounds occur over four times in a page ed. 

Didot (p. 4) in: Soph. 181 Polit. 239 Phil. 209 Tim. 375 Critias 
67 Legg. 1299, rising in Polit. Tim. Critias Legg. to more than five 
and even up to seven times in a page, while in all other dialogues 
they are much scarcer (Euthyd. 102 Crat. 1387 Symp. 142 Rep. 601 

Theaet. 188 Parm. 91, elsewhere less). 
367. das, Evpras, Evydras occur over once in two pages in 

(p. 4): Apol. 12 Crito 7 Lach. 10 Prot. 22 Euthyd. 17 Parm. 17 
Soph. 31 Phil. 42, and over once ina page in: Polit. 6@ Tim. 62 

rovvaytiov day OY damay rovvaytiov (p. 16): Polit. 1 Phil. 1 

135 BH. Walbe, Silesius, Syntaxis Platonicae Specimen (Doctor’s diss.), 

Bonn 1888 (xxxiv). 
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Critias 11 Legg. 255, in all other dialogues less, being over once 
in three pages only in: Meno 8 Gorg. 28 Phaedo 17 Rep. 73 
Phaedr. 17 Theaet. 20. 

368. wav dcov (p.7): Symp. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 4 Legg. 8. 
869. mavra (Ha or (da ravra (p. 31): Phaedo 2 Rep. 2 Soph. 1 

Phil. 3 Tim. 2 Legg. 8 (including two occurrences of (6a Evpruvra 

in Legg.). 
370. das or drav without article or substantive (pp. 5, 7): 

Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 Phaedr. 1 Parm. 3 Tim. 2 Legg. 4. 
371. 7o wav, meaning the universe (omniwm rerwm universitas, 

p- 10), is limited to: Crat.3 Symp. 1 Rep. 1 Theaet. 3 Parm. 1 
Soph. 8 Polit. 7 Phil. 10 Tim. 38 Legg. 11. 

872. ro wav diadepew (pp. 10-11): Polit. 1 Legg. 2. 

873. maca or Graca avdykn (p. 23): Phaedo 2 Rep. 5 Phaedr. 2 
Theaet. 2 Soph. 2 Phil. 1 Tim. 4 Legg. 2. 

874. mas or compounds used together with é€xaoros (p. 37): 
Euthyd. 1 Rep. 2 Theaet. 1 Parm. 1 Soph. 1 Tim. 6 Legg. 1. 

375. mas used with ddos (p. 88): Rep. 2 Soph. 1 Legg. 3. 

XXIX. SreBEcK. In the same year as Walbe’s dis- 

sertation and Ritter’s work was published an original 
investigation on Plato’s style by H. Siebeck,'*° author of 
the History of Psychology. Siebeck, as a psychologist, 

sought for characteristics of Plato’s style revealing 

changes in the author’s state of mind which are capable 
of psychological explanation. He chose for his purpose 
the different classes of affirmative answers, and made a 

step further in the right method of calculating opportu- 
nities for the occurrence of each particular answer, not 

taking, as Ritter did, the sum of all answers as a com- 
parative measure, but the sum of all affirmative answers 

only. Siebeck, moreover, classified all these answers and 

distinguished problematic, assertive, and apodictic affirma- 
tions. The apodictic affirmations, as for instance adnOéo- 

Tata, op0oTata, Tavtatact, &c., are, as Siebeck shows, 

in all cases when the chronological order of two 

dialogues is known from other certain sources, more 
numerous in the later works. They form in the Republic 

136 H. Siebeck, Untersuchungen zwr Philosophie der Griechen, 2° A., 

Freiburg in B., 1888, pp. 253-266: ‘Nachtriige die platonische Frage 

betreffend, I. Sprachstatistisches ’ (xxxv). Siebeck knew among his pre- 

decessors Dittenberger, Frederking, Hoefer, Schanz, and Gomperz. 
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fifty per cent. of all affirmative answers, and in the Laws 
fifty-four per cent. A similar relation is observed in the 
dialectic trilogy. In the Theaetetus Siebeck found thirty- 
eight per cent. apodictic answers, in the Sophist forty-two 
per cent., in the Politicus forty-nine per cent.—while in 

the Protagoras, generally recognised as an early dialogue, 
such answers form only fifteen per cent. of all. More- 

over, in the separate books of the Republic we notice the 
like progress from a more problematic to an apodictic 
certainty. In Book I we find thirty-eight per cent. 
apodictic affirmations, as in the Theaetetus ; in Books II- 

IV they rise to forty-six per cent.; in Books V-IX 

to fifty-four per cent.; in Book X they decline a little, 
being fifty-three per cent. of all affirmative answers. It 
would be an exaggeration to affirm that these numbers 
correspond precisely to the chronological order, because 
the special subject of each work gives greater or fewer 
opportunities for apodictic certainty, and if the Phaedo 
contains forty-nine per cent. apodictic replies, this is no 
sufficient reason for inferring that this dialogue was 
written after the Sophist; still, Siebeck’s method of cal- 

culating the opportunities for different kinds of answers 
marks a progress over Ritter’s first attempt. Siebeck 
also counted the number of simple direct questions, with- 
out any interrogative particle, or with 7 or dpa or pap 
only, in order to find the relative recurrence of these par- 
ticles ; and he found the percentage of questions with dpa 
or wey to be very high in the dialogues of the latest group. 
These investigations increase our list by some charac- 
teristics whose importance outweighs their number : 

376. Over forty in each hundred affirmative answers are 
apodictic (p. 260) only in: Phaedo 83/168 Rep. 669/1342 
Phaedr. 42/76 Parm. 159/392 Soph. 140/329 Polit. 130/268 
Phil. 198/323 Legg. 312/578. In other dialogues the proportion 
is much smaller, coming nearest to the later style in Euthyd. 
45/180 Gorg. 105/821 Crat. 77/238 Theaet. 101/263 (in these 

dialogues over 30 %). 
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apodictic answers or more: Phaedo 20/83 Rep. 141/669 Phaedr. 
10/22 Soph. 31/140 Phil. 32/198 Legg. 69/312. In other 

dialogues the problematic answers occur much oftener, being less 
than one to three apodictic answers only in Euthyd. 12/45 Gorg. 
2/105 Parm. 52/159 Polit. 35/130. 

378. Interrogations by means of dpa form 24 % or more of all 
simple interrogations : Parm. 50/207 Soph. 46/171 Polit. 31/106 

Phil. 56/186 Legg. 95/329, while in all other dialogues dpa is 
much scarcer, the proportion being above 15 % only in: Prot. 
27/140 Crat. 34/172 Phaedo 31/161 Rep. 183/931 Phaedr. 11/72 

Theaet. 39/229, and in other dialogues less. 

XXX. TreMANN. Stylistic investigations on Plato 
became better known after 1888; those of Dittenberger, 
Schanz, Ritter, and Siebeck receiving most attention, but 

still they met with obstinate opposition, and Zeller con- 

tinued to disdainthem. J. Tiemann,!*’ under the influence 

of Ritter’s work, investigated the use of some participles 
with sivaz, and noticed among others the following 
peculiarities : 

379. Particip. aorist. with e’va: (p. 559) : Polit. 2 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 
380. mpéerov with civac: Lach. 1 Gorg. 1 Symp. 1 Tim. 2 

Critias 2 Legg. 7. 
381. mpoonkwy with eivac: Rep. 8 Phaedr. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 
382. Part. praes. with efvac: Euthyph.1 Prot.1 Meno 2 Gorg. 2 

Crat. 2 Symp. 1 Phaedo 1; Rep. 8 Phaedr. 3 Theaet. 3; Soph. 6 
Polit. 8 Phil. 8 Tim. 4 Critias 1 Legg. 11. 

883. Pleonastic use of participles (p. 556) : Lach. 1 Pret. 1 Meno 8 
Enuthyd. 1 Gorg. 3 Crat. 1 Symp. 2 Phaedo 2; Rep. 14 Phaedr. 4 
Theaet. 3; Soph. 7 Polit. 12 Phil. 7 Tim. 12 Critias 4 Legg. 24. 

384. Periphrastic impersonal expressions (p. 556): Symp. 1 
Rep. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 2 Tim. 7 Critias 2 Legg. 10. 

385. aAnOn without A¢yes in affirmative answers (p. 586) : 

Charm. 3 Lach. 1 Prot. 1 Gorg. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 29 Theaet. 9 

Parm. 28 Soph. 7 Polit. 5 Phil. 2 Legg. 4. (The occurrence of 
adn@7 in Prot. and Gorg. has not been noticed by Tiemann, nor by 
C. Ritter, but is mentioned by von Arnim™ p. 9, and has been 

admitted here on his testimony, because an involuntary omission 

87 J. Tiemann, ‘Zum Sprachgebrauch Platos’ in Wochenschrift fiir 

klassische Philosophie, 1889, columns 248-253, 362-366; also in his exten- 

sive review of C. Ritter’s work in the same journal, columns 791-797, 

839-842, Berlin 1889 (xxxvi). The numbers for Parmenides omitted by 

Tiemann have been in some cases added from Arnim’s (see note 144) 

publication. 
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appears more probable than a wrong observation, unless Arnim 
counted as simple adn) some ddnOn déyets.) ddnOy eyes, Very 

common in earlier dialogues, is scarcer afterwards. 

Already C. Ritter had noticed that the abridged forms 

op0as, adnbéctata, opOdTata without Aégyers, as well as 

opGorata even with Aéyers, were limited to Rep. Phaedr. 
Theaet. Parm., and to the six latest dialogues, occurring 

nowhere earlier (842). Tiemann counted the occurrences 

of each of these forms of affirmative answers, and found 

that opOods, op0orara, and adnOéorata, with or without 

Aéyers, though not limited to the latest works, occur in 

them with increased frequency, and may therefore be 
looked upon as peculiarities of later style: 

386. opOas with or without A¢cyes in affirmative answers 
(p. 586): Euthyph. 1 Charm. 1 Meno 1 Crat. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 35 

Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 5 Parm. 18 Soph. 10 Polit. 17 Phil. 13 Legg. 24. 
(Arnim agrees generally with these numbers, but he found no 

op@as in Meno and Crat., and only two in Phil., 25-26 in Legg. 
387. adnOeorara with or without Aéyes in affirmative answers 

(p. 586): Lach. 1 Crat. 1 Symp. 1 Phaedo 4 Rep. 28 Phaedr. 2 

Theaet. 7 Parm. 6 Soph. 5 Polit. 7 Phil. 16 Legg. 23 (Arnim 

Legg. 24). 

388. op@drara with or without Acyes in affirmative answers 
(p. 586): Rep. 10 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1 Parm. 1 Soph. 4 Polit. 8 

Phil. 10 Legg. 12. Arnim: Rep. 11 Phaedr. 2 Soph. 5 Polit. 12 
Phil. 12 Legg. 15 or 16. (In this and the preceding Nos. 385-387 
the numbers for Parmenides, omitted by Tiemann, are quoted 

from Arnim, who slightly differs from Tiemann and Ritter in other 
numbers.) 

XXXI. Lina. Simultaneously with Tiemann, Lina '** 

published at Marburg a dissertation wherein he classi- 

fies no fewer than twenty-one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-one occurrences of prepositions in Plato’s 

works. From his lists the following confirmation of 

earlier results is gathered : 

8s 'T, Lina, De praepositionum usu platonico; dissertatio inauguralis 

Marpurgi 1889 (xxxvii). Of his predecessors Lina knew Dittenberger, 

Schanz, and Ritter. 
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889. xara with the accusative prevails over all other prepositions 
except ev (p. 9): Crat. 75 Polit. 130 Critias 50 Legg. 697, and 
over ev in Soph. 215 Tim. 253. In these dialogues xara cum acc. 
forms 12-15 % of the whole number of prepositions, while 
in other works it is much scarcer, reaching 9 % only in the 
Theaet. and falling to the fourth rank in Parm. (after év, mpos, éx), 

Phil. (after ev, eis, mepi), Legg. B. vi. x. xii. (after é1, eis and ex or 

wept). The prevalence of xara in some dialogues is so much the 
more characteristic, as in the whole of Plato’s text ev (4148), mepi 

(8267), mpos (2292), prevail much over xara (2065). 

390. Twenty-one or more prepositions on each page (ed. Didot) 

occur only in: Phaedr. 819 Polit. 916 Tim. 1733 (82 in one 
page) Critias 363 (383 in one page) Legg. 5249 (22 in one page), 
over 19 in: Lach. 352 Phaedo 945 Rep. 3865 Soph. 757; over 33 in 
two pages in: Prot. 678 Symp. 737 Theaet. 885 Parm. 512 Phil. 

778, elsewhere less. (In this case the superiority of Didot’s edition 
over Teubner’s, as a measure of text, is manifest. Lina gives 
for Polit. the proportion of 11 prepositions to one page, the 
same as for Prot., while from the numbers he quotes it results 
that one page ed. Didot contains in Prot. 17:4 prepositions, in 

Polit. 21°3. This should be carefully borne in mind by all 
future inquirers, who wish to determine how often per page a 

word occurs. The proportion of 11 prepositions to one page ed. 
Teubner is given by Lina also for Lach., with 19°5 preposi- 
tions on one page ed. Didot ; according to his calculations Symp. 
[18-9 prepositions on one page ed. Didot] and Phaedo [19-3 
prepositions on one page ed. Didot| would contain more preposi- 

tions [12 on each page ed. Teubner} than the Politicus [11 pre- 
positions on one page ed. Teubner, and 21°3 prepositions on one 
page ed. Didot]|, while they really contain two prepositions less on 

each page ed. Didot. It follows that the standard of a page varies, 
and that we must be cautious in selecting a measure of text. So 

long as the ideal measure, the number of words of each dialogue, 

remains unknown, there is no safer standard than the pages of 
Didot’s edition for measuring Plato’s text.) 

391. wepi c. accus. prevails over vepi c. gen. (p. 12): Symp. 40/39 

Soph. 76/71 Polit. 92/53 Tim. 116/88 Critias 29/21 Legg. i. v. 

vi. vii. 182/147. This is a very characteristic peculiarity, because 
in all other dialogues the predominance of zepi c. gen. over rept 
ce. acc. is so great that in the dialogues not specified by Lina 

1552 wepi c. gen. correspond to 804 wepi c. ace. 
392. card sundered from the corresponding accus. by 67 (p. 14): 

Meno 1 Rep. 1 Parm. 2 Soph. 2 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

393. idem, by pev (p. 14): Gorg. 1 Rep. 2 Theaet. 2 Polit. 1 

Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 
394. idem, by 6¢ (p. 14): Gorg. 1 Crat. 2 Rep. 4 Theaet. 4 

Parm. 3 Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 5 Critias 3 Legg. 2. 
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395. idem, by ré (p. 14): Rep. 2 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 1 Polit. 1 
Phil. 1 Tim. 4 Legg. 8. 

396. idem, by yé (pp. 14, 75): Charm. 2 Gorg.1Crat. 1 Phaedo1 

Rep. 1 Theaet. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 4 Phil. 5 Tim. 1 Legg. 4. 
397. idem, by a genitive (p. 14): Crat. 1 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 

Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Legg. 3. 

398. idem, by more than one word (p. 15): Gorg. 1 Crat. 1 
Symp. 1 Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Critias 1 Lege. 2. 
399. epi sundered from the corresponding genitive by 67 (p. 16) : 

Theaet. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 2 Legg. 2. 
400. idem, by d¢ (p. 16): Lach. 2 Prot. 8 Crat. 2 Symp. 2 

Rep. 1 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 2 Soph. 2 Polit. 2 Phil. 2 Tim. 2 
Legg. 12. 

401. idem, by ye (p. 16): Euthyph. 2 Phaedo 1 Rep. 1 
Theaet. 1 Phil. 1 Lege. 4. 

402. idem, by re (p. 16): Euthyph. 1 Crito 1 Charm. 1 
Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 7 Theaet. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 3 Phil. 2 
Tim. 2 Critias 1 Legg. 4. 

403. idem, by a genitive (p. 16): Euthyd. 3 Gorg. 3 Phaedo 1 

Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 2 Polit. 2 Critias 1 Legg. 4. 
404. idem, by pev yap (p. 17): Rep. 1 Theaet. 1 Polit. 1. 
405. idem, by three to five words (p. 17): Crat. 2 Rep. 1 

Phil. 1 Tim. 2 Legg. 3. 
406. mepi, sundered from the corresponding accus. by yé 

(p. 18) : Crat. 1 Legg. 2. 

407. idem, by dé (p. 18): Gorg. 8 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 2 

Soph. 3 Polit. 3 Phil. 2 Critias 2 Legg. 2. 
408. idem, by perv (p. 19): Gorg. 2 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 2 

Soph. 3 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 3. 

409. idem, by re (p. 19): Phaedo 1 Rep. 2 Phaedr. 1 Polit. 4 
Phil. 1 Tim. 4 Legg. 9. 

410. idem, by a genitive (p. 19): Euthyph. 1 Lach. 1 
Euthyd. 1 Crat.1 Symp. 1 Rep. 3 Phaedr. 2 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 
Legg. 3. 

411. idem, by two or three words (p. 19): Symp. 1 Rep. 2 
Phaedr. 1 Tim. 1. 
412. wepi placed after the substantive which depends on it The very 

(anastrophe) was not very much used by writers earlier than Plato frequent 
(as for instance Thucydides), while in Plato it forms over 17 % use of répe 

of all occurrences of this preposition, and after Plato it became jn ana- 

still more common. But this use is not equally frequent in all strophe 
dialogues; it does not occur in Crito Charm., forms under 5 % 4,.... 
of all occurrences of wepi in Prot. Euthyd. Crat. Phaedo, rises er the 
above 6 % in Apol. 2/24 Euthyph. 3/87 Meno 5/50 Gorg. 9/92 Pa 

Symp. 3/89 Parm. 2/30 Critias 2/21, above 10 % in Lach. 10/78 cla 
Theaet. 14/123 Tim. 13/88; and above 20 % only in: Rep. 60 and poms 

K 2 
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(22 %) Phaedr. 18 (21 %) Soph. 16 (22 %) Polit. 12 (21 %) 
Phil. 21 (832 %) Legg. 139 (29 %) (calculated from the table 

given by Lina on p. 29). 
413. Between a genitive and a following zépx belonging to it, 

is placed a yé (p. 26): Gorg. 1 Phil. 1. 
414, idem, d¢ (p. 27): Gorg. 1 Rep. 1 Legg. 9. 
415. idem, 7 (p. 27): Prot. 1 Phaedr. 2 Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 

Legg. 8. 
416. idem, ré (p. 27): Euthyph. 1 Gorg. 1 Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 

Rep. 17 Theaet. 1 Soph. 1 Polit. 2 Phil. 3 Tim. 1 Critias 1 

Legg. 12. 
417. idem, a genitive (p. 27): Phil. 1 Legg. 2. 

418. Between a genitive depending on rép: and the following 

méptis placed another word (not one of the above particles (413— 

416), but including the genitives counted in 417) or more words 

(p. 27): Apol. 1 Lach. 1 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 3 Theaet. 1 Soph. 3 

Polit. 1 Phil. 3 Legg. 17. 
419. ava doyov (in the same meaning as kara Aoyor = in pro- 

portion) or ava Tov adroy hoyor (p. 85): Phaedo 2 Rep. 2 Tim. 6 
Legg. 1. 

420. xara c. genit. after a verbwm dicendi in the same mean- 

ing as epi (p. 87): Charm. 1 Meno 2 Euthyd. 1 Crat. 1 Symp. 1 
Phaedo 1 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Soph. 1 Legg. 2. 

421. idem, after a verbwm agendi (p. 37): Meno 2 Phaedo 1; 

Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 
422. xara c. accus. to designate the direction of a movement 

(for which generally the genitive is used) meaning towards or to or 

in (pp. 39, 40) : Symp. 1 (190 E: cara rHv yaorepa) Phaedo 1 (114 a: 

kara Tv Aiwyvnv) Rep. 1 (614 D) Tim. 8 Critias 4 Legg. 1 (905 a). 
423. idem, metaphorically (pp. 39-41): Crat. 1 Symp. 4 (205 pD: 

Kata xpnyatirpoy etc.) Rep. 1 (896 p) Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 2 Parm. 2 
Soph. 4 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 Tim. 2 Legg. 4. 

424. xara c. accus. to designate the diffusion of something over 
or through some space or place (p. 41): Prot. 1 (813 D: xara ras 

modes) Crat. 1 Symp. 1 Phaedo 2 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1 
Tim. 18 Critias 1 Legg. 2 (indicatur aliquid per aliquem locum 
diffund?). 

425. idem, metaphorically: Rep. 1 Theaet. 1 Parm.1 Soph. 2 
Polit. 1 Phil. 2 Legg. 6. 

426. xara c. acc. to designate a place (= in) in such phrases as 

Kata TO7OY, OY KaTa x@pay, OY KaT doTv (kata oA is not counted, 
because Lina does not quote all the numerous occurrences of this 

phrase) (p. 483): Gorg. 1 Rep. 1 Tim. 4 Critias 4 Legg. 6. 
427. xara pecov (p. 43): Phaedo 1 (118 a) Rep. 1 Soph. 1 

Tim. 1 Critias 4 Legg. 2. 
428. xara Oddarray (p. 44): Rep. 1 Polit. 1 Legg. 9. 
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429. kar dyopav or kar ayopds (p.44): Rep. 2 Theaet. 1 Parm. 1 
Polit. 1 Legg. 7, 

430. xara xaipov (p. 47): Polit. 1 Legg. 2. 

431. kar’ éxeivoy Tov xpovov (p. 47): Polit. 2 Tim. 3 Legg. 5. 

432. xa tmvoy (p. 47): Tim. 8 Legg. 1. 
433. xara Bpaxyv = pauluwm, non multum (p. 57): Soph. 2 Tim. 1 

Legg. 2 (In Prot. and Gorg. the same words mean according to 
Lina breviter). 

434. xara (rd) d6pOov (p. 57): Soph. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

435. xara pépos (p. 59): Soph. 1 Legg. 2. 
436. xara pépn (p. 59): Rep. 1 Theaet. 1 Parm. 4 Tim. 3 

Legg. 2. 

437. xara phva (p. 60): Rep. 1 Legg. 8. 

438. xara Tvxny (p. 63): Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Soph. 1 Legg. 2. 

439. duoiov kara Tiva (p. 67): Phaedo 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

440. ro (or Ta) Kara Te (TO GHpa, Tas emicTHuas, Ke.), Meaning 

‘ampliorem quam simplex substantivum notionem’ (p. 71): 

Euthyd. 1 Gorg. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Soph. 1 Critias 1 
Legg. 8. 

441. xara c. accus. without any grammatical relation to any 

part of the phrase, and meaning ‘ quod attinet ad,’ is found only 
(p. 72): Meno 1 (72 A: xara rv eixkova) Rep. 1 (614 D: kata to 

érepw) Theaet. 1 (153 D: xara ra Oupara) Phil. 1 (17 c: xara 

réxynv) Critias 1 (109 C: kar’ GAovs Torovs) Legg. 1 (812 A: xara 

THY uTobecw). 

442. xara c. acc. meaning ‘quantwm attinet ad’ (p. 72): 

Symp. 1 (185 B: xa avrov) Legg. 2 (715 D, 928 B). 
443. xara with the accus. meaning ‘according to somebody,’ 

or after somebody’s fashion (p. 56): Apol. 1 Meno 1 Euthyd. 1 
Gorg. 2 Symp. 2 Phaedr. 3 Theaet. 1 Parm. 1 Legg. 2. 

444. xara wapdderypa or kata ourOeay after a verbum dicendr 

or agendi (p. 52): Meno 2 Soph. 1 Polit. 2 Tim. 2 Legg. 1. 
445. xara forming a hiatus with a following a, e, 7 or o (pp. 22- 

23): Meno 2 Gorg. 1 Symp. 1 Rep. 5 Phaedr. 2 Parm. 3 Polit. 1 
Critias 1 Legg. 5. 

446. xara Oeov (p. 63 divina quadam sorte): Euthyd. 1 
Rep. 1 Soph. 1 Legg. 8. 

447. xara c. acc. in the distributive meaning after a verbum 
dividendi (except kar’ eidn StatpetcOac which is too frequent for 
enumeration, p. 58): Meno 1 Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Soph. 3 Polit. 3 

Tim. 3 Legg. 3. 

XXXIT-XXXITTT. BARON. VAN CLEEF. After so 

many investigations on the Platonic vocabulary in three 
years (1886-1889), the subject remained untouched during 

the following seven years, though some authors wrote on 
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other aspects of Plato’s style, ignoring the relation 

between style and chronology. Compared with the 
laborious German dissertations, the French thése of 

C. Baron! on the form of Plato’s writings appears 
almost a rhetorical exercise. A student of the Univer- 
sity of Bonn, Van Cleef,’ of Ohio, spent much time in 

minute research on the use of attraction in Plato, but 

he deprived us of some additional characteristics of 

Plato’s later style by mixing in his statistical tables 
dialogues of different dates without any distinction of 

single works. He followed Christ in uniting Rep. Parm. 
Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. Critias Legg. into one class of 
so-called constructive dialogues; and he observed that 

the use of attraction, while occurring in the sum of Plato’s 

works about thirty-eight times in every one hundred 
pages, is reduced in this group to only fourteen cases in 

one hundred pages of text. This result tends to show 
that attraction generally was not a peculiarity of later 

style, but we are left uncertain whether this refers 

equally to all the eight dialogues of the group, or only to 

some of them. The group which Van Cleef calls con- 

structive dialogues contains, besides the recognised six 
latest dialogues, only Republic and Parmenides, so that 

we may admit as probable that the use of attraction 
decreased in Plato’s later style; and as all the passages 
are enumerated by Van Cleef, whoever cared to under- 

take the task of a new classification and methodic dis- 

position of the materials collected by him might draw 
very interesting chronological conclusions, or at least 

afford fresh confirmation to the chronological conclusions 

arrived at otherwise. 
XXXIV.-XXXV. GRUNWALD. BERTRAM. From 

the instructive collection of proverbs found in Plato by 

189 CG. Baron, De Platonis dicendi genere, Paris 1891 (xxxviii). 

110 F. L. van Cleef, Ohianus, De attractionis in enuntiationibus relativis 

usu platonico (Doctor’s diss. Bonn University), Bonn 1890 (xxxix). 
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E. Griinwald ™! it is again impossible to draw any chrono 
logical inferences, because proverbs are seldom repeated, 
and cannot be regarded as peculiar to any given period 

of Plato’s style. Also Bertram’s interesting contribution 
on the use of metaphor in Plato '” contains nothing that 

could be included in our list. 
XXXVI. Campspett. All the foregoing writers on 

Plato’s language, from Roeper to Van Cleef, ignored 

Campbell’s Introduction to the Sophist and Politicus, 
though after the publication of Ritter’s book Campbell 

again on several occasions recalled his first investigations. 
But he published these later articles in journals of 

limited circulation on the Continent, as the Transactions 

of the Oxford Philological Society, or the Bibliotheca 

Platonica. 8 Consequently the coincidence of results 
between Campbell and the German style statisticians 

was known to none but the Scotch philologer himself, 

while the few generally known German dissertations 

naturally failed to secure a general recognition of the 

results obtained by them alone. There is reason to 

think that Campbell’s more recent investigations on 
Plato’s use of language, fillmg 175 pages in the second 

volume of the monumental edition of the Republic by 

Jowett and Campbell (3 vols., Oxford 1894), will likewise 

escape the attention of German and French students of 

Platonic style, unaccustomed to look for such original 

41 Dr. Eugen Griinwald, Sprichwérter und sprichwortliche Redensarten 

bei Plato, Berlin 1893. (Programme des Cours du College Royal Frangais 

de Berlin) (xl). 
142 Heinrich Bertram, ‘ Die Bildersprache Platons,’ Beilage zum Jahres- 

bericht der kiniglichen Landesschule Pforta, Naumburg a. S. 1895 (xli). 

183 Transactions of the Oxford Philological Society, 1888-1889, pp. 25— 

42, June 14, ‘On the position of the Sophistes, Politicus, and Philebus in 

the order of the Platonic Dialogues, and on some characteristics of Plato’s 

latest writings,’ by Professor Lewis Campbell of St. Andrews (xlii); and on 

the same subject in Bibliotheca Platonica, an exposition of the Platonic 

Philosophy edited by Thos. M. Johnson, Osceola, Mo. U.S.A. vol. i. July, 

August 1889, N. 1, pp. 1-28: Prof. L. Campbell : ‘On some recent attempt 

towards ascertaining the chronological order of the composition of Plato’s 

dialogues’ (xlili). 
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labours in the Appendices to an edition of a single 
dialogue. It would, however, exceed the limits of the 

present survey to epitomise this last work of Campbell, 

which should stand on the shelves of every philological 

library. Enough to state that this new publication of 
Campbell is of no less importance for our knowledge of 

Plato’s style than his Introduction to the Sophist and 

Politicus written thirty years ago, and forms a splendid 

continuation of the work he began in 1861 by his edition 

of the Theaetetus. A full syntax of Plato’s language, 

illustrated by quotations not only from the Republic but 

from other dialogues, it confirms in many details the 
close relation of the Phaedrus and Theaetetus to the 

Republic on one side, and of the Sophist, Politicus, 
Philebus to Timaeus, Critias, Laws on the other side. 

XXXVII. Von Arnim. The want of centralisation 

in Platonic studies is illustrated by the curious fact that 
quite recently an author who undertook researches on 

one aspect of Plato’s vocabulary, J. von Arnim '* (1896), 

Professor at the University of Rostock, not only knew 

nothing of Campbell’s publications, but even ignored 

Ritter’s book, having read nothing on the style of Plato 

but the articles of Dittenberger and Schanz. ‘ 
On the other hand, it is very instructive to note that 

von Arnim, after careful comparison of twenty-six cha- 

M4 Joannis ab Arnim, De Platonis dialogis, Quaestiones chronologicae, 

ad scholas quae in hac universitate Rostochiensi per semestre hibernum 

inde a d. XVI M. Octobris A. MDCCCXCVI habebuntur iwitant Rector 

et concilium. Rostock 1896 (xliv). The numbers given by Arnim are in 

some cases different from the numbers given by C. Ritter. In such cases 

the larger number has been included in our list, because an omission is more 

likely to happen than that one passage should be counted as two, if the work 

is done carefully. But von Arnim sometimes changes his classification, so 

that he quotes different numbers for the same dialogue, as, for instance, twelve 

opOdTara Ae€yers in the Laws in § 13, and thirteen in § 14; two adAn@éorata 

Aéyets in the Politicus in § 10, and five in $14; one ép@ds Aéyeis in the 
Politicus in § 14, and none in § 11, &c. Also his numbers for the pecu- 

liarities which have been collected by C. Ritter and Tiemann show some 

considerable differences, as, for instance, he did not find 6p@és in the 

Philebus, while C. Ritter and Tiemann found it eleven times. 
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racteristic marks of Plato’s style, came independently to 

the same conclusions as Campbell in 1867, and as Ritter 
in 1888. He recognised that Soph. Polit. Phil. Tim. 
Critias Legg. are the latest of Plato’s works, and that 
the group preceding them contains the Republic, Phae- 

drus, Theaetetus, and Parmenides. Many of Arnim’s 

observations are new, and furnish us with several 

additional peculiarities of Plato’s later style : 

448. vai, wavu ye, ravu pev ovv form less than one-third of all 

affirmative answers (p. 6): Rep. 195 Phaedr. 11 Theaet. 58 Parm. 97 

Soph. 71 Polit. 54 Phil. 52 Legg. 76, being in Rep. Phaedr. 
Phil. Legg. even less than one-fourth of all affirmative answers, 
while they form in all earlier dialogues over one-third, and in 
Meno Euthyd. Gorg. Crat. even over one-half of all answers. 

449. xadés and xadés taitra ye, as affirmative answers (p. 9): 
Rep. 1 Soph. 2 Polit. 6 Legg. 6. 

450. xd\\cora and xka\X\tora ye as affirmative answers (p. 9): 
Phil. 1 Legg. 1. 

451. Rhetorical interrogations meaning affirmative answers (as: 
Ti pny ; G\da Ti pHv; Ti yap KodVEL; GAA Ti pEeAXeL ; Ti yap ov wedKet ; 

ti 61 yap ov; Ti yap ov; Ti 8’ ov pedAde; TiO? od; Tas yap ay Aas ; 

TOs yap ov péAder; Tas yap ov; Tas O ov peAAeL; Kal TaS OV; THs 
Sov ;) were increasing in Plato’s later works. They form over 
20 % of all interrogations in (p. 14): Phaedr. 24/62 Soph. 
49/240 Polit. 46/210 Phil. 59/257 Legg. 105/409, over one- 

tenth in Euthyph. 6/44 Crito 2/14 Rep. 125/925 Theaet. 23/198 
“Parm. 38/298, over 5 % in Lach. 4/49 Gorg. 16/239 Phaedo 
12/131 and less in Charm. 3/67 Meno 3/130 Euthyd. 1/68 Crat. 

6/176. 
452. Interrogations by ri prevail over those by zés only in 

(p. 15): Phaedr. 12/2 Theaet. 15/8 Phil. 34/25 Legg. 58/55, while 

they are in all other dialogues much scarcer (being in Rep. 49/71 

Parm. 9/29 Soph. 15/34 Polit. 22/24). 
453. Interrogations asking for a better explanation of something 

said before (p. 16) are missed in many dialogues. They are found 

in: Lach. 4 Gorg. 1 Crat. 7 Rep. 62 Phaedr. 6 Theaet. 15 Parm. 3 

Soph. 37 Polit. 41 Phil. 43 Legg. 63. 
454. xahas, xaddAtoTa, dpiota, opOas, 6pOdrara, Sikaisrara, Kai pan’ 

eixor@s in affirmative answers with other verbs than dA€yers, 
namely, with cies, cipnxas, ay Néyous, eim@v, eipnra, form a class 
missed in earlier dialogues, but found in (p, 11): Rep. 3 Phaedr. 2 

Soph. 3 Polit. 7 Phil. 8 Legg. 17. 
455. xahos, opbas, 

addnéecrata, avayxatérara, used as affirmative answers without verb, 
kadA\iota, ap.ota, opOorara, ocaeorara, 
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are limited to (p. 11): Rep. 59 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 7 Parm. 18 
Soph. 23 Polit. 38 Phil. 19 Tim. 1 Legg. 36. 

456. eixés used in affirmative answers (p. 12): Lach. 1 Prot.1 
Meno 1 Gorg. 1 Crat. 3 Phaedo 5 Rep. 20 Theaet. 3 Parm. 2 

Polit. 5 Phil. 3 Legg. 12 (in earlier dialogues ¢o:xev prevails). 
457. Instead of the ordinary formula guovye doxet appear later 

a class of other similar expressions (Soke? jou, Soxet yap pot, wor Soxel, 
Kat enol Ooxel, ewol wev Soke, Kal €uolt ovT@ Soxet, ov’ ewot GAX@s Soxet, 

enol your doxet), Which are found in (p. 12): Lach. 1 Meno 8 Crat. 7 

Symp. 1 Phaedo 1 Rep. 18 Theaet. 2 Phil. 2 Legg. 1. (See above 
No. 387.) 

XXXVITI. CAMPBELL’S LAST OBSERVATIONS. As 

Campbell was the first to apply the study of Plato’s 

vocabulary to Platonic chronology, so it happens that he 

also added thirty years later the final supplement to 

these investigations.’ The position of the Parmenides had 
been one of the most difficult problems, and had been 

recognised as such by C. Ritter, who was even led to doubt 

the authenticity of this dialogue. Campbell recently 
undertook to prove that, however exceptional the stylistic 

character of this dialogue may be, it contains a consider- 
able number of words peculiar to the latest group, or at 

least not used before the Republic, namely : 

458. dreypia meaning infinitas: Parm. 1 

(numbers according to Ast). 

459. : Parm. 1 Critias 1 Legg. 1. 

460. icov as adverb: Parm. 2 Tim. 2 Critias 1. 
461. ioriov: Parm. 1 Legg. 1. 
462. civdvo: Parm. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1 (in Symp. ovv re dv’ 

quoted from Homer). 
463. wepioros: Parm. 2 Tim. 1. 

464. povws: Parm. 1 Tim. 1. 

465. wapypeyeOns: Parm. 2 Legg. 1. 

466. mavrodareas: Parm. 1 Legg. 1. 

467. yupvacia: Theaet. 1 Parm. 1 Legg. 2. 

Phil. 1 Legg. 1 

dtapeero 

143 T,, Campbell, ‘On the place of the Parmenides in the order of the 

Platonic Dialogues,’ in the Classical Review for April 1896, vol. x. pp. 129- 

136. This closes the list of forty-five publications on the style of Plato 

here reviewed, out of which only twenty contained materials suitable for 

our chronological purposes, and included in our list of peculiarities. 
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Phaedr. 2 Parm. 2 Soph. 1 Legg. 1. 

Rep. 2 Theaet. 2 Parm. 2 Soph. 4 Tim. 6 
468. 6poiwpa : 

469. axivnros: 

Legg. 8 
470. avaravia: 

471. dvomo.drns : 

Tim. 2 Legg. 1. 
472. dvoyow®: Rep. 1 Theaet. 3 Parm. 3 Tim. 1. 
473. dmeipos = infinitus: Rep. 5 Phaedr. 1 Theaet. 3 Parm. 9 

Soph. 2 Polit. 2 Phil. 13 Legg. 3. 
474. axépavros: Rep. 1 Theaet. 2 Parm.1 Soph. 3 Polit. 1 Phil. 1 

Tim. 1 Critias 1 Legg. 1 
475. aréyw = disto: Rep. 1 Parm. 2 Tim. 1 Critias 2 Legg. 2. 
476. amwidavos: Phaedr. 1 Parm. 1 Legg. 1. 
477. azpenns: Rep. 1 Parm. 2 Legg. 1. 
478. BéBnxa=insisto: Rep. 1 Parm. 1 Tim. 2 Critias 1. 
479. ypappa=liber: Rep. 1 Phaedr. 3 Parm. 7 Polit. 

Tim. 5 Critias 4 Legg. 10. 
480. deororeia: Rep. 1 Parm. 3 Legg. 1. 
481. dvaxovm: Rep. 1 Parm. 2 Soph. 1 Polit. 1 Tim. 1. 
482. Rep. 1 Theaet. 4 Parm. 1 Phil. 2. 

483. Rep. 1 Parm. 1 Legg. 1. 
484. repeto: Rep. 8 Theaet. 2 Parm. 1 

Polit. 3 
485. 

in Rep. 
486. 

487. 

488. 

489. 

490. 

491. 

Rep. 1 Parm. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 3 
Rep. 2 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1 Parm. 8 Polit. 3 

2 Phil. 1 

Stahoporns : 

eEurovpae : 

emaveyu = revertor, 
Tim. 1 Legg. 4 
ovk evko\os = difficult: Rep. 1 Parm. 1 Legg. 2 (while 

I 329 p, 330 A, evkoXos is used in another meaning). 

etmetns : Rep. 3 Phaedr. 1 Parm. 1 Soph. 2 Legg. 2. 
iyvesm: Rep. 1 Phaedr. 1 Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Legg. 2. 

Rep. 4 Parm. 1 Legg. 1. 

pndanov: Rep. 1 Parm. 2 Soph. 1 Phil. 1 Legg. 8. 
Rep. 2 Parm. 1 Phil. 5 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

nanos: Rep. 8 Theaet. 2 Parm. 1 Legg. 8. 
492. écxiaypapynpevos: Rep. 3 Parm. 1 Legg. 1. 

493. otépoua, Med. : Rep. 4 Phaedr. 2 Theaet. 1 Parm. 2 Soph. 1 

Phil. 1 Legg. 4. 

peOictapat : 

puKTOS : 

The following words occur also exceptionally in some 

earlier dialogue : 

Phaedo 1 Rep. 2 Parm. 5 Phil. 1 Tim. 5 Legg. 5. 

Phaedo 1 Parm. 3 Tim. 2. 

Phaedo 3 Rep. 2 Parm. 1 Polit. 1 Legg. 5. 
Phaedo 2 Rep. 9 Parm. 2 Soph. 1 Polit.1 Phil. 1 

494. avicos: 

495. advucorns: 

496. dearofa: 

497. mavtehas : 

Tim. 1 Legg. 2. 
498. avyxpivecbar: Phaedo 2 Parm. 2 Tim. 4 Legg. 2. 

Gorg. 2 Rep. 2 Parm. 3 Soph. 1 Tim. 1 Legg. 1. 

Meno 1 Theaet. 3 Parm. 2 Phil. 4 Tim. 5 
499. ooosTep: 

500. cvpuperpos : 

Critias 1 Legg. 7. 

words 

into the 

language 

of prose. 

This valu- 

able addi- 

tion to our 

list makes 

the num- 

ber suf- 

ficient for 

a more 

methodic 

interpre- 

tation of 

stylistic 

observa- 

tions than 

has been 

attempted 

heretofore. 
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tion of our 

choice of 
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later style 
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for which 
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tion of 

occur- 

rences 

might be 

found in 

the 

authors to 

whom we 
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facts. 
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Some other words quoted by Campbell, as pérpov, — 

O0L@, Opp, Tépas, weptéyo, might be included in our 

list, as they occur besides the Parmenides only in later 

dialogues and occasionally in Meno and Cratylus. But 

for the purpose of drawing our conclusions from these 

long enumerations, a round number of five hundred 

stylistic peculiarities (including more than fifty-eight 

thousand observations) 1s more convenient, and suffices 

to show by what method correct chronological conclu- 

sions can be obtained from such observations. 

On the interpretation of stylistic observations. 

In selecting the above five hundred peculiarities of 

Plato’s style from the much greater number found in the 

writings of so many authors, the choice has been limited 

to characteristics occurring in one or more of the six 
dialogues held independently by Campbell, Dittenberger, 

Schanz, C. Ritter, and von Arnim to be the latest. 

Another limitation was imposed by the circumstance that 

the great majority of authors, ignoring the chronological 

bearing of their researches, often failed to state ex- 
pressly whether a collection of passages containing a 

certain word or expression was intended to be exhaustive, 

and such enumerations could not be included in our list, 

though they might have been very suitable for our pur- 

pose, and were perhaps looked upon as complete by the 

investigators. A further deficiency of our list results 

from the circumstance that nobody has made such a 

special study of the vocabulary of other dialogues as 

Campbell has of the Sophist and Politicus. This gives 
in the above enumeration a prominence to these two 

dialogues slightly exceeding the real proportional measure. 

Otherwise we may offer the above list as a fair and 

impartial sample of observations made on Plato’s style, 
prepared without any preconceived aim other than the 
knowledge of facts necessary for a methodical inquiry 
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into the question as to how far stylistic observations afford 
means of settling chronological difficulties. 

The method of interpreting stylistic observations 

has been heretofore very defective in almost all the 

authors reviewed. Generally little care or thought has 

been given to the logical co-ordination of results obtained 
through tiresome philological labour. It seems that the 

elementary conditions of a calculation of probabilities 

by their numerical evaluation were utterly ignored by 
all except Lewis Campbell. This discredited the stylis- 
tic method in the eyes of impartial thinkers like Zeller. 

In order to obtain correct conclusions, future inquirers 
should avoid the following errors common to the majority 
of the authors above mentioned : 

1. While a general notion of the necessity of mea- 
suring the length of each dialogue before comparing 
stylistic peculiarities was universally accepted, nobody 
tried to compare methodically the different possible 
measures; and the pages of Stephanus or of Teubner 

were considered nearly uniform, while they differ widely, 

according to the number of notes in Stephanus and the 
more orless dramatic character of the text in Teubner’s 

edition: so much so that in the latter one page may 

contain twice as many words as another (see, for in- 

stance, p. 7 or 48, ed. Teubner, in Parmenides correspond- 

ing to thirty-four lines in Didot, and p. 425 in Politicus, 

occupying only twenty-one lines in Didot’s edition). That 
this may greatly influence our conclusions, we have seen 

specially in the case of Lina’s statistics of prepositions. 
Here for the first time a more precise measure has 

been found by comparing all the editions of Plato from 
Stephanus up to the present time. The pages of the 

editio princeps (Aldina 1503), though uniformly printed, 

are too large for a measure. Among modern editions 

the most equal pages convenient for comparison are 

those of the edition of Didot. These are used in the 
following calculations; though the best measure would 

We need 
a better 
method 
for the 
interpre- 
tation of 
facts than 
our pre- 
decessors, 
who did 
not apply 
much 

logic to 
philo- 
logical 
labour. 

No 

uniform 

measure 

of text has 

been used, 

the pages 

of the 

editions 
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quoted 

being 

unequal. 

Of all 

existing 

editions 

that of 

Didot 

has been 

found to 

afford 

the most 

uniform 

measure 

of text. 
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authors 
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evidence 
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always 
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great 
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be a hundred or a thousand words. This has not yet 
been applied to the text of Plato. 

2. Nobody except Campbell had a correct idea as to 

the number of peculiarities required for correct conclu- 
sions. Campbell had compared hundreds of peculiarities 
and he was cautious enough to look upon his conclusions 
as only probable, not certain. Dittenberger and Schanz 

believed that a few important observations were sufficient 

for a stylistic classification of dialogues, wherein they 

came near to Teichmiiller and Schoene, who decided the 

question of style on a single stylistic peculiarity. C. 

Ritter was so confident after an observation of forty pecu- 
liarities of later style that he declined further discussion 

with those who did not recognise the correctness of 

his view. Even such a methodical author as Droste 

was led to a wrong conclusion about the Phaedo by a 
very small number of observations. Kugler doubted 

the authenticity of the Parmenides because he found a 

dozen more occurrences of pévtoe than he expected in 

this dialogue. Von Arnim placed the Lysis after Sym- 
posium arid Phaedo because he found ré wHv once used in 

this small dialogue. All such conclusions are based on 
an erroneous conception of the use of statistics. Style 
statistics, like all statistics, require great numbers. Even 

nearly seven hundred peculiarities observed by Campbell 

were insufficient to determine the place of Theaetetus, 

Phaedrus, and Philebus. If Campbell avoided in an 

admirable way the smallest error in his conclusions, 
he owes it not alone to the number of his observations, 

but to his intuitive estimate of their importance. He 
dealt chiefly with very accidental peculiarities, words 
occurring only in two or three dialogues; and this 
explains why his great numbers were only sufficient 

for a determination of the latest group. In our own 

list we have many peculiarities of great importance, 

and thus, though the total number of peculiarities is 
smaller than in Campbell’s calculations, our conclusions 
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‘not only confirm his results, but extend over some earlier 

dialogues, as to the order of which nothing could be 
inferred by previous authors from stylistic observations. 

We must lay it down as a rule for future inquirers 
that no inferences from less than some hundred pecu- 

lhiarities are valid, and that the __..:ectness of the inferences 

from smaller numbers of observations made by Ditten- 

berger, Schanz, C. Ritter, von Arnim, is due to the cir- 

cumstance that they selected exceptionally important 
peculiarities. 

3. Nobody has hitherto observed that only exactly 

equal amounts of text should be compared in order to 
give precise conclusions. Dialogues of different size 

were compared, instead of taking as a standard measure 
a certain amount of text of each dialogue. For this 

purpose it is necessary to quote the passages in which 

every observed peculiarity occurs. As this has been 
done neither by Campbell, nor by Dittenberger, nor 

Schanz, nor C. Ritter, nor Tiemann, nor Siebeck, on 

whose observations a great part of our list is based, we 

are unable to introduce the required completeness into 

our calculations, but we shall make due allowance for the 

size of the compared dialogues, admitting as a rule that 

the stylistic comparisons are inconclusive unless the pre- 

sumed later work is equal or smaller in size. A greater 
number of later peculiarities in a longer work can lead 

to valid conclusions only under exceptional circumstances. 
4. The different importance of stylistic peculiarities 

has not been accounted for, except by Campbell in one 
way, and by C. Ritter to a certain extent, when he dis- 
tinguished the repeated peculiarities contained in Republic, 

Phaedrus, and Theaetetus, as well as in the latest group. 

This distinction is quite insufficient ; and at least four 
degrees of importance must be accepted in order to give 

us the full advantage of the existing observations. 

5. Nobody except Campbell made a proper use of 

accidental peculiarities, which are far the most numerous 

not sup- 

plemented 
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portance. 
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able mate- 

rial for 
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tions. 

Each pe- 

culiarity 

should be 
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apart, not 
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others 

into one 
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cept when 

the class 
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This has 
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cases, 

while 

some pe- 

culiarities 

counted 

together 

differ 

widely 
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class of observations. Very important peculiarities are 
very few, while accidental coincidences may be found by 
the thousand. And their accidental character, even if 

fully recognised as accidental, does not deprive them of 
chronological importance, if sufficient numbers of such 
accidental coincidences are taken into consideration. The 
single occurrence is accidental, though it may be ex- 
ceedingly significant, as, for instance, the occurrence of 

uébeEvs in Parmenides and Sophist. But if one dialogue 
has twice as many accidental coincidences with the Laws 

as another, this result is no more accidental than the 

difference of mortality between England and Spain. 

6. The tendency to limit observation to peculiarities 

appearing to be important had the result that artificial 
classes of similar peculiarities were counted together. 

Sometimes such divisions are justified, as, for instance, Sie- 

beck’s classification of answers into apodictic, problematic, 
and assertive, or von Arnim’s rhetorical interrogations and 
interrogations asking for a better explanation. Also the 
classes of newly invented adjectives, or of adjectives desig- 

nating a species, are perfectly natural and characteristic. 

But in all such cases the single peculiarities forming a 

class should also be counted apart, whereby a much more 

exact numerical evaluation of affinity between different 

works might be secured. This has not been done by 
C. Ritter, nor by von Arnim, or at least they only give 
the total number of occurrences of different expressions 

not forming a natural class, as, for instance, vai, rdvu ye, 

mavu pev ovv, Which have nothing else in common than 
that they are the most frequent answers. This should 

be avoided in future investigations. Many very valuable 
observations were cast away as useless, because they did 

not show at once an evident difference between one group 

of dialogues and another. C. Ritter confesses to having 
traced through all the works of Plato many expres- 
sions, which he did not include in his tables, merely 

because they appeared not to be peculiar to well-marked 
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sroups. All these observations have their value if they 
are treated by the right method. 

Method of measuring stylistic affinities. 

The above critical observations on the work of our 
predecessors are made in the hope that future inquirers 

will turn them to account. Our aim is not to add new 
facts, nor even to give an exhaustive survey of facts found 

by others. From Riddell’s digest of idioms, from van 

Cleef’s long enumerations, specially from Ast’s Lexicon, 

and from nearly all the publications above quoted, it 

would be easy to collect some thousands of style-charac- 

teristics, instead of the half thousand included in our 

list. But the mere enumeration leads to no valid con- 

clusions, unless we attempt an exact numerical defini- 
tion of the affinities existing between several dialogues. 

For a first attempt to find a numerical equivalent of 

stylistic affinity between various works not by mere 

counting but also by weighing of the evidence, we 

needed a greater number of facts than has been known 
heretofore to any single author; but we found that five 
hundred peculiarities, selected at random from the special 
investigations, were sufficient for our purpose. We feel 

also justified in limiting the comparison to twenty-two 
dialogues of unquestionable authenticity, which at the 

same time happen to be the only works containing some 
hints as to the logical theories of Plato, while the remain- 

ing spurious or doubtful dialogues are of no logical 
importance. Still, so far as these other dialogues have 
been taken into account by some of the authors to whom 

we owe our facts, it appears that they contain a surpris- 
ingly small number of Platonic idioms. It is extremely 

exceptional to find a rare use of language illustrated by 
examples from other dialogues than those of admitted 

authenticity, even on the part of inquirers who had 

L 

from each 

other. 
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greater 

number 
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easily be 
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authors 
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searched all the texts bearing Plato’s name, including 
those which are generally recognised to be spurious. 

In order to draw our conclusions, we begin by recog- 

nising four degrees of importance, distinguishing stylistic 

peculiarities : 
I. The most numerous class are accidental peculiarities, 

such as words or idioms occurring only once in a dia- 

logue. Asa word cannot occur less than once, it is not 

less rare or less accidental when occurring once in a small 

dialogue than in a large one. In all such cases the ob- 

served coincidence is liable to be removed by some emenda- 

tion, or might be due to an alteration of text, this being 
less improbable with small words than with longer ones. 
Therefore great numbers of such accidental peculiarities 
are needed to afford a measure of comparison. Within this 

class it would be easy to distinguish several degrees of 
importance. Really accidental is the recurrence of a word 
which was generally used by other authors, but which 

denotes some object about which Plato had no opportunity 
of writing except in two or three of his works. If, for 
instance, Plato uses giddy only in Symposium, Critias, 

and Laws, this has no deeper reason than the accidental 

opportunity for the use of a word denoting a thing not 
usually spoken of by Plato. Such words have been 
generally excluded from our list, though they are not 

quite without value if they occur in very great numbers, 
as in every epoch the familiar circle of objects selected 

for examples is characteristic of the author’s turn of 
thought. It is, for instance, not quite accidental that 
yanrkos is used six times in works later than the Republic, 

and only once in a work earlier than the Republic. Some- 

times a word used only once in a dialogue may be very 
significant, as, for instance, wetdoyeors in the Phaedo 
(101 c). Thisis highly characteristic of a time when Plato 

was fond of inventing new logical terms, many of which 
were soon abandoned, like eécacia, dvavoia, mictes in the 

_ special logical meaning which was given to these terms 
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‘in the Republic. This period could not be that imme- 
diately following the death of Socrates, and it would be 
impossible to find a similar accidental occurrence in the 

Apology, while such new-formed words abound in the 

Phaedrus much more than inthe Phaedo. A word occur- 
ring only once ina dialogue is still more characteristic if it 

is of constant use in some other work recognised as late. 
But in order to avoid complicating our evaluations, and to 
eliminate from them as much as possible every subjective 
element, we count as accidental all peculiarities occurring 

only once in one dialogue, including in this class also those 

peculiarities whose number of occurrences is unknown, as 

for instance all rare words observed by Campbell in the 

Sophist and Polvticus. 

II. The next degree of importance belongs to pecu- 
larities repeated, or occurring twice in a small dialogue 
(Kuthyph. Apol. Crito Charm. Lach. Critias), twice or 

thrice in an ordinary dialogue (Prot. Meno Euthyd. Crat. 

Symp. Phaedo Phaedr. Parm. Soph. Polit. Phil.), and two 

to four times in a large dialogue, such as the Gorgias, the 
Theaetetus, and the Timaeus. As to the Republic and 

the Laws, in dealing with these exceptionally large works 
we include in the class of repeated peculiarities every 
word or idiom which occurs twice or more, but less than 

once in twelve pages, as then it will be termed frequent. 

Thus the difference of extent is taken into account, 

although imperfectly, because the best method would be 

to take as a sample of style exactly the same amount of 

text from each dialogue. So long as we deal with each 
dialogue as a whole—and we are obliged to do so in 

consequence of the absence of detailed indications of 

passages in most of our sources—we are bound to the 

inconsequence of including in one class peculiarities of 
widely different degrees of frequency. A peculiarity 

occurring twice in the Euthyphro is found on average 

once in five pages, while one occurring twice in the Phaedo 
is found once in twenty-five pages. But all these repeated 
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peculiarities may be assumed to be more important than 
the accidental peculiarities, and for the sake of simplicity 
we count each as equivalent to two accidental peculiarities. 
If two hundred peculiarities of the first class were admitted 
as denoting a certain degree of affinity between two 
dialogues in which they are found, then we shall estimate 
a common occurrence of a hundred peculiarities of the 

second class as equivalent evidence for an equal affinity. 
Here we include also the following special peculiarities : 

354. mdavu pev odv more than half as frequent as zavv ye, but not 
prevailing over it. 

367. das, cvpras, cvvaras more than once in three pages, and 

less than once in two pages. 
390. Between 33 and 388 prepositions in every two pages. 
412. wép: after the substantive, forming between 6 and 10 % of 

all occurrences of rept. 
448. vai, rdavu ye, Tavu per ovv being less than one-third but more 

than one-quarter of all affirmative answers. 
451. Rhetorical interrogations between 5 and 10 % of all 

interrogations. 

These peculiarities might easily be thought more 

important than other repeated peculiarities, so that we do 

not incur the danger of exaggerating observed affinities if 

we count each of them as equivalent to two accidental 

coincidences between an earlier dialogue and the latest 

eroup. 
III. There must be recognised a difference between a 

peculiarity occurring repeatedly and one that occurs much 

oftener. Peculiarities occurring more than twice in a 

small dialogue (Apol. Euthyph. Crito Charm. Lach, 

Critias), more than thrice in an ordinary dialogue (Prot, 

Meno Euthyd. Crat. Symp. Phaedo Phaedr. Parm. Soph, 

Polit. Phil.), more than four times in a large dialogue 
(Gorgias, Theaetetus, Timaeus), once in twelve pages or 
more in Republic or Laws, form a class of wmportant 

peculiarities. This class will include a word occurring 

90-117 times in the Laws, 5-26 times in Theaetetus or 

Timaeus, and generally any frequent repetition up to 
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once in two pages (ed. Didot), when we shall call it very 

frequent. Besides such peculiarities we include here the 
following special observations whenever they refer to a 
dialogue : 

12. Being the first member of a tetralogy projected later—this 

refers only to Republic and Theaetetus. 
13. Partial prevalence of other teachers over Socrates. This 

refers only to Symposium and Parmenides. For in Sophist 
Politicus Timaeus Critias Laws Socrates is already completely 
supplanted by other teachers, and this constitutes a more important 

characteristic. 

16. Periods less regular. 
17. Natural order of words inverted, as generally observed by 

Campbell. 
18. Recurrence of rhythmical cadence, as generally observed by 

Campbell. 
19. Balancing of words to achieve harmony and symmetry. 

20. Adjustment of longer and shorter syllables, idem. 
23. Words common and peculiar to Timaeus, Critias, Laws 

more than once in two pages, but less than once in a page. 
200. dozep less frequent than xa@arep. 
206. adda pny less frequent than kai pny. 
306. roivvy more than four times oftener than pévtou. 

307. pevroe less than once in two pages, but over once in five 

308. roiyvvy more than once in two pages. 
317. eizxov prevailing over é\eyov. 
318. Answers denoting subjective assent less than once in sixty 

answers. 
325. Superlatives in affirmative answers more than half as 

frequent as positives, but not prevailing over positives. 

354. mavu pev ovy prevailing over ravu ye. 
865. Evumas prevailing over dras. 
366. was and compounds between four and five times in one 

page. 
367. dzras, Evpras, Evydras more than once in two pages, but 

less than once in a page. 
376. Apodictic answers between 30 and 40 % of all answers. 
377. To each problematic answer between three and four 

apodictic answers. 
378. Interrogations by means of dpa between 15 and 24 % of 

all interrogations. 
389. cara c. accus. prevailing over all other prepositions 

except ev. 

390. Between 19 and 21 prepositions in one page (ed. Didot). 
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391. epi c. accus. prevailing over zepi c. genitive. 
412. xépc placed after the substantive between 10 and 20 % of 

all occurrences of wep. 
448. vai, rdvu ye, av pev ovy less than one-quarter of all affirma- 

tive answers. 
451. Rhetorical interrogations between 10 and 20 % of all 

interrogations. 
452. Interrogations by ri prevailing over those by was. 

All these peculiarities are much more important than 
those of class II, and each of them will be estimated as 

equivalent to three peculiarities of class I, or to one of 

class II and one of class I. 
IV. There remains a class of peculiarities still more 

significant, of which a small number is equivalent to 
formed bY more than thrice that number of peculiarities of class I. 

A fourth 

class is 

he To this belongs first a very frequent occurrence of any 

currence Word or idiom, as for instance, 118 times or more in the 

of any Laws, 97 times or more in the Republic, generally more 
word. than once in every two pages (ed. Didot). Besides, we 

Very fre- jnclude here a small number of the most characteristic 

quent we eculiarities of style, namely : 
term the 

occur- 12. Belonging to a tetralogy as second or third member. 
rence Of 13. Complete substitution of other teachers for Socrates. 

any word 14. Didactic and authoritative character. 
ee 15. Quotations of earlier dialogues, preludes and recapitula- 

two pages. ne: = : 
as 21. Avoiding of hiatus. j 

23. Occurrence more than once in a page (ed. Didot) of rare 

class be- words common and peculiar to a dialogue with Timaeus, Critias, 
long also Laws. 

some 307. pevroe less than once in five pages. 
special ob- 318. Answers of subjective assent entirely absent. 

servations 825. Superlatives in affirmative answers prevailing over corre- 
enu- sponding positives. 

mmarated. 366. was and its compounds over five times in a page. 
Each very 367. das, Evpras, Evvaras more than once In a page. 

important 376. Apodictic answers more than 40 % of all answers. 
ee 377. Problematic answers fewer than one to four apodictic 

liarity will eae. ; a : 
378. Interrogations by dpa more than 24 % of all interrogations. 

be counted 389. xara with the accusative prevailing over ev. 
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390. More than 21 prepositions in a page. 

412. wep placed after the word to which it belongs forming 
more than 20 % of all occurrences of wept. 

451. Rhetorical interrogations forming more than 20 % of all 

interrogations. 

All these peculiarities being very important, it will 

be fair to count each as equivalent to two repeated, or to 
three accidental, or to one accidental and one important 

peculiarity. 
In the above classification of peculiarities we have 

endeavoured to reduce to a minimum the relative 1m- 

portance of each peculiarity, in order to avoid every 
exaggeration of the measure of affinity uniting two dia- 

logues. Any error committed will thus rather diminish 

the apparent affinities than increase them. If a word 

occurs once in each page, or more than two hundred times 

in the Laws, this will be counted as only four times more 

important than a single occurrence. Later inquiries may 

prove that this is a very low estimate of the importance 

of frequency. But any classification of stylistic pecu- 

liarities according to their importance must take into 
account that importance is very far from being propor- 

tional to frequency. If one word occurs ten times in one 

dialogue and ten times in another, this is very far from 

being a link equivalent to ten single occurrences of ten 
different words in both dialogues. Our classification is 
here proposed not as definitive, but only as a first attempt 

at a numerical evaluation of stylistic affinities. Future 
inquirers dealing with many thousands of compared pecu- 

liarities may find reasons for a different classification. As 

our purpose is only to find the lowest figures, which may 

be increased later, but can never be diminished, the above 

distinction of four degrees of frequency and importance 

is sufficient. 
Now, in order to apply our method, we must state 

clearly the highest hypothesis on which it is founded and 
define its terms. This highest hypothesis has been here- 

as equiva- 

lent tofour 

accidental 

pecu- 

liarities. 

The above 
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smaller 

rate. 

The above 
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the 

minimal 

value of 
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two works 
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at least by 
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for valid 

chronolo- 

gical infer- 

ences. 

_ The total 

number of 

peculiari- 

ties dealt 

with 

should ex- 

ceed 150 

in a dia- 

logue of 

ordinary 

length. 

The Laws 

standard 

of com- 

parison. 
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tofore tacitly admitted, but has not been methodically dis- 

cussed. It is the following LAW OF STYLISTIC AFFINITY. 

Of two works of the same author and of the same size, 
that is nearer in time to a third, which shares with it the 

greater number of stylistic peculiarities, provided that 

their different importance is taken into account, and that 
the nwmber of observed peculiarities is sufficient to deter- 

mine the stylistic character of all the three works. 

As to the meaning of terms in this psychological law 
the following may be observed: 

1. Nearer in time implies nothing as to priority, 

unless independent evidence is forthcoming that some 

one work of the author is the latest. In Plato’s case 
the Laws are generally admitted to be such a work. 

But even were this doubted, a very great number of 

peculiarities observed would finally lead also to the de- 
termination of an order of priority, because the more 
varied style of an author has every chance of belonging 

to a later time. 
2, A greater number of peculiarities does not mean 

any greater number, because if the difference is insig- 
nificant, no valid inference is allowed. We accept pro- 
visionally, as a minimum of difference between two works 

justifying chronological inferences, a difference of one- 
tenth of the observed peculiarities, and in some special 

cases we shall even require a greater difference. 
3. A sufficient number to determine the stylistic 

character must be a greater number than has been used 

generally heretofore, except by Campbell. But this de- 

pends upon the importance of each peculiarity. In the 

present case we shall assume that the occurrence of fifty 

out of five hundred peculiarities allows a probable infer- 
ence, but that this probability approaches certainty only 
when a hundred and fifty peculiarities of later style are 

found in an ordinary dialogue. 
4. The Laws are our standard of comparison for the 

next latest five dialogues, and for earlier works the group 
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of the six latest dialogues, Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, 

Timaeus, Critias, Laws. 

If now we ask how the law of stylistic affinity can 

be verified, the first and nearest answer lies in the psycho- 
logical property of style as a mark of identity, entirely 

depending on the totality of familiar expressions at any 
time in the writer’s consciousness. Every writer could 

find easily in his own experience sufficient evidence in 

favour of this psychological law. It has been suggested 

that it ought to be tested on the writings of a great 

modern writer like Goethe, as we know exactly when he 

wrote each of his works. But this way of testing it 
would cost an immense additional labour, and would still 

remain inconclusive, since an obstinate sceptic might 

object that the psychological development of Goethe 
differed from that of Plato—that the German language 

has peculiarities distinct from those of the Greek 

language, &c. 
We propose, therefore, another and better way of test- 

ing, with special reference to Plato, the law of stylistic 

affinity, and at the same time also our own classification 

of stylistic peculiarities, which is subsidiary to our 

chronological conclusions, and requires even more strict 

verification than the psychological law, which will appear 

obvious to many readers. 
We have sufficient means of testing our method, if 

we take into account that, however little is positively 

known in Platonic chronology, there are some works 
connected by Plato himself into tetralogies, and there- 
fore necessarily following each other, though perhaps 

at intervals. Further, there can be no doubt that the 

successive parts of a larger work, as a rule, must have 

followed each other, at least if the later part contains 
clear allusions to the preceding text. If, then, our method 

yields conclusions in agreement with these evident facts, 
we may confidently apply it to the solution of more 
difficult problems in Platonic chronology. We submit, 

The law 
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A test on 
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author to 
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Such tests 
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in great 
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from the 
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parison 
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books of 
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Republic 

except the 

sixth and 

seventh 

books, 
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eighth 

and ninth, 
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order is 
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certain. 

Any book 

is later 

than the 

first, the 
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therefore, to the impartial judgment of our readers the 

following tests : 
1. The first tetralogy sketched out by Plato consists 

of Republic, Timaeus, Critias (unfinished), with the Her- 

mocrates, which was projected but never written. We 
begin by comparing the first with the last book of the 

Republic, because some intermediate books have been con- 

sidered by certain critics as later additions, while nobody 

doubts that the tenth book must be somewhat later than 

the first. We find in the first book 28 accidental, 6 

repeated, and 3 important peculiarities of later style, 

amounting together to 49 units of affinity. In the tenth 

book, which is a little smaller and offers therefore even 

fewer opportunities for the occurrence of each peculiarity, 

we find 35 accidental, 14 repeated, 15 important, and 6 

very important peculiarities of later style, equivalent to 

132 units. For the sake of conciseness and easy com- 

parison we express this stylistic relation in the follow- 

ing formula : 

1. Rep. I 327-354 (204 pp. Did.) : 28 (1) 6 (II) 8 (III) =49 (1) 
->Rep. X 595-621 (193 pp. Did.): 35 (1) 14 (IJ) 15 (IID 6 

(IV) = 132 (1). 

2. It is equally certain that the fourth book of the 

Republic must be written later than the second. If we 

take for comparison two samples of text of a size nearly 

equal to the Symposiwm, we find the following stylistic 

relation : 

[Symposium 172 a-223 p (89 pp. Did.): 42 (I) 16 (II) 8 
(III) =98 (1).] 

2. Rep. II 357 a—III 412 a (874 pp. Did.): 47 (1) 20 (II) 22 

(III) 2 (IV) = 161 (1). 
->Rep. III 412 n—V 471 c (39 pp. Did.) : 45 (1) 28 (II) 31 

(III) 2 (IV) =192 (1). 
[Cf. Phaedrus (39 pp. Did.): 54 (I) 36 (II) 22 (III) 7 (IV) 

= 220 (I).] 

8. The above two tests can be confirmed also by com- 

parison of larger samples. If we compare the last three 
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books of the Republic, equal in size to the Theaetetus, 

with an exactly equal amount of B. II-IV, we find the 
following stylistic relation (the indications about the 
style of other dialogues are of course quoted here not as 

tests, but only for comparison) : 

3. Rep. II 368 a—IV 445 x (53 pp. Did.) : 47 (1) 30 (ID) 82 (III) 
2, (IV) =211 (1). 

—>Rep. VIII-X (534 pp. Did.) : 54 (I) 36 (ID) 29 (III) 5 (IV) 
= 233 (I). 

[Theaetetus (53 pp. Did.) : 58 (I) 41 (II) 31 (111) = 238 (1).] 

4-7. As there is no doubt that the single books of 
the Republic were written in their present order (except 

B. V—VII, which are supposed to have been completed 

last of all), we may compare different parts of almost 

equal length, in order to see whether the later text always 

offers more peculiarities of later style. Such comparison 

will be easily appreciated in the following short enumera- 

tion : 
4. Rep.’ I 327-II 367 © (28 pp. Did.): 36 (I) 10 (11) 8 (III) 

= 65 (I). 
ease II 368 a-412 a (30 pp. Did.) : 42 (I) 17 (II) 22 (11) 

2 (IV) =150 (1). 
Cf. Euthydemus (28 pp. Did.): 22 (I) 5 (II) 7 (III) =538 

(I). 
5. Rep. II-IV (603 pp. Did.): 47 (1) 37 (ID) 32 (IID) 2 (IV) 

= 295 (I). 
->Rep. V-VII (60 pp. Did.): 56 (I) 29 (II) 40 (ITD) 7 (IV) 

= 262 (1). 
Cf. Gorgias (60 pp. Did.) : 31 (I) 20 (II) 6 (II1) =89 (1). 

Cf. Phaedo (49 pp. Did.): 48 (1) 26 (ID) 17 (IID) 2 (IV) 

= 154 (1). 
6. Rep. IIT 357 a-III 412 a (873 pp. Did.) : 47 (I) 20 (II) 22 (IIT) 

2 (LV) =t1ol (i). 
—Rep. VIII-IX (84 pp. Did.): 47 (1) 22 (II) 27 (IIT) 3 (IV) 

= 184 (I). 
7. Rep. II 368-IV 445 & (53 pp. Did.): 47 (I) 30 (IJ) 382 (II) 

2 (IV) =211 (1). 
Rep. V 471 p-VII 541 (44 pp. Did.) : 50 (I) 21 (IT) 38 (IIT) 

7 (LV) = 284 (1). 

In the above seven test cases the earlier part has 

always fewer peculiarities of later style, and in every case 

fourth is 
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the evidence of priority is given by Plato himself, as we 

compared the acknowledged continuation with the pre- 
ceding text. We excluded from our comparisons the 

relation of B. V—VII to the following books, because 
this part of the Republic in its present form has been 
supposed to be later, and cannot therefore be used as a 
test case. Many other parts of the Republic could be 

compared with equal lengths of text undoubtedly later, 

but the above seven samples give a sufficient notion of 
the text of the Republic, and we may now proceed to 

compare the Republic with Timaeus and Critias. A 
direct comparison between Timaeus and Critias is im- 
possible, because the size of the two dialogues differs 
too much. 

8. In order to compare the Republic with the T- 

maeus, a good test is afforded by the last three books, 

which are equal in size to the Timaeus: 

8. Rep. VIII-X (533 pp. Did.) : 54 (I) 36 (II) 29 (IIT) 5 (IV) 
= 233 (1). 

->Timaeus (53 pp. Did.): 123 (I) 58 (II) 44 (II) 14 (Iv)= 
427 (1). 

9. The Critias is almost too small for any comparison, 

being scarcely longer than half a book of the Republic. 

It is certain that the Critias is later than the last book 
of the Republic, and if notwithstanding its small size 
the Critias has more peculiarities of later style, this 

gives an evident confirmation to the law of stylistic 
affinity, and to the rules above admitted. We find: 

9. Rep. X (193 pp. Did.): 35 (1) 14 (II) 15 (III) 6 (IV)= 
132 (1). 

—Critias (11 pp. Did.): 
169 (I). 

51 (I) 8 (II) 18 (II) 12 (IV)= 

This test is specially important, because we have 

taken the last book of the Republic, apparently separated 

from the Critias only by the length of the Timaeus, and 

we have found that to the chronologic distance there 
corresponds a considerable stylistic distance between the 
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two works. We might add as test comparisons each of 
the other books of the Republic, and we should find that 

the Critias exceeds them all in number and importance 
of peculiarities of later style. But this being evident 

after our preceding comparisons, we need not insist 
upon it. 

10. In order to compare the Laws with the Republic, 

we must allow for the difference of size, the Laws being 

43 pp. (Did.) longer. If we add the Gorgias to the 
Republic, we obtain a whole slightly exceeding the Laws 
in size and affording a convenient comparison, because 
nobody doubts that the Gorgias and Republic are both 
earlier than the Laws. It results: 

10. Gorg.+ Rep. as one whole (256 pp. Did.): 76 (1) 124 (II) 
30 (III) 4 (IV) = 430 (D. 

~>Laws (238 pp. Did.) : 175 (1) 176 (II) 37 (IID) 20 (IV) = 
a15 (2). 

The Laws being acknowledged as the latest work of 

Plato, many new tests would result from a comparison 

of the Laws with different combinations of other dia- 
logues equal together in size to the Laws. But as our 

list has been compiled on the principle of a selection of 

peculiarities of later style, and the standard of later style 
has-been taken from the Laws and those other works 

which in style come nearest to the Laws, it might be 

denied that such tests confirm the law of stylistic 
affinity. 

11. We turn to the other tetralogy indicated by Plato 

himself, and beginning with the Theaetetus. We com- 
pare first the Theaetetus with the Sophist, which is its 
recognised continuation according to Plato’s own indis- 
putable testimony : 

11. Theaet. (53 pp. Did.) : 58 (I) 41 (II) 81 (IIT) = 233 (1). 
->Soph. (40 pp. Did.): 139 (I) 36 (IL) 59 (IID) 20 (IV)= 

468 (I) 

12. The Sophist and Politicus are as closely connected 

as if they were one dialogue, and still there is a difference 
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of style between them, the latter having more peculiarities 

of later style : 

12. Soph. (40 pp. Did.): 139 (I) 86 (II) 59 (III) 20 (IV)= 

468 (I). 
—Polit. (43 pp. Did.): 163 (1) 48 (II) 56 (IIT) 19 (IV)= 

498 (I). 

13-14. The above twelve test comparisons refer to 

samples of text, for whose chronological order Plato 

himself has given clear indications. They confirm the 
law of stylistic affinity as well as the rules laid down 

for the application of this psychological law, including 
our classification of stylistic pecuharities according to 

the degree of their importance. We need not pause 

here to test our fundamental principles. There are 

some pairs of dialogues, which, though not forming one 
whole or not continuing each other as the above, are 

recognised as standing in a certain chronological relation 
because one of them contains allusions to an exposition 
which appears in the other. Many of such allusions 

are disputable, but there are at least two which are 
sufficiently recognised by all competent authors, includ- 

ing Zeller, to justify their use as tests. These are the 

allusion found in the Phaedo (72 £) to the theory of 

reminiscence first set forth in the Meno (82 B-86 A), and 

the allusion of the Philebus (14 c) to the difficulties of 

defining the relation between the One and the Many 

which are nowhere treated with such consciousness of 
the complexity of the problem as in the Parmenides 
(129 B-E and the whole dialogue). If now we compare 

the style of these four dialogues we find again a complete 

agreement between our own method of settling chrono- 
logical difficulties and the most certain hints about the 
order of some dialogues obtained otherwise : } 

13. Meno (23 pp. Did.) : 20 (1) 16 (II) 8 (III) =61 (1). 
->Phaedo (49 pp. Did.): 48 (1) 26 (II) 17 (IID) 2 (IV)= 

154 (I). 
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Here the difference of size could not be accounted 

for, but 1s compensated by the very great difference of 
style. 

14. Parmenides (31 pp. Did.) : 56 (I) 42 (IT) 21 (III) 10 (IV) = 
243 (I). 

—>Philebus (43 pp. Did.) : 100 (I) 38 (II) 55 (IIT) 16 (IV) = 
405 (I). 

Here also the difference of size is more than com- 
pensated by the great difference of style. 

15. Other similar allusions are too uncertain, and 

sometimes evidently mistaken, so that we cannot use 

them as tests. But to remain within the limits of the 

greatest probability, we may take for granted that the 
three small dialogues referring to the death of Socrates— 

Apology, Euthyphro, Crito—are earlier than the Sym- 

postwm which nearly equals them in size. We find: 

15. Apology Euthyphro Crito as one whole (41 pp. Did.) : 21 (1) 
7 (11) 6 (IIT) =53. 

—Symposium (89 pp. Did.) : 42 (I) 16 (II) 8 (ITI) =98. 

16. It were easy to increase the number of similar 

tests by many others, taking the whole of Socratic 

dialogues as certainly earlier than Philebus, Timaeus 

and Critias, and our list offers sufficient material for 

comparisons Which can be readily made by those of our 
readers who think that the above fifteen trustworthy 

tests are insufficient. We add only one test of a different 

character, in order to show how the coincidence of 

accidental characters operates on greater agglomerations 
of texts. Were our method wrong, it might happen 

that a certain number of single dialogues, each of which 

has been found earlier than one of the dialogues of 
another group, taken together as one whole and treated 

as to the distinction of degrees of importance in the 
same way as the Republic, would appear later than the 

sroup consisting of dialogues which taken individually are 
later. Now, a good test of the consistency of our method 

A similar 
test is 
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the three 
short 
dialogues 
referring 
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death of 
Socrates, 
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earlier 
than the 
Sym- 
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is to form two groups of dialogues, one consisting of 
dialogues which by individual comparison have been 
found to be earlier than the Repwhblic, and the other of 

those which have been found to be later. Then, if our 

method and our rules are correct, the later group must 
show a greater number of peculiarities of later style than 
the Republic, while the earlier group must also have 

a smaller equivalent of affinity with the later style. 
Those dialogues which according to individual stylistic 
tests precede the Republic are the Phaedo, Symposium, 

Cratylus, Gorgias, amounting together very nearly to the 

size of the Republic. On the other side, the Theaetetus, 

Parmenides, Philebus, Timaeus and Critias form a group 

also equal in size to the Republic, and consisting of dia- 
logues of which each has been found later than some 
part of the Republic. If we compare both groups with 
the Republic, counting as important only the peculiari- 

ties which occur in each group, at least so many times 

(17) as is needed to call them important, if they occurred 

in the Republic, then we find the following results: 

16. Gorg. Crat. Symp. and Phaedo as one whole (191 pp. Did.): 
50 (I) 84 (ID) 8 (II) = 242 (1). 

->Republic I-X (195 pp. Did.): 81 (I) 110 (II) 30 (III) 4 
(IV) =407 (1). 

—Theaet. Parm. Phil. Tim. and Critias as one whole (191 
pp. Did.) : 107 (1) 210 (II) 40 (IIT) 9 (IV) =683. 

This test of consistency has also an independent 
value for many competent Platonists who recognise that 
the Republic is later than Gorgias, Cratylus, Symposium 

and Phaedo, but earlier than Theaetetus, Parmenides, 

Philebus, Timaeus and Critias. 

Now, having thoroughly tested our instrument of in- 

quiry, it is fair to apply it to those more difficult pro- 
blems of Platonic chronology, on which other investi- 

gators have heretofore failed to agree. First as to the 
date of the Theaetetus tetralogy, it results from the above, 
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that the Theaetetus must at least be later than the 

first books of the Republic (see test comparison No. 3). 

The difference of style between the Theaetetus and the 

last books of the Republic is too insignificant to allow 

direct. chronological conclusions, though it shows also 

that the Theaetetus has a greater number of peculiarities 

than B. VIII-X. In order to decide whether the 

Theaetetus is later than the whole of the Republic, we 

shall be obliged to have recourse to a ‘longer way’ than 

our present method. For the present we must be content 

to say that the Theaetetus is evidently later than the 

Symposium and Phaedo, as can be seen from the above 

tests 3 and 5. A further important result from the 

validity of our method is that the Phaedrus is undoubtedly 

later than the Phaedo, and the Phaedo later than the 

Symposium (see above tests 2 and 5). For the relation 

between the Phaedrus and Theaetetus the above obser- 

vations afford no sufficient basis. 
Many new investigations are needed to settle all details 

with the complete certainty which the above reasoning 
shows to be possible in chronological inferences from 

stylistic observations. The present calculations, based on 

the work of others, are by no means sufficient to determine 

the order of all the works of Plato. For this it would be 
necessary to have a list of stylistic peculiarities ten 

times longer than our list of 500 stylistic characters, 
among which only very few are important, the majority 
being accidental. In order to enable the reader to extend 

comparisons similar to the above to other dialogues and 
groups of dialogues, the measure of relative stylistic 
affinities is given in the following table, which supple- 
ments Campbell’s and C. Ritter’s similar tables by a 
methodic co-ordination of over fifty-eight thousand facts, 
collected by twenty authors, of whom none knew more 

than a few of his fellows: | 
! 

{ 

method 

before, 

has been 

found con- 

sistent 

and trust- 

worthy. 

It holds 

good in 

doubtful 

cases. 

But cer- 

tain diffi- 

culties 

remain 

unsettled. 

What our 

calcula- 

tions 

prove may 

be seen 

from the 

following 

table of 

affinities, 

a con- 

densed ex- 

pression of 

over fifty- 

eight 

thousand 

facts 

hitherto 

little 

known. 
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The 

length has 

a great 

influence 

on the 

equivalent 

of affinity, 

but the 

number of 

peculiari- 

ties found 

in each 

sample 

of text is 

not pro- 

portional 

to the size. 

Single 

peculiari- 

ties are 

insignifi- 

cant, and 

the order 

of small 

dialogues 

remains 

uncertain. 

The 

increase 

of the 

equivalent 

of affinity 

is not pro- 

portional 

to the 

size of the 

sample of 

text inves- 

tigated. 

Only equal 

amounts 
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Among the inferences which can be drawn from the 
above table, nothing is of greater importance than the 

great influence of the size of a dialogue on the number of 
stylistic peculiarities found in it. We see that the 
Critias on its eleven pages contains less than half the 
number of peculiarities found in the Timaeus, which, being 
nearly five times larger, was written immediately before the 

Critias. Hence it results that eleven pages, being more 
than the size of the Crito and some other small dialogues, 
are insufficient for a stylistic determination, so long as 
we deal only with a few hundred stylistic tests. The 
difficulty might be removed by extending stylistic obser- 
vation over a far greater number of particulars, a task 

which requires only additional research. But we under- 
stand at once that our equivalents of affinity for such 

small dialogues as the Huthyphro or Crito are very far 

from the truth, and that for instance no valid inference 

can be drawn from the apparently greater affinity of the 

Crito with the later style. This shows also the insignifi- 
cance of a single test applied to such a complicated 
problem. One té wyv,; or one xafamep occurring any- 
where proves nothing, if even seventeen peculiarities of 
later style found in the Laches and missing in Charmides 

are according to our rules no sufficient evidence for the 
priority of Charmides. 

We are warned also against the error of supposing the 
opportunities for the occurrence of a greater number of 
peculiarities to be proportional to volume. In this respect 
the subdivision of each part of the Republic into several 
samples of text is very instructive. Even those who 
believe the Republic to have been written during many 
years cannot deny that B III-IV are the immediate 

continuation of B. II, and with it form one whole. The 

style of equal samples of text in these books is also very 

uniform. But the influence of the size becomes evident 
if we compare a small sample with a larger one. Part b, 

(357 A—3867 E) of 74 pp. (ed. Didot) contains only an 
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equivalent of 21 units of affinity, while the following 
294 pages, being four times larger, have seven times more 

peculiarities. In another case two succeeding samples of 
text differ much less, namely, c, (471 c—541 B), being 

nearly thrice as long as c, (449 A—471 8B), has less than 
twice as many peculiarities of later style. The whole of 
the fepublic, being ten times larger than the tenth book, 
contains only a little more than thrice as many pecu- 
hiarities of later style. From these examples, which 

might be indefinitely multiplied, it becomes evident that 
only equal amounts of text should be compared. Future 
inquirers should base their calculations on an amount 
of text equal for each dialogue, or divide each dialogue 
into such equal samples of text, for instance, of ten 
thousand words each. 

Another lesson of the highest importance is taught by 
the stylistic comparison of the first book of the Republic 
with the following books. Nobody doubts that the 
fepublic in its present shape is one whole, and that the 
first book, even if mainly composed much earlier, has 
been revised and worked into unity with the following 
text. Now it has a surprisingly early style, having less 
than half as many peculiarities of later style as the first 
sixteen pages of the fifth book, even fewer than the 
Laches, which is inferior in size. This shows on one side 

the early date of the first book, and on the other side it 

shows that no revision can substantially alter those 

peculiarities of style which are the subject of our investi- 

gation. Therefore all explaining away of the late style 

of the Phaedrus and Theaetetus by the supposition that 
we possess these dialogues in a late and revised edition is 
of no value whatever for chronological purposes. If later 
revision could alter stylistic affinities, then the first 
book of the Republic, which must have been revised, 
emended, and corrected in order to be absorbed into 

the larger work, could not have remained as remote 

from the later style as the Laches, while already the 

of text are 

compar- 

able so 

long as we 

deal with 

a few 

hundred 

peculiari- 

ties 

observed. 

The 

author’s 

revision 

does not 

alter the 

essential 

stylistic 

character 

of the 

text, and 

stylistic . 

compari- 

son shows 

the rela- 

tive date 

of a work 

even if 

applied to 

a later 

edition 

corrected 

by the 

author. 

This is 

very 



important 

for a 

knowledge 

of the date 

of the 

Phaedrus 

and The- 

aetetus 

which 

were re- 

vised by 

Plato 

later. 

The first 

book of 

the Re- 

public un- 

doubtedly 

revised 

and cor- 

rected has 

a surpris- 

ingly early 

style. 

Relation 

between 

Philebus, 

Timaeus 

and dia- 

lectical 

dialogues 

remains 

also un- 

certain 

because 

so many 

special 

peculiari- 

ties of the 

Sophist 

and Poli- 
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second book shows a style later than the Phaedo and 

Symposium. This conclusion is quite independent of any 
speculation on the exact date of the Republic, or on the 
date of the Laches. If anybody supposes that the first 

book of the Republic could have been written as early as 
the Laches (as Siebeck does), then he is bound to account 

for the difference of style between the Laches and the 

second book of the Republic. At all events, we have here 

a work which has been left by Plato as one whole, and 

which nevertheless betrays by stylistic tests the differ- 

ence of the times in which it was begun and continued. 
According to our rules the number of peculiarities of later 
style found in the first book of the Repwhblic is insufficient 

for an exact determination of its place among the early 
dialogues, and it may be even later than the Gorgias. 

To settle this question it would be necessary to collect a 
much greater number of observations, and to compare 

with the first book of the Republic a part of the Gorgias 
exactly equal in size. This we are unable to do, as a great 

number of authors from whom we have taken the number 
of occurrences of each peculiarity did not enumerate all 
the passages. 

The relation between the Philebus and Timaeus on 
one side and Sophist and Politicus on the other side 
cannot be decided according to our table, because we have 
included in our list more than one hundred words observed 

by Campbell in the Sophist and Politicus, while no such 
special study has been made of the Philebus, Timaeus, 

and Critias. These words were included in the list 
because the late date of the Sophist and Politicus is less 
generally recognised than the late date of the Timaeus, 

Critias, and Philebus ; it therefore appeared necessary to 
bring out with the greatest clearness this late character 
of the two dialectical dialogues, even at the risk of making 

them appear later than the Philebus, Timaeus, and Critias. 

As soon as these later dialogues shall have been investi- 
gated with as much care as Campbell spent on the two 
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continuations of the Theaetetus, the true chronological 
order will not be obscured as it is now in the later part of 
our table. Even now it is easy to eliminate a part of the 

error by excluding a number of peculiarities which have 

been first observed in Sophist and Politicus. If we omit 
peculiarities 12, 13, 54-181 of our list, reducing thus the 

total number to 370 peculiarities under investigation, then 

the Philebus will not be affected by this change, while the 
Laws lose 102 units of affinity, the Tvmaeus 53, the 

Politicus 86, and the Sophist 69. 

The relative affinity calculated on these reduced 

numbers will be 0°65 for the Sophist, 0°66 for the Pol- 

ticus, 0°66 for the Philebus, and 0°61 for the Timaeus. 

This calculation shows that the most important figures 
of our table are those of the relative affinity, which are 
very constant, and change little if they are calculated on 
a very much reduced or very much increased number of 

observations, changing less with the increasing number 
of observations. We see that the relative affinity of the 
Sophist, which was found to be 0°65 for 500 peculiarities, 

is just the same for 370 peculiarities. It is probable that 
increasing our list to 5,000 peculiarities, this constant 
relation would not be altered by more than a small 
percentage. We have therefore in the relative affinity a 

powerful instrument for chronological purposes, of the 
same constant character as the physical constants 

measured in natural science. If the density of pure 
iron has been found by a series of experiments to be 7:8, 

everybody understands that further experiments of a 
greater exactness can only alter this constant relation 

very slightly, adding new decimals and showing it to be 
more exactly 7:84, but never 7°5 or 8:0. We claim the 

same permanent character for the relative affinity, calcu- 

lated on a sufficient number of observations. Comparing 

these numbers, calculated on a smaller or greater part of 
our materials, we have found that relative affinities under 

0-1 have no value whatever, and can be changed to the 

ticus have 

been in- 

cluded in 

our list. 

Reducing 

our list by 

130 pecu- 

liarities, 

the — 

relative 

affinity of 

the So- 

phist will 

not be 

affected, 

and that 

of the 

Philebus 

rises above 

the So- 

phist and 

even the 

Timaeus. 

The 

relative 

affinity 

has the 

character 

of a 

natural 

constant 

like the 

constants 

in 

physical 



science. 

This gives 

an unpre- 

cedented 

strength 

to our con- 

clusions. 

The latest 

group of 

Plato’s 

works con- 

sists of the 

Sophist, 

Politicus, 

Philebus, 

Timaeus, 

Critias, 

and Laws, 

with a 

relative 

affinity of 

over 

0°5 in 

samples 

of text 

exceeding 

forty 

pages. 
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extent of at least half their value by calculations based on 

a greater number of observations. But the remaining 
relative affinities in our list are exact in their first decimal, 

and any number of observations added can increase them 

only in the second decimal, except in the Philebus for the 
reasons explained above. But even the Philebus, if we 
measure its relative affinity by one decimal, will maintain 
it, whatever number of new observations may be added. 
Thus we claim to have proved the following general 
conclusions about the order of the works of Plato: 

1. The latest works of Plato are: the Sophist, 

Politicus, Philebus, Tymaeus, Critias, Laws. This group 

is distinguished from all other works by a relative affinity 
of over 0°5 in samples of text exceeding 40 pages (ed. 

Didot). This means that out of any number of stylistic 
peculiarities investigated (provided those peculiarities are 
selected which are not limited to one dialogue, and 

provided the number of peculiarities so investigated 
exceeds 300) more than half the number found in the 

Laws will be found in any sample of text of 40 pages of 
these dialogues. As the Critias has only 11 pages, for 
the investigation of the Critias the preceding 29 pages of 
the Timaeus must be added. Or, if we calculate the 

relative affinity of the Critvas apart, it must be com- 
pared with an exactly equal amount of text of the 
Timaeus ; then it cannot be expected that the relative 
affinity of such a small portion of text should exceed half 
the value of the affinity of larger units, as the relative 
affinity is in close relation to the amount of text to which 

it isapplied. With an increasing number of peculiarities 

observed, the influence of the size of a sample of text 

would be less important, and the size of the Critias is 
insufficient to define its stylistic affinity only so long as 
we deal with a reduced number of observations. The 
number of possible peculiarities of style is practically 
infinite, and may easily exceed the number of words 

contained in a sample of text. 
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2. The latest group is preceded by a middle group, 
consisting of Republic B. II-X, Phaedrus, Theaetetus 
and Parmenides. In these the relative affinity is under 
0-5, and even under 0-4 for samples of text of 30-60 
pages. The mean affinity of dialogues belonging to this 
group is only 0:3, or only half as much as the affinity of 
equal dialogues of the latest group. The middle group 
is distinguished from all earlier dialogues by a great 
number of important and very important peculiarities 
appearing here for the first time, as may be seen from the 
table. 

3. The middle group is preceded by a first Platonic 
group, consisting of three dialogues, Cratylus, Symposium, 
and Phaedo, which are characterised by a relative affinity 
inferior to that of equal samples of text of the middle 

group, being about 0-2, and not exceeding 0°21 for samples 
of text of 40-50 pages. The first Platonic group is 
distinguished from all Socratic dialogues by many special 
peculiarities appearing here for the first time, and indi- 

cated in our table. 
4, Among the Socratic dialogues, which show an 

apparent relative affinity of 0-1, or even less, the Gorgias 

appears with probability to be the latest, having 18 

peculiarities in common with the first Platonic and later 
groups, Which are missed in other Socratic dialogues. 
But this number, which was held to be sufficient by C. 
Ritter to define the middle group, is according to our 
improved method insufficient, and affords only a certain 
probability, increased by internal evidence resulting from 
the comparison of contents, but requiring further support 
by a much greater number of observations. 

5. Last, not least, we repeat the important conclusion, 

which is perhaps the greatest gain of our investigations, 
viz. that stylistic tests if properly directed afford cer- 
tainty as to the chronological order of Plato’s dialogues ; 

and conclusions from stylistic comparisons cannot be in- 
validated by assuming fictitious later editions, corrections 

The 

middle 

group 

shows a 

relative 

affinity of 

about 0:3. 

The 

Cratylus, 

Sym- 

posiunr, 

Phaedo 

are earlier, 

having a 

relative 

affinity of 

only 0°2. 

That the 

Gorgias 

is the 

latest 

of all 

Socratic 

dialogues 

is pro- 

bable. 

Certainty 

of stylis- 

tic con- 

clusions 

indepen- 

dent of 



supposed 

revisions. 

Phaedo 

later than 

Sympo- 

sium and 

Cratylus ; 

Par- 

menides 

later than 

Theaete- 

tus and 

Phae- 

drus ; 

Philebus 

later than 

Sophist. 

Other 

minor 

questions 

will 

easily be 

decided by 

the same 

method if 

applied on 

a larger 

scale. 

Our con- 

clusions 

confirm 

earlier 

conclu- 

sions 

arrived at 

by stylis- 

tic study 

and com- 

pletely 

change 
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and revisions, as it has been seen on the first book of the 

Republic that such later changes cannot affect the essential 

characteristics of style as these are now known. 

The above five conclusions are worth the labour spent 
on our study of Plato’s style. We do not pretend to give 
for certain anything more about the order of dialogues 
within each group, except that the Phaedo is later than 
Symposium and Cratylus, the Parmenides later than 

Theaetetus and Phaedrus, the Philebus later than the 

Sophist. The relative position of Republic, Phaedrus, 
and Theaetetus, of Politicus, Philebus, and Timaeus, can- 

not be decided on the above observations alone. These 
problems are of less importance than the distinction of 
sroups, and now that the method of stylistic calculation 
has been shown on a small example of five hundred pecu- 

liarities, 1t will be very easy to apply it on a much larger 
scale, and to settle all the minor difficulties left to future 

inquirers. It is to be hoped that nobody hereafter will 
attempt to judge about Plato’s style from small numbers 

of observations. Any new observations ought to be 
added to those existing, in order to achieve a progress 

of knowledge in these matters. The group of the latest 
six dialogues, recognised independently by Campbell, 

Dittenberger, C. Ritter, and von Arnim, is now still better 
defined and is established beyond all reasonable doubt. 
The anomaly observed by Campbell as to the Philebus, 
Parmenides, and Theaetetus, is removed, and the true 

place of these three dialogues found in accordance with 
their style. This entirely changes the current traditional 
conception of Platonism, as taught by Schleiermacher 
and Hermann, and still in our own day represented by 

the great name of Zeller. The differences between these 

authors become insignificant in view of their grave and 
common error in placing the dialectical dialogues before 
the Symposium and Republic. This error produces a 

complete distortion of the true view of Plato’s philo- 
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sophical career. It is as if some eminent critics pro- 
posed to look upon Kant’s Kritek der reinen Vernunft 
as a juvenile eccentricity, and to seek the chief contents 

of Kant’s philosophy in his Principiorum primorum 
cognitionis metaphysicae nova dilucidatio, published in 
1755, and written under the influence of the then pre- 
vailing philosophy of Leibniz and Wolff. 

We should fall into the error of premature generalisa- 

tion if we pretended to go further in our conclusions and 
to decide anything about the order of Socratic dialogues 
in which the relative affinity sinks below 0:1. Our in- 

strument is not fine enough for these small differences 

between dialogues probably removed forty years from the 

Critias and from the latest books of the Laws. To 
determine their order, another standard is required than 
the Laws, with which they have too little in common. 

The Gorgias being the latest and also the longest of the 

group of Socratic dialogues, the best plan would be to 
collect and classify peculiarities common to each of 
them with the Gorgias. But if five hundred peculiarities 
were needed to fix the order of dialogues later than the 

Gorgias, for those earlier a much greater number of 
observations is required, and can be reached only through 
well-organised labour of many scholars. 

A distinction of only four degrees of importance of 

stylistic marks might ultimately prove insufficient, but 
even if we classify the peculiarities observed otherwise, it 

will always be indispensable to make due allowance for 
the different importance of accidental, repeated, frequent, 

and very frequent peculiarities, as well as for the more or 
less essential character of certain observations. 

One of the most immediate aims for further inquiry 
is to investigate peculiarities in the order of words and 
in the construction of phrases. By means of a great 

number of such peculiarities it will be possible to 
determine the relative affinity of all dialogues among 

each other, and this alone will probably lead to the 
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definitive solution of all difficulties of the Platonic 

chronology. 

There is no reason to fear that the amount of time 

spent on such inquiries will be lost. In every science 

there arises at certain points a necessity for much detailed 

research leading to no new conclusions, and only confirming 

previous generalisations. The familiar example of modern 

organic chemistry shows that valuable investigations were 

made by beginners, following a method already fixed, with 

results foreseen by general theory. Such investigations, 

though they teach us few new truths, increase the certi- 

tude of the general theory which they illustrate. Further 

study of Plato’s style will probably hot change our know- 

ledge as to the order of the three groups which are now 
found, but it may modify our views concerning the order 

of dialogues within each group, and may help to fix the 

order of earlier dialogues, which is at present uncertain. 

Besides further research on the lines here indicated 
a systematic co-ordination of the results already ob- 
tained is also necessary. There are discrepancies 
between the numbers given by various authors for the 

occurrence of the same peculiarity, and the calculation 
of proportions between different uses might be very much 
improved. The number of words contained in each 
dialogue should be taken as the true measure of text and 
of the opportunity for the occurrence of expressions for 

which no better calculation of opportunities can be 

found. 
When once the importance of this field of research is 

generally recognised, it will very soon appear that the 
exact determination of style is the safest way of settling 
the difficulties, not only of Platonic chronology, but also 

of the chronology of other authors, the date of whose 

writings is unknown. ‘There will be scarcely another 
case in which the mere question of the chronology of 
some writings would be of such unparalleled importance | 

style than for the history of human thought as in the question of 
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Platonic chronology. This exceptional importance of 
one particular case will have produced a new science of 
style, which will enable us to decide questions of authen- 

ticity and chronology of literary works with the same 
certainty as palaeographers now know the age and 

authenticity of manuscripts. This future science of 
stylometry may improve our methods beyond the limits 

of imagination, but our chief conclusions can only be 

confirmed, never contradicted by further research. That 

the dialectical dialogues are later than the Republic is 
now as clearly demonstrated as any other fact in his- 

tory can be. Equally certain is the conclusion that the 

Republic, Phaedrus, Theaetetus, and Parmenides are later 

than the Phaedo and Symposiwm. These facts must be 

accepted now as if they were supported by the clearest testi- 

mony. The certitude attainable by a consistent theory 
is even much greater than the certitude of the best 

evidence; every astronomer believes himself to know 
more of the present and past movements of the moon 

than an historian can know of the movements of Caesar’s 

army. Historical testimonies have always but the 

value of the sensible evidence on which they are based, 

while our results as to the order of Plato’s works rely on 

the higher authority of reason, producing, according to 
Plato, infallible knowledge whenever a good method is 

followed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SOCRATIC STAGE OF PLATO’S LOGIC 

WHEN the Platonic works are compared with regard to 

their volume, we find a numerous class of dialogues 

which do not attain to half the size of the Protagoras, 
and which can be distinguished from the rest as small 

dialogues. No fewer than eight among them, the 

Clitopho, Minos, Hipparchus, Epinomis, Theages, Ama- 

tores, Alcibiades II. and the Greater Hippias, have 

since Schleiermacher been generally regarded as spurious. 

They represent seventy-two pages of text (ed. Didot), less 
than one-third of the Laws, and contain nothing that 

could be included in Plato’s logic. 
The Io, Hippias Minor, Lysis and Menexenus, though 

successfully defended against doubts as to their authen- 

ticity, remain outside the pale of our inquiry. All these 
small dialogues offer greater difficulties than larger works, 

because their limited volume makes a complete appre- 
ciation of their style and doctrine less easy. They 

require a special study through which their mutual 
relations might be determined and a certain place assigned 
to each of them. Such an inquiry would alone fill a 

volume, if it were intended to lead to definitive con- 

clusions, based on a careful weighing of many details. So 
long as their chronological order has not been determined 

by patient and impartial stylometric inquiry, we must 
for our part abstain from all attempt to fix this order 

from the few logical hints which they contain. 

The existence of a Socratic stage in Plato’s logic is 
far more probable than the myth of a Megaric period. 
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We have the clear testimony of Aristotle (Metaph. 987 

b 1) that Plato owed to Socrates the tendency to form 
exact definitions of ethical notions. It is precisely in 
the small dialogues that we see the illustration of this 
tendency. In another passage Aristotle teaches us that 

the direct philosophical merits of Socrates were inductive 

reasoning and definition by means of general notions 
(Metaph. 1078 b 27). In the small dialogues we find 

accordingly the constant employment of inductive reason- 
ing and repeated attempts to define by means of the 

nearest general notion, in application chiefly to ethical 

purposes. Though faithful even in his later period to 
induction as a method of investigation, Plato gave in his 
dialectical works a far greater importance to deductive 

classification. The thoroughly inductive character of the 
small dialogues is more Socratic than Platonic. The 

influence of Socrates on Plato is not, like the alleged 

Megarian influence, attested only by a late and un- 

trustworthy witness: it is known from numerous 
passages in the writings of Aristotle, and results also 
from the manner in which Socrates is again and again 

represented by Plato as the teacher of true wisdom. 

Were it not for Plato’s strange desire to represent, 
in more than twenty literary masterpieces, his own 

thoughts as enunciated by Socrates, we might have given 

to the latter no more credit than to Anaxagoras, 

Heraclitus, or Parmenides, nor would his name even 

to-day be synonymous with Sage. Hence it is natural 

to suppose a Socratic stage in the development of 
Plato’s philosophy, and to seek for the vestiges of 
this period in his works. 

These vestiges are precisely found in the small 
dialogues, and in the four works in which Socrates is 
represented as triumphant over the sophists. These 
are the traditional sixth tetralogy, consisting of Prota- 
goras, Meno, Euthydemus and Gorgias, which form a 

natural group, though they have not been connected by 
o 2 
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Plato himself into one series. They have in common 

with the small dialogues the predominating ethical aim, 

and they deal with the definition of virtue and various 

parts of virtue, as well as with the question whether 

virtue can be taught. Such ethical questions are 

abandoned in later works: even in the Philebws, where 

the avowed aim is the solution of an ethical problem, 

the whole argumentation takes a metaphysical and logical 

turn, which is wholly absent from the small dialogues 

and from the four others above named. 

The character of Socrates’ philosophy was also 

mainly ethical, and this authorises us to see the pre- 
dominance of Socratic influence in those dialogues which 

are limited to ethical mnquiry. Plato’s own philosophy 
had another character: he was rather a politician, a 
metaphysician, and a logician, than a simple moralist. 
He set perfection above mere virtue, and even despised 
the traditional virtue of the common citizen, which was 

the starting point of Socratic ethics. 
We shall not be far from the truth, if we admit that 

the small dialogues are earler than the logical investi- 
gations which commence with the Cratylus, and are 
continued in the Phaedo and Republic. For an exact 

determination of their order the data are not yet col- 

lected, because their style is very much less characteristic 

than the style of the latest group. We can only observe, 

that of all peculiarities of later style only very few and 
unimportant examples are to be found in the small 
dialogues. 

For the investigation of the development of Plato’s 
logic only five among them are of any importance: the 
trilogy about the death of Socrates, consisting of the 
Euthyphro, Apology, Crito, and the two companion 

dialogues of the Protagoras, namely the Laches and 

Charmides. We omit the first Alcibiades, though its | 
authenticity has been sustained by Socher, Stallbaum, 
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Hermann, Steinhart, Andreatta,’® and Kophiniotes,'” 

against Schleiermacher, Ast, Susemihl,'4* R. Hirzel '*° and 
many others. Strong suspicion is roused by the noticeable 
contradiction between style and contents in this dialogue. 
According to its style the Alcibiades would be later than 
the Symposium, while the general contents place it among 

the small dialogues, as has been recognised by all defenders 

of its authenticity. Quite recently Ivo Bruns,’ by com- 

paring the characterisation of persons in Plato’s dialogues, 

came also to the conclusion that the first Alczbiades 

could not have been written by Plato. 

As to logical contents, the Alcibiades presents, besides 
some theories sufficiently known from other works of 

Plato, a singular identification of the soul with man 

(130 Cc: pndév GdAXO TOV avOpwTov NelrEeTaL, cuMBaivew 7H 

woynv), which recalls a passage from a notoriously 
spurious dialogue (Axiochus 365 E: npets eopev ux). In 

the Gorgias (464 A) every man is supposed to consist of 
soul and body, and at all times Plato defined man as an 
animal (Crat. 399 c, Polit. 271 8, Legg. 7658, &ce.), 

with a soul (uy7) avOp@rov Prot. 312 B, Symp. 192 D, 

Phaedr. 249 £, Rep. 590 A, &c.) ; the identification of man 

and soul seems to belong to some later Academicians. 
This contradiction between the first Alczbiades and the 

current Platonic teaching on an essential point is not of 

the same kind as many quite superficial contradictions 

quoted by those who oppose the authenticity of some of 
Plato’s other works. Man as consisting of body and soul 

is a familiar notion to Plato’s readers, and if the author of 

46 Andreatta, Sull’ autenticita dell?’ Alcibiade primo, Roveredo 1876. 

147 J, K. Kophiniotes in vol. iv. pp. 289-296, 310-315 of the Ephemeris, 

Athens 1881. 

48 Platons Alkibiades I. und II. tibersetzt von F. Susemihl, Stuttgart 

1864. 

49 R, Hirzel, ‘ Aristoxenos und Platons erster Alkibiades,’ in Rhein. 

Museum, vol. 45, pp. 419-435, Frankfurt a. M. 1890. 

180 T, Bruns, Das literarische Portrét der Griechex 

p- 399. 
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the Alcibiades takes the trouble to give a demonstration 

of the identity between man and soul, he must have felt 

that this was an innovation against the general opinion. 
If Plato had given this demonstration himself, he could 

scarcely have disregarded it throughout his other works, 
from the Protagoras to the Laws. Therefore we are 

justified in excluding the first Alcibrades, as well as the 
second, from the list of Plato’s works. 

The doubts raised against the authenticity of the 
Euthyphro, chiefly by Ast, Ueberweg, Schaarschmidt, and 

J. Wagner,!*! have been sufficiently refuted by Stallbaum, 

Hermann, Yxem,!*2 Wells, Adam,!** and Jezierski,'* 

so that there is no need to return to this question. All 
arguments against the authenticity of this and many 

other works can be reduced to two principal heads: 1. 
Plato would have written otherwise ; 2. Analogies with 

other dialogues show an imitator’s hand. Such argu- 

ments are necessarily subjective, and we can only 

affirm with certainty that Plato would have written 

otherwise, 1f we notice, as in the Alcibiades, some essen- 

tial contradiction to well-known and constantly expressed 

Platonic teaching. Nothing of that kind can be said of 
the Huthyphro. 

The logical contents of this little dialogue!*® corre- 
spond to what might be expected of a work written while 

the influence of Socrates on Plato still remained un- 

altered by further philosophical progress. The rule of 
definition of terms by general notion and_ specific 
difference is applied to a particular case: (12 D: e pépos 

'} J. Wagner, Zur Athetese des Dialogs Euthyphron, Briinn 1883. 

ts? ‘Yxem, Ueber Platos Huthyphron, Berlin 1842. 

%8 The Huthyphro of Plato, with an introduction and notes, by George 

Henry Wells, London 1881. 

! The Euthyphro of Plato, with introduction and notes, by J. Adam, 

Cambridge 1890. 

9 A. Jezierski, Platona Eutyfron, Tarnopol 1890. 

6 On the logic of the Huwthyphro, see also V. Poggi, L’ Hutifrone di 
Platone, Roma 1891. 
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TO Govov Tod Sdixaiov, Set . . sEevpety TO Totov pépos), but 

without any methodic digression on. logical theory 
such as appears in all the dialectical dialogues. Induction 
and analogy are used frequently (as 13 a, 14 4, &c.) and 

the necessity of establishing permanent notions is insisted 

upon (11 D: g8ovXopny av poe Tovs NROyous pévELv Kal AKLVY- 

Twos ldpicbar paddov 7 mpos tH Aaiddrov codia ta 

TavtaXov ypnpata yevéoOar: see also 5D). Enumeration 

of examples is shown to be insufficient to give such per- 
manence to a notion (6D: ody é& Tu } dv0 TOY TOANOY 

ociwy, adr éxsivo avTo TO eidos, © TavTa Ta doa botd 

eotwv) and the characteristic mark is sought for. 

This characteristic mark is here named ¢Z6o0s,in the sense 

in which Thucydides used this word when he spoke of an 

eidos vooou (Thucyd. 2, 50). Some authors, as for instance 

M. Waddington,’” thought it possible to draw chrono- 

logical inferences from the absence of the words ¢idos or 
ga In many small dialogues. M. Waddington is 

evidently not aware of the fact that both words are 

anterior to Plato, and are used by Thucydides and other 

earlier writers in the same sense as by Plato in his early 

dialogues. In the Euthyphro as in the Charmides they 
both occur, ‘d¢a in the meaning of form, property, or 
characteristic mark (6 E: wa tdga Ta Te avocla avocta 

etvat), but not in the later meaning of a metaphysical entity. 

From the occurrence of these words, which are not yet 

used as logical terms, we cannot infer that the Huthyphro 

is later than any other small dialogue, such as the Apology 

or Crito, from which these words are absent. 

There is a greater difficulty in the circumstance that 
in the Huthyphro (6 E: xpopevos adtn (TH idéa) 

Tapaceiypate) the idea is said to be a paradeigma, as 

this seems at first’ sight to approach the later theory of 

eternal forms or paradeigmatic ideas. But such eternal 

157 C. Waddington, ‘ Observations sur le Mémoire de W. Lutostawski,’ 

Compte rendu des séances et travaux de Vacadémie des sciences morales et 
politiques, vol. exlvit. N. 7. See above, note 49. 
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forms are ‘wapabdsiypata év tH gpuoe’ (Parm. 132 D 

= Rep. 597 B, cf. Theaet. 176 £), while here Plato only 
speaks of using the characteristic of holiness as a standard 

for distinguishing holy actions from sinful deeds. Such a- 
use of the word wapdéerypa does not essentially differ 

from that of Thucydides and the early orators; it 

cannot be regarded as peculiar to Plato. 

An important logical distinction is made in the 
Euthyphro between activity and quality: the quality is a 
result of a determinate activity, but never cause or 

ground of this activity (LO c: é Te yiyvetal, } Te TacyxEL, 

ovy OTL ‘yuyvopevoy eoTL, ylyveTal, ANN OTL yiyvETat, 

yeyvomevov éotw* oO OTL Tacyov éoTi, TacyEl, ANN 

OTL Tacxel, Tacyov zotiv). ‘This is here explained by a 
number of analogies before it is expressed in a general 
form. 

These few hints of a logical character offer no 
means of determining the date of the Huthyphro. The 

scene of the dialogue proves that it could not have 

been written before the accusation of Socrates. With 
regard to the later limit of time we can infer nothing 
beyond that the Huthyphro precedes the Meno and 

Gorgias on grounds of style,?* composition, and 
contents.! 

'S Stylistic observations place the Huthyphro at the beginning of Plato’s 

literary career. It contains many peculiarities of earlier style : éomep used 

always instead of ka@amep, r@ bvTs instead of bvTws, wévTo. prevailing over 

Toivuy ; &ywye, Euovye, Soret wor forming 19 per cent. of all answers, epi with 

the genitive prevailing over all other prepositions, &. (See table of 
affinity, p. 163.) 

'® Schleiermacher, Socher, Schierenberg (Ueber die Zeit der Abfassung 

des platonischen Huthyphro, Lemgau 1830), Stallbaum, Steinhart, Zeller - 

agree in placing the Huthyphro before the death of Socrates; Susemihl, 

Georgii (Platos Huthyphron iibersetzt von Georgii, Stuttgart 1875), Bergk, 

Dimmler believe the Huthyphro to be written some years later chiefiy on 

account of holiness being here a part of justice, while in the Gorgias it is a 

fifth virtue besides justice. Also H. Ritter, Brandis, Michelis, Ribbing, 

Mistriotes, Peipers, Weygoldt, Windelband, Christ, who admit the date of the 

Euthyphro as uncertain, agree, however, as to the Socratic character and 

early origin of this work. Only Teichmiiller (ii. 355) places the Euthyphro 
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The Apology shows, like the Euthyphro, a frequent 
use of induction and analogy (e.g. 25 Bc), and contains 

several repetitions of the well-known Socratic principle, 

“that he who knows his own ignorance is wiser than 
those who believe themselves to know what they do not 

know (21 cp, 22 c, 29 a, 38 c, 41 8B). This principle is 

carried to the extreme consequence, that all human 

knowledge is of little worth and that only God is wise 
and infallible (21 B, 23 A). Such a scepticism, bearing 

even upon the future life (29 4: oid ovdeis Tov 
Oavarov....also 42 A), does not extend to ethical con- 

victions (30 D: to do injustice is worse than death— 

30 B: virtue imports more than all besides). 
The uncertainty manifested as to a future life shows 

that the Apology was written earlier than the Meno and 

Gorgias, in which asin all later dialogues Plato professes 

the greatest certainty on this subject. Also the style of the 

Apology, very similar to the style of the Huthyphro, makes 

it probable that both dialogues were written not later 

than within the first years after the death of Socrates, and 

though the Huthyphro represents an earlier scene, there 

is no decisive reason to place it before the Apology.'” 
The Crito forms the third act in the tragedy of which 

the EHuthyphro and Apology represent the first scenes. 

We remark here a curious distinction between honest 
(ypnotas) and immoral opinions (474: 7rovnpas do€as), 

which is parallel to the later constantly repeated contrast 

between mere opinion and knowledge. ‘This way of 

estimating a judgment according to its moral value, with- 

out asking for a logical standard of truth, is peculiar to 
the Socratic stage of Plato’s logic, and shows us how 

after the Symposium and even after the Theaetetws, under the influence of 

his wrong theory of the stylistic criterion (see above, p. 102). 

169 Zeller and Ueberweg believed the Apology to be a faithful account of 
what Socrates said before his judges. But Riddell (see above, p. 99) and 

Stock (The Apology of Plato, with introduction and notes by S. G. Stock, 

Oxford 1887) have sufficiently demonstrated the improbability of this 

supposition. 
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Plato was led from the moral teaching of his master 
to his own logical investigations. When he wrote the 

Crito, he seems not yet to have arrived at his later ideal 

of objective knowledge: he is satisfied with an ‘honest’ 
opinion of a competent expert (é¢raiwy 47D) whom he 

trusts more than the opinion of the many (éd0£a Tar 

jTo\Xrov 47 C). 

In agreement with such a practical standpoint, funda- 
mental differences of opinion between men are recognised 

as inevitable, and here, as in the Huthyphro, are admitted 
to produce hatred and contempt, if they touch upon 

ethical subjects (Crito 49c Dp, Huthyphro 7D). This 

view 1s very characteristic, because in the Gorgias and 

all later dialogues the Platonic Socrates is represented as 

possessing objective truth about ethical as well as about 

other matters, a truth which can be proved and com- 
municated even to such enemies of philosophy as Kallikles. 

Here we see only competent opinion or the authority of 

the ‘ best’ reason (46B: pndevi dd\rXo TeiOecOat 7) TS AOYO 

Os av pot Noylouev@ BérTLcTOs dhaivntar). This ‘ best’ 

reason is not yet ‘the reason’ familiar to the readers of 

later dialogues. 

From these logical particulars we can only infer that 

the Crito,'*' forming with the preceding two dialogues a 
natural group, is earlier than the Meno and Gorgias. There 

is a great probability that the Crito is later than the 

Apology, because in p. 45B Plato makes a clear allusion 

to his Apology. This allusion might also refer to a coin- 

cidence between the Platonic Apology and the historical 
defence of Socrates, but if we consider that also the style 

‘6! The doubts as to the authenticity of the Crito expressed by Ast, and 

later by Schaarschmidt, have been sufficiently refuted by J. H. Bremi 

(Philologische Beitriige aus der Schweiz, Ziirich 1819, vol. i. p. 131 sqq-), 

Georgii (Apologie und Krito iibersetzt von L. Georgii, Stuttgart 1883), 

J. Adam (Platonis Crito, with introduction, notes, and Appendix, Cambridge 

1888), and many others. The relation of the Crito to the Gorgias is 

dealt with also in Plato’s Apology of Socrates and Crito, on the basis of 

Cron’s edition, by L. Dyer, Boston 1885. 
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of the Crito shows a slight advance over the style of the 
two preceding dialogues (see above, p., 163), we have 
good reason to admit that Plato himself intended this 

work as the supplement of the preceding. 
Less evident is the chronological relation of the 

Charmides ' to the above three dialogues. It is charac- 
teristic of the stage of logical advance which Plato had 
reached when he wrote this small work, that his So- 

crates commits a paralogism, inferring from the beauty 
of both temperance and quickness that quickness is 

temperate (159 D). Such logical blunders occur also in 

other small dialogues, and we have no reason to suppose 

that Plato was conscious of them. So long as the logical 
interest was not awakened, even a thinker like Plato 

might unconsciously commit logical errors. On the 

other hand, we notice a correct syllogism (161 4: aidws 
ovx ayabov . . . cwdbpoctvn ayatoyv . . . ovK dpa cwdpo- 

cuvn av ein aidws) of the form Cesare, introduced by the 

word cudAdAoyicduevos (1605), which, however, has not 

yet the meaning of a logical term. 
The allusion made by Critias to a possible division 

of sciences into practical and theoretical (165 E : Tis 
NoyLoTLKHS . . TL EoTLV TOLOUTOY Epyov olov oiKia OLKOOOMLKNS), 

carried out later in the Gorgias, is not developed here ; 
érioTnun and tzyvn are used as synonyms (1658), but 

theoretical knowledge, independent of personal considera- 
tions, is recognised as a great advantage to mankind 

'62 Doubts as to the authenticity of the Charmides put forth by Ast, 
Socher, Suckow, Schaarschmidt, and recently by Troost (Inhalt und 

Echtheit der platonischen Dialoge auf Grund logischer Analyse, Berlin 

1889) have been sufficiently refuted by Schleiermacher, Ochmann (Char- 
mides Platonis num sit genuinus quaeritur, Vratislavie 1827), Stallbaum, 
H. Ritter, Hermann, Steinhart, Munk, Susemihl, Spielmann (Die Echtheit des 

platonischen Dialogs Charmides, Innsbruck 1875), Alberti (‘ Gesichtspunkte 
fiir angezweifelte Platonische Gespriiche,’ Philologus, 3°" Suppl. Bd. p. 101, 

Gottingen 1878), and Georgii (Laches und Charmides, tibers. von L. Georgi, 

Stuttgart 1882). Also Zeller, who formerly believed the Charmides to be 

spurious, has since defended the authenticity against Troost (Arch. f. 

Gesch. d. Philos. vol. iv. p. 134). 
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(166D: Kowov ayabov sivat cysdov Te Taow avOpeTras, 

yiyverOar katadbaves ExacToV TOY OVYTWY OTN FYEL). 

Again, a sceptical tone is perceptible in the doubt 
whether certitude as to knowledge is possible (1724: 

ayadov ein TO eidévat a TE OlOEV TLS Kal & py OidEV... . 

ovdamod éructHpn ovdemia ToLavTNn ovca TépavTat). Very 

characteristic of the Socratic stage of Plato’s logic is the 

appreciation of the knowledge of knowledge according 
to a standard of usefulness (169B: ov« azrodéyouar .. . 

Tply dv erickeWopal, site TL AV Huas wherot, 172D: cxeWo- 

peda, e apa Te Kal pas ovycE . . TO Eidevat & TE OidEV 

kal & wy otdev). This would not occur in any dialogue 
after the Meno, but is very natural at the time when 

Plato had not entirely emancipated himself from the 
prevailing ethical preoccupations of his teacher. 

A beginning of later Platonic tendencies appears in 
the care with which the question, whether an activity can 

have itself as its object, is discussed. By many examples 
Plato tries to prove that most human activities have not 

this property, that, for instance, there is no perception of 

perception (167 c), no desire of a desire, no will of a willing 

(167 £), no love of love, no fear of fear, because each of 

these activities has an object different from itself, but the 

general question of the existence and possibility of a know- 
ledge of knowledge is here not settled, only adjourned as a 

problem requiring for its solution a great thinker (169 4). 

Nearly all investigators agree in placing the Charmides 
among Plato’s early works. Many believe that it may 

have been written even before the death of Socrates, to 

which it contains not the slightest allusion. But an exact 

chronological determination in this case requires further 
stylistic research, and the attempt of Teichmiiller to dis- 
cover in the Charmides allusions to the Memorabilia of 
Xenophon has failed. 

At all events the Laches '** belongs to the same period. 

'® Ast, Schaarschmidt, and to a certain extent Giltbauer (Philologische 

Streifziige, Freiburg 1886) doubted the authenticity of the Laches, but 
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It is noteworthy that Plato mentions here as objects of 
knowledge truths which are conceived as independent of 

time (198D: repli bdcwv éotlv émictnun, obK aAXn pay 

elvat TEepl yeyovotos, eidgvat Orn yéyovev, addy b epi 
ylyvomevar, O1n yiyveTar... Such truths 

are found more easily by a single competent man than by 

an incompetent majority (185 4: e gor Tes TeyviKOS. . . 
éxeivo TEelOecOar Evi dyTL, TOUS © aAdovs eav), because know- 
ledge is a safer criterion than great number (184 E: eTLoTH LN 

aX’ 7 avTn). 

det kpiveoBar adXX’ ov TAHOE TO weroV KAS KpLOncETOal). 

This short acknowledgment of knowledge as superior 

to opinion rises above the moral standard of honest 

opinions required in the Crito. But Plato does not yet 
pretend, as in later works, to possess such a knowledge. 

He advises his readers to seek the best teacher, without 

sparing money or anything else (201 4), but he offers no 

definitive solution of the proposed difficulties. In all 

the above small dialogues we see discussions leading to 

a Socratic confession of ignorance, and not to a definite 

doctrine. Opinions of others are criticised, but not defi- 
nitely corrected. 

The character of Socrates is similar in these works to 
what we know about the historical Socrates: he is repre- 
sented as a friend of young men, detecting their errors, 
not yet as the ideal master of wisdom. Of a similar 

critical character is the first larger work written by Plato, 

the Protagoras. In this dialogue also logical questions 
are only incidentally touched upon, and it is evident that 

the author cares chiefly for ethical problems. These are 

treated in a manner which presupposes the previous 

particular inquiries given in the small dialogues, and the 
logical power also appears increased. The inconvertibility 

of general affirmative judgments is insisted upon 

these suspicions have been refuted by Stalibaum, Georgii, Bonitz, and 

Tatham (The Laches of Plato, with introduction and notes, London 1888). 

Also Zeller abandoned his earlier doubts as to the authenticity of the 
aches. | 
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(350 0-351 8B) by means of several analogies. If we 

observe that this logical lesson is put into the mouth of 

Protagoras, and not of Socrates, we must admit as 

probable, that the discovery was made outside of the 

Socratic society. The perfect knowledge vainly sought 

for in the Charmides is not yet found by Plato. He still 

expects progress from discussion (848 Dp). His certitude 

is increased by the acquiescence of others, and not by its 

own absolute infallibility, as in later times, when he 

condemned to death those who thought otherwise 

(Laws 909 a, 958 A: cf. Polit. 3085). Still he recognises 

knowledge as the chief power in man, reigning over all 

feelings (852 c, 357 c), and settling all doubts (356E : 

Sntocaca TO adnOzs Hovyxlav av éroinoen Exe THY WruynV 

pévovoay el TO addnfei...). As one of the logical 

means of arriving at knowledge, Plato states the principle 

that each notion has only one contradictory to itself 

(3320: él éxdot@ TaV évavTioy Ev povoy zoTiv évayTiov 

Kal ov ToAAG) and exemplifies this rule by many instances, 

but without making any distinction between contrary 

and contradictory terms. 

These observations seem to indicate a further stage of 

logical development than is seen in the small dialogues. 
In the Charmides the subject, though restricted to one 

form of virtue, was to a great extent the same as in the 

Protagoras, and it seems more plausible that the greater 

work should contain no allusion to the smaller than that 

Plato should have written the Charmides after the Prota- 

goras without some allusion to the more general discussion 
on the same problem. The special subject of the Laches 

also is contained in the Protagoras, and the definition 

of courage (Lach. 195 A: tov Sewav Kai Oapparéov 
éructyun), arrived at in the Laches after a long conversa- 

tion, and shown by Socrates to refer not only to courage 
but to every virtue, is repeated in the Protagoras (360 D: 

) codia Tov Sewav Kal pry Sevdv avepela éoriv), and 

remains unrefuted (see also Rep. 429 c). 
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Some allusions to contemporaneous facts, contained in 

the Protagoras, seem to show that this dialogue was 

written at least seven years after the death of Socrates. 

Kroschel !** and after him Teichmuller have supposed 

that the mention of weAtactiKy (3504) as a familiar 

example was not probable before the introduction of this 

arm into the Athenian army by Iphikrates, between 393- 
391 B.c. Also Teichmuller and after him Dummler see 
in the Protagoras (347 c-350 8B) allusions to Xenophon’s 

Memorabilia, which appear to have been published some 

years after the death of Socrates. This agrees with our 

supposition that the Protagoras followed the above five 
small dialogues, and also with the observations on the style, 
according to which the Protagoras is intermediate between 

the small dialogues and the Gorgias (see above, p. 165). 

The Meno is generally held to be a continuation of 
the Protagoras. Theories of the greatest importance, 

amounting to logical discoveries, are for the first time 

expressed in the Meno, which in size exceeds only by a 

very little the limits of a small dialogue, and amounts to 

less than two-thirds of the volume of the Protagoras. 

Logical exercise, so often recommended in the dialectical 

works, is heré ced as S$ a methodical way of 

progressing on the path of truth (75 4: in order to enable 

Meno to find the definition of virtue, Socrates propos proposes 

the definition of form: wa Kat yévntal cow wedXZT7). 

“The aim of logical definition is indicated as the deter- 
mination of the substance (72B: ovcia) of things, that 

16 J. §. Kroschel, ‘Studien zu Platons Protagoras’ (Jahrbiicher fiir 
classische Philologie, vol. 87, p. 825, 1863), also in his review of Cron’s 

edition of the Protagoras (Zeitschrift fiir das Gymnasialwesen, vol. xx., for 

1866), and in his edition of this dialogue (Gotha 1865, as 34 ed. of Stallbaum). 
16 Nearly all investigators agree that the Meno is later than the Prota- 

goras: Tennemann, Schleiermacher, Hermann, Susemihl, Ribbing, Steinhart, 

Zeller, Ueberweg, Pfieiderer, Natorp, Siebeck, Gomperz, Ritter, J. Bartunek 

(Ueber die Aufeinanderfolge der Dialoge Protagoras, Gorgias und Menon, 

Progr. Rzeszow 1897) &c.; only Stallbaum, Schéne, and F. Horn ad- 

vocated the priority of the Meno on quite insufficient grounds; R. Hirzel 

(Rheinisches Museum, vol. 42, p. 249) sees in the Meno allusions to 

Polykrates’ katnyopia Swkparous. 
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which brings unity among the variety of external appear- 

ances (72: avTo ToDTO @ ovosy dvahgpovet, GAXa TavTOV 

siow daca). This unity is called etdos, not yet the later 

Platonic idea, but already a distinct logical term, cor- 

responding to species (72 C: éy ye TL el00S TAUTOV ATracaL 

Eyovow, 8’ 6 siciv aperat). The unity of species is the 

true essence of the things which it embodies (100 B: adro 

ad’ avTo Th ToT’ ZoTLW apETy). 

Having thus established the aim of research, Plato 

proceeds to give some rules as to the method. Here appear 

for the first time the ‘ dialectical’ requirements. Xeno- 
phon had once applied (Memor. iv. 5, 12: avdpas dvare- 

xtiuxwtatovs) the word ‘dialectical’ in the sense of ‘ best 

able to conduct conversation,’ but Plato, converting it 

into a logical term, requires of all who wish to discuss 

dialectically that they should base their reasoning on 

recognised notions or premisses (75D: zoTe O& lows TO 

SuarexTiK@TEpov pip pLovov TadnOH amoxpiverOar, adda 

cal 80 éxeivav dv dv TpoToporoyN Eloeval oO épopevos). 

As a method of verifying doubtful suppositions, Plato 

proposes to look for the consequences following from each 

hypothesis. This method he describes as hypothetical 

argument (86 E: 2& bro0bécews oxoTreic ar . . . WoTEP Ot 
yewmétpat), and transfers it from geometry to philoso- 
phical inquiry. He applies it successfully to the problem 

which he could not yet resolve in the Protagoras, and 

finds that virtue, so long as it is not taught, but merely 

practised according to common traditional experience, 

appears not to be, as was supposed in Charmides, Laches, 

and Protagoras, a kind of knowledge. 
Another sign of the awakened logical interest is the 

careful distinction between particular and general affirma- 
tion (73 EH, 89 A). Such progress in respect of formal 

reasoning corresponds to an equally remarkable develop- 
ment of some fundamental logical doctrines about which 

neither in the Protagoras nor in any of the small dialogues 
had Plato expressed any opinion. The theory of innate 
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ideas is not only introduced with a striking audacity, 
but founded on so general a metaphysical axiom as the 

unity of nature (81 D: dte yap tis ducews aTadons 

avyyevods ovons, Kal pepaOnxvias THs Wuyhs aravta, 

ovosy K@AVEL Sy wovoyv avapvnobevTa . . . TANNA TdVTA... 

aveupéEty). 

The metaphysical certainty of a priort knowledge, 

proclaimed by Plato in the Meno, is a new principle in 
the light of which the old Socratic irony and ignorance 
are disappearing. Still the author condescends to give an 
experimental and inductive proof of his assumption, after 

the caution that such a proof is not easy (82 4). The 

choice of the experiment and the manner in which it is 
executed show an educational mastery far greater than 

that visible in the small dialogues (82 B—-85 c). 
All doubts about the possibility and reality of infallible 

science have been removed ; the Platonic Socrates boldly 

asserts his absolute certainty of the existence of a science 
far above right opinion (98 B: éru 6¢ éotiv Te adXotov 6pAn 

dofa Kal émictnun, ov Tavu pot doKm TovUTO etKaleELy, 

GXN Eltrep TL AAO hainy av eidevat, OALya & dv hainv, sv & obv 
Kal TovUTO éxeivwv Osinv dv wv oida), and that this science 

may be awakened in everybody by means of skilful inter- 
rogations (86 A: adnOeis Sd€ar epwrncer éemeyepOeioar 

emiathpat yiyvovtat). The difference between right belief 

and scientific knowledge consists in the co-ordination and 
causal relation peculiar to true knowledge (98 A: adm@eis 
dofar . . . ov TodXdOD aEvai eicwv, Ews dv Tis adTas dnon 
aitias Noylopa... emeday 62 Sebo, TPATOV peV 

eTLoTH Mal ylyvovTal, Freita povipor’ Kat ova TadTa 
.. . Stadédper Secuo éerictnun ops So&ns). Science is 

therefore more valuable than mere belief, even if it be right 

belief. Armed with his new weapon, Plato enters upon 
its application to the ethical field, and introduces the 

immortality of the soul first as a true and beautiful tale 

of priests and poets (81 a), which he then confirms by a 

reflection on the nature of human thought (86 B: oveodr 
P 
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ei del ) adjOea hpiv TOV OvTwY éoTiv ev TH uy), aBavatos 

av 9 vy) én). 
This far-reaching logical importance of the Meno, 

noticed already by Guggenheim'® and Oldenberg,'” 

tells against those who hke Socher and Stallbaum 
believe that the Meno could have been written before the 
death of Socrates. The allusion to the bribery of 
Ismenias, indicated by Boeckh and Schleiermacher, shows 

that the Meno is later than 395 B.c. Less evident is 
another allusion to Polykrates, maintained by Hirzel and 

Diimmler, who place the Meno after the Symposium, an 

order which appears impossible, if we take into account 

the stylistic tests (see above, p. 166). What may be 

safely affirmed is that the Meno is later than the Prota- 

goras and all smaller dialogues. 

The logical interest awakened in the Meno bursts out 
only occasionally, but with great intensity in the Huthy- 

demus,'® which has all the appearance of a polemical 
work written for a certain practical purpose, and against 
enemies whom it is not quite easy for us to identify. 
Plato is so proud of his acquired certainty of knowledge 

that he would not give it up even for immortality, if not 
accompanied by knowledge how to use it (289 B). While 

in the Protagoras the word philosophy was still used in 
the meaning of love of wisdom (835 D, 342 D), here we 

see it defined as acquisition of knowledge (288 D: 
pirocodia KThois emiotnuns), and the dialectician, who 

had received his first rules in the Meno, becomes the 

highest judge of every particular knowledge (290 c). 

166 M. Guggenheim, Die Lehre vom apriorischen Wissen in ihrer Bedeu- 

tung fiir die Entwickelung der Ethik und Erkenntnisstheorie in der 

Sokratisch-Platonischen Philosophie, Berlin 1885. 
167 H. Oldenberg, De Platonis arte dialectica, Géttingen 1873. 

68 Doubts as to the authenticity of the Huthydemus, emitted by Ast 

and later by Schaarschmidt, have been sufficiently refuted by A. Polzer 

(Ueber die Echtheit des Euthydemos, Olmiitz 1874) and Bonitz (Platonische 

Studien, Berlin 1886). Bonitz gives also an elaborate classification of 

more than twenty sophisms contained in the Huthydemus. 
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These dialecticians, thus placed so high above the 
mathematicians and all other inquirers, are evidently 
Plato himself and his school. For the writer of the 
Euthydemus is clearly a teacher, though probably not yet 
the head of the Academy. Philosophy is the subject of 
his teaching, and he passionately defends his science 
against those who call philosophy a worthless and vain 

occupation (304 EB). 
To the right belief, explained in the Meno, Plato adds 

in the EHuthydemus his explanation of error and wrong 

belief, whose existence is proved against the Sophists by 
the hypothetical method taught in the Meno (Huthyd. 
984 a, 287). Plato gives an interesting collection of 
current sophisms resulting from the use of the same word 
in two different meanings, the misinterpretation of predi- 

cation, the omission of limiting determinations, and the 

double meaning of phrases according to their grammatical 

construction. 
The date of the Huthydemus can be approximately 

determined by its admission of the possibility of teaching 

virtue (as in the Republic and Laws), whence we conclude 

that it was written after the Protagoras and Meno, in 

which the same question is discussed. Those who, like 
Tennemann, Stallbaum, Steinhart, C. Ritter, believe the 

Euthydemus to have been written before the death of 

Socrates cannot account for the logical enthusiasm which 
is here manifested and is absent from all earlier dialogues. 
Those who, like Bergk, Siebeck, and Weygoldt, place the 

Euthydemus after the Symposiwm are not aware of the 

great difference in style between the Euthydemus and all 
dialogues later than the Cratylus and Symposiwm (see 

above, p. 166). 
There is no contradiction from the standpoint either 

of logical or of stylistic development in admitting the 

close relation between the Huthydemus and Isocrates’ 
discourse against the Sophists. This relation, first 
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noticed by Spengel,’® and Thompson,’” has been since 

investigated by Teichmiiller, Sudhaus,') Diimmler, and 

recognised by Zeller and Susemihl, without any note- 

worthy opposition. According to these investigations, the 

Euthydemus must have been published not before 390 

and probably not much later. Another allusion to Lysias, 

although supported with great ingenuity by Teichmiiller, 

is not quite so evident, and also the references to Anti- 
sthenes, alleged by Teichmiller, Urban,’” and Dimmler, 

are possible, but not certain. If we admit that Plato 
wrote the Huthydemus '™ about 390 B.c., this agrees very 

well with the general character of the dialogue, which 

directs the most acute polemic against wrong education, 

thus seeming to indicate that the author had already 

acquired some educational experience, and gathered 

around him a number of pupils, preparing the foundation 

of that philosophical school which achieved such an un- 

paralleled importance in the history of human thought. 

This educational character reaches a still higher level 

in the Gorgias, which represents the transition from the 

Socratic to the peculiar Platonic philosophy. In its 

ethical character the Gorgias is still Socratic, but the 

method of argumentation and the apodictic certainty with 

169 Spengel, ‘Isokrates und Plato,’ Abhandlungen der Akademie zu 

Miinchen, vol. vii. pp. 729-769, Miinchen 1855. 

170 The Phaedrus of Plato, with English notes and dissertations, by 
W. H. Thompson, London 1868, p. 179. 

171 Sudhaus, ‘ Zur Zeitbestimmung des Euthydem, des Gorgias und der 

Republik,’ Rheinisches Museum, vol. xliv. p. 52, Frankfurt a. M. 1889. 

172 Urban, Ueber die Erwihnungen der Philosophie des Antisthenes in 

den platonischen Schriften, Konigsberg 1882. 

173 Some authors inferred from the use of mdpeots Huthyd. 3014 that 
Plato when he wrote the Hwthydemus had already produced his theory of 
ideas. But this is by no means probable, because wapetva:is used in exactly 

the same manner in some of the small dialogues, as Charm. 1594 and 

Lys. 217d, like mapayiyvec@a: in the Laches 1898. This use does not 

correspond to the terminology of ideas. Instead of mdpeots KdAdos Tt 

(Euthyd. 3014) Plato would have said later mdpeor: Td KddAAOs (adTd Kab? 
ai7d). Generally wapetva: is very little used by Plato in connection with 

ideas. 
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which ethical principles are proclaimed (509 A: ovdeis ois 
T goTlV GdXwS AZyoV py) OV KaTayéXacTos zivat) belong to 

Plato, are his own creation, and are manifested constantly 

in all his later works. The literary skill displayed in the 
Gorgias reaches a higher perfection than in the small 
dialogues, and even than in the Protagoras, Meno, or 

Euthydemus. Plato has now arrived at a mastery of 

form, which approaches to the highest beauty attained by 

human language, and has been exceeded perhaps only by 

Plato himself in the Phaedo, the Phaedrus, and parts of 
the Symposiwm, the Republic, and the Theaetetus. 

The teaching of those dialecticians, who were indicated 

in the Huthydemus as treasurers of knowledge, is now 

personified and attributed to ‘Philosophy.’ This Philo- 
sophy is loved more than all human beings, and is 

credited with eternal truths, which never change (482 a: 
The power of 

these truths is based on our own consciousness, nor can 

any man contradict them without contradicting himself 
(482 B: 7 hirocodiay 2&éreyEov . . 

Kaddxrjjs, © KadXinres, adda Stadorvice év atravTt TO 

Bio). And to all faithful followers of this his Queen, 

Plato promises after death a happy hfe, apart from other 

human beings (526 c). In this he still betrays a juvenile 

egoism, which was abandoned later, when he bade the 

philosophers descend lke gods among mortals to teach 
them a better life. 

The difference between right belief and _ scientific 
knowledge, found in the Weno, is here applied to the art of 

persuasion, and leads to the distinction of two kinds of 
rhetoric, one based on knowledge, the other on faith 

(454 E: dvo eidn Cdpev Trevods, TO ev TicTLWW TapExXomEvoV 

avev Tov sidévat, TO & émeotnunv): knowledge alone is in- 

fallible (454 D: érictipn ovdapas éotiv wWevdyjs), while 

belief may be true or false. In full accordance with this 

increasing separation between science and opinion, Plato 

distinguishes more clearly than in the Charmides between 
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theoretical and applied or practical sciences (450 c-451 b), 

and he insists on the importance of the division of con- 

cepts (500 D: BedticTov éotw . . . Statpeto Oat, duehomevovs 

d& Kal oporoyncavtas adAjrOS . . . oxevaTOa, Ti Te Sia- 

hépeTov adAAOLY). i 

The reasoning proceeds on granted premisses, according 

to the rule given in the Meno, and the logical connection 
is carefully shown by means of logical terms (498 E: 
cuAdoyloat, TL Huiv cupBaiver 2k TOV Wporoynusvor). 

Inevitable repetitions are excused by the logical aim 

(499 A: Kat dis yap Tou Kal Tpis dacw KaXov eivat TA Kara 

eye TE Kali ericKoTreta Oat, cf. 508 D). This gives the im- 

pression of an author who is used to personal teaching, 
and has already found the truths he wishes to convey to 

his hearers, but professes to seek them again in company 

with his pupils. What in the Apology (80D) and Crito 

(49 Ac) has been expressed as a personal belief, that one 

should by no means do wrong, 1s here affirmed as a well- 

founded scientific truth (509 A: tatta ... huiy otto 

pavevta Katéyetar Kal dédeTat oLdnpois Kat adapayTivots 

Noyous), and is so far extended as to imply even the 
necessity of punishment if one has done wrong (482 B, 

527 B). The aim of human life is not, as 1t seemed to be 

in the Protagoras, pleasure but ‘the good’ (513 D: 6v’ 

ehamev eivat Tas TapacKevas éml TO Exactov Oenarevel, 
. . play mév Tos HOoOVIY OmlArEty, THY ETepav OF Tpos TO 

Berttotov). The politician’s duty is to make better the 
people whom he leads. 

In the Protagoras and Meno Plato still maintained 
the popular belief that Pericles and Themistocles were 

great and wise men. He only complained that they were 
unable to impart their greatness and wisdom to their 
children or others. But now, from the height of the 

newly founded philosophy, Plato dares to say that these 

idols of the Athenians were bad politicians and corrupters 
of the people (515 8). This bold contempt of the men 

who had generally been esteemed greatest among the 
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citizens of Athens shows how rapidly the breach is 
widening for Plato between vulgar common sense and 

the teachings of philosophy. He has risen from Socratic 
ignorance and irony to that full independence of tradition 
and public opinion which in all ages characterises a great 

philosopher. 
Another indication of the later date of the Gorgias is 

the hatred of tyranny (525 D) here expressed and henceforth 

maintained by Plato throughout his hfe. Stylistic inquiry 

places this dialogue after all the above-mentioned works, 

and between the Huthydemus and the Cratylus (see above, 

p. 167). If we admit with Teichmiiller that the Pro- 
tagoras and EHuthydemus were written between 393- 

390 B.c., we are not obliged to accept his supposition 
that the Gorgias is fifteen years later. 
(i. 357) as well as Sudhaus ™ place the Gorgias after 

Isocrates’ discourse to Nicocles, which is supposed to have 

been written 376 B.c. But the allusions to this discourse 

supposed to be contained in the Gorgias are not evident, 

while Dummler, who also specially investigated Plato’s 
relation to Isocrates, assigns to the Gorgias a much earlier 
date. The most certain conclusions as to the date of the 
Gorgias that can be drawn from the contents have been 

indicated by Natorp '*: the Gorgias is probably later 

than the Protagoras, Meno, and all above-mentioned 

small dialogues. This is also the result reached by Horn 

in his comparison of the ethical theories of these works. 
The Gorgias'® closes the Socratic stage of Plato’s 

74 P, Natorp, ‘ Ueber Grundansicht und Entstehungszeit von Platos 

Gorgias’ (Archw fiir Geschichte der Philosophie, vol. li. p. 394, Berlin 

1889). 
175 The Gorgias is one of the few works of Plato which has escaped the 

searching criticism of those who have doubted the authenticity of many other 
dialogues. Voluminous and instructive commentaries on the Gorgias have 
been published by Findeisen (Platonis Gorgias, Gothae 1796, 624 pp.), 
D. Coray (Zevopa@vros ’Atouvnuwoveduata kal TAdtwvos Tépyias éxdidovros kal 

SiopSovvTos *“Adauavriov Kopay, év TMapioiois 1825), Ast (Annotationes in Pla- 

tonis Opera, tom. ii. Lipsiae 1832), Woolsey (The Gorgias of Plate, Boston 

1842), Cron (Beittrdége zur Erkldrung des Platonischen Gorgias, Leipzig 
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philosophy, and leads from the ethical problems which 
occupied him in the first years after the death of his 

master to the logical and metaphysical inquiries which 
filled the greatest part of his manhood. 

Looking back over the above survey of Plato’s first 
steps in logic, we see that he started from ethical problems, 
agitated by his teacher, and that his first attempts to find 
a definition of particular virtues and of virtue generally 

were made with moral purposes. In order to be temperate 

it seems to be indispensable to know what temperance 

is, and where is the limit separating this virtue from in- 
temperance. Among such inquiries on particular virtues 

Plato became interested in the more general problem of a 
definition of virtue. This he began to seek, and after 

some vacillation recognised the identity of virtue and know- 
ledge. But he was still unable to attain certainty of 
knowledge ; only after years of educational practice he 

found that such certainty is possible, and not to be sought 
for in the assent of any majority, nor in tradition, nor in 

idle discussion, but in the inward power of the soul which 

sees the truth with absolute certainty. To trace the 

origin of this power, felt by him when he imparted his 

moral convictions to his pupils, he recurred to the 

hypothesis of a previous existence of the soul, and 

deduced also the soul’s immortality. 

We see the influence of his activity as a teacher in the 
rules for dialectic discussion, consisting in starting from re- 
cognised premisses, in dividing and distinguishing notions, 
in following up the consequences of each hypothesis, and 

avoiding unjustifiable generalisation. By these means 
Plato reached a degree of certitude not experienced before. 

He created an ideal of infallible knowledge, far above 
traditional opinions, and he distinguished this scientific 
knowledge from common belief by his ability to show a 
reason for each assertion. The methodic connection of 

1870, G. Lodge (Gorgias, edited on the basis of the Deuschle Cron’s 

edition, Boston 1891, 308 pp.), and many others. 
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thought gave to his conclusions a permanence and con- 
sistency which unscientific opinion never reaches. 

The new power of philosophy, acquired by logical 
exercises undertaken with ethical purposes, reacted first 

on the moral problems from which Plato started. He 
applied his logical method first to the great questions 

which had been unsuccessfully discussed in his earlier 

writings, and he produced a consistent theory of virtue 
and of the aims of hfe in the Gorgias. But the logical 
progress achieved will not be limited in its effect to the 

subject for which it has been devised. We see already in 

the Meno, in the Euthydemus, and in the Gorgias, that 

Plato begins to feel an interest in logical method in- 
dependently of its applications, and this logical interest, 

once awakened, will lead him to special logical investiga- 

tions, and to further development of methods in order to 

acquire and communicate to others an infallible know- 
ledge. 

An almost fanatical enthusiasm and love of absolute 

science explains certain exaggerations: the new know- 
ledge referred only to very few principles, but Plato is as 

proud of it as if he had already extended it to all depart- 
ments of Being. He obtained a glimpse of a world 
different from the world in which he lived, and he had 

the audacity to believe more in the reality of this new 
world of his thoughts than in all other authorities. Thus 

he progressed out of the Socratic stage to his own 
philosophy, and created the theory of ideas, which has 
been so often identified with Platonism. 

We cannot agree with Zeller who sees vestiges of this 
theory of ideas already in the Meno, Huthydemus, and 

Gorgias. Here we have only the germ from which the 

theory of ideas was afterwards developed. This germ is 
the consciousness of infallible knowledge arrived at when 

Plato wrote the Meno, becoming a special science in the 
Euthydemus, and in the Gorgias entrusted with the 

direction of human life. This consciousness was in the 
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beginning purely personal and based on experience in 
teaching. Plato enjoyed it as a new sense, a feeling of 

higher life, and he did not yet undertake to explain it fully. 
The absolute certainty was reached in his own mind, and 

referred really only to a few ethical truths; he had im- 

parted it to some of his pupils, and he generalised the 
faculty of absolute knowledge, postulating such knowledge 
for all departments of being. The complete theoretical 

explanation of the possibility of such knowledge was not 
yet given—scarcely asked for. But the consciousness of 

absolute knowledge, created in the soul of Plato, was 

transmitted from generation to generation, and since his 
time has never deserted European philosophy. 



CHAPTER V 

ORIGIN OF THE THEORY OF IDEAS 

WHEN Plato had discovered in his own consciousness 

the existence of an infallible knowledge (a priori) and 

applied this knowledge to the ethical problems which 

were the chief subject of his teacher’s philosophy, it 

was natural for him to seek an explanation of the nature 

of knowledge itself. A priority of knowledge with its 

accompanying certainty appeared to him first as a psycho- 
logical fact, a feeling concerning certain thoughts. This 
feeling from a psychological point of view might still 

- be an illusion. The logical standpoint was not yet 
reached, or at least is not known to have been reached 

by anybody before Plato. The fact of an a priori know- 

ledge proclaimed by Plato in the Meno was for him a 
psychological fact, the difference between the state of 
mind of one who knows and knows reasons of his know- 

ledge, and that of one who believes, and does not care 

to find out why he believes. The dialectician, whom 
Plato had described in the Euthydemus as the master 

of every knowledge, distinguished his knowledge from 

other people’s opinions by the circumstance, that he 
had reasons to quote for his judgments. The doctrine 

of an absolute morality was presented in the Gorgias 

as a knowledge above and beyond all changes of opinion ; 
but Plato had not yet inquired into the ultimate founda- 
tions of the certainty which he experienced and imparted 

to his pupils. The antenatal existence mentioned in the 
Meno was rather an inference from the fact of a prioré 

knowledge than the explanation of it. 
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This explanation was the next task undertaken by 
Plato after giving his definitive solution of the moral 
problem in the Gorgias. We cannot expect Plato to 
record for us every step of his new investigations. We 
must ourselves supply the connection between one work 

and another, because the works themselves do not exhibit 

a continuity of evolution. The dialogues were not 

intended as a diary of investigations, but as an artistic 
embodiment of certain conclusions with an ideal indica- 

tion of a method by which they might have been reached, 

not necessarily coinciding with the actual steps through 
which the author had arrived at them. 

Such artistic reminiscences of a long inquiry were 
the Protagoras, Meno, Euthydemus, and Gorgias; they 

were never connected by Plato into one whole, nor are 

they a progressive account of the development of the 

author’s theories, but represent only occasional mani- 

festations of his original thoughts. The next movement 
in advance of these ethical dialogues is visible in the 
Cratylus and Symposium, which approach the solution 
of the logical problem of a priori knowledge from two 

different sides, which may be described as the linguistic 
and the esthetical. <A third note is struck in the Phaedo, 

and it is really only in the Phaedo that the theory of 
ideas takes a definitive shape, and is based on meta- 

physical considerations. All these three dialogues are 

undoubtedly later than the ethical series, because their 

style has many more characteristics peculiar to the latest 

group (see above, pp. 168-169). 

I. The Cratylus. 

(Relative affinity to the latest group, measured on the 
Laws as unity, =0°16; see above, p. 168.) 

The Cratylus, which recalls the Huthydemus by the 

humour displayed in it, offers many difficulties to the 
interpreter, because it is not quite easy to distinguish 
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what is meant seriously from what is a parody of con- 
temporary linguistics. Cratylus, who is here represented 

as debating with Socrates, might be the same about 
whom Aristotle!” says that he was a follower of Hera- 
clitus and a teacher of Plato. But while Aristotle repre- 
sents Plato as faithful in an essential point to the 

doctrine of this his first teacher, we see in the present 
dialogue how he frees himself from a prejudice main- 

tained by Cratylus, according to which philology took 

the place of philosophy, and the truth about being was 
to be sought in etymology. 

It is very characteristic of the dialogue which makes 
the starting point of Plato’s logic, that in order to prove 

that things are not necessarily as they appear, that there 

is an existence independent of appearance, and a certainty 
not lable to doubt, Plato uses an ethical example, and 

quotes as one of such certainties the existence of bad and 
good men (386 8B). Thus the existence of things is treated 

as Independent of the words we use to define them, and 
they are viewed as having their own permanence of 

substance (386A: éyew atta avTav twa BeBaietnTta Tis 

ovoias—423D: ovoia doxet sivas ExdoTw, woTEp Kal 
Vpoua..-. 

ovata TLS EKATEPW AUTMY, Kal TOs adXOLS TAaCW boa HEiwTaL 

TaUTns THs Tpocpynacews Tov eiva). Neither is Protagoras 

right in affirming that everything is as it appears to 
everybody (386 c), nor Euthydemus in believing that 
everything is for everybody the same always (386 D), for in 

either case no room would be left for the distinction be- 
tween good and bad, and this distinction Plato since writing 
the Gorgias looked upon as incontestable. The opinion 

here ascribed to Huthydemus is found in the dialogue of 

A A A / A A U 

TPOTOV AVTO TH YpMpaTL Kal TH hwvy zoTLW 

“6 Aristotle in the Metaphysics (987a 32) quotes Cratylus as Plato’s 

teacher, and says that he was a follower of Heraclitus. Proclus in his 

commentary on the Cratylus of Plato (ed. J. F. Boissonade, p. 4) identifies 
with this Heraclitean Cratylus the Cratylus of Plato’s dialogue. 
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this name, and if we compare the passages, the Cratylus 

seems to refer to the Huthydemus : 

Euthyd. 2948: worepov mavra 

vov pdvov ériatacOov 7) Kal del ;— 

kat dei—answers Euthyd. and he 
says: 2954: émideiEm kai oe TavTa 

Ta Oavpaota €éxovra. After a 

sophistical argument he coneludes 

> \ 

Cratyl. 386 D: ovd€ cad’ Ev6v- 

Snwov ye otuar cot Ooxet maou wavra 
¢ , sce! ¢ et UR 7Q\ ‘ Opmoiws etvat dua Kai dei: ovde yap 
x 4 ei € \ / c \ 
div ovT@s elev of ev xpnoTol, of dé 

¢ ’ 

Tovnpol, €l Opolws Gmact Kal det 
, yf 

apetn Te kal Kakia ein. 

with saying to Socrates: 296D: 
del yap @podoynkas erictacOat kai 
dua rdavra. This is then proved by Socrates to be wrong 297 a by the 
example of the evident falsehood of a judgment suchas ‘good men 

are unjust.’ 

What this substance or nature of things and even 

of actions (387 D) is, Plato does not yet fully explain. 

His first step is only to ascertain that it must be per- 

manent, while appearance is changing. The permanence 

of the substance of things results from the possibility of 
knowledge, which, since it has been established in the 

Meno, is no more liable to doubt, and is here accepted as 

a basis of reasoning. If things never remained the same, 
there would be nothing in them whereof Being might 

be predicated (439E: was otv Gy ein Ti éxeivo, 6 

pndeTroTe WTAUTMWS Eye; .. . Ef OF AE MTAUTMS EXEL Kal 

TO AUTO éoTl, TAS Av TOUTE ye pEeTAaBAaAXOL 7) KLVOTTO pNdEV 

eEvoTapevov THS avTod idgas ;). When a thing changes it 

becomes another, and no longer corresponds to the idea we 

first conceived of it. In such continuous changes know- 

ledge becomes impossible, because knowledge refers to 

a determinate being, and if that being becomes another, 

then our knowledge can no more refer to it, since know- 

ledge cannot know an indeterminate object (4404: 

yva@ots 6) Tov ovdsmia yiyvookes 0 yiyvacKer pndapos 
zyov). Knowledge itself, if it be knowledge, must remain 

unaltered and without change, because if it changes and 
no longer corresponds to the notion of knowledge, then 

it ceases to be knowledge at all (4404 B: adr’ ovde 

yvaouv eivar davat eiKds, & peTaTinte. TavTAa yYpHuaTa 
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Kal pndev péver . . . 8K TOVTOU TOU AOYOU OUTE TO YVYwoo- 
pEvov ovTE TO YvwoOnoopevoy av ein). This reasoning is 

of fundamental importance for Plato’s logic, and for the 
origin of logic generally. It returns many times in later 
writings ; the existence of a knowledge that is different 

from mere opinion is an axiom and the foundation of 
science. But knowledge cannot deal with ever-changing 
matter. The aim is to discover fixity in its objects, and 
these, the notions of our mind, if grasped by real know- 
ledge, cannot undergo change. If they change, then 

they were not at first obtained by knowledge but by a 
wrong opinion. 

It is inconceivable how Schaarschmidt (pp. 262-263) 
could believe that the objects of knowledge referred to so 

frequently (as ra dvta) in the Cratylus were material 
things. Plato says clearly that the substance of things, 

as being invariable, is different from material appearances, 
and he quotes as illustrations of such substances the 
knowing subject, the known object, the beautiful, the 
good (440 B: e O& ote pay adel TO YLyVOCcKoY, gate 83 

TO YlyvwoKkopmevov, tote OF TO KaXOvV, zoTe 8 TO 
ayabov, gott O& By ExacTov TaY bYTwY, Od pot 
paweTat TAVTA Omola OVTA, & VOY Hmets AéyomEr, Pon OvdsV 

ovde dopa). He expressly warns his disciples that the 

beautiful 1s not the same as a beautiful face, since the 

beautiful face can change, while the beautiful remains 

always the same (439 D: adto TO KaXov TovodTOY dé zoTLW 

oiov éotwv). If it did not remain the same, we could not 
even name it or think of it. 

The negative determination of the substance as 
different from particular things leaves open the inquiry 

whether this substance has an ideal or a real existence. 
The beautiful might be independent of our own individual 

reason, and might still exist only in some personal reason, 
being a necessary form of thought, as has been admitted 
by Kant. Or the beautiful might have a separate 
existence as a power independent of any personal 
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being, the origin and cause not only of all beautiful 
particular things, but also of our personal notion of the 

beautiful. 
If we look at all the places in the Cratylus where the 

existence of an idea is postulated, we find in none of 

them any hint as to whether Plato in writing this 
dialogue was aware of the above alternative and whether 

he had already made a choice between the two possible 
answers to the question in which manner the substance 
of things exists. In every passage where he uses the 
words etSos, id¢a or similar expressions (as 389 D: avro 
éxeivo 6 got, 389 A: ToLvodTOY TL O TépuKe) We can render 

them by ‘notion,’ ‘form,’ ‘idea,’ and we need not have 

recourse to the supposition that Plato had already 

imagined a world of self-existing ideas, as in his later 
teaching. 

He is very cautious in taking his first steps in logic, 

and he confesses that the definitive solution of these 
problems is very difficult (440 c), but he exhorts his 

readers to investigate courageously and well, and not to 

desist from that investigation (440 D). He seems to 
promise further exposition, because Socrates and Cratylus 
at the end of the dialogue mutually advise each other to 
consider the matter. This is in perfect accordance with 

the position of this dialogue as introductory to Plato’s 
special logical studies. 

The necessity of a substance of things, as the true 

object of knowledge, is here alluded to as dreamt of 
many times (439 C: mwodXaxis ovetpwoTtw). Some inter- 

preters have inferred that this implies earlier exposi- 
tions of the same problem, and have accordingly placed 

the Cratylus after other dialogues, as for instance 
Pfleiderer '7 held it to be ‘indubitable’ that the 
Phaedrus and even Theaetetus preceded the Cratylus. 

But we must be cautious in such inferences, because 

Plato did not look upon his works as a continuous series 

177 i. Pfleiderer, Socrates und Plato, Tibingen 1896, p. 318 sqq. 
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of handbooks, in which each presupposes all that precede. 
An allusion to frequent discussions on a _ particular 
subject may refer much more probably to Plato’s 
oral teaching than to his previous works. The use of 

ovcia in the meaning of the true substance of a thing as 

opposed to its appearance is not found in the ethical 
dialogues preceding the Cratylus, and appears here for 

the first time.’ It cannot easily be taken in the later 

meaning of a transcendental idea, because the only marks 

of substance here insisted upon are its permanence, and 
its difference from appearance and opinion. Both can be 
predicated of concepts of our mind, and when Plato began to 
understand something else by an idea, he said so expressly 

in quite different terms. If anybody from the mention of the 
form of a shuttle (889 B: eidos xepxidos) infers that Plato 

in the Cratylus admitted ideas of manufactured articles, 
then of course he would find the Platonic theory of ideas 

already in Thucydides. But in the light of an impartial 
interpretation, the theory of ideas is only prepared in the 

Cratylus, not yet formulated!” 

The power of the dialectician, assumed in the 
Euthydemus, is again asserted in the Cratylus. The 

dialectician, however, is here defined as ‘he who knows 

how to ask and to answer questions’ (390 C: 0 épwrdy 
emliaTamevos Kal amoxpivec@ar); this definition is not 
given here as something new, but as well known and 

"8 Peipers (Ontologia Platonica, p. 67) quotes some passages from 
earlier dialogues, where according to him ovcia refers to ideas, but on con- 

sideration, in all these passages another meaning is obvious. Huthyph. 
114 ovcia éciov=definition of holiness (Jowett: essence); Charm. 168 p 
ovoia = nature (Jowett) or quality; Protag. 3498 otcia (dvéuatos) kab 
mpayua=object and thing (Jowett: ‘essence and thing’); Meno 728 

ovoia weAitrns = definition of a bee (Jowett: nature of a bee); Gorg. 472 B 
exBaAdew éx THs ovclas (Jowett : inheritance). In none of these passages is 
ovcia opposed to appearance, asin the Cratylus and in many later works. 

“9 That the Cratylus is introductory to the theory of ideas has been 

also recognised by Susemihl (see note 54), who observed that the words e?5os 
and ida have in all passages of the Cratylus whenever they occur the 

meaning of ‘ species,’ ‘kind,’ ‘form,’ but not the later meaning of Platonic 

ideas (Genetische Entwickelung, vol. i. p. 161). 
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recognised, though it had not been given in any earlier — 

work of Plato. In the Huthydemus, the only earlier 
dialogue where the dialectician is mentioned, the term was 
also assumed as known, and it may have been used by — 

Socrates, as it occurs in Xenophon’s Memorabilia. But 
here the privilege of the dialectician to judge every kind 

of knowledge is extended also to the art of creating words. 
The maker of words has to recognise as his master the 

dialectician (390 D: vopoférou Epyov dvopa, eric Ta Thy ExOVTOS 

duarexTiKov avopa), and here Plato is clearly conscious of 
his dialectical superiority over contemporary philologers, 
and, as he expressly states, over the sophists (891 c) and 

poets (391 D-393 B). 

First ele- Related to this is the demand that the first elements 
mentsof of everything must be explained unless the whole is 
ae to remain unexplained; which is here applied to the 

ing 
must be | OLlgin of language (426 4: wep. TOV TpwTwY dvopaTav 
firstex. +--+ MGAloTad TE Kal KaBapwrata Se zyew atrobetEat, 7) Ev 

plained. etdévar, OTL Ta ye VaTEpa HOn PAvapyce). Things have 

Natural their natural divisions, according to which we must divide 

divisions them if we do not wish toerr (887 A: Kata THy d¥aw Tod 

Téuvely TE Kal TEwverOar Kal @ TépuKe). Things are as 

they are, according to their own nature (586 E: xa@ avra 

Tpos THY aUTM@Y ovGiay EyovTa 7TEp TeduKev) and not 

according to our imaginations (3886 E: ov pos pas 
ovde Ud nuov, EXKGpEVA AVwW Kal KATH TO NMETEPH 

davtdcpartt), Which produce error and wrong belief as 

Origin of opposed to truth (385 B). Against those who pretended 
errorin that error is impossible (429 pD) Plato shows the origin 

of things. 

the ae of error in the incompetent use of language. Words are 
use O : ‘ ” : lancuae: 1Struments (388 A: dpyavov) of thought, for educational 

.o) = 

st isthe Purposes and for logical distinctions (388 Cc: didacKadtxov 
privilege Kal OvaxpiTiKov THs ovctas) ; they imitate things (430 B: 

of the dvOLa plunua Tov Tpayywatos) as their symbols (433 B: 

gale’ dyA@pa cvrAdaBais Kal Ypap pace mpaypatos, also 435 B), 

ticanto and yet are not always similar to them (432 D), because 

po os good word-maker is the rarest of all artisans (389 A: 
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Snptouvpy@v omaviwtatos), and if he does not work after in the 
the dialectician’s directions, he may have named things Proper 
not according to their nature (432). The competent “*” 
use of right words is the dialectician’s privilege (3890 c) 

and those who do not possess the dialectical power are 
liable to employ words in a manner contrary to their 

intention, whence mistakes arise (431 3B). Thus truth 

differs from falsehood (885 B). The worst source of error 

is self-deception, because the deceiver never abandons the 

deceived (428 D) and makes him disagree with himself 

(483 B: cf. Gorg. 482 B). 

Here Plato confirms what he said in the Gorgias Consist- 

about contradiction as the mark of error, and consistency ency a 
as the condition of truth. Truth is found in the unity condition 
and similarity of things 438: pasty (ra dvta)... ™ ae 
80 addnro?, El 1 Evyyeva éotw, Kal avta bv avTov). What 

method should be used for ascertaining truth Plato de- 

clines to explain (489B: pet{ov icws éotiv eyvwxévar 7 

kat &uz kat a2), but he insists that knowledge is not to 

be gathered from words (489 B: dyamntov 68 Kal TovTO 
oporoyncacbar btu ovK #& dvo“aTwY, GAAA TOV padXov 

aita 2& aitav Kat paOnréov Kat Enrnréov), for the first 

word-maker, if he named things according to their nature, 
must have hada knowledge of them not gained through 

words (438 B). 

Plato thus claims for his philosophical pursuit the Philo 

authority to judge about the propriety of words (425 A), sopher’s 

to change their meaning and to make new words accord- ™depend- 
ing to the requirements of his dialectic. He has largely “"™ 
used that liberty in his later works, whereas but few new 
words occur in the Socratic dialogues. The Cratylus pro- ,.¢, 

claims the philosopher’s independence of and power over |anguage. 

language. Faithful to the a priort character of his 

knowledge, Plato despises statistics (437 D) and inferences 
from a majority of cases. He wants a sound basis and 

beginning for each theory (436D: dé wepi Tis apyijs 
TavTos Tpdypatos Tavtl avépt Tov ToAvy Aoyor sivat Kal. 

language, 

and power 

Q 2 
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THY TOMAHY oKew) and betrays his geometrical predilec- 

tions by adducing the familiar analogy of a small error 

unnoticed in the commencement of a geometrical con- 

struction (436D: dvaypapypatwv eviote TOD TpwTOU GpLKpOD 

Kal adyrou wWevdous yevouevouv, TA RoLTA TapTrOAXA HOH 
OVTa ETOmEva OmoNOyEly AAAHAOLS). He does not recognise 

a reference to divine origin as an explanation of anything, 
comparing it with the introduction of gods on the dramatic 
stage, when no better solution is forthcoming (425 D), and 

calling it a clever evasion of the duty of giving reasons 

and proofs (426 A). Still, the religious spirit of the Gorgias 
is not extinct, and God remains free from human con- 

tradictions (488 c), while the future life is assumed as a 

matter of course (403D), with the addition, that it is 

dominated by philosophy (404 a). 

It is curious, however, to see that this increasing con- 

fidence in the power of dialectic and philosophy seems to 

fail him in the concrete problems with which he is chiefly 
concerned in the Cratylus. The avowed purpose of the 

inquiry is to ascertain the origin of language, and the dis- 
cussion, not invariably quite serious, of many etymologies 

ends in a compromise between two conflicting theories. 
As a result of the Cratylus we must recognise the view 

that there is a certain natural phonetic expression of 
thoughts, but that this 1s adulterated through the word- 

maker’s errors, which remain in the language by tacit 

consent of the people speaking any dialect. Both extreme 

theories of language, as the result of an agreement, or as 

a product of divine inspiration, are here repudiated. Plato 
in this dialogue employs a method very familiar to the 

readers of his later writings, consisting in beginning a dis- 

cussion with some secondary topic, and passing from this 

to a deeper consideration of some problem not thought of 

at the outset. Here the question of the origin of language 
is a pretext leading to the metaphysical distinction 
between substance and appearance, and identifying the 

substance of a thing with the object of true knowledge. 
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This is a logical investigation, widely different from the 
simpler ethical inquiries which pervade the Socratic 

dialogues. 
The importance of the Cratylus as a first chapter in Logical 

Platonic logic has not been always recognised. Plato has consist- 

even been supposed to imply that consistency is no test of °"°Y &* 
truth (Jowett, 1. 263). This inference is based on the i ae 

passage in which Plato explains by a geometrical analogy jictrical 

the possibility of concealing an initial error of reasoning analogy. 

beneath a subsequent ‘enforced’ consistency (486D: To 

Tpa@Tov chanrels o TLzwevos TAAXA HON TOs TOUT’ EBLaCETO 

kal Evy dovety nvaycagev). Such an artificial and only Only arti- 

apparent consistency was clearly distinguished by Plato ficial and 

from true self-consistency, which had been proclaimed W'?8 

already in the Gorgias (482 B: od cot oporoynce Kaddxdryjs, os 

@ KadXixXers) as a test of truth, and is again used as such ee 

a test in the Cratylus (4838B: ef tavTa audotepa éepéls, south. 
ovy ol6s 7 20a cupdavely cavT®). The familiar example 

of a wrong consistency was adduced only in order to 
show the decisive importance of the first principles in 

every science (436 Dp). The ideal consistency required by Ideal con- 
philosophy is not expected by Plato to be found in a sistency 
language (435 c), though he affirmed that language to be not found 

the most beautiful in which the greatest consistency ™™ 

reigned (4835p). To build such an ideal language by 

creating a philosophical terminology was a task which 
Plato subsequently undertook in part, but which he 
almost ridiculed when he wrote the Cratylus (483 E; cf. 

Polit. 2615: pt) crovdalew ert Tots ovopact). 

The Cratylus, a literary masterpiece comparable in its The 
originality to the Parmenides, was held by the successors Cratylus 

of Plato in an esteem attested by the commentary of 5 been 
Proklos,'*° and has up to the present day exercised the 
perspicacity of numerous commentators, as can be seen 

plained 
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esteemed 

by many 
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180 Ha Procli scholiis in Cratylum Platonis excerpta e. codd. edit. J. F. 
Boissonade, Lipsiae 1820. 
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from the writings of Dittrich,'*! Benfey,!*? Hayduck,!* 
Rosenstock,'** Heath,'!® P. Meyer,!8* and Bonitz'!* on 

this dialogue. What Schaarschmidt (p. 245 sqq.) said 
against the authenticity of the Cratylus has been suff- 

ciently refuted by Alberti,’** Lehrs,'*® Luckow,!® Drey- 
korn,'®! and H. Schmidt,'*? so that even Huit (ii. p. 187), 

who popularised in France Schaarschmidt’s doubts as to 
many other dialogues, thought it advisable to dissent in 

this respect from his master, and to defend the authenticity 
of the Cratylus. 

One of the grounds alleged by Schaarschmidt, the 

apparent absurdity of the etymologies proposed, has been 
explained by Schaublin,'*? who compared these etymo- 

logies with other evidence about the knowledge of 
etymology accessible to Plato, and found that among 120 
etymologies attempted by Plato over sixty were perfectly 

justified according to the knowledge of his times, and 

twenty stand even the test of our present knowledge of 

Greek. Schaublin has also carefully compared the 

181 H. M. Dittrich, De Cratylo Platonis, Berolini 1841. 

's2 T. Benfey, Ueber die Aufgabe des platonischen Dialogs Cratylus, 
Gottingen 1866. 

183 W. Hayduck, De Cratyli Platonici fine et consilio, Vratislaviae 1868. 

st P, E. Rosenstock, Platos Cratylus und die Sprachphilosophie der 
Neuwzeit, Strassburg 1893. 

85 DPD. Heath, ‘On Plato’s Cratylus,’ in the Jowrn. of Philol. for 1888, 

vol. xvii. p. 192. 
186 P. Meyer, Quaestiones Platonicae, Leipzig 1889, pp. 12-25. 

's? Bonitz, ‘ Ueber Platos Cratylus,’ Monatsber. Berliner Akadem. 1869, 

p- 703. 

188 Alberti, ‘Ist der dem Plato zugeschriebene Dialog Cratylus acht?’ in 

Rhewisches Musewn, vol. xxi. p. 180 sqq., and vol. xxii. p. 477 sqq. 
1866-67. 

189 Lehrs in Rheinisches Musewm, vol. xxii. p. 436, 1867. 

199 R. Luckow, De Platonis Cratylo, Treptow 1868. 
91 Dreykorn, Der Kratylus ein Dialog Platos, Zweibriicken 1869. 
192 H. Schmidt, Platos Kratylus im Zusammenhange dargestellt, Halle 

1869, an excellent commentary. 

193 F. Schaublin, Ueber den platonischen Dialog Kratylos, Basel 1891. 

The same subject had been treated very differently by C. Lenormant 

(Commentaire sur le Cratyle de Platon, 316 pp., Athénes 1861), in his 

voluminous edition and commentary. 
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etymologies given in the Cratylus with other etymologies 
occasionally indicated by Plato, and he demonstrates their 
similarity and good faith against Steinthal'* who be- 

lieved all the etymologies given in the Cratylus to be 

arbitrary. 
Competent writers disagree widely as to the date of 

the Cratylus. Even C. Ritter, notwithstanding his 

stylistic observations, believed it possible for the 
Cratylus to have been written before the death of 

Socrates, as has been thought also by the poet Gray, Mg 

by Socher, Stallbaum, and others. This opinion is 
opposed by those who believe the Cratylus to be later 

than the Phaedo and Phaedrus, as for example by Ast, 
and in recent times by Peipers and Bergk. ‘The style 

would (see above, p. 168) place this dialogue clearly 

between the Gorgias and Phaedo, and the logical contents 

also point to the same result, the Cratylus being intro- 
ductory to the logical theories of the Phaedo, while pre- 

supposing the conclusion of ethical inquiries summed up 
in the Gorgias. Some other hints confirm the position 

here given to the Cratylus as the first logical work sub- 

sequent to the complete series of ethical dialogues. 
Diimmler '* observes that the allusion (433 A) to the early 

closing of the gates in Aegina presupposes a time of 
peace in which Athenians and more especially Plato's 

students could make excursions to the neighbouring town. 
But such a time of peaceable intercourse between Athens 

and Aegina was not possible, so Dimmler thinks, before 

the peace of Antalcidas, or 387 B.c. The Cratylus must 

then have been written later, after Plato’s return from his 

14 Steinthal, Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft bei den Griechen and 

Rémern, Berlin 1862. 
1% Thomas Gray, Notes on Plato, in vol. iv. pp. 67-338 of the Works, 

edited by E. Gosse, London 1884 (first published 1814), p. 164, calls the 

Cratylus ‘ the least considerable’ of the works of Plato. 
196 Diimmler, Chronologische Beitrige zu einigen platonischen Dialogen 

aus den Reden des Isokrates, Basel 1890, p. 48 ; Christ, Platonische Studien, 

p. 8, made it probable that Plato had money transactions in Aegina. 
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first voyage to Sicily, and also after his captivity in 
Aegina,—if the story of this captivity is true. 

Another confirmation of this view is given by the im- 
partiality with which Plato treats foreign nations in the 

Cratylus as equal to the Greeks (883 A: dpAotnTa ovo- 
patov Kat “EdXAnoe cai BapBdpois THY avTHnY aTacwW.... 

390 A: tov vopobérny tov te svOdde Kat Tov év Tots 

BapBapos .... 425 BE: eiot 68 uov apyatoTEpor 

BapBapo., see also 385 E, 390 c, 409 ©). This concep- 
tion remains unchanged in many later works, as the 

Symposium, Phaedo, Republic, Theaetetus, Politicus, 

Timaeus, while it is opposed to the narrow Greek and even 
Athenian patriotism, shown in the Protagoras, in which 

Athens is called the seat of wisdom (Prot. 337 D: wpv- 

tavetov THs codias) by the non-Athenian Hippias. In the 
Gorgias Athens is praised as the place in Hellas where the 

greatest freedom of speech is to be found (461 E :’A@yjvage 

agbixomevos, ov THs ‘EXXdbos TrEloTn ézotiv 2€ovcia Tov 

Aéyetv), Without any mention of foreign countries, such as 

occurs repeatedly in the Cratylus, whenever the whole of 

Greece or the Greeks are named. This frequent mention 
of foreign nations in the Cratylus seems to belong to a 

time when the horizon of Plato’s experience had been 

considerably enlarged by his travels abroad, while the 

subject of the origin of Greek language, generalised into 

the inquiry about the origin of human speech and the 
relation of thought to it, would seem to have been 

specially debated in Plato’s school. The moral problems 

discussed in the preceding dialogues were inherited from 
Socrates, though their solution in the Gorgvas is already 

Platonic: the problem of language as a source of know- 

ledge has been attributed to Antisthenes,'” and the 

peculiar proof that philosophic truth is independent of 

187 The very uncertain allusions of the Cratylus to this philosopher are 
treated by Diimmler, Akademika, pp. 148-161; K. Barlen, Antisthenes und 

Plato, Progr. Neuwied 1881; K. Urban, Ueber die Erwdhnungen der 

Philosophie des Antisthenes in den platonischen Schriften, Konigsberg 1882 
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language, contained in the Cratylus, is a worthy inaugu- 

ration of Plato’s own philosophical career, in which he 
was distinguished from all predecessors by his power over 

language as an external instrument for conveying thought. 

Plato, the great word-maker, could not better begin his 

new philosophy than by this inquiry into the relation 
between thought and speech. The counterpart of this, 

the inauguration of Plato’s logic, is to be found in the 
Symposium, where the philosopher was led to a new 
vision of truth as consisting in eternal and self-existent, 
independent ideas, those Platonic ‘ideas’ which have 

been accepted by so many readers as the quintessence 

of Platonism. 

Il. The Symposium. 

(Relative affinity to the latest group, measured on the Laws 

as unity, = 0°14; see above, p. 169.) 

Nearly every other work of Plato admitted of discus- 

sion as to the author’s purpose and the chief contents. 
The Symposium, however, is distinguished by a clear 
announcement of its aim, and deals apparently only with 

one subject, love, teaching the first lesson of that new 
feeling discovered by Plato and in its first stage known 

even to-day as Platonic by some people who know nothing 

else of Plato. It would appear that in this lesson of love 
no room could be left for logic. But Plato, who is 
at once a great poet and a great logician, initiates us 
into the mystery of his first logical discovery through 

this triumphant poem of victorious love. It is love, 
he says, that leads to the highest knowledge of truth. 

_ But not the love of a single person, however pure, nor 
the love of a single city, be it the greatest on earth, 

nor the love of a single science. There is far above all 

these feelings a new and powerful love, difficult to under- 

stand even for Socrates, who has heretofore been repre- 

sented as the wisest of men. The explanation of this 

feeling, expressed by nobody before Plato, he puts 
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poetically in the mouth of a woman. This woman, 

Diotima of Mantinea, is invented by Plato, though he 
gives her an historic appearance by the assertion that 
through her prayers she preserved the Athenians from the 
plague. If she had been, as Plato makes his readers 
believe, a well-known and inspired priestess, Thucydides 
could not have failed to mention her. But no Greek 
writer !** before Plato knows anything about a Diotima of 

Mantinea, and all later mentions of her are based on the 

Symposvwn. 

We may therefore assume that the new theory, here 

ascribed to Diotima, is Plato’s own invention. For the 

first time in all Plato’s dialogues, Socrates ceases to be 

the sole teacher of wisdom, and Plato unmistakably 
implies that his new wisdom may be above the under- 
standing even of his teacher (210 A: tadrta pév ody Ta 

épwrtika lows, @ LwWKpates, KaV ov puNOeins’ Ta d= TéEa Kal 

éToTTiKd, MY Evexa Kal TavTa EoTLV, Edy Tis OpOas peTin, 
ovK old e olos T adv éins Teip@ ETecOat, av 

He clearly hesitates to expose the treasure 

found in solitary meditation to the unprepared adherents 
of vulgar love. He apologises repeatedly for the admitted 

obscurity of his teaching (201 D: treipacopar died Oety . 
204 D: meipacopar didaEa 

cadbéotepov épw (also 206c) . . . 206 B: pavtetas detrar 

6 .. 207 c: ph Oavpale (also 208 B) / / 

O TL ToTE KEYES . 

210 A: 200 pév ody Kali Tpobuplas ovdév aTroNEio.. . 

el oe 

olos TE 7S). 

“73 

ee x / OTws av dvvw@pat. 

210 E: meupd d2 por Tov vody mpocéyew ws oiov TE 
It is evident that the new-found knowledge is 

looked upon as far more important than anything which 

has been said in earlier dialogues. Like a precious gem, 

it is set in the poetical gold of the Sympostwm—the most 
consummate work of art which even Plato’s genius has 

produced. 
If we ask wherein consists the new logical knowledge 

partoTa). 

198 The unhistorical character of Diotima was made evident by Her- 
mann, De Socratis magistris et disciplina juvenili, Marburg 1837, p. 12 sqq. 
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immortalised by the Symposium, we see it condensed in a 
few pages of the highest eloquence, which may be read as 

a record of personal experience, and as the result of the 
long previous development of Greek art. Lévéque'” in 

France and Cohen?” in Germany have noticed the near 
relation between the origin of Plato’s theory of ideas and 

this preceding growth of Greek art. What Plato says 

about his discovery amounts to this: if somebody grows 

accustomed to generalisations and to the progress from 
particulars to general notions, then, at a certain moment 
of his life, he will become suddenly (210 E: 2&aidvns) 

aware of the existence of the general idea as something 

which does not depend upon particulars, but is the true 
origin of all particular qualities. This sudden vision, 
here pictured with the natural delight of a first discovery, 

is the aim of all intellectual development (211 A: tovro 

éxstvo ov 61) evexa xai of Eutpocbev Tavtes Tovot Hoar), 

a marvellous beauty (210 E: Thy vow 
xadov) leading to every kind of virtue and to the 
immortality of man (212 A: TexovTe apetiy adnOh Kat 

Cperrapevn imdpyer Ozopiret yeveoOar, Kal sitrep TO AAW 

Cavpactov 

avOpotrav, aBavato Kal 2xeiva). 

What kind of existence the idea of the beautiful 

possesses is difficult to express in human language, 
according to Plato’s own confession. But this existence 

was clearly meant by Plato, when he wrote the Sym- 

posium, to be a solution of the problem of substance 
proposed in the Cratylus. In that dialogue he limited 
his indications as to the substance of things to a few 

'’8 Carolus Lévéque, Quid Phidiae Plato debuerit, Parisiis 1852, p. 60: 

‘Quaecunique Plato de pulchritudine scripsit . . . haec in Phidiae deorum 
vultu expressa et ut ita dicam sculpta invenerit, ita tamen ut ad intelli- 
gendum penitus Phidiae ingenium ingenio Platonis opus fuerit. Ab illo qua 
via ad summae pulchritudinis ideam perveniatur didicit.’ 

0 Hermann Cohen, ‘Die platonische Ideenlehre, psychologisch ent- 
wickelt,’ in vol. iv. pp. 403-464 of Zeitschrift fiir Voélkerpsychologie und 
Sprachwissenschaft, Berlin 1866, p. 413: ‘Platos That wie sein Geist 
wiichst hervor aus dem gemeinsamen Samen der hellenischen Weltarbeit.’ 
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determinations, such as permanence and objectivity. 
Now he has ‘suddenly’ perceived a beauty not only 

eternal (211 A: del dv Kal ovre yiyvopevoyv ovTE aTrOANI- 

pevov, ovTe av&avomevov ovTe POivov) and objective, but 

also absolute, that is, independent of time and space, and 

of concrete appearances as well as individual opinions 

(od TH pev Karov, TH O aicypov, ovdE TOTE pév, TOT Oz Ov, 

ovde Tpos meV TO KaNOY, TpOS SF TO aiaxpov, OVS zEvOa péev 

Kandov, ev0a 5 aicypov). It is natural that Plato, being 

himself an artist and living in an age when art had 

reached an ideal perfection, should formulate this first 

assertion of a self-existent absolute idea with reference 

to the idea of beauty. He saw the distance between all 
human models and such a creation of art as the Olympian 
Zeus of Phidias. He imagined that even the most 
perfect work of art is only a particular instance of the 
ideal beauty, which he did not claim to perceive with 
the mortal eye, but with the divine insight of an en- 
thusiastic soul. He recommends -his readers to acquire 
this superior faculty of intellectual intuition by exercise 

in generalisation. He says clearly that the idea is not 
only immaterial (211 4: ot8 ad gavtacOncetar adit@ TO 
KaNov olovy Tpocwmov TL OVE yElpes OSE ANXO OVdEY OV 
capa peteyer) but not even intellectual (2114: ovd¢ tus 

Noyos, ovdE TLS étrLagTH UN, OVdE TOU OV ev ETEPw TLV, Olov ev 
Cow 7) ev yh 7) év ovpave 7) év Tw ANd), Nor inherent in 

the soul as a notion, nor in anything else.- Here we have 

an evident indication that Cohen’s?! doubts as to the 
separate existence of Platonic ideas, however justified 
with reference to other works, are inadmissible so far as 

concerns the Symposiwm, and the idea of Beauty, the 

first discovered by Plato and the only idea spoken of in 

701 H. Cohen, Platons Ideenlehre wnd die Mathematik, Marburg 1879, 

p. 9: ‘Diese Auffassung des xwpicuds ist einmal des Aristoteles eigenste 

verantwortliche That. Ob wir sie hitten, ob Jemand aus den Platonischen 

Dialogen sie herausgelesen haben wiirde, wenn Aristoteles sie nicht als die 

legitime gelehrt und—unerschrocken verhéhnt hitte, das darf wenigstens 
bezweifelt werden.’ 
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the Symposium. This idea is certainly not immanent, 

but separated from concrete things. The relation of 
single beautiful things to the idea of beauty is expressed 
here by the word peréyew, not used in any earlier dia- 

logue to express the relation of a particular thing?” to 

a general notion. It means that all beautiful things owe 
their beauty to the idea of Beauty. This idea is not here 

called cidos or té4a, but is named ‘the beautiful’ (2118: 

It is self-existent, needs nothing else to enable 

it to exist eternally (211 8B: adto ca aito pel’ avdtov 
povosloes aet dv), and Plato has invented the term povo- 

evoés, first used in the Symposiwm, to mark its simplicity. 

According to modern terminology Platonic Beauty is 
then a simple substance, the original cause of all in- 

dividual beauty, suffering no alteration through its 

action on the particular things, to which it imparts its 

own quality, though in a lesser degree. 
Plato admits this ideal Beauty to be an object of 

science and knowledge (211c: paOnua), but he leaves 

it uncertain whether he pretends to know it as it really 

is, or only as it appears to him. When, however, he 

/ 

TO KANO). 

202 This term in Symp. 211 8B is paraphrased rather than translated by 

Jowett in the words: ‘Beauty absolute ... which... is wmparted to 
the ever growing and perishing beauties of all other things.’ merexew 

meaning the relation of things to ideas is used for the first time in the 

Synyposium, while in earlier works it had the current meaning with which 

it is found in other authors, translated (Jowett) by ‘ share in’ (Prot. 322 p, 
323 a, virtue and other arts), ‘take part in’ (conversation, Huthyd. 271 8, 

danger, 279 £), ‘are intermediate between’ (philosophy and politics, Huthyd. 

306 4B), ‘is proficient’ (in an art, Gorg. 448 c), ‘ partake’ (of good and evil, 

Gorg. 467 £). The technical meaning of werexew as designating the relation 

of things to ideas is limited almost entirely to the Symposium and Phaedo 

(100 c, 101 c, cf. Rep. v. 476 p), while in the Parmenides (where the abstract 

noun p“éGeéis also occurs) it is mentioned and criticised. In other dialogues 

petéxev is used in the ordinary meaning (as for instance Rep. 432 B, 455 p, 

465 £, 520 B, &c.; Phaedr. 247 B, 2495, 272 pn; Phil. 11c, 54 8B, 56c; Tim. 

27c,53c, 58x; Legg. 721, 755 a, 963 5, &c.). The peculiar use of weréxew 
in the Sophist (as 251 ©) to mark the relation between two general notions is 

quite different from the meaning of a participation of things in ideas. An 

alternative term for wetéxew is wetadauBaver. Cf. Jowett and Campbell, 

Rep. vol. ii. p. 309. 
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speaks of exercise, as enabling us to improve our sight 
of absolute Beauty (211B: 6tav .. . émavimy éexeivo TO 
Kadov apxntac Kabopav, oyedov av TL ATTOLTO TOU TEXOUS), 

we must infer that he allowed the possibility of an 
immediate intuition of absolute Beauty as it 1s, without 
subjective error. He did not yet see the peculiar diff- 

culties of such a position. 
Though Plato in the Symposium thus presents a new 

object of knowledge, he seems not to have progressed as 
to the definition of knowledge itself beyond the dis- 
tinction given in the Meno, according to which knowledge 
differs from right opinion by the reasons which we are 

bound to give when we know something. Here he recalls 

this distinction : 

Meno 984: d0€aradnOeis . . . Symposium 202A: 7d dpda 
ov moANod Géiai eiow, ews ay tis So€alew avev Tov €xewv Adyor Sovvat, 

avras Snon aitias oyna. eneday ore emloracGai eat: Gdoyov yap 

dé Sebdow, mpOrov pev emurtjpar mpaypa was ay etn emtotnun; ovTE 
ylyvovrat, érevra povmors. .. . Kal dyabia: Td yap Tov OVTOS TUyXa- 

dia tatdra 8) Tyudrepov emiotnun voy Tas ay ein Gyahia; eotiv de On 
épOns doéns eariv, cai Suapéper mov rowdrov n dpb doa, perakv 
Seopo..... pporvnaews kal auabias. 

If right opinion without reasons is not knowledge, 
yet knowledge might still be for a modern logician 

something else than right opinion with reasons for it, 
but if Plato had changed his view of the nature of know- 
ledge expressed in the Meno, he could not conceal it here, 

because every unprejudiced reader infers that knowledge, 

not being right opinion without reasons, is right opinion 
based on reasons, as had been stated expressly in the 

Meno, and denied only much later in the Theaetetus. 
A fresh point is gained in the distinction between 

wisdom and philosophy, which is repeated later in the 

Phaedrus, and here founded on the etymology of the 
name ‘philosopher, as one who desires wisdom and 
therefore does not yet possess it. It 1s noteworthy that 

even in the etymologies of the Cratylus Plato did not 

allude to this new meaning of ‘philosophy,’ which is 
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first explained in the Symposium (203E: Oeav ovdeis 

hirocogel ov’ ériOupet coos yevéoGar* tote yap’ ovd’ si 
Tis adXos codes, ov dirocodet). This exaltation of a 

wisdom above philosophy, which in the Euthydemus and 

Gorgias was still the highest science, corresponds to 
the new power of intuition of Beauty, which is placed 
above all other knowledge. Plato became conscious of 

the limitations of that purely ethical knowledge of which 
he was so proud in the Gorgias. He felt an artistic long- 

ing for a perfection beyond pure logical investigation and 
reasoned knowledge, even beyond knowledge based on 

full consciousness of all reasons. He was thus led to this 
almost unthinkable conception of absolute Beauty. 

Another consequence of the new idealism is the change 
of position as to personal immortality. It is not clearly 
denied, at least for the philosopher (2124), but the 

religious faith as laid down in the Gorgias has been 
converted into a pantheistic view according to which 
immortality consists in the eternal reproduction of the 

same ideal form (2084: rovt@ T@ tTpoww@ may TO OvnTov 

c@letal, ov TH TavTaTagW TO avTOV Gél eival BoTTEP TO 
Oesiov, aXNa TO TO aTLOY Kal TaNaLovmEvov ETEpOV vEOV 
éyxataneitew otov avto nv, cf. Legg. 721 c). 

This renovation of particulars is applied even to 
knowledge (208 A: wrodv 62 atoT@Tepoy 274, OTL Kal ai éTrL- 

TTHMAL [1p OTL Al pev yiryvovTat, ai 68 aTOAALYTAL Huly, Kal 

ovdeTOTE OL AUTOL éopev OVSE KATA TAS éTLGTHUAS, GNA 

aa Kal [ia EKATTN TOV eTLOTHU@V TAVTOV TaTYXéL). 

keeps knowledge apparently the same stantly 

renewed, and creates new knowledge ch seems to 

be the same as that which we had before (2084: pedérn 

Tad KaWHy éuToLovca avTl THs aTLovons ca@ber THY 

ETLOTH UNV, OTTE THY avTHY SoxKety eivat). This surprises 

Plato himself more than the exchange of elements in the 

body, and it seems to contradict the identity of knowledge 
admitted in the Gorgias. But the contradiction is only 

apparent, as the identity referred to the objective know- 
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ledge, and the successive substitutions are attributed to 

the individual. It was a consequence of the growing 
admiration of Plato for knowledge, that at this stage 
the subject disappeared as compared with the object, 

which became the only true reality. Thus was founded 

the ststem of idealism, known as the Platonic theory 

of ideas. In the Symposiwm it appears as a first attempt 

and is limited to the idea of Beauty. 
This logical importance of the Symposium has been 

little noticed up to the present time, being overshadowed 

by its literary perfection. Such poets as Racine *’ and 
Shelley 2 have attempted to render it in modern lan- 
guage, and many editors and commentators have spent 

their leisure on the text.?” 
There is an almost general agreement as to the date 

of the Symposium, the mention of the recent partition 
of Mantinea, which occurred 385 B.c., being admitted as 

a sufficient indication that the dialogue cannot have 
been written much later. This conclusion was suffi- 

23 Te Banquet de Platon, trad. par J. Racine, M™¢ de Rochechouart et 

Victor Cousin, Paris 1868; also in Gwvres de J. Racime, ed. L. Aimé 

Martin, Paris 1844, vol. v. pp. 95-186. Racine’s translation extends only up 

to the speech of Eryximachus. 

24 Percy Bysshe Shelley, The Banquet of Plato, London 1887 (first ed. 

1840). Shelley held the Symposiwm to be ‘ the most beautiful and perfect’ 

among the works of Plato. 

205 Besides modern editions of F. A. Wolf (Lipsiae 1782, also 1828), Ast 

(Landshut 1809), P. A. Reynders (Groningae 1825), L. J. Riickert (Lipsiae 

1829), A. Hommel (Lipsiae 1834), de Sinner (Paris 1834), Jahn (Bonn 

1864, re-edited by Usener, Bonn 1875), C. Badham (London 1866), G. F. 

Rettig (Halle 1875-76), it is worth noticing that the Symposiwm (ed. 

Salamanca 1553) was the first Greek publication of the famous Salamanca 

University Press. An extensive commentary on the Symposiwm was 

written already by the second French translator Loys Le Roy (Le Sympose 

de Platon, Paris 1559), who omitted the discourse of Alcibiades as too 

indecent for his French readers of the sixteenth century! The first trans- 

lation was Le Banquet de Platon, trad. par M. Heret, Paris 1556, a beauti- 

ful specimen of typography. 
206 However, Plato sometimes refers with a vewori to events over twenty 

years old, as for instance in the Gorg.503 c the death of Pericles is called recent 

(vewort), while from Gorg. 473 it results, that the conversation between 
Gorgias and Socrates is assumed to have taken place 405 B.c. or twenty-four 
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ciently established in the last century by F. A. Wolf and 

has been successfully defended *” against some attempts 

at another interpretation.” The mention of this event 
comes out so naturally that it cannot be regarded as a later 

interpolation added by the author or by his copyists. 

But it would still leave it open whether the Symposiwm 

was written in the same year or some years later, because 

for any contemporary reader an historical fact which 

occurred four or five years ago is still quite recent. Other 

considerations, however, make even the year 385 B.c. 

seem a late date for the Symposium, so that there is no 

probability in favour of a later time. The chief reason 

which makes it improbable that Plato could have written 
the Sympostwm much after 385 B.c. is the great number 

of works which, as our further inquiry will show, are 

later than the Sympostwm, and which also must be 

earlier than the change characterising the latest stage of 
Plato’s authorship. On the other hand, the number of 

works which precede the Symposium is very small for 

the space of fifteen years since the death of Socrates. 
Admitting the Huthydemus to have been written about 
390 B.c., as has been made very probable by Spengel, 
Teichmuller, Sudhaus, and Dummler, we have for the 

five following years only the Gorgias and the Cratylus, 

which is not much for a gifted author about the age 
of forty and at the height of his literary power. This 

years after the death of Pericles. But in referring to a time so far back 
Plato is careless of the exact dates. 

07 Besides Wolf in his edition of the Symposiwm (1782), also J. Spiller 

(De temporibus Convivw Platonici, Glivitti 1841), Ueberweg (Untersuch. 
p- 219), Teichmiiller (ii. p. 262), L. v. Sybel (Platons Symposion, Marburg 
1888), Kassai (Meletemata Platonica, p. 859, Budapest 1886), have shown 

that the Symposium must have been written about 385 B.c. 

208 A. Hommel, in his edition of this dialogue, tried to get rid of the 

anachronism by an emendation of the text. Diimmier believes that the 

reference to the partition of Mantinea might have been made also about 371, 

when the reunion of the separated parts of Mantinea was intended. Re- 

cently U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (Hermes, vol. xxxi. p. 102) suggested 

the dissolution of the Arcadic Union in 418 B.c. as the event alluded to by 
Aristophanes. 
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difficulty is avoided by those who place before the Sym- 

postum such dialogues as the Phaedo and Phaedrus,*™ 
not to speak of the dialectical works. But our subsequent 
exposition will prove beyond all doubt that these works 

must have been written after the Symposium. Besides, 

the Symposium, according to the very plausible reason- 

ing of Sybel and also of Teichmiuller, bears the character 

of having been written under the fresh impression of the 

successful beginning of Plato’s Academy, which was 
probably founded in 387 B.c. 

Various other indications confirm the intermediate 

position of the Symposiwm between the Cratylus and 

Phaedo, after the Gorgias and the other Socratic dialogues. 

In the Cratylus, Plato did not advance beyond a general 

distinction between substance and appearance, without any 

close determination of substance. In the Sympostwm this 

determination 1s given in regard to the substance of Beauty 

in a manner which makes it very probable that Plato is for 

the first time announcing his discovery of absolute being. In 
all earlier dialogues Socratic notions were ‘ present’ in the 

things, or immanent (Charm. 159 A: mapecte cwppocvrn, 

Lys. 217D: Xeveotns, 217E: tapovaia ayabod, Huthyd. 
301 A: Kaddos, Gorg. 497 E, 498 D: aya@@v Tapovaia) ; in 

the Symposiwm the higher doctrine of a participation of 
particulars in the idea is taught. The doctrine of pre- 
existence, which had been formulated in the Meno, 1s 

209 Tf C. Huit (Htudes sur le Banquet de Platon, Paris 1889) believes that 

all competent writers agree in placing the Phaedrus before the Symposium, 

except Ritter and Teichmiiller, he betrays his ignorance of many authors, as 

Suckow, Munk, Thompson, Campbell, Blass, Dittenberger, Schanz, Droste, 

Kugler, Gomperz, Lina, Tiemann, who all agree in placing the Phaedrus 

after the Symposium. It is true that against these fourteen authors, who 

up to the time of Huit’s strange assertion held the Symposium to be 
earlier than the Phaedrus, many others, as for instance, Schleiermacher, 

Stallbaum, Steinhart, Susemihl, Ueberweg, Liebhold, Teuffel, Peipers, 

Windelband, Christ, Zeller, were of the contrary opinion. But majorities 

cannot decide such questions, and since 1889 the proportion is reversed, so 

that the majority of new investigators take the later date of the Phaedrus 

for granted. 
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here only alluded to casually in the discourse of Aristo- 
phanes.?’° ; 

The rule laid down in the Protagoras (347 c) to 

exclude flute girls and similar artists from philosophical 
banquets is repeated in the Symposiwm (176), with the 

recommendation to find the best entertainment in con- 

versation (Prot. 3470: dua TO pn StvvacOat addrjroLS 

dv éavTa@v cuvetvar... dua THs éavTav haovis Kat Tov 

Noyov Tov éavTo@v bo arraldevoias, Tiuias TroLlovcL TAs 

avrntpioas: cl. Symp. 176 E: elonyodpar thy pev apte 

etceNGovoav avrnTploa yalpew @av . .. Huds 8 dia NOYoU 
addyrors cuvetvar). This appears, if we compare the 

passages, to be said in the Sympositwm as a matter of 
course, while it is explained at length in the Protagoras. 

Some other references to earlier dialogues are of the same 
kind : 

Gorg. 490£: Socrates says :— Symp. 2218: ei eO€Xow tis rev 
TOV oKUTOTOpoY tows péytota Jet 

vrodnpara Kal TAELaTA UTOdEdepevo 

to which Kallikles 
. and ael 

TEPLTATELY, 

answers : dAvapeis . 

tavTa éyets,—491 A: ov oKUTO- 

TOmovs hey... 
Crat. 388D : dp’ odv mas xad- 

KEUS TOTHY TEXYNV Exar, also 389 E 

dmas xadkevs. Huthyd. 278d: 
_pn pov xatayehate. Gorg.473 EB: 

Socrates complains of Polos, who 
is represented as dretpos kal avénros : 
@\Xo ad Tovto eidos éhéyyouv... 

katayedav. Gorg. 512D: Kxara- 
yéXaotos go 6 Woyos yiyverat 
refers to 484.D: (@utdcogor) kata- 
yéXaorot ylyvorra.. 

, > , , ~ 

2wKparous axovetv oyav, daveiev 

av yedoto. TO Tp@Tov . . . bvous 
\ 

yap . 
/ 

kal OKUTOTOMOUS..., 

. . Neyer kal xaXKEas Twas 
<i. A 

Kai del Ova 
~ > A \ > A , ? 

T@V avT@Y Ta aUTa aiverat héyew, 

ore areipos kat avontos avopa- 

mos was ay Tov oyor KaTaye- 
Adoetev. 

198 C: kai yap pe Topyiov 6 Aoyos 
> 7 7 

epmoPovupny un poe 

TekevTav 6 “Aydbwav Topyiov xeda- 

> 

AVELILUNO KEY... 

Anv Sewov heyew ev TO eyo em 

Tov e“ov Noyov wEeuyas avTov pe 
Ai@ov 
> , U 

evevonoa ToTe apa KatayéAactos 

cat > / A - Sy 

™T apevia romoeev" Kal 

a 

@V. 

Gorg. 4568: érewa, ovK adAn TEXYN 7 TH pNTopiKN. 

10 This seems to have been overlooked by Grote (vol. iii. p. 17) when he 
says that in the Symposiwm no such doctrine is found. It is important to 
notice this, because the entire absence of the pre-existence theory in the 

Symposium might lead to wrong chronological conclusions, at least as to the 
date of the Meno. 
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It seems as if the examples chosen in the Gorgias 

and Cratylus had provoked some critics, whom Plato 

answers in the Symposiwm, though the description given 

by Alcibiades corresponds also to the historical Socrates 

as represented by Xenophon. 
The mention of Hellenes and Barbarians (209 £) as 

equal to each other also places the Sympostwm above the 

Gorgias, and on a level with the Cratylus. 

Teichmiiller (I. p. 120) made it very probable that the 

Symposium must be later than Isocrates’ Bustris, in which 

we read (2220) that nobody except Polycrates had ever 

asserted that Alcibiades had been a disciple of Socrates. 

This could not be said by Isocrates if he knew Plato’s 

Symposium, in which the near relation and friendship 

between Alcibiades and Socrates is clearly represented. 
Teichmuller infers that Plato in introducing Alcibiades 
answered Isocrates’ pretension to place Alcibiades above 

Socrates, and at the same time defended Alcibiades 

against the calumnious attacks of Lysias. The Busiris 

was written, according to Blass, some years after 391, and 

this would well agree with the admitted date of the 

Symposium, 385 B.C. 

We need no further evidence as to the priority of the 
Cratylus, Gorgias, and all Socratic dialogues, because 
these have generally been admitted to be earlier than the 

Symposium. The proof that some other dialogues, as the 
Phaedo and Phaedrus, which were also held by many 

critics to be earlier than the Symposium, are later, will be 

given when we come to deal with the date of each of 
them. For the present we may admit as certain, that 

the Symposium was written about 385 B.c., and after the 

Cratylus, Gorgias, Euthydemus, Meno, Protagoras, and 

all smaller dialogues. This result is not new; it is one 

of the few points of general agreement among writers on 
Plato. The comparison of logical contents has confirmed 
it, and also the style of the Symposiwm (see above, p. 169) 

is clearly intermediate between Gorgias and Phaedo. 
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Ill. The Phaedo. 

(Relative affinity to the latest group, measured on the Laws 

as unity, = 0°21; see above, p. 170.) 

The Phaedo is less artistically simple than the Sym- 

posium; it contains many threads of argument united 

with such skill that there is room for various opinions 

as to the chief purpose of the author and the main 
subject of his work. The dialogue has been regarded 
as an historical account of the death of Socrates,” 
as a treatise on the immortality of the soul,” as the 

poetical tragedy announced at the end of the Symposium," 

as a general psychology,” as an ideal picture of ‘the true 

philosopher,” and even as a treatise on the underground 

rivers.2> There is some truth in all these assumptions 

if not taken absolutely ; but for our present purpose the 
Phaedo deserves particular attention as containing the 

theoretical substantiation of Plato’s first logical theory. 
We have seen in earlier works many allusions to logical 
problems discussed by Plato with his pupils. In the 

Cratylus the subsidiary problem of the relation between 
thought and language led to the hypothesis of an existent 
substance of things, different not only from all appear- 
ances, but also from all possible expression in human 

*11 This exceedingly improbable opinion has been sustained in recent 

times by T. Bergk (Griechische Literaturgeschichte, 4** Bd. Berlin 1887). 

212 This is the ordinary view, represented in our century especially by 

Steinhart. 
213 The well-known passage, Symp. 223 p, has been interpreted as refer- 

ring to the Symposium as comedy, and to the Phaedo as tragedy. 
*4 Plutarch (Moral. 120) quotes the Phaedo by the title wep) puxis, 

which appears also in the manuscripts. 

15 Schleiermacher believed the Phaedo and Symposiwm to be the con- 
tinuation of the Politicus, and to constitute between them the definition of 

‘ the philosopher which had been promised in Sophistes 217 4B and Politt- 
cus 2574. This is impossible, the Politicus being much later than both 

Symposium and Phaedo. 
216 This would result from a doubtful interpretation of Varro, de lingua 

latina, lib. VII. cap. iii. 88. 
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lancuage. In the Symposium one aspect of such a 

substance was displayed as an ecstatic vision insufficiently 
pictured by the witness who experienced it but found 
himself unable to give expression in words to this unique 
and marvellous revelation. The first substance thus 

discovered by Plato was Beauty, bearing some relation to 
the Good, or ethical Beauty (Symp. 205 E: 

” e / , 5 \ bi BA e/ oN \ / 

ouTEe NuLLoEOS POLY Elval TOV EPWTA OUTE OXAOV, eaV [LN TUYYarN 

0 © éuos NOYos 

/ SU ae ta > Oc vo I12, ¢ eter ey \ Ds yé tov, @ étatpe, ayador Op. At op@vTt @® Opatoy TO 
/ / fol / 

KANOY, TIKTELY OUK ElOWAA ApETHs, ATE OVK eldM@dOU ehaTr- 

TOMEV@, GAN adnOH, ate TOU ANNOODS éhatTopevm). This 
Beauty, called already in the Sympostwm the Good, Truth, 
or reality, appeared in the first moment, suddenly raised 

above all human standards, as the only substance of the 

Universe. Soon, however, growing accustomed to the 
ideal existence of Beauty, he generalised this experience, 
extending it to other notions. This he does for his readers 
first in the Phaedo. He builds a system of ideas and 

elves an account of the way leading to his idealism ; so 
resuming the inquiry commenced in the Cratylus. 

After refuting all attempts to find truth in words, he 
discusses the value of knowledge gained by sense percep- 
tion, and held by ordinary ‘ common sense’ to be the most 

certain of all. Heat once distinguishes sight and hearing 
as the best of all senses (65 B), but finds that even these 

give us no correct notions, as has been already recognised 

even by the poets (65 B: of wowntai piv ast Opvrodcw), 
and, we might add, by such philosophical predecessors of 

Plato as Heraclitus and Parmenides. 

As in the Symposium the ecstatic vision of Beauty 
was independent of the senses and different from any 

material representation, so now in the Phaedo appear 
many other ideal substances, perceived by the soul alone, 

without help of the body (65 Bc: 4 wuy7 . . 
TOU TMMaTOS ETIYELIPH TL OKOTTELY, OHNOV OTL TOTE eEaTTATaTAL 

tm avtov). This is done through reasoning (65 Cc: év To 
NoyifecAar) In Moments when neither sight, nor hearing, 

e/ \ 
- OTAV MéeTAa 
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nor bodily pain or pleasure affect us, and when we feel as if dent to 
we had left the body in order to approach true being (65 Cc: reason 

Noyiferat . . . KadANTA, OTaY .. . Hoa Yalpew TO copa, Man 

kat xaW doov Svvatat mi) KoWwVvotca avTo pnd aTTomevn ne 

opéyntat Tov ovTos). Such substances as ideal Justice, or 

Beauty, Health, or Power, have an existence more evident 

to our reason than is the existence of particular things to 
our senses (65 D), though we can neither grasp them with 

our sight nor any other sense. We know them best by 

pure thinking (65 E: Os ay wddota judy Kal axpiBéotata 

things to 

the senses. 

Tapackevagyta avtTo Exactov SiavonOjvar Trepi ov ocKoTEl, 

ovTOs ay eyyvTaTa tot TOU yvavar ExacTov), emancipated 

from the influence of sense perception (65 EH: dsavola . . . 

peTa TOD Aoyiomov . . . pnTE THY Ory TapaTLUZuEevos sv TO 

diavosia Oat pte Tia AXAnvV aicOnaow). 

Human passions, illness, and physical neeessities or Body puts 

desires put obstacles in our way to knowledge (66 B: obstacles’ 
puplas . . . aoxoNrlas Tapéyet TO o@ua), and lead to wars ih our way 

or other conflicts (65 c). Thence Plato infers that ideal 8°” 
knowledge will be attainable for us chiefly after death 
(66 E), and that in earthly life our only way to approach jewiedge 

truth is to limit the activity of senses to what is ndis- égpectea 

pensable (67 A: é& @ av Cope . . . eyyutatw éoopeOa Tod after — 

ElOgvat, éav 6 Te WaALTTA UNOeY OMLAOMEV TO TOmaTL). Only death. 

the pure soul can reach pure truth (67 B: wi) Kabape Terre 
Kkadapod ébarrecOar wn ov OepiTov 7). We can learn ed 

nothing from our senses, because our soul possesses coe 

eternal innate wisdom, and all our learning consists 1m ¢fth, and 

remembering what we knew before this life (72 H: paOnors possessed 

ovK GNAO TL 7) avduvynols TYYYaVEL OVTA . . . avayKN Trou ~it-before 

huas év mpotépw tii ypove mewaOnkévar & voV dvapypvy- °Bteting 

oxoue0a). The reminiscence depends upon similarity or ae 
dissimilarity of absolute ideas with the concrete objects of 

earthly experience (74 A: cupPaiver thy avapyynow sivat pv 

ad omoiwy, sivar 62 Kat av avouolwv). Still we notice in 

every case the difference between a perfect idea and the 

sensible experience which reminds us of this idea (74 A: 
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avayKaiov TOdE TpooTTaa YEW, EvvOEW EiTE TL ENAELTTEL TOUTO 

KATA THV OMOLOTHTA ElTE f1) exElvoU OV ave“vycOn). 

Here Plato introduces a classical example of this 
radical difference between an idea and sensible particulars: 
an example which has lost nothing of its logical import- 
ance up to the present time, and which also shows a 
far-reaching apprehension of the sensible world. This 

example he finds not in the distance between a concrete 

work of art and the artist’s ideal, but in the perfection of 

a mathematical notion. He knows equality as the basis 
of all mathematical reasoning, and dares to assert that 

there is no such equality in the physical world. We 
know in our times, after many difficult measurements, 

that no one grain of sand is equal to another, nor a drop 

of water to another drop. But Plato had no microscopes 
and micrometers at his disposal, and it was a deep in- 

sight into the nature of physical phenomena that allowed 
him such an audacious generalisation against the evidence 
of his senses. He quotes as examples stones and pieces 
of wood, which only appear to be equal (74 B), but are 

not. He certainly knew physical objects which, accord- 

ing to all his means of observation, were really equal to 

each other, as for instance two stars of the same size and 

brilliiancy, two wings of a small insect, or even two coins 

of the same mint. He could not ascertain the small 
existing differences between such objects by exact measure- 
ments and observations as we are enabled to do now; he 

had not arrived at his conviction of the impossibility of 
physical equality by Socratic induction. It was for him 

a knowledge a priori, quite as much as the knowledge of 

moral ideas. His reasoning was not built upon attempts 
to establish differences between apparently equal objects. 

He knew beforehand that the idea of equality was too 

perfect to be realised in the physical world. And this a 
priort knowledge of Plato has been confirmed by the 

experience of all the generations which have come after 

him. 
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Plato had never alluded in his earlier writings to that 

difference between idea and appearance. In the Cratylus 
he mentioned things corresponding to the notion formed 

of them, and even derived general notions from particular 

experiences. In the Symposiwm he reached the sight of 

absolute Beauty by progressive generalisations which 

might be described as a continuation of Socratic induction. 
Tt is only in the Phaedo that he undertakes to construct a 

knowledge entirely independent of concrete particulars, 
and shows us the first model of such absolute ideas in the 
mathematical notion of equality, not derived from ex- 

perience. 
We have already seen in the Meno the theory of tran- 

scendental knowledge exemplified through a psychological 

experiment. But in the Meno there is no mention of 

a difference between ideal and physical equality. The 
figures were assumed to be equal, and their equality known. 

Here in the Phaedo we meet the assertion that there are 

no two equal objects in this life’s experience, and that 

therefore all notion of equality is older than the present 

life. The apparent equality of two material objects 
approaches indefinitely the limit of absolute equality 

(75.4: Opéyetat TavTa tTavTa Eivat oiov TO icov, EYE O& 

évozeotepws), and offers us the only opportunity of recalling 
the notion of absolute equality (754A: ouoroyodmev, p27 
GANOOEv avdTo évvevonkéval ... ANN 7) ek TOD LOety 7) GrpacBat 

) 2k TWos adAns TOV aicOncewv). This reluctant concession 

leaves a certain importance to the activity of the despised 

senses. Without their perceptions we could not find an 

opportunity of remembering general ideas as the object 
of our transcendental knowledge. But once remembered, 
absolute equality is known to be radically different from 
any equality observed, and cannot therefore proceed from 

particular instances of approximative equality. This 
principle is extended to other ideas, not only of mathema- 
tical relation but also of justice, holiness,and everything 

that is predicated of particulars (75D: wept avavtwy ois 
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ral 

erioghpayiloucda TO 0 All these ideas must have 

been known before we began to see, to hear, and to receive 

other impressions of our senses (75 B: wpo tod apa apéa- 
cOa ids Opa Kai axovew Kal TAXA aicOdvec Oat TUXEtv FEL 

” 

EOTL). 

Tov eiANbotas érlaTHUNY AUTO TOV taou O TL €oTLV) IN Order to 

enable us to refer every sense perception to such eternal 

ideas (75 B: ta &« tov aic@ncewy toa exeloe avoicely, OTL 

mTpoOupettar pev TavTa ToLavTa siva otoy éKelvo, gots OF 
These ideas have an eternal existence, 

independent of the changes of sensible things. Beauty 

and similar ideas have the most real kind of existence, 

much more than any material appearances (77 A: ovK 
) / ef \ xX fal \ 4 \ 
Zyw zywye ovdsy OVTW fol évapryéss Ov WS TODTO, TO TaVTAa Ta. 

avutov davXoTEpa). 

(oe) > ¢e el / , \ 3 \ \ 

TOLAUT ElLvaL ws Olov TE faNIOTA, KAXOV TE Kal ayaloYy Kat 

Only through these ideas 
do we begin to understand the outward world (76D: 
Bf 

SO;7 6.. 

> a la yee 

TaAXNa TavTa a ov voV 61 Ereyes). 

. TATA 1) TOLAUTN OVGiLa, Kal emi Ta’TNY Ta 2K TOY 

aicOyncewy Tavta avadépouer). 

Everything that exists belongs to one of these two 
kinds (79 A: Oduev Svo eién Tov GvTwv): the visible material 

world, continuously changing, and the invisible ideal 
world, eternally the same, consisting of ideas and souls. 

No permanent and durable knowledge can refer to any 

but eternal objects, ideas without change. When the 

soul investigates ideas, certainty and knowledge are 
attained, and this we call activity of reason (79 D: sept 
exetva Ast KATA TAUTA MOAUTWS EXEL, ATE TOLOUTWY EpaTrTOMEVN: 

Such an 
activity implies happiness, and frees us from error and 
all human sufferings (81 4). 

And far more than even this, the victory over illusions 

of the senses leads a philosopher to become after death 
equal to the gods (82C: eis Oedv yévos un hirocodyncavte 
Kal TavTeA@s Kabap@® arruovte ov Oguts adixvetcbat arn 7 TO 

dirouabet). A philosopher holds to be true only what he 
knows independently of the senses, through the pure 

activity of his soul, which gives an immediate, intuitive 

x la 3 na \ / / / 

Kal TOUTO avTns TO TAOnwa hpovnots KEKANTAL). 
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knowledge of ideas (834: 7 didocopia . . . THY Wuynv 
Tapamveitar . . . TapaKedevouevn TloTevew pndevl Aw 

GXN ) avtTiy auth, 6 Tt av vonon avT) Kal’ abTnYv avTo Kal 

avTo TOV dyTV). 
Here we read for the first time about a science of 

thought or logic (90 B: 7 epi Tovs AOyous téyvn), Which 

is indispensable in order to preserve us from utter scep- 
ticism. He who trusts his own thoughts without an 
objective logic will often change his opinion, and this will 

lead him to a general distrust of human thought (90c: 

TEAEUT@VTES OLOVTAL . . . KATAVEVONKEVAaL povoL 6TL OUTE TOV 

TpaywaTwv ovdevos ovdev Uytés 0VOE BERatov ote THY NOYwD). 
Such men believe themselves to have discovered that there 

is no truth, and that any and every opinion may be suc- 

cessfully defended by arguments among which none is 
decisive. This is an abnormal state of mind resulting 
from over-confidence, and similar to the misanthropy 

born of trusting men without knowing how to distinguish 

the good from the bad (89p). If, with this unlimited 

confidence, a man should be deceived by those on whom 

he relied, he will fall straight into the contrary extreme, 
and cease to put any trust in his fellows. To this wrong 

conclusion he is brought by his ignorance of psychology 
(S9E: avev Téyvns THs Tepl TavOpw7ea), and in like 

manner ignorance of logic may lead to a general distrust 

of human reason (90 CD: oixtpoy av «in TO TaBos, et dvTOS 

6) Twos arnfovs kat BzBaiov Aoyou Kal duvaTod KaTavonoat, 

eT ELTA . . . fll) EQUTOV TLS ALTLOTO NOE THY EAUTOD aTEYyVIAD, 

G\Na . . . él TOUS NOYous ad’ éavTOD THY aiTlavy aTwOAaLTC 

... ToY 2 dvT@V THs adnOElas TE Kai ErLTTH NS OTEPHOELN). 

~ In this case they lose, by their own fault, the opportunity 

of knowing Truth and Being, and have no right to accuse 
human reason generally of imperfection. Plato himself 
is certain that human reason possesses the power of an 
infallible knowledge, and that we owe our errors, not to 

the weakness of our reason, but to the influence of the 

senses. 
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To find absolute Truth our thought must be pure 
thought, and we must take care not to trust other expla- 

nations of reality than those based upon an understanding 

of the ideal aim of everything (97 c: e odv tis BovAotTO 
THY aitiav Evpsiv Tept EXdoTOV . . . TOUTO SEly TEepl avTOD 
eupely, O7N BENTLGTOV avT@® gzoTW 7%) sivat 7) ANAO OTLODY 
Taoyxew } Tovstv). This ideal cause is esteemed by Plato 

very much above all mechanical causation, which for him 

is no causation at all, but mere succession of events, or at 

most a necessary condition of real causation (99B: dAdo 

pév TL goTL TO aiTLov TO GvTL, AANO 62 eKeivO aVEV OU TO 

aiTiov ovK av trot én aitiov). Plato rises here to the 

summit of his new idealistic metaphysics, despising all 
mechanical explanation of Being as quite unsatisfactory 
and criticising his great predecessor Anaxagoras (98 B-E) 

for not having understood the importance of final 

causes. ‘The only true cause appears to be that divine 
power which leads everything to the best, and according 

to the aims of the whole as well as of all parts 99¢: rH 

TOU ws olov Te BéATIOTA alTAa TEOHVaL SUVamLY. . . Satmoviav 

Layvv). 

But the immediate knowledge of this ideal cause is 
beyond the scope of mankind, and Plato seeks an indirect 
way in order to find out the causes of things (99C: éyo 

pev ovV THs TovavTns aitias, bmn ToTe ZyEL, waOnTISs OTOVOdY 

Howat av yevoiunv* ered) O& TavTns éotEepynOnv Kai ovT’ 

avtos evpeiv otTe map addoU pabeiy olds TE éyEvOmNV, TOV 

SevTEepov TAovy etl THY THs aitias EntTnow TweTpayyudtev- 

pat). This second-best choice is based on the reflection 

that human thought is, as it were, an image of reality, 
and that exact knowledge of thought leads to a know- 

ledge of truth (99H: 20F® 5 wot xphvat els Tovs Oryous 

kataguyovta év éKxéivo.s okoTEly TMV bvTwOY THY adnOELar), 
just as we can observe the image of the sun reflected in a 

well, thus avoiding the injury to our eyes attendant upon 
looking at the sun itself. 

Once on this path Plato soon recognised that thought 
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is more than a mere image of Being (100A: od wavu 
cvyXop@ Tov zy Tols Noyo.s cKOTTOUpEVvoy Ta dvta av zikdct 

padXov cKoTrety 7) Tov év Tots epyous), aS he had explained 
it in the Symposium. He now applied the hypothetical 

method proposed in the Meno, seeking for the safest 
hypothesis on which he could rely, admitting as true 

everything in agreement with, and rejecting as false 

anything contradictory to this fundamental proposition 
(100 A: troBgusvos ExadoToTEe NOYov Ov Gy Kpivw EppwpEevéoTa- 

Tov gival, A wev ay woe OoKH TOUT cUudavelr, TiOnuL ws 

anrnOn ovta, a & adv un, ws ove adnOH). As such a funda- 

mental hypothesis he proposes to accept the independent 

existence of Beauty as set forth in the Symposium, and 

also of other ideas (100 B: trroOguevos sivald te Kadov avTo 

This he 
calls here, nothing new (100 8B: ovéd2v xauvov), but already 

frequently spoken of. It would be, however, an error to 

infer that another written exposition of the theory of ideas 
preceded, besides the first initiation in the Symposiwm. 

If the Platonic Socrates asserts that he constantly repeats 

the same truth in other as well asin the present conversa- 

tion (00 B: dé Kai GdXoTE Kal 2v TH TapeAndvOoTL Oyo), 

this is a rhetorical artifice by which, on the one hand, 

Plato brings his new ideas into close relation with the 
old Socratic notions as subsisting still in the Huthydemus 

(301 A) and Cratylus (489 D), while on the other hand he 

refers to conversations with his pupils which may have 

been suggested by the argument of the Symposium. 

Among the literary works of Plato none can be thought 
of as referred to in this passage of the Phaedo, because 

none contains a more elementary and fundamental ex- 

planation of the theory of ideas, the Phaedrus and Republic 

being undoubtedly later, as will be seen from their psycho- 
logy, and as has been already made evident by their style. 
An earlier written exposition of this theory would have 
rendered superfluous the painstaking didactic tone of the 
Phaedo, and the difficulty of understanding expected by 

b) ec \ x \ \ / \ 3 f 

Kal’ avto Kal aya0ov Kai péya Kal TANG TayTa). 
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the Platonic Socrates, and admitted by his hearers 

(100A: BovAopar S52 cor capéorepoy eimreiv A Aeyw* oipat 

yap oe vov ov pavOdvew—ov pa tov Alia, edn o KeBns, ov 
odoépa). This reminds us of the admitted obscurity of 
the speech of Diotima in the Symposiwm, and gives the 

impression of a first attempt at a written account of the 
new theory. 

The theory as it stands in the Phaedo is a generalisa- 

tion of the esthetic experience related in the Symposium. 
Particulars are what they seem to us to be, through their 

participation in the idea, and not only in the idea of 

Beauty but also in the ideas of all other general notions. 
The term petéyev used here (100 c: gaiverar yap pou, 

Ti gotw dAdo KaNOV, OSE Ov EV AAO KaXdOY sivat 7) OLOTL 
peteye éxeivov ToD Kadod * Kal TavTa 61) oUTwWS Aeyw), aS IN 

the Symposium, is already felt to be not quite sufficient, 
and is supplemented by other terms, vrapovoia and Kkowwvia 

(100 D: ovx« GRO TL TOLE? ALTO KANOV 7) 1) 2KEivoU TOU KAXOD 

eite Tapovola ite Kowwvia . . . OU yap ETL TOUTO ducyupi- 

Coat, GAN 6TL TO KAAM Ta KAA yiryvetat Kara). The idea 

is present in the particulars, or is shared by them, this 
makes no difference for Plato : the only expression of his 

hypothesis which he believes to be perfectly certain is 
that beautiful things become beautiful through Beauty, or 
owe their particular beauty to the general idea. This 
relation between idea and particulars is formally similar 

to the relation between a Socratic notion and the 
particulars ; as expressed already in the EHuthyphro (65: 

eidos, @ TavTa TA Gola Gold éoTW . ... pid LOeq TA TE Avoca 

avoola Kal Ta bola dota). But the Socratic notion was 

immanent (Huthyph. 5 D: rtabtov éorw év Tdon Tpake TO 

Govoy. avTO a’T@, Kal TO avocLov av TOU meV Ociov TaVTOs 

évavtlov, avTo S& avT® Guowoy Kal yov piav Tia idgay Trav 

6 ti wep av weddy avoovoy sivat), found in the concrete 

things as their point of similarity, while the Platonic 

idea is self-existent, independent of particulars, perceived 

by pure reason against all illusions of the senses. More- 
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over, the terms <«idos and iédéa, which were freely used to 
designate general notions in earlier dialogues, up to the 

Gorgias and Cratylus, preserve generally the same mean- 

ing in the Symposium and Phaedo;" while the transcen- 

dental ideas are chiefly designated by the neuter of the 

adjective, sometimes with such determinations as éxetvo 
(Symp. 210 E, Phaedo 103 c) or atto cal’ abto (Symp. 

211 B, Phaedo 100 B) and by the verb etvaz and its deriva- 

tives. The direct and constant use of eidos or idga to 

designate a transcendental idea belongs to a somewhat 
later stage of Plato’s logic. In the Symposiwm and Phaedo 
he still hesitates, and this hesitation produces great variety 
of terms for the peculiar relation between idea and 

particulars.”!* He says expressly that he does not insist 
upon any of these terms,”!* and that the only thing he is 
sure of is the priority of the idea, or that the given idea 

717 ejdos as wellas iS¢a means shape, form, or appearance in such passages 

as Symp. 1898, 1964, 204c, 2158; Phaedo 734, 104pD, 108p, 1098. 

The meaning of a Socratic species or notion appears in Symp. 2058p; 

Phaedo 91p, 100 8, &e. Campbell has shown in §§ 24-32 of his essay on 

Plato’s use of language (Plato’s Republic, vol. ii. pp. 294-305) that both 

words have been used frequently by Plato-in the same meaning as by 

earlier writers besides the new applications, chiefly illustrated from later 

dialogues. In the formula rd én’ cide kadby (Symp. 2108) we also miss 
the specific Platonic use of «ios. The possible identity of efdos and the 
absolute idea seems to be admitted in the formula: elvai rt: €xacrov tov 

eidav (1028). But here also the e%y mean ethical notions of which 
substantial existence is predicated. Only Phaedo 104 8 idéa and 104 c et8n 
might be equivalent to the Platonic ‘ ideas.’ 

*18 Besides petéxew, mapovola, kowwvia we read: pmeradauBdvew 102 8, 

mpocdéxer0a 102 D, mpoorevae 102 n, 103d, SéxerOar 102, 103 D, evetvar 

103 B, werdoxecis 101 c. 

*1° Phaedo 100d: ob yap rt TovTo SucxXvpiCoucs has been interpreted as 

a reference to an earlier different opinion by Diimmler (Akademika, p. 204), 

P. Natorp (Philosophische Monatshefte, vol. xxvi. p. 467), and Pfleiderer 
(p. 395). But this interpretation is based upon the assumption that Plato 
wrote about the theory of ideas before the Phaedo. If the Phaedo, as 

results from the present inquiry, is the first methodic exposition of Plato’s 

theory of ideas, then ‘ov yap é€r:’ does not signify ‘no longer,’ but ‘not 

further,’ ‘not moreover.’ The whole phrase would then mean: I am only 

sure that beautiful things are beautiful through Beauty, but I do not go so 
far as to affirm anything definitively about the exact manner in which this 
occurs. 
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is the cause of the corresponding quality in each particular 

thing in which it is recognised. 
On this fundamental hypothesis, according to Plato, a 

consistent system of science can be built up (101 D: 

eyouevos  &kElvOU He 
develops the hypothetical method given in the Meno, and 

recommends his disciples always to distinguish between 

an hypothesis and the consequences drawn from it. Ina 
skilful discussion, the agreement of all consequences 

with each other must precede any inquiry as to the 
truth of the hypothesis on which the consequences 

depend (101 D: «& 62 tis adths THs vmoOécews e*ho.To, 

tov achanrovs THs vUtoGécews). 

yalpew zens ay Kal ovK aToKpivato, ws Av Ta aT’ ekeivns 

opunOzvta aoKxérpavo, el cor adAjAOLS cUMdavel 7) Stadwvel). 

He advises rising from one hypothesis to another until 

irrefragable transcendental axioms are reached, which 

have no further need of demonstration (101 D: éredn 

52 éxelivns avTis Séou ce Std0vat AOYo, @ca’Tws av d.d0ins, 

adrAnv ad vTrdbeow vrobgusvos, ris TOV dvobev BeXTlaTNH 

haivotto, Zws evi Te ikavov édOos). He warns us against 
coupling illogically (101 E: @o7ep of avTiAoyiKol), IN One 
and the same discussion, arguments for or against the 
hypothesis itself with arguments for or against the 
derived consequences (101 C: Gua ove av upois Tepi TE 

Ths apxns Svareyouevos kai Tov && exeivns w@punusvov, eitrep 

Bovro1d TL TOV OvTWY EvpEtr). 

This exhortation to a methodic investigation is aimed, 

as Diimmler thinks, against Antisthenes, and is emphati- 

cally assented to by Cebes and Simmias simultaneously 

(102 a), and by Echecrates who hears Phaedo’s report of 

the conversation. Phaedo adds that to all present, even 

to those who had the least understanding of philosophy, 
it seemed to be wonderfully clearly expressed (102 a: 
elqrep el TOV hiriocodar . . « Oavpactas doKxe as evapyas 

T® Kal GMLKpOV vodV EXOVTL . 
Kal yap Hiv tots amotot, viv 6 aKovoucw). 

. . Tact Tols Tapovoww z#okev 

ste i This 

insistent asseveration of the importance of the logical 
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rule—to distinguish the consecutive steps of each argu- 
ment, and to require internal consistency before criti- 
cising the foundations of a course of reasoning, shows that 
Plato is introducing a new method (ué60d0s, 79 B, 97 B), 
with full consciousness of its bearings. This new method 
is generalised from the inductive process by which, in the 

Symposium, he reached his vision of absolute Beauty. As 

he then proceeded from particulars to the idea, he now 

wishes through hypothetical argumentation to reach 
absolute certainty. Every successive hypothesis must be 
‘better’ or logically more evident than the preceding, 
until by such approximations the goal is attained—namely, 

certainty. 
Even then he will not indulge in the self-conceit of 

those who are delighted with their own circular reasonings 
(101 E: of dvtiNoyiKot . . « ikavot bro codias ouod TavTa 

KUK@VTEs Guws avTol avTots apéokev). The true philosopher 
is obliged to examine again and again even the highest 

generalisations or first principles (107 B: xat tas broGEcers 

Tas mpwtas, Kal e Tiotal byly slow, duws emloKETTTED 

cadzotepov* . . . Kal’ bcov duvatov pardiot’ avOpam@) in 

order to advance as far as human reason may. 

Plato acknowledges that his own highest hypothesis, 
when he wrote the Phaedo, was the independent existence 

of ideas as true substances, always the same, eternal, 

divine, simple, and representing the highest reality of 
Being. Were it not for the repeated assertion of the 
independence of the ideas, we might identify them with 

general notions. We have no clear indication either in 
the Phaedo or in the Symposiwm of any distinction 

between our subjective notions and the corresponding 
transcendental ideas. Everything confirms our supposi- 
tion that Plato, at the time of writing the Phaedo, as well 
as when he wrote the Symposiwm, believed it to be possible 

for the human soul to know ideas as they are, and in such 

absolute intuition the general notion would be identical 

with the idea, while the idea remains equally the same 
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both when manifest in us and outside of us (103 B: av’ro 

TO évayTiov EAUT@ EvavTiov CUK AVY TOTE YeVOLTO, OUTE TO eV 

Huty ovTEe TOV TH HUGEL). 

The logical consequence of this doctrine was the power 
of reason to acquire all truth accessible to mankind by 
pure intuition, by contemplative meditation without or 
almost without external experience. In other words, our 

reason is able to discover the nature of things by intense 

reflection on the nature of her own ideas, which ideas are 

common both to human reason and to every other possible 

reason of any superior being here called God. The logical 
side of this doctrine culminates in the law of contradic- 

tion, expressed here as one of the chief arguments 
demonstrating the existence of ideas (102 E: 7d opixpov 

ovx 20éreu Tote péeya yiyvedOat ovds sivat, od’ dddO OvdEV 

TOV évavTiov ETL Ov OTrEp Hv Apa To’vaVTioy yiyverOal Te Kal 

sivat). Each idea is only what it is, and, therefore, per- 
fectly simple (wovosdés, 83 E). 

We see that Plato in the Phaedo gave his solution of 
the problem proposed in the Cratylus, and definitively 

decided against Heracliteanism. In the Cratylus he 

recognised the extreme difficulty of the problem and 

announced a further inquiry; in the Phaedo he communi- 
cates the results of this inquiry, postulating not only the 
stability of notions, already acknowledged in the Cratylus, 

but their independence of human intelligence. He goes so 
far now as to deny every process of becoming in the world, 

or at least to decline any explanation of changes (97 B: ovédé 

ye Ou’ 6 tu Sv yiyverar ws eriotapar ete TelOw epmavTor, ovd’ 

GidXo ovdev Evi NOY Ou’ O TL yiyveTal 7) ATOANUTAL 7) EoTL, KATA 

TOUTOY TOV TpOTTOV THs weO0ddov). Two unities added to each 

other cannot become two; it is not the addition which 

could produce a new idea. Addition is only the subjective 
side of the eternal relation subsisting independently of 

our reason between unity and the idea of two. The same 

explanation of all apparent changes through eternal rela- 

tions between immutable ideas is the result of the absolute 
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reality attributed to ideas and opposed to the phenomenal 
appearance of all material things. 

The Phaedo brings Plato’s Idealism to its highest 
point and contains a conscious representation of all con- 
sequences deriving from the fundamental hypothesis 
sought for in the Cratylus, perceived in the Symposium, 

and demonstrated here, so far as it could be, for Plato’s 

followers. We shall meet this theory in later works, 

while there is no clear trace of it in works that were 
certainly written before the Phaedo. 

The importance of the Phaedo for the development 
of Plato’s logic is increased by the circumstance that the 
authenticity of this dialogue has passed unquestioned, 

even by such sceptical critics as Ast and Schaarschmidt. 

It has been advanced ”° that the Stoic Panaetius in the 
second century B.c. doubted the authenticity of the 

Phaedo, but Zeller has clearly shown the untrustworthi- 

ness and even the contradictoriness of the testimonies 
adduced in favour of that assumption—the first mention 

of these pretended doubts occurring some centuries after 
the death of Panaetius and betraying a complete igno- 

rance of Panaetius as well as of the reason of his imputed 

scepticism. The Phaedo has been so frequently quoted 
by Greek and Latin writers that we must admit that this 
work was generally regarded as undoubtedly authentic. 

The extreme idealism here professed has provoked 
severe criticisms, as for instance those of Crawford 22! in 

the eighteenth and of Prant]*” in the present century. 

But even these criticisms show that, if Plato’s idealism 

was mistaken, such mistakes can be made only by a 

°° R. Hirzel, Untersuchungen zu Ciceros philosophischen Schriften, 
1877, vol. i. p. 232; Chiappelli, ‘ Panezio’ in Filosofia delle scuole italiane 
for 1882; also Teichmiiller, vol. i. p. 126. 

#2! C. Crawford, A Dissertation on the Phaedo of Plato, London 1773. 

The author evidently had a very superficial knowledge of Plato and pro- 
fessed a shallow materialism. 

*° Prantl, Geschichte der Logik im Abendlande, p. 78, Leipzig 1855; 

also in his translation of the Phaedo, Berlin 1884. 
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philosopher of genius, and they are indispensable for the 
progress of philosophy, just as many failures of expe- 

ditions undertaken with the aim of discovering the 
sources of the Nile were indispensable for the progress 
of geography. Idealism is one obvious solution of the 
metaphysical problem, and it was necessary to follow out 

all the consequences of this solution in order to decide 
upon its value. In the Phaedo Plato is still struggling 
against some consequences of his idealism. Huis love of 

the religious traditions about the immortality of the 
soul, as set forth in the Meno and Gorgias, and indirectly 
confirmed in the Euthydemus and Cratylus, is really 

not quite consistent with the doctrine of idealism, and 
though we have no direct evidence whether he was aware 
of this inconsistency, we see that in the Symposiwm, to- 
gether with the first glimpse of eternal ideas, there 

appears almost a substitution of immortal influence for 

the immortality of the person taught in the Gorgias. 
Now in the Phaedo the avowed purpose of the Platonic 

Socrates is a demonstration of immortality, and he 

connects this demonstration with the exposition of the 
theory of ideas, which really might have impaired the 

religious belief in immortality. But if we examine 
the arguments in the Phaedo, we see that those from 

the beginning up to the objection of Cebes (874) prove 
only the persistence of the individual soul for some time 
after death, not for all time. The remaining arguments 
refer more to the idea of soul than to the individual soul, 

though they seem intended as a defence of personal 

immortality. Archer Hind * argued this question against 
Hegel and Teichmuller, and made it very probable that 
Plato in writing the Phaedo still really believed in a 
prolongation of individual existence after death, without 

any suspicion of inconsistency. If we look at the final 
conversation of Socrates with Crito (115 D: éredéav iw TO 

223 The Phaedo of Plato, edited by R. D. Archer Hind, London 1883, 

pp. 18-26. 

a 
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PapMAaKOV, OVKETL VULLY TApaMEVa, UAN’ OLyNToMaL aTLOV... ) 

we must admit that Plato perfectly understood the con- 

sequences of personal immortality and believed them. 
The inconsistency between immortality and idealis 

arises only if by immortality is meant, according to ou 
modern notions, absolute eternity of the soul, while a 

indeterminate continuation of the soul’s existen fte 
death is not inconsistent with idealism. 
to doubt that Plato meant his arguments as sufficient 
to establish individual immortality, because his conclusion 

does not admit of another interpretation (107 A: mavtos 

KaNov apa Wyn aOavatoy Kal av@dzOpov Kal TO VTL 
goovTal nu@y ai \uyai év “Adov). It is also a natural 

psychological consequence of the profound dissatisfaction 
with the present conditions of life, manifested by Plato 
in the Phaedo, that he could not easily throw off his 

hopes of a better state, and of a deliverance from physical 

limitations. 
The physical theory of the Phaedo, representing the 

insignificance of the world accessible to our knowledge as 

compared with a wider world even physically more perfect, 
confirms the place assigned to the Phaedo in the de- 
velopment of Plato’s thought. Here he appears no 

longer as an Athenian, nor as a Greek, but rises even 

above the standpoint of international equality between 
Hellene and Barbarian attained in the Cratylus. In 

the Phaedo there speaks a philosopher whose interests 

are not limited to the earth, but extend over the universe, 

though maintaining still the position of the earth at the 

centre, in conformity with the traditional religious beliefs 

which Plato afterwards discarded. 
The position of the Phaedo after the Symposium is 

evident from all the above comparisons, but additional 

evidence is not wanting as to the relation between these 

two dialogues, a relation generally admitted by writers 

on Plato since Schleiermacher. This relation allowed 

by Stallbaum, Hermann, Steinhart, Susemihl, and many 
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others, has been in recent times very successfully 

defended by Teichmiller against the older view of 
Tennemann, Ast, and Socher, who thought that the Phaedo 

must have been written soon after the death of Socrates. 

Besides the logical theories in the Phaedo, which are 
found to be a continuation of those in the Symposium, 

there are some other indications of the priority of the 
Symposium. The mention at the end of the Symposium 

of a discussion about the identity of the tragic and comic 
poet has no visible aim at that place, but is very well 

explained if we take it as an apology for the prevalent 
comic character of the Sympostwm, and an announcement 

of a more serious encomium on Socrates to be delivered in 

the Phaedo. Also the words of Alcibiades, that nobody 
has yet praised Socrates as he deserves, if referred to 

Plato’s own time, are better justified if the Phaedo 

had not then been written. There is a further proba- 
bility that the picture of Socrates in the Symposiwm, 
if planned about the same time as that of the dying 
Socrates, should have been executed first, however 1m- 

probable may be the generalisation of similar reasonings 
as carried out by Munk. Also the view on immortality 

implied in the Symposiwm presents an earlier stage 

than in the Phaedo. In the first moment of the con- 

templation of absolute Beauty, Plato could look upon 
immortal fame as an equivalent of immortal life. But 

so dear had been the belief in immortality to the 

author of the Gorgias that 1t became a natural task to 

base this personal immortality on the new logical theory 

emancipated from traditional authority. Philosophic 
reasoning in favour of immortality is a new departure, 
compared with the earlier representations of immortality 
as a traditional belief, « beautiful tale, true and worthy 

2244 A. Bischoff, Platons Phacdo, Erlangen 1866, pp. 282-306; L. Noack, 

Philosophisch-geschichtliches Lexicon, Leipzig 1879 ; also Michelis, Ribbing, 

and others, while Peipers, Diimmler, Christ, and Pfieiderer still believe in 

the priority of the Phaedo. 
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to be believed in, but not within the scope of positive 

knowledge. 
The recognition in the Symposiwm of immortal fame as 

desirable shows a regard for human opinion far greater 

than that professed in the Phaedo, which in this respect 
approaches nearer. to the disposition of mind shown in the 
Phaedrus, Theaetetus, and Parmenides. On the other 

hand, while his esteem for public opinion was decreasing, 

Plato’s consciousness of his own power was undoubtedly 
erowing, and here again we have an argument in favour 

of the later date of the Phaedo. In the Phaedo the philoso- 

pher is equal to the gods (82 Bc), while inthe Symposvum 
the gods are very much above the philosopher. ‘The 
proportion of apodictic affirmations, such as adn@éoTata, 

in the Phaedo is an additional proof of its later date. These 

form here 49 per cent. of all affirmations, while in no earlier 

dialogue do they exceed 35 percent., which ratio they surpass 
in alllater dialogues, rising above 50 per cent. in the Laws. 

This places the Phaedo in a line with the later works, and 

is a very characteristic sign of the increasing certainty 

which Plato professed to have attaimed—a certainty which 
remained with him through life, together with his conscious- 
ness of the high and divine vocation of the philosopher. 

This growing confidence is specially evident if we 

compare two predictions about his own philosophical 

career putin the mouth of Socrates once in the Apology,” 

and again much later in the Phaedo™ : 

Apology 314: rowodros ovv aXos 
ov padlws Upuiy yevnoeTar.. . 

39 CD: mdelous €oovrar vas oi 

eA€éyxovtes, oUs viv eyo KaTELXO?, 
¢ cr ‘ > a , \ tpets 5€ ovK yoOavecte: Kai yade- 

TOTEPOL EGOVTAaL. GOW VEwTEPOL 
> Ae - GAY > Ul 

€LOlV, KALUPELS pa OV ayaVakTIOETE, 

Phaedo 78 A: rodAn pev 7 “EAXas, 
. jwodXa b€ kal Ta TOY BapBapwr 

yen, ods mavtas xpr Stepevvac bar 
(nrovvtas ToLovToy eT@OOY,.. + CnTELV 
rs) ® \ \ > \ : Mie i> Xr / r el 

€Xpy KaLautous pet GAANHA@Y' Lows 
\ x > S 7c , o a yap av ov dé padiws evpoute pad- 

Lov vpa@v Suvapevous TovTO ToLeEty- 

225 This passage has been already understood as a prediction about 

Plato by Natorp (Philosophische Monatshefte, vol. xxvi. p. 453); Sybel 
(De Platonis prooemtis Academicis, Marburg 1889) and others. 

226 On Phaedo, 78 a, see Teichmiiller, i. 123. 
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According to the Apology there was no hope of finding 

a worthy successor to Socrates; in the Phaedo it is 
admitted as probable that such a successor, even if 

sought for all over the world, could not be easily found 

outside the circle of Socrates’ disciples, and this is said 
with a clear reference to Plato’s travels in search of 
truth. In the Apology Plato speaks of the indignation 

which will be produced by his writings; in the Phaedo 
he is already conscious of the charm exercised by his 
philosophy, and he calls himself a charmer. We shall 

see how Plato progressed even to a further point in the 

consciousness of his own power. 
Another indication of the priority of the Symposiwm 

is the different treatment of Beauty. While in the 

Symposium Beauty is the highest ideal, it is in the 

Phaedo only one among many ideas, as in the Phaedrus. 

In the Symposium Plato quotes poets and lawgivers as 

truly eminent men, deserving immortality of fame ; in the 

Phaedo (65 B) the poets are quoted with a certain irony, 

as if Plato meant that any truth observed by them must 

be clear even to a child. While in the Symposiwm 
Aristophanes is represented as a friend of Socrates, and 

Plato thus forgives the gibes of the great comic poet 
against his master, he refers in the Phaedo (70C: ovxouv 

y av oimat, eirety TWa viv axovcarTa, ovd Ei KwuwdioTrOLOS 

ein, @s adorsoxO Kal ov Téepl TpoonKovTwY Tovs ROyouS 

Totovmat) to comic poets with a certain air of superiority 

and contempt; this reminds us of the Republic, and 

seems to be directed against comic poets of Plato’s own 
time who criticised, perhaps, the wild and playful tone of 

the Symposium. 

The position of the Phaedo after the Cratylus and 

Symposium is fully confirmed by the considerable number 
of peculiarities of later style, which bring the Phaedo 
nearer to the Hepublic and to the latest group than any 

of the preceding dialogues (see above, p. 170). If we take 
into consideration that no other work of Plato is hkely to 
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have been composed between the Symposium and Phaedo, 
we must infer that the two dialogues were not separated 

by a great interval, since it is unlikely that Plato would 
remain long unproductive as an author at the period of 

his life in which his chief works betray such incomparable 
ease and mastery of form. 

The stylistically well-defined group consisting of the 
Cratylus, Symposium, and Phaedo, contains the first 

exposition of the theory of ideas, and shows us how Plato 

was led to this theory from different starting-points. In 
these three dialogues the ethical questions so much dis- 
cussed before become secondary, and the logical problem 

of knowledge, blended with the metaphysical inquiry 

about Being, begins to occupy the philosopher’s attention. 
He reaches a degree of certainty and a consciousness of 
his power forming a remarkable contrast with the incon- 

clusiveness and modesty of the Socratic dialogues up to 
the Meno. Also his literary skill, admirable already in 

the Euthydemus and Gorgias, arrives in the Symposvwm 

and Phaedo at a perfection not exceeded by himself in 
later writings, and equalled only in the Republic and 
Phaedrus. The polemical tone of the Huthydemus and 

Gorgias is disappearing, and the didactic character begins 

to prevail. The aim of life, which in the Gorgias was 

defined as justice founded on knowledge, becomes chiefly 
knowledge, with virtue as one of its consequences. The 
stage reached by Plato in the Cratylus, Symposium, and 

Phaedo is introductory to that of the Republic and 

Phaedrus, which represent the doctrine taught by Plato 

during the mature years of his life. Stylistic and 
logical comparison agree in connecting the Cratylus, Sym- 

posium, and Phaedo into one group of works succeeding 

each other in the first years of Plato’s activity in his 

Academy. The great number of works later than these 

reduces the limits of time for their composition to a few 

years. If the Sympostwm was written about 385 B.C., we 
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have no reason to put the Phaedo later than about 384, | 

or between 384 and 383 B.c., as will be seen from a com- 

parison between the Phaedo and later works, proving 

that after the Phaedo Plato must have written more than 

twice as much as he had written before. 



CHAPTER VI 

MIDDLE PLATONISM 

WHEN Plato reached the development of his logical 

theories as these are known to us from the Phaedo, he was 

anxious to apply them to practical aims with the purpose 

of promoting the moral progress of his contemporaries. 

He was not satisfied with knowing the truth for himself, 
and he wanted to impart it to others. Two practical appli- 

cations of philosophy occupied his attention: politics and 

education. We have the results of his meditation on these 
subjects in two works, the Republic and the Phaedrus. ° 

The fepublic no longer deals with the moral pro- 

blem in the fashion of the Meno or Gorgias. In these 

Socratic dialogues Plato asked and tried to answer moral 
questions referring to the conduct of the individual, in 

any given state, without expressly contemplating an 

altered condition of the state. He still professed 

Socratic ignorance as to politics, while he already had 
resolved the problem of individual conduct and indivi- 

dual relations between citizens, seeing therein the true 

politics (Gorg. 521 D). But having gained a higher meta- 
physical knowledge, Plato no longer dared to decline 

the responsibilities 1t implied. He was deeply interested 
in the reasons of the general decay of Greek states in 

his time, and he understood that the Socratic precept 

to ‘mind one’s own business’ 

would not work, if the political conditions of the state 
offered constant opportunities for the perversion of the 
individual.. If the state was acknowledged to be a 

necessity, the citizen and especially the philosopher could 
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not remain indifferent to the mode in which the state was 
to be ruled. Plato’s interest in this problem led him to 
write one of his greatest works, the Republic, in which 

educational and political topics are skilfully blended. 

Having recognised education as one of the chief instru- 

ments of political reform, he dedicated another dialogue, 
the Phaedrus, chiefly to educational questions. 

I. The Republic. 

Every reader of Plato is familiar with the fact that 

the Republic is very much larger than any other work of 

Plato except the Laws. This impression led even Grote 
to a curious exaggeration, when he said (vol. iv. p. 1) that 

each book of the Republic is as long as any one of the 
preceding dialogues. He was thinking chiefly of the 
small spurious dialogues held by him tobe authentic. In 

reality four of the preceding dialogues, Gorgias, Cratylus, 

Symposium, and Phaedo, contain in all about the same 

amount of text as the Republic, and it is important to 

bear in mind this relation if we wish to arrive at 

correct conclusions on the much-debated question of the 
unity of the Republic. An incidental observation of 

Hermann (p. 539), that B. V-VII appear to be 

written later than B. VIII-IX, and that B. X must 

have been added later still, has been more recently 

developed by Krohn, and after him by E. Pfleiderer, into 

a theory which breaks the continuity of the Republic, 

by supposing different parts of it to have been pro- 

duced at intervals during the greater part of Plato’s life. 

For anybody who wishes to understand the growth of 

Plato’s philosophy it becomes a very important pre- 

liminary question whether Krohn was right in_be- 

leving that Plato wrote much of the Republic before 

he had written any other dialogue. This view has been 

recently carried by Pfleiderer to the extreme of placing the 

first five books of the Republic even before the Apology, 
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which heretofore had been almost unanimously held to be 

one of the earliest writings of Plato. 
If we consider that the Repwblic contains one-sixth 

of the texts bearing Plato’s name, and that it is 

generally admitted that he was occupied with literary 
labours for at least fifty years, it becomes evident that 

even the continuous production of the Republic could not 

have been the work of a short time. In our own century 

a volume of this size and on such an all-important 

subject is rarely written in less than several years, and 
there are immense differences between our methods of 
writing and the mode of literary composition which 

probably prevailed in Plato’s time. Without referring to 
fountain pens and typewriting machines, the superiority 
of our ordinary writing materials over those that were 

available two thousand years ago has diminished many 

times the mechanical labour involved. The invention of 

printing and the custom of revising proofs affords an 
infinitely easier and quicker way of correcting and 
maturing our works than was practicable on old papyrus 

rolls, with an all too limited space for additions. But 
besides all these mechanical and material improvements, 
there are also deep psychological differences between an 

ancient Greek writer and ourselves. Any ordinary student 

of the present day has read ten or even a hundred times 

as much as Plato could have done at the same age; we 

are also generally far more practised in writing from our 

earliest years: even our elementary education includes 

besides gymnastics and music many literary studies. Keep- 

ing all this well in mind, we must ask the question: how 
many years must the composition of the Republic have 

required even if it were not interrupted by other labours ? 

We suppose that in the first ten years after the death of 
Socrates Plato wrote about half-a-dozen small dialogues, 

and only two larger works (Protagoras and Meno), not 

amounting together to more than about three-quarters of 

the extent of the Republic. This was the beginning, 
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and it is reasonable to expect that the author’s speed in 

composition was increasing. In fact the next six years 

(390-384 B.c.) produced five dialogues (Huthydemus, 
Gorgias, Cratylus, Symposium, Phaedo), which taken 

together slightly exceed the size of the Republic. Be- 

sides, there is ample reason to suppose that some work 

preparatory to the Republic had been already done at the 

time of writing the Sympostwm, and the tenour and 

language of the first book have an obvious affinity to 
those of the Gorgias. Taking this for granted, there is 
on the other side the Phaedrus, which could not have 

been written before the Phaedo, as will be seen, and 

which also is probably not much later than the last 

books of the Republic. The Phaedrus, together with 

B. II-X of the Republic, corresponds very nearly to 

the total amount of the works which we place between 

390 and 384 B.c. These works are so important and 

betray such a wonderful facility of composition, united 
with so complete a mastery of the language and of the 

subjects, that we have no reason to expect that Plato in the 

next period still further increased the speed of his writing, 

especially while his oral teaching must have occupied 

more and more of his time. Thus it becomes consistent 

with probability to suppose that the Phaedrus and 

fiepublic occupied him for another six years after 384, 

and this brings us to his fiftieth year, completed in 
377 B.C. 

If we say that according to the above reasoning Plato 
worked on his Republic nearly up to the age of fifty, this 

remains only a probable inference. But where we have 
no direct evidence as to facts, we are justified in weighing 
probabilities and admitting provisionally the greatest 

probability, in order to obtain a distinct conception of im- 

portant events. For a knowledge of Plato’s philosophy 

it is sufficient to settle the consecutive order of his 

works, and it is not indispensable to name a date for 
each work or each part of a work. But dates are useful 
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as an illustration of results arrived at by the detailed com- 
parison of each work with all the others, and it is only in 
order to convey to our readers a clear representation of 

what results from the above inquiry that we say: if Plato 
wrote the Republic as one continuous work, and after the 

Phaedo, as we shall attempt to prove, this work 
probably filled his time for about six years before he 
reached the age of fifty. 

We know he was forty when he formally founded his 
Academy. His Huthydemus and Gorgias had prepared 

the way for this, and the first years of the existence of the 

Academy brought out the Cratylus, Symposium, and 

Phaedo, enouncing the new theory of ideas. The 

Republic and Phaedrus were then written within the 
first ten years of the existence of the Academy. If this 

be so, one important point of discussion is at once dis- 
missed. It is natural that an author between forty and 

fifty, labouring at one production during about six years, 

while his thoughts were still maturing, should insensibly 

alter something in its original plan, adding new matter 
and even falling into some trifling contradictions. Cor- 
rections were not then so easy as they are to-day, and the 

standard of literary consistency was, even for Plato, not 

so high, as we can see from nearly all his works. He was 

above everything an educator, and he did not feel obliged 
to say all things at once. He had taught in the 

Sympostum a progressive exposition of truth, and he 
conformed to these precepts in preparing the Republic. 

In B. I-IV we see no direct allusion to the theories 
explained in the Phaedo, and we might receive the im- 
pression that the author did not yet know the eternal 

ideas. At the beginning of B. V we have a clear 
indication that what follows is an expansion of the 
original plan, and at the beginning of B. VIII the 
thread of B. IV is resumed. B. I is called in 
B. II expressly an introduction (zpoo{wov 357 A), and 

B. X has distinctly the form of a conclusion, somewhat 

years 

before 

Plato 

reached 
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loosely tacked on to what precedes. There is no possible 
discussion about the existence of these partitions, which 

are evident to every reader, and have been acknowledged 

generally. But on the other side frequent hints unite 

these parts into one whole (see Jowett and Campbell, 
Republic, vol. ii. pp. 11-20). For our purpose, we 
must consider each part separately, before drawing 

inferences as to the whole, and we recognise in the 
Republic five chief divisions: B. I, B. H-IV, B. V-VII, 
B. VIII-IX, and B. X. 

Boox I 

Plato’s mind during many of the best years of life 

seems to have alternated between a resolute withdrawal 

from the world, indulging contemplation with a few 
disciples, and the endeavour to go forth and influence the 
world and bring the results of contemplation to bear on 

the social life of humanity. It is natural that his style 
should alter with the alteration of aim. Yet such 
alteration of style has limits, and it is hardly conceivable 

that in a single work produced without intermission he 
should approach the characteristic form in part of earlier 

and in part of later writings. 
The first book of the Republic, equal in size to the 

Apology, presents a strikingly close affinity to the Gorgias 

both in matter and form. The gentle treatment of 
Cephalus may be compared with the ironical respect for 

Gorgias, the puzzling of Polemarchus with the easy 
refutation of Polus, the sudden onslaught of Thrasy- 
machus with the brusque interposition of Callicles. And 
the presumption raised by these comparisons is confirmed 

by the stylistic evidence, which yields very few examples 
of later peculiarities. 

We see here Thrasymachus rising to defend a position 
which had to be abandoned by Polus in the Gorgzas. 

Polus had admitted that mjustice though advantageous 
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is ugher than justice (Gorg. 475 B: to déuxsioOar KaKvov 
. 70 08 adixeiy aicywov), and this led to his defeat in 

the discussion with Socrates. Now Thrasymachus, as if 

he had been present then, dares to assert that perfect 
injustice is beautiful (Rep. 348 D BE), whereby he places 

himself above traditional opinion. Socrates recognises 

the greater consistency of this position (348 E: todro 76 

OTEPEWTEPOY . . . EL YAP AVOLTENELY EV THY AdLKlay 2TiOEGO, 

Kakiay MévTOL 7) ALTX pov avTO @podOyEls elval, OoTEP 

GNNoOL Teves, elyouey av TL Aeyerv KATA TA voptComeva) ; 
we might take this as an allusion to the earlier work, and 
as a sign that, however the first book might be earlier than 

the other books, we need not admit it to be earlier than 

the Gorgias. The standpoint of the author is far more 
advanced, since he acknowledges that his argumentation, 

though sufficient to overthrow a sophist’s impudence, is 
not satisfactory to himself, so long as he has not given a 
definition of justice, which accordingly becomes the pro- 
fessed aim of the whole work. In the small dialogues no 
definition of any virtue is accepted as definitive, and in 
the larger ethical dialogues the question whether virtue 

is teachable overshadowed the logical inquiry as to the 
nature of virtue. It is only in the Republic that this 

problem is undertaken, and with a new purpose, to apply 

it to politics. 
There are some hints which show that the first book 

was not, as Hermann (p. 538) thought, originally meant 
as an independent whole, to which the following was 

added later. The mention of this life as preparing us for 
death (330 E: éyyutépm av Tov éxet waddov Te KaOopa av’Ta 

... ddl A: dsta édrris asi Tapectt) shows us that Plato, 

even when he began to write his Republic, had passed 

beyond the stage of the small dialogues, and perhaps 

planned already in writing the first book the final myth 

concluding the tenth book. 
Also the threefold partition of the soul, which is the 

most important doctrine of the fourth book, is here as in 
© 
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stand- 
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the Phaedo already prepared, when Socrates says that | 
the rulers of a state are paid in money, honour, or the | 

advantage of escaping a penalty for refusing to rule | 

(347 A: pucOov Tots wed\rXovow 20edjoew aApyetv, 7) apyvprov | 
This is here a riddle for | 

Glaucon, and is fully explained only in the seventh book, | 

where the obligation of the philosopher to rule a state | 

against his inclination is clearly expounded. This doctrine | 

i) Teun 7) Enpiav, Fav fn apn). 

is in advance of the Gorgias, where Plato said that in 

order to get political influence the ruler must be like the | 
Y / c , - , \ 

people (Gorg. 513 B: dots we TovToLs opoLloTaToy aTrepya- | 

Cerat, ovTOs of ToLncEl, ws erLOvpsis elvat, TodLTLKOY Kal | 

He then saw true politics only in individual | PNTOPLKOD). 

educational influence (521 D: otuar. . 
adXnOas qodiTunH Teyvn Kal TpaTTelv Ta ToNdLTiKa), and 

rejected Callicles’ exhortations to him to take an active | 

part in the rule of the state. 
Now we see that already in the first book of the | 

Republic Plato is conscious of the duty of obtaining | 
political power in order to avoid the penalty of being 
ruled by his inferiors (347 C: ths Enulas weylorn TO vo | 

The three different kinds of men 

are also in the same passage opposed to each other (347 B: 

didrotimov Te Kal didapyupov—oi ayaOo/) very much as in the 

Phaedo (82 ©: dtrocodhodvtes—iroypnwatot—irorT Lol). 

As in the Phaedo we see here the origin of the threefold 

partition of the soul. In the Phaedo Plato puts on one 
side the philosopher, and on the other side those who are 
not philosophers, almost identifying the ambitious and 

Tovnpotépov apxea Oar). 

. émvxelpEety TH ws | 

the money-lover (Phaedo 68 c: the opposite of the 
philosopher is named duAoowpartos and subdivided: 6 adtos 

/ fe , xX \ s \ , 

6 Tov ovTos TUYyYavEL MV Kal HiroXpHnuaTos Kal PLrAOTLMOS, © 

Hrol TA ETEpa TOUTwY 7) GudoTepa). Here, likewise, we have 

not a direct trichotomy but a dichotomy with a subsequent 
division of one of the two parts, without a definite name 

for the third part, for which in the Phaedo the term 
firocogos is used. This seems to show that B. I is 
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earlier than the Phaedo, and we find a confirmation of it 

in the circumstance that for the lover of money the word 

giAdpyvpos is used, as in the Gorgias (515 H: Hepixdda 

mevoinkéevat AOPnvaiovs didapyvpovs), while in the Phaedo 

this word is replaced by g:Aoypryyatos, which also fre- 

quently recurs as a constant term in the later books of 
the Republic. The same relation between the Phaedo 

and the first book results from the comparison of the 
following passages : 

Rep. I. 853 b, after a long enu- Phaedo 105 c: without any pre- 
meration of éepya (immov, 352 &, 

6pOakpor, etc.) follows: 
Tavta Toe oxeWar: Wuy7ns €ote TL 
» a » AE, 2Q7 A eV 
epyov, 0 GAA® Tay oyTwY ovd ay Evi 

mpagéas, . . 

apxew Kat BovdeverOa Kal Ta ToL- 
= , » > o Dy a a avta Tavta, €c6’ 6t@ ado 7} Wrx7 

peta 

\ > - \ 

. TO emtpedetoGar Kal 

liminary explanation of what épyov 
means, or of what activities of the 

soul constitute life, comes the 

question: ’Amoxpivov .. . 
eyyernra copati, (av gota; “Qu dy 

ex , 

@ QV TL 

, a” > 4 BIN ~ ° 

Wuxn, en. ovKovy del TovTO OUTS 
+ rs ‘ > r > > 

EXEL; TOS yap ovxl; 7H SO bs. 

dtxaiws dy adra arodotpev, kai paipev 
a” > , s > NU oS 
Wa exelyns etvar ;—ovdevi a\A@.— 

> ~ - , ” 3 

tid av ro yy; Wuxns dynocopev epyov eivat; pdadvora. 

It seems improbable that Plato should have explained 
his thought about life as a peculiar power of soul with 
such a series of inductions, if the result-had been earlier 

stated to be evident, and on the other side, the short 

statement of the Phaedo is best justified by the more 

elementary exposition preceding it. It is not the length 
of an explanation which decides the question of priority, 
because a longer elucidation might be a supplement to a 

previous short statement of the question. But here we 
have on one side an elementary induction, and on the 

other side the result of this duction quoted as evident 

truth. Under these circumstances the longer explanation 
may be reasonably held to be the earlier. 

The position of Book I between the Gorgias and 
Phaedo is further confirmed by the notion of the peculiar 
virtue of the soul, which appears here as a development of 

What in the Gorgias was named the peculiar order in a 
soul : 

Tr 2 

results 

also from 

the ditfer- 

ent ex- 

pression 

of the 

view that 

life is 

peculiar 

to soul. 

This, 

based on 

long in- 

ductions 

in the 

Republic, 
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evident 
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Order in 
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in the 
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Gorg. 506 E: ta&eu reraypévov 

9 apern) 
KOGmos Tis apa 

> A 

Kal KeKoopnuEevoy eaTiv 

EKAT TOV 
> , > Cle c Ly , 

eyyevopevos ev EKdTT® 6 EKaOTOU 
>] cod =) ind 

olketos ayabov mapéxer exacTov 
>! \ 

. Kal Wuxt KOTpoV 
-~ >, / ~ 

€auTns apelv@v THs 

~ 7 

T@VY OVT@Y .. 

exovga TOV 
> ta 

akoo LTO. 

The notion of a peculiar 
duced in connection with the 
of perception also depends 
resulting in a special activity, 
any other instrument than 

sense (352 BE: ic@ étw dv dX bots 7) OPPadrpots ; ov OATAa 

. akovcals Gro 7) @oly ; ovdapas. 353 BC: ap’ av ToTE 

Obata TO AUT@Y Epyov KAaNMS aTrEpydoawTo mH EYoVTA THY 
This is a clear statement of the 

theory known in our century as the law of specific energies 
But Plato did not give any special im- 

¢e la) ’ / > / 

AUT@V OLKELAY MpETHV...)- 

of the senses. 

portance to this observation, 

an analogy tending to establish his general view of human 
However, a variety of psychic faculties is not~ 

yet discovered in the first book, and the soul as in the 
Phaedo is spoken of as one indivisible whole. 

faculties. 

Booxs II-IV 

These three books, together equal in size to the 

Gorgias, form one whole, and represent the primitive 

some considerations on poetry and 
The end of this part does not exactly 

coincide with the end of the fourth book, because p. 445 B- 

state, including 
primary education. 

begins a new argument, the 
states 
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corresponding to the 
soon interrupted at the beginning of the fifth book: 
by the digression on the equality of the sexes. 
we disregard this last page of the fourth book, connecting 
it with B. V and preparing for B. VIII-IX, we are justi- 

Rep. 353 ©: ap’ obv more Wx 
Ta avTns epya ev amepyace;r 

, “a ’ ~ 

oTepoévn THs olkelas apeTns, 
1 

EI , , , 

7) aduvarov ; —’Advvatrov—AvayKy 
v a a a 2 

dpa Kxaky Wuxn Kak@s apxew kal 
> - ~ ‘ > - 'f 

emtpedcia Oar, tH Se ayabn marr 
Cf. 335 B: Trav 

r - , ~ Lad 

Kuv@y apeTn, AlSO TOY intra. 
TavTa ev TpaTTe. 

power of the soul is intro- 
observation that each kind 
upon a peculiar faculty, 

which cannot be fulfilled by 
the corresponding organ of 

and it served him only as 

explanation of a variety of 

variety of souls, very 

abi 
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‘fied in treating B. II-IV as representing one important 
division of the Republic, independently of the question 
whether the following parts were added immediately 

afterwards or later. 
We see here chiefly one theory which belongs more to 

psychology than to logic, but which is indispensable for 

an adequate appreciation of Plato’s logical progress. This 
is the theory of the threefold partition of the soul, intro- 

duced here for the first time and based on the logical law 

of contradiction. Plato discovered a truth of which he 

evidently was not yet aware in writing the Phaedo, 
namely that the soul has multiple opposed activities 
unified only through constant efforts (443 EB: fa yevopever 

#« to\A@v). He acknowledges the great difficulty of 

deciding whether the different activities do not belong to 
one and the same soul (456 AB: yanderra di0picacba aéiws 
hoyou... ef OAN TH Wyn Kal” ExacTov avTOV TpaTTOMED .. . 

7) Tpiclv ovaty aXXo Aw). But he invents a safe method 

for the solution of his new problem. He puts it down 
as an unquestionable truth, that the same thing cannot 

act or be acted upon simultaneously in contrary ways 
(436 B: tavtoy Tavartia ToEwW  TaoYeLY KATA TAUTOV Ye Kal 

‘pos Tavtov ov 20ednoe: dua, repeated 437 A, 439 B). 

This sharp and general formulation of the law of contra- 
diction not only as a law of thought, as in the Phaedo, but 

for the first time as a law of being, as a metaphysical 

axiom, repeated several times with great insistence, is a 

very important step, not easily to be accounted for by those 

who believe the first part of the Republic to belong to 

about the same time as the Protagoras. Also the ter- 

minology used to express this truth betrays a stage much 

more advanced. Plato speaks here as a philosopher 

already accustomed to exact definition, not the youthful 

inquirer hesitating and declining the definitive solution of 
every proposed problem, as he appeared in the Protagoras 

and earlier dialogues. He is now familiar with the 

hypothetical method (437 A: Uwo@gmevoe ws TovTOU odTwS 
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of the 
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ZyovTos eis TO TpdcOev Tpoiwmpsy, OMONOYHTaAVTES, FaV TOTE 

ad\rAn havyn tadta 7 TavTy, TavTa tiv Ta admd TovVTOU 

EvuBaivovta Askupéva EoeoFar) and proceeds according to 
the logical rule given in the Phaedo (100 a), arguing out | 
the consequences of the most probable hypothesis. 

This leads him to the conclusion that as our sensual | 

desires are frequently in contradiction with our reason, | 

desire and reason must be different from each other — 

(439 cp). He thus establishes three powers or faculties © 

of the soul for which he does not yet use the term dvvayus | 

(B. V 477 C: dyjcouev duvapes eivar yévos TL TOV OVTMV), | 

calling them «$y (402 c, 437 D, 439 5, 440 E), yevn (443d), | 
or wépn (442 Cc), with some hesitation as to their relation 

to the whole. Heseems to have looked upon the faculties 

as organs or instruments of the soul, according to the 
analogy of the senses, which are instruments of the body. 
The three Platonic faculties do not exactly correspond to 
will, feeling, and reason, which have been later generally — 
used for the classification of psychical acts. Plato’s Xeytor- 

cov (439 D: TO @ NoyileTar oyLaoTLKOY TpoTayopEsvOVTES TIS 

wuxijs), though it is apparently the organ of reasoning, — 

includes also the will-power, because it could otherwise — 

command T poo i] not (441 E: T@ RoyoTtiK@ apyewv | 

nel). Plato did not distinguish between pure objective | 

thought and the decisions of will resulting from a 
certain intellectual knowledge. For him knowledge and 
the will to act according to this knowledge were one. 
Again, he did not link into one all kinds of feelings, but 

separated sensual feelings, under the general appellation 

of desire, from the moral feeling. Thus two of his faculties 
(2arv9upia and @vuos) correspond to one of later psychology, 

while he finds one faculty where later the will has been 

distinguished from the intellect. This union of will and 
intellect, as taught by Plato, is preserved in the current use ~ 

of the word reason, even in the philosophical theories of — 
Spinoza, and in the ‘ Praktische Vernunft’ of Kant. 

Plato assumes a gradation of faculties, placing first 



) \ 2 / 

Kal émuOuuntiKor). 

-announces a ‘longer way’ 
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-yeason, then the moral feeling (489 E: @ Oupotvpu2da— 
441 EB: TO OCvposre? mpoonKe wTnKOw sivar Kal Evpyayo 

TovTov (Tov Aoyiottxod), also 441 A), and at the lowest 

stage the sensuous desire (439 D: To 6 épa Te Kal Tew) Kal 
dupy Kali TEepi Tas adAas ériOvpias erTonTar adoyroToV TE 

He argues from the contradictions 
and conflicts of these three faculties to their independent 
existence. First, the sensuous desires are frequently 
opposed to reason and moral feeling, then the moral 

feeling itself is developed earlier than the reason (441 B: 

Ovuod pv evdvs yevowsva pecta éoTt, Aoytcuod 8 evioe meV 

Ewoye Ooxovow ovdzTOTE peTadauPavev, of OF TOAD OWE 

Here we notice that 7d @uvpoedés does not entirely 

correspond even to the notion of moral feeling, because it 

could not then be attributed to animals (441 B: éyv Tots 

Onplors av TLs ido O Aéyers). 

It is a very curious circumstance that the term 

TOTE). 

- Guposdes, very frequent in this part of the Republic, and 

also in B. VIII and IX, is entirely absent from 

B. V-VII and from B. X, recurring besides these parts 
of the Republic only once in Plato in the Timaeus, in 

connection with a recapitulation of the contents of the 
Republic. It seems that Plato had a passing fancy for this 

term and soon recognised it as insufficient, as he clearly 
avows later in B. VI (504.4: tpuzta eidn Wuyhs dvaotn- 

B: éppn0n ta Tore THs psy axpiBeias, ws 

guoi éhaiveto, 2Ad\uTH. . . ). Here also he already con- 

fesses the imperfection of the method used (485D: « 

ae 

vov év Tots Oyos ypwopeba, ob mH Tore AGBwuev) and 

/ 

Capevol.. . 

> a \ rn 5 / ae vA 

“ akptBas HEV TOVUTO EK TOLOUTWV pebodwr, Oolats 

(435D: adn yap paxpotépa 

Kal TAEwy 0508 n éml TodTO dyovea) leading with a greater 

certainty to truth. This longer way, however, is not 
fully shown in the Republic, and when later, in the sixth 

book, Glaucon insists on having it explained (506D: 

@oTEp OLiKaLocvYNs TEépL Kal Gwdpoo’yyns Kal TaY arov 

SupAGes, oUT@ Kal Tepl TOD dyabod Sens), Socrates con- 
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fesses himself unable to do it (506 E: ato wey tl rot’ éoti 

Tayabov, gdcwpev TO viv sivar* TAEOV Yap mot HaiveTath KATA 

THY Tapodaay Opry édixécbat Tod ye SoKodYTOS zuol Ta VUP), 

and returns to his beautiful allegories and metaphors. 
It was really beyond the reach not only of the historic 

Socrates, but even of the Platonic Socrates. When Plato 

set himself to expound the ‘longer way,’ he selected as 

his spokesmen Parmenides and the Eleatic Stranger, and 
made Socrates a hearer of their wisdom. 

The allusion to the longer way in B. IV is very 
valuable as a chronological sign, because it dismisses at 
once the supposition that this part of the Republic could 
have been written before the discovery of the theory of 
ideas. Plato looked upon his newly discovered treasure as 
a mystervwm too deep to be constantly and familiarly 

referred to. In the Symposium the greatest part of the 

dialogue does not contain any allusion to the avrto To 

xadov, and then by a surprise the beautiful vision is pre- 
sented in the speech of Diotima, suddenly as it had 

appeared to Plato himself in his meditations. The same 

order and method were observed also in the Phaedo. In 

the beginning (up to p. 65D) there is no mention of ideas, 

then the ideas are mentioned as notions (8écatov avto 

65D), these notions are slowly worked out into indepen- 

dence of the senses (74.C: od TavTov ap’ éotlv TadTa TE TA 
isa xai avTo TO toov), and only after the final objections of 
Simmias and Cebes, after the criticism of Anaxagoras and 

other philosophers, appears the theory of ideas introduced 
ironically as something well known and implied in the 
preceding argument (100B: ovdéy Kawov, arr arep aél 
Kal G\NOTE Kal év TO TaperNAvOoTL Oy ovdev TeTAvpAL 

This rhetorical artifice of Plato, which deceived 

some inquirers so far as to make them doubt the fact that 

the Phaedo is the first written exposition of the theory 

of ideas, 1s repeated on a larger scale in the Republic. 

Campbell (Rep. Il. p. 11) compares the late revelation 

AZyo@v). 

sively new Of the ideas in B. V with the peripeteva of a drama. 
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Sybel?? explained this way of proceeding by educational 

motives. It is quite natural that Plato should reserve 
the application of the theory of ideas for special occasions, 
and he found no such occasion in the first sketch of his 
political views. It was sufficient for him to allude to the 

longer way. 

The threefold partition of the soul is not introduced 

as a psychological problem, nor as subsidiary to some 
logical investigation, but simply in order to show the 

parallelism between the three classes in a state (rulers, 

soldiers, and middle class) and the parts of an individual 

soul. This analogy between the individual and the state, 
which can boast of such a long history after it had been 

invented by Plato, is not the idea of a young Socratic 

pupil, but of the Master of the Academy, and is a con- 

sequence of the theory of ideas. When he began to 
generalise widely and to seek in everything the ruling 

idea, he thought that he discovered an identity of 
principle between the state and the individual, and this 

led him from the individualistic ethics of the Gorgias to 

the politics of the Republic. The transition is already 

indicated in the Symposiwm (2106: tlereuv Adyous ToLov- 

tous Enteiv, olrives Toincovot BeXT lovs Tovs véovs, tva avay- 

KacOn ad Gzdcacbat To ev Tols EriTOevpact Kal TOls VOmoLs 

Kkadov Kai tob7’ iseiv Ore Tay adTo ait Evyyevés ezorw), 

and this indication has been taken for an allusion to the 
Republic by those who cling to the belief of a Republic 

written very early, within the first ten years after the 
death of Socrates. 

Such a belief is founded on a gross misconception of 
the relations between Plato and Aristophanes, and 
illustrates the uselessness of interpreting Plato from 

227 Tj. von Sybel, Platons Technik an Symposion und Euthydem 

nachgewiesen, Marburg 1889; of the same author on the same subject: 

Platons Symposion, ein Programm der Akademie, Marburg 1888; on some 

smaller articles of the same author, see a review by Natorp in Philosophische 

Monatshefte, vol. xxvi. p. 449. 
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uncertain allusions found in the works of others, instead 

of explaining him from his own writings. There is much 
to show that, though the method in the first books of the 

fiepublic is avowedly elementary, the threefold partition 

of the soul represents a later stage than the Phaedo. 

This has been best proved by Schultess ?* (p. 55), whose 

arguments have never been refuted. The theory of three 

parts of the soul, maintained by Plato in the Timaeus, is a 
later theory than the simplicity of the soul affirmed in the 

Phaedo, and could not be left out of consideration in the 

Phaedoif Plato professed it at that time. We have in the 
tenth book of the Republic a sample of the manner in 

which Plato deals with this subject afterwards. Though 
he speaks of the immortality of the soul generally, he 

adds there expressly that the true nature of the soul, its 

multiplicity or simplicity, will best be seen in the next 

life (6124: tor av tis tdoc adths thy adynOn dhvaow, «TE 

moNdve.ons cite wovoevdyjs). A similar allusion to the parts 
of the soul would certainly be found in the Phaedo, if the 
Phaedo had been written after the first books of the 
Republic. 

The later date of this work is also seen in another 

peculiarity of Plato’s later writings, already visible in the 

Phaedo but further developed in the Republic and even 
later. Plato takes every possible opportunity to establish 
subtle logical distinctions in which we may discern the 

trace of his oral teaching in the Academy. He is de- 
lighted to bring such distinctions into a very concise form, 

which requires an explanation and is repeated afterwards. 
Any unprejudiced reader will recognise that a phrase 

like: ‘ca y éorl tovadta ofa sivai tov, Ta piv Towa atta 

TOLOU TWOS éoTLV, Ta © av’Ta EXaTTAa GUTOD EKaTTOV MOVOV’ 

(438 B, repeated 438 D) requires some logical training to 

be understood at first reading. Such phrases would be 

vainly sought for even in the Cratylus or the Symposiwm, 

and they are far above the sophisms of the Huthydemus. 

2S Fritz Schultess, Platonische Forschungen, Bonn 1875. 
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The Platonic Socrates delivers this logical riddle as if it 

were something quite natural, but Plato’s experience as 
a teacher showed him that it was too difficult for the 
ordinary reader, and Glaucon answers at once that he 

does not understand, in order to get the necessary ex- 

planation from Socrates. Socrates explains by a number 

of examples that correlated terms remain correlated after 

the addition of a qualification to each of them. If a 

science is the science of a knowledge, then mathematical 

science will be the science of mathematical knowledge. 

Plato pushes his caution so far as to observe that the 

qualification of both terms need not consist in the same 

word, as for instance the science of health is not healthy. 
After this lengthy explanation he repeats his logical 

theorem almost in the same words, and concludes with 

another example, until Glaucon is satisfied and acknow- 

ledges himself to have understood (438 E). This digression 

was not indispensable to the progress of the argument, 

and appears to have been introduced not to meet ob- 
jections really made by somebody, but only as a result 

of Plato’s increasing fondness for logic, and his experience 
about wrong inferences from dictum simpliciter (avros 
438 £) ad dictum secundum quid, a sophism exemplified 

already in the Huthydemus, but treated methodically for 

the first time in the Republic. 
A similar logical digression gives us the method of 

exclusion or of remainders, by which one part of a whole 

is investigated through elimination of the other parts 

(4284: @omwep G\Xwv TWoY TETTAPwV, e& EV TL eENTOUpED 

el Ta TPla TpoTEpoy seyvwpicaper, 
auT@ av TovTw eyv@pioto TO SyTovpsvov). This is here 

introduced as leading to the definition of justice after 

separating from the general notion of virtue the three 

other virtues which together with justice constitute, 
according to Plato, the whole of virtue, namely temper- 

ance, courage, and wisdom. But ifwe look at the end 

of the discussion we see that the method of exclusion 
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has not been applied to the particular case for which it 

was introduced, because when justice appears at last, 
it 1s not discovered as the remaining part of virtue. 

After the elucidation of the three virtues corresponding 
to the three parts of the soul and to the three classes of 

citizens, Plato pretends to be still in the dark about 
justice (4832c: dvcRatos yi tis 0 TOTos daiverar Kat 

éTliaKlLos® got youv aKoTevos Kal SuadlEepevvytTos) and 

takes this opportunity to vent one word and to use 
another in a new meaning for describing this special 
darkness. It is the same laborious play as later in the 

Parmentdes : justice is found not as a virtue co-ordinated 
to the three others, but as the source of them (433 B: 

O Tac ékeWwors THY OVVamLY TapécYEV, WOTE eyyevecOaL). 

Here also we find a point of view in advance of the 

Phaedo, in which wisdom was the chief virtue, and every 

other virtue to be exchanged for wisdom (Phaedo 69 8B). 

The prevalence of wisdom is proper to the earlier thought 

of Plato, as we seein the Protagoras (352 D, cf. 357 c) and 

Huthydemus (282 A). In the Symposiwm likewise the first 

place is given to dpdvnois (209A: uy tpoonKe TeKetv 

gpovnow te Kal THY adXAnV apeTyHv), and it is a new de- 

parture in the Republic to recognise the peculiar position 

of justice as a link between all other virtues. This view, 

maintained also in the first book of the Laws (631 c: 

éxe (dpovycews kal owhpoctyns) wet avopelas Kpabevtwv 

Tpitov dr ein OtKacoovvn . . . TAV Oziwv aya0ar), 1s the later 

view of Plato, while in his earlier works justice was only 
a part of virtue, co-ordinate with holiness or temperance 

(Prot. 329 c). In the Meno (79D: py rovy pndé od 

eve Cntoupévns apeTHs Ons O Te ~gTLY Olov Ola TOV TaUTNHS 

poployv amroKplvomevos SnAMTELY AavTIVY OTwODY, 7) AXXO OTLODY 

TOUT@ T® aVT@ TpoT@ Azeywv) the identification of virtue 

with justice is even expressly denied, while already in the 
first book of the Republic justice appears to be the essence 

of virtue (353 E: apetny Woyhs dikacocvvnyv—335 C : SuKato- 

avn avOpwrreia apeTn), & position which seems to have been 
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again modified in favour of vods and dpovnors in the 
Timaeus and the later books of the Laws. 

We may admit that the increasing importance of 
justice in the Platonic ethics is one of the practical results 
of the theory of ideas, which required at the summit of 
Being an (ééa ayaOod, prepared already in the Symposiwm 

(212 A) and in the Phaedo (99 cc). Also in the second book 

of the Republic we meet the conception of good as a self- 

sufficient aim (357B: towvde te ayabov, 6 de€aluel’ av 

EYEW OV TOV aTOBawovTwr ehiépEvol, GAN’ avTO avTod EveKa 

dotratousvor), Closely related to that of Aristotle in his 

Ethics. 

For the date of this part of the Republic as coming 

next after the Phaedo and the preceding dialogues, we find 
some other hints which it will be sufficient to mention 
briefly : 

1. Speech as an imitation of thought (882BC: 76 ye 
év Tols Noyols pipnud TL TOU év TH Wyn zoTl TaOnpaTos Kai 

botepov yeyovos eiowdov) seems to refer to the Cratylus 

(430 B : dvopa pina TOU TpayuaTos). 

2. émuctTnun 1S opposed to ddéa (4444 : 

émistatovoay TavTn TH Tpake eriotHunv...dpabiav... 

d0fav) as in the Meno (86 A, cf. 97 c,98B). In the Meno 

the distinction is introduced as new, and in the Republic 

it is assumed to be generally known. That Plato again 

in the Republic also currently uses érvotHwy In a primitive 

meaning, equivalent to téyvy, signifies nothing, because a 
careful fixity of terminology was not yet acquired by 
Plato, as we see even later in B. V—VII. 

3. God is free from error and lying (382 D: zrounrns 
uev dpa ~revons ev Oe@ ovK ev. . 

/ \ 

codpiav tHv 

. E: mavtn dpa avevoés 
This agrees with the 

Cratylus (438 C: oles évavtia ay éti0eTo adbtos avTa 6 Osis, 

av Saimwv tis i) eds ;), only here the unity and simplicity 
of God is insisted upon, which marks an advance beyond 
the traditional polytheism of earlier dialogues, which still 
survives In some expressions (381 C: advvatov O26 20éreuv 

To dayovioy Te Kal TO QOeiov). 
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avTov aNXoLOvY, ANN’, Ws EorKe, KANALTTOS Kat ApLaTos wy els 

TO é6ulaTOV EKATTOS ALTO@V péevEl Gel ATAWS ev TH avTOD 
popdn). But an occasional mention of more than one 

god, occurring in a criticism of traditional polytheism, 
is no evidence against Plato’s progress towards mono- 

theism, as we see from other passages in which 6 60s is 
used in a monotheistic sense (882 E: o Osds dmdody Kat 

GXntes Bw te Foy Kal év ROY, Kal ovTE avTOS peOlctaTaL 

ouTe aAdous eEavrata ; also 379 C : 0 Geds, érredy) ayabds,... 

Tav ayalav aitios, and elsewhere 379 A, 380D, ete. Cf. 

Phaedo 62c: Os). The doctrine of one God, a perfect 

Being, developed in the Republic, is adhered to in the 

Timaeus and Laws, while in earlier dialogues up to the 
Symposium a plurality of gods is either tacitly implied or 
expressly admitted. 

4. A curious contradiction to a statement of the 

Symposium is contained in the principle ‘one man one 

work’ (39445: sis &eaoTos 8 wey Ay ériTHOEvpa KAOS eT LTN- 

Sevot, toAXa 8’ ov) When applied specially to the production 

and acting of comedy and tragedy (895 A: ovd? Ta Soxodvta 

éyys GAHAwY Eivar dvo pminwata SvvavTat of avTol dua ed 

wipetoOat, oiov Koumdlav Kal Tpayodiay To.odytes), While in 

the Symposium Socrates is made to prove the identity of 
the comic and tragic poet (223D). This discrepancy is in 

close relation to the change of Plato’s attitude towards 

the poets. While in the Symposium the tragic poet and 
the comic poet are represented as friends of Socrates ; 

and Homer and Hesiod, as deserving immortal fame, are 

placed in one line with Lycurgus and Solon (209D 8), 

Plato now despises poetry as a Mere puiwnors and banishes 

Homer from his state. It is strange that some erudite 

critics, who readily believe in an irreconcilable enmity 

between Plato and Isocrates, and take such a supposition 

for a firm basis of Platonic chronology, at the same time 

admit the possibility of Plato’s reconciliation with the 
poets, which would have taken place if the Symposiwm 

were written after the Republic or Phaedrus. It is much 
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less probable that a philosopher like Plato should remain 
all his life hostile to a living man, than that he should 
become untrue to fundamental principles once recognised 
and repeatedly urged. We know from the last books of 

the Laws (9418, 967 ¢, cf. 890 4, 964, and many other 

passages) that Plato up to his latest age thought poets 

dangerous, and we have no reason whatever to believe 
that he changed his opinion after he had written the 
Republic. Thence it results that the Republic, at least 

from B. II onwards, must be later than the Sym- 

postum. 

5. While in the Symposiwm the educational influence 

of Beauty began with the love of beautiful bodies (210 4), 

in the epublic harmony and rhythm are acknowledged 

to be the chief factors in education (400 p-401 c) and are 

said to creep into the soul unobserved (401c). If we 
remember that the same view recurs in the Laws (665 8) 

and Timaeus (47D), it will be easy to recognise that also 

in this respect the Republic is later than the Symposium. 

6. The purification of the senses (411 D: dcaxaOarpo- 
pévov THY atcOncewr) 1S a Very Concise term scarcely used 
before the Phaedo, where the necessity of such a purifica- 
tion is explained at length. 

7. The love of the Beauty of the soul (402 p) is here 

mentioned as entirely independent of corporeal Beauty, 
while in the Symposiwm (2108) such a love is a higher 

degree to which the pupil is led, after beginning with 

the love of physical Beauty. In the Symposium sensual 

love as a lower degree is almost excused, and here we 
find it absolutely condemned (403 B). 

8. Although the method of exposition is a popular 
one and not based on the theory of ideas, in some passages 
terms first explained in the Symposiwm and Phaedo are 

employed as if they were familiar. This occurs apparently 
against the author’s intention, but furnishes us with a 

valuable evidence against Krohn’s opinion that the theory 
of ideas was entirely ignored by the author of the .first 
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books of the Republic. This would leave no room for 

a distinction between atta ta Tis cwhpocvrys e1dn (402 C) 

and elxkovas avtov, nor for Kara On év TO EldeL Opmono- 

yoovta ékeivo.s xai Evxphovodvta, TOU avTOD WET EYOUTA TUTOU, 

as a KdA\oTov Ogapa TE Suvapéevo GeacOa (402D). This 

power of superhuman vision here invoked is certainly 
the same which we know from the Symposium and 

Phaedo. Nor are traces of the theory of ideas limited to 
these passages. We read also ti 7’ ZoTw adTo Kal avTo 
(358 B)—avTo Sixatoovyny (363 A)—atTto & éxatepov TH AUTOD 

duvauet &v TH TOD EyovTos Wuy7 (366 £). 

9. It need scarcely be added that the definition of 

courage (430 B: dvvamuis Kal cwrnpia dia TavTos SoEns opOAs 
Te Kal vomiuou Sevvav Tepe Kal un), Which has been held by 

an eminent critic to be earlier than the Laches because of 
the promise to treat this subject again (430), shows a 

marked advance beyond the discussion on courage in the 
Laches. And the supposition that the Gorgias is later 

because Glaucon says that nobody has as yet praised 

justice as it deserves (358 D) is likewise based on a mis- 

conception. The Gorgias cannot be looked upon by 

Plato at this stage as an adequate encomium on justice, 

because it deals with the more special question whether 
to suffer wrongs is better than to do them, not to dwell 
on the absurdity of drawing matter-of-fact inferences 

from a rhetorical figure. Such assertions as that about 
the praise of love in the Symposiwm or the praise of 
justice in the Republic cannot be taken literally; any 
more than Isocrates’ saying in the Ewagoras that nobody 

before him has written an encomium on a living man. 
The above considerations fully confirm the conclusions 

about the date of the first part of the Republic which 

resulted from our study of style. There cannot be the 

smallest doubt that the first part of the Republic, except 

the first book which is probably earlier, was written after 

the Symposium and Phaedo, and that therefore it is 
impossible to admit that Aristophanes in 391, when he 
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produced his Heclesiazusae, meant Plato’s (IV. 424 a) 
short allusion to the community of wives, or his later 

exposition in B. V._ If this comedy were a parody of 

Plato’s Republic, then Plato would not have represented 

Aristophanes a few years afterwards with all the sym- 

pathy and friendship which are evident in the Symposium. 

It is a strange inconsequence to believe that. Plato on one 

side would feel a lifelong resentment for the insignificant 
attacks of Isocrates, and then to represent him as in- 

different to a ribald parody of his most cherished ideals. 

Between equality of women and the rule of women there 

is a great difference. If Plato in the Tvmaeus (18 cD) 

and Aristotle in his Politics (1266 a 34) both clearly say 

that Plato was the first, and according to Aristotle the 
only writer, who advocated community of wives, then it 

is evident that neither Plato nor Aristotle recognised the 
similarity which some modern critics have seen between 

the absurd caricature of mad women in the Ecclesia- 

zusae and the plea for equality of sexes brought forward 

by Plato as the result of his meditations. The chief 
point for Plato was the unity of the state and the 
equality of the sexes. He was no advocate of abnormal 

sexual relations. The progress of mankind has not con- 

firmed Plato’s view, but his opinion cannot have been 

such an absurdity in the eyes of Aristophanes as it 

appeared to some modern readers. That the conception 

of a community of wives, on which Plato laid no special 
stress, was not a wholly novel conception, we see from a 

fragment of Euripides (quoted by Clem. Alex. Strom. vi. 
p- 751). 

The coincidences quoted between the Hcclesivazusae 

and the Republic refer chiefly to the fifth book, and are 

not very striking. The subject need not be further dis- 
cussed, as all consideration of it is precluded by the 
date of the Republic, which is placed after 385 B.c. 
according to our comparisons of style as well as of 

logical theories. So long as it is supposed that the 
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Ecclesiazusae were produced 391 B.c., there is no possi- 
bility whatever of admitting that they refer to Plato’s 
Republic. And if some eminent writers accepted this 
supposed relation, they acted like Schoene and Teich- 
miller in the question of style: giving an exaggerated 

importance to a single observation of doubtful value. It 
is an error of method to rely upon uncertain external 

allusions more than on the study of contents or style. 

If our information seems to involve contradictions, we 
must carefully weigh against each other the evidence 
in favour of both contradictory views. We have seen 

above a great number of sound arguments proving that 

the Republic is later than the Phaedo in style and 

contents. This gives us a consistent view of Plato’s 
evolution which cannot be overthrown by the very 

uncertain supposition that a play in which Plato is not 

at all mentioned, written by one of Plato’s friends, could 
be intended as an attack on Plato’s greatest work. 

Booxs V-VII 

At the beginning of the fifth book Adeimantos inter- 
rupts Socrates’ classification of constitutions by a question 

about the position of women in the ideal Republic. The 
thread of the argument here interrupted is resumed 

only in B. VIII, and thus B. V—-VII form a natural 

division of the whole and deserve to be considered apart. 

The view has been advanced that a more important 

division begins towards the end of B. V, p. 471c, 
where the question of the rule of philosophers is raised, 
which fills the whole of B. VI-VII, offermg many 
opportunities for logical reflections. But the transition 

from the particulars dealt with in the first part of B. V 
to problems of the highest philosophy is made quite 
plausible and natural, while the interruption at the 
beginning of B. V might be intentional and made in 

order to attract the reader’s special attention to the 
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new subject, by the rhetorical artifice of an apparently un- 
expected difficulty. The subjects dealt with in B. V-VII 

belong to the plan of the whole, and are not an afterthought, 
though this part of the Republic, if we trust stylistic 

comparisons, seems to have been completed somewhat 

later than the following books. If it is once recognised, 
as it must be on the authority of the same evidence, that 

there could not be any considerable distance of time 

between this part and the preceding fourth book, it 

becomes almost indifferent whether B. VI-VII were 
completed later or earlier than B. VIII-X. Admitting 
that they are probably written after B. [IX and even after 

B. X, we do not agree for that reason with those who 

deny the unity of the Republic and the architectonic 

skill with which the parts of the whole structure are co- 
ordinated. 

The Platonic Republic would not be complete without 
the rule of philosophers, and it is irrelevant whether the 
explanation of this condition of the ideal state is better 
dealt with before or after the investigation of imperfect 
governments. As it stands, it crowns the picture of the 

ideal state and prepares the way for a representation of 

less perfect states. Even the discussion about the equality 
of sexes and the digression about international limitations 
of warfare (in B. V) are not out of place as an introduc- 

tion to the central part of the Republic. These essential 
peculiarities of the ideal state could be realised only 

under the rule of philosophers. Thus we are justified 
in leaving to this part of the Republic the place given to 
it by Plato, and in limiting our inquiry for the present 
to the relation between B. V—VII and the preceding, 
with reference to what has been already proved of earlier 

writings. 
The theory of ideas no. longer takes the form of an 

hypothesis, as in the Phaedo, but appears as a well- 
established truth, and the terms «fdos and (da begin to be 
used currently to denote ideas, along with the familiar 
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terms avTo kad’ avto, OY avTo, or 6 gaoTw. We have here 

an idea of beauty (479 A: idgav twa adtovd KadXovs), of 

each Being (486 D: tov évtos idéav éxdotov), of justice 

(479 E: adto To dixatov), of mnjustice (476 A), of the good 

(505 A, 517 B, 534 Cc: 710d ayaOod idéav), and of all other 

general notions. These ideas remain always the same 
(479 E: az) cata TavTa OsavTws dvTa, repeated 484 B), and 

each of them is the unity of many particulars (507 B: 

avTo 67 KaXOVv Kal AUTO Gyabov Kal OUT@ TEpl TUYT@D, a TOTE 

ws ToAKa eTibemev, TadW ad Kat’ (dzav lav ExaoTOU ws pas 

ovons TUOerTEs, 6 zoTW Exactovy Tpocayopevouev). This is 

here stated to have been already frequently repeated 

(507 A: ta 7’ & Tols gutpocbev pynOévta Kai adrXoTE HON 
ToAXakis etonueva). Such a reference to the theory of 
ideas as familiar to Socrates can only allude to the Sym- 

posium and Phaedo, and is more explicit than the famous 
designation of the ideas in the Phaedo as ta wodvOptrAnTa 
(100 B), which has appeared to some critics a reason for 

placing the Phaedo after the Phaedrus and Republic. In 

the Phaedo the mention ‘a@ Opudvduev aet’ (76 D) does not 
even necessarily refer to the theory of ideas, but only 

to the notions of the beautiful, the good, &c.: ‘if the 
beautiful, the good, and all similar attributes, about which 

we are always talking, have real existence,’ not: ‘if, as 

we are always repeating, the good, &c., have real existence.’ 

In the same way ‘ta woAv@pvXynta’ (100 B) may refer 

to moral ideas generally, and not to their transcendental 

existence as substances. But in Rep. V the theory of 

ideas is manifestly referred to. 

Moreover, no special stress is laid in the Republic on 

the separate and independent existence of ideas. The 
ideas are an object of thought (507 c: ras idéas vozicbai 
hauev, opdcba © ov). The relation of things to ideas is 

still described with the same terms (476 D: avro kai Ta 

éxsivov metexovta) as in the Phaedo and Symposium, but 

how careless Plato was about the fixity of terms is evident 

if we consider that he speaks also of ‘seeing’ the idea of 
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the beautiful (476 B: of ém’ a’to 70 Kadoy Suvatol tévar TE 

Kai opav Ka’ aiTo.. . . order dy ciev). This is obviously 
a metaphor, which had been used also in the Symposvwm 

(210 BE: Kxatowetat te Oavpactoy tiv dvow Kadov), and 

means that the intellectual intuition of ideas is quite as 
immediate and objective as the sight of visible things. 
This knowledge of ideas is even much clearer than the 

ordinary knowledge based on perception (511 ¢: cadéorepov 
TO UTO THS TOD dtadeyecOan errLaTHUNS TOU GVTOS TE KAL VONTOU 

Gzwpovmevov . . ). Plato insists that the ideas are inde- 

pendent of the senses (532 A: otT@ 6tav Tis TO SianrésyeoOar 

émiyelph, avev Tacav TOV aldOncewv Sia TOV NOYou er’ avUTO 

0 gotw EXaoTOV Opa, Kal [1) aTOOTH, Tply av avTO O zoTLY 

ayabov avth vonos AaBy, cf. 537 D), and it seems as if 

the senses no longer enjoyed even the merit of remember- 

ing ideas through the similarity of our perception to 
absolute notions. This marks a development in the 

direction of pure idealism beyond the Phaedo. The 
similarity between concrete things and the ideas, how- 
ever, continues to be maintained (476 C: 0 Kada pep 

Tpayuata vouitov, av’to S& Kaddos py vomifwy . . . TO 

OmoLlov TM p1) Gpoloy AA’ avTO HYyHTaL Eivar @ ZOLKEV), AS 

the cause of errors, because every idea seems to be many, 

while it isreally one (4764: ravtwr Tav eidav Tépt 0 avTos 
Aoyes, aUTO pev Sv EKacToOv civat, TH OF TOV Tpakewv Kal 

cwOuaTov Kal GAdAA@Y KoWwYia TavTaxod pavTafousva 

Tora haliverOat Exacotov). The power or faculty of 
knowing the ideas as they are is here presented under 

different names, as yvwun (476 D), yveious (478 Cc, also 

508 E), éructyun (478 A), vonows (532 B, 511 E), vods 

(511 D), Tod dtaréyeoOae Svvauts (511 B). 

This variety of vocabulary need not awaken suspicion 

as to the perfect unity of thought in the theory. It was 

Plato’s usual manner in that time, to use many names for 

his new ideas, and he blamed those who stick to names 

(4544: nar’ aito To dvopa SvoKew tod AExyGévTOs. THY 

évayTiwow) as eristics, unable to classify notions accord- 
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ing to natural species (454.4: dca 76 wn Svvac@au Kat’ eidy 
Svatpovpsvot TO Aeyouevoy ériocxoTetv) and therefore using 

the art of contradiction (4544: » ddvauis Ths avtidoyeKs 

tzxvys) inferior to true logic. 
Apart from the diversity of names it is evident that 

Plato has progressed since his first attempt ata classifica- 
tion of psychical acts, and that the reason (Noyotexov) of 
B. IV is now subdivided into several distinct faculties 

(Suvapets 477 ©, cf. 443 B, 518 c) among which the highest 

is the science or vision of ideas, or of true Being (70 ov 

mavteras 477 A, eidixpivos, ibidem, ovcia 525 B, 534 A, &c.). 

This knowledge is infallible (477 E: dvaudptytor), and is 

no longer as in the Phaedo based upon an ultimate hypo- 

thesis as the most probable truth, but upon a principle 
above every doubt (510 B: dpyny avuToberor, cf. 511 B: peypr 

Tov avuTroUétou ért THY Tod TravTOs apxnV, Cf. 533 C, 534 B). 

The knowledge of this principle is not an inference, but 
an intuition, and Plato constantly uses metaphorical 

expressions taken from the senses of sight and touch to 
denote the immediate character of his highest knowledge 

(iSetv 511 A, 533.0, amrecOac 511 B, Wuyhs dupa 533 D, 

opay 476 B, Ocac@at 518 Cc, &e.). 

The principle itself, being the foundation of all this 
highest science, is the idea of the Good () tod dyaOod idea 
peytotov ud@npa 505 A), identical with that daipovia icyds 

mentioned in the Phaedo (99 c) and there held to be beyond 

the reach of mankind (Phaedo 99 CD: ravtns zotepynOny 
Kal oT’ avTos evpety ovTE Tap aAdov wabeiy olds TE eyevounr). 

Now Plato has found it, but he feels unable to show it to 

his readers (533 A: ovxér’ oids 7 oe axoNovOsiv) otherwise 

than by indicating the method of training, which leads to 
the evolution of the dialectical faculty. He says enough 
about his idea of Good to enable modern readers, who have 

gone through the prescribed training, and are familiar 
with abstraction, to distinguish what has been said meta- 
phorically from the abstract meaning of his thoughts. 

If we wish to understand Plato’s idea of the Good, we 
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must bear in mind that mythical falsehoods have an edu- 
cational value (882.c), and that he was carried off by the 

novelty and the sublime beauty of his subject into some 

exaggerations, which he confesses clearly towards the end 

of the whole logical digression (5360: éreXa@ouny Ott 
errailomev, Kal padXov éevTewdpevos sitrov. Néyov yap apa 

zBrera pos dirocodiar, T poTNAAKLG LEvnv 

avagins, ayavaktynoas pot b0K@ Kai watrep Oupwlels Tots 

aiTiows oTrovdaoTepov eimety & ei7rov). In his indignation 
at the degraded condition of philosophy, Plato exalted her 
power and dignity. He does not add, in what particulars 

this exaggeration was contained, because the trifling 

correction introduced by this strange confession, namely 

the question of the most convenient age for dialectical 

studies, would not justify his apology. 
One property, at least, attributed to the idea of Good 

cannot be taken literally.2” Plato says the idea of Good 

exceeds even Being itself in power and dignity (509B: 

OUK ovolas bvTOS TOU dyabod, GAN Ete éeméKEwa THs oVeLus 

mpeoBela Kal Suvaper vTEepéyovtos) and is the first cause of 

all Being as well as of all knowledge and truth (5085: 

aitiav & émictnuns ovcav xai arnOelas Os yuyvwoKopEVns . . 

ef. 509 B). Having thus brought the expectation of his 
hearers to the highest point, he not only refuses any 

explanation of the dialectic power which perceives the 

idea of Good (533 A) but declines even to insist that his 

view of it is correct (533 A: ovKér’ a&tov TovTO Suc yv- 

pivecbar, cf. Phaedo 114 D). Here he employs much 
rhetorical artifice with the aim of inducing his readers 
to attempt the long and tedious training which according 
to his indications leads to this vision of overwhelming 

Beauty, the idea of Good. But this idea of Good in 

the Republic, with all its brilliancy and grandeur, cannot 
be anything else than the final cause depicted in more 

Kal towv 

229 See Paul Shorey, ‘ The idea of Good in Plato’s Republic: a study in the 

Logie of Speculative Ethics,’ in vol. i. pp. 188-239 of the Studies om Classical 

Philology of the University of Chicago, Chicago 1895. 
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sober language in the Phaedo. That it is raised above 
all hypotheses as an unconditioned principle means only 

that since the time when he wrote the Phaedo Plato had 

grown so much accustomed to his highest hypothesis that 

it has lost for him every hypothetical character. It had 

also become more substantial through intimate association 
with the practical aspirations which now absorbed him. 
At the same time, if he placed the idea of Good beyond 
Being, he made a very decisive step towards areturn from 
the conception of the separate and independent existence 

of ideas. An idea as a necessary notion of every possible 

conscious mind is not a substance, and yet limits and 

shapes the existence of substances. We have no sufficient 

evidence for saying that Plato when he wrote the Re- 

public had fully realised this truth, but if he did so, he 

had no need to change anything in his revelations about 
the idea of Good and the other ideas. His doctrine 
that truth is rather to be found in thought than in actual 

life (473 A: vow eyes tpakw rNeEEws HrTov adnOeias ehar- 

tecOat, Kav ei wn To Soxet) is a sign that he went still 

farther away from his starting point referred to in the 
Phaedo, that thought is an image of Being. 

The conditions for an actual development of the 
faculty by which we see the idea of Good are depicted 

with. glowing eloquence. Not everybody is able to follow 

the path, even if he has a leader (479 E: tovs avto To 
KaXov [47 Op@vTas, UNO’ ANA er’ a’TO dyovTe SuVapévous 

Emecbar...d0&aferv dyjcouev). A philosopher is born, 

and when born, he must also be made and have a strong 

will to develope his innate power (518 c). He has a 

golden nature (415 A), and loves wisdom and knowledge 

above everything (475 B: tov dirdcodov codias dycopmev 

eruOuuntiy eival, ov THs wev, THS 8 ov, AAA Taons—cl. 
376 B: To ye hirouabés Kai dirocogoy tavtov, also Phaedo 

82. c dirouadys is parallel to d:Accodycas) ; he is insatiable 
of every kind of knowledge (475 c). Therein he is 
opposed to the sight-lover and others who care only for 
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concrete things (476 8B). A philosopher betrays already 
in his childhood the greatest love of justice (486 B: 
Wuyiy cxorav diriocopov Kal un evOds véov dvTos émioKEeret, 

ei apa Sixaia Te Kal Hyepos 7 SvoKowvwvyntos Kal aypia), an 

excellent memory, a great facility of learning, he is 

generous, kind, truthful, courageous, and temperate 

(487 A: voce pvnuwv, edpabys, peyarompeTns, eVyapts, 

ditos te Kai Evyyevns arnietas, dixacocvvyns, avodpetas, 

cwdpoovvns). From his youth upwards he loves truth 

beyond everything (485 D: tov TO dvt. diopaty Taons 
annGeias det evOUs ex véov 6 TL madricta opeyecOa). He 

erows accustomed to consider the whole of the universe 

in his meditations (486 A: Wuy7 wedrovcn Tod Gdov Kal 

mavtos aél éropeEcoOat Gelov Kai avOpwrivov), which reach 

far beyond the limits of his own time and include the 

totality of Being (486 A: 
\ \ 

TpéTreva Kal Osewpia TavTos péiv ypovov, Taons S€ ovCLas, 

e e / / } vmapye diavola peyano- 

oloy TE oles TOUT® méya TL OoKEly eivac TOV avOpwTrivoY 
Biov;) whereby human life appears insignificant, and 
death loses all its terrors (4868). Through all ephemeral 
appearances he perceives a substance free from changes 

(485 B: éxeiyns THs oVgius THS ast OVENS Kal WN TAAV@LMEVNS 

UTo yevéoews Kal dUopas ... . Kal Taons avTns) and 

neglects no manifestation of eternal Being, having an 

open eye for the smallest detail as well as for the whole. 

His faculty by which he sees the ideas (479 E: atta 

EKaoTa Kal dé KATA Ta’TAa WoavTws GvTa) does not impair 
in any way the exercise of all virtues and the capacity for 

acquiring practical experience (484 D: éureipla pndev 
éxeivwy édXdElTovTas pwnd ey AAW pNdevl pépEL apETHs 
VOTEPOUVTAS). 

This image of the philosopher is made still more 

attractive by the contrast to the merely practical ordinary 

man (476 A) who esteems vulgar opinions (480 -4), 
ignoring the certitude of science. He is dreaming, 

because he is unable to distinguish concrete things from 
the ideas, being deceived by their similarity (476 4, cf. 
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534 c). Plato calls such would-be practical persons 

blind (484 c: 7 oby Soxotal Te tuPrGv Siahzpew of TH Ove 

TOU OVT0S ExdaTOU éoTEpHnusvae THS yvooews ; Cf. 506), their 

Opinions are sophisms (496 A), and if they hit the truth 
by accident they do it like a blind man following the 
right road (506 c). 

The power of the philosopher (511 B: 7 Tod Sa- 

Ayer Oar SUvayts) is directed towards the idea of the Good 
which is the clearest idea in existence (518 CD: tod évtos 

TO davoratov . . . eivai dapev tayabov). Whatever else 

Plato says about the idea of Good, as cause of truth, 

reason, and Being (517 C: ayaOod idéa... 

voor Tapacyomern .. . 

arnGzvav Kai 

509B: Kal To elvai Te Kal THY OVTLaY 

Um ekelvou avtots Tpoceivat), does not exclude the idea of 
Good from the system of ideas. Something is sacrificed 

to the defective comparison of the good with the sun, 
the hight with truth (508 a—-509 bp). Plato had himself 

admitted, in agreement with the common psychological 

experience, that truth and reason are a product of the 

philosopher’s own activity (490 B: oye dvTas didopabys,. .. 

yevvnoas vovv Kai AXnOEtav, yvoin Te Kat adAnOOs 

C#m), and if afterwards for the purpose of drawing a 

parallel between the material and intellectual world he 

attributes truth to a power independent of the individual 
mind, this must be counted among the exaggerations 

into which he was led by the greatness of the subject. 

In the whole Platonic doctrine of the ideal philosopher 

there is a permanent truth embodied: that the highest 
level of objective knowledge can be reached only by the 
highest subjective training of the best individuals. Looked 

at from this point of view, Plato’s indications as to this 

special training deserve the attention of the logician, and 
belong really to the logic of Plato. 

The way of initiation proceeds no longer, as in 

the Symposiwm, through esthetical contemplation, but 

is prepared, as in the Phaedo, by a course of mathe- 
matical propaedeutics. The power of mathematical 
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studies in developing abstract thought is illustrated by 
two fresh examples, taken one from arithmetic and the 

other from geometry. The identity of units, which is 
fundamental in arithmetical inquiries, does not exist in 
our sensual experience, where each unit is different from 

every other. This identity can only be understood by the 

action of thought (526 A: dpiOuev év ols TO Ev too TE 

EKAOTOV TAY TAVTL Kal Ovds TpLKpoY Stahzpoy, mopLoy TE EXoV 

. . OcavonOAvat povoy éyywpst, adrws & 

ovdapas petaxerpitecOa dvvatov). We owe it to the clear- 

ness of numbers that we distinguish things which to our 
senses appear confused (524 C: péya uny Kal ovis Kat 

> € an > / &V EAUT@ OVOEV . 

TulKpov swpa . ouyKexumevoy te. dea O& THY 7OUTOU 

cadnvetay peya av Kai TULKPOV 1 VONaLS HvayKacly LOEiv, 

ov TUYKEXUpEVa AAA SLwpLaméeva, ToLVAaYTIOV 1) KEIVN). 

This difference between numerical exactness and the 

inexactness of sense perception is the origin of rational 
inquiry about the nature of quantity (524 c: évrebdvev 

wolev mpaTtov émzpyetas épecOar auiv, ti ody ToT’ éoTl TO 

péya avd Kal to cutxpov). A similar difference exists be- 

tween the material models of geometrical figures and the 
ideal figures which they represent. Even Daidalos or 
another most skilful technical genius could never draw 

or form figures corresponding to our ideal notion of them 
(529 &), and it would be ridiculous to make geometrical 

inferences or to endeavour to learn the truth about geo- 

metrical properties of figures from such models, and not 

from the models of ideal figures that exist only in our 

thought, surpassing in exactness everything visible to the 
eye. On these examples Plato shows that mathematical 
studies lead from ever-changing perceptions to the true 
substance of Being (521 D: paOnua Wuyijs orxKov ato TOU 
ylyvouevou ei ro dv), from the twilight of vulgar experi- 

ence to the daylight of philosophy (521 Cc: é« vuKtepiis 
TLVOS HMEpas Els adAnOuvNY TOD dvTOS ovaay éTavobor, iV On 

dirocodiay ardnOh dijoopev eivar). But the philosopher 

will not content himself with such a knowledge of mathe- 
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matics as is useful for a practical man; his immediate 

aim is not any practical application, but theoretical 
knowledge (525 B). He will push his investigations far 
enough to understand the nature of quantity, without 
caring for practical advantages (525 C: ws av ért gap 
THs Tav apiOuar dvcews adixwvrat TH vonoet avTT, OVK @vI}S 
ove? Tpacews yap, AAW Evexa aiTijs Ths Wuyis pactevns TE 

peTacTpodis amo yevecsws em’ adnsav Te Kal ovciay...). 

Such theoretical studies develope an organ of the soul 
more valuable than a thousand eyes, because it is the 

only eye which beholds truth (527 D E: é tovtas Ttois 
paOnpaciw éxactov opyavoy Tt uyns eéxxaOaipetas . . 

KpeiTTov Ov cwOjVvar pvpi@y oupaTwy* povw yap av7@ 
Plato complains that solid geometry 

was in his times very much behind plane geometry, and 
believes that it is in the power of the state to further 

such inquiries by honouring them as they deserve (528 B). 
He recommends also astronomy to the future philosopher, 

but adds that a philosophical astronomer will not expect 
very much from mere observation of the stars. He will 

use the sight of the stars just as a mathematician uses 
roughly drawn figures with aview to the discovery of general 
laws. 

Plato shows here a deep insight into the logical 

nature of theoretical knowledge. His very words can be 
applied even to-day to investigations about the possibility 
of which he could not have a definite idea. When he 

says that through all the apparent movements the astro- 

nomer should reach the true velocity and the true orbits 

and movements of heavenly bodies, and that this can be 

done only by thought, not by sight (529 D), the modern 

reader involuntarily remembers how Adams and Leverrier 

discovered Neptune without the use of a telescope, by 

following out purely theoretical considerations. When 

Plato further decides a priori that the movements of the 

stars must undergo periodical changes and cannot remain 
always the same (530 B: dtorov nynoetat Tov vopifovTa 

aAnGea opatar). 
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yiyvecOat Tz TadTa asi @oalTws Kal ovdapH ovdsv Tapar- 

NATTELW, TH Te ZyovTa Kal Op@peva), this appears a still 

more striking example of true physical knowledge acquired 
by pure thought. 

But our illusion is destroyed when we read that the 

details of the movements of the stars are not worth 

careful search, precisely because they undergo changes. 

Here the whole distance between Plato’s logic and the 

_modern logic becomes evident. For Plato science could 
only refer to knowledge, while we have learnt to deal 

scientifically with probabilities. Plato was perfectly 

right in holding that absolutely exact knowledge is 
impossible in astronomy and every other  investi- 
gation of nature. But he was wrong in supposing that 

therefore these subjects cannot be dealt with scienti- 

fically. The whole natural science of to-day, though few 
persons are always aware of it, is a science of approxi- 
mations and probabilities. We have learnt to estimate 

the possible amount of our errors, and to reduce them to 

units of such low degree that we can neglect them. We 

owe this power chiefly to the infinitesimal calculus, 

which marks the essential advance of science from Plato’s 
days to the present epoch of scientific progress. Plato 
had no instrument for such evaluations, and he therefore 

could not admit an exact knowledge of astronomy. He 

went so far as to say that looking up at the stars not only 

does not exalt the soul, but does not even teach us any- 

thing, because the soul rises upwards only through 
inquiries about invisible Being (529 B: ov évvapat &dXo Te 

yy a \ / X a A vopicat avw Trowovv Wwuynv Brew pwalnua 7 éxeivo, 6 av- 
TEpl TO OV TE TH KAl TO GopaTor). 

The eyes must in no way be esteemed above reason, 

nor the ears, and Plato despises equally those who believe 
in learning music by hearing tones and distinguishing 
them as sharp and flat (531 4). The true theory of music 
has higher problems to resolve, and studies the harmony of 

numbers and its reason (5310: émvcxoreiy tives Evpdovor 
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apiOwot kai tives ov, Kai Ova Ti éxaTepo). Such higher 

music and higher astronomy, making use of the stars and 
of sound-harmonies only as matter for generalisations 
which show the unity of the whole, are recommended by 

Plato as useful in the preparatory training of a philo- 
sopher (5381p). But even such studies are only intro- 

ductory to dialectic. Mathematicians, astronomers, 
musicians are only dreaming about true Being; so long 
as they rely on hypotheses, without being able to give 
reasons for them, their studies do not deserve the name 

of true science (533.0: ovepdttovor piv TEept TO dv, Urrap 
5 ddvvaTov avtais tozty). | 

A true science cannot be based on unknown or un- 

knowable first principles (533: @ yap apy wav 0 py o8de, 
TeXeuTy Oe Kal Ta peTaed 2& ov pun) ode GUpTréTAEKTAL, TIS 

UNXaV? THY TOLAVTHY Omodoylay ToTE eTLaTHUNY ryever Oat ;). 

Such apparent sciences rest on mutual agreement, while 
only Dialectic rises above all hypothetical beginnings 
(5330 D: » duarextixn webodos movn TavTH TopeveTal, TAS 

iTrobzcets avapovoa, éT’ avTny Thy apynV, wa BeBatoanrar) 

up to the absolute principle to which it gives the highest 

stability. The dialectician seeks the substance of each 

thing (5348: d:anrextiKov Kadeis TOV OYo ExadoTOV hap- 

Bdvovta THs ovaias) and conceives himself to know some- 

thing only in so far as he is able to give reasons for it 
(5384B: tov pa eyovta, Kal doov ay pn Fyn OYoV aUT@ TE 
kal ddAXw SiSdvar, Kata TocodTov vody Tept tovTOU od dhaes 

Zyew). Dialectic, then, or as we should now term it, 

metaphysic, is at the summit of all other sciences 
(5348). This summit is reached through the ability of 
asking questions and answering them (531 E, 534D), and 

through using the hypotheses with a full consciousness of 

their hypothetical character, until the highest principle is 
found, without any reliance on the testimony of the senses 
(511 Bc). Plato had then already conceived a general 

system of human knowledge, including all sciences and 
uniting them into one whole (537 C: ta te yvdnv pabjpara 
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. «+ GUVAKTEOY Eis TIVOLLY OiKeLOTHTOS GAN/A@Y TOY pabn- 
patwy Kal THs TOU dvtos dicews). Only those who are 
able to perceive the unity of things are dialecticians 
(537 C: 0 cuvoTTiKos StadEKTLKOs). 

This picture of the subjective training, which is in- 
dispensable if the highest objective knowledge is to be 
attained, betrays a point of view far more advanced than 

the Symposiwm, in which the subjective training was also 
recognised as indispensable, but started not from reason 
but from esthetical and ethical experience. Though in 
the Phaedo the importance of mathematics was already 
accepted, and one highest principle alluded to, we see 
here a greater certainty manifested as to this highest 
principle. We find the philosopher enraptured over his 
discovery ; it was Plato’s own discovery that all the 
details of existence can be brought into relation to one 
final cause of the universe. His great predecessor Par- 
menides had only recognised the unity of the whole, and 

declared the ‘many’ an illusion. Plato was the first to 
bridge over that abyss between the one and the many, 
and his metaphysical discovery is one that has never 
since been refuted. 

Plato’s conception of one final aim of the universe, 

of the connection between the highest idea and the 

most minute particulars even of sensible experience, 
remains unchanged after a long progress of particu- 
lar sciences and of philosophy. This conception he 
caught sight-of in the Symposium, declared it beyond his 
understanding in the Phaedo, and affirmed confidently 

its existence in the Republic, though he still declined to 
explain it fully (506 D, 533 4), alleging as one reason that 
Socrates is unable to give that full explanation, and as 
another that Glaucon is not yet sufficiently prepared to 
understand it. But enough is said to enable the modern 
reader to see that Plato was in full possession of his 
highest principle when he wrote his Republic. He called 
it a model contained in the soul (484c¢: evapyis &v rH 
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Wwuyy Tapaderypa), and he required the greatest exactness 

in the highest generalisations of science (504D E: yeXotov 
. 2. TOV pEeyloTov wn peylotas akvoby eivat Kal Tas axpt- 

Betas). 

Two allegories used by Plato in the Republic to 

illustrate his thoughts are deservedly famous. The 

comparison between the sun and the idea of Good is 

deficient and contradictory, as truth, according to Plato’s 

own acknowledgment, comes not to us from without lke 
the hght of day. But the other allegory in which this 

world is represented as similar to a cave (514-518) is one 

of the most beautiful and consistent answers of a 
philosopher to practical people who deride philosophy as 

useless. Plato here explains why the philosopher, accus- 

tomed to the most difficult problems of Being, appears at 

first sight lable to error in practical life, and how he, 
better than the merely practical man, very soon acquires 
a certainty in action impossible for those who know only 

practical hfe and have never measured the depth of the 
world of thought. Nearly every image in the allegory of 

the cave has a deep meaning. We spend our life in 

chains, being limited in the possibility of our movements, 
and prevented by our situation from knowing the truth. 

Those who succeed in lberating themselves from the 

chains of earthly passion and human ignorance, and 

explore a world much wider than the cave in which the 
others are living, have laid on them, according to Plato, 

the duty of returning among their former companions 
in misfortune and of instructing them so as to set free 

as many as possible. They will not be believed at first, 
and people will laugh at their tales about the beauties of 

the upper world, and they will sometimes commit slight 
errors about objects seen in the cave, which are like 
shadows of the realities above. Their sight, after long 
dwelling in full daylight, requires some time to get accus- 

tomed to the darkness of the cave, in order to distinguish 

the shadows, which to the prisoners appear to be the 
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highest realities. But once accustomed, the philosopher 
will judge more correctly than others, even about those 
shadows, because he knows the realities which produce 

them, and he has seen the sun of Truth, which does not 

shine in the cave. This beautiful allegory need not 
be repeated in all its details, as it may be assumed to be 

familiar to our readers. It has a very great logical 
importance, as it shows that for Plato at that time 

sensible experience was the shadow of the ideas. This 

is also the only hint which the Republic contains that the 

ideas might be independent of the human mind and indeed 

of any existing consciousness. In many passages, as we 
have seen, the ideas are spoken of as existing in the 

philosopher’s soul and even as a product of the activity 

of his thought. It seems that Plato no longer attached 

such importance to their separate existence, and that 
he had to a certain extent reconciled himself to the 

identity of ideas with general notions. 
The theory of ideas and of the dialectical faculty 

occupies the largest place in this part of the Republic, 

while the remaining intellectual faculties are briefly 
disposed of. The second rank is taken by the mathe- 

matical knowledge termed here dvavora (534 A). The 

difference between this faculty and dialectical knowledge 

consists in the use of hypotheses (510 3B), which re- 

main untouched by the mathematician. As such hypo- 

theses Plato quotes arithmetical properties of numbers 

and geometrical properties of figures, which are ad- 

mitted to be the ultimate foundations of mathematical 

science (510 c). 

Both dvavora and ézictHyn are called in one passage 
vonois and opposed to the inferior faculty of opinion 

(Sofa 534 A), which is again subdivided into wiotis 

referring to things and «ixacia to images (511 £). It 

seems that this division, mentioned here only and never 

again used by Plato, had a purely occasional character 

and served the purpose of an elaborate parallelism 
58 
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between the sense of sight and the intuition of the soul. 
To correspond to the difference between things and 

images a division of ideas was wanted, and the mathe- 
matical figures best corresponded within the ideal world 
to the images of the physical world. So far the analogy 

was plausible, but the subdivision of the two chief 
faculties of opinion and science into four was not justified 
and is frequently contradicted by Plato in the same 
text, as he uses dsdvoia, vonows, érictHnun and diarExTLKy 

dvvaues indifferently one for another. Even in the sixth 

and seventh books the distinction is by no means con- 

sistently followed, and in some passages (500 B: 76 

ye @s GANnYHS Tpos Tots ovaL THY Stavotay EyovTt—H511 A: 

Enrodvtés Te avTa ékeiva ideiy A ove av Adros idol Tus 7) TH 

Stavoia— 529 D: To dv Tayos .... & 67 AGy@ meV Kal Stavola 

Anta, Owe & ov) Svavova Means pure thought, and not the 
special faculty of mathematical knowledge which had 

been named dcavora (511 D: Stadvo.av Karety wot doKxeis THY 

TOV YEWMETPLKO! .. . EELV). 

Equally irrelevant is the subdivision of opinion (é0éa) 

into an opinion about things (mio7s 511 E, 534 a), and 

an opinion about images (eikacia 511 E, 534 a). This 

division is of no importance and proves only Plato’s 
fondness for symmetrical dichotomies.” He never again 

alludes to these distinctions, and the old bipartition of 
intellectual activity into opinion and knowledge remains 

here as in all other works of Plato fundamental. 

Opinion is intermediate between ignorance and know- 

ledge (477 B, cf. 478 D), and it refers to what in one 
respect is being and in another not-being, and appears as 
intermediate between substance and nothing (478 D: 
oiov da Ov TE Kal [2) OV). 

230 Tt has been attempted to find a relation between the four intellectual 

faculties of the Republic and the degrees of perfection in the Symposiwm 

(Carl Boetticher, ‘Eros und Erkenntniss bei Plato in ihrer gegenseitigen 

Forderung und Erginzung,’ Jahresbericht des Lwisenstidtischen Gymna- 

siums zu Berlin, Ostern 1894), but the exposition is by no means con- 

vincing. 
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For the first time Plato here investigates the object of 
opinion as differing both from the object of knowledge and 
from that of ignorance. While the ideas are the proper 

object of science, they are not accessible to opinion, and 
Plato defines with great logical acuteness what is sus- 
ceptible of opinion. It is anything that could be other- 

wise than it is (479 4). Wesee here clearly established the 
difference between accident and substance, opinion and 

science. This very important logical theory was prepared 

by the law of contradiction, stated in the Phaedo, where 

Plato observed that apparent contradictions are found in 

things but notin ideas (Phaedo 1038). But neither in the 
Phaedo nor in any earlier work had the difference between 

the object of science and that of opinion been recognised. 

It is interesting to observe that Plato employs this 

distinction between accident and substance to justify his 

conviction of the mental equality between the sexes, 

wherein he was so much in advance of his own times, and 

even of the reigning prejudice of our own century. It is 

one of the deepest thoughts in Plato’s Repubiic, that the 

sexual difference is accidental and exterior as compared 

with individual intellectual differences among men as 
well as women (454 B-455 4). And this thought is one 
of the most interesting practical applications of Plato’s 
logic. Plato thus proclaimed the truth that thought is 
independent even of such fundamental bodily conditions 
as the difference of sex. Many times later philosophers 

have been drawn by the strength of appearance to credit 

organs of our body with pure thought, and thus to 

destroy the soul’s independence and permanence. Plato 

had within his limited experience many inducements to 

admit the popular belief that some part of the body is 

active in thought. He resisted this temptation and was 
the first to understand clearly and to affirm confidently 
that thought is an activity of the invisible, incorporeal 

soul, which does not need material organs for its exercise. 
That the body’s only aim is to supply us with sensations 
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and to act on the outward world according to our own 

will, is a truth which remains even to-day incredible to 

some physiologists unjustly called psychologists. This 

truth was discovered by Plato and constantly reaffirmed 

by him, from the Phaedo onwards to his latest works. 

A consequence of the doctrine that the objects of 

opinion and science are not the same led Plato to his 
theory about Not-Being or Nothing as the object of igno- 
rance. Ignorance is a state of the soul, and consists in 

believing what is not (478B: dévvatov Kai 6.€ucat 70 
pr) Ov... C: My dvte pay ayvotav 2& avayxns atrédoper, 

év7e 68 yv@ow). Therein ignorance is distinguished from 
mere opinion and coincides with ‘wrong opinion’ (éé€a 

wrevdys) called also duadia by Plato (Prot. 358 c: dwaGiay To 

ToLOvds NésyETE, TO YrevdH Exew Sofav Kai epedoOae Tepi TOV 
Tpaypatov Tov Toddod akiwy, cl. Huthyd. 286 D, and also 

Theaet. 170 B, Polit. 309 a, Crat. 429D: todro éotw TO 

wevon Aye, TO uw) TA OvIa eye). Opinion as inter- 

mediate between ignorance and knowledge had been 

already mentioned in the Meno and Symposiwm (2024: 

To opla Sofdfew .. . tot TL weTaEd codias Kai auaias) 

but then with the predicate of ‘right’ which is dropped 
here, with an intention of exact terminology not after- 

wards maintained. 
In the above exposition of the logical theories con- 

tained in B. V—-VII we had already occasion to see 
that Plato has here advanced beyond the stage of the 
Phaedo. But perhaps a more evident proof of this position 
is found in an ethical hint about the highest aims of life. 
It was a current theory of earlier dialogues that true 
happiness is the aim of each individual, and the tale of 

rewards and punishments after death was in agreement 

with this conception of the aims of life. Even in the first 

books of the Republic this was tacitly admitted, and in 

the ninth book Plato attempts to prove that the philo- 
sopher is happier than anybody else. Intellectual pleasure 

or knowledge (dpovnots Phaedo 76 c, 79 D) was the highest 
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ideal of Plato before the Republic. Now he declares that 
the aim cannot be pleasure, nor even knowledge (505 Bo), 

because there are bad pleasures, and because the 

knowledge, if defined, will turn out to be the knowledge 
of the good. The aim of life is higher than this, and must 
be clearly known by the leader of men (5055: 6 6) dc@Kee 

pev atraca uy? Kal Tovtov svexa TavtTa TpatTe). The 
conception of an aim of life above every kind of pleasure 

and happiness, even above knowledge and wisdom (509 4), 

is new, and arises here as a consequence of the new 
knowledge of ideas and their hierarchy leading to the one 
highest principle of Being. 

Some hints show us Plato’s educational experience at 
the time when he wrote this part of the Republic. He 
says that the young must be taught through play (537 4: 

maivovtas Tpepe), and warns us that no teacher should 

treat his pupils as slaves (536E: 

SovArsias Tov édevOepov yxpyn pavOdvew . 

ovosy pabnua peta 

.. Woy Bratov 

ovdsv ?upovov uabnua) because knowledge is never durable 

if imposed by violence. Plato is so confident as to the 

power of youth that he credits the young with the greatest 

labours and undertakings (536 D: vewy wavtes of weyadou 
Kal of 7roAXOL Tovot), but he has already experienced the 
logical abuses of youth, which he complains of later in 
the dialectical dialogues. Young men are not serious in 

reasoning, and delight in contradictions, playing with the 
argument like young dogs with our clothes (539 B). Here 

again, asin the Phuwedo, Plato sees the origin of scepticism 

in the abuse of reasoning : . 

Phaedo 90B: émewWay Tis mo- 
iz , \ +2) - >. 

Tevon Ady@ Twi aAnOer eivar 
ad > / 4 > cal , Kamretta OXlyov Votepov atta dod&y 

\ > \ - o 
Wevdis eivar . . . Kal avOus erepos 
kal €repos . - . TeANeUT@VTES OlovTaL 

. ovdev vytes ovde BESacov. 

Rep. 589 Bc: 6rav modXovs pev 
Tmo\N@y Oe 

eheyx Odor, opddpa kai raxv ep- 

> ‘ > , ¢ \ 

avtot ehéyGwouy, v0 

/ > A \ = r 6 

mimtovow eis TO pndev nyetoOat 

@viTEep TpoTEpov. 

It is characteristic that this abuse was explained in a 
general and somewhat lengthy way in the Phaedo, while 
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here it is briefly mentioned as well known (539B: otuat ce 
ov As\nOévar) and attributed specially to the young, which 

confirms the impression that Plato was grown older, as in 

his latest works he frequently speaks of the inconsequence 

of youth (cf. Phil.15 DE). Some minor coincidences 
between this part of the Republic and the earler 

dialogues may be briefly mentioned. The affinity of the 

soul to the ideas, affirmed in the Phaedo, is here shortly 

referred to (490B: avtod 6 goTw ExdoTOU THs PioEws 

Gpacba. ® mpoonke wWoyns ebamtecbat tod ToLvovTou’ 
mpoonxet O@ Evyyevet), with the difference that according to 

the new division of faculties only a part of the soul is 

distinguished by this affinity. The metaphor Aryeu 
@oivos, used in this passage to describe the suffering of a 
soul in search of the Truth, would be scarcely natural in 

this abridged and familiar form if the theory of intellectual 

fecundity in the Symposium were not assumed as known 

(Symposium 209 A). A similar allusion to the Symposium 

appears in the assertion of the fewness of those who are 

able to seek the idea of Beauty, and to follow when they 

are led to it: 

Symp. 210 a: det tov dpbds Rep.476C:6 xkada pev rpaypara 
iovra emt TovToO TO Tpaypa.-+. vopifav, avto dé KadAos pyre 

eav op6as nyntat 6 nyovpevos vopitov pte, Cw Tis NyHTaL ent 

. KaTavonoat ore TO KaAOS THY yroow advtod, Suvduevos Eme- 
SLA DB ee \ oN c “A U a” \ & - aA 

TO El OT@OUY GwpmaTLT@ evi ETEpO TOaL, Gvap 7 Vrap Soxet woe CHV; 
U > 

oo@pate ddeAdoyv eotw ... 

It would be useless to enumerate all such hints, which 

become convincing to anybody who reads the dialogues 
in the order now proposed. Only a boundless indiffer- 
ence to the philosophical contents of Plato’s works could 

allow the supposition that Plato wrote the Republic about 

the same time as the Huthydemus, while in every respect 

we find here a thought more mature, and a positive 

philosophy which was only a desideratum when he disputed 
with the Sophists. He now no longer appears so anxious 

about the bad influence of bad teachers generally, because 
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he has found in the fundamental differences of human of the 

nature a deeper reason for the natural evolution of states Sophists. 

as well as individuals. A weak mind is not capable 

either of great virtues or of great crimes (491 E: dodevy 
62 dvow peyadtwv ote ayabav ovte KaK@v aitiav ToT? 
zoec@at). He denies that the Sophists could have the 

power of perverting their pupils (492 A). The eloquent Influence 
picture of the influence of impersonal public opinion on a of public 
young man (4928C) reveals an author who is himself opinion 

very much above these dangers, and no longer in the first °° You" 
stage of his activity. All this agrees perfectly with our 

supposition that Plato was approaching the age of fifty 

when he wrote about the future reign of philosophers 
over the world. 

Booxs VIII-IX 

A strange contrast to the preceding digression is Classifi- 

formed by the two next books, which resume the con- «ation of 

tinuation of the fourth book broken off at the beginning **#es- 

of B. V, and except the recapitulation at the outset aan 
contain no direct allusion to B. V-VII. The contents of hae 

B. VIII-IX are chiefly political, and give a peculiar gopher 

application of the classification of human faculties to the demon- 

classification of states and the demonstration of the strated 
happiness of the philosopher. The philosopher has a >y his ex 
better experience of the pleasures of other men than they PS" 

- and his 
can have of the pleasures of knowledge, and he alone 1s cece 
competent to compare different feelings and to judge 

which of them gives the most satisfaction. Thence it 
results that he must be believed when he affirms that the 

pleasure of knowledge is the highest of all human plea- 
sures (580 D-583 4). This demonstration, repeated after- 

wards by Aristotle (Hthica Nic. X. vu.), is here stated 

with a certain insistence, and might appear superfluous 
after what has been said in the seventh book on pleasure 

as utterly indifferent to the true aims of life. 

While in the preceding books only contempt is ex- 
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pressed for mere opinion as opposed to science, here true 

opinion and science are placed together almost as if they 
were synonyms (585 c). This shows not a difference 

of views, but a difference of exposition. The opposition 

of opinion and science was already so familiar to Plato 
when he wrote the Republic that he did not always insist 

upon it in his most popular writings, and the eighth and 
ninth books are from the nature of the subject-matter very 

much more popular than the sixth and seventh. The 

author's own aim was always pure and certain science 
which he valued above mere opinion; but he recognised 

the value of right opinion above ignorance, as he had 
done already in the Meno. In the same passage in which 

he puts right opinion along with science as opposed to 

sensuous gratification, he makes a direct and unmistakable 
allusion to the theory of ideas, and even to the special 

account of it given in the Phaedo: 

Phaedo 80 B: TO elo Kal aGava- 

TAT. 3 

Rep. 585 c: ro rod det dpoiov 
‘ > ‘ c , .Y > ’ ». . , ‘ > ’ 

Kal Q@€t WBOAVUTWS KaATa €XOMEVOV Kal ada VaTOU kal aAnOeias 

> \ oe oe , ee 
TavuTa EXOVTL €aUT@ OMOLOTATOV é€lval 

/ 

buna iss 
> ¢ C7 , 

elvau@s olov Te waAtoTa... 

‘ > a r \ , 
Kal AUTO ToLOUTOY dy KaL EV TOLOUT@ 

ylyvopevoy, 

Soxel ; 

le Ay f . , x I its > 
(( Ai TavtTa Ta TOLAUT padrAov eival aot 

Another allusion to earlier expositions is the assertion that 

what continually changes is less susceptible of knowledge 
and truth than the eternal (585 D: ta epi tHv Tov 

owpatos Osparsiay yevn TOV YEevov av TOV TEepl THY THs 

Wuyis Gepaneiav }TTOV adnOEias TE Kai OVTIaS péETeyéel). 

Generally this part of the Republic is not only formally 

but also in its philosophical contents a continuation of the 

fourth book, and seems not to refer in any way, unless 

perhaps at the end of B. IX, to the high metaphysical 
speculations of the immediately preceding sixth and 
seventh books. 

Boor 

This last part of the Republic is introduced at first as 

a supplement to the judgment on the poets proffered in 
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the second and third books. Plato seems to defend him- 

_self against some polemical attacks on his severe criticism 
of poetry, and he gives a deeper justification of his con- 
tempt by a general definition of art asan imitation. This 

part of the tenth book has its peculiar place in the history 
of esthetics ; we are here concerned only with the logical 

theories alluded to in connection with other pursuits. 

We see here the theory of ideas treated as familiar to all 

readers (596 A: eidos mov Te év Exactov cimOapev 71O:c8ai 

But in 
the formulation of this method we perceive a stage of the 

theory unknown from earlier works. Heretofore, only 

general mathematical, esthetical, and ethical notions were 
ideas. There is no trace whatever in preceding parts of 
the Republic (except in the allegory of the cave, which 

may have been written later), nor in the Phaedo and 

Symposium, of ideas of manufactured things, or of any 

and every group of things bearing one name. Then the 
ideas were contemplated, known or found as existent. 

Now they are posited (ri@ec@ar); this. term has been 

applied earlier to names (as, for instance, Crat. 384 D), 
but never to ideas, though a distinction of species was 

posited in the Phaedo (79 A: Oduev dv0 edn THY dvTwD). 

Here also we might at first suppose that efd0s means only 

species, as in the similar passage of the Phaedo, but in 

what immediately follows the word idéga is used in its 

unmistakable technical meaning (596 B: ywia idga), and 

applied to a table or a chair. Thus it appears that ideas 

of manufactured articles are admitted. 
Also the popular objection to the unity of ideas is 

dealt with, namely, the supposition that the same process 

which leads to the positing of one idea could be repeated 
indefinitely, producing an infinity of ideas of the same 

thing. Plato says that God being the creator of ideas, 
either his will or some other necessity—of course a logical 
necessity—prevented the possibility of a plurality of 

identical ideas (597 c). This logical necessity is further 

et \ \ ®e ? \ ” b] / 

TEOl EXUOTA TA TOAAA OLS TAUTOV OVOMA ETTLPEPOMEV). 
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explained exactly in the same way in which Aristotle 
afterwards justified the simplicity of perception (Aristot. 

De anima i. 2, 425 b 15 sqq.). If there were two ideas 

of the same thing, then the true idea would be the 

common type of the two primitive ideas (597 c). This 
would impair the perfection of ideas, and to avoid it, God, 
who is not a chairmaker, but the maker of the idea of a 

chair, made one idea of the chair (597 D: 

ulav pvoee Ehucer). 

Now if we consider the deeper meaning of this ex- 
planation, we recognise a certain advance beyond the 

Phaedo and perhaps even B. VI-VII. The God who 
makes the ideas is not the same God who is mentioned 
in earlier dialogues. God makes the ideas—this is a 
metaphorical expression which translated into abstract 

speech means: the ideas are a product of pure thought-— 

not necessarily of men, but of a thinking subject. This is 
a consequent development of the theory about the idea of 

Good which was the final cause of all other ideas. Now 
this idea of good is supplanted by God, not by some god 

nor by a god, but by ‘the God’ (o eos). The mono- . 

theism appears well established and a matter of course. 

Also the immortality of the soul is reaffirmed, and a 

proof added to those of the Phaedo, which could hardly 
have been omitted in the Phaedo if Plato had then been 
in possession of it. In the Phaedo the problem was 

represented as very difficult and further research invited. 

Now it is an easy thing (608D: ove yap yaXdeTror) to 

prove that the soul is immortal. The proof is no longer 

based on the ideas, but on the substantiality of the soul. 

o Geog e 

~ Kach existing thing has its own virtue and its own evil, 

and can be destroyed only by its own weakness and evil 
(609 4). If there is anything in existence which suffers 
from its own evil, without danger of being destroyed, as 

metals are by rust, then this substance, if any, is inde- 

structible (6098). To this description the soul is 
found to correspond. This kind of proof is the converse 
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of all the proofs given in the Phaedo. .There immortality 
was found as a property of the soul, through a definition 
of the idea of the soul. Here Plato begins by consti- 
tuting a class of indestructible substances, and then 
shows that the soul belongs to it. We shall see that this 

new logical expedient is used by Plato also later, and it is 
certainly superior to the method of the Phaedo. 

We have here an application of the principle that truth 

is to be found in thought, that our speculation is always 

concerned with our own ideas, and not with the things 
outside. Still, from our ideas we draw inferences about 

the things, and Plato, after representing immortality as a 

necessity of thought, goes a step further and concludes 

that the number of souls in the universe remains iInvari- 

able (611 A: évvoets 6te del dv elev ai adtai* ovTEe yap av 

mou g\aTTous yévolwWTO . . . ovTE av THeiovs). This simple 

conclusion, which we shall find again in a later writing, 
was missed in the Phaedo, and leads to very important 

consequences. 
In the Phaedo the unity of the soul was one of its 

properties because the threefold partition was not yet 
proposed. Now, after the repeated exposition of a division 

of faculties, the parts of the soul can no longer be ignored 

(603 A), but Plato defends himself against a misinterpre- 
tation of his view. The soul is in its true substance not 
full of contradictory powers (6118). The eternal is 

simple in its own nature, and cannot be composed out of 

many elements (611 8B: od pddioy aidiov civar cvvOeTov TE 
ée to\dNov). The partition referred to the imperfect 
transitory earthly state, not to the soul’s eternal existence. 

We contemplated it under the modifications produced by 
union with the body, and failed to perceive its eternal 

nature. 

This is a manifest correction of the theory of three- 

fold partition as taught in B. IV and IX, and exempli- 
fies Plato’s manner of revising his earlier writings. He 
did not alter anything in what had been written, but he 
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adds his correction in the continuation of the same 
dialogue, just as he added his confession of a certain 

exaggeration in the picture of the philosopher at the end 
of the seventh book. This way of correcting and criti- 

cising his own views confirms our supposition as to the 
technical difficulties which stood in the way of many 

changes in the original drafts of Plato’s writings. Some 
other examples of such self-criticism will appear in later 

works, and it is exceedingly characteristic that this pro- 
ceeding begins already with the Republic. 

Plato’s habit of considering each work in turn as one 

independent whole is apparent from the fact that the 
subject of immortality is introduced in B. X as-new and 

never heard of before (608D: ov« yaOncat 6tt aPdratos 
Huav n Aux Kal ovdeTTOTE ATOANUTAL; Kal Os euBrrWas pot 

kat Oavuacas eime* Ma Ail’, ovk tywys* av b& TobdT’ eyes 

reyerv ;). Some readers of Plato saw in this passage a 

proof that the tenth book of the Republic had been 

written before the Phaedo, without noticing that a few 
pages later there occurs a perfectly clear allusion to the 

Phaedo, which cannot refer to any other work of Plato 

but the Phaedo only. He says (611 8B) : 67. Tolvuy abavatov 
Wuxn, Kal 0 apts Noyos Kal Of AXXNOL avayKacElav tv. 

This means that in an earlier writing there had been 

given a number of arguments (Aoyor) of a logically neces- 

sary or apodictic character (avayxafovtes) proving the | 
soul’s immortality. Now a plurality of such arguments 
is not given in any other work of Plato besides the 
Phaedo. The Phaedrus, which might be thought of 

here, contains only one argument, and other dialogues, 

such as the Meno, Gorgias, &c., do not contain arguments 

(Adyor) but tales (udG0, cf. Phaedo 61 B: the poet invents 

pvdous, add ov Xoyous, cf. also Gorg. 523 4). That Aoyos 1s 

used in the tenth book in the meaning of a logical argu- 
ment can easily be seen from many passages (6118: o 

Royos ovK ¢acet—609 D: &royov—610 A: Kata Royov, &C.). 

Thus we see that Plato, even alluding in a general way to 
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his earlier writings, sometimes ignored their particular 
contents in a new exposition. Each dialogue was meant 
to stand apart, as if it were written expressly for the new 
generation of students entering the Academy, or, in the 

case of the Republic, possibly for a wider circle. 
The illusory character of sense perception, as repre- 

sented in the Phaedo and in the earlier books of the 

Republic, is here maintained (602c: tadtoy mov piv 
peyeOos eyyv0ev te Kai woppwbev dia THs dvrews ovK ioov 
daiverat), and is illustrated by a skilful enumeration of 

optical illusions produced by distance, colouring, and 
reflection of hght. But the distrust of the senses is no 

longer so unlimited as in the Phaedo, and is subject to a 
distinct modification. We have a means of correcting 
their illusions, says Plato, and this consists in measuring, 

counting, and weighing (602D: 70 perpeiv cal apiOuetv 

Kal iatavat PonGsvar yapigotatas . . 
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- OOTE p41) Apyelv TO 
dawouevov . .. GAA TO AOytoapuevov). This intuition of 

the mathematical power of correcting the illusions of 
sense seems to be a Pythagorean notion, and betrays also 

the fact that since the first understanding of the distance 

between appearance and ideas Plato had been working to 

bridge it over partially by physical research. His pro- 

gramme is constantly realised in our own days, and we 
witness many subtle corrections of primitive sense illu- 
sions by the power of number, measure, and weighing. 

This power of correcting the illusions of the senses is 
ascribed to the cognitive faculty, which is the best part 

of the soul (6034: To pwétpw ye Kai oyiou@ TLaTedov 
BéXtLcTOV av ein TH Wvyins). 

The opposition between opinion and knowledge thus 
alone remains out of the whole fabric of the four sub- 
divisions of the cognitive faculty in B. VI-VII. And 

opinion is here more sharply distinguished from know- 
ledge than ever; 1t becomes quite another part of the 

soul, hke feeling or desire (6034: to mapa ta pétpa 
/ rt r ~ \ \ i > Xx v b) / 

do€alov THs Wuyhns TO Kata Ta péTpa OvK ay Eln TavTOD). 
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Hence opinion probably will not partake in immortality. 
The instability of Platonic terminology at the time when 

he wrote the Republic is seen from the circumstance that 

even here, where opinion is condemned so strongly, the 

same word, d0Za, is used for both opinion and knowledge, 

in the meaning of a judgment which might be wrong or 

right (6028, cf. Theaet. 190 4). 

Here for the first time occurs a formulation of the law 

of contradiction as a law of thought, while in the Phaedo 

and earlier books of the Republic it was a metaphysical 

law : 

Phaedo 102 ©: Rep.4368B: ravrovra- | Rep. 602 E: epapev 

ovdev Tay évavtiov ert vavtia ToLetvy 7) TdoxXeEL | TO AVT@ Gua wept TavTa 

dv Orep fv Gua Tovva- Kata TavTUY ye Kal Tpds e€vavtia Sod ew advvu- 
vriov yiyverOai re Kai TaiTov ovk €OedAnoe | Tov civa. Cf. Theaet. 

etvat. dpa. | 190 a. 

This is also an indication of Plato’s advancing logical 

preoccupation. There are besides other hints of the re- 
lation of the tenth book of the Republic to earlier dialogues. 
Here, as in the Cratylus and Euthydemus, the competent 

judge about anything is he who makes a proper use of it 

(601 C: é6o7ep érictatar yphoPat) not the maker (601D: 

TOA) AVaYKN TOV Kp@mEvoyv ExadoT@ swrElpoTutoy TE sivas, 
Kal ayyerov yiyverOar TO TroUNnTH, ola ayaba } Kaka Trowel ev 

™ xpeia @ ypAtat). Here this principle is generalised, 

while in the Cratylus it was applied specifically to word- 

making. The opposition between user and maker is 

parallel to the contrast between knowledge and faith 
(601 B: 6 pev eldms euyyédrer TEpi ypnoTaV Kai Tovnpor 

. 0 68 TLOTEVOY TOLNGEL). 

The poets are now shown to have neither knowledge 
nor even right opinion (602 A: ovte dpa eicetat ovte apOa 
Sokaces 6 punts wept @v av punta. pos KarXrOsS 1 

movnpiav). Homer, who was named in the Symposiwm 

as holding the first place among those who deserved 

immortal fame, is now not only esteemed below Solon 

and Pythagoras, but even humiliated by comparison with 

) 
| 
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Protagoras and Prodikos (600 c) who succeeded better in 
life, says Plato, because they had more knowledge than 
the king of poets. We see here a pitiless condemnation 

of what had been the chief element in Plato's own 
education. He knows well the temptations of the poet, 
and remains still poet enough to degrade poetry with 
poetical exaggeration. The future writer of the Laws 
appears here already with his boundless contempt even 
for the most refined pleasures, asking for deeds not words, 

choosing rather to deserve praise than to praise others 
(599 B), and proudly conscious of his own productive 
activity. 

The style and date of the Republic. 

We have found a natural progress of doctrine from 

the beginning to the end of the Republic, but no such 
fundamental differences between the first books and their 

continuation as to make it necessary to recur to such 

adventurous suppositions as Krohn and Pfleiderer made 

about the composition of this work, which is remarkable 
for its unity in spite of its unusual volume. A comparison 

of contents alone, however, is insufficient for a decisive 

solution of the question, and we must turn to our 

eiwOvia péOodo0s of stylistic differentiation in order to 
find a trustworthy confirmation of the view resulting from 

the study of theoretical development. 

As to the single books of the Republic the point of 
main significance is the very early style of the first 

book. This has none of the important peculiarities 
common to all the following books, neither the scarcity of 
val, Tavu ys, Tavu wev ovv which characterises B. II-X 

(these answers form in B. I over one-third of all answers, 

just as in Charm. Lach. Prot.\—nor té pny; nor 
adnOéoraza, nor opOas, nor 6pGorata, nor opOotata Aéyzets, 
nor 67A0v—all these being important peculiarities charac- 

terising all the following books, and missed in the first 

book certainly not by chance, as all the usual opportuni- 
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ties for their use were given. Also some important 
peculiarities which were introduced into the style of 

Plato in earlier dialogues, and remained up to the latest 

works, are absent from B. I. Such is for instance the, 

general prevalence of superlatives over positives in all 

affirmative answers, common to the Phaedo with nearly 

all later dialogues and all books of the Republic (325), the 

creat frequency of questions by means of dpa (378) 

common to the Cratylus with all later dialogues and all 

other books of the Republic, new-invented adjectives in 
evons (254), beginning with the Gorgias and frequent in 
all parts of the Republic except B. I, te singly (281) 

frequent in all other books and occurring already even in 

some Socratic dialogues, interrogations asking for better 

explanation (453), great frequency of prepositions 
(390, found already in the Laches and common to all 

other books of the Republic with the latest group), 

questions by means of zotos (353); many other less 

important peculharities are absent from the first book, 
being common to all other parts of the Republic with the 
latest group and, in the case of the last enumerated, even 
with some Socratic dialogues. In the above enumeration 
no accidental peculiarity has been included, and of these 
a certain number can easily be found in the table of 
affinity (pp. 162-171), quoted as occurring in various parts 

of the Republic except in the first book. 
If now after this long enumeration of peculiarities 

vainly sought for in the first book we ask what kind of 
peculiarities of later style are found in it, we find chiefly 

accidental occurrences of peculiarities known already from 

the earliest dialogues, and only one unique peculiarity of 

some importance later than the Phaedo, namely a double 

occurrence of ca\@s or a similar adverb without verb in 

an affirmative answer. This is the only important 
peculiarity common to all other parts of the Republic, 

found in the first book and not in dialogues earlier than 
the Republic. Other important peculiarities of the first 
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book belong to an earlier time, as for instance toivvy in 
conclusions (284) beginning with the Crito, frequency of 

apodictic answers equal to that in the Huthydemus (376), 

and adn, without rA¥¢yers as in the Charmides (385). 

This proves the very early date of the first book, which 

however may still be as late as the Gorgias. 

We cannot compare it with the Gorgias, because the 

latter dialogue is thrice as large, and we have no evidence 

as to the occurrence of the investigated peculiarities in a 
part of the Gorgias equal to the first book. That it is 

earlier than the Cratylus appears very probable if we 

consider the great difference of the equivalent of affinity, 

which is sufficiently considerable to include a reasonable 

allowance for the difference of size : 

Rep. a (203 pp.) : 28 (1) 6 (II) 8 (IIT) =49 (1). 

— Crat. (42 pp.): 33 (1) 16 (ID) 15 (ITD) 1 (IV) =114 (Dd). 

As here the equivalent of affinity of the later work is 
over twice as large, and more than proportional to the 

size, while generally the equivalent of affinity increases 
less than proportionally to the size, we may fairly infer 
that the Cratylus is later. This inference is confirmed 

by the fact that certain peculiarities absent from the first 
book are sufficiently frequent in the Cratylus to be pre- 

sumed to exist in all its parts, and therefore also in any 
part equal in size to Rep. I. Such are oveia in the 
meaning of substance (245), adjectives in dns denoting 

causal relation (275), card with accusative prevailing over 
all prepositions except év (889), interrogations asking for 

better explanation (453), new-invented adjectives in wéns 

(255), and great frequency of toivuy (308). Of these 

peculiarities, all frequent and important in the Cratylus, 

none is found in the Gorgias except one question asking 

for better explanation, and therefore they show the later 

date of the Cratylus, while they cannot be used for a 

determination of the relation between Gorgias and Rep. I. 
The Gorgias has only three important peculiarities (253, 

~~ 
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307, 377) absent from the first book of the Republic, which | 

happen to be absent also from the Cratylus, and these | 

have generally less importance than those found in the 

Cratylus and absent from the Gorgias and the first book 

of the Republic. 

Thus it may be regarded as probable that the first book 

is earlier than the Cratylus, while nothing can be said 
from purely stylistic comparisons about its relation to 
the Gorgias, to which its contents show it to be subse- 

quent. 

As to the following books of the Republic, stylistic 

comparison proves that there is no such great distance 

between the first four books and the following as has been 
sometimes supposed by those who believed in a very early 

publication of the first four, five. or even six books.”! The 

style of B. I-IV is not very different from the style of 
B. VIIL-IX, if equal samples are compared. Take for 

instance B. II-B. III 412 a, shghtly exceeding in size the 

total of B. VIII-IX. Both appear evidently later than 

the Phaedo, to which they are inferior in size: 

Phaedo (49 pp.) : 43 (I) 26 (II) 17 (IIT) 2 (IV) = 154 (I). 

->Rep. b 12 (373 pp.) : 47 (I) 20 (II) 22 (III) 2 (IV) = 161. 
—>Rep. d (34 pp.): 47 (I) 22 (II) 27 (III) 3 (IV) = 184. 

The advance beyond the Phaedo is considerable if we take 

into account the difference of size, and also the nature 

of those peculiarities which are common to B. IJ-IX 

being absent from the Phaedo. These include nearly all the 

231 The separate publication of the first four books has been advocated 

by Hermann and later by Krohn, Chiappelli (‘ Sopra alcuni capitoli della 
vita di Dione di Plutarco,’ Torino 1883, Rivista di silologia, anno 12), 

Siebeck (Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, Band 131, 1885, p. 229), and many 

others. Pfleiderer laid great stress on the division at 471 c. Teichmiiller, 

under the influence of the prejudice about the relation of B. V to 

Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae, supposed the first five books to be one whole 

published about 392 B.c. Finally Rudolf Kunert (‘Die doppelte 

Recension des Platonischen Staates,’ Wussenschaftliche Beilage zum 

Jahresbericht des Koéniglichen Gymnasiwns zu Spandau, 1893) believes 
that B. II_VI form one indivisible whole, published before 390 B.c. 
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peculiarities enumerated above as characteristically absent 
from the first book. Among these the following have a 
special prominence: téf unv ; (202), @vuoedys as a philo- 

sophical term (261), ovcodv xpy (338), adnbectata, opfds 

(342), djrAov (343), opPotata with or without Ayus (342, 
888). daewpos (473), wePictapar (488), all found in both 

parts of the Republic, but not in the Phaedo. On the other 
side B. VIII-IX contain not a single new important 
peculiarity absent from B. I-IV. The advance in style 

from the earlier to the later part is only due to a greater 

number of accidental peculiarities, and to an increase of 
the frequency of all kinds of peculiarities. Thus generally 

speaking B. VIII-IX belong to the same time as 
B. II-IV, showing a later style only to such an extent as 

might be expected in a continuous work of these dimen- 

sions. We have therefore no stylistic reason whatever 

to admit a great distance of time between the earlier and 

the later part, as has been also shown by the comparison 

of the contents. Naturally this does not imply that both 

parts must have been written in the same year, or in the 
same couple of years. 

Style is changing slowly, and even the small advance 

in style observed may correspond to two or three years, 

if we allow for the whole of the Republic an average term 

corresponding to its size, anything between 5-7 years. As 

to B. V—VII, there is some stylistic evidence to place 

it after B. TX, at least its chief part designated in the table 
of affinity as c. (471 c-541). We find: 

Rep. d (B. VIII-IX = 34 pp.) : 47 (I) 22 (II) 27 (III) (IV) = 184. 
_,Rep.c, (471 c-541 =44 pp.) : 50 (I) 21 (I) 88 (III) 7 (IV) =234 (0. 

The comparison seems at first sight, in view of the differ- 

ence of size, to be insufficient for chronological purposes. 

But if we add to B. VIII-IX a part of B. V to increase 

its size, then we obtain : 

Rep. ¢, d (50 pp.) : 62 (I) 23 (II) 36 (III) 3 = 228 (1). 
—Rep. c, (44 pp.) : 50 (I) 21 (IT) 38 (IIT) 7 IV) = 234 (1): 
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a small difference of few units in favour of the smaller 

sample of text, very significant through the prevalence of 

important and very important peculiarities. Some pecu- 

liarities appear in B. V—VII, which are missed alike in- 
B. II-IV and in B. VIII-IX as in all earlier dialogues. 
These include yap ody in short answers (826), 77 (332), 

mas used with 6dos (875), cata separated from the corre- 

sponding accusative by re (395), dvtws dv (236), d0m (195), 

akivntos (469), and other words of a more accidental 

character. This confirms our conclusions from the con- 
tents, and makes it probable that the bulk of B. V-VIT 
has been added later, at least after B. IX. 

From the observations it is, however, not easy to 

ascertain whether the beginning of the fifth book forms 

one indivisible whole with the picture of the philosopher 
from 471 c to the end of the seventh book. The first 

part of the fifth book, dealing with the equality of sexes, 
and with international relations between Hellenes and 

Barbarians, might still be earher than the eighth book, 
while the larger portion filling the sixth and seventh books 
might have been added later. This point can only be 
decided by a more minute comparison of a greater number 

of peculiarities in samples of text absolutely equal. For 

our purpose it has no importance whatever, as this part 
of the fifth book contains no contribution to the know- 
ledge of Plato’s logic. 

It is equally difficult to decide whether the tenth book 
is later than all parts of the Republic, or only later than 

B. VITI-IX. It contains a considerable number of pecu- 

liarities of later style for its small size, but only three 

accidental peculiarities are new (438, 475, 478), while B. 

V-IX contain a greater number of peculiarities which are 
absent from B. X. But a definitive solution of these 
difficulties can only be expected from further stylistic 

research. Meanwhile it remains certain that B. X is 
later than B. IV, probable that it is later than B. IX, and 

possible that it is later than all other books of the 
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Republic. This possibility, a mere possibility so far as 
our stylistic comparison reaches, becomes a probability 
when the contents are carefully considered. | 

All the parts of the Republic, except the first book, 

being later than the Phaedo, and differmg not very much 
in style among each other, we may conclude that they 

were written continuously in the time next following the 
Phaedo, and as we have no reason to suppose that in 

that time Plato increased the speed of his writing, or 
the average amount of text produced yearly, it remains 
probable that the Republic occupied him for about six 
years, up to nearly his fiftieth year, as we supposed. 

This refutes all the suppositions about a possibly early 

date ?? of the Republic, and shows that Plato wrote his 

ereat work after his return from the first Sicilian voyage, 
and after the foundation of the Academy. Chiappelli”! 

(p. 16) believes that Plato had already formed his political 

convictions when he came to Syracuse. If we accept the 
traditional account of his adventures, the reverse is far 

more probable: that the personal experience and observa- 

tion of the consequences resulting from the abuse of 

tyrannical power gave an opportunity to Plato for political 
‘reflections. This may have brought him from a position 
of individualistic ethics to a socialistic political theory 

such as 1s set forth in the Republic. 

232 Among all the artificial arguments in favour of an early date of the 

first books of the Republic, none has been invented with such remarkable 
imagination as Pfleiderer’s contention, which deserves, for the sake of 

curiosity, to be here quoted in his own words: ‘nach meiner Ansetzung 

in den neunziger Jahren des 4°° Jahrhunderts feiert Rep. A (=‘ 53’ accord- 
ing to Pfleiderer’s strange designation, or B. I-V 471 c) zugleich das 
zweihundertjihrige Jubilium der Gesetzgebung des Solon von 594, welche 

ja als Leistung seines von ihm so hoch geehrten Verwandten dem Plato 

Zeitlebens als spornender Vorgang vorgeschwebt’ (Sokrates und Plato, 

p. 248). Equally bold is Gymnasialdirector Carl Schmelzer (see above, 

p. 25, note 66) who declares that Plato did not mean seriously his political 
theories, and that for instance Kowa Ta Tév PiAwy Means: ‘es muss jeder 

Mann eine jede Frau achten und schitzen als sei sie die seinige.’ 
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Il. The Phaedrus. 

(Relative affinity to the latest group, measured on the Laws as 

unity, =0°31; see above, p. 176.) 

The Phaedrus, beyond any other work of Plato, has 
been misunderstood by interpreters who devoted more 
attention to indifferent details than to the philosophical 
contents of the dialogue. It has been ascribed to a young 

man of twenty-five, while it contains notions and theories 

which Plato could scarcely have advanced before he was 
fifty. Some critics, and among them Grote, saw in the 
Phaedrus an erotic dialogue, either supplementary or 

even preparatory to the Sympostwm—though the evident 

aim of the Phaedrus is to establish the conditions of a 
philosophical rhetoric, chiefly applicable to educational 
purposes. In the preceding dialogues we have seen 
Plato rising to the highest principles of knowledge with- 

out any attempt to reason about the best way of imparting 

them, except the few precepts given in the Republic. He 
tacitly assumed that any one possessing knowledge can 
impart it to others, if they are able to receive it. We 

may suppose that, Plato attracted chiefly very gifted 

pupils, and to begin with he had such a great power 

of teaching that he felt no need of rhetorical artifice. 
His eloquence, which we admire even in such early 

dialogues as the Apology, was the natural outburst of his 

genius progressing spontaneously from the Apology to 
the Gorgias, from the Gorgias to Symposium, Phaedo, 

and the dialectical books of the Republic, apparently 

without effort or study (Phaedr. 2488). This explains 
why he contemptuously defined rhetoric in the Gorgias 

as a kind of flattery, and why he condemned tragic 
poetry in the Repwblic as an imitation. 

His first opportunity for noticing the usefulness of 
some rhetorical artifice must have arisen at a time when 
his pupils began to teach, and he first observed that some 
of them, with all the knowledge inherited from the Master, 
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were less capable of imparting it than others. Though 

we admit some educational activity of Plato before the 

foundation of the Academy in 387 B.c., the teaching by 

others under his direction could scarcely have begun 
earlier, and even probably began later, than the first years 

of the existence of his own school. When the number of 

his pupils increased, and some of them had remained 
with him a longer time, it is natural that the elder pupils 
should begin to teach; and their deficiencies in teaching 
may have led Plato to some reflections on rhetoric, which 

he embodied in the Phaedrus. This view is here not 
given as a reason for the late date of the Phaedrus, but 

only as an explanation of the origin of this dialogue, 

which becomes probable when once we know its late 
date, as resulting from the study of its style (see above, 

p. 176). 

For the purpose of a discussion on rhetoric, Plato had to 

select a speech as an example to illustrate his views. His 

choice of a speech of Lysias ?* was natural, inasmuch 

as Lysias was thought one of the greatest rhetors of 

*33 Much erudition has been spent on the question whether the speech 

attributed by Plato to Lysias is authentic or only invented by Plato in 

imitation of other writings of this orator. We have no reason to disbelieve 

Plato if he clearly credits Lysias with this speech. To criticise his own 

invention and to accuse Lysias of the greatest moral degradation on the 

ground of a forged document, would certainly be below Plato’s dignity. That 

the speech is read by Phaedrus, and not repeated from memory, adds to the 

probability of its authenticity, which has been maintained also by Haenisch 

(De oratione quae sub nomine Lysiae in Platonis Phaedro legitur, Ratibor 

1825), Spengel, Franz, Westermann, Hélscher (quoted by Hermann, p. 675, 

note 554), L. Schmidt (Verhandlungen der 18° Philologenversammlung, 

Wien 1858), Ueberweg (Untersuchungen, p. 262), and by many others, while 

it has been opposed by Hermann and Jowett. A certainty in this question 

can only be arrived at by very minute stylistic comparison. So long as 

an evident proof of the spuriousness is not forthcoming, we must admit the 

authenticity. Plato has never quoted by name an author attributing to 

him words or opinions which were invented by himself. So far as the 

works alluded to by Plato are preserved, all his quotations from Homer, 

Parmenides, Protagoras, have been confirmed, and the natural assumption 

is, therefore, that he included in the Phaedrus an authentic speech of 

Lysias. The onws probandi is entirely on the side of those who deny it. 
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those times (228A: Avaias éy ToAAW yYpov@ KaTAa TYOAV 

ovveOnkev, OewoTatos a TOV voy ypadbev). The subject of 

the speech to be selected was accidental and secondary. 

It could obviously not be a forensic speech, because 

Plato’s aim was an investigation of educational rhetoric, 
not of forensic oratory. He had to choose from speeches 

which were designed for the young, and it was not his 

fault that such speeches did not attain a very high moral 
standard. He could not select a model speech, even if 

one could be found outside the Socratic circle, because 

the artistic purpose required a sharp contrast between his 
rhetoric and the wrong rhetoric of contemporary orators. 

His choice of a discourse of Lysias, written in apology of 

illicit sexual relations, must be, therefore, recognised as 

perfectly fit and proper for the purpose. Before any 

theoretical discussion followed, a better example had to be 

opposed to the example taken from Liysias. This better 

example was at first to be better in the form, and then 

afterwards to be made better and more elevated in the 
contents. Plato chose to oppose to the first speech two 

speeches of his own: the first on the same subject, but 
better composed—the second directed against the contents 
of both the preceding speeches. Thus it resulted as a 
necessity of composition that the three speeches, intended 
to exemplify the theory, occupied a great part of the 

whole writing, being nearly equal in size to the remaining 
dialogue. 

The three speeches are avowedly examples of good 

and bad eloquence (262 b, cf. 264 &). The subject- 

matter is of secondary importance, and is by no means 

limited to love, simce the myth in the second speech of 

Socrates deals even more with immortality, reminiscence, 
and human perfectibility than with the particular subject 

of love which formed the accidental starting point. We 
see here in every respect a very much widened horizon ; 
in the Phaedo the scene of the mythical digression was 

limited to the earth’s depths and heights, and even in 
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Rep. X the Earth is still the centre of interest. Here 

we see Plato, in accordance with his recommendation in 

the Republic as to the study of astronomy, taking the 

universe up to the fixed stars as the scene for the periodical 
migrations of each soul. The allegory of the cave is re- 
peated on a much larger scale. The whole earth now takes 
the place of that subterraneous dwelling, and instead of 
the world outside the cave, where Truth can be seen as we 

see here earth and water, we have now the supramundane 

region beyond the most distant stars, a metaphorical 
expression which means beyond space and matter. Those 

who remember their vision of Truth, and act accordingly, 
are deemed to be mad (249 D: #&totaduevos THV avOpwrrivev 

oTovoaguaTwv . . . vouvOeTEiTaL TO TAY TOAN@Y Ws Tapa- 

kwov, cl. Rep. 517 D: e& amo Ostwv Ozwpid@v emi ta 

avOpotea Tis Ebay .. . paivetar chddpa yerowvs), because 

vulgar people are unable to understand philosophy. 
While in the Phaedo even the murderer of his father 

could be pardoned after one year’s punishment (114 4), 

here, as in the Republic, the period of probation lasts a 

thousand years after each life on earth, and a free choice 

of a new fate is left to each soul: 

Rep. X 615 a: SumycicoOa de 

adAnhas .. . 
\ is d N «OF. > - 

Te Kal ola maOotev Kal iOcLey ev TH 

, od 

avayuivnoKopevas ooa 

Urdo yns mwopeta—etvar de THY To- 
, , \ 7 a Ss petay xtduérn—rtas 8 avd €x TOV 

ovUpavod evmabeias SinyetoOa kal 

Gas aunxavous TO KaAXos. . . . 

617 D: mpodyrny . 
Ls \ , , 

kAnpous Te Kal Biwy mapadelypata 
> r A > , 

. eletv’ Yuxat ednuepo .. . 

vpeis Saiwova aipnaec Ge. 

. . AaBovra 

Phaedr. 249 AB: 6érav Tov mp@rov 

Biov reevtTnT wow”, Kpicews Ervxor, 
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ow, ai © els ToUpavovd TLva TOTOV 
vd THs dikns kovpicbetoa Siayovow 

a€ias ov ev avOpamov cide €Piacay 
=F n \ ee , 
Biov. Te be XthioaT@ auporepat 
> 7, oe , ’ A 

adixvovpevat emt kAnpwotv Te Kal 

dipecw Tov Sevtepov Biov aipodyrat 
a x , ¢ , 

ov av Gen ExaoTn. 

This denotes a deeper understanding of the responsi- 
bilities of life, and agrees with the doctrines of the latest 

works, such as the Timaeus and Laws. 

Even the philosopher, who, according to the Phaedo, 

reached the happiest state immediately after death, being 
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freed from the body (Phaedo 114c: of gdirocodia ixavas 
Katnpamevol dvev TE TMOMAToV CaoLTO TapaTray és TOV zTELTA 
xpovov), is now obliged to return twice to life on earth in 
three thousand years before he can again reach perfection 
(Phaedr. 249 4). For other souls a cycle of ten incarnations 

during ten thousand years, unknown in the Republic, is 

now imagined at each fall into matter (249 a). This 

shows that Plato progressed in emancipating his thought 
from the narrow limits of time as known on earth. We 
see also other signs of the greater height from which 
earthly affairs are looked upon. Those against whom 

Plato wrote some of his earlier dialogues are here judged 
with the indulgence of one who is too sure of his superi- 

ority to deny small merits in others (247 A: @@evos yao 

gw Gelov ywpod toratar). Thus Polos, who had been 
treated so severely in the Gorgias, also Protagoras, and 

many others (267 4B), are recognised here as inventors of 

certain rhetorical artifices, not quite as important as they 

pretended, but useful and even necessary to those who 

know how to use them (269 B: ta mpo Tis Teyvns avayKaia 

pabnpata). This concession, though supplemented by the 
announcement that this preliminary knowledge should not 

be taken for the true art of rhetoric, is certainly a sign that 
the earlier hate is now changed into indulgent compassion. 
Pericles, too, who was treated with such severity in the 

Gorgias (516 A), 1s now represented as a model orator. 

Anaxagoras, who in the Phaedo was accused of having 

deceived Socrates by his unfulfilled promise of explaining 

everything through the power of reason, is now credited 
with the merit of teaching true eloquence to Pericles 
(270 A). In the same line comes also the very moderate 

recognition of Isocrates, only in so far as his character is 
said to be superior to that of Lysias and other orators 
(279 A), with the addition that even the greatest merit in 
this direction is infinitely inferior to true philosophy. 

In one respect Plato’s severity remained unchanged : 
the poets are here placed very low in the scale of human 
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fates, below the gymnasts, money-makers, and sooth- 

sayers (248 p). That poets are imitators, is here assumed 

without any further explanation (rointiKos 7) TOY Tept 

_pipnoly tis addXos), as if the reader were supposed to be 
familiar with the tenth book of the Republic, no earlier 

general definition of poetry as imitation being known.™ 
Plato’s progress from admiration of poetry to contempt 
of it began only after the Symposiwm, and was first justi- 

fied in the Republic; it is manifest in the Phaedrus and 

all later works. Also the low place assigned to the tyrant 
in the ninth book of the Republic remains here unchanged 

(248 B). 

In some other respects we notice a development of 

earlier views. Love was in the Symposiwm the universal 

creative power in nature, and is here only one of four 

kinds of madness; Beauty was the highest idea, and is 
here only one among many ideas, of which justice occu- 
pies the first place (247 D: év 62 79 mepiodm Kabupa pev 
avTny Sikaocvyny, Kabopa 63 cwdpoorrnr, KaBopa oe émi- 

oTnmnyv ...), asis natural after the long dialogue on justice 

(276 E: wayxarny, Tatdiav, .. . diKavoovvijs .. . wept pvOo- 

Aoyodvra). Some important terms used in the Republic are 

here applied as quite familiar : thus évvayus in the meaning 

of a faculty (246 D: mrepovd dvvapts), dvaXexTLKy) Meaning 

metaphysical science (never used before Plato, and by 

34 In Rep. I1 373 B mwoimtai are named as co-ordinate to mimntai, and 

the latter term applies to interpreters of poetry. In the third book of the 
Republic only a part of poetical works is done ‘ by imitation’ (394 c: ris 

Toinoews . .. f mev Sid utnoews GAN eoTiv, 7 SE 80 amayyeAlas avToU TOU ToLNnTOD, 

7 8 ad 8.’ duporépwy), the term uiunows being never used as a general class to 

which poetry belongs. This is for the first time explained in the tenth 

book of the Republic and then applied, in the same manner as in the 
Phaedrus, in the Laws (668 A: povoikty ye waody pauer cikaotiKhy TE elva 

kal uiuntixnv). To an evidently earlier stage corresponds the definition of 
poetry as creation in the Symposium (205 B: Tor ék Tov wh byTos Eis Td 

ov idvtt 6twody aitia maod eat Tolnois .. . amd SE mdons THs Toihoews Ev 

pépioy adopicbev Td wep) Thy povotkhy Kal Ta wéTpA TS TOD SAov dvduatt mpooa- 

yopevera), while in the much later subdivision of zointixy in the Soph. 265 B, 

the primitive meaning of the word seems to be already forgotten, and poetry 

is not even named as one of the subdivisions. 
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Plato first in Rep. VII, cf. Phaedr. 276 E); dsvarextexos 
meaning, not as in the Cratylus, Huthydemus, and in 

Xenophon, one who knows how to ask and answer ques- 

tions, but the philosopher able to discover unity in the 

variety of particulars (266 B: duvatopv els 8v Kal é7rt TOoAda 
mepuxol’ opay .. . mpocayopevw . . . diarextixov, cf. Rep. 
537 C: 0 cuvoTrikos dvargxtiKos, cf. Crat. 3900: épwtav Kat 

atroxpivecOat érictamevoy .. . SvadexTLKOV) ; apyy as first 

principle of Being (Phaedr. 245 p). 
There are two special psychological theories of the 

Republic which recur in the Phaedrus, and offer some 

opportunity for an instructive comparison. The most 

important is the proof given of the soul’s immortality. 
Formally the proof differs here as in the Republic from 

the arguments of the Phaedo: a substance which must 

be necessarily immortal is first defined, and then the soul 

is shown to correspond to the notion thus determined. 

The proof given in the Phaedrus is supplementary to that 

of the tenth book of the Republic : there the question was 
asked, what can be the cause of destruction of something 

existing, and it had been answered by the supposition 

that only a thing’s own weakness and evil can destroy it. 

Here the corresponding positive question is asked, what 
is the cause of life and its external manifestation—move- 
ment, and it is answered, that the true cause must be 

a self-moving principle, all other things moved from 
without having no certainty of continued movement. 
There the only thing which is not destroyed by its own 

evil was the soul; here also each self-moving principle 
is found to be a soul. That the proof of immortality 

given in the Phaedrus is the later of the two ié evident 

from the fact that it is the only proof recurring in the 

Laws, and that no other new proof is given in any later 
dialogue. For the purpose of a further discussion of this 

ee 

definitive Platonic theorem, the two similar demonstra- _ 

tions in Phaedrus and Laws ought to be carefully com- | 

pared with the last proof given in the Republic : 
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= 4 ; at, a's Dee, Cia > ‘ 16d A ow van |e a” 
dvaykn avro det dy etvat, | Te Kai AOavarov Wu x7) | 6vTa jar ExacToy OvTas 
ei 8’ det 6v,aOavaroy(8). |av «in (8). mepi pev | dBdvarov, ruxiy éerovo- 

a x > > aes | a 

611 Aa: Tovro pevjovv aOavacias airs | paCopevor, dmtévat Oo- 
, v4 > , | c ~ | ’ 

Tolvuv, oUTws exéTw (9).  ikavas (9). _govta Noyov.. . 

The most striking parallelism is evident between the 

two first proofs. Both begin by a short statement of the 

theorem which has to be proved in what follows (1). Both 

then name a kind of things subject to destruction (2), 
contrasted with another indestructible kind (8). The 

indestructibility of this second kind is then proved by 
elimination of other possible suppositions (4). The 

next step in both arguments is the conclusion that 

a thing corresponding to the above definition is inde- 

structible (5), and the identification of such a thing with 

the soul (6). This identification is brought about in 
the Republic by a longer digression on the possible 

analogies between soul and body (609 B—D) which has 

been here omitted. In the Phaedrus the identification of 

the soul with the self-moving principle is briefly intro- 
duced as a conviction of which nobody needs to be 

ashamed. After this identification in both passages 
follows the special indication of the opposition between 

body and soul (7), the conclusion that the soul is immortal 

(8), in the Phaedrus supplemented by the additional 

determination that it has no beginning, and the whole 
argument concludes by an express statement that the 

proof is deemed sufficient (9). 
If Plato knew any one of these arguments when he 

wrote the Phaedo, he could not have omitted such proofs, 

which are far superior to anything which the dying 

Socrates had to offer to Simmias andCebes. That those 
proofs were not yet deemed sufficient by Plato himself is 

seen from the exhortation at the end of the Phaedo to 
investigate the subject further (Phaedo 107 B : avayKxafouat 

amiotiav éTl éyew Tap guavT@® Tept TOV slpnuévwv, Says 

Simmias, and Socrates answers: kal tas v7oQgces Tas 

Tp@TAS, Kal El TLCTAL Div ElolV, Ouws eTIcKETTTEAL GadbéaTE- 

| 

| 
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pov) which is the opposite of the confident assertion in 

the Republic as well as in the Phaedrus, that the above 

proof is sufficient (Phaedr. 246 A: ixavds, cf. Phaedo 

101 E: éws eri te ikavov 2Oas). The logical method of 

beginning with the enunciation of the theorem which has 
to be proved, and then stating the axioms on which the 
proof rests, is also an advance beyond the method used in 
the Phaedo. Thus the arguments both of the Republic 

and Phaedrus are clearly later than those of the Phaedo. 

And almost equally probable is the priority of the Re- 

public as compared with the Phaedrus, the latter being 

distinguished by a greater conciseness, by the avoidance of 

induction based on analogy which is used in the Republic, 

by its deductive character based on necessities of thought, 
by the exact co-ordination of immortality or infinite 

future with an infinite past, and above all by its agree- 

ment with the only proof given in the Laws. This is 
a point of the greatest weight: Plato laid great stress on 

the immortality of the soul in the Laws, and out of all 

his arguments in favour of this doctrine he selected the 
proof given in the Phaedrus as adequate (icavor) and 

worthy to be repeated in his latest work. This confirms 

our view that the Phaedrus is nearer to the Laws than 

the Phaedo and Republic, which are the only other works 
of Plato containing logical argumentation about immor- 

tality. After the Phaedrus Plato thought it superfluous 
to look for new arguments, and whenever he spoke about 

immortality he took it as well established and certain, or 

he added only, as in the Timaews, mythical representa- 

tions fit for popularising one of his favourite theories. 

The comparison with the Laws disposes also of every 
doubt about the author’s intention to apply his proof to 
the individual soul of every man.”* Whatever Plato 

235 Some ancient interpreters thought that Yux7 maca means ‘the whole 
soulin the universe,’ and this artificial interpretation has been accepted also 
by Teichmiiller (I. 63), who contends that Plato did not admit individual 
immortality, against the evidence of the texts. But Walbe’s very special 
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soul is thought later about the relation of individual souls to the | 
meant,as whole or to God, there is no possible doubt that he taught 
results individual immortality as a rational theory from the 

froma = Phaedo up to the Laws. There is no need to infer with 
olen Teichmiiller that those who read this teaching in Plato’s 

between Works make him an adherent of atomism or monado- 

Phaedo  logism. Individual souls can have a common origin 

andthe and an universal direction, remaining all the same 

Laws. immortal, and always equal in number, as we read in 

the Republic as well as in the Tvmaeus. The Platonic 

doctrine was that the inward personality by no means 
needs the body for its existence : 

Phaedo115 cD: ot reidw Kpitova, Legg. 959: ovdérore oiko- 

ds eyo eis ottos 6 Saxparns, 6 pOopev xpn diapeportas, vopiovra 

puvi Siadeyopevos .. . GAN olerai Tov avrod Todrov eiva Tov TaV 

pe exetvoy eivat, dv OYerat OALyov capK@v GyKov OanTopevov, ad 

Uorepov vexpov, Kal epara On, TOs exetvov . . . GyTwa Tis padioO’ 

pe Odntn . . . emedayv mio To ap- nyetrae TOO@v Bante, oixer Oat 
, ¢ + - > > Ul 

pukov, ovKETL Duty Tapapev@, GAN TepalvovTa kai epmipndavTa THY 
, >] c ~ ~ 

olynoopa amidy .. . avutov poipar. 

This doctrine, common to the Phaedo with the twelfth . 

book of the Laws, unchanged in the course of thirty years 

and more between these writings, results with equal 

stringency from the Phaedrus as from the Republic, since 

in both the soul is opposed to the body, and immortality 

predicated of the pure soul. 

Doctrine We had to dwell at some length on these comparisons, 

of the because of their importance for the order of the dialogues, 

parts of and also because they illustrate a logical progress of 

the soulin Fethod. Plato’s increased power of exact argumentation 

did not prevent him from indulging in his favourite 

manner of mythical allegories, as we see in the shape 

which he gives in the Phaedrus to the other chief 

psychological doctrine of the Republic, namely the three- 

Phaedrus 

and 

Republic. 

investigation on the use of was in Plato (see note 135) proves that here 
Wux) maoa means ‘each soul’ or ‘all individual souls,’ and not, as 

Thompson translates, ‘the vital principle in general’ (Jowett: ‘the soul 

through all her being’). 
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fold partition of the soul. But even in this mythical 
shape a certain development of doctrine is noticeable. 

The @uyos was defined in the Republic as 76 6 Cupodtar 

(580 D), and we have there interpreted it as the moral 
feeling. This interpretation finds its confirmation in the 
Phaedrus. Plato must have felt the terms @uuos and 

Avpoedés to be too narrow, and this explains why Ovpoecdés 
as a faculty of the soul has never been used by Plato after 

the Republic except in the recapitulation of the Timaeus 
(18 4). In the Phaedrus the moral feeling is represented 
under the image of a beautiful and good horse of noble 

breeding (2468), full of ambition, but also the lover of 

temperance and honour, following right opinion and 
amenable to reason (253D). 

This is a wider determination than that given in the 

Republic, and also the classification of men according to 
their capacities 1s much enlarged. There we had only 

three kinds of men, divided according to the prevalence of 

one or another faculty. Here we find twelve kinds of 
souls, each of which has its own different ideal (247 A) 

allegorically represented by one of the Olympian gods. 

We need not attach any special importance to the number 

twelve, which is here accommodated to the mythological 

form. But it is certainly characteristic that Plato admits 

a great variety of souls not only in the myth of the 
dialogue, but also in the following conversation (271 8B: 
wWuyhs yévn), and this reveals an enlarged view of human 
nature. Here, as in former writings, the philosopher is 

placed above all other kinds of men, as following the 

band or chorus of Zeus (248 D: tiv wAeiota idovcay eis 

_younv ... dirocodov, cf. 2528). He is here named a 
leader of men by his very nature (252 E: didccodges Te kai 

nyemovixos 7Hv ghvowv) whereby the result of the long 
explanation of the Republic about the leadership of 
philosophers is briefly assumed as certain. A still stronger 

sion of the increasing educational influence of Plato is 
that he once uses ‘we’ (250 B: mets) without any nearer 
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determination, in the meaning ‘the philosophers. The 

writer has already a sufficient public of readers among his 

pupils to feel certain that he will not be misunderstood. 

But he insists repeatedly on the scarcity of philosophical 

natures (250 A: dAuyat Asitrovtat, ais TO THs uVHpNs ikavas 

mdpeotw,. . . 250B: woyis avTa@v Kai odJLyou et TAs Eikovas 

tovres Oe@vtat TO TOU etkacOErTOs yEVoS). 
No authority is binding for the thinker but his own 

reason (270C: xyp7 mpos to ‘Inmoxpatet Tov Noyov 2&eTa- 

Covra ocKorretv, et cupdwvet), and the philosopher proclaims 
his superiority not only above the poets, as in the 

Republic, but above the law-givers and orators; only 

when they are philosophers do any of these deserve our 

esteem (278cp). This contempt for the eminence of 

fame and vulgar opinion (274¢: dvOpe7ivev dS0€acudtwv) 

shows a great distance from the Symposium. ‘That the 

term ¢iddcodos is here introduced in opposition to cous 
(278 D) is a rhetorical artifice, like the novelty of immor- 

tality in the Republic, while in another passage the 
dialectician is compared to a god, whom even Socrates 

would follow with delight (2668). Moreover, the 

ideal of the philosopher appears here, as later in the 

Laws, more and more supplanted by the ideal of a God, 

to whom the philosopher is similar. But in so far as any 

comparison of a philosopher with other men is made, the 

superiority of the philosopher accentuates itself more and 

more. Philosophy is divine (2398: 6eta didkocodia) as in 

the Timaeus (474A: hirocodias peifov ayabov ovr HAOEv 

ov0 HEev tote TO Ovnr@ yever SwpnOev ex Ozov, cf. Phil. 

16C: @s@v eis avOpwrrovs doors), and leads her votaries to 

please gods not men (274 4). 

In the mythical part of the Phaedrus the ideas are 

still spoken of as contemplated by reason (247 C: 1) aypo- 

WAaTos TE KAL ATYNMATLOTOS Kal avadis ovala GVTWS OTa,.. . 

povw Oza? v@), and appear to be objective (247 DE: calopa 

2. OLKALOTUVIY « . . ETLOTHUNV, OVX 7) YévETLS TPOTETTLY .. . 
GNA THY ev TO 6 got OV dYTWS eTricTnunY odcay), With 
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the express caution that they cannot be seen through our 

bodily eyes (250 D: wee hpovnois ody opatar). At all 

events the theory of an immanence of the ideas, as taught 
in the Symposiwm, and to a certain extent in the Phaedo, 

is supplanted by the view of a similarity or imitation of 
the ideas by the things which has been already indicated in 

the Phaedo and accepted in the Republic. The particular 

thing is an image of the idea (owo/mpa, 250 A, B) which 

it imitates (251 A: Gzoadis mpoowrov KddXOS Ev pEmiun- 

MEVvOV ) TWA GwHuaTOS LOgav). 

We must translate this metaphorical speech into 

abstract thought in order to learn whether the writer of 
the Phaedrus continued in his belief of separate ideas. 

And the metaphors here used might. well be applied to 
general notions. There are some hints pointing in this 

direction. Amidst all the imagery of the space above 

heaven appears a very dry explanation of the difference 

between man and animals. Man must understand general 

notions which are the result of the union by means of 
reasoning into one concept of what appears to the senses 

as a manifold variety (249 B: det avOpwrov Evrévat TO Kat’ 
eidos ANeyouevov, ék TOAA@Y lov alcOncEwY eis BY OYLoUe@ 

This is given as an explanation of the 
preceding metaphorical assertion that no soul is incarnated 
into the form of man without having enjoyed the super- 

celestial vision of true substance and science. If we 

follow this example set by Plato himself in the interpre- 
tation of his allegories, we soon get quit of the riddle of 

self-existing ideas. Plato does not require us to take his 
mythical allegories literally: he says clearly that he does 

not insist on everything said in the myth (265 B: icws 
fal / as uh ev aXnNGods Twos ehaTTopevoar, Taya & av Kal ANNoCE 

Evvatpoupévor). 

_Tapadepomevol, Kepdcavtes ov TavTaTacw «amilavov déyor, 

pvOxoy Twa buvov Tpocevaicamev wEeTpiws Te Kal evdyuws), 

and confesses to have mixed truth with fiction. Thus we 

are at liberty to interpret the allegories and to distinguish 

truth from fiction. That ‘beyond the limits of the stars 
Zz 2 
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exist pure ideas without shape or colour, intangible and 
invisible, not fixed in sensible particulars, but free and 

independent,’ means only: that pure concepts of reason 
are never fully realised in the things to which they apply, 

as for instance, absolute equality is never found identical 

with physical equality. 
Our interpretation is appliable even to the ideas of the 

Phaedo, though there we had not such an express authori- 

sation of free interpretation as in the Phaedrus, where 

the whole mythical account is called a pleasant play 
(265 ©: daiverar Ta pév Adda TO GyTL Wadia TETTaic Oat) In 

which the only serious thing is the double way from 

particular things to the general idea, and from the idea 

to all its particular, kinds. Here id¢a and ¢iSos are used 
in a meaning which is identical with the idea as conceived 

by Kant, a necessary concept of reason. The synthetic 
union of scattered particulars is clearly a condition of 
consistent definition for the purposes of teaching (265 D: 

els play Te LOgay TUVOPaVTA ayew Ta TOAAAYH SisoTTAappEva, 
wa ékaoTov opttouevos SHAov Trotn, TEpt ov av asi SiddoKew 

20én ...). The test of self-consistency is already stated 
in the first Socratic speech as the indispensable condition 

of knowledge (237 C: tovds moAXovs A€ANOEV STL OK ioact 
Thy ovclay sKadoTOU' ws ody eldoTEs ov SioModOYoDVTAL év 

apxn THs oKerpews, mpoedOovtes b= . . . OTE EavTOLs OvTE 

aAdjAots O“oroyovcw). Substance 1s even used as a 

synonym of definition (245 E: ovclav te Kai doyor, cf. 

270 E: tHv ovolay deiEer axpiBas THs Pvocews ToUTOV, TpOS 

0 TOUS NoYous Tpocoicét). 

The ideas appear as a result of the study of particulars, 

not found in the particulars, nor taken from the particulars, 

but discovered by reason in the act of defining each par- 
ticular (273 E: Kat’ sidn dvaipeio@at ta dyTa Kai ua idéa 

xa’ $y gxeaotov TepiiauBavev). When once a general idea 

is formed, it becomes the dialectician’s aim to subdivide 

it into kinds, not artificially, but into natural kinds (265 E: 

To TaALW Kal TA eldn StvacOat Téuve Kat’ ApOpa, h TehuKer) 
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which are distinguished from accidental parts. This 
division and classification must proceed to the point of 

indivisibility (277 B: wav 6pifecOar, opicdwevos Te Tadw 

KaT elon wéypi TOD aTunTov Téuvewv). This method (péOod0s, 
269 D, 270 c, D) shows the relation between each particular 

and the whole, neither soul nor body nor anything being 
perfectly known if studied apart from everything else 
(270 c: vruyfs hvow aEiws Noyou Katuvojcat (advvaTov) ... 

ov0E THpaTos ... avEev THS TOD dou picews). The first step 

of investigation is to ask whether a proposed object is 
simple or manifold, indivisible or divisible (270 D: rpatov 
bev, AT OU 7) TONVELOES ZoTLY . . . Set dtavosiaGat). 

The method of definition and division of notions differs 
from the divine intuition of ideas. And along with this 
transition from metaphysic to logic, the efficient cause, 

despised in the Phaedo, regains its rights. We are asked 
in the case of a simple element to investigate its active or 
passive capability in relation to other things (270 D: dp 

usy aTAODY H, OKOTrELY THY OU’VApLY AVTOV, Tiva TpOS TL Tedv- 
Key els 70 Opav exo i) Tiva gis TO Talety Uo Tov), While in 

dealing with a compound whole, we have to divide it into 
its kinds or elements, and then to look for the activity 

and passivity of each of them (270 D: gay 6& tdélw eld 

2yN, Tadta apiOunoduevoyv, Omep 2 éEvos, Todt’ idetv eq’ 

EKAOTOU, TO Tl TOLEly AUTO TEbUKEV 7) TO TL TaOEiv VTO TOD;). 

The recognition of efficient causes corresponds to the 
higher esteem of Anaxagoras, and to the definition of the 

soul as a self-moving principle. This removes at once all 

possibility of believing the Phaedo to have been written 
later than the Phaedrus, as the importance of efficient 

causes 1s constantly recognised in all later works, for 

example in the Timaeus and the Laws. 
The Phaedrus is a work of the greatest inspiration; it 

contains in the most natural exposition the germs of much 
that was later worked out by Plato, and it betrays also a 
greater range of study than the Phaedo. Dialectic as a 
science of Being based on definition and division is the 
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fulfilment of what had been postulated in the earlier work. 

Its chief application is clearly shown according to the 
ethical rules explained in the Republic: he who knows is 
bound in duty to teach. The teacher writes imperishable 

lines in his pupil’s immortal soul, imparting a living know- 
ledge, together with the ability to defend it against errors 
(276 A: ToD eiddTos AOyos Cov Kai Eurpvyos. . . ypadhetat dv 77 

Tod pavOdvovtos Wuyh, Svvatos wey apdvar EavT@, ETLOTH MOV 
6& Adyew TE Kal oLyav Tpos ovs det). For this he requires 
dialectical art (276E: TH Svadextixn Teyvy xp@pevos) and 

must make a proper selection of receptive souls (AaBap 
Wuyi tpoonxoveav). ‘Then his activity will yield eternal 

fruits and procure the highest happiness attainable by 
man (277 

6Oev Adror gv adrots HOeor hvoduevoe TovT asi aBavatov 

3 / a 35. 2 \ er b) oo , 
A: oyous, ol OUXL AKapTrOL GANA EYOVTES OTTEPUA, 

Tapéyew ikavol, TOY EXOVTA EvdalpovEty TOLODYTES Els Goo 

avépwm@ SuvaTov wadioTa). 

An art of rhetoric is recognised as useful, but the essen- 

tial conditions of a good speaker are: innate ability, exercise, 

and knowledge of the subject on which he intends to 

speak.”* If to these conditions we wish to add the 
guidance of art, then we are asked to look for much more 

than has been offered by rhetors and grammarians, who 

were able only to invent such elementary rules as are 

preparatory to the art, much as the rules for tuning a 

musical instrument are preparatory to a theory of harmony 
(268 &). True eloquence requires, besides a perfect know- 

ledge of the subject dealt with (262 c), also an excellent 

formal arrangement of the contents (236 A). Hach 

speech must consist of well-proportioned parts, and have 

a proper beginning as well as a suitable conclusion, with 
such a disposition of the contents that each part shall have 

236 Strangely enough this knowledge (émiothun 269 dD) has been mis- 

understood by many interpreters as if it meant knowledge of the rules of 

rhetoric. Even E. Holzner (‘ Platos Phaedrus und die Sophistenrede des 
Isokrates,’ Prager Studien, Heft IV. Prag 1894), who corrects the error of 

those who identified this émiorhuy with the following réxvn, falls into an 

almost worse error in asserting the identity of émiorqun in this passage with 

Td Tpd TIS TEXYNS avaykaia wabhuatra 269 B. This misconception is due to 
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its proper place, being the continuation of what precedes 
and preparing what follows (264 C: péca kai axpa, TpéTovTa 

aNAHAOLS Kal TO OAw yeypaypeva). A speech must not be 
like those verses which can be read in any order (264 D). 

There are rhetorical necessities which determine the 

placing of each part of a discourse (2648: 

 gipnuévov 2x Tevos dvayens Sevtepov TeOAvat). 
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In order to arrive at this perfection, an art is required 

far above anything known heretofore by the name of 

rhetoric (266D). This art will teach us to lead souls by 

means of speech (261 A: Yuyayoyia dua Noywv) not only in 

tribunals and on the market place, but in every circum- 

stance of life, small or great (261 B: 7 adtn cpikpar TE Kal 
peydrwv Trépt, Kal ovdév évTLMOTEpoV TO ye OPPO TEpl oTrOVOaia 

} TEept hadrAa yeyvouevov). The true speaker must begin 

an abuse of comparison with Isocrates’ oration against the Sophists, without 

taking into account his later works, and earlier opinions of others: 

Isoerates, im sophist. 

(Or. xili.) § 17 (294): 
Sey Toy pevy pabnrny 

mpos TS Thy pvow Exew 

olay xph, Ta wey En TATOV 

Adywv wabety, mepl 5€ Tas 

Xphoes av’tTaey yuuvac- 

Ojveat. (About 390 B.c.) 

Cf. Plato Prot. 323 c: 

ov dice: GAAA SidaKTdv 

Te Kal eg emmedclas Tapa- 

ylyvecOa. 

Xenoph. Memor. II. 

39 : vi. apeTas Taoas 

| pnOnoomevots 

Plato, Phaedr. 269 p: 

el wey oo. bTapye: poet 

pnTopiK@ elvan, Exe PHT wp 
EAAOyimos, TPOTAGBaY em- 

oThunv Te Kal weAeTny. 

Cf. 237 c: eidevar det 

mept ot ay 7H  BovAn.. . 

259 E: 

ToLs 

bmapxew der 

ev ye Kal Kados 

THVY TOU 

Aéyovtos Sidvoiwy eidviay 

TaAnbes av dy epew Epi 

MEAAD. 

Isoer. Antidosis (Or. 

xv.) $ 187: (Steph. p. 93). 
Sez Tovs wéAAovTas diol- 

cew rept tovs Adyous 

}) wept tas mpdgtes . 

Tp@Tov Tpls TOUTO TEpu- 
s A y 

Kevat KoAwS ... EWEITA 

madevO7jva. Kal AaBew 
\ > / ef x 

Thy émioTHunv Tis ay 

} mepl éxdoTov, TplTov 

de 
; a 

Kal yuuvacOjvas 

About 353 B.c. 

3 -~ / evTpiBeis ‘yever Oar 

mabjoer Te Kal peAeTn 

avgavouevas. LV. i. 3: ai &piotar SoKotoa elvar dices udArora matdelas SéovTat. 

See also Alkidamas’ wep! cogictGy as quoted by Gercke (Hermes, vol. xxxii. 
pp. 362-364, Berlin 1897) who is, however, inclined to invert the chrono- 

logical relations. 

Here it is by no means certain that Plato had in view the much earlier 

work of Isocrates, as the three conditions of success were a commonplace 

and needed not to be invented by Plato or by Isocrates. Now it is very 

important to observe that Isocrates thought, in 390, that only the know- 

ledge of rhetoric is required, while thirty-seven years later he agrees with 

Plato in asking for a knowledge of the subject. That in the Phaedrus 

émiot/un means knowledge of the subject is evident from the other passages 

and from the opposition of this knowledge to Téxv7. 
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by studying all kinds of souls and their classification 
(271D: avayKn eidévar yn doa edn Exe1). Plato does not 
enumerate here these kinds, but those enumerated by 
Aristotle are probably due to a great extent to Plato’s teach- 

ing. The next step is to determine what can act on a 
soul, and what are the limits of the soul’s action (271a: 

OT@ Ti TroLety 7) Tabely UTO ToD meduxev). After a careful 

classification of souls and of kinds of oratory, a special 
inquiry is needed to show what kind of speech acts on 

each kind of soul, and why it has this power (271 B: éca- 

TaEduEVOS TA NOYw TE KaL Puy Hs yey Kal TA TOUTOY TAOnmaTa 

die1ol Tas aitias, TpPOTAapMOTTwY EKaoTOD ExXaTTH Kal SLOdTKO)Y, 

ola ovoa vd oiwy Aoywv bu iv aitiay 2& advayens % pméev 

meiOstat, 7 O& atreiOet). 

This clear programme of a future rhetoric has been 
so exactly followed up by Aristotle in his work on the 

same subject that probably Plato’s special teaching on 

that matter is preserved in his pupil’s exposition. Plato 
himself left no written system of rhetoric, because he did 
not write for the purpose of teaching, but for the artistic 

reminiscence of some new thoughts, or in order to refute 
the enemies of philosophy. All his works, even the Laws, 
preserve that character of art which is absent from the 

works of Aristotle. Systematic teaching was probably 

given by Plato to his pupils, and transmitted by them to 
the following generations in the Academy. But he appears 

not to have thought it a convenient subject for written 
exposition. There is some dramatic character in his 

works even when they contain such dry enumerations as 

we find in the Sophist and Timaeus. Also in the present 

day, though writing is so much easier, some eloquent men 

write little. 
We may well believe Plato when he says that his 

eloquence was still greater than his literary skill (278 c: 
Ady avTos duvaTos Ta yEeypapméeva havra drodzeiEat), as he 

expressly asks every great writer to be able to speak better 

than he wrote. This is certainly not a common faculty, 
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and many great writers would disagree with Plato. He 

judged evidently according to his own experience, and his 

power of oral eloquence has been unanimously praised by 

the tradition of bis times. This explains why Plato in a 
much longer life wrote much less than Aristotle. Aristotle, 
owing his initiation to Plato, may have been older when he 
began to write than Plato was, since Plato at the age of 
twenty-eight was emancipated from the influence of his 
teacher, while Aristotle remained under some influence of 

Plato up to the age of thirty-seven. If we assume that 

both began their lterary activity about the same early age 

of twenty-eight, then Plato wrote during fifty-two years, 

and Aristotle only during thirty-four. But the extant 

works of Aristotle are considerably more than twice as 
long as all the works of Plato, though many works 

of Aristotle are lost, while we have all the works of 

Plato. This leads us to the conclusion that Aristotle 
wrote four or five times more copiously than Plato, and 

this implies a great difference of views about the use 
of writing. It is clear that many things written out 
by Aristotle were not held by Plato as fit for literary 

representation. 
We must not judge about this from our present point 

of view, accustomed as we are to learn chiefly from books. 

In Plato’s times, and in his own opinion, oral teaching stood 
much higher than written handbooks, and this was a natural 

consequence of the difficulty of writing and reproducing 

written matter. It has been frequently argued from the 

celebrated passage on literary composition at the end of 
the Phaedrus that Plato despised writing altogether. 

This is certainly a very exaggerated inference. He calls 

writing a play, but at the same time insists on: the 
superiority of this philosophical play over the vulgar 

diversions of other people (276 D: mwayKxadnv Tatdiav, Tod 

év Noryous Ouvapéevov Traile, SuKaloguVys TE Kal GAAwY WY 

Aéyers wept puOoroyodvta). To fable about justice, as had 
been done in the Republic, is one of the most beautiful 
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amusements for a divine man. There is no reason to 
think that Plato would not have spoken so lightly of 

writing after his great work. On the contrary, it is 
psychologically probable that he would not have spoken 
thus without the full consciousness of being a great 

writer (cf. Laws 968 E, where the same thought recurs 

at the end of Plato’s largest work). It would not suit 
his artistic intention to despise writing if he had not 
already proved that he is a master in it, and that his 

contempt is not a consequence of impotence. And he 
has a very definite rhetorical and artistic purpose in this 
passage. 

After an encomium on his own written myth put in 
the mouth of Phaedrus (2570: tov Xoyov O¢ cov mddat 

davwacas Zyw), admitted even by Socrates with the poetical 
pretext of inspiration due to the Nymphs (263D: éc@ 

Nevers TeyvixwTépas Nvdas . . . Avolov mpos Noyous eivas), 

it is his purpose to raise the reader’s expectation to the 
highest pitch by announcing that this beautiful sample of 

written eloquence is nothing as compared with his oral 
teaching. The Phaedrus, like the Symposiwm, Euthy- 

demus, and some other works, is written not only for the 

pupils, but also for those who followed wrong paths out- 

side of the Academy, inviting them to join the School. 
Invitations are extended even to those about whom no 

hope could be left. Liysias is told to learn dialectic, and 
what has been held for a eulogy on Isocrates is rather an 

ironic invitation to learn true philosophy. Anybody who 

reads Isocrates’ Panegyricus, written in 380 B.c., or 

about the same time when Plato was occupied with the 

Republic, will understand that Isocrates could not be 

flattered by such a form of recognition as that which we 
see in the Phaedrus. 

The recognition was meant sincerely, as also the 
merits attributed to Pericles (269 A), Prodikos, Polos, 

Hippias (267 8B), Protagoras (267 c: IIpwraydpea.. . 
Tora Kal Kada), even to Sophocles and Euripides (268 c) 
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who are named as the greatest poets, without any 

reference to the general low appreciation of poetry. In 

no other work of Plato is that same spirit of benevolence 

and conciliation shown, and this disposition of mind is 

best explained after a great success, like the production 
of the Republic. But certainly Isocrates pretended to 
more than to be preferred to Lysias (279 A), to hear that 

‘some philosophy’ is manifest in his character (279B: 

Bveoti Tis diAocopia TH TOU avdpos Siavoig) and to be advised 

to take a more divine start (279 A: opun Gzxorépa) than 

his present pursuits, 1f he cares to do better than to 

excel ‘in later age’ all orators (2794: ovdev &v yEevorto 

Oavpactov mpoiovons THs AiKlas, Ef . . . TAY 7) TaldwV 

Sievéyxo. TOV TeToTe aYvauzvwv Aoywv). ‘This prophecy 
is at once shown in its relative value, when we read in 

continuation that there is something far greater (u=Gw) 
than to excel all orators, something requiring a divine 
power, and this is nothing else than Plato’s educational 

activity. 
Isocrates repeatedly pretends to be a representative 

of true philosophy (for instance Panegyric. §10) and he 
must have felt humiliated by Plato’s judgment of his 

relative merits. Thompson!” has shown at least one 

passage of the Phaedrus which clearly criticises a preten- 

sion of Isocrates as proffered in the Panegyricus : 

Plato Phaedr. 267 a: Tiwiay 6 
Topyiav te edgopev cvdew, ot mpd 

Isoer. (Or. iv. p.42 cb) Panegyr. 
§ 8: éemedy 8 of Aoyou TovavTny 
>» \ , ec > Sip ’ > a > a \ ee > c 
éxovar THY pvow ao8 oiov T civaa Tov adnO@v ta eEikoTa eldov ws 

Tuyusntéa paddov, Ta TE av opLKpa 

opikpa 

‘ ~ > ~ ~ > , 

TEpl TOV aVT@V ToANayYas EEnynoac- 
peyaka kal Ta peyada 

\ \ , cad 

Oat, Kai Ta peydda Tarewa Tomjoa 
\ cr r V2 lod , ~ \ crv ‘ 

kal Tots pukpois péyeOos mepibeiva, paiverOat rorovow Sia pawny hoyou 
Kal Ta Te maAaa Kaas SueAOeiv Kal = Kalvad «TE ~apxaiws Ta T €varTia 

\ cr ~ 7 , 

TEPl TOV VEM@OTL yeyernpevav apxaiws KQL@S, OVUVTOMLAVY TE hoy@v Kal 

> ~ > , , ~ > » , > cad 

eimetv, ovKéTe Gbevktéov TavT’ €oTi, ameipa pykn TEpl TaYTwY avnUpoV; 
\ e a 5 7 ~ > , , 

Tept Ov erepot mpoTepoy eipnkacw,  Tavta O€ dkovoy Tore pov IIpodcxos 
> > > / | col , 

aX’ Gpetvov exeiven eimely Te_paTeov.  eyeAacer. 
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teacher Gorgias, and condemned by the remark that he — 

who would follow this advice would be obliged to esteem _ 
probability more highly than truth, and deserved the 
laughter of Prodikos. 4 

This relation of the Phaedrus to the Panegyricus, 

already implied by Cicero (Orator, xiii. 37), and again dis- 

covered by Thompson, gives a precious chronologic indica- 

tion, as the Panegyricus is known to have been published 

in 380 B.c. The date of the Phaedrus is thus indicated by 

an anachronism of Plato almost similar to that of the 

Symposium, because he puts in the mouth of Socrates the 

prediction that Isocrates would easily excel all orators if he 
continues to write such speeches as those on which he - 

works now (279 A: Noyous, ots viv érvyerpet). This ‘now’ 

cannot refer to the lifetime of Socrates, as then Isocrates 

wrote forensic speeches not deserving even that restricted 
recognition which Plato expresses in the Phaedrus. And, 
as Teichmiller (ignoring Thompson) demonstrated in a 

most convincing way, no earlier work of Isocrates than 

the Panegyricus could educe from Plato any appro- 

bation. This is unexpectedly confirmed by Dimmler, 

though he continues to believe in an early date of the 

Phaedrus (Chronologische Beitrége, p. 11). Diimmler 

sees in a later work of Isocrates (Antidosis, §62) a clear 

allusion to a conditional approbation of the Panegyricus, 

though .he does not refer this mention to the Phaedrus, 
but to the Republic (426 cD). Itis more probable that 

Isocrates when he wrote the Panegyricus already knew 

Plato’s views on the relation between Hellenes and 

Barbarians (Rep. 470), though this cannot easily be made 
evident. 

The date of the Phaedrus is one of those problems in 
Platonic chronology on which a great wealth of ingenious 

supposition has been spent in vain. The strangest of all 

possible errors was the thought that the Phaedrus could 
have been written in the lifetime of Socrates. This is a 
result of purely philological combinations, without any 
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consideration of the philosophical contents, which betray 
a date at least as late as the Republic, and undoubtedly 

later than the Phaedo. What reasons Diogenes Laertius 
had for his observation that the subject of the Phaedrus 

has something juvenile in it,is unknown. Probably he 
held with many superficial readers the subject to be illicit 

love, not philosophical rhetoric. In our century Schleier- 
macher was the first to proclaim that the Phaedrus must 

be one of the earliest works of Plato on the ground of its 
philosophical poverty. He says that the philosophical 

contents in the Phaedrus are not yet mature for a dialec- 

tical exposition (vol. i. p. 67), for which were substituted 

strength of passion and questions of method. He seems 

to believe that investigations of method are particularly 
proper to the youth of a philosopher. According to such 
a standard Kant’s Aritzk might have been written thirty 
years earlier than it was. 

Another argument is the poetical language of the 
Phaedrus, which reminds Schleiermacher of the tradi- 

tion about Plato’s verses which he was said to have burnt 

when he knew Socrates. This argument is fully refuted 
by the great number of stylistic coincidences with the 
Laws which are found in the Phaedrus. Schleiermacher 

sees also a sign of early date in the triumphant confid- 
ence of the dialogue. If Plato had such confidence at 

the age of twenty-five, how could he have lost it in the 
Protagoras and Meno? This question is left unanswered 

by Schleiermacher. The contempt of writing, argues 
Schleiermacher, is unthinkable in a man who has written 

already very much. But Plato does not despise writing 

at all, and he states it expressly (258 D: cravti d4Xov btu 

oUK aicxpov avTO ye TO ypadetyv Noyous) —he despises only 

bad writing (2xetvo aicypov 75y, TO 7 KAAdS NEyELY TE Kal 

ypadewv) and the cult of mere literary erudition (275 D: 

TOV TL OLOmEVOS EivaL AOYOUS YyEyYpammevous TOD TOV EidoTa 

UTOMVATAaL TEPL OY AV 7 TA YyEeypawpeva) Which substitutes 
opinions for knowledge (275 B: woAunKoor yap cot yevomevot 
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dvev Owoayijs Todvyv@poves sivar dSofovow . . . do€dcodor 

yeyovotes avTi copar), and leads men to spend all their — 

attention on the form, making it impossible for such 

mechanical writers to have a clear view of general ideas_ 
(Q48 B: moddv Zyovcat Tovov atedsis THs Tov dvTos Héas 

aTépyovTat). 

What Plato wanted, is that anybody who pretended, 
like Isocrates, to be named a philosopher, should be able 

to impart to his pupils something better than speeches 
corrected over and over during many years like the 

Panegyricus of which that rhetor was so proud. The 

Platonic Socrates recommends Phaedrus to say that to 
Lysias (278 D E), but Phaedrus asks whether the same 

does not apply to Isocrates, and the answer is not in the 

negative: more talent (279 A: ta THs dvcews) and a nobler 

character (#0 yevvixwtépe) are not denied to the author of 

the Panegyricus, but he is left only the first place among 

orators, not allowed to rank among philosophers until he 

shall yield to a more divine inspiration. 
What Schleiermacher quotes besides as a sign of 

youthfulness, an exaggerated solemnity in some passages, 

has been demonstrated by Campbell to be a peculiarity of 

later style. The mention of Polemarchos, Lysias’ brother, 
as a pupil of Socrates appears to Schleiermacher most 

probable in the lifetime of Polemarchos, who was poisoned 

four years before Socrates (Lysias contra Hratosth. 

§§ 17,18). But Polemarchos is also introduced in a work 

written long after his death (Rep.). 

Ast saw in the Phaedrus Pythagorean influence, and 

a great similarity to the Timaeus (pp. 106-107), but this 

did not prevent him from following Schleiermacher in 
identifying the supposed date of the conversation with 

the date of the composition. He added to Schleier- 

macher’s arguments only one very curious reason: 
Sophocles and Euripides are spoken of as living, and 

therefore the Phaedrus must be written before 406 B.c. 
Ast did not notice that the same reasoning would lead 
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him to place also the Timaeus and Critias before the death 
of Socrates. 

What has been said in favour of an early date of 

the Phaedrus by Krische’ and Volquardsen,”* who has 

dedicated a whole volume to the subject, is only a para- 
phrase of Schleiermacher with such insignificant additions 
as the acute observation of Krische that the death of 

Socrates is not alluded to in this work (this would rather 

speak for a late date) or the unfounded fancy of Vol- 

quardsen that the philosophical contents of the dialogue 

are purely Socratic. These authors have not thought it 

of any importance to explain why Plato in the Phaedrus 

despises poetry or how he could so early have arrived at 

the conviction of a periodic migration of souls, contra- 
dictory to the very cautious statements on future life in 

the Apology, Crito, and all purely Socratic dialogues. 

A more recent attempt to represent the Phaedrus as 

written some years before the death of Socrates has been 

made by Usener *” and accepted for a time by Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorff,™° but the latter has expressly revoked this 
opinion (Hermes, vol. xxxi. p. 102). 

The case of the Phaedrus in one respect resembles 

that of the Sophist. As Campbell’s investigations on the 

Sophist have waited thirty years to be at last acknow- 

ledged by a competent authority as an ‘immortal feat 
in Platonic chronology,’ *! so Thompson’s equally im- 

mortal investigations on the Phaedrus—published in 1868, 

37 A. B. Krische, ‘ Ueber Platons Phaedrus,’ in Géttinger Studien for 

1847, pp. 930-1065, Gottingen 1848. 

+8 C. R. Volquardsen, Platons Phaedrus, Erste Schrift Platons, Kiel 

1862, 321 pp. 

239 H. Usener, ‘Abfassungszeit des Platonischen Phaidros,’ in Rheini- 

sches Musewm fiir Philologie, 35° Band, p. 131, Frankfurt a. M. 1880. 

240 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Philologische Untersuchungen, Band i. 

p. 213. 

41 Th. Gomperz, ‘ Die Jowett-Campbellsche Ausgabe von Platos Re- 

public,’ in Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie und philosophische Kritik, Band cix. 

p. 163, says: ‘Lewis Campbell’s Name wird in der Platon-Forschung 

unverginglich dauern.’ 
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but written and read in the university of Cambridge 
as early as 1859—remain up to the present time a dead 
letter to continental philologers. Two reasons have 

acted in this case as well as in Campbell’s: first that on 

the Continent nobody expects important original investiga- 

tions to be buried in the Introduction and Appendices of 
the text edition of a single dialogue; and second that 

Thompson, lke Campbell, did not use the confident 
language which is necessary to make an impression on a 
reader accustomed to the confidence of Schleiermacher, 

Hermann, Zeller, Teichmiller—and maintained even by 

such paradoxical authors as Schaarschmidt or Pfleiderer. 
What Teichmiiller developed into an important chapter 

of his work, without knowing Thompson, was given by 
the Master of Trinity College in footnotes, with a modesty 
which even on a reader accustomed to the incomparable 
modesty of English scholars leaves an impression of in- 

certitude. 
Thompson has made it evident to the attentive 

reader of the four dissertations accompanying his edition 

of the Phaedrus (Introduction and three Appendices) that 
this dialogue must be written after the Panegyricus of 

Tsocrates, that is after 380; and before the death of 

Lysias, that is before 378. This is such an exact deter- 

mination of date as is possible only for a very few Platonic 

dialogues. The same argument has been independently 
and with far greater assurance produced by Teichmiiller | 

in 1881 (Literarische Fehden, vol. 1. pp. 57-82) and has 

never been refuted. This agrees perfectly with the place 
assigned by us to the Phaedrus in the development of 

Plato’s logic, and with the limits of the probable time 
necessary since the Symposvum for the composition of the 
Phaedo, Republic, and Phaedrus. That the Phaedrus must 

be later than Phaedo and Symposium has been also recently — 

recognised by Th. Gomperz and must be acknowledged by 
all who know the investigations on the style of Plato 
which have so completely confirmed Thompson’s view. 

| 
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Yet up to the present time, many eminent German 

scholars, as Zeller, Susemihl, W. Christ, P. Natorp and 

others, persist in the opinion that the Phaedrus is earlier 
than the Phaedo and Symposiwm, so that some supple- 

mentary observations on the evidence for the priority of 

these and other dialogues are perhaps not out of place. 

As to the Phaedo, the arguments of Schulthess 
are decisive, and Schedle,™? Liebhold,”4* Kassai,244 who 

advocated the priority of the Phaedrus, were unable to 

refute them, while Bury *” supplemented them in the 

best manner. The comparison of the arguments for 1m- 
mortality has shown equally that the Phaedrus must have 

been written after the Phaedo. The priority of the soul 

to the body appears in the Phaedo (804) as a new 
thought and is already familiar in the Prhaedrus (246 B: 

Taca » uyn TavTos éipereitar Tov arrvyov) ; the theory 

of reminiscence, which is in the Phaedo mentioned with 

the caution ‘ei adnOyns éotw’ (72 BE), 1s in the Phaedrus 

assumed as certain (250 A); that ideas or notions are 

the substance of things is in the Phaedo a probability 

(76 D: ef pév Zo TLv & Opvrovpmer dei, KaNOV TE Kai ayaboy 

Kal Taca } TocavTn ovcia...100 B: trobeuevos eivai Te 

Kadov avto Ka’ avto . . .), in the Phaedrus the common 

inheritance of all philosophers (247 c : 4) .. . ovova évtws 

odoa KuBepynth wove Ozat1) ve). More important points of 

comparison are afforded by some characteristic differences 

between Phaedo and Phaedrus, which show the Phaedrus 

in agreement with other later works. It has been ob- 

served by Ueberweg (Untersuchungen, p. 285) that an 

important doctrine is common to Phaedrus and Timaeus, 

2 BF. Schedle, Die Reihenfolge der platonischen Dialoge Phaedros, 

Phaedon, Staat, Timaeus, Innspruck 1876. 

243 Liebhold, Ueber die Bedeutung des Dialogs Phédon fiir die Platoni- 

sche Erkenntnisstheorie und Ethik, Rudolfstadt 1876. 

244 G, Kassai, ‘ Meletemata Platonica,’ in Hgyetemes Philologiai Koézlény, 

pp. 857-870, Budapest 1886. 

25 J. B. Bury, ‘Questions connected with Plato’s Phaidros,’ in Journal 

of Philology, N* xxix. for 1886. 
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while not yet recognised in the Phaedo, namely the 
axiom that what is unconditioned is indestructible, while 

everything that has a beginning must have an end. 
Ueberweg was led by this observation to place the Phaedo- 

after the Phaedrus and Timaeus, wherein he departed 

from his ordinary sagacity and caution, as the natural 

inference would have been that the Phaedo is earlier, 

the more so as Phaedrus and Timaeus agree in this respect 

with the Laws (see above, p. 333), a fact which seems not 

to have been noticed by Ueberweg. 
The view of the sense perceptions offers another coin- 

cidence between Phaedrus and Timaeus against the 
Phaedo. In the Phaedo as well as in the Symposiwm true 

Beauty was inaccessible to the senses (Phaedo 65 D), while 

in the Phaedrus not only Beauty is accessible to the 

physical sight (250D: «addos. . . dedp0 éXOovTes KatEidn- 
hawsev diva THS evapyecTtaTns aloOyncews . . . hpovnots ovy 

OpaTat Ka\Nos povoy TavTnY zaye polpav, waT’ 

éxhavéotatoy sivat Kai épacurwtartov), but the sense per- 

ceptions lead to the formation of general notions (249 B : 

TO KaT Eidos AEyousvoy, 2k ToAN@Y Lov aicOncewv sis sy 

Noyicue@ Evvaipovpevwv). This agrees with the view 

expressed in the Tvmaeus metaphorically (44 B: mpos ro 
Kata bvow lvT@V Xa EKaoT@Y TOV KUKANwWY al TEpLpopal 

caTevOuvopueval, TO TE OaTEpov Kal TO TAaUTOY TpoTaryopEevoucaL 

Kat opOov, tudpova Tov EYovTU avTAS YlLYVOMEVOV ATOTENOVGLY). 

The relation of the Phaedrus to the Symposium can 

be easily shown by many comparisons, and it is now 

evident that the Phaedrus is later, though the majority 
of authors think otherwise. The mention that Phaedrus 
has been the cause of many speeches (242 4) in peculiar 

connection with a similar mention of Simmias (242 B) 

may with some probability refer to the Symposvwm, in 

which Phaedrus is represented (177 4) as the initiator of. 

the series of speeches on love proposed by Eryximachos. | 
This allusion is in so far probable as Simmias named in 

the same passage has in the Phaedo a principal share in 
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initiating the dialogue on immortality (Phaedo 61 c). 
And if Plato in the Phaedrus credits Simmias with a 

greater merit, this means that he preferred his Phaedo to 
the Symposium, and that he looked on both dialogues as 
his masterpieces, very superior to speeches of other orators 

(242 AB: Geios et wept Tovs Noyous, @ Paidpe, cal ateyvas 

Gavpdowos’ oimar yap éym . . . pondéva TElovs 7) GF TreTrOLN- 

Kevan yeyevnoOar Hrow avTov NéyovtTa 7) aAovs Evi yé TH 

TpoT® Tpocavaykatovta. Liyplav OnBaiov e€aipo débyov" 

Tov 53 dNAwy TamToOAV KpaTéis). 

The mention of Lysias’ brother Polemarchos as con- 

verted to philosophy (Phaedr. 2578) might be a direct 

allusion to the Republic, in which Polemarchos is repre- 

sented as convinced by Socrates that nobody ought to do 

wrong to his enemies (Hep. 3358). This would be an 
allusion similar to that which is contained in the mention 

of Simmias and Phaedrus, and would tend to show that 

Plato looked upon the persons of his dialogues as more 
real than their living models, who were dead when he 

wrote. He says at least that there is more truth in 

thought than in action (Rep. 4734), and he takes many 

times such a liberty with Socrates that he puts in his 
master’s mouth allusions to his own written dialogues, or 
even to his experiences, without any consideration whether 
such allusions were suitable to the historical Socrates. 

Teichmiiller sees (1. pp. 22, 272) in the erotic speech 
of Lysias allusions to the speech of Pausanias in the Sym- 

postum, and believes the speech to have been written as 

a criticism of the Symposiwm by Lysias, thus provoking 

Plato’s pitiless criticism in the Phaedrus. This ingenious 
‘supposition, if it could be proved, would sufficiently ex- 
plain why Plato selected just this speech of Lysias as a 
sample of bad rhetoric, and why he criticised it with more 

than usual insistence and irony (248: ava.das eipnoor To 
ev vavTats Trou TeOpaupéevwv Kal ovdsva éNevOepov 

Zpwta swpaxdTwv). The parallel passages quoted by Teich- 
muller deserve our attention, but they seem not to be fully 
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sufficient to prove his supposition (Symp. 183 E compared 

with Phaedr. 231 4, 184c with 233 a, 182D with 2344, 

2188 with 231p). These allusions are not quite evident, 

but they might be confirmed if some independent testi- 

mony about Lysias’ Eroticos should ever be found: 

therefore they deserve to be remembered. The relation 

between Phaedrus and Symposium appears also in the 

mention occurring in the Phaedrus that physical beauty 

provokes an admiration which can become a germ of per- 

fection (251 4): this seems to refer to the corresponding 

explanation in the Symposiwm (210 A). 

But the most decisive argument for the priority of the 
Symposium turns on the difference of views about poetry. 
In the Symposiwm poets are still esteemed, in the Phaedrus 
the poet takes one of the lowest places, and Homer is 
parodied (2528) by two verses in which the inconstancy of 

his gods is ridiculed. 
It would be easy to show in the Phaedrus also many 

points of comparison with the Cratylus, with which it has 
in common a certain etymological tendency, with the 
Gorgias, which Thompson showed to be earlier when the 
majority of German scholars were still of the contrary 

opinion, and with other dialogues. But the priority of 

the Gorgias has been lately recognised by some of its 

former opponents, especially by Zeller, and has been made 

evident also by Natorp, Siebeck, Dummler, after Socher, 

Stallbaum, Hermann, Steinhart, Susemihl, and Ueberweg, 

so that it may be admitted as sufficiently proved.” 
Thus Thompson’s determination of the date of the 

Phaedrus as written between 380 and 378, or about 379 B.c., 

is confirmed in every respect, and not the least important 
of all these confirmations is given by the stylistic investi- 

246 The recent attempt of Gercke (Platons Gorgias, erklart von Sauppe, 
herausgegeben von Gercke, Berlin 1897) to prove that the Phaedrus preceded 
the Gorgias is based on the assumption of uncertain allusions to writings 
of other authors, and without regard either for the philosophical contents 
or for the style of these two dialogues. See above, note 236. 
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gations. Already Campbell found in the Phaedrus a sur- 
prisingly large number of words common to the latest 
three dialogues, exceeding in relation to the size not only 
the number of such words to be found in the Phaedo 
and Symposium, but even those of the Republic, Sophist, 

Parmenides, and Philebus. This peculiarity of the voca- 
bulary of the Phaedrus has been since outweighed by 
other peculiarities observed, so that in our list the Phaedrus 
exceeds in stylistic affinity with the latest group only 
those works which are really earlier, as the Symposium, 

Phaedo, and equal samples from the Republic. The only 

part of the Republic which has a slightly greater number 

of important peculiarities of later style than the Phaedrus 
is the picture of the philosophers in B. VI-VII. But 
the difference is too insignificant for chronological con- 

clusions (116 peculiarities equivalent to 234 units of 
affinity on 44 pp. in Rep. VI-VII against 118 peculiari- 

ties equivalent to 220 units on 39 pp. in Phaedr.). The 
more so since only the greater frequency of peculiarities 
occurring is superior, and not their number. This might 
be a consequence of the much more varied contents of 

the Phaedrus. 
If we compare the peculiarities of later style found 

in this part of the Republic only and absent from the 
Phaedrus and all earlier dialogues with those found in 
the Phaedrus and absent from the Republic, we see that 

the Phaedrus notwithstanding its smaller size has more 
exclusive affinities with the latest group than the latest 

part of the Republic : 

Peculiarities of later style found in 

Rep. 471 c-541 B (443 pp. Did.), Phaedrus (89 pp. Did.), and in 

and in no earlier dialogue nor in no earlier dialogue nor in the 

any other part of the Republic. Republic. 
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Rep. (continued)— Phaedr. (continued)— 

ovcia = complexus omnium rerum adjectives in ros formed of sub- 

(238) once stantives (6) repeated 

dkivntos (469) repeated re, adding a third phrase (2383) 

repeated 

dvo (195) repeated 6potwpa (468) repeated 
creat scarcity of answers denoting 

subjective assent (318), import- 

ant 

Interrogations by ri prevailing 
over those by més (452), im- 
portant 

Thus it is probable, though not yet certain, that the 

Phaedrus is later than the Republic, taken as a whole, 

and it is quite certain that the last three books of the 

Republic preceded the Phaedrus. This results both from 

stylistic comparisons and from the comparison of con- 
tents. At all events the date of the Phaedrus as written 

about 379 B.c. (880-378) is now quite as well confirmed 

as the date of the Symposiwm about 385 B.c. 

Middle Platonism 

We have seen that in the time between 384 and 378 
B.c. Plato dedicated his leisure only to the Republic and 

Phaedrus, all other works being either earlier, as has 

been already shown with respect to those preceding the 

Republic, or later, as will be seen in the continuation of 

our inquiry. This short epoch of middle Platonism 
lasting up to Plato’s fiftieth year produced, therefore, an 

amount of text equal to one half (233 pp. ed. Did.) of all 
the works written in the remaining thirty years of the 
philosopher’s life (476 pp. ed. Did.). Thence it results 

that Plato’s literary activity was on the decrease after 

the Phaedrus, and that he followed the maxims expressed 

at the end of this dialogue, according to which writing is 
by no means the most important of the aims of a philo- 
sopher, in contradiction to his rival Isocrates, to whom 
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nothing appeared more important than his written 
speeches, in which he pretended to teach also a philo- 
sophy, condemned by Plato. 

The doctrine of the ideas, invented in the first period 
after the foundation of the Academy, is maintained 

during the time of middle Platonism, but the same stress 
is no longer laid on the independent existence of the ideas, 
and the relation between particular things and the ideas, 
first designated by the term wpetéyeww, becomes a mere 

similarity (uiunua, popetoCat, opwolwpa, opotovv), which 

allows us also to form ideas by the observation of simi- 

larities in sensible objects. In several passages the ideas 
and knowledge appear as created by the philosopher, 

though the earlier conception of a vision of self-existing 
ideas is not yet wholly abandoned, and reappears in the 

myth of the Phaedrus accompanied by its logical inter- 
pretation, according to which the ideas become identified 

with general notions. 
It is fully in accordance with this later stage of the 

doctrine, that ideas are no longer limited as in the 

Symposium and Phaedo to ethical and mathematical 

objects, but are equally supposed to exist for manufac- 
tured things. Thus a transformation of the primitive 
theory of ideas is already prepared though not yet carried 
out. While the ideal of the first Platonic stage was a 

state of subjective perfection and separation from the 
vulgar surroundings of common life, a passive contempla- 

tion of ideas, we see in middle Platonism an increasing 

confidence in the necessity of applying philosophy to life, 
and also of investigating particulars. The search for 
definitions was a Socratic inheritance, but the fondness 

for classifications appears not earlier than in the Republi, 

though it is prepared by the Phaedo. 
This direction taken by Plato had a great influence on 

the development of his logic. So long as only definitions 
are sought for, the supramundane independence of ideas 
can easily be maintained. But once on the way of 
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systematic classification it is impossible not to observe 

the subjective character of subdivisions, and this leads to 

the conclusion that the existence of ideas is only possible 

in a soul: not necessarily the soul of the thinker, but a 

soul of an individual being. The objectivity of ideas 

resulting from an agreement between souls is different 

from the objectivity based on the feeling produced by 

passive contemplation. The first impression of a philo- 
sopher who notices the distance between an idea and the 

particulars is to exaggerate the objectivity and independ- 

ence of the idea, and to assert emphatically its independ- 

ence and incommensurability with the particulars, which 

seems to imply its existence outside individual conscious- 
ness. The belief in its independence of particulars is 
lasting, because it is true, and has been proved by Plato 

in the Phaedo and in all following works, remaining the 
cardinal truth of all later philosophy, ignored only by 

thinkers who were not sufficiently versed in the history of 

logic, like Comte and Mill. 
But the existence of ideas otherwise than in some 

individual consciousness is an illusion, similar to that 

more familiar illusion which makes colours and sounds 
appear objective, though they have no existence outside 
of us. The illusion of objective idealism is, however, one 

of those illusions which are necessary steps in philo- 
sophical progress. It is only a metaphoric expression of 

the truth that ideas are logically imdependent of the 

individual, and this logical independence (avayxn) must 

be recognised as a foundation of objective knowledge and 
science. 

Thus Plato at the beginning of his logic and during 

the middle period of his literary activity was idealist: he 

believed in the objective existence of the ideas outside 
particulars and outside the individual soul. This belief 
found its clearest expression, at the beginning, in the 
Symposium and in the Phaedo, combined with a vague 
uncertainty as to the relation between things and ideas. 
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During middle Platonism, so far as we can guess from 

the hints given in the Republic and Phaedrus, the same 
conviction was maintained with a clearer definition of the 
relation between things and ideas as consisting in their 
similarity. But less emphatic stress was laid on the 
independence, and if due allowance is made for meta- 

phorical language, the whole mythical part of the 

Phaedrus may well agree with a conception of ideas in 
the meaning they had for Kant. 

We need not fear to deprive Kant of his originality if 
we come to the conclusion that Plato towards his later 

age understood the ideas in very much the same way as 

Kant. The truth is one, and once found cannot be 

changed. There is no impossibility or even improba- 

bility in supposing that a thinker like Plato, having no 
other aim in his life than thought, arrived at a correct 
notion of ideas after a long educational career. It would 
be astonishing to find the contrary. And Kant cannot lose 
any substantial merit in consequence of this discovery, as 

the notion of ideas forms only one of the points of Kant’s 
philosophy, while in many other points he progressed, 

as might naturally be expected, beyond Plato and other 

philosophers. 
There is one very striking analogy between Kant and 

Plato. Kant undertook a critical reform of his earlier 

convictions after having reached the age of fifty, and the 
same was the case with Plato. It is not surprising that 

philosophers arrive late at the full maturity of their 

thoughts. Every more perfect being requires a longer 
development, and men’s childhood lasts longer than the 

childhood of inferior animals. A philosopher in Plato’s 
opinion must excel other men almost to the same extent 

as any man is superior to other animals. This is not an 
extraordinary pretension, if we bear in mind that for 
Plato the activity of a philosopher is by no means limited 
to abstract thought, but extends to all departments of 
human life; so that he would certainly have included in 
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this class some of our contemporaries, not asking them to 

write philosophical dissertations in order to legitimate 
their pride in belonging to the ruling class of mankind, 

formed of more perfect beings than the average citizens 
even in an ideal state. 
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CHAPTER VII 

REFORM OF PLATO'S LOGIC 

WE have seen in the above exposition of middle Platon- 
ism a theory of knowledge according to which the ideas 
were perceived by intuition, and constituted eternal 
models of everything in the phenomenal world. The 

chief point was the independence of ideas, not involving, 
however, their separate existence. That no phenomenal 

appearance can fully correspond to a pure idea is a great 
discovery of Plato, made by the consideration of mathe- 
matical as well as moral notions. Whether such ideas 
have any existence out of the human mind, or generally 

outside an individual consciousness, was a question 

not discussed, and perhaps not clearly formulated by 

Plato: when he speaks of the beauty of ideas outside 
the physical universe, he does it in such metaphorical 

language, that we cannot draw certain inferences from 

his images. The true meaning of all these visions 1s the 
conviction that ideas are independent of material things, 
and that the existence and changes of physical objects 
must be ruled by immaterial and invisible ideas, often 

spoken of as objects of thought. 
The relation between things and ideas—whether 

defined as a presence or immanence of ideas in the things, 

or as a similarity between things and ideas, or as an 

imitation of ideas by particulars— was the first question 

that occurred when once the existence of the ideas had 

been established. While a personal training was deemed 

necessary in order to attain the vision of ideas, their 
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existence needed no other proof than the personal ex- 

perience of the initiated. This initiation by means of 
mathematical, astronomical, or musical studies, and 

subsequent discussion of political or educational problems, 
proved a sufficient aim for many years of teaching. But 
at last a new problem became inevitable. Suppose we 
have arrived at the intuitive knowledge of many ideas, 
and are aware of the difference between an idea and a 
particular object of sensible experience, the next question 
to ask is about the order of ideas and their mutual rela- 
tions. These can be well explained only through a 

distinction of similarities, leading to an universal classifi- 

cation of notions. Already in the Repwblic it was asked 

how many kinds of reasoning are possible (532D: és o 
TpoTos THs TOU dvareyecOar Suvapews, Kai KaTa Tota 81 Eidn 

dugornke), but the question was left unanswered. In the 

Phaedrus (266 B) the complete classification of ideas 

from the most general kinds down to the indivisible 

logical units was proclaimed as the chief aim of the 
dialectician. 

This classificatory tendency is absent from earlier 

works, where specific problems were discussed, without 

any allusion to a contemplation of all time and all exist- 
ence, which we find first in the Republic (486 4). But 

even in the Republic the classifications and divisions are 

limited to a few subjects, and no attempt is made to bring 
all the possible objects of knowledge under a certain 

number of heads. Nor is this fully carried out even in 
the Phaedrus, where the importance of such a logical 

method is so warmly insisted upon, and the power of 
building up general notions and dividing them is pro- 
claimed divine. 

An attempt to realise this programme is made in the 

series of dialectical dialogues, among which the Theaetetus 
and Parmenides are the earliest, as we have seen from 

stylistic comparisons, which are confirmed by the exami- 
nation of their logical contents. They share with the 

irl 
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later works of this group another important peculiarity, 
the historical method of comparing impartially and 
judging according to their merits the theories of other 
philosophers. The primitive theory of ideas is no longer 
the object of such ecstatic admiration as in the Sympo- 
suum and Phaedrus. It is subjected to a critical exami- 
nation in the Parmenides and almost ignored in the 
Theaetetus, so much so that many readers have believed 
this to be an early dialogue. This impression vanishes at 

once upon a close consideration of some philosophical 
terms familiarly used both in Theaetetus and Parmenides 

which had been elaborated during the period of middle 
Platonism. To these belong the notions of dialectic 

(Theaet. 161 £, Parm. 135 c), of substance (odela, Theaet. 

186 D, Parm. 135 A), power or faculty (Svvawis, Theaet. 

158 £, 159 A, 185 c, Parm. 133 £, 135 c), the one (Theaet. 
152 D, Parm. 137 c, &c.), Not-Being (Theaet. 185 ©, 

Parm. 142 A), and the opposition of activity and passivity 
(Theaet. 157 A, 174 B, Parm. 138 B). 

Both Theaetetus and Parmenides have further in 
common two important distinctions, which could not 

have been ignored in the Republic, nor in the Phaedrus, 

if the author had already become familiar with them. 

One of these is the well-defined notion of movement, 

including qualitative alteration as well as change of 
position in space. This meaning of kivnows, accepted by 
Aristotle, and many later philosophers, is a result of the 

increasing importance of this notion for Plato, and would 
necessarily have been alluded to in the Republic and 
Phaedrus 11 those passages in which x«ivynows is used in 
its primitive signification of movement through space. It 
is a far-reaching generalisation to identify movement with 
qualitative alteration, because both are a manifestation 
of change. The comparison of corresponding passages 

shows that this unity was not yet noticed in the period of 
middle Platonism : 
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Phaedr. 245 oD: 

KLUNTEwS APXN - . - OUT 

amoh\Ava ba ovTe § yiy- 
, a , | 

ver Oar Suvarov, 7) wavTa 
>’ nA 

Te ovpavoy magay Te 

yeverw = oupTremovcary 
~ , > 

oTnvat Kal pymrore avéis 
KuvnOévra * ef 

éxewy O0ev 

yevnoerat. 

» o > , , 
a&wov etrepov eidoos ava Kiwwyncews ; 

Theaet. 156 A: xuv7- | 

cews Svo €idn, Svvapw 
dé TO pev Touety €xoV, 
ro O€ macxew (quoted 
as a view to be criti- 
cised). 

181 Cc: morepoy ev Tt 
> / Neb 7 x eloos auTns eyovow 7 

ef > \ , 
@oTep emol aiverat 

dvo ; pty pevTOL pLovov 
€uot Soxeit@, GANA oup- 

peTexe KaL OV, . . . apa 
kuvetoOau Kadeis OTay TL 

xXo@pav €k x@pas pera- 
Baddn 7) Kai €v TO avT@ 

c t t 

7 a» 

otpepntrar ; — eywye — 

. drav dé n pev ev TO 

avTo, ynpdokn Oe, 7 

pedav ek Aevxov 7) oKAN- 

pov ek padakov ylyynrat, 
# twa GAnv addoia- 

> se > > 
o.v addowTat, apa ovK 

wee ce 
eyo TOUT@ €ldn KWNTEws, GAAOiwoL, THY Oe Popar. 

153 A: TO pey etvae Kal TO ylyverOat Kivnots | 
/ \ \ Vee ed , ¢ , 

Tapexel, TO O€ put) etvar Kal awoAAVG Oat Hovyxia. 
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Parm. 188 B: kvov- 
/ A , a pevov ye  epoiro 7 

2 ~ a ec A 

aAXototro ay + abvrat yap 

povat Kiwnoets—val. 

162 D: ovK dpa ro 
a \ x ev pn dv orpedper Oa ay 
Svvairo év eKELV@ ev @ 

A + > \ Rai un €oTw ... ovde pny 

gov TO év 
c a 7 A a a 

€auTOU, oUTE TO dv OTE 

a\Xowodrai 

A \ A _ A Lae } 

TO pn Ov. ef O€ pnt 
> a , > ’ a 

adXovovTat unre ev TAUTA 
, 

oTpeperar pre 
, yee) a a 

Baiver, ap’ av mn ere 

peTa- 

KLVOLTO ; TOS yap ; 

Legg. 894 E: Gray 

avTO avTO KwWijcay Erepov 
adX\ot@on, TO & erepov 
a cal > / 

adAo... way apxn Tis 

avTav état THs KUWN- 

cews draons GdAn mAY 
) THs avTns avrTny Ki- 

/ / 

vnoaons peraBodn ; 

We see that in the Republic the distinctions introduced 

in the Theaetetus are not yet known. The use in the 

Republic of kivnots in its metaphorical meaning as move- 
ment of the soul is transitional to the later generalisation, 
but does not yet imply it. In the Phaedrus kines 

means Movement through space, and this is very charac- 

teristic if we remember that in the later dialogues the 
distinction of two kinds of movement is represented as 

quite essential. This distinction is first made in the 

Theaetetws, and recurs as familiar in the Parmenides and 

Laws (where it is assumed as a matter of course that the 

first movement produced is a qualitative change) as well 
as later in the works of Aristotle. The distinction of 

two kinds of movement is introduced in the Theaetetus as 
a new theory, after another division had been incidentally 
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referred to. It is stated expressly to be a personal dis- 

covery of the Platonic Socrates, which he is anxious to 
see accepted and to share with others the risk of an error 
(cuppéeteye kai ov). After its acceptance, it is repeated 

as logically necessary (181 D: dvayxaiov). The starting 
point of this theory was the recognition of movement as 
a principle of Being, justified in the Phaedrus, mentioned 

as known in the Theaetetus, and finally reconciled with 
the stability of Being in the Sophist. This discovery is 

related to the increasing interest for physical science, 

which is manifest through Plato’s later works, while it 
is absent from his earlier writings. It need hardly be 
observed that here we have not to do with such an 

ephemeral distinction as between wiotis and efxacia in 
the Republic, but with one of the greatest generalisations 
of philosophy, continually discussed by later thinkers 

up to Trendelenburg and Lotze. It is one of Plato’s 
wonderful anticipations of ideas which have been better 

explained only in modern times. The identification of 
physical movement with qualitative change is a truth 
which could scarcely be fully realised before Kant, and 

yet it is taken for granted in the Theaetetus, Parmenides, 
and Laws of Plato. 

Had the Theaetetus and Parmenides, being the two 
most critical works of Plato, no other new theory than 

the inclusion of qualitative change and physical move- 

ment under one primary kind, with the subtle sub- 
division of physical movement into a movement through 

space, and revolution on the same spot—this would alone 
be a strong reason for placing them after Republic and 

Phaedrus. But we find in these two dialogues another 
theory of cardinal importance, yet introduced quite as 
incidentally as the theory of movement. In the time 
of middle Platonism the favourite examples of ideal 
existence were moral or mathematical notions, the former 
being specially fit for allegorical representation as objects 
of enthusiastic vision. When the first enthusiasm was 
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over, it became very natural to attempt a general 

enumeration of highest kinds, independently of the 
esthetical feelings of awe and admiration which first led 
to the perception of such ideas. This problem of 

categories has remained ever since a permanent depart- 

ment of philosophy and has been cultivated from Aristotle 
onwards by all logicians. But the first table of cate- 

gories in the history of logic is found in Plato’s Theaetetus, 

repeated and enlarged in his Parmenides and Sophist. 
It ig not wrapped in such emphatic language as the 
sovereignty of philosophers or the precept that to suffer 
wrongs is better than to inflict them. It is the historian’s 

duty to show the incomparable importance of this first 
step in a new direction. There is reason to believe that 

Plato was conscious of this importance, though he did 
not insist on it, because he felt the incompleteness of his 
table of categories (ta xowva). ‘The enumeration in the 

Theaetetus is introduced at a culminating point of the 
dialogue, and followed by ‘ an unwonted outburst of 

admiration’ (Campbell, Theaet. p. 160) of the pupil who 
discovered it; also by the significant observation that a 

long discussion has been avoided by this happy intuition, 
a result of good natural capacity (144 8B) and a training in 

mathematics, music, and astronomy (145 A) according to the 

precepts laid down in the Republic. A careful comparison 
of similar passages in later dialogues and of Aristotle’s 

account of the same problem shows very clearly that the 
first attempt at such an enumeration is that occurring in 

the Theaetetus, not, as has been sometimes supposed, 

that in the Parmenides. The list is increased by some 
notions in the Parmenides and Sophist : ‘ 

Parm. 186 a: 

oKomTEel ... 

Theat. 185c: 7 de 

67 Oia Tivos Svvauts TO 
xen) 

el moAAad 

Soph. 254D: pey- 

loTa TOY yevov ... TO 

r emt waot Kotvovié€ote. . 

€ott woAAad... 

‘ > > , oy eat \ , 
- KQ@t QU €t Bn TE OV AUTO Kal OTaCGLS 

\ \ 3A , 8 rv n> \ , 
Kal TO €7L TOVTOLS ONAOL Kal; Kal KLtLYnOoOtS. 

em Al > 7_»~ c , 
Gol, @ TO EGTLY ETOVO-|. . . EL EGTLV OMOLOTHS E: TO Te TAUTOP Kal 

, ) A > a \ ‘ > , , 

pacers KaLTO OUKEGOTLY|. . . Kal TEpt GvVOmolov| OaTepor. 
a \ > on - 

kai & vuvdn npeTapev |... ktynoew@s kal oTa- 
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> co > U 

TEpl avT@Y ;—ovCcLav 
Xe \ \ \ =z 
eyes kal TO 7) €ivat, 

, 

Kal OpmoLtoTnta- kal 
‘\ 

avOMOLOTNHTA, Kal TO 
> / \ A 4 

RaUTOY TE Kal TO ETE 

WEew@s, Kal TEpl yeve- 

wews kat POopas, kal 
Tepl AUTOU TOD elvac Kal 
TOU ppm eElvalL Kal Evi 

AOy@, mept Grou ay dei 
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Aristoteles Categor. 
1 b25: cteia, zocor, 

| TOLOV, POS TL, TOU, TrOTE, 
Keio Oat, 

+ r 

EXELVY, TFOLELV, 

Tao XE. 
a e a ¢ ” ce 

pov, ere d€ Ev Kal TOY Urb ws GvTOS Kal ws 
aAXov 

auTa@v. 

Metaphys. 1029 b 
24: zo.ov, mocov, Tore, 

Tov, Kiynots. See also 

below, p. 480, on 

vovta mpos avTo Kaimpos |the categories in the 
ev €xagTov Tov GANwv. | Timaeus, produced by 

129: ra eidn, otoy the movements of the 
c@patos TH Wuxn aic-|dmoLtornra Te kai avo- soul. 

> ‘A \ > ey, \ e - 

aptOpov TEpt OUK OVTOS Kal OTLOVY 

OnrAov de 
> Wf ‘ 

Kal GpTLOV TE Kal TEp-| 
6tt| G\Ao Tabos tacyorTos, 

det oxorety ta EvpBac- | 
\ > = ps 2 LTT OV Epwras kal TaAXa | 

a 7, oa % 

doa TovTas emeTat, Ova 
a a | 

Tivos moTé TY TOV) 

Gavoyeba ;—vrépev akxo- povotnta Kai wANOGOS 
“ \ »~ a \ \ a \ , 

AovGets, Kal €OTLV @ikK@t TO €V K@t OTQaACLYV 

€p@T@ avtTa TavTa. |Kal Kivnoev. 

The first place is given in all enumerations to sub- 
stance and Not-Being. The same and the other, and 

similarity and dissimilarity, are also common to the three 

enumerations. One and the many form a third pair in 

the Theaetetus and Parmenides, but are dropped in the 

Sophist. A fourth pair is movement and immobility, 

omitted in the Theaetetus, but appearing both in Parme- 

mdes and Sophist. The differences are not necessarily 

due to a change of views, but to the incompleteness of 

enumeration, also frequent in Aristotle, who often men- 

tions only six Categories even in passages where it would 

seem that the enumeration might be complete. 

These highest kinds, which denote what is common 
to many particulars, are different from the ideas admired 

in the Republic. There is no place among these common 

notions for Truth or Beauty, nor for the idea of Good, 

though these are mentioned as also perceivable by the 

soul alone (186 4). These are not entirely supplanted by 

the new ideas, but they no longer attract the philo- 

sopher’s chief attention. The intuitive vision of trans- 
cendental ideas is exchanged for a discursive investigation 
of a given universe. This may be explained by the 
natural evolution of Plato’s activity in his Academy. 
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The training recognised to be necessary in order to 

develope intuition had to be directed, and the variety of 

material appearances, at first despised as irrelevant, had 

to be considered and classified. The astronomical and 

mathematical studies recommended in the Republic 

tended to promote not only dialectical ability, but also 
some recognition of sensible experience, and of the reality 
underlying physical phenomena. If in earlier times the 
power of the soul over the body was chiefly seen in moral 

determinations, it now appeared that the body, though 
subordinate to the soul, is a useful instrument for the 

purpose of increasing even ideal knowledge by forming 
new ideas. The moral ideas, being few in number, 

afforded no sufficient scope for the dialectical tendency to 
distinguish and classify. The field of logical exercise was 
first extended to a classification of states and men; but 

even this did not satisfy that philosophical curiosity 

which is accustomed to consider all substance and all 

time, neglecting nothing, however small or insignificant 
it may appear to the vulgar mind. 

Among such pursuits, which seem to have occupied 
the greatest part of Plato’s time after the Phaedrus, the 

general problem of knowledge was reinvestigated, and 

this led to an important reform of earler logical con- 
ceptions. Of this reform we have a record in two works 

which more than any preceding them may be termed 
critical, though at first sight they appear almost as in- 

conclusive as the Socratic dialogues. These works, the 
Theaetetus and Parmenides, are of decisive importance 

for an appreciation of Plato’s philosophy, and deserve our 

attention not only for their main subjects, but also for 

seemingly casual allusions to doctrines of the greatest 
eravity. 
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I. The Theaetetus. 

(Relative affinity to the latest group, measured on the Laws as 
unity, = 0°32; see above, p. 177.) 

The aim of this dialogue is a definition of knowledge, 

which, however, is not given, in spite of several unsuc- 

cessful attempts made by Theaetetus. Among the defi- 
nitions which are recognised to be insufficient is one 

which had been provisionally received in some previous 

dialogues: namely, that knowledge is true opinion 

founded on sufficient reasons. This had been proposed 
in the Meno (98 A) and tacitly admitted in Symposiwm 

(see above, p. 238) and Phaedo, whereas it is refuted in 

the Theaetetus (210 4): 

Phaedo 968: rodAakis euavrov 
a+ ’ 4 cal 

dv@ KatTwm peteBaddov ocKoTav... 
Theaet. 2104: ovrte dpa aic6n- 

ots, ovre O0&a adnOis ovre per’ adn- 
Bots d0&ns Aoyos mpooytyvopevos 
emloTnun ay etn. 

ex pynuns kat dSd€ns AaBovans ro 
npewetv 

eTLOTHUNY. 

\ ~ 

KaTa TaAUTa yiyver Oa 

In the Cratylus (426 a), Symposiwm (202 a), and Phaedo 

(76 B) Xoyos had the meaning of a sufficient reason, while 

here it 1s more exactly analysed, and each of its three 

meanings is shown to be incapable of changing opinion into 

knowledge. What Plato’s real conviction about know- 

ledge was, is known from the Republic, and also from later 

works :| for him the difference between opinion and know- 

ledge ultimately consisted in the difference of their 

objects. In this respect there is no change from the 
Phaedo to the Theaetetus: the activity of reason is an 

activity of the soul, not wanting the help of the senses 

and of the bodyt 

Phaedo 658: 7 Wuxi ths aAnGelas 
anrerat . . . ev TO HoyiCecOa. . . 
Aoyiferar O€ yé mov Tore KaAddoTA, 

6rav 6Tt padiota a’tn Kal? avrny 
ylyynrat €@oa Xaipew TO cpa. 

Theaet. 186D: ev pev apa rots 
, > + > , > \ 

maOnpactv ovK eve emiotnun, ev Oe 
- ~ / 

T@ Tepl exelvav TVAAOYLO UO: OVE LAS 
c tL 
\ > , a , ¢ 

yap kal G\nOeias evravda pév, os 

€ouxe, Ouvarov aaa bat. 
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The same term is repeatedly used in both dialogues 

(ait Ka’ abtiy Phaedo 65 c, 79D, 83, Theaet. 186 A, 

187 a) to denote the soul’s independence of the body. 

Also the distinction between attaining knowledge and 

possessing it is already prepared in the Phaedo. 

Phaedo 75D: To yap ¢idéva 
, , , 

rour’ éaTiv, \aBovta Tov emioTNuNny 

éyewv Kal py aTroh@)\exevat. 

Theaet. 197 c: dpa 5 Kat ém- 
otnuny et Suvarov oUT@ KEKTNMLEVOY 

pn Exel. 

But it is only here that the unity of consciousness is 

insisted upon, as resulting from the variety of perceptions. 

It had been already observed in the Republic that each 

sense is used only to convey one kind of impression. 

This observation is here generalised and affirmed as 

certain : 

Rep. 352 ©: é6@ ot@ ay ado 

Wors 7) OpOadpots ;—ov d7Ta-—ri Oe ; 
> , 2d = eae) / > r 
dxovaas t\XA@ 7) @olv ;—ovdapas- 

—ovxovv Stkaiws Gv Taita TovTar 

paipev epya etva ; mavu Ye. 

Theaet. 185 A: a 
, . , a7 > 

Suvayews aicOaver, advvatov etvat 

; ch? 
du eTEpas 

dv GAXAns tat alabéabat, oiov a St 
axons, Oe dwews, 7) a OC dWeas, OV 

axons ; 

477 c: eyo OWiy Kal axkony 
- , > >» , a Dp. ¢ , \ > 

Tov Suvapewy eivat, ef dpa pavOdvers 6 BovAouar Aéyetv TO Etdos. 

There is a certain progress in the formulation of this 

principle from the Republic to the Theaetetus. In the 

earller work the term évvauts as appliable to the senses 
was first introduced ; here itis used without hesitation, and 

the observation that it is possible to see only by means of 
the eyes is supplemented by the general rule} it is im- 

possible to perceive through one faculty the proper object 
of another sense faculty, as can be verified through the 

familiar example of sight and hearing; 
The application of this law of specific energy of the 

senses, given in the Theactetus, goes far beyond what we 
found in the Republic and Phaedo. Already in those 
earlier works the senses were defined as instruments used 

by the soul, and this is here maintained : 
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Phaedo 79 c: 

TQ O@pmaTL 

7 Wuxn, oray 
Tpooxpyntar eis To 

a a \ Die A my ‘ a 

oKorety TL 7) Oia TOU 6pay 7) dia TOU 
> a x + \ > , 
dkovewv 7) Ov’ GdAns Tivos aicbnoews 

oro» 

LOGIC: THEAETETUS 5/95 

T heaet. 
> , 

aTroKplots 

184 c: oKoTer yap, 
ToTEepa 5 > , e 

opOorepa, @ 

Op@pev, TovTo eivat odGarpors, 7 
) eo lees , 29 , 3 

dv ot Op@pev, kal @ dkovopev, dra, 
t 

> \ \ “a x 5) re > , 7 @ o 

€oTe TO Orca Tov 7 Ov ov akovopev ;—OU Sv Exacta yap 
, \ ; > , - 

gouatos, TO bv’ aicOnoewv cKoretv 

—TOUTO 

aig Gavoueba, eporye Soxet, waddov 7) 
. mwAavara.. 

Rep. 508 B: dupa 
, A ‘ \ > , 

evdeoTatov T@Y TeEpt Tas aicOnoes 

TI—TOTE . ols-—Aewvov yap mov, ef moddai 
nN > Che e > ’ nAwo- tives ev july, Bomep ev Sovpetors 

a >) , > , ? \ 

immo, ala@noets eyxaOnvrar, adda 
> 4 \ > , sie hac 4 \ Opydaverv. pn els play tia idéeav, etre Wuyny 

” nm mn oa 
etre O Te Oet Kadetvy, mavtTa TavTa 

, = } \ , a 2 , > , of ? , 
Evvreiver, 7 Oia TovT@Y oiov Opyavav aicbavopeba boa aicbnrd. 

But we find here a new conclusion, not thought of before. 

\If all senses are but instruments, they must be the in- 

struments used by one and the same thing, be it named 
soul or otherwise.) In earlier works Plato used the term 

soul as free from every ambiguity. Here we see already 

a trace of doubts about the existence of the soul, against 
which he guards himself by the caution that it does not 

matter whether we call by the name soul or otherwise 
that substance which is the necessary recipient of all 

particular impressions, A further proof of the existence 

of this substance and its peculiar activity 1s given by 

the argument that impressions of different senses are 

comparable among themselves, and no single sense could 
bring about these comparisons. If we think about two 
different perceptions of two different senses, this could 
not be done by means of one of the senses concerned 

(185 A: ev te mepl audotépwv Siavost, odK av dia ye TOD 

Etzpov opyavou, ov’ av bia TOU érépou Trept dwpoTépwr aicOavoe’ 

Plato proceeds to give well-chosen examples of 

thoughts, which are possible with reference to different per- 
ceptions. | He observes in the first place that all perceptions 
have in common existence (185 A), then that they differ 

from each other, and are identical each with itself (185 4), 

then that each of them is one, and both are two (185 B), 

and finally that there may be similarity or dissimilarity 

between them (186B: «ire dvopoiw eite ouolw adANXoUwW). 
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This enumeration of general notions which can be applied 

to a variety of concrete objects is not accidental, because 

it is repeated by Theaetetus nearly in the same order, and 

forms really the most ancient table of categories. Plato 

asks by what faculty the soul can perceive those general 

notions. 
The answer that such general notions can be known 

only immediately by the soul’s own activity (185 D.E: avy 

Ov avtisy Wuyn Ta Kowa pot palveTa TEpLTavT@Y ETLOKOT ELV) 

is received asa truth which can be at once understood 
only by the better class of intellects, and would require 

a long proof, had not this been made superfluous by the 
natural capacity of Theaetetus (185 E). These general 

notions, here distinguished as the proper object of 

knowledge, are placed in close relation to the particulars 
observed by means of the senses, and this denotes a 

change in Plato’s attitude towards physical phenomena. 

He no longer despises them as in the Phaedo and 
Republic: he recognises the difficulty of discovering the 
illusions of the senses (179 C: wept d¢ 70 Tapoy Exaot@ 
maoos, & av ai aicOnoes Kal al Kata TavTas b0£€at yiyvovTat, 

YaneT@TEpov EXeiv Ws ovK adnOsis). He has made a very 

special study of these appearances and has arrived at sur- 

prising intuitions of physical truth. Thus for instance 

he states clearly that'colour does not belong to objects out- 
side us nor even to our eyes (153 D). That light is a result 

of movement and affects different persons in a different 
way, and that it is a pure quality out of space, appears 

to be a truth attainable only by the methods of modern 

physics, and yet any reader can find it in the Theaetetus 

(153 BE: pndé Tw’ abtd yopav atrotaéns). Another of the 

great discoveries of our own time is here anticipated, 

the explanation of heat as a mode of motion (153 a: 76 

Oeppov te Kal Tip, d 6) Kal TaAXRa YyEevva Kal émuTpoTTEvel, 
auTO yevvata x opas Kal tpibews* todTo Sz Kivnats). 

This is certainly said with another meaning than it might 
have for the modern reader. But it betrays the fact that 
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Plato had already begun those physical reflections which 

led him later to the theories expounded in the Timaeus. 

It seems that a thorough-going materialism had made 

its appearance within the Academy or outside it and 

decided him to a full refutation. For the Theaetetus, no 

doubt, is meant above everything as a refutation of 
materialism and sensualism. The materialists are men- 

tioned as very uneducated men, not initiated into the 
mysteries of a refined philosophy (155 £). With these 

are contrasted the subtler sensualists (156 A: xouwWorepor, 
Ov pé\rXw Gor TA wpvaoTHpLa Aeyeiv) Who explain everything 

by movement and make everything relative, destroying 
thus all fixed notions, which are indispensable in laying 

the groundwork for a system of science. Plato seems to 

admit so much of their theory of the relativity of sensa- 

tions as agrees with his own views. He argues that 
the reality of dreams for the dreamer is equal to the 

reality of waking for men awake (158 cD), and he leaves 

the difficulty for the time unsolved. The same might be 
said of illness (158 D) and madness (157 E), but only in so 

far as sensations are concerned, which have always a 

subjective character (1544: %) od dvicxupicaio ay @s, otov 
coi haivetar ExacTOV YpOua, ToLwwTOY Kal KUVi Kal OTwODY 
fow—pa Ai’ otk #ywyz). This proves that true knowledge 

cannot be sought in sensations. 
Though the true nature of knowledge is not stated in 

clear words as the result of the inquiry, we can easily 

gather from certain allusions that knowledge was no 

longer conceived to be a mere intuition of pre-existing 
ideas, but a product of the mind’s activity. Knowledge 

is to be found in that state of the soul, in which it con- 

siders being, or in its judgments (187 4: émvotyjun . . . ev 
zxelve TO dvodpati, 6 Ti wot’ eye uy, Otay avTn Kal’ 

auTHY TpaywaTevntal TEpl TA GOVT). 

brought under the head of d0€a, not in the meaning of 
opinion, but of judgment (187 A: tovTo KaNdéeiTar.. . 

So€dfev). This position is not contradicted in the 

investi- 
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following discussion and may be accepted as Plato’s 

true conviction. He explains thought as a conversa- 

tion of the soul with itself (189 E: ro 6 dvavoetaBar ap’ 

Oqrep gym Kadéeis :—Tl Kad@v ;—Royov Ov avTH Tpos avTHY 1) 

uy? SueEepyeTas TEpl OV AV TKOTT) .. « aUTN éaUTNVY EpwTHTA 

Kal amoxpiwoTéyn, Kal dacKxovca Kal ov gacKovaa), lead- 

ing to a choice between affirmation and negation, wherein 

judgment consists (190 A: oray 62 opicaca,... TO AUTO ON 

b7 Kai pn diatatn, do£av tavtny TiHeuev adths). This duality 

of affirmation and negation begins to attract Plato’s atten- 
tion more than ever before. The beautiful and the good 
are not merely associated as in Republic and Phaedrus, 
but paired with their opposites (186 A): so also the four 

pairs of categories in the same passage, and other notions 
(186 B: oxAnpoTnta Kal warakdTnTa, 180 D: éoravar.. . 

xweiaOai, &c.). Thus he quotes as one of the objects of 

judgment the essence of the opposition of beings among 

each other (186 B: tv ovciay Ths évavTioTyTOs avTH 1) Yruy?) 

Kpivew trepatar), and he insists on the impossibility of 
identity between opposite notions (190 B: dvapimrynoKou 

&i TwTOT simes POS TeavTOV OTL TavTOS paAdoV .. - TO 

étepov ETEpov éo71). 
The nature of judgment is further analysed and 

found to be essentially different from the notions of 

which it consists. While according to the earlier 
theory the sight or intuition of ideas was knowledge, it 

appears now from the example of letters and syllables 

that the judgment is not the sum of its compo- 
nents, but a new unity (203 E: yphv yap locas thy 

currXaPnv TiBecbar un Ta oTovyeia, GAN’ 2E exeivwv Ev TL 

yeyovos <idos, ideay wlav abTd abtod zyov, Etepov THY aTOL- 

yelwv, cf. 204 a). This conception is repeated with 
insistence several times (203 E, 204 a, 205 c, 205 pb) in 

order to refute the supposition that the elements can be 
less knowable than the whole. He who pretends to know 

a whole without being able to account for its parts is 
declared not to speak seriously (206 B: édv tis 9 aovA- 



\ 
NaBH bev yrooTOV, ayrwortoy Oe TEeduKévar aToLyElov, EXOVTA 

 axovta Tailew nynooue?’ adtor, cf. Crat. 426 a). This 

postulate, to base the knowledge of everything upon the 

knowledge of its ultimate elements, agrees with what has 
been said in the Phaedrus on the same subject (270 p), 

and corresponds to a stage in which the chief interest 

attaches to those notions which are built upon the obser- 
vation of actual appearances. The question of analysing 
everything into its elements or kinds was superfluous in 

dealing with absolute ideas which were supposed to be 

simple in their perfection. 
It corresponds also to the new classificatory tendency 

that Aoyos is distinguished into its three kinds: speech 
(206 D), enumeration of parts (207 4), and definition (2088). 

The three degrees are declared insufficient to guarantee 
knowledge, but it may be taken for granted that each of 
them is held indispensable for knowledge. Nobody knows 

who cannot explain in words the object of his knowledge, 
enumerate its parts, and give a definition of each of its 
elements. This last point is stated here with greater 

fulness than anywhere before. Definition should consist 

in the indication of the specific difference which distin- 

guishes a given object from all others (208 c: to éyew Te 
onpeiov eimeiy @ Tov atavTwy Siadgper TO epwTnGev,.. - 

cf. 175 c). Weare warned to avoid circular definitions, 

which pretend to explain a notion by its synonym (147 B, 

910 a), and the enumeration of examples is also declared 

to be an insufficient substitute for a definition. When 

Theaetetus began by an enumeration of different kinds of 

science instead of giving a definition of science, Socrates 
detained him and appeared to imply at this stage of the 

dialogue that knowledge is based on definitions (#46 E: 

To & érepwrnbev ov TodTo Hv, Tivwy n emLoTHpn, ovdE oTOg at 

twés * od yap apiOphaa aitas Bovrduevor npoueba, adda 

yvavat eriotiuny atto 6 Ti wot éativ, cl. Huthyph. 5D, 

65; Meno 72 4). Some models of definitions are given, 

as for instance ‘clay is moistened earth’ (147 ©), or ‘the 
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sun is the brightest of the heavenly bodies which revolve 

about the earth’ (208 p). Though at the end of the dia- 

logue the definition is supposed not to be a peculiarity of 

knowledge alone, there is no doubt that it has been 
admitted as an essential condition of knowledge, common 
to knowledge and true opinion (209 D: wepi tHv dsahopotntra 

dpa kal  6p0% Sofa av ein Exaotov mépu). It is very 

surprising that among the possible meanings of oyos 

enumerated, precisely that meaning which this word 

appears to have in connection with knowledge for Plato 
(=aitia) is omitted, except in one passage in the familiar 

phrase dvivai te kat d¢EacPat Noyov (202 C) in which XAoyos 

is identical with sufficient reason, as in similar passages 
of the Cratylus (426 a), Phaedo (76 B, 95 A), and Republic 

(531 E). Consistency is here, as already in earlier works, 

expressly stated to be a necessary condition of knowledge 
(154 E: Bovrncopeta Ozacacba avta mpos avTd, Ti ToT 

géoTlv a diavoovpeba, TOTEpOY Hiv GNAnXOLS Evpdewvet 7) ovd’ 

oTwatiobv.—200 D: 7i dv avTo paddALoTa EitrovTEs HKLCT’ av 

nuiv avtots évavtimGsiwev ;), and the fixity of notions is 

represented as a condition of consistency (183 A) against 
the Heraclitean theory of eternal change of everything. 

This theory had been declared in the Cratylus to be 
too difficult for refutation, and only here it is refuted, 

while the criticism of the opposite view of Parmenides is 
left for a future occasion under a similar pretext to that 
which in the Cratylus accounted for the postponemént of 

the criticism of the Heraclitean doctrine, namely that the 

philosophy of Parmenides is too deep for a superficial 

digression, while it would lead away from the chief pur- 

pose of the present conversation, the definition of knowledge 
(184 *). Wesee here the same dramatic opposition of 
two conflicting views as to the whole of universal existence, 
which was represented later with such pathetic solemnity 
in the Sophist. Only here the conflicting views are not 
materialism and idealism as in the Sophist, but Hera- 

cliteanism and Eleaticism (180 DB). 
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This comprehensive survey of the great conflicts in 

human thought could have been reached by Plato only 
after a full elaboration of his own philosophy. Thus 
speaks the head of a school, who has pupils from all parts 

of the Hellenic world, and observes’ in them the natural 

tendencies towards different aims. 
What has been said in the Republic about the necessary 

training of a philosopher is here repeatedly mentioned 

with reference to Theaetetus, who has been prepared 
for the present inquiry by mathematical, musical, and 

astronomical studies (145 4, c), and also, according 

to the recommendation given in the Republic, by 
investigation into stereometry (148 B). His mind cor- 

responds in every point to what has been required from a 

philosopher in the Republic: he learns everything as easily 

as oil spreads silently over a smooth surface (1448), and 

besides this intellectual development he is courageous and 

gentle (1444). This picture of the natural gifts of a 
future philosopher agrees perfectly with that given in the 

Republic, as also Plato’s confidence in youth expressed 
through the person of Theodorus (146 B: 76 yap dvtu 7 

veoTns eis Trav éridoow zye). Thusinone important point 
the psychological rule of earlier logic is maintained: the 
highest level of knowledge can be reached only by excep- 
tional natures, which have the privilege of being born rulers 

and teachers of men. For the ideal of the philosopher rises 

above the rest of mankind, and finds its own model in the 

ideal of divinity, to which the philosopher approaches as 

near as possible (176 4: 610 Kal respacGar ypn evOevos 

exsloe hevyew 6 TL TayLaTa. huyn O& Opoiwors Gew KaTa 70 

duvatov' omoimars 6 Oixatoy Kal boLloy peta Hporyjcews 
yeveo@a). The philosopher is represented as indifferent 

to the political affairs of his country (173 D), and no stress 

is laid on his duty to go down into the struggles of vulgar 

life, and to apply his higher knowledge to the necessities 

of his countrymen. 
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abstract speculation which was limited in the Republic 

to a few years of his life. His mind expatiates over 

the whole heaven, and all manifold objects forming 

different wholes, without caring any longer for what is 
near at hand (1735: ) dsdvora TadTa TavtTa ynoapevn 
ouikpa Kal @s ovdey aTiuacaca TavTayn pépeTar Kata 
Ilivéapov, ta te yas brsvepOe Kai Ta eriteda yewpeTpovoa, 

ovipavod Te UTEp aoTpovoyodca, Kal Tacav TavTn vow 

Suepeuvopévn TWY 6VTWY EXAOTOU Odov, Els TOV éeyyUS ovdED 

aitiv cuyxabeica). Accustomed to look upon the whole 
earth, he despises the greatest landowner as insignificant 

(174 8), and he equally thinks little of human measures of 

time, because he knows that even this poor earth (1764: 

Tovde Tov ToTrov) has already a past of innumerable millions 

of years (175A: wdmrrov xai Tpoyovey pupiddes ExdoT@ 
yeyovacw avapiOuntor, év ais TwAOvcLOL Kal TTwWYOL Kat 

Bacwrjs Kat dodo. BapBapoi te Kal “EXAnves ToANAKis 

puplo. yeyovacw otwodv). We see here an horizon of 

thought extending beyond even that of the Phaedrus. 

With his wonderful intuition, Plato credits the earth with 

an age which modern geology for the first time made 

probable, and leaves far behind him those primitive 

chronologies which counted only thousands of years since 

the appearance of the first man. It is strange that acute 

critics, who took quite seriously the number of twenty-five 

ancestors quoted here as an example of cuxporoyia, and 

counted with the greatest care the ancestors of various con- 

temporaries of Plato in order to ascertain whom he might 

have meant, did not perceive that ‘innumerable myriads 

of generations’ evidently was not a rhetorical exaggera- 
tion, but a quite serious view of Plato about the antiquity 
of mankind, in agreement with the cycle of ten thousand 
years alluded to in the Republic and the myth of the 
Phaedrus, but entirely absent from the Phaedo and all 

earler dialogues. 
The theoretical tendency is increasing here, and the dif- 

ferences between men still more clearly recognised than in 
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the Republic. Few reach a full development of reason: 

true knowledge can be acquired only by long endeavours 

under the best guidance, while man and beast alike have 

sense perceptions from their birth upwards (186 c). The 

impartial pursuit of truth is here contrasted with eristic 
discussion, and this exhortation is curiously enough put 
into the mouth of Protagoras, against whom Plato fought 

earlier not quite impartially in the dialogue bearing his 
name. Here Protagoras recommends justice in every 

discussion, and explains for us some of Plato’s own 

contradictions, avowing frankly that in polemical writings 

every one seeks the appearance of being right, while 
convicting his opponent of as many errors as_ possible 

(167 EB: déixsiy © éotlv év TO ToLOUT@, OTaY TLS ur) Ywpls meV 

@s aywrifouevos tas SiatpiBas Troujtar, ywpis d2 diadeyo- 

pevos, Kal ev psy TO Traikn te Kal obdddrn Kal boov ay 
duvntar, év b6& TH StaréeyecOar orovdatn). If we lead a 

discussion with the object of arriving at the truth and 

deal fairly with our opponent, then he accuses only him- 

self and hates his errors, whereby he is led to philosophy, 

with a complete change of his former nature (168 4). 

That such a purely Platonic precept should be given 

as an exhortation of Protagoras to the Platonic Socrates, 

appears to be an expiation of earlier polemics and an 

announcement of that purely objective historical stand- 

point which we see in the dialectical dialogues. Also 
Rhetoric as an art of persuasion is here mentioned with 

irony but without the bitterness of the Gorgias, and more 
in the indulgent mood of the Phaedrus. Plato recognises 
the power of Rhetoric to persuade without knowledge, 

and sees herein an argument for the great distance 
separating right opinion from knowledge (201 A: ov duda- 
OKOVTES, GAA So-aCELY ToLovYTEs A AV BovAWwYTAL). 

This importance attached to a distinction between 
right opinion and knowledge might be better appreciated 

if we could guess with some certainty against whom the 
polemic is directed. Knowledge is emphatically affirmed 
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to be one of the highest aims in life (148cC: érvotjpn... 
Tav aKkpotdtwyv), worthy to be explained (148D: mpo- 
OuunOnte mavti TpoT@ Tav Te GANwv TépL Kal erioTHNS 
aBeiy AOyov tL mote TUyYavel dv), and giving authority to 
those who possess it (170 A: & ye Tots wsylotots Kwduvoes 
... WaTrep Tpos Oeods Eye . . . TWTHPas OHOV TPOTOOKOYTAS, 

ovK« AAW Tw Siadéepovtas 7 TO eidevar. Cf. 171 c, 183 BC). 
Although the ultimate distinction between knowledge 

and right opinion is not given, it results at least that 

there is an essential difference between them, and this 

consists in the systematic unity of knowledge founded 
on one highest principle, as has been postulated in Phaedo 

and Republic. It 1s exceedingly significant that no use 

of the theory of ideas as known from those dialogues has 

been made in the whole inquiry, and that the transition 

from self-existing ideas to categories of reason is made 

without a formal revocation of earlier views. But it 
must be recognised that these views are not entirely 

contradictory, and that ideas of moral notions might 

continue to exist along with the categories of percep- 

tions. Only in some special cases the conflict becomes 
evident, as for instance if we compare some passages of 
the Phaedo and Theaetetus referring to a problem which 

was one of the starting points of the theory of ideas and 

which again returns here as requiring a new explanation : 

Phaedo 100 E: ovde ov ap’ ay 
> 4 eA , 7 icf 

amrod€xouo, et Tis TLva Gatn €Tepov 
c , - re / 3 \ 
ETEepou TH Keay pei(w elvat, Kal 

TOV EhdTTW TO AVT@ TOUT@ ehaTTe, 

101 A: adda Sitapapripowo dv dre 

ov pev ovdev Addo eyets 7) OTL TO 
al val a ¢ , > , > 

peiCov ray eTepoy ETepov ovderi GAA@ 
, ‘ 

» py Ts 
> y ’ > Ud A - gol evavTtos AOyos anavTney, Eav TH 

kepadyn peiCovad tia dys eivat Kal 

eAdTT@, TP@TOV pev TO avT@ TO 
t L 

c U > x , 

petCov €OTLV 7) eye be. ae 

m= “ > ‘ 4 »* petCov peiCov elvat Kat TO €XaTTOV 

eXatTov, & 7 Kearny a , €metta TH Kehady oputKkpa 
By A , 4 i 

ovon TOV peifw pel(w ELVat. 

Theaet. 1540: opixpov dae 

Tmapadetypa, Kal madvra eloe a 

BovAopat. aotpayddous yap mov 

e&, Gv pev réttapas avtois mpoo- 

evéyxns, mAeious papev etvar TOV 

TeTTapwWY Kal nNuloriovs, eav Oe 

dadexa, €AatTovs Kal Huloers. 

1554: @tra wor éoti tatra ta 

pdogparaev ny; &v mpatov... 

petCov nde 
» s / a , 

€Xattov yeverOar pyte OyK@ pyre 

, ‘ a 

pnoémote pndev ay 

] r lad el 7 > \ ¢ ~ 

aplua, Ews Woy etn avTO EaUT@... 
t L 

, , = , /, 

Sevtepov O€ ye, & pyre mpootibo.ro 
, b) r ~ , > 

pyre adaipoiro, tovto pyre avéa- 
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B:... Ta deka THY OxTw dvotv 
, 2 \ \ , \ be 2 

mei@ eivat, Kai Oud TavTHY THY aiTiay 
trepBadrev, PoBoto dv Néyev, adda 
pn mAnGer évl €vos TpooTte- 
Gévtos tHhv mpocbecw airiav eivat 

~ , , a P , 

tov dvo yeverOa 7) StacxicGevtos 
A ’ > > - a , 

THY oxiow ov« evAaBoio av déyew ; 

C: Kal péya av Bowns or ) : Kal péya Gv Bowns ore . . . ovK 
»~ A 2? ~ , 

éxets GAAnv twa airiay rod dvo 
yeveoOar add’ 7 THY THs Ouados pera- 

oxeow ... Tas O€ oxioes TavTas 
. 7 ‘\ \ ~~ a \ 

kai mpooOeces Kai Tas GdAas Tas 
, v , >7 a , 

TovauTas KOpelas ewns av xXalpely, 
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, , , 

veo ai rote pynte HOivev, det dé icov 
eval. 

bs \ , a \ , Es 
B: Kal TplTov, O ~n TPOTEpOY Ny, 

> ‘ oa ~ 9 ~ 

aa vorTepov TotTo elvae avev Tov 
, ‘ ’ >Q7 

yeverOar Kai ylyverOar addivaroy 
~ , 

. TaVTA Oporoynuata Tpia pd- 
>. r ~ 4 

XeTae avTa avTois ev TH NmeTEepa 
Wuxyn, orav Ta wept Tov dotpa- 

yadov héyouer. 

C: kat G\\a On pupia emi por- 
, 4 » + a 

plots ovtws exer. . . Ooxeis your 
> 4 > > 

OUK Gmelpos T@Y ToOLOUT@Y elvaL ;— 
¢ a 

Ureppuas as Gavpatw Ti wor earl 
> U =~ ~ A \ col 

Tapels amoxptvac@a ois €avToU Tavta Kal éeviote os GAnbds Brérav 
, - > A ~ 

coperepots. €ts auTa OKOTOOLWL@. 

We see here™’ that in the earlier dialogue the diffi- 

culty is stated and left ironically to wiser men for solu- 
tion. In the Theaetetus the statement of the difficulty 
is no longer particular as in the Phaedo, but is expressly 
generalised, and shown to be applicable to innumerable 

instances, out of which one had been selected as ex- 

ample. 

Then also the form of the statement is much sharper 
in the later work, where the problem is reduced to three 

axioms (@acpuuta), two of which are in contradiction with 

the third. The axioms are here said to be in the soul, 
whereby it becomes clear that we are no longer dealing 
with transcendental ideas, as in the Phaedo, but with sub- 

jective notions. While in the Phaedo only the fixity of 
notions is insisted upon, here we see activity as a condi- 
tion of change, which corresponds to the increasing 

interest in physical science, and to the constant applica- 

217 H. Jackson (‘ Plato’s later theory of ideas: iv.’ Journ. of Philol. vol. 

xiii. pp. 267-268) infers from this passage of the Theaetetws that ‘ the inter- 
vention of the idea is wholly unnecessary for a change of relations,’ while 

in the Phaedo this intervention was held to be necessary. But really in 

the Phaedo there was no question of change, and only fixity of relations 

was sought. The notion of change and movement belongs to a later stage, 

prepared in the Republic, beginning with the Phaedrus, and growing in 

the Theaetetus and Parmenides. 
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tion of the opposition between move and macyer, 
common to the Theaetetus with the Phaedrus. 

In connection with this we find in the Theaetetus 

a general investigation into the possible conditions of 
error, which does not lead to a definitive conclusion, but 

contains very subtle distinctions and deserves our closest 

attention. It appears first that errors are only possible 
when one perception 1s taken for another (193 Bc D) under 
the influence of an imperfection of sense activity (194 B: 

Tepl ov icpev TE Kai aicOavomeba, év avdTois ToVTOLs oTpéheTaL 

Kal ériztetat 7 S0€a Wwevdns Kai adnOns yeyvowevn) combined 

with thought (195 cD: nipnKas 87 Wevd) dokav, Oru ovTE ev 

tais aicOnoeciv goT: Tpos a\dyjAaS OUT ev Tais S.avoiats, 

ANN ev Th ovvarper aicOncews pos Stavorav). But then an 

instance is adduced of errors possible without the partici- 
pation of the senses (196 A B), and the difficulty is left 

unsettled. It results that without a definition of know- 

ledge no definition of error can be given (200 D) and know- 

ledge remains undefined, though Socrates remembers that 

in the whole discussion it had been dealt with as already 
known (196 E: mupiakis yap eipykapev TO Yyryv@oKopEev Kal 

ov yiyv@oKomev, Kal eTicTauela Kal ovK EeTrLioTadpEOa, ws TL 

cuvlévtes GANHAWY eV @ ETL eETLOTHUNVY ayvoodmev) because 
dialectical discussion would be impossible without a notion 

of knowledge (196 E: tiva tporov diaréEer TovTwy ameyo- 

pevos ;—ovdéeva WV YE OS Ebut). 

These fundamental problems were not yet appreciated 

in their whole importance in the earlier works, and their 

appearance in the Theaetetus brings us back in one 
respect to the Socratic stage, namely in so far as no 

definitive conclusion is apparently reached. But the 

above significant logical contents involve subtle distinc- 
tions which would be looked for in vain in the Socratic 
dialogues. The similarity consists only in the circum- 
stance that here as well as there a new development of 
thought was beginning. This new development beginning 
here—with the substitution of categories for ideas, of 
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the individual soul for the supercelestial space, of analysis 
and synthesis for poetical vision, of activity and passivity 
for immutable identity, of critical cautiousness for poe- 
tical eloquence—is a momentous step in the history of 
human thought and would have required another thinker 
than the author of the Republic and Phaedrus, were he 

not of such an immense intellectual power and had he not 
lived so long as to initiate a new philosophical movement 
after the age of fifty. 

Thus considered, the question of the date of the 

Theaetetus acquires an exceptional importance, and no 

consideration of evidence will be wasted, if it helps to 
decide the question, whether we are right in placing this 
dialogue after the Republic and Phaedrus. Up to the 
present time some of the most competent scholars agree 
with Zeller in believing that the Theaetetus must have 
been written within the first ten years after the death of 
Socrates, or about the same time as the Huthydemus. We 
have seen that this position is contradicted by the style 

as well as by the logical theories of our dialogue. But in 
view of the paramount importance of the question and of 
the great authority of those who are supporting an early 

date for the Theaetetus we are obliged to consider in 

detail the arguments in support of this opinion, which has 
been unanimously sustained by the chief writers on Plato 
from Tennemann, Schleiermacher, Ast, Socher, Stallbaum, 

Hermann, Steinhart, Susemihl up to the last editions 

of Zeller’s Philosophie der Griechen (1889) and of 

Ueberwee’s Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie 

(1894) besides many special dissertations.* The most 
eminent supporter of an early date of the Theaetetus is 

*48 Among these are conspicuous Natorp’s Forschungen zur Geschichte 

des Erkenntnissproblems im Alterthum (Berlin 1884) and his paper on the 
Phaedrus (Philologus, 48°" Band, pp. 428-449, 583-628, Géttingen 1889), 
wherein he looks upon the Theaetetus as preparatory to the theory of ideas. 
In favour of the opposite view we have, besides all those who have written on 

the style of Plato, also some authors who admitted a late date for the Theae- 

tetus for other reasons, as for instance Munk (see note 89), Berkuski (Platons 
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Zeller, and he has not yet been thoroughly refuted. 

Though polemic enters to no extent into the plan of the 
present investigation, it seems to be in this special case 
our duty to consider Zeller’s arguments, and to prove 
that they are insufficient to establish his claim. 

1. The first chronological indication is seen by Zeller 
in the allusion to an encampment near Corinth (Theaet. 

142 a). He refers it to the war which is known in 

history as the Corimthian war and lasted about seven 

years 394-387. Even if we admit this reference as 
possible—instead of accepting the very convincing argu- 
ments of Ueberweg, Teichmiiller, Bergk, and Rohde, 

according to which the allusion refers to a battle of 
368 B.c. mentioned by Xenophon (Hellen. vii, 1, 15) and 
other historians— Zeller’s inference as to the identity of the 

date of composition and the presumed date of the con- 
versation is not cogent. The more striking the campaign 
the more probable becomes a later allusion to it. All that 
is really proved is that the date of composition is subse- 

quent to 392 ; there is no reason to identify both dates, as 

has frequently been done in the case of the Phaedo and 
Phaedrus. The association of ideas between Corinthian war 
and ‘ encampment near Corinth’ is more immediate for us 
than for the first readers of Plato. But we see in the 
dialogue the mention of an encampment not of a battle. 
A soldier might have been wounded in some insignificant 
attack on his encampment, without having taken part in 
an historical battle. If we take the mere fact of an en- 

Thedtetos und dessen Stellung in der Reihe seiner Dialoge, Inaugural-disser- 

tation, Jena 1873), H. Schmidt (Hxegetischer Commentar zu Platos Theétet, 
Leipzig 1880), H. Jackson, E. Rohde, W. Christ (‘ Platonische Studien,’ in 
vol. xvii. of Abhandlungen der philosophisch-philologischen Classe der 

kinighch bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften), Teichmiiller, 

Siebeck, Archer Hind (Introduction to the Timaeus, p. 21), M. Jezienicki 
(Ueber die Abfassungszeit der platonischen Dialoge Theaitet und Sophistes, 
Lemberg 1887). Zeller did not consider all the above authors and their 
arguments when he declared repeatedly the discussion as definitively settled 
(Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie, vol. iv. p. 189, vol. v. p. 289, 
vol. viii. p. 124, and on many other occasions). 
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campment in which dysentery is reigning, we have no 

reason whatever to refer it to 392 rather than to 368 
unless some independent testimony is forthcoming about 
an epidemic of dysentery occurring at one of these dates 
alone. In both cases a fight near Corinth took place. It 
has been argued that Theaetetus, who was a boy according 

to the dialogue at the time of Socrates’ death, could not 
already be famous: seven years later. Here, as in the 

Phaedrus, we have a prophecy put in the mouth of 
Socrates realised at the time of writing. If in the 
Phaedrus the prophecy refers to the Panegyricus written 

26 years later, the prophecy about Theaetetus might 

well have been realised in a length of time almost equal. 
Zeller believes that the mention must refer to a recent fact. 
The notion of recent facts is often abused. Anybody 
might speak to-day of the Russo-Turkish war as recent 
if compared with the conquest of Constantinople by the 

Turks. There is no reason to believe that for Plato 
current events ceased to be recent sooner than for us, at 

a time when he spoke of twenty-five generations as a 
ridiculously small period. 

2. If historians are right in saying that Iphicrates in 

this very Corinthian war introduced the peculiar force of 

light-armed infantry known as weAtaortai, the allusion to 
them on the part of Socrates (165 D) certainly involves 

an anachronism. But if the use of peltasts began at that 
time, there is no reason to think that it ceased twenty 
years later. It would be more reasonable to argue from 

a similar mention of peltasts in the Protagoras (550 A) 

that the Protagoras cannot have been written earlier than 

393 ; and any one who compares the Protagoras with the 

Theaetetus will find such differences of style, of method, 

of literary perfection, and of philosophical theory, that it 
is impossible to ascribe both to the same period. But 
the truth is that, whatever may have been the device of 
Iphicrates, the word zeArac7js occurs in several earlier 

writers, Euripides, Thucydides, Lysias, Xenophon, and 
ca 2 
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is common to the Laws with Theaetetus and Protagoras, 
so that it has no chronological value whatever in Plato. 

To infer anything from it means almost as much as to 
refer any work in which a mention of potatoes occurs to 

the next time after the first introduction of this vegetable 
in Europe in 1584 a.pv. It seems astonishing that Zeller 
should have followed Teichmuller in such inferences 
from an accidental mention of an object familiar to Greek 

readers before Plato began to write. 

3. A third indication of the date of the Theaetetus is 

seen by Zeller in the allusion (175 A) to those who are 

proud of twenty-five ancestors, and of their descent from 

Heracles son of Amphitryon. This allusion has also been 
treated as a mark of date by Bergk and Rohde, but each 

assumes a different descendant of Heracles. And even if 

we take Plato to be referring to a contemporary, who 

is to decide whether among the twenty-five ancestors 

Amphitryon’s father Alcaeus or his grandfather Perseus — 
are to be counted or not? In any case Heracles need 

not be the twenty-fifth. The discussion whether Agesi- 

polis (Zeller), Euagoras (Rohde), Dionysius of Syracuse 

(Teichmiiller), Agesilaos (Bergk) or anybody else is meant 
by Plato is a curious example of the abuse of erudition 

leading to misunderstanding of the text on which the 
erudition is spent. Plato speaks of twenty-five genera- 

tions as he does of ten thousand plethra of land, probably 

without any intentional allusion to any one in particular. 

The pride of counting Heracles among one’s ancestors, 

and even a catalogue of twenty-five or more of them, 
cannot have been uncommon in Plato’s time, if after so 

many centuries four historians are able to quote four 
different descendants of Heracles with twenty-five or more 
ancestors a-plece (175 A: cewyuvopévwy Kal avadepovTwr is 

a plural that might be taken literally). But it is by no 
means certain that Plato was as skilled in genealogy as 
his modern interpreters. He regards the whole question 
as contemptible, a monstrously small way of reckoning 

| 
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(cpixporoyia). Those acute critics who perceive in each 
round number quoted a statistical datum incur the danger 

of being accused of a curxporoyia more blameworthy than 

that complained of by Plato. 
4. A fourth argument of Zeller is more serious than 

the preceding. He says that the critical character of the 

Theaetetus does not agree with the positive constructive 

exposition of the Republic. Zeller means that such 

elementary inquiry into the foundations of knowledge 
was most probable in a time when Plato began the build- 
ing of his philosophy. We quite agree with Zeller, but 

if we add that Plato in his exceptionally long and active 
life had time to build more than one philosophy, we are 

at liberty to place the Theaetetus at the opening of Plato’s 
second voyage for the discovery of truth, after the Republic. 

In two passages we notice allusions which may with some 
probability be referred to Republic 177 E: rapadevypatov 

éy TO VTL EGTwOTWY, TOD mév Oeiov evOatpmoverTatov, TOD Oz 

abdov abdwwrdtov, ovy OpavTes bt oUTwS ZyEl, bTO HALOLO- 

THTOS TE Kal éoxyaTns avolas NavOavover ... 175 C: cK 
avuThns Sukatoovvns Te Kal abdixias . . . Baoidslas Tépt Kat 

avOpwrivns dds eveapovias Kai aOdLoTNTOS . . . TOW TE 

Tie éoTOv Kal Tiva TpOTrov avOpwrov dice TpooHKEl TO MeV 

KktTnoacbat avTtotv, TO 5 atoduyeiv), and to the Phaedrus 

(175 E: dppoviay Noyav AaBdvTos 6pOAs bpvqcas Oeov TE Kal 

avOporav evdatorvev Biov)—while Zeller could not find 

in the whole Republic an equally probable allusion to the 

Theaetetus. If we compare the critical tendency of the 

Theaetetus with the critical and elementary character of 

the works belonging to the Socratic stage, we shall easily 
notice the difference between those youthful personal 

criticisms and the fundamental criticisms of the Theae- 
tetus similar to those of the Parmenides and Sophist. 

5. Zeller finds an argument for the early date of the 

Theaetetus in his belief that the Politicus is earlier than 

Symposium and Phaedo. But he has not furnished any 

proof of this assumption, which contradicts everything we 
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know about the development of Plato’s style and his 

logical doctrines. 
6. The relations between Plato, Antisthenes, and 

Euclides, which Zeller also invokes in favour of an early 
date of the Theaetetus, are too little known for any chrono- 

logical inferences, and they could never prove anything 
about the date of composition, because Antisthenes is not 

named in the dialogue, and Euclides appears at the 
beginning without any mention which would allow infer- 
ences about his relations to Plato. 

7. Zeller enumerates the dialogues which in his opinion 
followed the Theaetetus, and finds it improbable that they 

could have been written in the last twenty years of Plato’s 
life. But he includes the Republic in this enumeration, 

on the ground that he holds the Republic to be later 
than the Philebus, and the Philebus than Parmenides and 

Theaectetus. We quite agree that the Parmendes and 

Philebus follow the Theaetetus, but we see no sufficient 

reason for placing the Republic after the Philebus. Zeller 

relies on some parallel passages which are too general to 

prove anything, and even rather confirm the priority of 
the Republic. Such parallels are rarely decisive, and 
have only then a certain value, if many concomitant 

variations point in the same direction. The seven 

dialogues which, according to our exposition, precede 
the Theaetetus (Huthydemus, Gorgias, Cratylus, Sym- 

postum, Phaedo, Republic, Phaedrus) are in their total 

size (453 pp. ed. Did.) almost equal to the seven dialogues 
which.we suppose to be later than the Theaetetus (Parme- 
nides, Sophist, Politicus, Philebus, Timaeus, Critias, 

Laws, 457 pp. ed. Did.). If we are right in supposing 
that the seven earlier dialogues were written in the years 

390-379, there is no difficulty whatever in admitting that 
the seven later works fall within the last twenty years of 

48 This question has been recently dealt with by Jackson (‘ Plato’s later 

theory of ideas VII. The supposed priority of the Philebus to the Republic,’ 

in the Journal of Philology for 1897, N. 49, pp. 65-82). 

| 
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Plato’s life (867-347), or even within the time after his 

third voyage to Sicily (361 B.c.). If this were proved, 
then the mention of the superiority of oral teaching at 
the end of the Phaedrus would mean nothing less than 
an interruption of about twelve years in Plato’s literary 
labours. But of course such a conclusion requires more 
serious arguments than those on which Zeller founded 

his conviction about a very early date of the dialectical 

works. Here it is only put forth as a possibility which 

may be made probable by further investigations. 
At all events, the above reasoning shows that Zeller’s 

arguments prove only that the Theaetetus is later than 

392 B.c., without any determination of the distance be- 
tween this terminus a quo and the date of composition. 

All the allusions found out by Zeller with such acuteness 

and erudition, even if we admit the interpretation he 
gives them, would remain quite as natural twenty-five 
years after the Corinthian war as immediately afterwards. 

In such things we have not the right to look at Plato 
from the point of view of a newspaper editor, who wishes 

to give to his readers the most recent information. Plato 

was free to choose from his large stores of experience at 
any time any example proper for an illustration of his 
views, without considering whether it occurred long ago 
or yesterday. Nosuch immediate allusion as the d:ovxio pos 
of the Symposiwm has been found as yet in the Theaetetus. 

On the contrary we have several reasons to believe that 

the Theaetetus is a late dialogue, written by Plato after 
fifty and possibly after sixty. These reasons have been 
collected since Munk and Ueberweg by many investi- 

gators and can easily be supplemented by considerations 

of style and logical comparisons. 
We find in the Theaetetus clear allusions to Plato’s 

school. The person of the younger Socrates, introduced 
here, is also known from the Metaphysics of Aristotle 

(1036 b 25), where he is quoted in the manner in which 
Aristotle quotes oral reminiscences. This led Ueberweg to 
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the conclusion that this younger Socrates belonged to the 

Academy at the same time with Aristotle, or after 367 B.c. 

If we consider that he does not take an active part in the 

conversation, it becomes probable that Plato introduced 

him as a witness out of some personal sympathy at the 

time when he already had known him for some time past. 
This argument is not decisive, because the younger 
Socrates may have belonged to the Academy a long time 

before Aristotle and still have continued in it afterwards. 

The Academy was not similar to our universities as to 
the limits of time fixed for the studies, and Plato’s pupils 

probably remained in touch with him for life. 
But a more important observation has been made 

by Ueberweg as to the picture drawn of the philo- 
sopher, that it can best be explained if we refer it to 
Plato's experience in Syracuse, where he may have found 

many parasites ready for all kinds of slavish services to 
please the tyrant. It may also be argued that the insist- 

ence with which Theodorus of Cyrene is asked to take an 

active part in the discussion is most natural after Plato’s 

visit to Cyrene. 

Such allusions to external events are always open to 

doubts, and are here quoted without attaching to them 
any special importance. There is another chronological 

indication of a more serious character, noticed already by 

Schleiermacher and brought forward afresh with strong 
conviction by Teichmiiller. This is the statement at the 
beginning of the dialogue that it has been written down 
in the dramatic form to avoid frequent repetitions of such 

formulas as Kal éy@ énv, Kal éy@ eizov, cvvedn, ovX Bmonroyet 

(143 c). Teichmuller infers from this passage that Plato 
began only with the Theaetetus to write his dialogues in a 
dramatic form. But the dramatic form is the primitive 

form for a dialogue, and needs no apology. The narrated 
form of a philosophical dialogue is a much more com- 
plicated mode, and was perhaps introduced into Greek 

literature by Plato. After trying its different variations, 
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he returns to the dramatic form and apologises for the 
change. In point of fact the narrated form has been tried 
by Plato only in a few of his works, and almost in every 
case with some difference, as the following classification 

of the form of Plato’s dialogues shows : 

1. A continuous speech, including questions andanswers. This 
is the character of the Apology, in which some passages refer to con- 
versations held by the speaker (20 a), and others introduce an 
imagined conversation with the accuser (24D E, 278 ©, &c.). 

2. Dramatic dialogues in which Socrates acts as leader of a con- 
versation. This is the most numerous class, including Euthyphro, 

Crito, Laches, Io, Meno, Gorgias, Cratylus, Philebus—and among 

the doubtful dialogues Alcibiades I. II., Hipparchus, Theages, 
Hippias maior and minor. A slight variation appears when the 
dramatic conversation includes long speeches of Socrates or others: 
Menexenus, Phaedrus. 

3. In a narration in which Socrates gives an account of some 

earlier conversation, the chief part is a narrated dialogue. This is 
the form of the Republic, and besides only of Lysis and Charmides 
(among the spurious dialogues: Erastae). In this form the re- 

petition of the formulas complained of at the beginning of the 
Theaetetus is most conspicuous. 

4, After a dramatic introduction, in which Socrates appears as 
one of the persons of the dialogue, he begins to narrate an earlier 
conversation, and this narration follows up to the end. This form 
is found only in the Protagoras. 

5. Different from the above is a narration interrupted by 
dramatic portions in which other persons speak with Socrates about 
his narration, and such a conversation forms the conclusion of the 

whole. This occurs only in the Huthydemus. 
6. After a dramatic introduction another person than Socrates 

narrates a dialogue in which Socrates played the chief part. This 
is limited to the Symposiwm. 

7. The above form is improved by dramatic interruptions in 
which some opinions are expressed by the hearer about the narrated 
dialogue. This occurs only in the Phaedo. 

8. After a dramatic introduction follows a reading of a dramatic 
dialogue, excused by a censure of the narrated dialogues generally. 
This is the case of the Theaetetus alone. 

9. After a short narration designed to explain the circumstances 
of a conversation, follows the dialectical conversation without the 

interruptions complained of in the Theaetetus. This distinguishes 
the Parmenides from all other narrated dialogues, and makes it 
possible that this work was written after the Theaetetus, though in 
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its general form it is a narrated dialogue, and even a narration of 
a narration, the dialogue being represented as first narrated by 

Pythodoros, then from him learned by Antiphon, and from 
Antiphon’s narration repeated by the actual narrator. But formulas 
peculiar to the narrated form occur only on pp. 126 a-1387 c¢, 

here being also often omitted, while they are altogether missed 
on pp. 137-166. Those occurring in the introduction are different 
from those condemned in the T'heaetetws and from the use of other 

works : pn dava., eivety being chiefly used. 
10. Dramatic conversations in which Socrates proposes a 

subject, which is then dealt with by another philosopher: Sophist, 
Politicus. 

11. After a short dramatic conversation in which Socrates 
proposes a subject, follows a much longer speech by another person. 

This long speech may be interrupted by some words of recognition 

from Socrates (Tvmaews) or not at all interrupted (Critias). 
12. Dramatic dialogue in which Socrates no longer appears 

even as hearer: Laws. 

It results from the above distinctions *° that what 
Teichmuller calls the narrated dialogue includes seven 
kinds (No. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9), which represent different 

attempts towards a more perfect form. Only the Lysis, 

Charmides, and Republic take the form of a continuous 

narration. The nearest mode to this is a narration with 

dramatic introduction, as in the Protagoras. From the 

Protagoras the Huthydemus differs by dramatic interrup- 

tions and conclusion, the Symposiwm by the absence of 
Socrates in the Introduction, the Phaedo in addition to 

this by its dramatic interruptions. At last, in the second 
part of the Parmenides narration is abandoned altogether 

without any explanation, and the whole dialectical dis- 

cussion follows dramatically. 
Teichmuller’s inference, if limited to the supposition 

that. Plato did not return after the Theaetetus to the form 

criticised in this dialogue, appears very probable, and 

50 An attempt at such a classification has already been made by Stein 

(Sieben Biicher zur Geschichte des Platonismus, Gottingen 1864), who 

divided all the works of Plato into five classes, in a somewhat different 

manner from the above. It is noteworthy that all the spurious dialogues 
have the form 2 or 3, while the ten other kinds of dialogues used by Plato 
have not been imitated. | 
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furnishes us with valuable chronological information, 
giving additional strength to other reasons, according to 
which the Theaetetus is later than the Phaedo and 
Republic. It is not contradicted by any well-established 

fact, that Plato in his later age used the dramatic form 
exclusively. All the dialogues known to be the latest are 
dramatic, and the narrated form of the Republic compared 

with the dramatic form of the Timaeus, its professed con- 
tinuation, confirms again the supposition that Plato re- 
linquished the narrated form in order to adopt the 
dramatic. But it does not follow that he should never 

have used the dramatic form before he started with narra- 

tions, nor even in intervals between narrated dialogues. 
The small dialogues, as to which there is great probability 

that they were written early, are dramatic, and it is most 

natural for anybody who writes philosophical dialogues to 

begin with this form. Esthetical reasons, and the desire 
to give a greater poetical plasticity or historical probability 
to an imagined conversation, led later to the more difficult 
form of narration, which, after different variations, had 

to be finally abandoned in the Theaetetus and Parmenides. 

The inconvenience of narration could nowhere be felt 

more clearly than in the composition of the Republic, and 

thus one of the most probable inferences from the explana- 

tion given in the Theaetetus is the priority of the Republic. 
This is further confirmed by a parallel passage in the Re- 

public, where the dramatic form is condemned, after a long 

explanation of the difference between narration and dramatic 
representation (Rep. 392 D-396 c) on the ground that the dra- 

matic form is less immediate and sincere than the narrative 

(396 C: 6 pév pot Soxet pétpios avnp, emrevdav adixntat év 

7H Swnynose eri AgEw Twa 7 TeaEw avdpos ayalod, 202r- 

NOE WS avTos wv éxeivos aTrayyzANEW Kal ovK alc xvveta Oat 
érl TH ToLavTH pincer... E: Sinynoes ypnoetac olg Huets 
OXiyov mpoTepoy SinAOouev . .. Kal EoTaL avTov 7 Rekts 

petéyouca piv dudotépwv, piynoeds Te Kal THs adAns 

Sunynoews, cuixpov 5¢ Te wépos sv TOANG AOYw THS LLunTEws). 
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This recommendation of narrations is given.in a narrated 

dialogue, and we know that Plato wrote afterwards dramatic 

dialogues, as, for instance, his Laws, Timaeus, Critias. 

If now we meet in the Theaetetus an apology for avoiding 
the form of a narrative when it might be expected, it 
appears very natural that this apology is later than the 

condemnation of the dramatic form enunciated in the 
Republic. This conclusion is the more justifiable, as Plato 
warns us that his condemnation of the dramatic form is 
not limited to tragedy and comedy (894D). The above is 
only an indication, but seems to be more significant than the 
inferences drawn from the genealogy of various descendants 
from Heracles. The formulas objected to in the Theaetetus 

can occur only in a dialogue narrated by Socrates, and 

therefore the whole objection, if taken literally, refers 
solely to Lysis, Charmides, Protagoras, Euthydemus, and 

Republic. Besides the formulas expressly named other 
answers are used, and it would be an interesting investiga- 

tion to find out in which of these five dialogues the 
expressions rejected in the Theaetetus are most frequent. 
There can be scarcely any doubt that the greatest number 

of them is to be found in the Republic. 

The priority of the Republic to the Theaetetus is 
confirmed also by other allusions and comparisons already 

mentioned which may be here briefly recapitulated : 

1. dvvayis is first explained in Rep. 477 c as a new notion. 

It is used currently as familiar in the Theaetetus: 158 5, 185 c, &c. 
2. The eternal models of the happiest and unhappiest life 

(176 &) as well as the mention that the philosopher investigates the 
nature of justice (175 c) are best explained if the reader is supposed 

to be familiar with the Republic. 
8. The short and matter-of-fact enumeration of mathematics, 

music, astronomy, geometry, and stereometry (1454 c, 1488), as 
preparatory to philosophical problems, seems also to be a remin- 
iscence of the Repwblic. 

4, The poets are placed on the same footing with Protagoras in 
their error of denying permanent substance (1528). This is best 
explainable after the Republic, as in the Sympostwm and even in 
the Phaedo (95 a) Homer was praised without irony. 
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5. The notion of movement as distinguished into change of 
quality and change of place, common to the Theaetetus with 
Parmenides and Laws, could not easily be ignored in Republic and 
Phaedrus if already familiar to Plato. 

6. The idea of innumerable periods of ten thousand generations 
(Theaet. 175 a, ef. Legg. 676 B c, 677 D: pupiakis pupa ern) implies 

an advance beyond the Republic and Phaedrus, where large 
periods of generations first appeared, and were specially justified. 
The long duration of life on the earth is here assumed as known to 
every educated man, and this was first explained in the Republic. 

7. The logical standpoint goes very much beyond the theory of 
ideas as known from the Republic and Phaedrus. This results 
from our whole exposition. 

Some of the above points apply equally to the priority 

of the Phaedrus, and there is besides one special point of 
comparison which places the Phaedrus before the Theae- 
tetus, namely.the calm recognition of rhetoric (201 4), 
which seems to imply what has been said on this subject 
in the Phaedrus. But the strongest reason why the 

Theaetetus must be looked upon as later than the 

Phaedrus lies in the affinities of both dialogues to 
different groups of other dialogues. The Theaetetus is in 
style and contents nearest to the Sophist and Politicus, 

which are proved to be very late. The Phaedrus shows 
in style and contents the greatest affinity with the 

Republic, which is proved to be earlier than the Sophist. 
The poetical imagination displayed in the Phaedrus and 

Republic is radically different from the dialectical imagin- 
ation of the Theaetetus and Sophist. The retirement of 

the philosopher from the world, which we see in the 
Theaetetus, remains throughout all later dialogues, and 

also the complaint that life on earth is too imperfect for 
the realisation of a philosopher’s dreams. This complaint, 
quite opposed to the optimism of the Republic and 
Phaedrus, betrays an interval not only of time but also of 

bitter experience between the poetical and the dialectical 
group. 

We know in Plato’s life, after the foundation of the 

Academy, only one great disenchantment which could 
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justify that change of attitude on the part of the great 
thinker. This was his second voyage to Sicily in 367 B.c. 

which he undertook in the hope of realising his ideal 
schemes, and which ended unsuccessfully. It appears 
most probable that the new departure, beginning with 
the Theaetetus, coincides with his return from this 

voyage. This cannot be proved, but may be suggested as 
a plausible hypothesis, well adapted to explain many 
things otherwise unexplained. Those who believe that 

the battle near Corinth, mentioned at the beginning of 
the dialogue, must have been quite recent when Plato 
wrote the Theaetetus are then at liberty to accept Ueber- 

weg’s supposition that a battle in 368 B.c. is meant here, 
and they can seek additional evidence in inscriptions and 
literary monuments in order to prove that dysentery was 

reigning then in the encampment. The lovers of genea- 

logies will have a greater choice to select from, and may 
find in some contemporary encomium, as Diimmler expects, 

a clear statement about twenty-five ancestors descending 
from Heracles, thus removing the improbable supposition 
that Plato himself counted somebody’s ancestors. 

These are trifling advantages, compared with other con- 

siderations. If, as we suppose, the Phaedrus was written 

about 379 B.c., and the Theaetetus after 367, then the 

passage at the end of the Phaedrus, in which oral 
teaching is extolled over writing, would obtain a new and 
original interpretation: it was a farewell to literary 
activity for about twelve years. And also one strange 
peculiarity of the style of the Theaetetus is psychologi- 

cally explained. The Theaetetus, having according to our 
calculations a slightly later style than the Phaedrus, is 
distinguished by the entire absence of very important or 
very frequent stylistic peculiarities. This is natural if 

that dialogue is written after a long interruption of 
literary activity. Plato was then to a certain extent free 
from acquired habits, and he did not at once fall into new 
idioms which might become very familiar in later works. 
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He used freely the richness of his old vocabulary and 
style, recurring less than usual to new formations and 
new idioms. Out of 500 peculiarities observed only four 
accidental words or locutions (11: weurros, 208: évredOev 

non, 399 : mepi 6n with genitive, 467: yuuvacia) are new, 

being missed in earlier works. All other peculiarities of 
later style occurring in the Theaetetus (58 accidental, 
41 repeated, 31 important) have been also found in 

dialogues which we have placed earlier. While the 
number of accidental, repeated, and important peculiari- 

ties is much greater than in the Phaedrus (130 against 
112) there is not one very important peculiarity in the 

Theaetetus though seven are found in the Phaedrus. 

But none of these seven is missed in the Theaetetus, only 
their frequency is smaller, so that they are counted only 

as important or repeated in the Theaetetus, while they 
are more important in the Phaedrus (23, 231, 376, 377, 

390, 412, 451). 

The difference between both dialogues is just what 
might be expected if we place the Phaedrus at the end of 

a period of extraordinarily intense literary activity, and 
the Theaetetus at the beginning of another period, after a 

long interruption. Nor is the time of twenty years from 

367-347 B.c. too short for the composition of the Theae- 

tetus and the seven dialogues which are left, as their total 

size is inferior to the total size of the nine dialogues 
preceding the Theaetetus (Protagoras—Phaedrus) written 
according to our view between 393-379 B.c. or in about 
fourteen years. Whether a writer like Plato writes more 
at forty than after sixty is a question that cannot be 

- decided on general grounds, and we make a due allow- 
ance for the diminution of activity in old age, down to an 
average of only four lines (ed. Didot) every day if the last 

eight dialogues (Theaetetus—Laws) were written in about 
nineteen years. 

What is here proposed as a plausible hypothesis is 
susceptible of proof by further investigation of style. At 
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present the stylistic difference between Phaedrus and 
Theaetetus is only just sufficient to confirm the later date 
of the second. But if we remember that thirty years 

ago the style of the Theaetetus so far as it could then be 
ascertained appeared as early as that of the Protagoras, 
and that Campbell resisted the temptation to trust that 

appearance and judged the Theaetetus to be later than 
the Phaedrus, which has been fully confirmed by later 
research—then we are entitled to hope that also our 

present supposition, that the Theaetetus is about twelve 
years later than the Phaedrus, may be confirmed by 
further research. It may also be contradicted, but one 

thing results as certain from the whole above investiga- 
tion: the Theaetetus is certainly later than the Republic, 

Phaedrus, Phaedo, and Symposium.” This relation will 

be still better confirmed if we study the next dialogue, 
the Parmenides, which in many respects shows a greater 

affinity with the Theaetetus than its acknowledged con- 
tinuation, the Sophisé. 

Il. The Parmenides. 

(Relative affinity with the latest group, measured on the Laws as 

unity, = 0°34; see above, p. 177.) 

Among the greater works of Plato none has raised so 
many suspicions as to its authenticity as the Parmenides, 
since Socher (1820) had the courage to confess that he 

felt unable to share the traditional admiration for the 
antinomies forming its second part. Many doubts ex- 

pressed by Ueberweg and Schaarschmidt have been 

removed by the subsequent studies on Plato’s style. This 
dialogue presents such numerous Platonic peculiarities, 
despite its abstract contents, as never occur in spurious 

251 The relation between Theaet. and Symp. can also be judged from 
a comparison of what in both dialogues is said about intellectual pregnancy, 
which is first introduced in the Symposium (206 8), and here supplemented 
by the notion of intellectual midwifery (Theaet. 148 r-149 B). 

— 
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works. Whatever may be thought of the philosophical 
value of antinomies, we find them here presented with 
great skill, and the conclusions are not more puzzling 
than those found in a similar treatment of philosophical 
problems by modern thinkers. The great originality of 

form and contents can raise suspicion only in critics who 
are unaware of Plato’s originality in other works. The 
Parmenides is not like other dialogues, but the Phaedrus 
and the Timaeus also differ widely from the Phaedo and 

Symposium. 

It has been thought that Plato could not have 

invented such objections to his own theory as those 
with which he credits Parmenides in this dialogue. Thus 
Teichmiiller and Siebeck ”? have been led to the supposi- 
tion that Plato wrote the Parmenides against Aristotle, 

and that the second part is intended to refute the objec- 
tions raised in the first part against the theory of ideas. 
Even if we admit that the Aristoteles of the dialogue is 
introduced here with reference to the philosopher Aristotle, 
there are serious difficulties in the way of crediting him 

with the objections expressed by Parmenides. Aristotle 
came to the Academy in 367 B.c. at the age of seventeen, 
and in view of the extent of the six dialogues which are 
later the Parmenides cannot have been written long after 
this. We have seen in the Theaetetus how Plato pro- 

ceeds when he seriously wishes to refute an objection, 
and according to this standard we cannot accept the 

second part of the Parmenides as a refutation of objec- 
tions raised in the first part. It leads, like the Theaetetus, 
beyond the primitive theory of ideas to a system of 

categories, among which unity and variety are discussed 
by a peculiar method, and shown to supplement each 

other. 

Every exclusive hypothesis leading to contradictions, 
it follows that neither the one alone nor the many 

232 «Plato als Kritiker aristotelischer Ansichten,’ in Zeitschrift fir 
Philosophie und philosophische Kritik, vol. 107, pp. 1-28, Leipzig 1895. 
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explain existence altogether, and that therefore we have 
to seek everywhere the one and the many, as is done 
in the subsequent dialectical dialogues. It has been 
asked whether the one means the Platonic idea, or God, 

or anything else. This question is out of place here. 
The whole discussion is kept in the most general terms, 
and may apply to many particular cases. We notice the 

same tendency as in the Theaetetus to substitute abstract 

notions for the primitive conception of the ideas, and we 
need not deprive Plato of the merit of having discovered 
his objections for himself, the more so as these objections 

do not necessarily refer to his own earlier views, but to 

certain special determinations of these views, which may 
be ascribed to his pupils. 

In no earlier dialogue had the different conceptions 
of the relation between ideas and the particulars been 

stated with such clearness. It remains uncertain whether 

these different conceptions are Plato’s own, because his 

theory of ideas so far as it was expressed in earlier 
dialogues admitted different interpretations. It might be 
supposed that these interpretations had been attempted 

by some of his pupils and that he wrote the Parmenides 
with the purpose of showing the difficulty of such very 

concrete and special interpretations. The chief point 
which had been always insisted upon with sufficient 

clearness, the essential difference between idea and par- 

ticulars, remains untouched by all objections, and for the 
first time we find it clearly stated that an idea may vary 
according to the conception of the conceiving mind. 

The chief objection, known as the ‘third man,’ 

consists in the representation of an infinite number of 

identical ideas (132 A: atv TO wéya Kai TaNAa TA pEyara, 

gay @oavTws TH Wuxy eal wavta ions... &v TL av wou peya 
gaveirat, @® Tadta TavTa avaykn peydda daiverOa. 

GAXo apa sidos meyeGous avabavyncetal, Tap’ avTd TE TO 

péyeOos yeyovos Kal Ta wETeyovTa avTOv * Kai el ToUTOLS ad 

Tac étepov, @ TadTa TaVTA peyada EoTaL* Kai odKETL ON BY 

YY ae ee 



éxacTOv cot TOY eid@v ZoTAL, GAN aTElpa TO TAOOs). 
This objection is by no means peculiar to the Parmenides. 

It had occurred in the Theaetetus (200 B: 4 madw ad pou 

épeite OTL TOV éTLOTHU@Y Kal aveTTLOTNMOOUVaY sicily av 
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emioTHpar ... Kal ovTw 61) advayKacOncecOe eis TavTOV 

TEplTpexyely wuplaKis ovdev TAZOY ToLodyTEs) applied to 

_ knowledge, and in the Republic (597 Bc) to the idea of 
-achair. There Plato indicated the logical necessity of 
stopping in this infinite progress. A certain analogy to 

this is found also in the Timaeus (31 A) where the question 
is raised, whether besides our world there is not an 

infinity of worlds containing it, and this is denied. 
This argument has been attributed to Polyxenos whom 

Plato met in Syracuse, and is here for the first time answered 

by the supposition that each idea might be a thought and 
exist only in our soul (1382 B: wn Tey eidev ExacToOV 7 TOv- 

TOV VONLA, Kal ovdapod a’T@ TpoaHKn eyyiyverbar AdroOe 7 

év uxais). This explanation is not contradicted by what 
follows. Parmenides says that if each idea is thought of 
as unity (182 c: sides Zora TodTO TO voovpevor &y Eivat, aéEl 

Ov TO avTO emt Taowv) the primitive theory of péeEvs could 

not be maintained (132¢: ef radda ys THv Eidav weTéyew ... 

ovK éyet NOyov). Then Socrates proposes, not as a differ- 

ent solution, but only as an additional explanation, a view 
of the ideas as models of natural kinds, to which the 

particulars are similar (132 D: ta pév eidn TadtTa domeEp 
Tapadelypata éotavatév TH hvoet, Ta Oz AAXa TOUTOLS ZOLKEVAL 

Kal sival omowwpata* Kai n we0eks attn Tois addoLs yly- 

veoOar TOV ELd@V OVK ANH TLS 1) eikacOHvaL avdTois). This 

view is consistent with the psychological character of 
ideas as notions, and the further objections refer to «én 

avta Ka?’ avta (133 A), not to general notions. 
The one and the many, to which the antinomies of the 

second part refer, are also notions, not ideas existing outside 
thehuman mind. This is perfectly consistent with what has 

been said in the Theaetetus about the activity of the soul. 

It is one of the aspects of later Platonism : the soul as the 
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source of movement acquires an Increasing importance 

and considers its own notions as objects of knowledge. In © 

the Parmenides the link is given which makes it possible — 

to use the terminology of ideas for general kinds or 

notions. One of the objections of Parmenides against the — 
universal application of transcendental ideas is at once — 
admitted by Socrates and gives the explanation of the 

Extension subsequent discussion. The idea in its former shape had ~ 

of know- to be perfect, and at that earlier stage Plato cared only | 

ledge to for the knowledge of what could attain perfection. Now — 
i fect ‘ ; Saath . 
oe °c" his desire of knowledge extends to everything existing, 
lings. ' and there are things imperfect by their very nature (130 c : 

Opié cal mndos Kal pUTros 7) GAO O TL aTyOTATOY TE Kal 

gavrotatov) of which we conceive notions, but not trans- — 

cendental ideas, under the penalty of falling into an abyss 
of absurdity (130 D: ée/cas wn Tote eis Tw’ ABvOov drvapiav 

éuTrec@v OvapGaps). 

Rising from particulars to more general kinds, 

human notions are susceptible of improvement up to 

the ideal standard of the divinity. Thus perfect ideas 

appear to be out of the reach of human reason (135 A: 

TON) avayKn avTa elvac TH avOpwTrivn pice ayvwoTa). 

Relativity If anybody denies their existence, it is difficult to prove 
and fixity. his error: it requires an exceptional intelligence to show 

that each thing has its own substance (1354 B: avépos 

mTavu pev evhvods Tov duvncouéevov pabeiy ws eEoTL yeVvos 

Tl &KaoToU Kal ovcia avTn Kal’ avTHy, ete O& PavpactoTépou 

Tov eupyaovTos Kal adAov Ovynoomévov Oidd~at TadTa TavTa 

ixavas Suevxpivnodyevoy). What Parmenides says, that 

without fixed ideas neither dialectic nor philosophy is 

possible, refers to the general kinds of Being as they have 
been presented in the Theaetetus, and does not necessarily 

imply their separate existence. He then recommends 
Dialee- dialectical exercise as the best way of advancing know- 
tical ledge, and proceeds to give a sample of such an exercise, 
exercise which is here called a laborious pastime (137 B: mpay- 
age patewdn tTadiav traifev), convenient only in a limited 
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circle of friends and pupils (137 A: adroit éopev), not 
before a larger public (1386 D: amperh yap ta Towaita 

mod av évavtiov eye .... ayvoodar yap ol TrONXol OTL avEv 

ravtns ths Sa ravtwv di2kodou Te Kal TAaVNS advvaToY 

_evruydvta TO ane vodv zyewv). 
The method is supplementary to the method which had 

been proposed in the Phaedo. There it was the philoso- 

pher’s aim to explain each hypothesis by another up to the 
highest hypothesis which might be confidently accepted. 

_ Here Parmenides wants us to follow out the consequences 

_ of each hypothesis affirmed or denied, and its relation to the 

whole of our knowledge (136 B: svi Adye, trepl dTov av at 
b7007 ws dvTos Kal ws ovK dvTOS Kal OTLOUY GAO TAOS TA XO- 

ytos, det cxoTreiv Ta EvpBaivovta Tpos avTo Kal Tpos sv ExacTOV 

TOV dd\Xwv, 6 TL av TpoéAH, Kal Tpds TAEiw Kal Tpos Evp- 

TayTa WoavTws * Kal TANNA aD Tpds aUTa TE Kal Tpos AAO 
6 Tt av Tpoaiph ae, dv Te ws Ov bT0OH O UmeTiOsco, 

édv Te ws pi) Ov, ei pmédDrElLS TEAZWOS YUMVATaEVOS KUPiWsS 

SuoyrecOat Oo adnOés). This method implies the recog- 

nition of a mutual relation and interdependence of 
all things that exist, and we need not expect in the 

following large sample of antinomies about the one and 

the many a full realisation of the proposed problem. 
The idea of relation occupied Plato’s mind with increas- 

ing fascination, as 1s shown not only in the antinomies of 
the Parmenides, but also in the surprising conception 
according to which our notions are in the first instance 

related only among themselves, and could be out of relation 

with more perfect notions or ideas of the Divinity. The 
example chosen to illustrate this relativity is the relation 

- between a slave and his master. This relation is a relation 

of two men, says Parmenides, and not of the ideas of 

slavery and mastership (133 8). Although this view is 
here introduced as an objection to transcendental ideas 
generally, it agrees very well with the tendency of the 

dialectical dialogues which follow, in which we shall find 
frequently a complaint about the relativity of human 
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knowledge. The distinction between a subjective notion 
and its objective counterpart is nowhere so clearly stated — 
as here; this is not the only feature in which the 

Parmenides approaches Kant’s Kvritvk. Also the dis- 

covery that abstract notions, if applied without restriction, — 
lead to antinomies of reason, 1s common to Plato and 

Kant, although they have treated the subject differently. 
These antinomies are the further consequence of the 

dualistic tendency already visible in the Theaetetus and 

increasing in the Laws, where even the unity of soul 
throughout the universe is denied, since evil cannot be 
ascribed to God. 

On the other side we find here a partial answer to the 

question ‘ what is knowledge ?’ which was raised in the 
Theaetetus and left unanswered. Knowledge is a system 

of notions from the highest down to the lowest, brought 

into manifold mutual relations. Only uneducated people 
look upon logical exercise as idle talk (135 Dd). Such 

exercise leads us from the visible world to the ideas which 

are an object of reason (135 E: syacOnv, bte ovK elas ev Tots 

opwmévols ovdeE TEpL TADTA THY TAaYHY eTLTKOTELY, GAAA Tepl 
éxeiva & padioTa Tis av AOY@ AaBot Kal Eidn av HYnoaLTO 

eivat). ‘The true philosopher neglects nothing, however 

insignificant it may appear, if it has a bearing upon his 

general theories, and is not influenced by the unscientific 
opinions of the many (130 E: véos yap «i ?71, Kal ovTrw 

gov avteiknTTat hidocodia, ws ete avTidNeTat Kat’ éunv 

vov o& éTt Tpos avOpwTrar 

aTroBréTrets S0Eas dua THY HALKiav). This attitude is pre- 

served also in the Sophist and Politvcus, m which the 

dialectical pastime is continued. 

We have seen in the preceding works the theory 

that the highest standard of knowledge is attainable 
only through the highest intellectual training. The 
training proposed in the Republic was in mathematical, 
astronomical, and musical studies as preparatory to 

Dialectic. Dialectic was there only the knowledge of 

/ ee > \ > hae > / 

do€av, OTe ovdéy aALTAV aTLAacEls * 
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the highest. idea of Good. In the Phaedrus it was 
defined as the art of analysis and synthesis of concepts, 
and this programme was probably followed out in many 

particulars in the oral teaching of Plato. The result 

was an essential change of the former views about ideas. 
The occupation with particulars of nature brought the 

concept of movement into prominence, and movement 

was in some way brought into the fixed and unalterable 
world of the ideas as we know them from the Phaedo and 
Sympostum. This movement consisted first in the 
universal mutual relations among ideas, and then in the 

progress of each idea, according to the individual perfec- 
tion of the thinker. Plato’s love of ideal perfection is not 
on the decrease, and the ideas of the perfect Being or God 
remain as perfect as they were seen in the space above 
heaven of the Phaedrus. But they are not out of all 

relation to a living consciousness, and each of those 

unities has infinite approximations in the minds of the 

whole hierarchy of beings, and in the variety of appear- 
ances. No doubt the philosopher is able to bring his 

ideas to divine perfection, but only through dialectical 

exercise. In agreement with the importance acquired 
by general concepts, we find in the Parmenides some 

new notions. Besides évvayis (133 EH, 135 ©), Kivnots 

(138 B), adXolwors, dopa (138 Cc, 162 DE), pa ov (142 A) 

and other categories used already before, we meet here 

for the first time To cupBeByxes as a logical term (128 oc), 
otépecOae (157 c, 1598), ro 2Eaidvns (156 D), which are 

clear as general notions but scarcely fit for representa- 
tion as transcendental ideas. 

If our interpretation of the logical meaning of the 

Parmenides is right, it becomes exceptionally important 
to determine the place of this work among Plato’s dia- 

logues, as it begins together with the Theaetetus a new 
philosophy of Plato. 

That the Parmenides is not an early dialogue, results 

from many hints. What is here repeatedly said of 
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youth (130 #, 135 p, 137 B), that young men are inconse- 

quent, that one must learn while young, and that youth 

is pleasing and compliant, is only explainable if the author 
was comparatively speaking an old man when writing. 
Tf we consider that the limits of youth were wider with 

the Greeks than with us, that youth must be already at 
some distance to be thus treated, and that we find in the 

Laws and in the other works of Plato’s old age similar 
remarks on youth, we are justified in admitting that 

Plato must have passed middle hfe when he wrote the 
Parmenides. 

Another general argument in favour of a late date is 

the characterisation of Socrates as a young man, recelv- 
ing instruction from Parmenides. There is nothing dis- 
paraging for Socrates in this position, as Schaarschmidt © 
thought. He is here clearly admired by Parmenides and | 

Zeno, and his philosophical aptitude is extolled. In all 

preceding dialogues we have seen Socrates as the ideal 

teacher, only in the Symposiwm subordinated to the ideal 
Diotima, but even there supposed to be the true author of 

all that he attributes to her. If now we meet for the 
first time a Socrates who is truly subordinated to another 

Master, and if we know that in all remaining works of 
Plato, except the Philebus, Socrates is only a hearer, it 

becomes very natural to suppose that the Parmemdes was 

written at a time when the living picture of Plato’s 
Master was fading away in a distant past, under the 
influence of a consciousness of his own superiority. That 

Socrates appears here as a young man, is a consequence 

of the plan of the dialogue, in which a theory formerly 
attributed to Socrates had to be corrected and abandoned. 

It has been thought that the view of paradeigmatic 
ideas or eternal models (182D: rapadelypata év 7H pvoe, 

cf. Theaet. 176) appears here for the first time, but this 

cannot be maintained in view of the fact that we had 
already in the tenth book of the Republic paradeigmatic 

ideas, and that such are also implied in the allegory of the 
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Cave. The only view which is really expressed for the 
first time is the identification of the ideas with notions 
in the soul. This view, which we shall see recurring 
in later works, cannot belong to an early time in Plato’s 
hfe, at least in connection with a criticism of self-existing 

ideas. 
The meeting of Parmenides with Socrates, whether 

historic or not, is mentioned besides this dialogue also in 

the Theaetetus and Sophist. If we compare ?* both men- 

tions, 1t is obvious that the Sophzst refers to our dialogue, 

while in the Theaetetus the mention is more general : 

Theaet. 183 5: rods GAXovs, of 

. NTTOV 

Soph. 217 c: morepov etwas 
ab) ve \ , \ a Ci SSN sy ai a a , 
€V €OTOS Aeyouoe TO 7Fav.. mOLov QuUTOS €77l OAVTOV paKp@ oy@ 

, , a a ay , , a > > , ro 

aigxvvopar 7 eva ovta Tlappevidny SieEvevar. . . 7) Ou EP@TNTEWY, OLOV 
, \ \ ~ > \ 

. cupmporeutga yap 07 T@ avdpi 
mavu véeos mavu mpecButTn, Kai pot 
> , ‘3 a+ U ehavn Babos tue exew mavrdrace 
yevvatov. 1844: hoBodpar ody pn 

ovre Ta Aeyopeva Evvidpev, Ti Te 
Stavoovpevos eirre ToAV mA€ov Net- 

s. / , \ 

mote kat Iappevidn ypopuev@ kai 

OueEcovte Aoyous mayKdAovs Tape- 
yevouny 
61) TOTE 

3 \ fs Bi > , , 

ey® veos @Y, ekelvov pada 
, Los ‘ 

ovTos TpecBUTOU ;—T@ pev 
> , \ > / advres Te kal eUnviws mpoodiadeyo- 

, ta 9 \ \ 2 
HEV@ PAov OUTW, TO TpOSs GAXov. 

T@peOa ... 

We see that Plato in the Theaetetws mentions in 

general terms his admiration for Parmenides, and an 
interview which might be historical without necessarily 

implying a special reference to the dialogue, while in the 

Sophzist an allusion is made to the short generally affirma- 
tive answers which characterise both the Parmenides and 
Sophist, not the Theaetetus. These three dialogues con- 
tain very frequent mentions of Parmenides, who is besides 
quoted only in the Symposiwm (178 B, 195 c) on an in- 

significant matter and without great esteem. In the 
_ Theaetetus the examination of the philosophy of Parme- 
nides is declined and adjourned; in the Parmenides the 

53 This comparison has been specially insisted upon by P. Natorp in 
his review of O. Apelt’s Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Philosophie, Leipzig 

1891, in the Philosophische Monatshefte, vol. xxx. pp. 63-70, but in con- 
nection with a very early date of the Theaetetus. Natorp’s own argumenta- 

tion gains in strength if the Theaetetws immediately preceded the Par- 
menides. 
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philosopher is introduced as criticising earlier Platonism 
and explaining the consequences of his own hypothesis in 
a manner which might lead the hearer to some doubts; 

in the Sophist he is criticised by the anonymous guest 

from Elea, introduced as a friend of Parmenides and 

Zeno. If these three dialogues, in which the influence 

of the Eleatic philosophy is first noticed, are written 

after a sojourn of Plato in Sicily, then it might appear 
probable that on this voyage he came into closer rela- 
tions with the Eleatics, just as in the period of middle 
Platonism the influence of Pythagoras’ school is notice- 

able. So long as we have no more detailed testimonies 
about these voyages, we must limit our inferences to the 
observation that Plato at a later stage of his life con- 

ceived a special interest in the Eleatic philosophy, either 
in consequence of personal acquaintance with the repre- 

sentatives of this school abroad, or perhaps under the 
influence of his own pupils in the Academy, some of 

whom might have arrived from Italy. 
An important argument for the priority of the Theae- 

tetus to the Parmenides is the different manner in 

which the categories and the subdivision of xivno.s into 
GAXolwors and dopa appear, being in the earlier dialogue 
distinctly meant as something new, while in the later 
both theories are supposed to be known. 

Both the Theaetetus and Parmenides are distinguished 
from other dialogues by the introductory information 

calculated to make on the reader the impression of things 
of a remote time: in the Theaetetus this is done by the 

fiction of a written account repeatedly corrected ; in the 

Parmenides the source appears more distant, as the dia- 

logue has been first narrated by Pythodorus to Antiphon, 

and by Antiphon to Kephalos, who narrates it to the 

reader. 
Some reason for placing the Theaetetus before the 

Parmenides is given by stylistic comparisons. The 
total stylistic affinity of the Parmenides with the latest 
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group (equivalent to 243 accidental peculiarities) exceeds 

only slightly that of the Theaetetus (equivalent to 283 
accidental peculiarities), and this alone would not yet 
justify a conclusion, were there not a great difference of 

size between the two dialogues, the Theaetetus being one 
of the largest (53 pp. ed. Did.), and the Parmenides one of 

the shorter (31 pp. ed. Did.) dialogues. Under these cir- 
cumstances the priority of the T’heaetetus appears to be 
very probable, so much more as the Parmenides has a 

much greater number of peculiarities of later style which 

are absent from the Theaetetus, than vice versa, as can be 

seen from the following comparison : 

Peculiarities of later style not occurring in works earlier than the 

Republic and found: 

in Theaet., not in Parm., acci- in Parm., not in Theaet., acci- 

dental: 218, 337, 348, 395, 404, dental: 486, 487, 488, 189, 216, 

336, 190, 335, 341, 324, 11, 208, 224, 331, 485, 470, 492, 483, 490, 
399; repeated: 192, 227; im- 478, 323, 476, 25, 28, 225, 322, 

portant: 247, 12, 452. 458, 459, 461, 462, 464, 466; re- 

peated: 481, 477, 489, 332, 480, 

475, 24, 468, 26, 460, 463, 465; 

important: 479, 318, 27; very 

important: 14, 15. 

This relation of style between Parmenides and Theae- 

tetus was less evident as long as smaller numbers of 

peculiarities were compared. Thus, according to Camp- 

bell’s table, the Parmenides appeared to have less affinity 

with the latest group than nearly all Socratic dialogues, 
and C. Ritter was led even to doubt the authenticity, 

because he found fewer peculiarities of later style than 
he expected in a work which betrayed by some very 

characteristic marks its late origin. Now we have just 

enough stylistic evidence to confirm the place assigned 
to the Parmenides between Theaetetus and Sophist, 

and further stylistic investigations may very possibly 

increase such evidence in this case, as they have done in 

the case of the Theaetetus. Both Parmenides and Theae- 

tetus are stylistically more difficult to class than most 

Theae- 
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shows 

that the: 

longer 

dialogue 
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other works of Plato. The supposition that both followed 

after a longer or shorter interval of literary inactivity 
accounts best for this circumstance. An author who 
returns to literary labours after an interval does not reach 

at once a certain fixity of expression and is less likely to 
introduce many new peculiarities of a permanent character. 

Thus, however original may be his style in such works, 

they will contain fewer peculiarities recurring later than 
the following dialogues, and this produces a diminution 
of the stylistic affinity with the latest group. The close 
relation between Theaetetus and Parmenides as critical 

dialogues has been illustrated by Campbell through a 
number of analogies (‘On the place of the Parmenides,’ 
pp. 6-7, see note 145) which are the more striking as the 

subject of both dialogues is not identical. 
There is no definitive indication which could help to 

fix the date of the Parmenides with exactness, except the 

supposed allusion to the philosopher Aristotle contained 
in the mention as a person of the dialogue of another 
Aristotle, one of the thirty tyrants. This allusion is 
plausible, and has been brought into relation with 
Aristotle’s criticism of the Platonic ideas. It acquires 
some additional plausibility if compared with the intro- 

duction of the younger Socrates in the Theaetetus. But 

these conjectures require some independent testimonies 
before they can be accepted as certain. If we accepted 

them, then the Parmenides would have been written after 

367 B.c., and shortly after the Theaetetus. Without reject- 
ing this hypothesis, it remains still possible that both 

dialogues were composed earlier, but not before the 
Phaedrus, and not in the next time after the Republic, as 

the elaboration of the new point of view required a certain 
length of time. The nearest approach to this new point 

of view was the recommendation of analysis and synthesis 
given in the Phaedrus. 
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Plato's critical philosophy. 

To resume the results of the above inquiry on the 
Theaetetus and Parmenides, we see in these two works the 

trace of a new logical departure, which does not quite 

amount to a brusque negation of earlier views, but changes 
the aims of science. While Plato in the works of his 
middle lifetime had a conception of truth eternally fixed, 

which can be perceived by a well-trained mind exactly as 

it is, he became later aware of the subjectivity of knowledge, 

of its existence in an ascending scale of souls up to divine 
perfection. The ideal was thus further removed from the 

present life, while losing nothing in its perfection. The 

aim of science is now not the immediate contemplation of 

truth eternally pre-existent, but the perfecting of our own 

ideas so as to form a system built on the mutual corre- 

lation of all particulars. The particulars of sensible ex- 

perience are no longer rejected as useless or perturbing, 

but they have to be brought into relation with the general 
stock of knowledge. In the physical world movement is 

acknowledged as the chief factor, and the origin of move- 
ment attributed to the soul. The causes of error are in- 

vestigated with greater accuracy and found chiefly in the 

imperfection of our perceptions. The notions are paired 

with their opposites, and the preference for dichotomy is 

manifest, but is not suffered to stiffen into a conventional 

rule. 

Plato remains in this period faithful to his custom of 

fixing in a literary form only certain aspects of his thoughts, 

obliging us to supplement by inferences what he omits to 
mention. Neither the Theaetetus nor the Parmenides are 
systematic accounts of any part of the doctrine which 
probably was imparted to Plato’s pupils according to the 
precepts of the Phaedrus. The centre of gravity of the 

Platonic system has been changed without recapitulating 

all the details it carried with it, and the dialogues written 
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after the change continue to be works of art rather than 
expositions of doctrine. They are only ideal samples of 

conversations held in the Academy, and the artistic pur- 
pose of harmonious proportion is quite as evident in these 

conversations on abstract subjects as in the more poetical 

Symposium. In these works, as in the preceding, from 

the Symposiwm onwards, we have didactic conversations 
between pupil and master, not as in earlier works like the 
Gorgias, discussions between men of opposed convictions. 

The pupil is led by an ascending way so that at each 

turning point he believes himself to reach the summit, 
when a new horizon is opened, leading higher, and at the 
end the infinite ideal of knowledge remains still high 
above the highest summits hitherto described. This 

protreptic character is maintained in the critical dialogues 
no less than in the constructive works. In the Ke- 

public the idea of the Good remained beyond the reach 

of Adeimantos and Glaucon; in the Phaedrus the ideal 

rhetoric appeared as a powerful ideal beyond the under- 

standing and ability of the greatest orators of the time; 
in the Theaetetus knowledge appeared at a height much 

above all human opinions, even those which guess the 

truth correctly. In the Parmenides the objects of know- 

ledge are shown not to correspond to poetic metaphors, 
and to be attainable only by a difficult exercise of 

reason. In all these cases the rising soul of a lover 

of philosophy is the chief object of literary exposition. 
The contents of philosophy are mentioned occasion- 

ally and never exhaustively. The distance between the 

philosopher and vulgar humanity is increasing while the 

philosopher’s constant aim is to approach his ideal of the 

divinity. 

The occasional glimpses of theory show us a great 

wealth of intellectual life, and a consciousness of some 

cardinal conditions of truth. The chief results arrived at 
by Plato at this stage appear to be: the subjectivity of 
sensations, the unity of consciousness in the act of judg- 
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ment, the plurality and mutual relation of the highest 
kinds of Being, the universal analogy between great and 
small things which must be considered all with equal care 
in order to increase our knowledge. The method pro- 
posed leads to a general system of science, some aspects of 
which are developed in the three following dialectical 
dialogues. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

NEW THEORY OF SCIENCE 

Asthe | WE have seen Plato begin his literary career with small 
Socratic critical dialogues, culminating in Protagoras, Meno, and 
stage was Huthydemus, and progressing from this first critical stage 
followed t the positive exposition of some of his moral, political, 
— and educational theories in the Gorgias and later works up 
exposi: +0 the Phaedrus. In like manner the second critical stage, 
tion,so manifest in the Theaetetus and Parmenides, was followed 

the second by some dialogues full of positive metaphysical and logical 
critical theories, skilfully treated with regard to questions of 
Euiee purely formal importance. This indirect manner of expo- 
er sition is prominent in the three dialectical dialogues which 
lowed by wi 
as eke follow the Parmenides, namely the Sophist, Politicus, 

logical and Philebus. Here, as in the preceding works, we do 

and meta- not find a systematic exposition of doctrine, but occasional 
physical glimpses which betray studies very remote from those of 

teaching- middle Platonism, and show usa part of that ‘longer way ’ 
alluded to in the Republic as leading to the knowledge of 
truth. 

I. The Sophist. 

The aim is In this dialogue the definition of the Sophist is only a 
formally, pretext for the exposition of Plato’s views on scientific 
to define method, on the origin of error, and on the nature of true 

Be " Being. These views are presented in a form which 

a leaves no doubt as to the author’s own convictions and 

Eeround his judgments about other philosophers. The historical 

Platots Method of comparing existing theories and contradictions 

viewson is here maintained, as in the Theaetetus and Parmenides, 
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but with greater maturity of treatment. In this respect, 
as well as in the manner of the didactic proceeding 
accompanied with frequent quotations of results obtained 
before, and with recapitulations after each progress of the 
argument, the Sophist approaches more nearly to the 

writings of Aristotle than any earlier dialogue of Plato. 
The dialogical form is still preserved, but the answers 
for the most part only confirm opinions expressed in the 
question, so that they could easily be omitted. 

While in the Parmenides it was still assumed as 

natural and necessary that a dialectical exposition must 

be given in the form of a conversation (1378: tis ody pol 
aToKpiveitat; 7) 0 vewTatos ;), we see in the Sophist for 

the first time a clear admission that philosophical teach- 
ing may be given in the form of a continuous lecture 
(217 C: morepov elwOas Hovov avTos él cavTOD WaKPe® AOYo 

SizEvgvat Aéyov TodTO, 6 av évdciEacOai Tw BovdrnOijs, 7 bv’ 

gpwticewy, oldv tote kai Llappevidn ypwpévm . . . Trapeye- 

vounv). If we take into account that this form of con- 
tinuous lecture prevails in the Timaeus and Critias and 
some parts of the Laws, which are acknowledged to 
be late works, it becomes evident that the Sophist is 

in this respect intermediate between Parmenides and 
Timaeus. This inference is strengthened by the obser- 

vation that in an admittedly early work, the Prota- 

goras, lecturing is condemned and dialogical discussion 
required (Prot. 334D: éyo tuyxydvw éridjcpev tis ov 

avOpwrros, Kal éav Tis wor wakpa Aéeyn, ériNavOdvomat TEpi 

ov dv 70 NOyos .. . ovvTEUVEe mol Tas ATOKpicas Kal Bpa- 
yuTEpas TOlEl, Eb WEANW Gol ETrECOal). 

Thus we see how Plato advanced from the form of 
philosophical conversations to that form of a philo- 
sophical lecture or dissertation which has been adopted 
by his pupil Aristotle and by the majority of later philo- 

sophers. This fact is not without logical importance. 
In conversation at least two persons are wanted to 

elaborate the truth. This implies a stage of personal 
EE 
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uncertainty or at least the absence of a recognised 
authority. The thinker who has arrived at the highest 
degree of certainty needs only receptive hearers to whom 
he may communicate his knowledge, and looks upon 
discussion as useless and tiresome. The earliest works 
of Plato were discussions; even later, despite the in- 

creasing authority of Socrates, the persons represented as 
partners in his conversation still enjoyed the freedom of 
expressing other views. In the Theaetetus Socrates is 
represented as desiring to discuss freely philosophical 
difficulties with Theodoros rather than with a young 
man who dares not go against his authority. It is only 
in the Parmenides that discussion (7oAvtpaypovety) 1s 

declared useless. This is a logical mode of regarding the 
matter and amounts to this: whoever is in possession of 
truth can impart it to others without expecting an 
advance of knowledge from the conflict of opinions. Or, 

truth is the result of the activity of one soul, not of 
the co-operation of many. Im all the six latest dialogues 

Plato remained faithful to this principle, which he adopted | 
definitively in the Parmenides. There is no discussion in 
the Sophist and Politicus, nor in the Philebus and the 

Laws. Inthe Timaeus and Critias even the dialogical 
form is extinct. Plato appears to have abandoned con- 

versational equality between investigating friends, he 
prefers now a didactic authority of one Master of wisdom. 

The consciousness of method is also increasing. The 

art of reasoning, postulated already in the Phaedo (90 B: 
) TEpt TOs NOyous Téyvy), 1S NOW a reality and bears the 

name of a logical method (Soph. 2274: tav doyov 
uéOodos), Which remained in the highest esteem among all 
later philosophers. Many translators of Plato refrained 
from the identification of wé00d0s with the modern term 

method, as if they were afraid to credit an ancient Greek 

philosopher with a consciousness of regulated proceed- 
ing which seems to be a privilege of recent science. 
Thus, for instance, Schleiermacher renders péOod0s by 
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‘das erklarende Verfahren,’ Deuschle by ‘der Gang 

der Untersuchung, Miller by ‘der Fortgang unserer 
Erorterung.’ This is really a wrong cautiousness, and 

Jowett and Campbell were perfectly right in translating 

pe0odos here by ‘method.’ In earlier dialogues, as Phaedo 
(79 B, 97 B) and Republic (435 D, 510 B c, 581 c, 5383 BC, 

596 4), this word had not yet a fixed meaning and was 

equivalent to ‘argument,’ ‘study,’ or ‘way of reasoning.’ 

In the Phaedrus péOodos (269 D, 270 D) is used in the 

same primitive meaning of ‘ way of reasoning.’ In the 
Theaetetus (183 c) it means ‘hypothesis’ or ‘theory.’ But 

in the Sophist there appears for the first time a ‘ logical 

method,’ essentially different in form and contents from 

the dvarextiKn wé0o60s of the Republic (533 c), which meant 

no more than the study of dialectic, or vision of the idea 

of Good. Here the ‘logical method’ means what up to 
the present time is known as the method of classification, 
or scientific method generally. 

This method neglects nothing however insignificant it 
may appear to be, and seeks truth quite independently of 

all practical applications or advantages (227 A: 19 Top 
Noyou pe00dm oTroyyrotiKhns 7) happaxotocias ovdev ATTOV 

ovdd TL LGANOV TUYXAVEL MENOV, EL TO MEV TpLKpa, TO OF wEydra 
nas apersi kalatpov). Its aim is pure knowledge, which 
depends upon the distinction of natural affinities and 
similitudes between different things, without any prejudice 
in favour of one subject or another (2278). Of this dis- 

interested impartiality of pure science Plato gives curious 
examples which show his tendency to free himself from 
every authority or reigning opinion. The art of human 

_ war, he says, belongs to the general kind of hunting, no 

less surely than the art of vermin-destroying, despite the 
greater vanity of man-killers (227 B, cf. Theaet. 174 p). 

The philosopher finds out the true similarities and 
differences which allow an exact definition of each kind 

of beings as belonging to a more general class (235c: 

TAVTWS OUTE OUTOS OUTE AAO YeVOS OvdeY fH TOTE exuryoV 
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éreveEntar Thy TOV oUTH SvVamévorv peTievar KAY Exacta TE 

Kab él mavta pébodov). The greatest care must be taken 
about apparent similarities (231 A: tov 6 acdadh det 
TdvT@V pwddoTa TEpl Tas OmoLoTHTas adel TroteicOar Trp 

durakyy * dducOnpotatoy yap To yévos). The temptation 
to mix all things and to make the great appear as small 

and the like as unlike is the sign of a man who is only 
beginning to approach the problem of being, and delights 

in contradictions (259 D: ro 8 tavtov zrepov atrodatveu 

aun yé 7 Kal TO OaTepoyv TavTOV Kal TO Méya TuLKPOY Kal TO 

Omovov avomo.ov, Kal yalpev oUTW TavayTia asl TpopspovTa 

év Tots NOyoLs, OUTE TLS EAeyyos oOUTOS AAnOwds apTL TE TOV 

évtT@v Tivos ébarTomévou SHAos veoyevns wv). Many notions 
as to which apparently there is no disagreement among 

disputants are insufficiently defined, and ought to be in- 

vestigated again, however clear and simple they appear at 

first sight (242 c: ra doxodvTa viv évapyas eye émioKé- 

wWwacbat TpaTov, wn Tn TETapaypwévor mév BmEv TEpl TavTa, 

padiws & adAndovs OmoAoyapmEev ws EvkpLas Zyovtes). The 

true logician follows his opponents on their own ground 
and refutes them according to their own principles 
(259 CD: yaderrov awa Kai Kadov . . . Tols NEyopévors otov 
7 evar Kal’ Exactov édeyyovT’ eraxonovbeiv, Stay Te TEs 

Etepov bv 1H TavTOoV civat dH Kal 6Tav TavTOv Ov ETEpoV, éxEivyn 
Kal kat éxeivo 6 dna. TovTwv wetovOévat motepov). He 

seeks the truth first for himself and then for those who 
are able to partake of such investigations (264 EB: ébdel- 
Eouev paditota wév tiv avTots, eretta 62 Kal Tols éyyuTaT@ 

yéver THS ToLavTys eG0dou TeduKoow). 

This aim is reached by the subdivision of notions into 

indivisible ultimate kinds (229 D: Kat rodto oxerréov, et 

dtomov Hdn goTl Ta, 4} Twa eyov Svalpec akiay érwvuptas), 
and by a training which consists in a consecutive selection 
of examples, beginning with those which present less 
difficulty and rising progressively to the most difficult 
problems (218 c: éca & ad tav peyadowv Set Siatrovetc bau 
KANXOS, EPL TOV TOLOUTWY S€d0KTAaL TacL Kal TaNaL TO TPO- 
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TEpov ev opikpols Kal pdoow avTa Oety wENETAY, TPL Ev aUTOLS 

rois peyiotos). This notion of logical exercise is here 
new, and did not occur in any earlier work of Plato. 
When Parmenides recommended dialectical exercise, he 

took as subject of this ‘play’ at once the highest notions 
of the one and the many; also the illustration of the 

nature of justice in the Repwblic through the idea of the 

state was not a vulgar example. Now we see that any 

insignificant object is admitted to be a convenient model 

for logical exercise (218 D: Bovre dAta Tepi Tivos THY 
havrwov peTiovTes TElpabapev Trapdderyya avto Oca Tod 
pelCovos). Here we are at a considerable distance from 

the time when observation of stars appeared to be a use- 
less and even pernicious occupation if not immediately 

connected with a knowledge of the general laws of astro- 

nomy. Now not only stars, but all animals and plants 

come within the range of observation and investigation. 

When Plato in the Republic described the philosopher as 
desiring intensely every kind of knowledge, he had not 
yet drawn all the consequences from this universal desire, 
and he despised many kinds of knowledge which in the 
Sophist are gravely included in the system of science. 

Newly discovered kinds are named by means of new 

words, with the observation that we ought not to pay too 

much attention to the existing names, which are often 
understood in different ways by different men (218 c: 6de@ 

Gél TaVTOS TépL TO TPAyLa avTO WaAXOV Sia Ndywv 7) TOUVOLA 

povoy avvoporoyncaclar ywpis Noyou). 

Dialectic is no longer, as in the Republic, the knowledge 
of the Good, but the science of division of notions, as in 

the Phaedrus. This important coincidence between the 
Phaedrus and the Sophist (253 CD: émructyuns . . 

. 70 KaTa yen Svarpsta Bat 

. lows 
ol / a > , THs meyloTns ... TOV edevOEpor . . 

Kal pnte tavtov bv eidos érepov tyyjoacOa pijte ETEpoy Ov 

. Ths Svarextixhns dyoowev emiotyiuns eivat) 18 

difficult to account for by those who place the Phaedrus 
before the Republic. In earlier dialogues dialectic was 
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merely the art of asking and answering questions (Crat. 

390 c), as it was for Xenophon. Now the dialectician 

follows each idea through its manifold appearances, and 

distinguishes within each notion many differences, uniting © 
again one notion with many others into one higher kind 

(253 D: play idgav Sia TodAWY, EvOS ExdoTOU KELevOU Ywpis, 

TavTn SiateTauevny (Kavos StatoOaveTtat, Kal TOAKAS éETepas 

aXAnrov Uro was KwPev Tepteyowevas, Kal wlav avd Si drwy 
Todo év évl Evynupevnv, Kat Torras Ywplis Tavtn Siwpic- 

pevas...). The ideas here mentioned can evidently only 

be notions of the human mind, never the self-existent 

ideas of a space above heaven. 

The aim of dialectical operations is precisely to learn 

the relation between ideas (253 E: todro & zotw, 7 TE 
Kowovelv Exacta SvvaTal Kal OTH pH, Staxpivew Kata ‘yévos 

Many definitions of notions are given, and 
we are asked to determine the specific difference which 

distinguishes each notion from others of the same kind 

(232 A). Here again, as in the Theaetetus, Plato insists 
upon the difference between an enumeration of examples 

and the definition of the class to which these objects 
belong (240 A: 70 éta Tavtwv ToUTMY, & TOAXA citT@V HEimcas 

érictac@at). 

évl Tpoceimety ovopati, HOeyEdpmevos eidwrov ert TAT ws EV 

We have here the teacher who warns his pupils 
repeatedly against familiar logical errors. His own defi- 
nitions are not always serious, as, for instance, when he 

calls the sophist a paid hunter after wealth and youth 
(223 B), a merchant in the goods of the soul (224 oc, cf. 

Prot. 318 c), a retailer of the same sort of wares (224 pD), 

a manufacturer of the learned wares he sells (224 £), a 

money-maker of the eristic kind (226 A), a purger of souls 

who clears away notions obstructive to knowledge (231 £), 

a magician and imitator of true being (235 A), and a dis- 

sembler who in private and in short speeches compels 

the person who is conversing with him to contradict 
himself (268 c). This is intended to show the various 

relations of notions apparently very distant from each 

Ov). 
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other, and can only be taken as a sample of dialectical 
exercise. 

There are definitions of other notions to which a 

serious importance seems to have been attached, and 

one of these generalises a view already enunciated in the 
Symposium : 

Symp. 205 B: moinois éotiv te 

TOAV * 7 yap Tot €k TOU pr) OVTOS Els 
TO Oy lovTt 6T@OvY aiTia madd éoTL 

Toingts, Wate kal ai bro Tdcats Tats 
Téxvals epyaciat Toimoes etal Kal 
oi TouT@y Onpwovpyol mavres mrounTai. 

Soph. 265 B: rointikny tracav 
épapev etvar Svvapiy, 7 Tus Gv airia 
ylyyntat Tots pr mpdtepov ovow 
votepov yiyver Oa. 

Die Be: 
? x 9 > Y Tepov Tis dv VaTEpoY Els OVTIaY ayn, 

A“ 7 5) A / 

Tay omTep Gv pn TpO- 

TOV pev GyovTa TroLety, TO Oe Gyopevov 

Troveta Gai tov Paper. 

This definition of creation as the power of bringing 
into Being anything not existing before presents in both 
dialogues a characteristic difference resulting from the 
increasing importance attributed to the personal agent. 

In the Symposiwm Plato spoke of an impersonal cause 

of new existence and named it for the purpose of his 
argument ‘poetry,’ thus extending the notion of poetry 

to all kinds of making. In the Sophist the formulation 
is sharper, and the opposition between the agent and the 

object of activity is introduced, with the use of the 
favourite term dvvayss, familiar since the Republic. 

More important is the definition of true Being as any- 

thing that has the power of activity or passivity, to act or 
to undergo an influence from anything else, be it even 

only once (247 D: Aéyw 67) TO Kal OTrOLaVObY KEKTNMEVOV 
Stvauiv eit’ eis TO Troveiv ETEepov OTLOVY TEuKOs ElT’ Eis TO 

mabciy Kat outKpoTaTov UTO TOD davAoTAaTOU, KAY EL woVOY 

_ elodrak, wav TobTo bvtws etvar* THOE war yap bpov dpitew Ta 
OvTa, Ws ZoTLY OVK AAO TL TAY SUVawts). This is here 

proposed after the complaint that none among the earlier 
philosophers has given a definition of Being, and that 
many would be unable to do it (247 Dp). Thus we must 

accept it as Plato’s own view at the time of writing 

the Sophist. This definition does not correspond to the 
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primitive ideas, which according to the Symposiwm re- 

main unaffected by the changes occurring in the world. 
If we compare it with the definition of the soul as the 
first cause of movement, it becomes very probable that 

Plato attributed true Being to souls more than to anything 

else, and this is confirmed by the following argumentation 
in which the author states clearly that the soul acts in 

acquiring knowledge, while the substance of things under- 

goes the influence of the soul’s activity (248 D: tv yoynv 
yeyvockev, THY & ovolay yiyvwokecOar.. . . EH: THY ovciaD 

57 . . ylryvwoKouevny UTO THs ideale Kal’ Goov Es 

KaTa TooovTov Kwetcbar d:a 76 TaoyeLv, 0 6H hawev ovK av 

yeveoOat TEept TO NpEmodr). 

If this view is maintained, the objects of knowledge 
are here not unchanging and unaffected ideas, but our 
own notions, which undergo some changes under the 

influence of our intellectual activity. This agrees well 
with the view put forth in the Parmenides, and we may 

accept it as Plato’s conviction with the restrictions which 

are made by himself in connection with this passage. He 
says that true Being must have movement, life, soul, and 

reason (248 E: ws adnOas kivnow Kai Conv Kal >oynv Kai 

ppovnow 7 padiws meoOnoopeOa TO TavTeX@s VTL [I 

mapstvar, unde Chv avTo und? hpovelv, AAAA cEuvov Kal GyLov, 
vovv ouK éyov, akivntoy éoTds eivat;). Students of the 

Sophist who read this dialogue with the prejudice that 
true Being can never mean anything for Plato besides the 
ideas, have drawn the curious inference from this passage 

that Plato credits here the ideas with life and a soul— 
why not with a body also? Such ideas, if still named 
ideas, could evidently be nothing else than individual 

beings, very similar to human persons. 

Any unprejudiced reader who remembers what is said 

in the Phaedrus about the soul as origin of movement, 
and in the Laws about the stars as bodies of individual 
gods (967 A-E), must infer from this passage that here 
true Being means no longer ideas but souls, including 
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human souls. This view is well prepared by the theory 

of unity of consciousness in the Theaetetus and by the 
contradictions shown in the Parmenides as resulting from 
self-existing ideas. Only the circumstance that the 
dialectical dialogues, being more difficult, were less read, 

could lead to the reigning conception of Platonism as a 
mere theory of ideas. We have seen that the ideas ap- 

peared first in the Sympostwm and were maintained 
only in three other dialogues (Phaedo, Republic, Phaedrus), 

undergoing a change from immanence to transcendence, 
and becoming at last ideal models of things, which apart 
from their copies retain their own existence. After the 

_ Parmenides we have no reason to identify true Being 
with ideas in this sense. We shall see in later works of 
Plato that he more and more dedicated himself to the 

investigation of notions of his own soul and of the par- 

ticulars of experience. He says unmistakably that reason 

and life are possible only in a soul (249 A: vody per Eyew, 

Conv OF un, POmEv ;—Kal TAs ;—adda TadTa pe awportepa 

évovT AUTO AEyouEV, Ov ppv ev \ruyn ye hyocomev avToO Eyvew 

avTa;—xal tlw’ dv Etepov Exot TPOTTOV ;—aNXa OHTA vovY meV 

Kal Conv Kal wruynv, axivntov pévto. TO TapaTray, zuruyov 

dv, éoTaval ;—TavtTa Zuouye ddoya tadr sivar datvetas. 

—xal 70 kivovpevoy 6 Kal Kivnow cvyywpnTéov ws Orta). 

We see here movement recognised as true Being. In 
the Phaedrus and Laws the cause of movement is the soul. 

Here equally in the whole passage the soul is identified 

with true Being. The only difficulty of interpretation 
might be seen in the ambiguity of the term ‘soul,’ as it is 
not always the individual soul. But we have seen that in 

- the Phaedrus the individual soul was meant, as results 

from the avowed purpose of the exposition there given. 

Equally in the Laws the priority of soul has a practical 

application to the individual life of each citizen, and unity 

of soul in the universe is even denied. Thus we must 

admit as Plato’s view a plurality of souls, and this agrees 
with the myth of the Timaeus. In the Timaeus these 
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souls are said to be created by one universal creator. But 

this is a mythical allegory which means only the sub- 
stantial similarity of all souls. Whatever Plato’s opinion 
about the relation of the individual human soul to the 
Divinity could have been, so much is clear from the above 
comparisons, that he credited the individual soul with 
true existence, the power of acting and being acted upon. 

The movement of the objects of knowledge is limited by 

Plato in so far as without the fixity of notions knowledge 

appeared impossible (249 C: To Kata tavTa Kal @oavTws 
Kal Tept TO avTO doKEt aot Ywpis oTacEws yEevéoOaL ToT’ av ;— 

ovdauas ‘—rti 8’; avev ToUTwY vodyv KaBopads ovTa 7) YyevomEvoY 
av Kal oTovovv ;—ixicra). The object of philosophy is the 
divine substance of Being, which is not attainable to 
vulgar minds (254 A: o iAdcogos, TH Tod ovTos aE Sua 
oyicw@v TpocKeimevos (déa, dua TO NauTpov ad THs ywpas 

ovdamas evTreTIS OPUnVaL * Ta Yap THs TOV TOAAOY uys 

Oupata KapTepety Tpos TO Oetov adopavtTa advvata). 
But this does not mean that we have to imagine 

this substance as the idea of Good in the Republic. 

The notion of Being extends to all individual things 
(237 D: xat todTo nyiv mov davepov, ws Kal TO TL TOUTO 

pha ér’ OvTte Asyomev EXaoTOTE* MOVOY Yap avTO HéyELVs 

@OTEP YUMVOY KaL aTNPNH“Lwp_EVOY ATO TOV OVTwOY aTaYTwD, 

advvatov) Which constitute unities of thought (237 D: 
avayKn TOV TL eyovta ev yé TL Aéyeuv), each of them an 

existing whole (245 D: ovte ovciay ovTe yéveow ws odcaY 

det wpocayopevety TO By 7) TO GXOV ev Tols ovGL pn) TLOEVTQ). 

The theory of the mutual relation (cowwvia) of notions 

among each other is proposed after the refutation of two 
contradictory suppositions. That all notions cannot be 
predicated of each other (252 D: mwavta dddAjXoLs eopsv 

Suva eyew émixowwvias; ... TOUTO yé TOU Tals wEyloTaLs 
avayKkais advvatoy) is seen from the impossibility of join- 
ing in one judgment contradictory ideas, as, for instance, 
immobility and movement. On the other hand, if each 

idea stands apart from all others (251 E: pmSevi pndev 
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pndeuiav Svvamw zyew Kowwwvias eis poder), all reasoning 

becomes impossible. It remains only to admit that some 
notions agree and others not; a special investigation is 
needed to find which is the case in each instance (253 4). 

This is illustrated by the example of letters, which form 

syllables and words only in certain combinations, deter- 
mined by the science of grammar. Similarly the combi- 
nations of ideas are the object of dialectic. But Plato 
warns us against the illusions of thought which can be 
produced by the charm of skilful eloquence (234 c). 

The recognition of the power of a perverse rhetoric goes 
so far that it implies a certain opposition between pure 
thought and acquired experience, conceding to the latter 

the power of correcting the illusions of thought. Such a 
view is far removed from the triumphant idealism of the 
Republic and Phaedrus, and cannot be interpreted other- 

wise than by an increasing esteem of outward experience, 
which is common to the Sophist and the Laws: 

Soph. 234 D: tovs modXovs TaY 
TOTe akovdvtT@y Gap ovK avdykn, 

Xpovov Te ereAOovros avrots ikavod 
Kal mpotovons NALKias, Tois TE ovCL 
mpoomimrovras eyyvGev kal dia abn- 
patev avaykaopevous evapyas épa- 

a + , 

mrecGa Tov OvT@y, weTaBaddXe Ly 

Tas tore yevouevas Sous, Hote 
\ \ U \ , 

opikpa pev catvecOa Ta peydda, 
A \ A ef \ , 4 

xarera dé ta padia, Kal wavta rdvTn 
ze , 4 > ~ / avatetpagpOat ta é€v rots Xo- 
yous avtrdopata ino tav ev 
Tais mpageoiv Epywav mapayevo- 
pevov. 

Legg. 769 D: Towovrov Tov vopmo- 
Tp@Tov pev ypawat 

TOUS Vopous Tpos THY axpiBeay KaTa 
Oérov BovAnua - 

Svvapwy ixavas + éretta mpotovros Tov 
Xpdvov kat tav Sofavrav epye@ 
Teip@uevoy . . . Taumo\Aa avayKn 

mapanreirer Oat Toat’ta, a Set tiva 
Evverrdpevov erravopOouv .. . 

888 A: véos et - 
Xpovos momnoe tTokAa oy 

mpotay de oe 6 

voy 

dSoEalers petaBaddévra emi rav- 

avtia TibecOat * repipewor ovr eis 
TOTE KpLTIS TEpl TOV peyioTa@V ylyve- 

cba. 

It was a natural consequence of the extension of 
detailed investigations that Plato began to think more 
highly of experience than he did at the time when he was 

still inebriated with his discovery of absolute ideas. For 
the same reason it is impossible to explain the above 
passage without the admission that the writer is an aged 

man. He knows that truth is reached through bitter 
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experience, and that experience can prevent the pain to 
which youth without a guide is often exposed (234 E: 
Hueis oe olde TavTes TeipacousOa Kal viv TEipousba ws 
éyyuTata dvev TOV TAOnudTwY TpoTayEW). 

This concession to practical experience, which led to 
the substitution of a second best state for the ideal 

Republic, did not change the fundamental postulate of 
earlier Platonic logic, namely the fixity of ideas, without 
which knowledge and reason would become impossible 
(249 ©: pds ye ToUTOY TaVTi NOYH MayETéo?, Os av éTLATH UNV 

H ppovno } voov adavitwy tayupiEntar tepi Tivos omnody). 

The ideas exist in the soul and are quite as invisible and 
intangible as the soul in which they abide (2474 8B). There 
are certain highest kinds (254 D: péyiota tev yevor), 
which Plato enumerates as Being, rest, motion, identity, 

and difference (dv, otaows, Kivnots, TavTov, OaTepov, 254 D EB). 

The idea of difference explains the notion of Not-Being 

which presented such difficulties to Plato’s predecessors 
(237 c-238 D). Being is absolute or relative (255 c: otwat 
ge ovyywpely TOV OVTwY Ta wEV aUTA Kal’ avTa, Ta Se Tpos 
ddAnra asi NéyerOar), while Not-Being is always relative. 

It is impossible to affirm that something contradictory to 
Being exists (257 B, 258 £). But Not-Being means only 

different Being, and denotes the relation of notions which 
do not agree with each other (256 D). Of each thing an 

infinity of negations can be predicated, because we can 

compare with each Being all different Beings which are 
not what the chosen Being is (256 E: qepl txaotov dpa 
TOV ELO@Y TOAV eV 2oTL TO OV, ATrELpov 5 TAHOE TO pH OV 

... 257A: Kal To Ov... b0a Tep 2o7L TA Adda, KaTA 

TocavTa OvK EcTLV * éxsiva yap ovK Ov ev péev avTO éoTLD, 

atrépavta 5& Tov apiOuov TaAXA OvK zoTLV ad). This logical 

solution of the riddle which caused so much difficulty to 
Parmenides has been prepared already by the mention of 
a perception of opposites in the Theaetetus (186 B), and 
by the antinomies of the Parmenides. Such antinomies 

would have no meaning after a definition of Not-Being as 
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different Being, and after the transition from a meta- 
physical idea of Not-Being to the logical conception of 
Other-Being. 

The term Not-Being had been used already in the 

Republic (478 c), where, as in the Parmenides, it was 

declared impossible to be a subject of thought or opinion. 

Such a declaration coming after the inquiry of the Sophist 
would be unaccountable, and has never been accounted 
for by those who believe the Republic to be later than 

the Sophist. For the explanation of Not-Being in the 
Sophist is not a passing fancy like the creation of an 

object of ignorance in the Republic. It is an important 
step in the history of Philosophy, and brings Not-Being 

from the region of metaphysical speculation into the dry 
light of formal logic. It is a consequence of the recog- 
nition of Relation as a chief factor of knowledge, without 
which error in pure thought is inconceivable (237 a: 

TETOANKEV O AOYos OUTOS UIrobEcOat TO wn dV sivar* Wreddos 
yap ovK av adros eyiyveto Ov). 

If the ideas were always perceived as they are, the 

participation of concrete things in them would allow of a 
determination free from error. But as the relations of 

ideas between each other are not evident to our intuition, 

we commit errors by supposing relations which are not. 

The question of error was left unsettled in the Cratylus 

(429 pb), and in the Theaetetus (187 D, cf. 200 p). It is 

only here that Plato explains error as a judgment about 
Not-Being, while in all earlier works the possibility of 
thinking or judging Not-Being was denied in agreement 
with Plato’s philosophical predecessors. Not-Being is 

_ recognised as a notion in one line with Being (260 B: 7d 
pev 61) 7) Ov juiv Ev TL TOV AANwV Yyéevos dy aveddvn, KATA 
TavTa Ta ovtTa dueaTrappevov), from which it differs by its 
relativity. 

While the elements of earlier Platonic logic were single 
ideas, the importance of judgment is here asserted as a 

first element of knowledge. Judgment is analysed into 
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its essential parts, and for the first time Plato establishes 

the distinction between the subject and predicate of a pro- 
position (2618). He divides the signs used in language 
into évéuara and pyyara and states expressly that phya 
means the sign of an action (262 A: 10 2 tais mpakeow 
dy Sj Awa phua Tov Azyouev). Thisis anew term, because 

in earlier dialogues phua, even if used along with dvoua, 
meant a phrase or expression. Thus, for instance, in the 
Protagoras (341 £, 343 8B) the term pjua is used for sayings 
of Simonides and Pittacos. In the same meaning of a 

saying or phrase pjya is often used (Prot. 342 £, Crat. 

399 B, 421 B, E, Rep. 336 A, 463 E, 498 E, 562 co, Phaedr. 

269 B, Theaet. 190 c, Legg. 660 A, 669 c, 839 B, 840 o), 
also in such expressions as phya Kat Noyou (Rep. 473 B), 

dvopata Kat pnuata (Apol. 17 B, Crat. 425 a, Symp. 198 B, 

921 Bn, Rep. 601 A, Theaet. 168 B, 184 c, 206 D), phya xa 

Séypa (Rep. 464 a, Soph. 265 c, Legg. 797 c). In other 

cases pha means a single word (Rep. 462 c, Theaet. 165 4, 

183 B, Soph. 237 D, Tum. 49 £, Legg. 627 D, 656 c, 669 £, 

783 c, 800 p, 906 c) or textual expression (Huthyd. 305 A, 
Gorg. 450 5, 489 B, Phaed. 102 B, Rep. 340 D, Phaedr. 

298 D, 271 c, Theaet. 166 D, 190 c, Soph. 257 B). It is 
quite another thing in the above passage of the Sophist 
in which dvoua and pjya have each an unmistakable 
technical meaning, as subject and predicate, clearly intro- 
duced for the first time. The term fjua is used in this 

meaning of predicate also in some later instances (Polit. 
303 c, Legg. 838 B). If we compare Cratylus and Sophist 
on the connection between évoua, phua, and Noyos, it might 
at first sight appear that the later dialogue repeats only a 
definition given in the earlier : 

Crat. 425 a: Soph. 262 a: €& dvoudrer povey ~ >) , 

€K TOY OvopaT@Y 

kal pnpdtev péya 76n Te Kal Kadov 

kal Odov TvOTHT OEY cP 

AeyeR ™ OvOBATTIRG 7 preets 7 

Wris eotiv H TEX. 
431 B: eléott al opas Grave pew 

Ta évopata .. . etn av Kal pnyata 

auvex@s eyouevav ovk eat more 
> ove x@pis 

> / ed 

dvopatav ex OevTar. 
Aoyos, av pnudrev 

C: ovdepiay yap ovre ovTws ovr’ 
exelvos mpagéiv ovd’ ampagiay ovde 

> , A J A \ m+ cr A 

ovolav ovros ovde px) OvTos SnAot Ta 
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TavTOV TOUTO Trovety. ef Oe pyuatakal harnevra, mpiv ay Tis ToIs dvopact 
dvopata éoTw ovTw TiOévat, avaykn Ta pnwata Kepdon : Tore 8 Fppocée 
Kat Noyous* Adyor yap mov... Te Kai Adyos eyevero evOds 4 mpaTH 
toutay EvvGecis eoriv. oupmdokn, oxeddv TaY Aoyov 6 

TP@TOS Kal OMLKpOTaTos. 

Many translators understood pjya in the above passage 

of the Cratylus as‘ verb’ or ‘ predicate,’ but if we compare 
other passages of the same dialogue it becomes evident that 
here also pjwa means ‘phrase.’ Plato deals with a suc- 
cession of increasing units, beginning with a single letter, 

progressing to a syllable, a word, a phrase, and a speech. 

The parallelism of ovowacticy and dvoya, pntopixn and 
pjua confirms this, and Adyos means here not a sentence 
but a speech, or language generally; also in the second 

passage the progress from a wrong distribution of words 

to a wrong distribution of phrases is a plausible induction, 
while it would be unjustifiable to apply to the Cratylus a 
definition given only in the Sophist, and received first by 
the pupil as requiring nearer explanation (262A: tadr’ 
ovk Euabov, C: Tas dp’ Moe Néyers ;). Even if we had not 

many other reasons to admit the priority of the Cratylus 

to the Sophist, this comparison would show that the 

distinction of subject and predicate, made in the Sophist, 

must be later than the opposition of words and phrases, 

which in the Cratylus is already familiar at a time when 

the need of a theory of predication was not yet felt. 

A judgment, says Plato here, refers to things present, 

past, or future, and connects a predicate with a subject 

(262D: dnAot yap On tov TOTE TEpl TOV OyTwY % YyLYyVOMEevOD 

7) yEyoveTwv 7) wEANCVYTOD, Kat OVK OvOwater ovOV, AAG TL Kal 
_“TWEepalver, cupTAEKOY TA PHuaTa Tots dvopact). This con- 

nection is not, as some logicians even now suppose, 

limited to an identity of subject and predicate, but presents 
a great variety of aspects (251 A: Asyouev dvOpwrroy Sn Tov 

TOAN ATTA erovopdlovTEes, TA TE YPMmaTa eTLpéepovTEs ALTO 

Kal Ta oxnpata Kal peyz0n Kal Kakias Kal apeTas, év ols Tact 
seh SE / > 4 yy SN 5 f > \ 

Kal ETEpoLs upiols ov Lovoyv avOpwrrov aUTOD eivat hapéev, ANrA 
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Kal ayabov Kai érepa atveipa). This is misunderstood by 
those who are unable to grasp the relation between the 
one and the many, and believe that each judgment implies 
an identity (251 B: d0ev. . . Tots Te véots Kal TOY YEpovTwY 
Tots ovripabeot Ooivny TapecKevdkapev’ evOvs yap avTiNa- 

BéoOat Travti TpoxEelpov ws advvaToY Ta TE TTONAA EV Kal TO 
&y moda eivar, Kal 6) Tov yalpovow ovK e@vTes ayabov 

Agyeww avOpwrov, adda TO Ev ayaDov dyalov, Tov 68 

dvOpwrov avOpwrov). What is here explained about the 
nature of the sentence applies also to the unspoken judg- 

ment (263 E: dudvota Kai NOyos TavTOv’ TANV Oo pév eVTOS 

Ths Wuxs pos avtTny duadoyos avev Pwvis yvyvomevos TodT’ 

avTo nuiy érwvouacin, diavora ... TO Oé y at’ éxsivns 

peta dua Tod otomaTtos iov peta POdyyou KékdnTat dyos). 
The negative judgment is not contradictory to its positive 
counterpart, and the negation means only a difference, 
leaving open an infinity of possibilities (257B: ov« ap’, 
évavTiov OTav aTodacis NeynTal cnualvew, cvyywpynoouca, 

ToTOUTOV O& mOoVvOY, OTL TOY AANwWY TL uNVVEL TO PH Kal TO 

ov TpoTiOeueva TOV éTloVTwY GVOoUadTwY, Maddov be TOV 

Tpaywatov wept att av Kenta ta émipOeyyoueva VoTEpov 
Ths atopacews ovowata). Wrong judgments are refuted 
by showing the contradictions they imply (2308). Such 

refutations are extolled as being not only of logical but 

also of moral importance (230 D: Toy zdeyyov NEeKTEoV ws 
dpa pmeyloTn Kal KUplwTaTn TaV KaOdpoEwY zoTL, Kal TOV 

avéheyKTOV aU vomloTéov, . . . Ta péeyioTta axdOaprtor ovTa, 
amratoevTov TE Kal aloypor yEeyovevat). 

Plato presents his theory of negation and of predica- 
tion as a truth which alone can account for the existence 

of error, and could only be denied under the penalty of 

being involved in constant contradictions (241 £). Ignor- 
ance, named here an ugliness of the soul (228 A), is always 

involuntary (228 C : Wuyi ye iopev axovcayv Tacay Tay 

ayvoovcav), being worst if he who is ignorant is under 
the illusion that he knows (229C: ayvolas ... péya Kat 
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YarETOV apwpicpévoy Eidos . . - TO py KaTELOOTAa TL SoKeEty 

eloeval . . . TOUTM LOVw THs ayvolas auaBla ToUVoLma). 

The most impressive passage of the Sophist (242 c— 

251 A) represents the metaphysical and logical conflict 

between materialism and idealism, wherein Plato chooses 

a middle solution, thus confirming his criticism in the 
Parmenmides of the primitive theory of ideas. The im- 

proved materialism here represented has, with some 

plausibility, been attributed by Siebeck ?* to Aristotle ; 

the idealism here represented bears some relation to 

Plato’s own views as expressed in Phaedo, Republic, and 

_Phaedrus. The third or middle view proposed is the true 
existence of souls, not of animated ideas as some critics 

thought. Here, exactly as in the tenth book of the Re- 
public and the Phaedrus, Plato, at the end of an argument 

on another notion, suddenly introduces the soul as corre- 

sponding best to the general notion first explained. There 

it was the notion of a self-moving principle—here it is 
the notion of true Being (248 E: to ravtedds dv) which, 

besides movement, as postulated in the Phaedrus, must 

have reason, and if reason, necessarily life (249 4: vody 
pev eye, Conv de un, dOusv ; Kai Te@s;). But reason and 

life are found only in a soul (249 A: tadra wiv audorepa 

evovT’ AUT@ (TO TavTEhas OvTL) AEyousv, ov pay év Yruyh ye 

djcouev avTO zyelv avTa ;—xKal Tiv’ dv Etepov ZyoL TpdTV). 

It results that the soul or souls correspond best to the 
idea of true existence, though Plato at the end does not 

insist on this conclusion, because his aim was only to show 
that both materialists and idealists have a too narrow con- 

ception of Being (246 A): earlier philosophers have taken 
it lightly, and spoke of quality and quantity of Being 

without a definition of their starting point (242 c: 
evkordws por Soxet Lappevidns juiv OieiréyPat Kal ras boTis 

TO@TOTE emi Kplol Wpunoe TOD TA GvTA Siopicacbat Toca 

254 1H. Siebeck, ‘Platon als Kritiker aristotelischer Ansichten : III. Der 

Sophista,’ in Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie und philosophische Kritik, Band 
108, pp. 1-18, Leipzig 1896. 
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Te Kal Tota gow). They invent fables as if they were 
speaking to children (242c: pd0ov tia Exactos paivetai 

pot SinyeicOar Tatclv ws ovoty juiv) instead of analysing 

the chief concept of philosophy, the idea of Being. This 

substitution of Being as the ultimate aim of Dialectic 

instead of the earlier hegemony of the Good is one of the 

signs of the change which occurred in Plato’s thoughts, 
from absolute ideas to the ideas of the human mind. 
At the same time the bold review of philosophical doc- 
trines betrays a Master in metaphysics who could be 
nobody else than Plato alone, so that all doubts as to the 
authenticity of the Sophist must be dismissed. 

Those who up to quite recent times ascribed the 

Sophist to another writer?” had not considered the close 

255 Ernst Appel (‘ Zur Echtheitsfrage des Dialogs Sophistes,’ in vol. v. 
pp. 55-60 of the Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie) and Huit (in 
vol. xviii. pp. 48-69, 169-188 of the Annales de philosophie chrétienne, 

Paris 1888) have added nothing to Schaarschmidt’s arguments, which have 

been abundantly refuted by R. Pilger (Ueber die Athetese des platonischen 

Sophistes, Berlin 1871) and many others. Huit adds only a very strange 
objection (p. 175): he believes that the historical character of the Sophist 
is unplatonic, and that Plato never reviews his predecessors. This needs 
no refutation for anybody who knows the Theaetetus, the Phaedrus, or the 

Phaedo. Fouillée (La Philosophie de Platon, Paris 1888) was right in 

saying (p. xii. Préface) that to deny the authenticity of the Sophist and 
Politicus ‘il faut étre myope intellectuellement.’ The logical importance 

of the Sophist has been recognised among other authors by: Bertini (Nuova 

interpretazione delle idee Platoniche, Torino 1876, p. 23 sqq.), Achelis 

(‘ Kritische Darstellung der platonischen Ideenlehre,’ pp. 90-103 in vol. 79 

of the Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie wnd philosophische Kritik, Halle 1881), 

Benn (The Greek philosophers, London 1882), Peipers (Ontologia Platonica, 

Lipsiae 1883, pp. 319-346), Lukas (Die Methode der Eintheilung bei Platon, 

Halle 1888), Apelt (Beitrdge zur Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie, 

Leipzig 1891, pp. 67-99, also pp. 529-540 of vol. 145 of Neue Jahrbiicher 

fiir Philologie und Pddagogik). Very peculiar are the views of Wolff (Die 

Platonische Dialektik, Halle 1875), who thinks that Plato ignored ‘den 

Unterschied zwischen Gattung und Art,’ and Uphues (Das Wesen des 

Denkens bei Plato, Landsberg 1881), who credits Plato with such opinions 

as: ‘das Denken ist eine Verbindung der die Vorstellungen verbindenden 

Worter zu Siatzen,’ and resumes his opinion on Plato’s logic thus: ‘das 

Verstaéndniss des Satzes wird uns nicht durch ihn selbst sondern durch ein 
Anderes gegeben ; als Quelle unserer Erkenntniss der Wahrheit kann 

nicht der Satz sondern muss eben dies Andere gelten. Dieses Andere ist die 
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stylistic relations between the Sophist and the Laws. 
|The strangest of all objections to the authenticity of the 
) Sophist rests on a very low estimate of Plato’s sincerity. 
It has been said that Plato would not have criticised 

his own theories as the author of the Sophist criticises 

the Platonic ideas. Such critics seem to measure Plato’s 
ambition according to the standard of a vulgar school- 
master. The dialogical form of Plato’s works left him 
a great liberty for introducing new theories, attributing 
them to new speakers. In the Laws many political 

theories of the Republic are abandoned, and thus also the 

Parmenides and Sophist take leave of the theory of ideas 

as expounded in the Phaedo or Phaedrus. 

The Sophist appears to be in every respect a continua- 

tion of the Parmenides and a fulfilment of a part of the 

programme there proposed. ‘There are at least two 

passages in which the Parmenides is alluded to in the 
later dialogue: at the beginning (217 c), where the form 

of the dialectical discussion of the Parmenides is men- 

tioned in an unmistakable manner, and at a further stage, 

where an equally clear allusion is made to the contents of 

the antinomies (2440: té tavtnv Thy bTOOcow UTobEueZv@ 

(ro 8v civat), mpos TO viv épwrnOzv, Kal Tpos ANXo Oz OTLOUY, 

ov TavTwy padotov aToxpivacOar: cf. 245 E: Kai adda pupia 

amepavtous aTroplas ExacTov eiAnhos havettat TO TO Ov eiTE 
Svo Tis elite 8v wovov eivat A€yovtt”™*). What Zeller 

says in order to invert the relation and to place the Parme- 
nides after the Sophist is by no means convincing. After 

the determination of negation in the Sophist a great part 

of the antinomies of the Parmenides would be superfluous, 

as can be seen from what is said in the Parmenides about 
Not-Being (Parm. 142 A: 76 py dvtt od8 Gvoua ovb= Noyos 

christliche Trinitatslehre.’ This touching simplicity is equalled only by 

Pfieiderer, who sees in the Sophist ‘die Ehrenrettung des richtigverstan- 
denen Nichtseins’ (p. 347). 

256 This passage, in which True Being appears neither as only one, nor 

as Two opposite, seems also to imply a plurality of Beings, or souls, as the 

ultimate solution of the metaphysical problem. 
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ovdé Tis emriotHun ovde alcOnots ovde Sofa: cf. 164 B). 

Zeller quotes several parallel passages of both dialogues 
which either prove nothing about the chronological order 
or even confirm the priority of the Parmenides : 

Parm. 128 ©-129c: the parti- 

culars are said to participate in 
ideas and even in opposite ideas, 
and Socrates adds: «f 6 éorw év 
avTo TovTo TwoAAa azobelEet, Kai ad 
Ta 7oAAa 61 Ev, TOUTO 7On Oavpd- 
copa... . €i ev avTa Ta yévn Te Kal 

edn €v avtots arodaivor Tavavria. 

Soph. 251 a-c: the multiplicity | 
of predicates referring to one sub- 
ject is denied only by persons. 
Und mevias THs Tepl ppovnow KTH- 

jews TA TOLAUTa TeOavpaKOoLt ... 

253 D: the dialectician distin- 
guishes ideas and their rela- 
tions. 

In the above two passages the Hleatic stranger takes 

for granted what Socrates in the Parmenides represents 

as a great and unsettled difficulty. If any chronological 

inference is allowed from such general coincidences, the 

later date of the Sophist is the most probable conclusion. 

Other passages compared by Zeller are quite as incon- 
clusive : 

Parm. 1383 C: otuac av Kai oe 
\ + ef PS) , 9 

kat GAdov, Oats avTny tiva Kad 

avuTnyv ExdaTou ovaiay Tiderat eEtvat, 
A rt ’ 

dpoAoynoa av mpe@tov pev pndeptav 
5 > Coe. ~ \ aA 

QUTO@Y eival ev nly. Tas yap av 
> A 9 ¢ \ a a a 

aut? Ka@’ avurny ert €ln;.... Oat 
r lal 4 > a Tov ideav mpds adAndas etolv at 

ce A > , 

cio, av’Tal mpos avTas THY ovalay 
éxovow, add’ ov mpos Ta Tap’ 

Huty 6powpara. 

Parm. 148 Aa: ovcias qapev 
/ ‘ a \ + \ 

petexe TO Ev, O10 EoTW... Kal 

dia ratvra 67 TO Ev dv woAAa ean. 
aha Nig & a r weed 

.. auto TO‘ Ev, & bn hapev ovotas 
perexewv, €av avTo TH Ovavola povor 

3 - A ‘ as 7 = 

xa’ avto AdBwpev avev TovTov ov 
‘ , 7 , a , 

papev perexerv, Apa ye Ev povoyv da- 
, x \ \ \ pak = 

ynoeTat 7) Kal ToAAa TO av’TO TOTO; 

@\Xo Tt 
> \ > ati’ a 

ETEpov pev GvaykKy THY OVTiaY avTOU 

a s » ‘ 
—E€V, Olae EywMyEe ... B: 

= a \ > , wy 4 > , 

elvat, eTepov O€ avTO ; ElTTEp uN OVLa 
ae > yaw 4 Sieh , 

TO €v, GAN’? ws Ey ovoLas peTETXeEY 
ee / 4 ¢ > , ind \ 

. el €TEpov pev 7 ovcia, erepov Oe 

3 - 
Soph. 255 D :oiwai oe ovyywpetv 

T@V OvT@Y Ta pev adTa KaO’ avrd, 

ta de mpos adAnha dei AéyerOar.. . 
a: er si8 A ” 

to © €repov det mpos erepov .. 
4 / > ~ - ad 

elrep Oatrepov auchoty peretye Tot 
: : : 

eldotv @owep TO OV, HY ay ToTE TL 

Kal TOv €Tépwy eErepov ov mpos 

erepov: viv O€ aTexvas Nuly 6 Ti TEP 
x vo > , > >? , 

ay €repov 7, TupBEBnKev €& avadykns 
, ~ oa , 93 

ETEOU TOUTO O TEp EaTLY EtVval. 

Soph. 244 B: €v mov date povov 
> \ , x» rene 

eval ;—ayev yap—ov Kadeire TL; 
, ’ Cd ” \ a a 

—Val—Tr OTEPOV oT7TEp eV, emt T@ avT@ . 

Tpoaxpe@pevor Svoty 

mos ;—the answer to this ques- 
tion is stated to be difficult, with 

a very probable reference to the 
Parmenides, in which precisely 
the same question led to contra- 
dictory conclusions. The theory 

of communion of kinds as set 
forth in the Sophist may be 
regarded as an attempt to solve 

ea xX 
ovopacty, 7) ) 
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TO €v, oUTe TS Ev TO Ev THS ovoias the riddles of the Parmenides, 

érepov ovre TG ovcia eivac 7 ovcia and to progress beyond the rigid 
Tov évds GAXo, ada TO Erep@ te kai Kleatic unity of Being. 
@A® Erepa adAnov. 

The above comparisons speak rather against Zeller’s 

conclusions, though the chronological value of these 
passages is much less evident than the above quoted 

references to the Parmenides in the Sophist (217 oc, 

244 c). ‘The general contents of both dialogues are 

best explained by the priority of the Parmenides. The 

Parmenides prepares the ground for the theories of the 

Sophist, and is as we have seen intermediate between 

Theaetetus and Sop/ist in its list of categories as well as 

in its antinomies. This is confirmed also by numerous 

stylistic observations. The vocabulary of the Sophist, 

despite the difference of contents, shows such a surpris- 
Ing number of coincidences with Timaeus, Critias, and 

Laws, as no earlier dialogue except the Phaedrus. We 
have already seen what reasons account for the excep- 

tional style of the Phaedrwus, and there are many stylistic 

peculiarities in which the Sophist is much nearer to the 
Laws than the Phaedrus and Parmenides. To these 

belongs first of all the avoidance of hiatus, which cannot 
be accidental, and is common to the Sophist with the five 

latest works. Other important peculiarities absent from the 

Parmenides, Theaetetus, Phaedrus and all earlier dialogues 

appear for the first time in the Sophist and remain in the 
style of all the latest works of Plato: the prevalence of 

KkaGarrep Over womrep, the very great frequency of Toivun, 
mas, E¥uras, and the scarcity of pwévto. Besides these 

‘important peculiarities, others of less importance appear 
for the first time in the Sophist and are common to this 

dialogue with the latest works of Plato: tw dvo, raya icos, 
ToLyapovrv, “wa odvV, w@V ov, Inversion Of Aégyes, Evvdrras are 

found repeatedly in our dialogue, and the number of 
accidental peculiarities of later style is much greater than 

in the Parmenides; thus the stylistic affinity of the 
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Sophist with the group of the Laws amounts to 468 
units of affinity against only 243 of the Parmenides. 

This is quite sufficient to render the later date of 
the Sophist as probable as anything can be in Platonic 
chronology, and it has been recognised since Campbell by 

all investigators of Plato’s style, as well as by many other 
critics, as for instance Jowett, Tocco, Teichmiiller, on 

Zeller is independent internal grounds. Against all this evidence 
singular Zeller continues to place the Sophist before the Republic 

inpla- and the Symposiwm. This is chiefly due to the circum- 

cing the stance that he is evidently unaware of the existence of so 

ne aah many investigations on the style of Plato, and that he has 
Ee lites! not given a special attention to Plato’s logical theories. 
Important On the other side the late date of the Sophist has been 

confrma- Yecently confirmed in a most decisive manner by two 
tion of different lines of inquiry, which enabled two authors, 

the later ~=who knew nothing of Campbell, to find out that in two 
date by = different ways the Sophist and Politicus belong to the 
Hirzel ; ae 

: same group as the Timaeus and Critias. These con- 
an : ; ; 

ee firmations acquire an increased importance through the 

R. Hirze) fact that they touch upon our problem from a standpoint 
onDia- not yet applied specially to Plato. R. Hirzel’ dedicated 
loguein two volumes to a general investigation of the form of 

Litera- = literary dialogue from Plato to the present time. This 

ae he did with remarkable acuteness, at least so far as Plato 

is concerned, and he made it still more evident than 

Ueberweg and Campbell had done that the form of the — 
dialogue in the Sophist and the dialectical dialogues cor- 

responds necessarily to a later stage of literary activity 

than that evinced in the Republic and Phaedrus. In 

view of the special attention paid by Hirzel to the dia- 
logical form in the literature of all ages and nations, we 
are bound to accept his testimony as a valuable confirma- 
tion of the results obtained by comparison of style and 

logical theories. Hirzel observes that the change in the 

37 ‘R. Hirzel, Der Dialog, ein literarhistorischer Versuch, 2 vols. 

Leipzig 1895. 
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form of the dialogue consists in many peculiarities, by 
which the dialectical dialogues are distinguished from , 

earlier more poetical works. The characterisation of 
persons and of the place of conversation is less elaborate, 

and the leader of the conversation becomes the impersonal 

representative of abstract reason, not only without 
personal character but even without name in the Sophist, 

Politicus, and Laws. There is nothing in these dialogues 
to remind us that they are represented as held in Attica 
or even Greece: they could be imagined anywhere in the 

universe. Throughout these works we move in a spiritual 
atmosphere apart from the material world (vol. 1. p. 252: 

Farb und gestaltlos legt die Welt um uns, Platons 

Dichtergeist entztindet kein sinnliches Leben mehr in ihr, 

wir befinden uns in einer Geisteratmosphire, die erhaben 
ist tuber Zeit und Raum). The connection of several 

dialogues into one larger whole is also indicated by Hirzel 
as a peculiarity of Plato’s latest manner, and he agrees 

with Christ in the supposition that the term trilogy and 
tetralogy had been used for Platonic dialogues before it 

came into use for dramatic poetry. The progress from 
single dialogues to trilogies or tetralogies appears to Hirzel 
a psychological evolution similar to that which is notice- 

able in epic and dramatic poetry. Plato saw after the 

Republic the difficulty of representing very complex sys- 

tematic expositions in a single dialogue, and he was also 
led to simplify introductory matters by the connection of 

dialogues in series. 
These observations of Hirzel, made in a work of more 

general aims and not limited to Plato, deserve the most 
serious attention of all who still have any doubts as to 

the authenticity and late date of the Sophist and Politicus. 

They were unexpectedly confirmed in a most satisfactory 
manner by another author, who also referred to Plato 

only in connection with an investigation into another 
general aspect of literary composition. Ivo Bruns wrote 
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a very interesting volume ** on the literary portraits in 
Greek literature, from Thucydides down to Demosthenes. 
This work deals also at some length with Plato as a 

great artist in skilful personal characterisation. Bruns 

found this art no longer present in the Platonic trilogies, 
namely in the Sophist, Politicus, Timaeus, and Critias. 

While in the Republic, Phaedrus, Theaetetus, and in 

earlier dialogues a careful characterisation of each 

speaker is given, and the philosophical conversation comes 
as if by accident, Bruns observes that in the Sophist and 

later dialogues the speakers are not characterised indivi- 
dually, except that they are spoken of as competent and 

well prepared for philosophical conversation. This, says 

Bruns, is a sign that Plato, when he wrote the dialectical 
works, had retired from life to the School (p. 272: der 

Unterschied scheint gering, ist aber in Wirklcchkeit ein 
tiefgreifender : er bedeutet den Schrift des platonischen 

Dialogs von dem Leben in die Schule; er bedeutet das 

Aufgeben des kiinstlerischen Princips, mit dem der 
friihere platonische Dialog untrennbar verbunden ist). | 

This is called by Bruns a new style, essentially different 
from the ‘realistic’ style of the Republic and earlier 

works, in which each conversation was accidental and 

ended naturally after a single problem had been ex- 

hausted. In the trilogies the subject of the conversation 
is not accidental, but well planned, and this produces the 
systematic connection of several works into larger wholes. 
The Sophist and Timaeus are only apparent continuations 

of earlier dialogues: really each of them begins a new 
trilogy, and their connection with a dialogue of the old 
style is only employed to avoid an introductory exposition 
of the circumstances in which the dialogue was started. 

Neither in writing the Theaetetus had the Sophist been 
planned, nor in writing the Republic had Plato already 

formed the plan of the Timaeus; but with the Sophist 

*8 Ivo Bruns, Das literarische Portrdt der Griechen im fiinften und 

vierten Jahrhundert vor Christi Geburt, Berlin 1896. 
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and Timaeus begins the plan of two trilogies. The 
difference between the trilogies and the dialogues of the 
old style which are supposed to be introductory to the 
trilogies consists, as Bruns very judiciously observes, in 
the great authority given to the new leaders of philo- 

sophical conversation. The stranger of Elea, who leads 

the dialogue in the Sophist and Politicus, is expressly 
recommended at the beginning of the dialogue as a 
remarkable philosopher (Soph. 216 a: Eévoy dyopmer . . 2 

‘Enéas, étaipoy dé Tav audi Tlappevidny Kai Zynveva, waddra d2 

avopa didocodov ... 

.217 B: Siaxnkogvar yé Snow tkavads Kat ovK 

apvnuovetv). Similar is also what is said in the Timaeus 
and Critvas about the special authority and preparation of 

the speakers. We see in all these dialogues perfect 

teachers, accustomed to repeat their lessons, and well 

prepared for what they are to say, and hearers equally 

prepared to receive the instruction. What Bruns says 
about the psychological motives of this change in Plato’s 

later style coincides with the similar observations of 

Ueberweg, Campbell, and also of Hirzel, though Bruns 

seems not to be aware of this coincidence, or, at least, 

does not quote his predecessors. 

His testimony, coming thus quite independently, in- 

creases our confidence as to the absolute certainty of our 

conclusions about the date of the Sophist. This dialogue 
belongs evidently to Plato’s old age, and is much later 
than the Republic and Phaedrus ; it may even have been 

written after the third voyage to Sicily. In style and 

contents there is a progress beyond the Theaetetus 

which prevents us from seeing in the Sophist an immediate 
continuation of the former. The external relation between 

Theaetetus and Sophist is no sign of a continuity of com- 
position, just as, in despite of a similar connection, the 

Timaeus 1s much later than the Republic. 
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Il. The Polsticus. 

Continua- The Politicus is a genuine continuation of the Sophist — 
tion of the much more than the Sophist can be esteemed as a con- | 

Sophist. tinuation of the Theaetetus. Here we have a close and 
mutual connection: in the Sophist (217 a) the Politicus is 

announced, and in the Politicus the Sophist is expressly 
quoted (257 a, 266 D, 284 8, 286 B). 

This close literary connection of the two companion 

dialogues corresponds to the near relation of their con- 
The tents and method. The scientific method is here equally 
scientifie praised as leading to truth against every prejudice, and 
method neglecting nothing, however insignificant 1t may appear 

still in (266D: 7H Todde we00dw TOV Noywv oUTE TEuvoTepov UAAXOV 

mE: euehnosv 1) py, TOV TE TpIKPOTEPoy OvdsY HTiwaKe TPO TOD 

petCovos, asi 6& kal’ avTiv mepalver tadnOéotatov). This 

method consists here, as in the Sophist, in the classifica- 

Logical _ tion of particulars according to their natural kinds (286D: 

method, 9 ddyos maparyyéANEL TOAD padLGTAa Kal TPATOV THY we0odov 

especially a irhy Timav TOD Kat edn SuvaTor eivat Svaspetv). The aim 

of logical exercise is to become better prepared for more diffi- 
dad cult problems, and the impatient pupils are warned that the 

asa pre. Way may be long or short according to the subject (286 E : 

paratory AOyov, av Te TauprKns NEexGels TOV akovoayTa EbpETLKwTEPOV 

classi- 

fication 

exercise. amrepyafntat, ToUTOV oTrovoalety Kal TO wnKet Ndev GyavaKTEtY, 

Defence of av T ad Bpaxvtepos, wcavTws). It seems that the form of the 

lengthy  Sophist had been criticised as too lengthy, and as winding 
arguments ground the subject with which it deals. Plato answers here 

ae that such critics ought to have shown how the same e 
= *" results could have been reached by a shorter way, and 
remain Whether the shorter way would have been equally useful 
unknown. for the purpose of developing dialectical power (287 4). 

This is clearly a polemic reference, and if in a contemporary 
writing we could discover some censure of the Sophist of 

Plato, the relation between this writing and the Politicus 
_ would be established beyond every doubt. Unluckily, no 
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such writing seems to be known—at least, Teichmiller 

and Dummler, who believe themselves to have found so 

many other ‘ literary feuds,’ have made no use of this in- 

teresting passage. 
The ideal of logical training occupies Plato’s mind 

with increasing fascination, and he insists on its 1m- 

portance at every step. He quotes manifold instances of 
the way in which higher aims are furthered by elementary 

exercise. One who learns reading, and is asked of what 
letters a word consists, does not aim only at answering 
that particular question, but at becoming more proficient 
in grammar (285 c). Thus also the investigation of the 

nature of the statesman is only a lesson in dialectic 

(285 b, cf. Soph. 227 8). For the aim of life is to become 

better and wiser by means of science and justice (293 D). 

True and well-founded opinions on these things are divine, 

and to be seen only in divine souls (809 c: thy Tav KarXOV 
Kat Oikalwy Tépt Kai ayab@y Kai T@V TovTOLs évavTimy dVTS 

ovoav adnOn dokav peta BeBaiwoews, oTroTav ev rruyais 

éyyiyvntat, Ociav dni é2v Sarpovio yiyverOar yéver). Their 

ereatest happiness is knowledge (272 B), and Plato invents 
here a new word never used before him to signify the trea- 

sury of human knowledge (272 C: cuvayuppos dpovicews) 
as an ideal totality of individual endeavours, eternally in- 

creasing and transmitted from generation to generation. 
Such a conception he could not have had when he wrote 

the Socratic dialogues, and it is really difficult to under- 

stand how so many distinguished Platonists could believe 

in an early date of the Politicus. The use of dvvayis 

alone in this passage is a sufficient sign that the Politicus 
is written after the Republic, and many other signs are 
here available for the determination of this relation between 
the two dialogues. Here even the notion of desire is 
subtilised to such a height that it is applied to logical 
training (272 D: tas érvOuplas wept Te érioTHWa@V Kal THS 
T@v AOywov xpetas). The chief instrument of this 

training is the same here as at an earlier stage, the power 
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to ask and answer questions (286 A: det wedXeTav Aoyor 

éxaoTou Suvatov eivat Sovvat kat de€acOa, cf. Phaedo 76 B, 
Crat. 426 A, &c.). 

The notion of similarity and difference retains the im- 

portance which it acquired in the Parmenides. The true 
dialectician is asked first to find out all the differences in 

a group of things, and then to discern all common pecu- 
harities which unite them into various logical units (285 B). 

Each science is built up by a skilful selection of appropriate 
elements, and the right union of similar particulars into 
one, while useless observations and notions are rejected 
(308 C: traca émictHun TavTaxod Ta per woxOnpa eis SUvamLY 

aToBadnel, Ta 0” émuTHdeLa Kal ypnoTa EdaPev, 2x ToUTwV 6é 

Kal omolwy Kal avopmoiwy dvTwy, TavTa sis 8v avta Evvayouca, 

pay tiva Svvapi Kat ideav Snutovpyet, cf. Crat. 438 EB). 

For this an exact definition of each notion is required, 
based on reasoning not on sense perception (277 c: 

ypadihs 63 Kal cupmaons yelpoupylas AéEer Kal Aoyw Snrodv 

mav Coov pmaddov mpétet Tots Suvapévors EtrecGar). No 
figure or drawing can correspond to the true substance of 
things, which is conceived only by pure reason (286 A: 

Tols & av pEyloTOLs OUTL KAL TLULLWTATOLS OK zoTLV EldwXOV 

ovdev pos TOUs avOpwTrous Eipyaousvon évapyas, ov SevyOévTos 
THY Tod TwuvOavopévou >wuynv oO BovdrduEvos aToTANpacaL, 

Tpos TOV alcOyncEwyv TVA TpOTAapPLOTTMDY, ikavas TANPOTEL). 

This relation of truth to reason is here insisted upon 
(286 A: Ta yap aodpata, KaXdOTA OYTA Kal MéeyLoTA, NOYO 

Movoyv, dd\rAw 82 ovdevl cadas Seixvutat, cf. Phaedo 65 D). 

The ideas must be understood independently of the use of 

language and without attaching any exceptional import- 
ance to words (261 E: cay dvadvrakéns To pn omovdateww 

émi Tots ovduact, TOVTIWTEPOS ELS TO Yhpas avahavycel 

dpovncews, cl. Crat. 439 A). 

The greatest differences of opinion, which divide men 
into opposite camps, refer to moral convictions, and the 
philosopher appears here possessed with that Platonic 
absolutism which in a later age produced the Christian 
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Inquisition. Such an intolerance is a distinct peculiarity 
of Plato’s later years, and distinguishes the Laws from 
the Republic, forming at the same time a link between 
the Politicus and the Laws. That ethical questions divide 
men more than purely theoretical discussion was assumed 
already in the Socratic dialogues, but here it is asserted 
with much greater strength: 

Euthyphro 7 c: epi rivos de 
67 SueveyOévtes Kai emi tiva kpiowy 

ov SOuvdpevor adixeobar €xGpoi ye 

iv adAndo eivev Kai dpyiCoiueba; 

. oxorer ef Tade eoTl TO TE 

Sikatoy kal TO Gdtkov Kai Kaddy kal 

aioxpov kal ayaOov kai Kakov. 

Crito 49D: oida.. 

Tit Tavta Kat Ooxet kat doer - 

ao > / 

. OTL OALyoLs 

ois 
> A , \ e , , 

ovv ovt@ OedoxTat Kai ols pn, TOUTOLS 

ovK €oTe Kown Bovdn, ad\Aa avayKn 

Polit. 308 E: 79 Baortien ... 

Tous pn Svvauevouvs Korv@vety AOovs 
avdpetou kal o@dpovos daa Te GAda 

€oTl TelvovTa Tpos apeTny, GAX’ els 
aGedrnta Kal UBpw Kai adiktay bro 
kaxns Bia dvcews admwbovpevovs, 

Oavdarows re exBdddrec Kal dvyais 

Kal Tais peyiotats KoddCovca ati- 

pias. Of. Legg. 909 a: where 
those who disagree with the law- 
giver on religious matters are 

Toutous d\AnAwv Kkatadppoveiy, dép@v- condemned to death. 
ras Ta GAAnA@y BovAevmara. 

Thus we see that Plato admitted the impossibility of 
proof in moral questions, otherwise he had no reason to 
propose the penalty of death for moral dissenters, and 
specially for atheism. He recognised here a power of 
individual nature, resisting the charm even of the highest 

philosophical rhetoric, which produces conviction only in 

purely theoretical matters of science, not in practical 
tendencies of life. 

The unity of universal science, already affirmed in the 

Sophist (257 c), is here taken for granted, and a division 

of the whole is attempted into theoretical and practical, 
or pure and applied science (258 E: tatty Toivuy cuurracas 
éricTHmas Ovaipel, THY meV TPaKTLKHVY TpocELTaV, THY b& 

pOvoy yYWoTLKHY—ECTw coL TAO’ ws was ETLOTHUNS THS OANS 

elon 6vo). Pure science is again divided into critical and 
epitactic, of which the former teaches what is, and the 

latter what ought to be (260 B: xpioe 82 Kai émitdker 

StahépeTov GAAHXAOW TOUTW TH YyevEE; TUUTAENS THs yowoTLKhs 

2a! al ee 
‘ \ ‘ ~*~ 

TO eV eTlTAKTLKOY épos, TO O& KpLTLKOY . 
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epitactic sciences belong not only ethics and politics but 
also all practical pursuits which require helpers to execute 
the leader’s instructions, as, for instance, the art of archi- 

tecture. The further subdivisions are only playful, and 

cannot be taken seriously as a permanent contribution to 
the classification of sciences.”® Also other samples of 

classification given at some length in the Polvticus, as, 
for instance, the classification of living beings (262-267), 
have no permanent value, and offer only an opportunity 

for the application of logical rules. For instance, Plato 
criticises the division of men into Hellenes and Barbarians 
(262 D), and compares it with a division of all numbers 

into ten thousand and other numbers than ten thousand. 

For the purpose of showing his independence of every 
prejudice he finds a similarity between swine and men, so 
much that both kinds of animals are distinguished only 

by the number of their feet, man being a gregarious tame 

hornless animal walking on earth by the power of two 
divided feet, while the swine use twice that number, thus 

appearing to have even an advantage over men (266 C). 

Such a fanciful definition is meant as a protest against 
the undeserved exaltation of vulgar mankind over other 

animals. Also the subdivision of productions and pos- 

sessions (279 D) is mainly an example by which the rules 
of classification are illustrated. These rules were then 
first expressed by Plato, and appeared to his mind as very 

important logical laws. The subdivisions ought to be 
nearly equal to each other, and form natural units, not 

artificial parts (262 AB: wn curxpov popioy v Tpos peyara 

Kal TOAAA adaipapev, unde eldous ywpis* GAda TO épos apa 

. . 01a pécwr 53 aoharéorepoy tévat TévovTas). 

Ideas, as here conceived, are to be found by classification 

of notions, or are ideal notions in the same meaning as 

3 3 / 

ELO0S EXETO . 

39 The various classifications of the Politicus have been specially repre- 
sented by Lukas (Methode der Eintheilwng), and also recently by C. Ritter 

(Platos Politicus: Beitriége zu seiner Erklérung, Programm des Gymna- 
siums zu Ellwangen 1896). 
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the ideas were for Leibniz or Kant. Any attentive reader 

of the dialectical dialogues will at once observe that in 
this and similar passages <Zéos and (dza are identical in 
meaning, and that they cannot mean transcendental 

beings, but natural kinds or ideas in the same sense as 
the term is used in modern philosophy, that is, perfect and 
universal notions of the human or any higher mind. A 

notion as first formed might be imperfect and subjective. 

As soon as by dialectical thought it attains perfection and 
objectivity, it deserves the name of an idea. Objectivity 
is not separate existence outside any mind, but uniform 
existence in all possible souls. 

The separate existence of ideas outside any mind is 

a poetical absurdity which could subsist only for a very 
limited time in the imagination of a thinker like Plato, 

and which has never been expressly affirmed in clear 

words by him—because the poetical metaphors of the 
Phaedrus, Republic, Phaedo and Symposiwm cannot be 

taken as literal expressions of abstract truth. They only 
supply an indication that Plato, when he first discovered 
the objectivity of notions, hesitated how to explain this 
objectivity and felt some inclination to a worship of ideas 
in anideal world, whence they could influence our im- 

perfect minds. This conception may have been developed 
by his pupils to such extremes that he undertook to 
demonstrate its absurdity in the Parmenides. Since that 

time he continues to use the terms efdos and (da, but no 

longer suggests the separate existence of abstractions, 
as this would contradict the increasing importance 
attached to the priority of soul in the universe. 

The ideas can only exist in a soul, as has been clearly 
_ said in the Sophist: they are notions, but not every notion 

is an idea. The idea is a notion of a perfect soul, free 
from error, and we must carefully distinguish among 

our own notions the ideas from other imperfect notions. 
This is the only consistent interpretation of later Platonic 

logic, and might be confirmed by a long enumeration of 
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the passages in the six latest dialogues where «ides, idéa, 
yévos, épos, mopLov, Tuna, hvots, Svvawts Occur. Such a 

full enumeration, however, with a sufficient interpreta- 
tion of each passage, exceeds the limits of the present 

work. But C. Ritter in his very interesting programme 
on the Politicus ~® enumerates the corresponding pas- 
sages of this dialogue and arrives at the conclusion that 

not one of these passages confirms the ‘herkémmliche, 
durch Aristoteles eingefuhrte Auffassung der platonischen 

Idee. This is also Campbell’s opinion in his Intro- 

ductions to the Sophist and Politicus. Here it will be 

sufficient to re-assert as the result of a careful reading of 
the six last works of Plato the conviction that the philo- 
sopher at this stage of his thought no longer admitted 

the conception of ideas as existing outside every soul. If 
anybody sustains the opposite view, he must always 

recur to the very improbable hypothesis that the second 

part of the Parmenides is a refutation of the objections 
raised in the first part, and to the serious blunder of 

interpreting vavted@s dv in the Sophist (249 A) as ideas, 

possessing each of them soul, life, movement, and reason. 

Even this absurdity is insufficient to prove the separate 
existence of ideas in later Platonism: we challenge our 
readers and critics to point out in works written after 

the Parmenides a single passage supporting the assump- 

tion that ideas exist outside every soul, or contradicting 
our view that ideas are perfect notions of a perfect Being, 
natural kinds of particular things in agreement with the 
thoughts and aims of their Creator. 

All the rules given for the finding of ideas by classifi- 

cation become useless if we understand ‘ideas’ to mean 

anything else than this. One of these rules compares the 
division of an idea with the cutting into parts of a sacrificial 

animal, and recommends dichotomy as the best way of 

division, leaving open the recourse to a partition in three 
or more parts only when for some reason dichotomy is 

impossible (287C: kata wédn Tolvvy avtas olov ‘epetoy 
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Svaipwopeba, zreidy Siya ddvvatovpev. Set yap eis Tov syyv- 
TATA O TL ddioTa Téuvery aptOuov az). In these divisions 

the parts should be always natural kinds (263 4: yévos 
Gpa Kal wépos evpioxev .. . 262 EH: padrdov Kar’ edn Kal 

dina . 285A: kat’ eidn cuveOicbar cKoreiv Sratpov- 

pévous .. . 285B: Svadopas omdcaitrep gv eldeou xeivTa 
-... 262B: 70 pépos aya eidos zyétw, &c.). Constantly 

eidos and idga are used in the same meaning as yévos, 

coinciding with the conception of parts of a class of 
objects. This process of classification enables us to find 
the principles or elements of Being, unknown to those 
who cannot recognise the essential identity of things 

apparently different, but really belonging to the same 
class (278 Cc D). 

In order to attain a greater dialectical power, it is 
necessary to recur to exercise on familiar examples and 
to observe the analogies between such examples and the 

highest metaphysical problems (277D: yaderrov pi) wapa- 
deiywact Xpw@pevoy ikavas evdsixyvcla, Te TOV peCover. 

KLVOUVEVEL YAP Nu@V ExaTTOS oloy dvap Eldws aTaVTAa TaVT’ 

av Tadw ooTep Urap ayvociv). Sometimes we believe 

ourselves to have seen things distinctly in dreams, while 

we are unable to describe them after we are awake. 

Thus untrained people often are unable to distinguish 
notions which on other occasions they had distinguished. 

We are best led to the knowledge of truth by the skilful 

selection of convenient examples which bring us gradually 
nearer to the aim of our inquiry. Plato applies this rule 

immediately by giving an example of the use of example 
(277D: mapadeiywatos Kal TO Tapdderyua avtTo S2dénxev 

_.. . 2788). Children when they learn reading recognise 
a letter more easily in short than in long and difficult 
syllables. They will learn with the greatest facility if 

they are first shown short and easy syllables, as examples 

of the use of letters which recur in long and difficult 

syllables. Then they will without effort develope their 

faculty of recognising the same letter wherever they see 
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it, be it in a short or long syllable, as they will notice 

that each letter remains identical in all the combinations 
it enters into with other letters, so that it is sufficient to 

know well the small number of existing letters in order 

to be able to read the most difficult words and phrases 

in their innumerable combinations (277 E-278 c). Though 
Plato had already in his earlier works made use of 

examples and recommended them (Phaedr. 262.c: Wires 

Twos REyomev, OVK eyovTEs Kava Trapadeiyuata, cl. Soph. 
Q18D: wept Twos TOV havrov pETiovTes TEelpatapEv Tapa- 

Sevypa auto Oéc8ar Tod peifovos), he had never given such 

direct attention to the theory of analogy as he has done here. 
The use of an example has the purpose of inducing a 

pupil to recognise an idea in a less familiar application, 

by comparing it with a familiar instance of the same idea 
(278 CG: TodTO .. (kavas cuvertyndaper, OTL TapadelypaTos 
y goTl TOTE yévEeots, OTOTAaY Oy TavTOV év éTépw SLECTTAC- 

pevm S0€alouevov opOas Kai ovvaxdev mept ExaTEpov ws 
It is very 

characteristic that this practice is here represented as 
leading in the first place to true opinion, not to absolute 

knowledge, which cannot rest on mere analogy. The 

use of examples in the Politicus is very frequent: thus 

for instance the long explanation of the art of weaving is 

an example which is given only for the purpose of ex- 
plaining the political art (287 B). The politician is 
also compared to a physician who prescribes drugs 
according to the state of the patient and changes them 
when he finds it convenient. Thus also the true poli- 

tician will change the laws if new experience requires it 
(295 c-296 a. Cf. Legg. 769 D). 

The political opportunism here proposed agrees well 
with the Laws, and is very different from the absolutism 

of the Republic, and for this reason alone it would be 
impossible to admit that the Republic could have been 
written between the Politicus and Laws, as Zeller sup- 

poses. A very remarkable example is given to illustrate 

cuvapdw play adrnOn dofav armotedn). 

SS EL ~~ 
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the incompetence of the majority in political affairs. 

Supposing that the rules of medicine and navigation were 
entrusted not to physicians and seamen, but to a majority 
of citizens, the consequences of this arrangement would 

certainly be disastrous for all. Not less disastrous are 

_ the consequences of the political power of a blind majority 

(298-299, 300 E: @poroynmevov juiv Keitar wndev TAROVOS 

B® Hvrivoov Suvatov sivar NaPeiv Texvnv). 
In the Politicus even more than in the Sophist, the idea 

of method acquires a prevailing power over the mind of 

Plato. At every step reflections on thought arise, thus 

giving to everything a logical aspect, and showing a 

tendency to an impartial consideration of all the condi- 
tions of each branch of knowledge. For instance we find 
here a digression on the difference between absolute 
and relative measure (2838 E: duttas.. 

TOU méeyadou Kal TOU opiKpov OeTéoy .. . 

, \ / 

ovglas Kal KpioEls 
\ \ THY fev POs 

—adnra.. . THY & ad wpos TO pétpiov). We judge about quan- 

62 wovov, Tt Svo yevn eEevontar THs mEeTpNTLKHS). 

-metplou yéveow). 
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an absolute standard of what ought to be, in thought or © 

action (283 £). The absolute standard named 70 pérpeov 

is the principle of every art and also of politics and 

morality (284 A). This absolute standard (284 E: mpos 

TO péTpLoy Kal TO TpeTOV Kal TOV KaLpoV Kal TO déov Kal TAaVO’ 
oméca gis TO pecov ataKicOn TeV éeéoyaTwy) is equally 
distant from two extremes and is here indicated as an 

important new discovery (284 D: dence. Tod viv eyGévTos 
\ \ \ s & > \ > J e / e / 

Tpos THY TEL AUTO TaKplBes amrooevEL - + + NYNTEOVY OMOLWS 
\ / / 3 \ ry/ e \ 7 Tas Téyvas Tdoas sivat Kai petlov Te aya Kail =NaTTOV 

| ral \ \ F lal 

MetpetaOar wn Tos AGXANAA povoy AAAA Kal TPOS THY TOU 

Only those who are not accustomed to 
dialectical distinction are unable to see the difference 

between absolute and relative measure (285 A). This 

theory, later applied by Aristotle in his Ethics, 1s here re- 
peated several times with great insistence, and is evidently 

felt to be expressed for the first time (285 c: dvAaTT@pev 
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sponds very well to the new conception of ideas and could 

not easily apply to the primitive transcendental ideas, 
which were out of relation with particular extremes. 

Another logical distinction, which had been already 
prepared in the Phaedo, is here developed as it were 
casually in the progress of the inquiry : 

Phaedo 99 A: airwa Ta Tovadra 

(the physical conditions) kadety 
Nilay Gromov + ef O€ Tis A€you STL 

a@vev Tov Ta ToLavTa eye, Kal 
> “~ A ~ \ ev B a+ 

OoTa Kal vevpa kal dca adda eyo, 
> x cM) a AS a“ \ / / ovkK av oles T’ HY Tovey Ta Od€avTa 

prot, aAnOn av Aeyou: @s pevror Oia 
TavTa TOW G TOL Kal Ta’Ta VO 

mTpatT@v, add’ ov TH Tov BeATioToU 
me \ \ Ae | der | 

aipeoet, TOAAN Kat pakpa pabupia av 

ein TOU Adyov. B: TO yap pr dtedE- 
cr > oo: a > , , 

oOai otov tr’ elvar OTe AAXO pev Ti 
> ‘ a ~ od + \ 

€OTL TO altiov T@ OvTt, GAO Se 

exelvo GVEV OV TO ALTLOV OUK av 
a) ” a , , 

ToT’ €in aittov: 0 On po paivovra 

Wnrtaparvtes of mohAot Botep ev 

oKoTel, GAAoTpi@ ovdpmat. mporxXpo- 

@s altiov avo JLEVOL, ™poaa- 

yopeve. 

Polit. 281 c: the production of 
the weaver’s tools is designated 
cuvaitia of the art of weaving. 
This term has been used only 
once before, according to Ast, in 
Gorg. 519 B: ov« airiwy ovT@y Tov 

Kak@v aN’ ices cuvatiov. This 
use of the word is similar to that 
in Aeschylos and Isocrates. A 

more technical use of the same 
term is found Polit. 281 D: dvo 
Téxvas ovoas rept TavTa Ta Sp@peva, 

THY pev THS yeverews ovoay 
Evvaitioyv, tv 8 avrny airiay . 

doa. . . Opyava trapackevafovawy 
ravutas pev Evvaitious, tas Oe 

avTO TO mpaypa armepyatopevas 
airias ... 

ef. 287 B: Evvaitioy kal rap 

airiwv. 

287 D: dca yap opikpov 7p péya 
~ , ” , 7 c 

tu Onuwoupyovat Kata mroAwW Opyavoy, Oeréov dwdcas TavTas ws ovoas 
’ a \ , > » , , 7Q\ , 

OUVQLTLOVUS. AVEV y@p TOUT@VYV OUK QV TFOTE YEVOlToO moXts ove ToAtriKn, 

rovtev 8’ av Bacidins épyov téxvns ovdev ov Oncopev. 

Cf. Tim. 46 pv: do€aferar td traév wAeloT@v od Evvaitia aAX’ atria 

elvac T@v savreyv (namely material causes as compared with final 

causes). In the same meaning 76D: TO... d€ppa, rots pev Evvarriors 
, , “ ‘ > / Ul ~ » > , oo 

TOUTOLS Snproupynber, Ty Oe QlTL@T AT?) Sdiavota T@V eetta EGOMEV@V EVEKA 

elpyac evo Vv. 

We see that the distinction between final and efficient 

cause, which remained the same from the Phaedo to the 

Timaeus, acquired its proper terminology only in the 

Politicus. What in the Phaedo is called ‘ éxetvo dvev ob 

TO alTLov ovK av TOT Ein aittov’ becomes in the Poltticus 

Evvaitiov and is again designated by this term in the 

Timaeus. The special application of the term in the 

. 

' 
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Politicus changes nothing in its general meaning, and 
the word évvaitvov is a peculiarity of later style, limited 
to Politicus, Timaeus, Laws in its technical use, while it 

is used only once in an earlier dialogue in the earlier 
meaning, taken from tragic poetry. It will be difficult for 
the believers in the Megaric period to explain why Plato 
should use in the Phaedo a lengthy circumlocution if he 
had already introduced a short and convenient term 

with the same meaning. For us it is quite clear that 
Evvaitiov as a metaphysical term was not yet in Platonic 
use when he wrote the Phaedo, as can be seen by the 
comparison of the above passages. Another interesting 
reference to earlier theories is here found in the familiar 

mention of the soul as the first principle of movement, 
which could scarcely be understood in the form in which 

it occurs here, if the demonstration of the Phaedrus were 

not presupposed (269 E: avro 62 éavTo otpépewy asi oyedov 
> " \ \ A an / 9 J 

ovdevt Suvatoy ANY TO TOV KlvoULEvMY av TaVTw>D 

nyounévm). In connection with the cyclic revolutions of 

the heaven Plato speaks here again of immense periods 
of time, which he never had mentioned nor imagined 
before the Republic. The universe is supposed to be 

subject to periodical revolutions which last millions of 

years %° (270 A: dvamadw TopeverGar TordasS TrEpLOdwY 

pupiaoas). 

If we look at the logical character of the Politicus 
and at the biting humour displayed in this dialogue as 

in few other works of Plato, it appears incredible that 
critics were found who doubted the authenticity of this 

dialogue. What Socher (1820) and Suckow (1855) said 

-in favour of such doubts has been repeatedly refuted by 

Grote, Campbell and Jowett. But Schaarschmuidt’s plea 
for the spuriousness of the Polztecws seems not yet to 

6 The meaning of mepiodos is not quite certain; Campbell translates 

‘days,’ but in view of the similar passages of Theaetetus and Phaedrus 
and of the astronomical studies which appear to have occupied Plato in his 
later years, it is quite as probable that he meant years, each year being the 

smallest period in which the heaven returns to the same relative position. 
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have been specially considered, though nearly all com- 

petent authorities recognise the authenticity of this 
dialogue as established beyond every doubt. It may not 

be superfluous to consider these arguments, as Schaar- 
schmidt, living still, has not found it necessary to revoke 
them in the course of thirty years, and as he has followers 

among quite recent historians of philosophy.”' Schaar- 
schmidt thinks that such tedious divisions of notions as 
are found in the Politicus are unworthy of Plato. If we 

remember that divisions of notions have been recom- 
mended in the Phaedrus, and very much used in the 

Republic, there is no reason whatever to doubt that Plato 

at a later period of his literary activity gave a special 

attention to this logical exercise. What Schaarschmidt 

says about the use of example and analogy as contrary to 

Plato’s custom is equally contradicted by the Phaedrus 
(262cD), where examples are as strongly recommended 

as in the Politicus. The myth of the Politicus, like the 

myth of the Phaedrus, is used to help the progress of 

the philosophical argument, and Schaarschmidt has no 

right on this account to doubt the authenticity of the 
Politicus if he admits, as he does, the authenticity of the 

Phaedrus. The difference between the myth in the 
Politicus (271 D-27448) and a short mention of the same 

legend in the Laws (713cDE#) has further excited 

Schaarschmidt’s suspicion. But Plato never attempted 

a painful identity of myths, and anybody can see how 
freely his imagination worked in the different versions of 

the eschatological myths. 
Schaarschmidt contradicts himself, because he holds 

701 ‘W. Windelband, Geschichte der alten Philosophie, 2° Aufl. Miinchen 
1894, p. 114, says: ‘es ist nicht wahrscheinlich, dass der Philosoph neben 

der Republik denselben Gegenstand in einem andern Werke behandelt 
heben sollte, zumal da das letztere in wichtigen Punkten erheblich andere 

Lehren aufstellt.’ In France Huit (‘ Etudes sur le politique attribué a 
Platon,’ in Séances et travaux de l Académie des sciences morales et poli- 

tiques, vol. 128, p. 569; vol. 129, p. 169, Paris 1887) popularised Schaar- 
schmidt’s views. On the relation between Rep. and Polit. see Nusser’s 

article, in Philologus for 1894, vol. lili. pp. 13-37. 
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every difference between two dialogues to be a reason for 
suspicion, while on the other hand every similarity also 
appears to him as an indication of the work of an imitator. 

Thus he wonders why in the Politicus an ideal ruler is 
placed above the laws. He forgets that here, as in the 

Laws, the ideal is already admitted to be almost impossible 

to realise, and the idea of a second best state based on fixed 

laws, here introduced (297 £), is later developed in the 
Laws. On the other:side, the view of a state without fixed 

laws is already prepared in the Republic (425D: ov« aévov 
avdpact Kadois Kayabois emirate), as also the comparison 

of politics and medicine (Rep. 426 A, cf. Polit. 298 s—300 D). 
The usefulness of laws is fully recognised in the Polvticus 
in the case when a perfect ruler cannot be found. 

Ordinary governments do best to keep the law (301 4). 
The same doctrine occurs in the Laws, only there it is 

recognised as impossible that an ideal ruler should be 

born on this imperfect earth, so that the laws acquire an 
increased importance, though the notion of an ideal state 
is not altogether abandoned, except for transient practical 
reasons (Legg. 739D: % pév rovavTn mods (as proposed in 

the Republic), eite ov Oeot 4) maides Oe@v avTinv otKkovot 

Trelovs svos, oTw SialavTes evppawopevor KaTotKovat, Cf. 

74648). In the Politicus as in the Laws (874E: vouous 

avOpwrros avayKaiov tiOecOar Kal Sv Kata vomous, 7 wndEev 

Siadépew TOV TavTn aypilwratwv Onpiwv) the fixed rules 

become necessary only in consequence of human ignorance 
and imperfection. This conviction led Plato equally in 

the Politicus as in the Laws (684Bc) to recommend 

coercion in order to maintain the fixed legislation. 
In political theories it becomes especially evident that 

the Poltticus is intermediate between Republic and Laws, 

so that there is no reason to raise any suspicion from 
that standpoint against the authenticity of our dialogue. 

Schaarschmidt wonders why the ideal ruler in the Poli- 

ticus is not a philosopher as in the Republic, and thinks 
that this ideal ruler has no other aim than to satisfy the 
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personal needs and aspirations of the governed. This by 
no means agrees with what we really read in the Polzticus. 
Politics is here counted among the theoretical sciences 
(259 D) opposed to the practical arts, and the politician’s 
aim is to produce divine and true opinions about justice in 
his subjects (809 c, cf.293D). It is very natural that only 
Opinions are to be expected in the blind majority of men. 

Knowledge is also in the Republic a privilege of the rulers. 
Schaarschmidt’s inferences from the silence of Aris- 

totle about the differences between the Polvticus and 

Laws are sufficiently refuted if we consider the acci- 
dental nature of all allusions to Platonic dialogues in 
the works of Aristotle. There was no necessity for 

him expressly to quote the Politicus, and we must not 

apply our standard of literary erudition to Aristotle. 
His works have come to us in a state which does not 
guarantee that we possess all the quotations he might 

have made from Plato’s works. And the quotations 
preserved could in most cases be omitted without any 

prejudice to the argument of the passages where they 
occur. ‘The Politicus is not, as its title might suggest, a 
political treatise, and therefore there was no opportunity 
to quote it in Aristotle’s Politics, where the Republic 
and Laws are dealt with. Here we find more logical 

than political theories, and the definition of the states- 

man or politician is only a pretext for many digressions 
on the method of scientific investigation generally, as can 
be seen from the above exposition. Ueberweg has suffi- 
ciently proved that the Sophist and Politicus were known 

to Aristotle, and although he afterwards believed that 
some pupil of Plato might have written these dialogues, 

the references he collected show clearly that Aristotle 
knew them. It is difficult to admit that Aristotle would 

' have named a pupil of Plato an ‘earlier writer.’ This, as 
the name is not specified, refers to Plato with greater 

probability than to anybody else. Bonitz quotes thirteen 
references to the Politicus of Plato in the works of 
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Aristotle (Index Aristotelicus, p. 598). The feeblest of 

all Schaarschmidt’s arguments against the authenticity of 

the Politicus is based on a misconception of Plato’s style. 
He did not know stylistic peculiarities as they are known 

now, and was therefore entirely unaware of the fact that 

the Politicus is as near in style to the Laws as the 
Timaeus, and this despite the great difference of contents. 

After Schaarschmidt no really new argument against 

the authenticity of the Politicws has been advanced, for 
what Huit says on the subject demonstrates only the 

strange ignorance of this author. He is, for instance, 
astonished that the title is not a proper name, as if he had 
never heard of the Banquet, Republic, Laws, which he 

still holds to be authentic. He complains of the absence 

of well-characterised persons, which is common to the 

Politicus with all later works. He objects to the person 

of the younger Socrates as unplatonic, and he does not 
notice that the individual characterisation of all persons 
in later dialogues is equally deficient. He wonders why 

the Politicus has been so little quoted by later authors, 

and asserts that only Proclus, Plotinus, Plutarch, Theo- 

doretus, and Simplicius quoted it, while Fischer in his 
edition (1774) without attempting completeness of enu- 
meration gives a list of a dozen classical authors who had 
read this dialogue. Such tests are generally of little 
value, because most of these quotations are accidental. 

But it is quite unjustifiable to ask for better authorities 
than Proclus and Plotinus when corroborating Aristotle 

as to the authenticity of a Platonic dialogue. Huit also 
professes indignation over the fact that in the Politicus 
the Sophist is quoted, and he seems to be unaware that 

in the Timaeus and Laws the Republic is clearly referred 

to, and in the Critias the Tvmaeus. 

The only argument of Huit which might claim some 
importance is based on a misinterpretation of texts. He 
thinks that Plato in this dialogue does not distinguish 60&a 

from éructnun. If this were true, we should have reason 
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to consider it seriously, because the above distinction is” 

fundamental in Platonic philosophy. But really, as has 

been shown above, Plato speaks of 60£ax as mere opinions, 

not as knowledge, as it cannot be expected from all 

common citizens that they should rise to the level of 

knowledge, and the ideal ruler must be satisfied if he is 
able to produce in their minds true opinions. 

All these arguments of Schaarschmidt and Huit prove 
nothing, and the authenticity of the Politicus is established 
beyond reasonable doubt by the similarity of its style to 

the latest works of Plato. Until somebody can show in 

a work written by another author two hundred and forty 

stylistic peculiarities recurring in the Laws, we must 
accept the Politicus as authentic. It is a work of rare 

literary and logical excellence, and could not easily be 
written by anybody else than the author of the Phaedrus. 

As to the date of the Politicus, it is certain that this 

dialogue must have been written after the Sophist. This, 

taken together with the order of the preceding works, 
gives to the Politicus a place among the productions of 
Plato’s old age, in so far as only the Timaeus, Critias, and 
Laws are distinctly later. It remains difficult to decide 

whether the Philebus followed or preceded the Politicus. 
Hirzel” has already clearly demonstrated that the Poli- 

ticus is very nearly related to the Laws. 

Il. The Philebus. 

This dialogue is one of the most important writings 
not only of Plato but of ancient philosophy in general. 
Yet it has not escaped unjustifiable suspicions as to its 
authenticity. Schaarschmidt’s attempts in this respect 

have been already refuted by Tocco, and even his faithful 
- follower Huit feels obliged to dissent in this point from 

his raaster. It is delightful to read this refutation of 
Schaarschmidt by Huit (vol. 1. pp. 171-181), because 

262 Hirzel, ‘ Zu Platons Politicus,’ in vol. vii. p. 127 of Hermes for 1874. 
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nearly every word of it applies equally to the Sophist and 
Politicus, while Huit is very careful to produce all argu- 
ments of Schaarschmidt as his own when he triumphantly 

asserts ** the spuriousness of the Parmenides, Sophist, 

and Politicus. We have limited our previous discussion 
on authenticity to the Politicus, because the authenticity 

of the Politicus implies necessarily the authenticity of the 
Sophist and also of the Parmenides. Here it may not be, 

superfluous to say something about a more recent attempt, 
undertaken by F’. Horn,?* to strike the Philebus out of the 

list of Plato’s writings. Itis significant that Horn does not 
deny Aristotle’s testimony in favour of the Platonic origin of 

the Philebus. Hence he is obliged to recur to the strange 
supposition that Aristotle could be mistaken in such a 
question as the authenticity of a Platonic dialogue, whereby 
the whole of Ueberweg’s investigation on the authenticity 

of Platonic dialogues is brought into question. Not on 
this point only Horn seems to be unaware of the method 

which alone can lead to valid conclusions in such matters. 
He reasons continually thus: some arguments of the 

Philebus do not agree with enunciations on the same 

63 A curious proof of the incomparable ingenuousness of that French 

author, whom, by a regrettable mistake, the Académie des sciences morales 

crowned, is given by the fact that in his whole argument on the spuriousness 
of the Parmenides, Sophist, and Politicus (pp. 269-311, vol. ii. of La vie 
et Vwuvre de Platon) he quotes Schaarschmidt only once, and this in a 

note (p. 309) in which he disagrees with him as to the pretended stoic 
origin of the Sophist. This cautious silence about an author from whom 

nearly all arguments of the text are taken, and who, in the chapter on the 

Philebus, is often quoted with a humorous contempt, is an interesting 

sample of apparent erudition paired with real ignorance of the subject, dis- 

played for the competent reader at every step, despite all the numerous 

quotations. Thus Campbell is also quoted in irrelevant matters, and 

appears to the candid reader either as an authority for the spuriousness of 

the Sophist (vol. ii. pp. 282, 286), or even further from the truth, as a mere 
critic, populariser or supporter of the views of Dittenberger! (p. 341). 

764 F, Horn, Platonstudien, Wien 1893; see against this: Dr. Apelt, 

‘Die neueste Athetese des Philebos,’ in Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philo- 
sophie, vol. ix. pp. 1-23, Berlin 1895, and again the reply of Horn: ‘ Zur 

Philebosfrage’ in Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie, vol. ix. pp. 

271-297, Berlin 1896. 
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subject in the Repwblic, therefore the Philebus cannot 
have been written by Plato. 

We have seen in the above exposition of Plato’s 
logical theories that even such a thinker as Plato could 
not be in every particular free from errors, which he 

corrected later. In the course of his’ long activity he 
changed his opinion on several important points, which 

become specially manifest to anybody who cares to 

compare the Republic with the Laws. Also the Philebus 
is according to stylistic observations very distant from 
the RKepublic—probably about twenty years later. This 

sufficiently accounts for some divergencies. Horn’s 

general view of the Philebus is extremely subjective. For 

him this interesting dialogue is ‘em mit véliug unzulang- 
lichen Mitteln unternommener und hochst schiilerhaft 

gerathener Versuch einer Vermittlung zwischen den 

ethischen Hauptrichtungen der Zeit.’ Other scholars, 
as, for instance, G. Schneider, who devoted very special 

attention to the Philebus,* are of an entirely different 
opinion and see in the Philebus a masterpiece of Plato’s 

old age. 
The differences between the Philebus and Republic 

are all of such a character that they are perfectly well 

explained by the length of time and the progress of 

thought from the earlier to the later dialogue. Such 
differences ought never to be esteemed as an argument 

against the authenticity of any work of Plato, because 

6 G. Schneider, Die Platonische Metaphysik, auf Grund der in Phile- 

bus gegebenen Principien in ihren wesentlichsten Ziigen dargestellt, Leipzig 

1884 ; also: ‘ Die Ideenlehre in Platos Philebus’ in Philosophische Monats- 

hefte, vol. x. p. 193, 1874: ‘Das Princip des Masses in der Platonischen 

Philosophie,’ Verhandlungen der 33 Philologenversammlung, Gera 1878 ; 

Das materiale Princip der Platonischen Metaphysik, Gera 1872. 

266 The relation of the Philebus to the Republic has been specially 

investigated by F. Schmitt (Die Verschiedenheit der Ideenlehre m Platos 
Republik und Philebus, Giessen 1891) and Siebeck (‘ Platon als Kritiker 

aristotelischer Ansichten: II. Der Philebus,’ in Zeitschrift fiir Plilosophie 
und philosophische Kritik, vol. 107, pp. 161-176, Leipzig 1896). They both 

agree as to the later date of Philebus; see also note 249. 
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in this way we might find suspicious almost every- 
thing Plato has written. The method which Horn uses 
consists in exaggerating every difference up to the point 
at which it appears to be an irreconcilable contradiction ; 

on the other hand, if one dialogue agrees in some parti- 
cular with another, he takes it as a sign that the author 
imitated Plato; finally if some opinion measured by the 
standard of our own time appears wrong, he finds herein 

an opportunity for representing it as unworthy of Plato. 
Such reasonings are built on three wrong suppositions : 
1, that Plato never erred ; 2, that he never recognised his 
errors nor changed his opinion ; 3, that he never repeated 
what he said in another work. Any reader of Plato can 

easily see in hundreds of instances that all these three 
suppositions are inadmissible, and, we may add, any 
philosopher will recognise them to be psychologically 

impossible. But they are the constant basis of nearly 
everything that has been said against the authenticity of 
the dialectical dialogues. 

The only argument of Horn which at all deserves our 
attention is advanced without evidence and rests on no 

quotation from the Philebws. Horn finds in the Philebus 
‘Geringschatzung der Dialektik’ (Zur Philebosfrage, p. 
292). The high esteem of dialectic is such a permanent 
Platonic peculiarity that any work in which dialectic is 

despised must excite serious doubts against its Platonic 

origin. But nothing of that sort occurs in the Philebus. 
It is strange and unjustifiable that Horn was not more 
explicit on that point, and that he did not quote the 
passages from which he has drawn his inference. It is 
evident that he misunderstands Plato and takes for irony 

what is either solemnity of tone or Platonic humour. 

It does not follow that Plato despised dialectic, when he 
required that the philosopher should also have other know- 

ledge. This is not even a difference between Philebus and 
Republic, because there also dialectic was only the crown 

of all sciences, and did not render them superfluous. 
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There is a progress in the dialectical dialogues as com- 
pared with the Republic only in the increasing appreciation 
of concrete facts and details, which less attracted his 

attention in the period of self-existing ideas. 

Here we meet the same enthusiasm for the power of 
reason as in the Sophist and Politicus. He who has elected 

the life of a thinker is more divine than other men and re- 
mains, like a god, free from exuberant pleasures, as well 

as from the sorrow which usually follows such pleasures 

(33 AB: To Tov TOD hpovelv EXomev@ Blov vic ws TovTOV TOV 
r >Q. > , lal Ny la \ / x 

TpoTov ovdev aTroxwdver Shy .. . Tov TOU mN Kalpew pnde 
va VW 2 INN ” > Zs A , 

AuTretoBar . . . Kal tows ovdev AToTOY & TdvYTMV THY BiwY 
> ee 4 / \ \ 

gotl OsvoTaTos . . . OVKOUY ELKOS Ye OUTE YaipeLY Tovs OEovS 

o’te TO évavtiov). The satisfaction given by knowledge is 

the purest pleasure in human life, free from the pain which 
mostly accompanies physiological pleasures (52 4B: paOn- 

pdtev TAnpwlsiow sav otepoy atoBoral dia THS rHONs 

yiyvovtar . . . xwpis AUTHS . . « ANON ylyvEeTat ExdoTOTE). 
These pleasures of science are the privilege of a very small 

circle of men (52B: ras Tov paOnuatwy joovas . . . pyTEeov 

. ovda“as TaV ToOAAOY avOpeTwV adrAa THV ohddpa 

éX(yov). Every manifestation of intellectual life is better 

than sensual gratification for all those who are able to 
partake of it (11 B: 70 dpovety Kat TO vosty Kai TO wEeuvijo Pat 
Kal Ta TovT@Y av Evyyevn, SoEav Te OpOnv Kai innbsis Nory- 

Lomovs, THS YE NOovns GuEWwo Kal Aw yiyverBar EvuTracw, 

doaTep avTa@y Suvata peTadaPeiv). 
All sages are agreed that reason reigns on earth and 

in heaven (28¢: wavres Evpdwvodow ot cool, éavtovs 

dvTwWS GEuVUVOITES, WS Vvods zoTi PactrEr’s Huivy ovpavod 
Te Kal yns* Kat lows ev Reyovor). ‘This rule of reason 

becomes manifest by the finality appearing in the magni- 
ficence of the universe (28 D: ra EUyravta cal Tode TO 

/ er a \ / / \ 

KaNovpevoy OAOV ... vouv Kat dpovnciv twa Oavpaothy 
qr / \ A lal 

cuvTattoveay dtaxuBepvay .. . davai Kal THs GEews TOU 
\ / \ a 

KOGmoU Kal nAlov Kal GEANVNS Kal aoTépwY Kal TaONS THS 

wepupopas aéwov). The ultimate goal of this finality is a 
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self-sufficing aim, the Good (54¢: To piv od exa Td 

Evexd TOU yyvowevoy ast yiyvolt’ av, &v TH Tot aryaOod polpa 

éxelvo goTt . .. Cf. 60c). This is the union of beauty, 
measure, and truth (65.4). We see here a development of 
what had been said in the Republic on the idea of Good. 
There it was one and the highest idea, here the union of 
three'ideas, one of which, the ideal measure (Eumperpla = 

petptotns 64 E), has been introduced only in the Poltticus 
(uétptoy Polit. 283, Phileb. 66 A corresponds to petpioTns 
which in that sense occurs besides Philebus 64 5, 65 B only 

in the Laws 701 £, 736 8, while in Rep. 560 D it has another 
meaning). 

Truth is the aim of each inquiry, and it must be 

found in agreement among investigators (14 B), not in 

their ambition to be each of them right against all others. 

This ambition is peculiar to youth, and is here described 

with incomparable humour and a certain benevolence 
which denotes an experienced teacher, accustomed to see 

many useless discussions among his pupils (15D: zo7 76 

TOLOUTOY THY NOYwU av’TaV aBavaTov Ti Kal ayypwv Tabos gv 

nety’ 0 O& TP@TOV avTOD yEevodpEvos EKATTOTE TOV VéwV, HabELS 

as Tia codias evpnxws Onoaupov, Up’ HdSovijs évOoverd Te Kal 

TavTa KivEt AOYyoY domEvos ... Eis aTToplay aLTOV pmév TP@TOV 
Kal wadiota KataBadror, Sevtepov 6’ asl Tov zyopevov . . .). 
True wisdom consists in defining ideas and their relations, 

until we obtain a continuous system of notions from the 

highest ‘one’ down to the ‘many’ through measured 

degrees, subdividing each idea into the smallest number in 
order to give the detailed specification of each subdivision 

of the one (16D: div ody was TovTwY otTw diaKsKoopn- 

evov adel wlav idéav TEepl Tavtos éxaoToTE Ozuevovs CnrEiv" 

eUpnoELY yap zvodcar gay ody weTadaBapev, weTAa play 

dvo0, el mws eiot, oKoTeiv, e¢ O& wn, TpEis 7 TLva GAXoOV 

apiOuov, Kal tov sy éKElvwv EKaTTOV Tdad\W @cauTOS, 

peéxpiT@ep av TO Kat apyas év wy Ste Ev Kal TroAra 

Kal aTepa éoTe povoy ion Tis, aAAA Kal oTdca). This 
system of ideas is to be found in nature, as everything 
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has been arranged by reason, and our ideas are copies of 
the world’s finality, existing in the maker’s mind. 

Natural There is no longer any trace of an existence of ideas 

kinds apart from souls and from particular things. Hach ideais 

must be the result of the impression which the natural unity of a 
numbered yup of particulars produces in an observing soul. The 
hae faculty of thinking ideas is here a divine gift (16 Cc: Gewy 

gis dvOpwtrovs Soo.s) and human imperfection consists in 
errors as to the number of the subdivisions which connect 

the one with the infinite many (16D: tv 62 Tod azeipou | 
idgav pos TO TAHOOs un TpocdépEry, Tplv av Tis Tov apLOpov — 

avToD TavTa KaTiobn TOV wEeTaED TOU aTrEipoU TE Kal TOU éVvOs). 

Inter- Only gods herein attain perfection (16 E : of wév ody Ooi 
mediate = ob§tws huiy Tapgoocayv oKoTely Kai wavOdvew Kal didaoKeuv 

Kinds: @\XyjAous), While even the wisest among men are liable to 
‘ middle : : : 
Ave): pass too rapidly or too slowly from the one to the infinity 

of particulars, through the ignorance of convenient middle 
terms (17A: of 6& viv Tov avOpwTwr cool Ev pév, OTTwS aV 

TUYwoL, TA TONG OaTTOV Kal Bpad’TEpov ToLOdGL TOD SéovTOS, 

peta 62 TO ev atreipa evOvs' Ta SF weoa avTovs éxpevryet, 

ois OvaKkey@ploTal TO TE SiaEKTLKOS TAAL Kal TO EpLOTLKOS 

Huds ToletcGat Tpos GAANAOUs TOVSs OYousS). 

Prepara- We see here for the first time the term pécov used in its 
tion for technical meaning as later accepted by Aristotle in his 

the theory theory of syllogism. If we take into consideration that it 
of syllo- would be entirely against Plato’s view of literary compo- 

sition to enumerate all possible figures of syllogism in a 
dialogue, as is done in Aristotle’s treatise, it becomes quite 
possible and even probable that Aristotle’s theory of syl- 
logism was more than prepared by Plato. This point 
must remain unsettled so long as we have no independent 

Difficulty testimonies of contemporaries. At all events, we see in 

of the the Philebus the same striving as in the preceding dia- 
nt logues towards an universal system of sciences, and we 
method. - are warned that the classification of ideas, being the most 

beautiful method and leading to all discoveries which have 
ever been made, is exceedingly difficult and full of per- 

gism. 
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plexities (163). Therefore a complete realisation of the 
proposed method, and the consequent reduction of all ideas 
to their highest aim, appears here as a tale heard in a 

sort of dream (20B: Adyov Tote Twwv Tada aKovcas dvap 

Kal eypnyopws viv evvoe tepi te Hdovas Kal hpovncews 

@s ovdeTEpov avTolv gaTl Tayabov, GAN addo TL TpiTov. This 
is perhaps a reference to Rep. 5058). 

Careful distinction between truth and _ probability 
is recommended, and those arts and sciences in which 

certainty appears unattainable are deemed inferior (564: 
TOU MELLYLEVOY EXELV TO uN Tadés, cuLKpoV 2 TO BEBatov— 

is said of music, medicine, agriculture, strategy, naviga- 
tion, &c.). The highest perfection here as in the Republic 

is attributed to dialectic and mathematics (57 E: rtp 

Tov duaréyecOas Svvawiv . . . 583A: epi TO Oy Kal TO dvTMs 
Kal TO KATA TAUTOV aéEl TEepUKOS TaYTMS ZywyE Oluat Hryeta Oat 
Evravtas, boots vod Kal opuliKpdv TpoonpTyTaL, paKpe@ 

annfectarny sivar yvaou—this after the recognition of 
mathematical sciences). The priority of dialectic or 
metaphysics as compared with all other sciences is so 
insisted upon, that it is difficult to guess on what possible 

misinterpretation of texts Horn built his contention that 
dialectic is despised in the Philebus. Plato repeats clearly 

that only dialectical objects or eternal ideas lead us to 

absolute certainty (690: ypy ... t0de Sdvayaptipacba 
TO AOYO, Ws 7) TEpt exeiva %cO” Huiv TO Te BéBaov Kal TO 

Kabapov Kat TO adnOés Kal 0 61 Aéeyomev eidwKpLves, TEpi TA 

al KATA TA AUTA WoAUTMS AuLKTOTATA zyOVTA, 7) ExslvoV 6 

Tt paroTa éorte Evyyeves). It is very important to observe 
that eternal ideas (det kata ta adTd) are not now separate, 

self-existing, or independent existences (avtd Kxa@’ aire) 
as they were in earlier dialogues. They are simply eternal, 

or always the same, because the true thoughts of a perfect 

being are not liable to change, and ideas are nothing else 
than ideal notions. — 

Natural science is represented as deficient in exactness, 
because it does not refer to eternal ideas, but to changing 
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appearances (59 A) which are in time, not in eternity, and 

can never become an object of absolute knowledge (59 B: 

TovTwy ody TL cadés av haiuev TH axpiBeoTtaTy adnOeia yiyve- 
cbat, dv unre Zaye wndev TeTOTE KaTA TAaLTA MnO BEE pajte 

eis TO viv mapov ExyeL; . . . Ovd' Apa vods ovde TLS ErLTT HUH 

wept avta zo7t TO aAnOéoTaTov zyovea). This view agrees 

perfectly well with what has been said on that subject in 

the Republic, and also with the theoretical views of the 
dialogue which deals chiefly with natural science, the 
Timaeus. It was Plato’s permanent conviction that 

the immense variety of the physical world did not admit 
of perfect knowledge. The distinction between theo- 

retical and practical or pure and applied science is also 
here maintained (57 A-E), and illustrated by the example 

of mathematical units, which are absolutely equal to each 
other, while for technical purposes units really unequal 

are counted as equivalent (56 DE: ot pév yap Trou povadas 

avicouvs KatapiOuodvtas Tav TEpt apiOuov, oloy oTpatoTrEeda 

dv0 Kai Bovs dv0 Kai S00 Ta GuLKpoTaTa 7) Kal Ta TayT@V 

béytota * of © ovK ay Tote avTols avvaKoXNOVONCELAY, EL 12) 

Lovaoa movabos ExdoTns TOV pUpLwY pNdemiay aAAnV aAXNS 

Suahepovedy tis Ojos). This idea of unity in variety 

haunts Plato’s mind here as in all the dialectical dia- 
logues. He goes so far as to say that one who is not able 

to distinguish the quality and quantity of each kind and 
its opposite deserves no consideration whatever (19 B: 

el6n . . . sit soTU elTE NH, KAL OTOGa éoTl Kal OTTOIa . . . [2 

Suvdmevot KaTa TavTOs sos Kal Ofolov Kal TavTOdD Kal TOU 

évavTiov (OnA@aal) . . . ovdEls Els ovdsy OvdEYOS AV NuaV 

ovodeTroTE yévolTo aéLOs). 

The difference of genus and species is illustrated 
through many examples, and the species shown to be 

different and sometimes opposed within one genus (12 E: 
yével ev 2oT Tay Ev, TA SF pep TOls mépsoLY AVTOU Ta meV 

évayTL@OTaTa aAAjdoLS, TA SE StahopoTnTa ZyovTa puplav Trou 
tuyxavet). All the difficulties implied in the relation be- 
tween the idea and particulars are repeated as it seems 
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with a clear reference to a similar exposition of these 
difficulties in the Parmenides (15 A: 6rav 62 Tis iva 

avOpwrov emuyepn TtiWecOar . . . TEP TOVTWY THY EVaddwy 
Kal TOV ToLOUTwY 7 TOAAH apdiacBHTNOLS yiryvETaL 

Tp@tov pev el tivas del TovavTas eivar wovddas UVToNapL- 

Bavew adnOds ovcas* eita Tas av TavTas, play EKdoTHY 

ovoay asl THY aUTHY Kal pHTE Yyeveoww pnTE OAEOpov Tpocde- 

xYouwevnv, Guws eivar BeBawtata wiavy tavTnv). Here is a 

very clear indication that a separate existence of ideas is 

deemed impossible (15 B: peta O& TovT’ 2 Tots yiryvopevols 

av Kal ameipois elite SuecTTacmevny Kai Toa Yyeyovviay 

eréov, ci?’ GAnv avTy abTHs yYwpils, 6 On TavToOY advVAaTO@- 

Tatov dalvoit dv, TavTOV Kal Ev dua év Evi TE Kal TrONXOLS 
ylyveoOar). As in the Sophist, the theory of ideas is 

introduced objectively, and not directly supported by the 

leader of the conversation, at least nothing is decided 

about the difficulties referred to. Throughout the dia- 
logue the terms used for ideas have no other meaning 

than ideal notions, as is the case everywhere after the 

Parmenides. The nature of thought requires the union of 
notions into higher units, and this constitutes an eternal 

necessity of the human mind (15 p). The absolute unity 

of knowledge is not prevented by many differences and 

even partial oppositions between sciences (13 E: woAAaé 

te ai Evvdrracat emiotipar So€ovew sivat Kai avopovol TLWEs 
avT@Y aNAnAaLs* El OE Kai evaVTiaL TH YlyVvoVTal TLVES, dpa 

aétos av einv Tod SiareyecOar viv, ei hoBnOels ToUTO avTo 

pndepiay avomotoy dhainy emiotnunv ériotnun ylyvecOar;). 

On the other side, we need not attempt a reconciliation 
of all contradictions (13 A: TovT@ T@ AOy@ wn TicTEVE, TO 

TaVTa Ta évavTLwoTaTa sy TOLODVTL). 

Sense perception is explained as a motion common to 
body and soul, whereby the theory presented in the 

Theaetetus is repeated and accepted (84 A: To 8 ev él 
mabe. thy Wuyny Kal TO CHa KoWwnH yiryvomEvoy KoWH Kal 
KiweicOa, tavtny & ad tHy Kivnow dvoudlov aicOnow ovK 

But the soul can become indif- 
iH Th 2, 

amo TpoTou POzyyou’ av). 
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ferent to the action of the body, and then receives no 
sensations (383 E: dray (7 yuyn) amabns yiyyntar Tov 

CELT LaV THY TOU GHpaTos, avatcOnciav ezrovduacov). In 

that state the soul retains the faculty of repeating by its_ 
own power the qualitative changes it had undergone on 
former occasions through the action of the body’s move- 
ments, and thus reminiscence needs not the co-operation — 
of the body (34 B: 6tav &@ peta Tod c@patos eracyé TO’ 7 

aux, TAVT avev TOU TwuwaTos avTH év AUTH O TL wadioTA 

avarapBavn, TOTE avapipvnoKxecOat Tov Aéyowev). Sensa- 

tion and memory are the faculties on which opinions rest 
(88 B: && prnuns Te Kal aicOnoews Sofa Huiy Kat TO dtado- 

Ealew eyyeipety yiyve?’ Exdotore) ; our judgments exist in 

our thought before we give them an expression in words 
(88 BH, cf. Soph. 264 A). Plato insists on the faculty of 

thought as independent of words and of sense percep- 
tions. We are able to represent to ourselves all past 

perceptions at our will, and such images do not require 
the co-operation of the organs of sense (39 B). The origin 
of error is here, as in the Theaetetus, attributed to indis- 

tinct sensations (38 C: moAXaxis iddvte Twi moppwOev pH 

Tavu capas Ta Kabopmueva EvpRaiverv BovrecOar Kpivew 
gains av Tadl’ arrep Opa). 

The possibility of knowledge is founded on the funda- 
mental similarity between each individual soul and the 

world’s soul from which all individual souls are derived, 

and in which all our notions exist in far greater perfection 
(380 A: 76 wap’ tiv cOpa ap’ ov uyny dycopev Exew ;— 
djrov OTe hycopev.—Trobev AaBov, Eltrep un TO YE TOD TaVTOS 

la ” x Se > / ” / \ bs 

OWA Emrpuxov OV ETUY NK AVE TAaUTA YE EX OV TOUT®@ KQAt &ETb 

TavTn KaAALoVa ;—OHAOV ws OVdaucfEev ANdOOE?D). Our soul | 

is compared to a book, in which memory and sense-per- | 

ception inscribe opinions and judgments (39 A: 7 uryyyn- 

tais aic0noeoe Evytrintovca sis TavTOV, KaKEiva & TEpL TAUTA 
> » / / / A 2 , e al 

éoTe Ta TAOHuaTA, daivovtat mot oyedov olov ypadew nuwv 

éy tals Wuyais TOTe NOyous). 

that these opinions remain for Plato essentially different 

It may be taken for granted 



from dialectical knowledge. 

admitted to be later than the Sophist. 
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The ideal of knowledge is 
in no way lowered, as can be seen from the above quota- 
tions on dialectic, but it is more and more looked upon as 
divine and opposed to mere human opinions. 

are copies of the world’s soul, our notions repeat God’s 
ideas, our knowledge finds out the Creator’s final aim. 

Thus ideas remain eternal, though they have lost their 
-supramundane existence, and are to be sought and found 

only in souls. 

Our souls 

There is no substantial difference of doctrine between 

the Philebus and Politicus, and both belong most probably 
to the same time. 
appears to refer more or less clearly to the Polvticus : 

Only in some points the Philebus 

1. The division of sciences into theoretical and 

practical (57 A—E) appears here more familiar than in the 

Politicus (258 E). 

92. The world’s soul has been introduced in the 

- Politicus (270 A), and is mentioned in the Philebus (30 4) 

as a matter of course. 

3. The absolute measure (Td wétpsov) is explained as 

a new notion in the Politicus (284), while it is here 

_ applied (66 4). 
These tests are, however, not decisive, and only 

_ further stylistic research can lead us to settle the ques- 
tion of priority between these two dialogues, a question 

which appears not to have a great importance for the 

understanding of Plato’s philosophy so long as both are 

The difficulty 

implied in the union of many different predicates with 
one subject, which has been specially investigated in the 

) Sophist, is here mentioned (14D) in a manner which 

seems to point to the discussions of the Sophist. The 
relation of the Philebus to the Parmenides need not be 

insisted on here, as it is recognised even by Zeller, as well 

as by many other investigators, including those who have 

denied the authenticity of the Philebus, as for instance 
Schaarschmidt. Also the question of the relation be- 
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: 

tween the Republic and Philebus need hardly be discussed, 

although Zeller persists in arguing that the Republic is 
later. This view has been refuted recently by Siebeck,” 
and Zeller has never accounted for the fact that the 
chief reference in the Republic to the question whether 
pleasure or reason is the good mentions a difficulty which 
is not found at all in the Philebus, namely, that the 
defenders of reason are obliged to confess at last that 

the sought-for dpdvnais is Ppovynais Tod ayabod (hep. 505 B), 
a position which is declared to be ridiculous (yedowws). 

This looks like a criticism of some philosophical opponent 
who is difficult to identify, and not like a quotation from 

the Philebus. We have seen above that the Philebus 
shows in every respect a later stage of thought than the 

Republic, and stylistic comparisons have made it so 

evident, that no reasonable doubts remain for those who 

know Plato’s style. Stylistically the Philebus 1s nearest 

to the Politicus, the collected evidence being insufficient 
to decide with certainty which of the two is later. If 

we take into consideration the close connection of the 

Politicus with the Sophist, and the few points on which 
the contents of the Politicus allow a comparison with 

the Philebus, it becomes very probable that this dialogue 
is the latest in the dialectical group, to which it naturally 
belongs. 

New dralectic. 

If now we resume the logical theories of the three 

dialogues following the Parmenides, we observe that their 

chief peculiarity is the great importance given to division 
and classification. These logical operations apply here 
to notions of the human mind, which are similar to the 

divine ideas. Ideas are no longer self-existing, but exist 
in the divine mind, and from thence pass to our souls 
through the observation of concrete particulars. The 
material world is built up according to God’s ideas, and 

_we have to find them out by comparisons and distinctions 
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of particulars. This credits the external world with an 
existence which is other than the existence of ideas and 

of souls. Plato first recognised this double meaning of 
existence, whereby he advanced far beyond his prede- 
cessors. The new dialectic is distinguished from middle 
Platonism and the earlier theory of ideas by the greater 
importance attached to particulars. No explanation of 
the universe is accepted as sufficient, unless it accounts 

for the smallest and most insignificant detail as well as 
for the greatest ideas. The unity of all existence is no 
longer an abstract unity, but a summit built up on 
the widest basis of the universal experience of mankind, 
to which each investigator has power to contribute ac- 
cording to his own aptitudes. The attempt made first 
in the Theaetetus to enumerate the highest categories is 
maintained and carried further throughout the dialectical 
dialogues. A worship of method, unknown in earlier 
Platonism, is here predominant over all particular subjects 
of inquiry. The influence of a long and _ successful 
educational activity is visible at every step of the argu- 
ment, and the final aim of an universal knowledge of all 

reality 1s sought through constant logical training and 

reflections on the method of inquiry. 
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CHAPTER IX 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS OF PLATO'S THOUGHT 

WHILE our view of the way leading Plato from the 

Protagoras to the Philebus appeared as the result of 
difficult chronological investigations, and needs still many 
confirmations before it is generally accepted, there is an 
almost universal agreement as to the final stage of 
Plato’s philosophy. All critics have unanimously re- 
cognised the Timaeus, Critias, and Laws as the latest 

works of Plato, and there is in this respect scarcely any 

difference between the representatives of the most diver- 
ging views on Plato’s chronology. The reasons of this 
unanimity are found in the peculiar contents of these 
works, their relation to other earlier writings of Plato, 
and also in direct testimonies of Aristotle and other 
witnesses as to the very late date of the Laws, to which 

the Timaeus and the Critias fragment are nearest in 

style and doctrine. Campbell has found in Tvmaeus and 

Critias eighty-one words which besides these dialogues 
are found only in the Laws and form so many peculi- 

arities of latest style, absent even from the dialectical 
dialogues. There are also some important points of 

theory in which the Timaeus coincides with the Laws 
only. Thus for instance the representation of the stars 
as bodies belonging to perfect divine souls (Tim. 41D, 

Legg.8998), and the enumeration of more than two 

kinds of motion (Tim. 438, Legg.894D) are important 

views not found anywhere else in Plato. It is, perhaps, 

not quite accidental that both in the Timaeus (20 A) and 

in the Laws (6888) Locris, not mentioned elsewhere 
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by Plato, is highly praised, and it may well have a 
personal explanation in connection with the third voyage 
to Sicily, or with the tyrannis of Dionysius in Locri 

(356 B.c.) ; also Tyrrhenia is mentioned only in the three 

latest dialogues (Tim. 258, Critias 1140, Legg. 7380). 
The number of stylistic peculiarities common to Timaeus 

and Laws, and peculiar to this group, is very much more 

considerable than is shown in our reduced list of 500 
marks of style, because with a few exceptions such pecu- 

_ liarities as are common only to a very few dialogues have 

been excluded. Still it is easy to see that some peculi- 
arities of the Laws are found nowhere else than in the 

Timaeus or Critias. Such are wpérov dv sin (312), nal’ 

trvov (432), PopyBadns (278), oictpwadns (268), and some 

peculiar uses of te (230, 233, 235). It would be easy to 

increase this list of peculiarities of the latest style of Plato 

- to any extent, but in view of the universal agreement as to 
the very late date of Timaeus, Critias, and Laws, it is not 

necessary to insist any more on this subject. The Critras 
being a fragment anda close continuation of the Timaeus, 
we have really only two works to consider in this group: 
Timaeus and Laws. 

I. The Tumaeus. 

There are very few logical elements in the Timaeus. 

Here true and probable opinion takes a larger place than 

in the dialectical dialogues, but the decisive and irredu- 

cible difference between such beliefs and perfect know- 
ledge is emphatically maintained (51D: vods Kai do€a 
GdnOys . . . SVo NexTéov, SudTL yopls yeydvaToy avouoiws TE 

 &yetov). Knowledge is imparted by teaching, opinion by 
rhetoric, knowledge is unchangeable, opinion easily over- 
thrown, knowledge is a divine privilege of a few philo- 
sophers, opinion a common faculty ofallmen (51 E: 70 pep 

yap avtav dia Sidayhs, TOS Ud TELOods Huiv eyylyveTac’ Kal 

TO may ast ET GANOOds AOYou, TO Oz GAoYyov" Kal TO Ev AKLVNTOV 

TevOol, TO O& METATELO TOV" Kal TOD psy TAaVTA avdpa pmETEKELV 
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datéov, vod 52 Ozovs, avOpwTrav Sz yévos Bpaxy 71). The ideas 

which exist in reason eternally are the object of knowledge 
(27 E: 7O dv del, yéveow 52 OVK EYOV . . . VoNTEL META NOrYOU 

TEpLANT TOV, GEL KATA TAUVTA ov), and reason occurs only in 

souls (30B: voby . . . ywpls \uyis abvvatov Tapayevéc Bat 
7»). This close relation between soul and knowledge is 
here insisted upon as in the Sophist, and makes it evident 

that Plato no longer dreamed of separate ideas. He says 
repeatedly that knowledge and reason cannot exist out ofa 
soul (37 C: vods érvoTHnn te... &v @ TOV OvTaV eyyiyvec Gor, 
dv ToTé Tis avTe GAXo TAnV Wuyny Ein, TAY paAdov 7 
TadnOés pet . . . 46D: TOY yap dvTwY @ vodY wove KTAaCOaL 

Tpoonkel, NexTEOy Wuyi). 

If the ideas could exist independently, then they would 

form also an objective system of knowledge, and Plato 

need not have credited the soul with such an importance 

in relation to the progress of science. For him the ob- 
jectivity of knowledge has its only basis in the common 
origin and similar power of all existing souls. Every 
soul is anterior to the body, and rules over it (34c: 

yevéoss Kal apeTh TpoTtépayv Kal mpecBuTépay ruynyv c@paTos 
os SeoTvoTWw Kai apEovcay apfouevov Evvertycato .. . ). 

There is an apparent contradiction in the explanation of 
the relation between soul and space. Once the soul is said 

to be in the body (80B: Wuyny év c@pati Evyiotas TO Tay 
Evvetextaivero) and then to contain the body and to extend 

through space or to include it (36DE: érei Kata vody T@ 

Evyictavts Taca 7 THs Wruyhs Evotacis eyeyévnTOo, META TOVTO 
TAV TO TWMATOELOES EVTOS AUTHAS ETEKTALVETO Kal MeToY Léon 

Evvayayov Tpoonpuottev). The latter view refers clearly 

to the world’s soul, which animates the universe just as 

each individual soul animates our individual bodies (308 c: 

Tov Koopov Coov zurpuyov evvouv Te TH GANOcia Oia THY TOD 
Gcod yevéoOat tpdvorav). But it must be remembered that 

- the whole creation of the world-soul and of individual 

souls is here given as a myth (30 B: Kata Noyov Tov eixoTa 
de? Adyevv), and admits of various interpretation. 
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The great philosophical thought here illustrated is the 
perfect unity of the universe, which is represented as the 

result of an ordering and over-mastering power of a God 

over a primitive indefinite and chaotic matter. There cannot 

be a multiplicity of worlds, argues Plato, because the true 

world is only that which contains everything according 

to God’s conception of a perfect whole (81.4: qorepov otv 
6p0as Eva ovpavov TpocetpyKaper, 7) TOANOVS Kal arreipous 

eye Hv OpOdTEepov ; Eva, zltep KaTa TO Tapddevypa dé- 
Snusoupynuévos gota). If several worlds were imagined, 

one idea of a universe containing them all would still be 
needed, and thus the whole forms one unique universe 

(81 B: ta ody 10de Kata THY poOYwWTLY GuoLoOV 7 TO TaVvTErEl 

Cow, dua tatta ovte So ovT’ ameipous éroincey 0 TOLMY 

KOT MOUS, GAN eis GSE ovoyErt)s OUpavos YEyOVs OTL TE KAL ET 

zoTat, cl. 928). Out of the earlier world of ideas existing by 

themselves and influencing all appearances, there is only 

one left now, and so transformed that it is scarcely recog- 

nisable. It is the ideaof the Good transformed into the 

good Demiurge, whom we ought not to call really a 

Creator, because he orders the world only out of a pre- 

existing chaos, without calling into existence anything 
that was not before. This Demiurge is outside the world, 

and different from the world’s soul. He imparts to the 

world its shape and present nature, abiding thereafter in 

his own eternal peace (42 E: 0 pév 67 drravta TavTa dvataéas 

Euwevev 2v TH EAUTOD KATA TpOTOV HOE). 

This conception of a God, who dwells at a height 
above the world ordered by him, is common to the Tvmaeus 

with the Politicus (272: tod tavtos 0 msv KUBEepynTns, 

oiov mndadiav olaxos adéepwsvos, eis THY avTOD TEpLwTTTY 

aréaTn, Tov d& 87) Koopov TaAW avéotpEdev eimapwevn TE Kal 

Evudvtos éaiOupia), where also the contrast between blind 

necessity and divine rule has been first recognised. God’s 

self-contemplation of the Politicus has been here deve- 

loped into an invariable peace. The difference between 
Politicus and Timaeus consists in a more complete sepa- 
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ration of time and eternity. While in the Politicus 
divine rule and the power of necessity alternated in 
time, and thus formed consecutive periods, we have here 

an eternal permanent influence of divine rule opposed 

to the working of necessity in time. The Demiurge 
of the Timaeus (cf. Rep. 530A: tod odpavod Snusoupyos, 
also 597BC) is good and free from envy, desiring to 
make everything as like himself as possible (29E: 

ayabos Av, aya0@ S& oddeis Trepi ovdevds OvdETrOTE eyylyvETaL 

POovos * Tovtov 8 éxtos @Y TavTa 6 TL wartoTa yevécOat 
eBovhnOn maparAjoia éavT@). He is the best of all 

causes (294A: dpictos Toy aitiwv), and it is difficult for 

us to find him out, more difficult still to explain him 

to others if they are unable to find him by their own 

reason (28C: Tov mév ody TomnTny Kal Tatépa Tovde TOU 

TavTos Evpsty Te Epyov Kal evpovTA Eis TavTas advvaToV 
Agyewv). His influence is compared to the free convic- 
tion of one soul by another, not to the necessary action 
of one body on another (484: vod 52 avayxns dpyovtos 
TO mwelOery avTny TOY ylyvopevwy Ta TAsioTAa ei TO 

BedtloTov aye, TaVTH KaTa TADTA Te OL avayKNS NTTOMEVNS 

uo weLGods Zudpovos ovtTw Kat’ apyas Evvictato TObE TO 
may... 06C: Omntep ) THs avayKns Exodoa TELaOEiod 

te dvows Umeixe). He is supposed to have found already 
in existence matter with its necessary forces and move- 
ments (30 A: wav dcov jv opatov TaparaBav ovy Haovyiav 

ayov adda Kivovpevov TANUMEA@S KAL aTaKTwS, sis TAaEW 

AUTO HyayEv 2 THs ataklas, hrynodpevos ékElvo TOUTOU TaVTWS 

dpewvov), but this is not necessarily to be understood as 
occurring in time, otherwise it would contradict one of the 

most important axioms of latest Platonism, the priority 

of soul. 

For a correct interpretation of the story of creation 
as told in the Timaews we must constantly keep in 

mind that it is a mythical and allegorical exposition, 
which from the outset does not pretend to be true, 

but only similar to truth. Plato having reached his 
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view of an eternal existence out of time, can scarcely 

have believed in a beginning of the world in time. If he 
represents the divine reason as introducing order in the 

chaotic world of matter, he does not mean that this chaotic 

disorder had a temporal priority. He only wishes to 
impress upon the reader’s mind the truth that wherever 
order and reason are found, they ought to be ascribed to 

divine influence, the origin of all order and thought 
(304 B: Oguss 08 oT Hy ob7’ ZaTL TO Apiot@ Spav Addo TAHY 

TO KaNMOTOV * Aoyioduevos . . . voov pay ev ~uyH, uynv 

d: év ca@pate Evriotas 7o wav Evverextaiveto, bras 6 TL 

KaNOTOV ein KaTa prow apiotov TE zpyov atreypyacpuévos). 

Taking this for granted, we shall easily recognise that 

the ideas were nothing else for Plato when he wrote the 

Timaeus than God’s thoughts. We see that he re- 

repeatedly represents the ideas as included in thought 
(28A: vojoe peta Aoyou TEpiAnTTov . . . 2DA: Adyw Kal 

dppovice meptAnmrov). They are always the same (284: 

ast kata tavta, cf. 29a, 384, &c.) and unchangeable, 

because they have no beginning nor end, nor existence in 

time (388A: To del KaTa TadTAa ZyoV AkLIVATwWS oUTE TpEcRUTE- 

pov ovTE vewTEpoy TpoanKEL yiyverPar Sia ypovovu ovd: yevé- 

aGat mote ovde yeyovévar viv ovd’ eicadOis %oec0ar), Nor 

participation of any kind in particulars, being inaccessible 
to the senses, but evident to reason (524: 76 cata tabTa 

eidos Exov, ayev’NTOV Kai av@dEUpor, OTE sis EaUTO ziadeys- 

mevov adda AAXOGEv ovTE avTO sis GAO ToL lov, adpatov Sz 
Kat addws avaiaOnTov, TodTO b by vdnots eihnxEv érLCKO- 

mew). ‘The eternal nature of ideas is expressed by various 

terms: they are aidia (29 A, 37 D) or have a dvows aiwvios 
(387 D) whereby their separate existence in time is recog- 
nised to be impossible. Their function is to be eternal 

models of thought, first existent in God’s mind, then 
reproduced in the investigating souls of men. The term 
Tapaoeywa is now constantly applied to ideas (28 4, 37 ¢, 

39H, 488, &c.) ; they are the models according to which 

the Demiurge has brought order in the world, and we are 
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able to recognise these models by our own soul’s activity. 

This applies more especially to the natural types which 

form the limits and definition of each kind of animals. 

The conception of an animal or animated body becomes 

more prominent here than ever before. Not only the 

whole world is an animal, but also each star is the body 

of a divine animal or a god, distinguished from all other 

animals by its subtle matter (fire), by the perfection of its 

spherical shape, and by the great regularity of its move- 

ments (40 A: Tod pév ody Oeiov THY TrELaTHY LOgav 2x TrUpOS 

atreypyateTo .. . velwas TEpi TavTa KUKX@ TOV oUpavoV 
. kunoeis 68 b0o Tpoon ev ExdoT@, THY meV ev TATO 

KaTa TAUTA TEpl TOV a’T@Y asl TA aVTAa EAUVTO SiavooupEera, 
Thy 88 els TO TpoaOEv LTO THs TavTOD Kal opolov TEpLpopas 

KPATOUMLEV®). 
It is exceedingly important for the understanding of 

latest Platonism that even these perfect gods with 

perfect souls are no longer conceived as absolutely im- 
mortal by their own nature; they owe their permanence 
to the Demiurge’s personal will (41.4: the Demiurge 
speaks : Ocol Oedv, av zy@ Snuloupyos TaTnp TE Epywv, a Ou’ 

éuod yevomeva aduTa gwovd ye wn 2édovTos). We see here a 
theory which to some extent was already implied in 
the Phaedrus: only the simple substance is indestructible, 

all compounds being reducible to their elements, and 
subsisting only through the divine influence. The last 

consequence of this view had not been drawn in the 
Phaedrus: there the human soul, with its three parts, 

existed indefinitely ; here a mortal part of the soul is 

distinguished from its immortal part. To this mortal 
part belongs nearly everything that constitutes personal 

character: pleasure and pain, courage and fear, anger and 
hope, perception and love (69¢: dAdo te eidos r>uyns 
TpocwKooomouy TO Oyntov, Sewa Kal avayKaia ev savT@ 
Twabnuata zxov). A vague distinction of a divine and a 

human or animal part of the soul was occasionally 
touched upon in the Poltticus (809 Cc: 70 devyevés dv Ths 
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Wuxijs avTav pépos Geiw Evvapwocapévn Secu, peta S3 TO 

Oziov To Swoyeves aiTtav adOis avOpwrivors), but only here we 
find a nearer explanation of this difference which exceeds 
in importance all previous partitions of the soul. 

The mortal part corresponds to the two earlier inferior 

divisions, with the difference that aic@mo1s combined with 

gpws takes the place of évOuuia, and that @uyos holds a 
lower rank than formerly (424: mp@tov pév aicOnow 

avayKatov sin play Tacw éx Bialwv taOnudtev Evpdutov 
ylyvecOar, devtEpov dz Ndovn Kai NUTTY wELLypevoY ZpwrTa, Tpds 

62 TovTots PoBov Kai Oupov bca TE Eromeva aitois Kal oTbca 

évavtiws mépuxe OuectnKoTa). The lower part of the soul 

occupies the lowest part of the body, and is common to 
men with other animals and plants (77B: peréye .. . 
ToUTO . . . TOU TpiTOUAuyNs Eldous, 6 weTaED dpevav éudarod 

Te lopvcOat Aoyos, © SoEns pév AOYLTMOU TE Kal VOD péTECTL 

TO pnoev, aloOnoews dF HOeias Kal adyewhs weTa eriOvpLor). 

It is very remarkable that the successive incarnations 
of the immortal part of the soul are maintained, with the 

supposition that in each incarnation the lower activities 
grow with the body. Thus it is admitted that not only 
the same soul is repeatedly incarnated on earth in the 

shape of men or women, but also the possibility of a 

descent into the form of lower animals is left (42 Bc). 
Under these circumstances nothing remains for the im- 
mortal part of the soul except the abstract conception of 

a principle (apy7 42), as already formed in the Phaedrus 

with special reference to motion. A place in the body is 
assigned to this immortal soul in the head (698) in order 

to keep it apart from lower tendencies. Knowledge is the 
only activity of this immortal principle, which is the 

- divine element in man (90D: 70 & ev nyiv Osi Evyyevets 
eiol KWyCELS at TOD TaVTOS SvavoncEs Kal Tepidopai). The 

ultimate aim is here as in the Phaedo and Theaetetus to 

become as like God as possible, only here feelings and 
even virtues appear to be excluded from the divine 

perfection, for which only pure knowledge is left. This 
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is the result of the dialectical construction of universal 

science. As knowledge was the starting point of Socratic 
Platonism, it becomes the final aim of Plato’s life. The 

same idea of intellectual exercise which had such im- 

portance from the Parmenides onwards is also here the 

predominant factor in reaching the aims of knowledge, 

being identified with a kind of movement which corre- 

sponds to the best part of the soul (89 E, cf. 908). These 
movements produce the various categories of reason, 
which are here more fully enumerated than in the Sophist, 
being very closely similar to the Aristotelian list of cate- 
gories : 

Tim. 837A B:(n fuxn). . 
xivovpévn Sua maons éavTns, OT@ T 
dy te Tavrov 7 Kal Grov av ETEpor, 

Arist. Categoriae 1 b 25: rév 
kara pndeuiav oupmdoKny Aeyomevav 

. Aéyet 

o a ea t A 
EKQOTOV HNTOL OUVCLaV OnMaLvEL 7) 

A a , , A eg \ 

Epes es Te padiora Kal O77 Kal 

Om@s Kal 67 OTE EupBaiver KaTa Ta 

yeyvopena TE mpos éxagTov €kaorTa 
eivat Kal Tar X ene Kal mpos Ta 

TOOY 7) TOLOY 7) TpOs TL 7 TOD H ToTeE 
i) Keto Oat 7) Exew 7) Troveiv 7) Mag yxew : 
cf. Topic. 103b 20, and above, 
pp. 368-369, on the categories in 
Theaet. Kara ravuTa €xovrTa del. 

For Plato these are the highest kinds of ideas, while 

Aristotle looks upon the categories as chief kinds of 
words. But the conception of categories, as later under- 

stood in the history of philosophy, we owe to Plato. 
He explains in the Timaeus our faculty of judging all 
existence through the recognised identity of substance 
in all souls. The familiar distinction between judg- 
ment as an act of the soul and the sentence as an 
expression of judgment recurs here also (387B: 
.. . &y TO Kivoupeva bd’ avTod hepduevos avev POoyyou Kai 
nyns) and judgment includes opinion as well as know- 
ledge (87: Sofa . voos emuoTHUN Té). 

The reason acts by distinctions, and requires for the full 
development of its activity a certain limitation of the 
stream of bodily changes (44 8). 

Each soul is supposed to have seen once the nature 

AOyos 

KQL WlOTELS . 

- of the whole universe and the moral laws which thus are 

an innate possession of each individual (41 E: Scétre 
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Yuyas icapiOuous tois aotpois, Evemé O sExdotHv Tpods 

ExaoTov, Kal euBidacas ws és dynua THY TOU TavtTos dicw 
gderEe, vouous Te TOUS Eluappévous ecivev avtais). It is highly 

characteristic of Platonic logic that such knowledge does 

not refer to the physical occurrences in the world, as to 

which Plato has only to offer uncertain opinions and 
probabilities which do not even pretend to be consistent 
or to attain any exactness (29 C: édy ovv todd TOAAOV 

eimrovTwy TEepi Oe@v Kal THs ToD TavTOs yevécews, p71) SuvaAToL 

yiyvouseOa TavtTn TdvTws avTovs éavTois opodroyoumEevous 
Aoyous Kal arnKplBwuévovs atrodobvat, un Oavyaons). Full 

knowledge as to these things must be left to God, while 

men must be satisfied with probable myths and ought not 

to search further (29 D). Physical investigation is held to 

be only a convenient pastime in moments when we are 
tired of metaphysical inquiry (59 c). The same uncer- 

tainty refers to empirical psychology as well as to general 

physics (72D: ta pév ody repli Wuyis, doov Ovntov zyeu 

Kal boov Gsiov, Kat Orn, Kal pel’ wv, Kat SV’ & ywpls Gxicbn, 

TO pev ares, ws eipntat, Oeod Evudycavtos tor’ av ov'tw 

povws ducyupifoiueba). 

The sensible world consists of appearances which are 
becoming and changing without true permanent existence 

(28 A: 60&9 pet’ aicOnoews addoyou So€actov, yiyvomevoy Kai 

aToANUpEvoy, dvTws 68 OVdETTOTe Gv). The physical universe, 

like everything that is material, had a beginning (28 B: 
TKETTEOV . . . TOTEPOV HV asl, YEveTEWS ADYIY FywV ovdEular, 

} yeyovev, am’ dpyis Twos apEdwevos. yéyovev* opatos yap 

amos Té éoTl KA CHa FywV, TavTa O& Ta ToLADTA aicOnTda, 

ta © atoOnra, do&n mepiAnTTa pet’ alcOnoews, yiyvomeva 

But if Plato adds later that the Kal yevvnta épdavn). 

world did not begin in time but together with time, 
leaving it open whether both will have an end (38 B: 

xpovos & ovv pet ovpavod yéyovev, iva dua yevynbévtes 
apa kat \vOaow, av Tote AVoIs TLS av’TaY yiyvnTtat), he 

authorises us to interpret the beginning of the world not 
as a temporal beginning, but a relation of dependence of 
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the material world on a divine power. Physical appear- - 

ances are represented as an imitation or an image of 

the eternal ideas (29 B: waca avaykn Tovde Tov Kdopov 

sixova Tivos sivat, cf. 49 A: piunua tapadelypatos, yéveow 

Zyov Kal oparor). 
The ideas seem to be chiefly limited to natural kinds, 

and do not include some of the most general physical 

notions which are investigated in the Tvmaeus with 

special care, namely time, space, matter, and causality. 
The analysis of these notions is not without logical 
importance and therefore deserves our attention. Time 
is a moving image of the eternal nature of ideas, and is 
placed into close relation with the movements of stars 
(37 D: elkw 8 éqivos KiWnTOV TWa aiwvos ToLnoal, Kal 

Siaxocpav dpa ovpavoy Tost pévovTos ai@vos év évt Kat 
apiOuov todcav aimvoy eixdva, TodTov dy 5) xpovoy w@voud- 

xauev). This acts in obedience to a very primitive con- 
sideration: days, months, and years are made by the 

celestial movements, and as they are parts of Time, Plato 
infers that Time itself 1s a product of those movements 

(37 E: tuepas cal vixtas Kat phvas Kal émavtovs, ovK 

Ovtas Tply ovpavoy yevécOal, TOTE wa exeivo EvYLOTApev@ 

THY yeverw avTOY unxavatat * TadTa 53 TavTA Mépn xpovou, 
Kal TOT Hv TOT EoTAaL Ypovou yeyovdTa éidn). Thus Plato 

did not reach the abstract conception of time, and knew 
only concrete durations measured by physical movements. 

More elaborate is the conception of space, which Plato 
introduces as co-ordinated to ideas and their images at a 

later stage of the inquiry, expressly avowing that he had 
omitted it at the beginning (49 A: tplrov 63 ToTEe wey ov 
duetntomeOa, vosicavtes ta dvo e£€ev ixavos). He finds 

this notion very difficult to explain, and unlike Time, 
Space is admitted to exist before matter, being necessary 
for the reception of matter into being (494: maons sivas 

yevéoews wrrodoxny avTny otov TiOnvnv). The imagined 

‘identity of all matter is here the starting point (498), 

based on the observation that water becomes ice as well as 
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steam, or air, which is supposed to be susceptible of a 
change into fire (49 c), thus forming a circle of transfor- 
mations. From the fact of transformations the unreality 
of appearances is inferred, and the reality underlying them 

is found in the notion of space, free from any determining 
quality (49 ©). Plato’s fondness for proportions and 
analogies finds here also an opportunity for display. Space 

has the same relation to matter as matter to form (50 4). 

Thus, if various forms were given to one and the same 

matter, for instance gold, each particular object could 

best be named gold, and not according to its special chan- 
ging form. Ina similar manner space remains always the 
same, however different qualities of matter might fill it. 
Here we see Plato advancing to a more abstract notion 

than he had of time, and he feels the difficulty of explain- 

ing it. He calls it by different names, beginning with 
dvvapis (49 A, 50 B) and dvars (50 B), and ending with yépa 
(524). Itis ta ravta Sexopévn copata dvars (50 B), raons 

yeverews UTrodoy7) obov TLOnVy (49 A), TO ev @ ylyveTas (50 C). 

Space has no shape, but appears differently according to 

the phenomena occurring in it (50c: déyerat Te aet Ta 
mTdvTa, Kal wopdhiv ovdelav OTs OVOEVL TOY ELTLOVT@Y Omolay 

ciAndev ovdapyy ovdauos). It is not an idea, nor imitates 
any idea (50 E: duopdor dv éxeivav ATacav THY LOE@v, Ooas 

pedro déyecOai Tobey . . . TdavTwy éxTos eldav Eivat ypE@y 
TO Ta Tata éxdeEOusvov gv avT@ yen). Its relation to the 

ideas is recognised to be most difficult to explain (51 a: 
avopatoy eidos Tt kal dmopdov, mavdexés, eTaNapBavov oe 

atopetatd my Tov vonTod Kal Sucad\wTOTaTOV avTO AéEyorTES 

ov Wevodpueba). Space is conceived not by the senses, nor by 

purereason, but by a kind of fictitious inference which has 
however a necessary character (52AB: yévos Ov TO Ths 

yopas asi, dOopay ov mpocdexyomevov, Edpav b2 Tapeyov 
doa ye yévecw Taow, aito 82 per avarcOnoias am TOV 

oyous Tivl vdOw, pdoyis TaTov, Tpos 0 dH Kal OVvELpoTro- 

hoduev Brérrovres Kal hayev avayKaioy sival Tov TO ov aay 
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represented as an indispensable condition of matter, though 

essentially differing from matter. The difference consists 

in the entire absence of quality in space, while matter is 

held to be always qualified. 

To illustrate the relation of space to matter, Plato uses 

many metaphors taken from the impregnation of one 

matter by another. Thus various perfumes can be com- 

municated to an oil which has no smell by itself, various 

shapes to a shapeless clay (508). The chief kinds of 

matter, as earth, water, air, and fire, can be changed into 

one another (49 B), and existed in space before the 

Demiurge set to work (52D). The different qualities of 
matter are only appearances resulting from a variety of 

movements (52D). There are amid all the mythical 

fictions of the Timaeus some wonderful glimpses of deep 

insight which betray Plato’s genius. Thus he speaks 
about invisible matter and its infinitely small elements 

(566: 61a cpixpotynta ovdev opmpevov vd’ uov), about the 

stream of matter passing through our body (48 A: érip- 

puTov c@pa Kal avéppuTov), about the spermatozoa, which 

he seems to have divined many centuries before their 
actual discovery (91C: péypiep av Exatépwv 7 émifupmia 

kai o tpws Evvdiayayovtes . . . @s els Apoupay THY pbHTpav 

aopaTa vUTO omlkpoTnTos Kal adiaTAaoTa Soa KaTacTEl- 

pavtTes Kal Tadw OSiaxpivayTss meydda éevTos éxtpeyrwvTas 

Kal pETA TOUTO a) n > U / > / 

eis dws ayayovtes Cwowv anoTedéowor 

yéveotv). By a strange divination he calmly teaches us, in 

agreement with our modern discoveries, that each particle. 
of water consists of three atoms, two of one gas and one 

of another (56 D), thus anticipating the results of Lavoisier’s 

experiments. But he declares the analysis of colours to 
transcend human ability, and to be a divine privilege (68 D). 

On the contrary, stereometry is here advanced (53 c—55 c) 
beyond the stage complained of in the Republic. 

One of the distinctions made by Plato already in the 
Phaedo is here developed and fully explained. The dif- 
ference between final and efficient causality has a consi- 
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derable place in Platonism ; while at an earlier stage only 
the final cause had been recognised as a true cause and 

opposed to the current notion of causality as employed by 
Anaxagoras, Plato later admitted efficient causes, and this 

change had a close relation to the increasing importance 
of the notion of movement in his system. (See above, 
p. 452.) 

The terminology established in the Politicus is here 
maintained. The final cause is named aitiov, and acts 

everywhere, nothing being possible without an aim (28 A: 

Tap O& av TOYLYVOMEvoY UT aitiou TiVOs 2 avayKns ylyvecOar’ 

TavTt yap advvatov ywpis aitiov yéverw oxelv). Vulgar 

people call airiov what is only Evvaitvov, namely, material 

causes, used by God only as means for the realisation of 

the best which is his aim (46c). The reason of the 

superiority of final causes over mechanical causation lies 

in the absence of reason and design from physical causa- 
tion, if considered alone and apart from aims which can 

be conceived only by a soul (46D: Tov yap dvT@v & vody 
Hove KTao0at TpoanKe, NexTZov uynv). The philosopher, 

as lover of reason and knowledge, thinks more highly of 

aims of the mind than of necessities of matter (46). 

The final cause is here identified with a first source of 

movement and contrasted with the physical cause which 

is a@ movement caused from without. It is also called 

divine or free, as opposed to what is necessary (68 E: 610 

87 xp Sv’ aitias edn diopiecOa, TO ev avayKatov, TO be 

Ociov). The mechanical cause, here as in the Polvticus 

called Evvaitiov and identified with the necessary condi- 

tion without which, as stated in the Phaedo, the aim 

could not be reached, is blind Necessity (avayxn, 48 A), 

opposed to Reason. Reason acts on Necessity, leading it 
to the best aim, and Necessity yields to Reason (484: 

voo d= avayKns apyovTos TO TEVELy ALTHY TOV YuyvoLEevwY TA 

TrEloTa el To BéAtioTOV aye, TavTH KaTa TadTd Te SU 

avayKns iTTw@mevns Uo TeOods Eudpovos oUTHW KaT’ apyas 

Evviotato Tobe TO Tap). 
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This general view of Being and Becoming, as given 
in the Timaeus, is not essentially different from the theories 

contained in the dialectical dialogues, and some theories 

of the Timaeus are already prepared for in the Phaedrus 

and Theaetetus. This leaves very few points for confirm- 

ing by detailed comparison the place generally assigned 
to the Timaeus towards the end of Plato’s literary 
activity. We are justified in accepting in this case 
the agreement among all investigators (with insignificant 
exceptions, as, for instance, Munk and Schone), be- 

cause the theories here observed agree exceedingly well 

with the Politicus and Philebus, two very late dialogues, 

and because the style of the Tumaeus is nearer to the 

style of the Laws than the style of any other dialogue. 

This is here affirmed as the result of the personal im- 
pression produced by the perusal of many thousands of 

stylistic observations; 1t would take too much space to 
enumerate here all the peculiarities of style common to 

the Laws with the Tvmaeus only, and we refer the reader 

to Ast’s Lexicon and to the authors quoted in Chapter ITI. 

In all these works he will find sufficient evidence for the 

great stylistic affinity of the Timaeus with the Laws, 

an affinity far exceeding the numbers of our own table of 
affinity, based only on 500 peculiarities. Besides the style 

there are still the following arguments in favour of placing 
the Timaeus after the dialectical dialogues : 

1. The relation to the Politicus in the theory of final 

and efficient causes, as explained above. 
2. The relation to the Politicus in the theory of God’s 

retirement from the world. 
3. The transition from the form of a dialogue to a 

continuous exposition, recurring in this form only in 
certain parts of the Laws. Longer speeches in earlier 
dialogues were either of no didactic character (Apology, 

Protagoras, Menexenus) or interrupted by many questions 
and answers (Gorgias, Symposium). Such a_ purely 

didactic exposition in a longer speech without interrup- 
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tion is a peculiarity of the Tvmaeus, Critias, and Laws, 
found nowhere earlier. 

4. The view that the same elements are common to 

man with the universe is found in both the Philebus and 
the Timaeus, but presents in the Timaeus amore advanced 

stage. In the Philebus this view is introduced as new 
and as a daring feat (29 A: cuyxiduvet@pev Kal weTéyopmer 

Tov voyou, Otay avinp Sewos $f TadTa my oUTwWS ANN aTaKTws 
éyeww—this refers to the preceding axiom that reason has 
ordered everything, and also to the following hypothesis : 

OTL outKpov ToOUTwY ExacToOY Tap’ Hiv vert. Kal hadrov Kal 

ovdauyn ovdauas elAiKpives OV Kat THY SvVamLY ovK aklav THs 

gucews zyov). An attempt is made to prove it by induc- 
tion (29 B: év évl 62 NaB@v Tepl TavTwY voer Ta’ToY.  oiop 

Tp MeV OTL TOU Tap ny, ZT © év TO TavTi. . « « TMLKPOY 
pév Te TO Tap’ nuiv Kal acbevées Kai haddrov, TO & év TO TravTi 
TANG Te Oavpactov Kal KadrEL Kal Tadon SuVameL TH TeEpt 

To Tip oven). All this is supposed to be known in the 
Timaeus, and needs no further demonstration. 

5. The world’s soul as the origin of individual souls is 

also first introduced in the Philebus (30 A), and appears 

there as something new, while the same view is the basis 

of the mythus in the Timaeus. The relation in this 
respect of Timaeus and Philebus is similar to the rela- 

tion between Phaedrus and Republic in the question of 
the threefold partition of the soul: the mythical exposi- 

tion uses truths previously reached by reasoning. This 
is not necessarily a general rule, as at an earlier stage the 
intuition of ideas was first mythically given in the Sym- 

postum, then reasoned out in the Phaedo. But as Plato 

later had an increasing hking for myths, it is natural that 
he should represent also mythically truths which had been 

earlier set forth as based on reasoning. 

6. Philosophy is represented as gift of Gods in Phile- 
bus and Timaeus. Though this is a commonplace of 
Platonism, there is in the form in which the mention is 
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made in the Timaeus something that may well be inter- 

preted as a reminiscence of the Phlebus : 

Phil.16 c: Oedv pev eis avOpo- Tim. 47 AB: ... éemopiodueda 
movs Sdats, &¢ ye Katapaiverar iocodpias yevos, ov peifov ayadoy 

épol, mobev éx bedv eppipy dia twos ovr’ HAOev ovre HEer more TH OvNTO 
Tpopnbéws dua pavorar@ Twi mupi. yéver Swpndev ek ear. 

7. The explanation of sense-perception in the Philebus 
(83 D) as a movement communicated to the soul through 
the body is more elementary than the corresponding 

mention in the Timaeus (48 C). 

8. The state of God as free from pleasure or pain is 
announced in the Philebus to be the subject of a future 
inquiry (33 B: tedto éte Kal eicadOis émicKxepopucba, eav 
mpos Noyov Te H), and the T%maeus more than any other 
work seems to correspond to that announcement. 

In the above statement we have made no use of the 
peculiar relation of the Timaeus to the Republic. The 
reference to the Republic at the beginning of the Timaeus 

is unmistakable, but the relation of the two dialogues is 
not quite the same as the relation of the Sophist to the 

Theaetetus. In the Sophist we have a direct continuation 

of the Theaetetus, and the persons of the dialogue are the 
same, with the single addition of the Eleatic guest. In the 
Timaeus the scene is different from that of the Republic, 
and Plato recurs to the fiction that the substance of the 

Republic dialogue has been narrated on the previous day 

to the persons first appearing in the Tvmaeus. This 
fiction is deemed insufficient and improbable by the author 
himself, and he puts in the mouth of Socrates a recapitu- 
lation of the preceding dialogue. In that recapitulation 
not the whole of the Republic is included, and no mention 

is made of the four last books. Far-reaching inferences 

have been made from this omission, about the structure 

of the Republic as well as about the date of the Timaeus. 

~ The most obvious conclusion would be to allow a longer 
separated distance of time between Republic and Timaeus than 

byalong between Theaetetus and Sophist. This conclusion is con- 
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firmed by our whole inquiry and best explains the great 
change of style and of the literary manner. Other conclu- 
sions, at first sight plausible, are refuted by the considera- 

tion of style. The recapitulation of the Tvmaeus seems 
to refer only to the first five books of the Repwhlic, and 

thus we might be tempted to suppose that it was written 
before the following five books. But in view of the great 
unity of composition of the Republic and of the great 
homogeneity of its style, it is impossible to separate the 
fifth book from the following by any other work. On the 

other hand, the close relation of the Timaeus to the Laws 

makes it very probable that some twenty years have come 

between that apparent sequel of the Republic and the 

work which it presupposes. Under these circumstances it 
is very natural that Plato should omit some details from his 

recapitulation, and should limit it to the most general 

results, which happen to be concentrated in the first five 

books. There is also another psychological reason why 
he should not now insist on the rule of the philosophers, 

which is the chief subject of the sixth and seventh books of 
the Republic. We must assume that the Timaeus at all 

events is written after the third voyage to Sicily (361 B.c.), 
and after Plato’s great and definitive failure to obtain 

political ascendency. His explanation of that failure 1s 
given in the Politicus, where he says that the ideal state 
is too perfect for mankind, and that the philosopher who 
could bring it into existence ought to be a god. Now in 
the Timaeus he plans a practical representation of the 
conflict between a perfect state and its neighbours. This 
conflict has not been represented by Plato, because he left 

the Critias unfinished. But we have every reason to 

assume that he did not intend to identify in everything the 

historical state of primitive Attica with the ideal state of 
the Republic. The outline given at the beginning of the 

Critias confirms that assumption. Thus it is natural that 
fixed laws had to play a greater part in the old state of 

Athens than in the Republic. Still the identification of 
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the political ruler with the philosopher is here also alluded 

to (19 E: dirocddwr avipOy Kai TodTiKoY) IN a similar 

manner to that which appears in the Polzticus. Philo- 

sophy remains the greatest gift of gods to men (47 B), 

and ignorance an illness of the soul (86 B). Also the 

low estimate of poets is maintained (19 D), with a similar 

ironical compliment to that in the Republic. Generally, 

whoever considers impartially the relation of these two 
dialogues must recognise not only that the Timaeus pre- 

supposes the whole of the Republic, but that it appears to 
be very much later. 

Thus the place of the Tvmaeus as nearest to the 

Laws is confirmed by every consideration, and no valid 

objection can be raised against this conclusion. It 
remains, however, desirable that the great number of 
stylistic peculiarities of this latest group should be col- 
lected and classified in order to confirm the common 
verdict of all competent authorities. 

Il. The Critras. 

There is little to say in the present connection about 
this small fragment of a dialogue left unfinished by Plato 

for some reason unknown. If we consider the great 

interest manifested in its introduction for the intended 
subject of this work, and the circumstance that it is the 
only fragmentary work of Plato, the most natural suppo- 

sition is that only death could have prevented him from 
carrying out such a cherished plan as that of the Tiumaeus 
trilogy. This supposition is also confirmed by the very 

late style of the Critias, but a definitive proof could be 

given only through stylometric comparison of the Critias 
with the latest parts of the Laws. In view of the small 

size of the Critias (11 pp. ed. Did.) a very great number 

of stylistic observations is required, and they ought to 
refer not only to the vocabulary but also to the construc- 
tion of phrases, inversion of words, phonetic effects, and 
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all details which constitute the less accidental peculiarities 

of style. Only then will it be possible to decide with 
absolute certainty, on a basis of some thousand peculi- 

arities resuming some hundred thousand observations, 
whether the Critias is contemporaneous with the latest 
parts of the Laws or not. Such a special investigation 

exceeds the limits of the present inquiry: the more so 
as the whole question has no philosophical importance, 
and claims only a purely literary interest. The Critias 
contains no contribution to Plato’s logic besides the 

incidental mention of the familiar view that knowledge 
has a divine origin (106B: adrov (Oeov) TekewraTov Kai 
dpiotov dhappaKov emiotnunv evyousOa Sidovar), and the 
curious appreciation of the cosmogony of the Timaeus 

as acceptable only on account of human ignorance 

about the gods and everything there expounded (107 AB: 

mTept Os@v . . . NeyovTad TL TpOos avOpwrrovs CoKEiy ikaVvas 
eye pdov 7) TEepl OvnTa@v pos nuas. 

opedpa ayvoia TOY akovoyvTwv TEpi @Y av ovTwWS FYwWOL 

ToANHY evToplay TapéyecOov TH weddovTL DEyErv TL Tepl 

) yap amreipia Kal 

avuT@v). 

Til. The Laws. 

The question has been seriously discussed whether 

the theory of ideas is alluded to or maintained in the 
Laws. The question put in this indefinite manner is 
entirely out of place. Anybody who reads the Laws 

must notice the entire absence of the earlier theory of 

ideas as known from Phaedo and Republic. This has 
been recognised by all students of Plato, and Ribbing,”” 

who made a special study of the theory of ideas, went so 
far as to deny the authenticity of the Laws chiefly 
because he did not find there any trace of the Platonic 

ideas. HEqually Ueberweg (Untersuchungen, p. 100) recog- 

nised that in the Laws the theory of ideas is nowhere 

767 §. Ribbing, Genetische Darstellung der Platonischen I™deenlehre, 

Leipzig 1863-64, vol. ii. pp. 150-190. 
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mentioned. The same has been the impression of 
English scholars. Grote (vol. iv. p. 275) and Jowett 
(vol. ii. p. 18; vol. v. p. ccxxxvi) agree that the theory of 

ideas is left out in the Laws. The same conclusion is 
reached by C. Ritter, in his recent commentary to the 
Laws,* and Zeller also finds only one passage which could 

be interpreted as an allusion to the theory of ideas (Phalo- 
sophie der Griechen, II. 1. p. 953). This passage (965 c: 
mpos wlav idgay 2K TOV TOANMY Kat avouolwy duvaToy Eivat 
Brzerewv) is really as insufficient as evidence in favour of 
the old theory of ideas as similar passages from the earliest 
Socratic dialogues (Huthyph. 6D: pia idéa ta Te dvocta 

avoova scivat). AlsoSusemihl, who maintained against Zeller 
that Plato remained faithful to his theory of ideas up to 
his latest age, acknowledged (Genetische Entwickelung, 

vol. 11. p. 577) that the idea of the good can be only 
guessed at in the passage concluding the dialogue. 

It is very strange that in the whole discussion about 

the traces of the theory of ideas in the Laws nobody cared 

to distinguish between the earlier self-existing ideas and 
the ideas as known from the dialectical dialogues, where 
they appear as existing only in souls. Such ideas, 
equivalent to perfect notions, cannot have been abandoned 

by Plato, though he had no opportunity to mention them 
in the Laws, because the whole dialogue, lke the 

Timaeus, rests on right and probable opinion, not on 
dialectical knowledge. Plato was not obliged to write 

always for philosophers alone, and he seems to have 

dedicated his latest years to a popular exposition of his 
political doctrines adapted to the actual level of mankind, 
very much below his own ideal standard. If somebody, 

like Grote, believes that Plato could become untrue to 

philosophy, he betrays only his own incapacity to judge 
a philosopher. Plato remained a philosopher up to his 

latest age, and the very last pages of the Laws prove it to 

68 ©. Ritter, Platos Gesetze, Kommentar zum griechischen Text, Leipzig 

1896, p. 355. 
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any unprejudiced reader. The distinction between know- 
ledge and opinion is one of those logical distinctions 
which, once reached, cannot be afterwards neglected by a 
true philosopher, and if Plato could be reasonably 
suspected of such a desertion, no hope is left for any one 
of a permanence of knowledge. Plato remains in all ages 
the ideal type of a philosopher, and philosophy which is 

not knowledge is nothing. Thus it is from the outset a 
psychological impossibility to accept Grote’s interpreta- 
tion of Plato’s silence about ideas in the Laws, according 

to which Plato contracted ‘a comparative mistrust of any 
practical good to come from philosophy,’ ‘ eliminating or 

reducing to a minimum that ascendency of the philo- 
sophical mind which he had once held to be omnipotent 
and indispensable.’ 

Such extravagant conclusions are the result of a 

widespread error about Plato’s philosophy, consisting in 

identifying the so-called ‘theory of ideas’ with Platonic 
philosophy and with his philosophical knowledge. We 

have seen above that no such identification results from 
a chronological survey of the development of Plato’s 
logic. Even in the Republic the transcendental ideas do 

not include all the philosophy of Plato, and some of his 

logical doctrines have little to do with the world of ideas. 
The last appearance of such a world is in the Phaedrus. 
Already in the Theaetetus the categories occupy the place 
of ideas, which in the Parmenides also are supplanted 
by logical exercise in the analysis of notions. In the 
Sophist Plato speaks of his own earlier doctrine of ideas 
as belonging to the history of thought, and after the 

Sophist he never uses the terms é«idos and iéga in. the 
meaning which they had in Phaedo, Republic, and 
Phaedrus. It becomes for him a cardinal truth of 

philosophy that ideas and reason exist only in souls, so 
that they cannot any longer be looked upon as inde- 

pendent substances, though they are always called True 

Being. Ideas are perfect notions and refer more espe- 
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cially to the natural kinds of animals in the largest 
meaning of this word (including plants) in all dialectical 

dialogues and also in the Timaeus. In this meaning 

alone we can expect to find them in the Laws, and in the 
only passage in which Plato mentions an idea in this 
dialogue (965 c), this is the only interpretation acceptable. 

A very strange prejudice is needed if we are to find every- 
where the old supramundane ideas, where Plato speaks of 

an idea in a meaning which exactly corresponds to the 

use of this word in modern philosophy. It can only be 

recommended to all those who still have any doubts on 

this subject to read with the greatest attention what 

Campbell (Rep. II. pp. 294-321) wrote about the use of 
metaphysical terms by Plato. They will then see at once 

that no conclusion can be drawn from the use or absence 

of terms like eiéos or (éga which Plato borrowed from 

earlier writers and used himself in many different mean- 
ings, ‘very seldom with a pronounced metaphysical 

intention’ (p. 294). Plato’s philosophy is not a mere 

theory of knowledge, and his theory of knowledge is not 
limited to the conception of ideas. The soul is not an 

idea, and acts a more important part in later Platonism 
than all ideas of Middle Platonism. It is the soul, and 

not the ideas, which is the central point of Plato’s later 
theory of knowledge. Here it is expressly acknowledged 
that dialectical questions exceed the scope of the dialogue 
and the understanding of the hearers (892: vodv o 

werrov éoTi Noyos oPodpoTepos Kai cyedov icws aBaTos ws 

TT) choy pon * pn dH cKoTodwiay tduyyov Te bulv éutroinon 

Tapapepouevos TE Kal EpwTa@v ajOes dvTas amoxpicewv) and 

even a simple classification of psychical movement is 
followed immediately by the confession of both Kleinias 

and Megillus that they are unable to follow (644D: 
poyis mev ros ebévomat, AEyE pV TO weTA TadTA ws ErrOmE- 

vou—kal &v zuol pny Tad’To TodT0 Tabs Zu). Still, despite 

these limitations, we see here the theory of the soul made 
the object of a longer explanation, given in a more 
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popular tone than in the Phaedrus and Timaeus, where 

the same doctrines were already set forth, and resuming 

the conclusions reached in both these dialogues. 

The old distinction made in the Phaedrus between 

the self-moving principle and all other moving and 

moved objects of the universe is here again stated with 

great rhetorical strength and with all the absolute 

certainty that Plato attached to metaphysical truths. 

Once entered upon this argument the reader must notice 

at once that he is outside the realm of probable opinions 
and plausible myths in the calm region of absolute know- 

ledge which never changes. Material things move in 

space (893 Cc: év yepa Til Ta TE EcT@TA EoTHKE Kal TA 

Kiwovpeva KivelTaL...D: Ta O€ ye KWovpeva EV TOADS -. 

Oca opa Kiwetrat wetaPaivorta eis ETepov asi TOTOV) and 
produce infinite appearances of growth and decay (893 E : 

ouyKpwoueva perv avkavetar, Siaxpivomeva 62 POiver Tore, 

OTav 1) KaGeotnKvia ExdoTov Efis Siapévyn, 1) Eevovons d3 
The material world is 

here pictured, in agreement with the Tvmaeus, as con- 

stantly becoming something else, never remaining the 

same (894 A: yiyveras 67 TavTwy yéveots, HVik’ dv TL Tabos 

avuThns do’ awbotepa atoNXvTat). 

7; Ondov @s oTOTaV apy7n AaBovca avEny sis THY SevTépav 

ZOn petaBSacw Kal aro tavTns eis THY TANCIOY, Kal péypL 

Tplav éodca aicOynow ayn Tots aicPavomevols. petaRar- 

ov wey OvV OUTW Kal pEeTaKLVOUpEVOY YiyvETaL TGP). 

After an eloquent page on the movements forming 

the material universe (893 B-894 A) the Athenian guest 
reminds us in a very short phrase that True Being 

remains always the same (894 A: gots 62 dvtTws dv OTOTaV 
_ psvn). This phrase is scarcely supposed to be under- 
stood by Kleinias and Megillus, but has an unmistakable 

meaning for those readers who remember the Tvmaeus. 

It means the world of eternal notions forming the 

system of human and divine knowledge. These notions 
are here as little as in any dialectical dialogue meant to 
exist as separate substances. They can only exist in 
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souls, and a sample of such eternal knowledge is given in 
the following explanation of the priority of soul over 
matter, an important theorem of latest Platonism. The 

starting point of this argument is an analysis of various 
kinds of motion, as in the Phaedrus. Among all pos- 

sible movements, those caused from without must be 

distinguished from those which are their own cause, the 
latter being by far the strongest and most active move- 

ments (894 B: goTw Tolvuy » pev Erepa Suvapéevn Kuwvetv 

Kivno.s, éavTiv d2 advvaTtovca asi mla TLS, 7) O& EaUTHY 7’ 

Gel Kal éTepa duvvapévn KaTa Te ovYyKploEs EV TE SlaKplozoL 

avéais Te Kal TO evavTiw Kal yevéceor Kal POopats aA pla 

Tis QU TOV Tacov KWHoswV.... D: Ti” av TpoKpivatpsr 

6pbotata Tacav zppwueverTtatTny TE sival Kal TpaKTLKHY 
duadepovtws ;—upio avayKn tov pavac Siadbepew THY avTHY 

avtny Suvamevny Kiweiv, Tas dé AAXaS Tacas VaTépas). 

The conception of a principle or beginning of movement 

is here more fully illustrated than in the Phaedrus, as a 

logical necessity (894 E: étay dpa avto avTo Kwhaav ETEpor 
ardo1waon, TO 8 ETEepov ArXo, Kal OVTW 67 YXidLAa ert puploLs 

ylyynta Ta Kivnbévta, Mov ApxX1) TLs AVT@V EcTAaL THs KwW7- 

TEwS ATATNS AXAN TAY 1) THS aVTAS ATHY KLUNTaONS mETA- 

Bodry;). To make it clearer to hearers who are not used 

to such metaphysical investigations, the Athenian guest 

supposes that before all physical movements began there 
may have been a time of immobility, and asks what kind 

of movement must have been the first movement in the 

universe. He answers that it could only be the move- 

ment of a self-moving principle, and calls it a logical 

necessity (895 A B: ei oTain Tws Ta TayTa Opod yevomeva 
. 2. QVayYKN TPOTHY Kivnow yeverOal.. THY AUTHY KLYODCAD * 

aPXNV apa KLYnTEwWY TaToY Kal TpwTNY ev Te EGTHOL 

yevowevnv Kal év KLVOUpEVOLS OVTAV THY AUTHY KWodcav dHao"EV 

advaykatws sivar mpsecButatny Kal Kpatiotny petaRorv 

‘qacov). After such a decisive explanation of the nature 

of movement Plato proceeds exactly as in the Phaedrus 

to identify the soul with the self-moving principle. But 
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he introduces here a middle term which has not been 
mentioned in the Phaedrus, though already used in con- 

nection with the theory of the soul in the Phaedo and 

Republic. In these earlier dialogues life had been stated 
to be the characteristic distinction of the notion of soul. 
In the Phaedrus the soul was identified with a self- 

moving principle. In the Laws, where the argument 

on the soul’s priority and immortality is more minute and 
popular than either in the Phaedrus or in the Phaedo, 
Plato combines both trains of argument and uses the 

notion of life as a link between ‘self-moving principle’ 
and ‘soul’ (895cC: &v avto mpocepodmev, OTav avTO avTO 

xivn). What moves itself, lives, and what lives is animated, 

or has a soul (895 ©: ovédtavy wuyny ev TicW opousy ovK 

GdXo 4) TavTOY ToOUTW Chyv OmodoynTEor). 

It results from the above that the soul is identical 

with a self-moving principle, being indeed only a name 
for what is thus defined (8964: o 8) uy) Tovvoma, Tis 

ToUTOU ANOYyoOs; FyomEv AdNOY TAHY TOV VOY dyn pnOEvTA, THY 

Suvapmevnv avtnv avutTnv Kivety Kivnoww;... 8 8 

Zot TOUTO oOUTWs ZyoV, dpa eT TOUODmEV fun) iKavas dedeixy Oar 

uyny Tavtoy dv Kal THY TPOTHY YevEecLV Kal KNOW... , 

erred ye avebavn petaBorrs Te Kal KWHTEwWS ATTdoNS aiTia 

imaow; ... tkavoTtata S2detKTas Woy?) TOV TavTOV 
mpecBurarn, paveioa ye apxn KLvnoews). The proof is 
held sufficient, both by teacher and pupil, and we see in 
this passage that Plato had lost nothing of his proud 
philosophical certainty so far as metaphysical truth was 
concerned, even after all political disillusions, and in his 
latest age, when he wrote the tenth book of his Laws for 

vulgar readers and citizens. 
Without going so far as the Neoplatonists in their 

suspicions and guesses about a secret doctrine, we are led 

by a consideration of the whole of Plato’s literary legacy 

to believe that he did not care to leave in writing his 
answer to all the most difficult problems of philosophy. 

Even the Laws, the largest of his works, representing 
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a conversation which must have lasted a whole very long 

summer day—the Laws, which in our editions forms a 

volume of over four hundred pages of close printing— 

maintain the protreptic character of earlier writings, and 

appear to have been written as a voluminous programme 

of the Academy, in order to attract future lawgivers to 

Plato’s oral lessons. Such at least is the impression 

produced by the concluding pages of this long dialogue. 

Here the fiction of the dialogue seems to disappear, and 
Plato exalts his school in such an unmistakable manner 

that no doubt can be left who the Athenian philosopher 

is: no one in all the world could speak in this way save 

the first Master of the Academy. He says that he can 

supply from among his pupils men qualified as leaders for 

any state, and that he has in these things unusual ex- 

perience and knowledge (968 8B: EvAAH Twp TOvTOU Ye Lyiv 
Kal sym yuyvoluny av mpodvuws, mpos 6 euol Kat ETEpous 

lows eupnow Ola THY TEpl Ta TOLAUT EwTrEiplay TE Kal 
oKewiy yeyovviay mot Kal pada ovyxV7Y). 

It has been clearly expressed in the preceding pas- 
sage that such leaders of men can be only dialecticians 

or philosophers who are able to unite into one whole all 
knowledge, to apply 1t harmoniously to the aims of life, and 

to show the reason of everything that 1s reasonable (967 £). 

Whoever is not able to comply with these conditions, 

however he may have reached a high level of virtue, 

ought to obey, not to command, and this refers to any 

given state, not only to the ideal state of the Republic 

(968 A: 0 83 4 TadO olds 7 Ov pos Tals Snuociats apeTtais 

KexTnoOar oxedov Apywv psy OK av TOTE YéVOLTO iKavos ANS 

Toews, UTNpETNS 8 av adrots apxyovow. Cf. 969 B: éav 

ye unV ovTOS Huiv Oo Osios yevntat EVAAOYos, TapadoTéor TOv- 

TW THY TOAL, audiaBytHGls 7 OvK zoT’ OvSEWia OVSEVL THY 

viv Tapa Tavl’ ws eros simeiy vopolsTav, dvTws Oe ETAL 
: ys e > , a A , ? t 
oVE OV uTrap ATIOTETENED LEVON, Ov OMLLKp@ mpooGev ovEelpaTos 

a A / / a Hs TO Oyo epynWapela, Kehadijs vod TE Kowwwvias EiKova 
/ / aN 7 ¢ .4@ es ” ) lal 

tia Toes Evupi~avtes, eav apa uly ot Te Avdpes axpiBos 
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2KAEKXOWOl, TalWevOGol TE TpooNKOVTwWS, TraLdevOEvTES TE eV 

GKPOTONEL THS Y@pas KaTOLKNCAaVTES PUAAKES ATOTEAEGOHCWY, 

otovs nets ovK sidouey ev TH TpdcOev Biw mpos apeTiy 
owTnplas yevoméevous). 

But, as in the Republic, Plato declines to explain 

the highest knowledge in the present dialogue, and he 

repeats at the end of his life the same conviction which 
he expressed about thirty years earlier in the Phaedrus, 

when he had just completed some of his most brilliant 
works. It would be a vain task to set down in writing 
the highest knowledge, because this can be only im- 
planted in living souls, and would lose all its power 
if fixed in a literary work (968 DE: 

/ \ ® a 

“povous ovs TE Kai éy ois Ost TapadayBdvew Exacta, 

\ , ct 

Tpos TovTos Oo 

MaTQALOY TAUT ev ypadpMact AEyElV* OVOE Yap avTOLs Tots 

pavOdvova. SHra yiyvot’ dv, 6 Te Tpos KaLpov pavdveTa, 

Tplv 2vTOSTHS WuYXHS EXdOTHO TOU waOnpwaTos ETLTTHMHY 
yeyovevat). ‘Thus the highest summit of political training 
and knowledge is not to be foretold, as Plato explains, 

playing upon words in his usual fashion and inventing 
a new term for the purpose (968 E : ott 67) tavta Ta Tepi 

TavTa adoppnta péev RexyOévtTa ovK av opOas RéyolTO, 
ampoppnta o& Sia TO pndiy mpoppnOévTa Sndovy TeV 

Neyouevwv). The careful consideration of this passage, 
one of the last pages written by Plato, must be emphatic- 
ally recommended to all those who believe that the judg- 

ment on writing and literature expressed in the Phaedrus is 
a mark of youthfulness, and could not well fit the author 

of the Republic after he had composed this literary 

masterpiece. It is exceedingly important for a right 
understanding of Plato’s writings to keep constantly in 

mind the protreptic character of all his works. 
In this ight it becomes also evident why, though we 

do not find in the Laws many traces of logical theories 
expressed earlier, these theories are by no means aban- 

doned, only omitted as out of place in a very popular 

work. The theory of the soul, which finds in the Laws 
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an exceptionally large place, is the best measure of 
Plato’s latest metaphysical convictions and shows that 

they have not been essentially altered since the Sophist. 

Plato complains that nobody before him has sufficiently 
investigated the nature of the soul, or recognised its 
priority (892 A: wuyry jyvonkévar KivOuvedovor pév OdOyoU 

in a , \ , RN ! m 
Evuravtés, olov Te Ov TUyyaver Kal SuvamW iv EXE, TOV 

Te GAAwy avTis Tepe Kai On Kai Yyeverews, WS ev TpwTOLS 

éoTl cwpatov zutpocbey Tavtwv yEvouevn Kal wetaBorns 

TE AUT@V KAL METAKOTUNTEWS ATdoNS ApYEl TAaVTOS MaAXoOD, 

cf. 967 D: wWeyn got. TpecS8vtatovy amavtwy boa yorns 

psteiAndbev abavatoy te apyer Te 6) TwudTwY TaVTOY). 

The soul, with all its manifestations, as will, reason, 

opinion, memory, is not only earlier than the material 
world with the three dimensions of space and the forces 

acting in it (896 CD: tpdmo dé Kai HOn Kai Bovdyoes Kal 

Aoyicuoi Kai do€at adynOsis ériéreal TE Kal prWar TPOTEPA 

unKxovs cwudTwY Kal TAdTOUs Kal Balouvs Kal pwns Ein 

yeyovota av, eimep Kal vy copartos), but also the true 
cause of all material and moral existence (896D: dyo- 

Aoyely avayKkaiov Tov Te ayalav aitiay sivar Woy Kal 

TOV KAKOV Kal KAXOV Kal alcypov SiKaiwy Te Kai adikwy Kal 

TavTwy TOV évayTiov, eiTEep TOV TaYTwOY ye a’THY OncopEv 

aitiav). 

This refers primarily, as in the Tvmaeus, to the world’s 

soul, with the difference that the plurality of souls 
is here more insisted upon. Already in the Timaeus a 
plurality of perfect souls was affirmed on account of the 
perfection visible in the stars; here another reason is 

brought forward for a plurality of souls, which reminds 
us of the discussion in the Parmenides about the differ- 

ence between human and divine notions. Plato refrains 

from ascribing imperfection to perfect souls, and as he 
cannot accept every detail of Being as perfect, he wants 
at least two souls to explain the universe, and generally 

speaking, a plurality of souls (896 E: wuyv 82 ScocKodcapv 
Kal évotKovoay év amract TOs TaVTH KiVOUpévoLS . . . Kal TOV 



\ 
> \ > r lal / / x / / 

ovpavoy avayKn SiotKxety hava... wiay 7) TAElovs; —T ELoVS* 
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ayo UTE=p ohe@v aTroxpivotbmat. Svoty pév ye TOV ZNaTTOV 
pnoev TUOGpmev, Ths Te EvepryeTLoos Kai THS TavayTia dvvapevns 

e&epydtec Oar). This passage has been generally interpreted 
as implying a dualism contradictory to Plato’s earlier 

doctrines. But there is no need for such an interpreta- 

tion, if we can take it literally and find it in general 
agreement with the Timaeus. Plato does not say that 

there are two world souls, two opposed principles lke 

those in the Persian religion. He says only that if per- 

fection is opposed to imperfection, imperfection cannot be 

ascribed to a perfect soul, and to account for it at least 

one imperfect soul is needed besides the perfect soul 

which is the source of perfection. This minimal number 
of two souls is only introduced for the sake of argument, 
the conclusion being stated clearly at the outset: a 

plurality of souls. This agrees with the plurality of un- 

equal souls as represented in the Tvmaeus, and only the 

argument of imperfection as proof of plurality is new. 
That Plato by no means abandoned his views on the 

fundamental unity of the universe as set forth in the 
Timaeus can be clearly seen from many passages in the 

Laws, and specially from his increasing reverence for 
divine Providence which is evident at every step of the 
argument. For the sake of the popular character of 

his exposition he generally speaks of a plurality of Gods, 

according to the use of language and the prevailing 
religious conviction of his hearers. But occasionally the 
almighty Demiurge reappears under the name of Geos or 
of vods. That the term dypovpyées is no longer applied to 

the highest Divinity may be explained by the inereasing 

awe of Plato for the highest soul, which he dares not now 
compare, as in the Timaeus, with other agencies. But 
he maintains the conception of such a soul (898 ¢: apiorn 
yruyy), reigning over a whole hierarchy of Gods down to 

each man’s individual soul, and even below. It is no 

longer a God abiding after creation in his eternal peace, 

One God 

supreme. 
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but the true image of Providence which remained in all 
later religions, being a conception far transcending the 
natural limits of Greek mythology. | 

Above the blind necessity of Homer, Plato’s genius 

raised a new idea of the almighty leader of the whole 

universe, who orders every detail in it according to the 
aims of the whole (903 B: t@ Tov qavrTos émipmedoupsév@ 
Tpos THY cwTnplay Kal apeTHY Tod bdov TayT eat GuUrTE- 

TAYMEVA, MY Kal TO wépos eis OUvamiW ExacToV TO TpOThKOV 

Tdoxel Kai Tost" TovTos 8 eiciy apyovTEes TpocTeTa- 
yeEévol EXAOTOLS 2T7L TO GpLKpOTAaTOY asl TAaONs Kal Tpakéews, 

eis peplouov Tov zayaTov Tédos aTElpyacuevor . . .). 

While the individual souls wander from one life to 

another, it remains the task of God to fix for each soul 

its proper place of activity according to its merits or 

sins (903 D: ével 62 ae Wuyn curteTaypivn copmate 

TOTE fev AAW TOTE OF GAXW, pETABAAAEL TavTOlas péETA- 

Boras dv éavtny i) Ov ETepav Wwuynp,” oddzv adXo Epyov 

TO TETTEVTH NElTETAL TAN pETATLOZVAL TO MEV AELVOV YyLYVO- 

pevov 700s eis BeXtiw TOTrOV, yEtpov Sz Eis TOV YElpova, KATA 

TO TpéTOV AVT@Y ExacToV, iva THS TpoanKovons pmolpas Nary- 

yavn). 

In heaven and on earth the movements of the soul 

are the first causes of all physical movements, the soul 

being governed either by divine reason or folly (896 E: 

ayer piv 617) wruyn TavtTa Ta Kat’ ovpavoyv Kal yhv Kal 

Oarattav tats avThs Kuwnceow... 897A: Tacals doar... Tas 

KLVNTELS TWMATWY GyoVTL TAaVTA...B: ols  uyyn ypwuevy vodv 

pev TpocdaBovca ais! ziov opOas Ozoyoa, opOa Kai evdaipova 

Talbaywyet Tavta, avoia 68 Evyyevouevn Tavta av TavavTia 

TovTos atepyatetat). The most perfect souls are Gods 

whose bodies we see in the shape of stars. Those perfect 
movements can be produced only by perfect souls (899 B: 

aOTPOV TEpL TAaVT@V . . . EpodpEv . . . ws errELd2) uy pev 

} Wwvxyal wdvt@v tovtwv aitiar ébavncar, ayabal 82 tacav 

*6° Here appears for the first time the conception of a direct action of 

one soul on another, which anticipates modern theories of telepathy. 
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apeTnv, Geovs adtas sivar Prycousr, cite 2v cHpacw evovoa, 

Coa ovTa, Kocpovot Tavta ovpavov eite ON Te Kal Oras, Cf. 

966 E, 967 D). God being the true measure of all things 

(716 c: 0 O20s nuty TavT@v ypnuaTt@v méTpov av ein wadLoTAa), 

it is the common aim of all souls to become as similar to 
Him as possible (716 Cc: tov obv Td ToLovt@ Tpocdiry 

yevnoomevov sis Stvauww 6 Te wadtoTa Kal aUTOV TOLODTOV 

avayKatov yiyvecOat). 

While Plato thus raises the conception of Divinity 
above all earlier standards, he does not deprive the 

Individual human soul of its powers and responsibilities. 
After the Gods, there is nothing in the universe so divine 
as human souls, which are the nearest to divinity (726E: 

TavT@V KTHUdTwV wEeTa Oeovs uy GetoTaToY, oiKELOTATOP 

ov, cf. 728 B, 731 0: Wuyn waoe Tymiwrartov, cf. 966 E). And 

the soul has power also to err, and is the cause of its 

own faults (727 B: Tay dwaptnmatwy aitioy . . . Kat TOY 

TrEloToV KaKoV Kal weyiotov). Different kinds of life de- 

pend upon the variety of souls and their faculties (803 a B: 

Ta Tov Biwy cynpata Svacticacbat KaTAa TPOTOUS TOUS TOV 

Wuyav 6vTws avTav Ta TpoTLdeia KaTABAAET OAL, TOLa WNHXAVT 

Kai tiot Tote TpoTroLs Evvovtes Tov Biov apiota ia TOD TOV 

toutou Ths Cwhs StaxopicOnoopeOa, TOTO cKoTEtv OpOas). 

The philosopher is looking upon human life from 
a very exalted point of view, and with almost infinite 
horizons before his mind, as if he dwelt already in a better 

place than this earth. He occasionally goes so far as to 
question whether human life is altogether to be taken 
seriously, comparing it with a stage performance in which 
each of us may be looked upon as a puppet of the Gods, 

perhaps a plaything only pulled by various cords and 

strings in different ways (644D : @atya wiv Exactov nuov 

nynowusa Tov Cowv Osiov, cite @s Talyviov ekElvwy site OS 

omroven Til EvveotnKos’ ov yap 62) TOUTO YE YlryVecKopLED, 

TObe O& lopev, OTL Tav’Ta Ta Tabn év Huty oloy vedpa 7H 

unpivOol tives évovoar om aol Te Huds Kal ANdjdaLs avOEKovow 

évayTiat ovcat én’ évavtias mpakeis, ov 61) Siwpiouévn ApETy 
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kat kxakta xettat, cf. 803c). From the philosopher’s 
standpoint human cares and struggles have not all the 

importance attached to them by those concerned; still he 

recommends that they should be met with due earnest- 

ness as long as we are here, and that we should play 

our part as we are expected to do (803 B: gots 6 Tolvuy Ta 
Tov avOpoTa@r Tpaywata pmeyadns mev omevdhs ovK aéi.a, 

avayKaiov ye wnv otrovddbew* todTO S& ovK EvTUXEs* errELON OF 

évTab0a zouev, ei TwS Sia TPOTHKOVTOS TLVOS AUTO TPATTOLMED, 
lows av nuivy cUmpeTtpov ap én). 

He complains that most men ignore the relative 
importance of human things, and take seriously what 
does not deserve their attention, while they play with 
things which ought to be taken very seriously (803 c: 

gynul xphvac TO pev orovdaiov orovdalew, TO OF py 

oTrovoatoy un. . . ToUT@ On Sely TO TPOTm EvvETTOMEVOVY Kal 
mattovta 6 TL KadXicTas Talbias TavT avdpa Kal yuvaixa 

ovUTM diaBidvat, TovvavTiov 7 viv diavonbevtas). Human 

nature if left to itself easily degenerates (713 0: avOpwrreia 

gvows ovdezuia ikavt) Ta avOporiva SdioiKodca avToKpaTwp 

TAaVTA 1) OVX UBpews Te Kal adixlas wecTodcOar). But there 

are always found in the crowd a few divine men, whose 

character 1s independent of all outward influences: these 
are worth seeking over sea and land, and their experience 
and knowledge are valuable in any state (951 B: etol yap év 
Tots ToNXols avOpwro. asl Oetoi tives, OV ToAXAOL, TavTOs 8 
a&vor EvyyiyverOar, hudpevot ovcoev paddov év evvopwoupevars 

TOhEoW 7) Kal pj, @Y Kat’ iyvos ael ypn Tov év Tals Evvo- 

poupévats TOAECLY OiKodYTA, &.ovTa KaTa PddNaTTAV Kal YD, 

Cntety os av abtadOaptos 7, cf. Phaedo78 4). The best men 

ought to be followed always (728 c), and the worst punish- 

ment is to become similar to the worst men (728 B: tv 

yap Neyouévny Sixny THs Kaxoupylas THY pweylioTHVY OvdElS . . . 

AoylGeTar, zoTe OH weyloTn TO OpoLlovcbas Tots OvCL KaKots 

avépadow .. . Tpoomebuxota 62 Tots ToLovTOLs avayKN ToLEty 
Kal Tacyeww & Tep’Kacl GAAXAAoOUS of ToOLodTOL TroLEty Kal 
Névyewv, cl. Theaet. 177 A). 
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Against the vulgar worship of wealth, Plato protests 

with his wonted vehemence, saying that all the gold on 

earth, added to all the treasures hidden underground, can 

never equal the value of virtue (728A: mas yap 6 7° éri 

ys Kal VTO yHs ypuaos apeThs ovk avtagkios). ‘The greatest 

danger to the soul’s growth and the source of all its errors 
is the wrong popular belief that each man is nearest to 

himself, and the wicked love of self (731 EH: ravtav 6é 

peyloTov Kax@v avOpwrrois tois moAXols euduTov ev Tats 

puyais éotiv, ob TAs EaUTO TvYyVOpNY exoV aTropuyiy ovdE- 

plav pnyavatar TobTO & zoTw 0 Agyovow ws hidos avTe Tas 
BA ia F595, \ b aed s B14 \ a 5 e, . 

avOpwros duce T éoti Kai OpOws Eyer TO SEty sivas TOLOUTOY 
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To O& adnOea ye Tavtwy dwapTnudtwv bia THY ohodpa | 

éavTov diriav aitiov éxdot@ yiyvetat Exdorote). Kach man 

should love just actions wherever he meets them (7324 : 

oUTe éavToV oUTE TA EaUTOU YPN TOV YE Weyav Avdpa ecopevov 

oTEpyew, GAA TA OLK ALG, ed Te Tap avT@ av Te Tap AAW 

MadXov TpaTToOueva TUyyavy). It is thoroughly character- 

istic of a time when Plato no longer admitted the ideas as 
substances, that he speaks on that occasion of just actions, 
and not of absolute justice or of the idea of the just. 

The ruling notions of later Platonism are the soul and 
activity or movement. The world is represented as a 

strugele of souls, each of them striving to advance by the 

love of those who are better and farther ahead on the way 

to perfection (732 B: wdvta avOpwrov xpi) pevyew 70 ofodpa 

dhirsiv avtév, tov 8 éavtod BedrTtio Sioa Sel, pndeniav 

aicytyny él TO TovovT@ Tpdclev Trocovpevov). The close 

relation of each person to the highest divinity and power 

of the leading Providence is illustrated by the assertion 

that even chance is directed by the divine will, and is to 

be trusted when human reason fails (690 c: @zodiry O€ ye 

kal evTvyh Twa AéyovTEes . . . Els KAHpOY TLVa TpOdyomEv 

kal Naxovta pay dpyew, Svexdynpodyta Sz avovta apxecOau 

TO OtxavoTaTov Ecival paper). 
It is evident that in this realm of souls directed by 

divine Providence, and acting on matter as well as on 
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each other, there is no room for self-existing substantial 
ideas. Ideas continue to be called true Being (8944: 
dvtws ov), but their only Being, here as in all the dialecti- 

cal dialogues, is truly in a soul of some kind, so that the 

substantial existence of an infinity of souls, affirmed in 

the Laws as well as in the Timaeus, throws a new light 

on the correctness of our interpretation of that famous 

passage of the Sophist (249A) which gave rise to the 
strange conception of animated ideas. The truth is that 
for Plato in his later works vavteA@s dv corresponded 
rather to the soul than to the ideas contained in the 

soul. 
The unity of consciousness, known from the Theae- 

tetus, is here reasserted (6440: ga piv udv ExacTov 

avtav TLWQa@mev) and the subdivision of the faculties of the 

soul is carried farther than in the Republic and Phaedrus. 

The lowest stage is pleasure and pain, two opposite 

advisers both deprived of reason (644 0: duo 62 KexTNmEvov 

év auto EvpPotr\w évavtiw Te Kal Adpove, & TpocayopEevo- 

peey nOovijy Kat AUTnv). These two movements of the soul 

(896 &) are the earliest in the development of man and 
begin in childhood (653.4: eyo tolvuev Tov Traidwv TaLdiKHy 
5 / by e \ \ / \ b] e BJ x 

sival Tp@THY alcOnow noovny Kal AVTTNV, Kai gv ois apETH . 

wuyn Kal KaKia Tapayiyvetat TpOTov, Tadr’ sivat); they 

correspond to the worst part of the soul as represented in 

the Republic and Phaedrus, except that Plato substitutes 

here as in the Timaeus the two opposite notions of 
pleasure and pain for the earlier éarv@vpyntixov of the 

Republic, which had been still alluded to in the Timaeus 
as combined with the sensations of pleasure and pain 

(Tim. 77 B: atcOnoews deias Kal adyswhs peta eTrcOvpuor). 

Also the faculty of the nobler feelings, designated 
earlier by the term @uyozdes, 1s now subdivided and 
reduced to the opposites of fear and confidence, both 

' being defined as expectancy or opinions about the future 
(644D: d0€as wedrXovt@v, oiv Kolvov. wev 6vopa éATIs, LOLov 

58 doBos wev 7 TO AVIS 2drris, Oappos 6: 1) pd TOD éva- 

- « 1° 
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ytiov). This is also called @uyuds, and like desire is equally 

deprived of reason (863B: @uyos, dvoepe Kai Svcpayov 
KTHpa éuTepuKos, adoyicotw Bia moda avatpéTer), and 
different from pleasure (863B: sSovjv ye ot tadtov 7O 

Oupad mpocayopsvomev, 2& gvavtias 6& aiT@ dapuév popns 
duvactevovoay TeGot weTa anatns Bialov TpaTTEew, 6 Ti TEP 

Once called a state or 

part of the soul (863 B: & pev év -uyn ths dvoews élite 
Tt waOos cite Te wépos Mv O Ovyos), this faculty is gene- 
rally included among the soul’s movements, which are 
enumerated without any systematic order in the important 

passage in which the priority of the soul’s movement is 
reasserted (897 A: wWuyijs Kuicecw ovopata éott Bovrde- 

cOat, cxorreiabat, érimereiolar, Bovr\svecOat, do€afev oplas, 

av avtThs 7 BovrAnots 26ed7jo7n). 

eWevopevos, Xalpovoar, \uToupEevny, Gappovaoav, poSovpmevnr, 

uLoovcay, oTEpyoucar). 

All these movements ought to be directed by the highest 

faculty of reason, which alone is able to decide about their 

value (644 D: éqi 62 Taoe TovTOLs Aoyiopes, 6 Ti TOT’ avTa@Y 

Gpewvov 7 xetpov). It is one of the strangest errors of a 
purely philological interpretation of Plato, that some 
authors believed themselves to find evidence in the Laws 

for affirming such a radical change in Plato’s convictions 

as would have been implied by the identification of true 

opinion and knowledge. Even Hermann, despite his great 
knowledge of Plato, says in a note (p. 709, note 737), 

as if it were an indifferent observation, that the Laws 

imply an entire absence of the earlier conception of 

knowledge, which now appears to be identified with true 
opinion. If this were true, then the Laws could not be 

authentic. For a philosopher who once recognised the 

existence of knowledge above all opinions cannot return 
to the vulgar faith of the multitude. From the stand- 
point of philological or literary interpretation it might 
seem a very irrelevant question, but for the historian of 
logic it is the most important point in Platonism and the 
greatest merit of Plato that he distinguished invariable 
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knowledge from changing opinion and found permanence 
of ideas in the waves of appearances. Hermann was 

misled by Plato’s complaint about the scarcity of reason 

in human life (875 D: vods... ovK ZoTw ovdamod ovdapuas, 

GAN 4 kata Bpaxv). But if in practical life and for practice 
a creat scarcity might be equivalent to entire non-existence, 
there is an infinite difference between the two for the 
logician. Reason is scarce, but scarce as it is, it 1s recog- 

nised by Plato as the only trustworthy leader in our life, 

the golden thread which unites us with God (644 E: wa 
yap pnow 0 royos Seivy Tov EEewv EvveTrouevoy asi Kal 

pndauh arorevTromevoy exeivns avOédxew Tols adXots vevpors 

Exaotov, TavTny 8 iva THY TOD NOYLTMOD aywyny Kpvahpy 

KQL lepay). 

It may have misled Hermann and some other readers 
that Plato often uses in the Laws the term dpevnow in 
a sense which is equivalent to vods. But this use is by 
no means limited to the Laws, and is to be found 

already in the Phaedo (79 D). In the Symposium 
dpovnois (202 A) was opposed to duwabia, and in the 

Republic it is sometimes equivalent to Science or Know- 

ledge (496 4). If Plato sometimes enumerates dpovnots 
or émictiun together with dd£fa (645 E: aicOnoes Kat 

pvjpas Kat do€as cat dpovynces), this does not mean that 

he abandoned the distinction between opinion and know- 
ledge, but only that both are opposed to indefinite feelings 
(645 D: Adovas Kai AvTas Kal Ovupovs Kal ZowTas). Once 

S6£a is named between érvotiun and Aoyos (689 B: drav 

obv émiotHuais i) Sofas 1) OY évavTL@TAL, Tois UTE 

apytKois, 1) uy, TodTO dvolavy Tpocayopevw). But even 

this proves only that opinion is held to be different from 

knowledge. It is the ruling faculty for the great 
majority; because Plato here as in his earlier writings 

does not expect to find knowledge and science in every 
‘citizen. He said already in the Meno that for the prac- 

tical life right opinion is sufficient ; in the Politicus he 
sees the aim of the rulers in implanting right opinions in 
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the souls of the people, and this remains his aim in the 
Laws. He does not even pretend that all the laws pro- 

posed have the character of permanent knowledge. The 
laws are a matter of opinion generally and should be 

tested by experience (769 D: mpatov ypdvrau tovs vopous 

Tpos Tv axpiBeav Kata Svvamw (Kavas* erevta TpoidvTos 
TOU xXpovov Kai Tov So-dvTwY Epyw TEeipwpevovy Gp’ ole 

Tia OUTwWS adpova yeyovévar vowobeTnv, wat’ ayvosiv, bt 

TaTON\A avaykn TaparsitecOar TovadTa, & Set Twa 

Euverouevov evravopOodv). It is impossible to foresee every- 

thing in legislation (875 D: ro devtepov aiperdov, taku Te 

Kai vouov, & On TO wey @s emi TO TOAD Opa Kai BdéreL, TO 

& ért wav advvare) and time alters opinions (888 B: 
mpoiwy 6€ c€ 0 Ypovos FoncEL TOANA wv vov bokakers peTa- 
Badovta éri Tavaytia tiGec Oat). 

That in the Laws, as in the Timaeus, plausible 

opinions are chiefly expressed, is caused by the subjects 
dealt with in these works, and does not change anything 

in the immense distance between opinion and knowledge 
in Plato’s mind. He states this difference on every op- 
portunity in the most emphatic way. Nothing is exalted 

above knowledge and reason, nor can they be subordinated 

to any political considerations, because science and reason, 
whenever they are found, overrule every law and tra- 

dition (875 ©: tadta «i mote tis avOpoTav dice ixavos, 

Gela poipa yevvnbets, tapadaBetv Suvatos én, vouov 

ovdey av OgoiTo TMV apEdvTwY EavTOD* etLoTHUNS yap oUTE 

vomos ovte Tdak&is ovdeula KpeitTwV, ovde Ozmis eotl vodv 

ovdevos UTHKOOY OVE OOVAOY AAA TavTwWY apxOVTa <éivat, 

éavrrep adnOwvos erevOzpos Te GvTws 7 Kata dvowv). Truth 
leads Gods and men (730 C: adAn@ea ravtoyv pev ayabav 

Oeots nyetrar, mavtwy 5 avOpwros). In such things as 

practical regulations of political life complete truth is a 

divine privilege (641 D: 70 pév adnOés ducyupifecOar 
TavTa ovTws zyev, ToAAM@Y audicBynTovYTwY, Oeod), and 

always very difficult to attain for men (804 B: @avpata 
OVTES TO TOAD, GutKpa Os arnOelas ATTA peETexyovTes), equally 
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difficult to impart to others (968 D: @ de pavOavew, ovre 

eUpeiv padvoy OTE EUpNKOTOS GAov uaOnTHY yevéoCat). But 

difficulty is not impossibility, and Plato most certainly 

claimed to possess full knowledge on such matters as the 

priority of the soul before matter in the universe. He re- 
peatedly contrasted also in the Laws truth and knowledge 

with right opinion and experience (632 C: o Oels Tovs 

vomous atract PUAaKas eTLTTHGE, TOUS pev La Hporyncews, 
tous 6& 0’ adrnOovds Scns tovtas, OTwSs TavTa TaiTa 

Evydncas 0 vods éropeva cwhpootry Kai Sixatoovvyn atropnrn, 

GNAA 1) TWAOVTM ude HiroTtiuia.—668 A: ovK ei Two SoKeEl 

HOU 7} TUs YalpEL TM, TO ye icov icov ovde TO TUupmETpoOV Ay Ein 

oUppeTpoV OAwS, AAAA TO GANG Et TayYT@Y padLoTA, HKLoTA 
62 oT@ODY dAXN@—720 CD: 0 dovdrA0s TpocTaEas avTa Ta 86 E- 

avta 2& zumretplas, ws axpiBas eldws, KabamEep TUpavvos 
. 0 0& &devOepos . . . EWLoKoTEL... wavOdver... 

61dacKEL). 

Opinion is based on sensible experience, reason like the 
soul in which it is contained remains unattainable to the 

senses, and can be grasped only by our invisible thought 

(897 D E: py Trotnompela THY amoKpLoLY, ws vodV TOTE 

Ovyntols Opmacty owouevol TE Kal YvwoomEvoL (Kav@s— 

898 D E: TO yevos nuiy ToUTO avalcOnTov Tacats Tals TOU 

owpatos aicOnceou trepiTedvukevar, vontov 6 Eivat vO hove). 

Opinions are held by children, knowledge or right opinion 
founded on reason can be reached only late in life, and by 

few happy men (655 A: @porvnaoty OF xa adnOeis d0€us 
BzBaiovs, evTuyes OT Kal TpOs TO Yhpas TapeyéveTo, 

cf. Theaet. 186c). The truth carries all advantages with 
it (667 C: THY opOoTnTa Kal THY M@pérELav Kal TO EV Kal TO 

KANOS THV GAnOzav civac THY aToTeXovcay), and wisdom is 

the highest good (631 C: 6 tpa@tov Tav Ozlwv HryEenovoty 
éotiv ayata@v, » dpovyncts). The power of reasoning acts 

without either constraint or violence (645 A: Xoyiocpov 

KaXov meV OvTOS, Tpadov SF Kai ov Bratov—690 C: Tov dpov- 
ovvta nryeioOai TeKal dpyew .. . KaTa How THY TOU VvomLoV 

EXOVT@V apY7V AAX ov Biaov Tedv«viar). 
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Even here, where as little opportunity as anywhere is 

given for logical theories, Plato insists upon the unity of 

science, and shows how each particular detail is connected 

with the most general views on the whole (857 cp, cf. 
Phaedr. 270c). He illustrates it by the familiar example 

of the difference between an ordinary medical practitioner 
and a true physician, the first being like a slave, and 
the second a philosopher, inquiring into the nature of 
all bodies (720D) in order to heal a particular illness. 

Equally the lawgiver is asked to write not only for a 
present purpose, but to prepare a general view of law 
(858 Cc: ctvolris Tov vouwv), and to know wherein consists 
the unity of virtue (965 D: dvayxactéov .. . dvdakas 

axpiBos toetv TPA@TOV, 6 Ti ToTE Sid TaYTwY THV TEeTTApoY 
TavToV TUYyXaVEl, O 61) hapev ev TE avOpEela Kal cwhpooryy Kai 

duxalocvin Kal év dpovnces Ev Ov apetny svi Sixaiws adv 

dvomate Tpocaryopevec Gau). 

As to the order of sciences, mathematics and astro- 

nomy are here also recommended as introductory to 

dialectic, which is alluded to only in a general way, as 
the hearers are supposed not to be trained for dialectical 

conversations. Once the term ta xadXduota pabypata 

(818 D) is applied to dialectical science. Also the well- 
known dialectical term xar’ «ién Snrety (630 E) is used 

once, and the rulers of the state are asked to be able 

to proceed from the indefinite many to the one which 

constitutes dialectical inquiry according to the earlier 
dialogues (965 B: é\gyouev TOv Tpos Exacta akpov SnuLoupyor 

Te Kal dvAaKa ju7) wovoy Sev Tpos Ta TOAMAA PAéETrEL SvVATOV 
eival, Tpos O& TO Sy éerelyecOar yva@val TE Kal Yyvovta Tpds 
éxetvo ovvtatac@at Twavta Evvopwrvta). The dialectical 

method is even clearly recommended as the best way to 

truth. It consists in perceiving unity in the variety of 
appearances. This unity is the unity of notions, which 
here as in the dialectical dialogues are called ideas. The 
Athenian philosopher rebukes his Doric friends for their 
indifference, and this imagined indifference is the best 
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explanation why Plato did not expound at length in the 

Laws his dialectical theories: 965 C: dp’ ody axpiBeo- 

tépa oxeis Ofa 7 dv TEpl OTOVOdY OTMOdY YiyvoLTO, ) TO 
mpos wlap idéav &k TOY TOAX@Y Kal dvowolwy Suvatov 

evar Brey ;—lows—ovK icws, adr’ dvTws, @ Saimovee, 

TavTns ovK oT. cadeotépa we0odos avOpwreav ovdevi (cf. 
638 E: dp0nv wé0o0dov Synrovv). Still it is evident that 

the same. dialectical knowledge is here required from the 
rulers of the state as in the Republic. They should per- 

ceive the unity of beauty and of the good, and be able to 

prove it by reasoning (966 A: qepl Kadod Te Kal ayabod.. . 
tous hidakas Hiv yywotéov .. . OTws ev TE KaL OTN... 

B: Ti 8’, évvosty mwév, THY Oz EvderELY TO NOY AduvaTsiv evbEt- 

xvvobat;—Kal Tas; avdpamodov yap Twa ov Reyes ZEwv). 
Thus on every subject the rulers are supposed to have 

true knowledge, and to be able to explain it, to apply it 

in practice, and to judge about the results (966 B: zepi 

TAVTWY TOV TTOVOALWY Huiy O AUTOS NOYyos, OTL Set TOUS OVTWS 

dvrNaKkas écomevous TOV VOMMOY OVTMS ELdévaL TA TEPL THY 

adHjOevay avTav, Kal NOy@ TE iKavovs Epwnveve Elvat Kal Tots 
Epyous Evvaxodovbeiv, kpivovtas Ta Te KAAMS YyoYVOMEVA Kal TA 

un Kata dvow). These conditions show very clearly that 
the true rulers can be only philosophers or dialecticians, 

though Plato representing a conversation with untrained 
simple hearers did not lay a special stress upon the terms. 

At the end of the Laws he resumes the two chief points 
of his doctrine, the priority of the soul and the rule of 

reason in the universe (967 D). It is the aim of the 

philosopher to apply the whole of his general knowledge 

also to moral problems and to explain the reasons of 
everything reasonable (967 H: cuvOecacduevos ypyjonta 

Tpos Ta TOV NO@Y eniTNOeVpaTa Kal VOULWA cUVAPMOTTOVTWS, 
Goa Te NOyou Exel, TOUTWY SuvaTos 7] Sobvar TOY oyov). He 
who possesses knowledge is also bound to transmit it to 

others according to his best ability (730 E: éca ayaOa tis 
xéxTyntat SuvaTa my movov avToy Exel GNA Kal GddoLs mETA- 

SuSdovar* Kal TOV Mev pwEeTAdOOVTA s aKpOoTaToV xpi) TLmav), 
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In all parts of the Laws, and on every occasion, Plato 

exalts the power of reason in the universe and in human 
life ; in these respects the Laws agrees perfectly with the 

Timaeus. Reason is the leading power for gods and men 
(631 D: ra pev avOpwriva eis ta Osta, Ta de Osia eis Tov 
nyeuova vovy Evprravta BXé7revv), binds all virtues into one 

(632 c: ravta tavta Evydjcas o vods, cf. 963 A), rules over 

everything (875 D), has produced everything (890 D: vod 
yé gots yevvynuata Kata Oyov opGov), helps the soul in its 
movements (897 B: Wuyi) . . votv . . mpocdaBotca aii 

Oeiov opOas Ogovea), and has ordered the universe (966 E: 

yous TO Tay Svaxexoounkos). For readers who everywhere 
in Plato see the theory of ideas, this reason so often spoken 
of might mean an impersonal reason ; but if we consider 

the exceeding importance of God and souls in the latest 
phase of Platonism, no possible doubt is left that vods is 
the reason which can exist only in a thinking soul. Ina 
similar way ignorance is represented as the source of evil 
(688 c). The worst ignorance leads to the prevalence of 

the lower activities of the soul (689 B), and its worst form 

is ignorance which feigns to be wisdom (863 C: dyvo.av 

Aéyov av Tis TOV duapTHuUdTwY aitiav ovK dy WeldotTo .. . 

Sitovv, Otav aualaivy Tis ut) povov ayvoia Evveyouevos, 

GAG Kai S0&n codias, ws cidos TavTehas Tepi & wndapyas 

oie). ‘To this belongs all the wrong learning which is 
dreaded by Plato as worse indeed than pure ignorance 

(819 A: doBoduar... Tovs Hupévous ... ualnuaTov, KaKas 

& supeévous * ovdapod yap Sewov ovd? opodpov ameipia Tov 
TAVTOV OVOE MEYLOTOV KAKOV, ANN’  TONVUTELpla Kal TOAD- 
pabia peta Kakhs aywyhs yiyvetat ToND ToUTwV wElCwv Cnpia). 

Plato maintains his right here, as in the Politicus, 
to judge for himself about the length of his explanations 
on any simple subject (642 A: oxoma 67, 1 dS0Eav tpiv 

TAPATYMOUAL TEpl TuLKpOD TOAAA Eye . . . TO OE 1) KATA 
guvow avtod S:6pOwors ove av Svvatto avev povoiKns op60- 

TnTOs Tote aades ovd ikavov ey Tois Oyors aTodaPetr). 
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the explanation is easily recognised as corresponding to 
the importance of the subject (645 c: évapyeotépou 8 avtod 

yevomévov . .. Kal TO Tepl THs &v Tots olvors diaTpiBhs, 0 

So£acbein wiv av iva pavrA0ov Trépt whKos TOAD NOYywu TEpLT- 

Tov sipnuévov, paveln S& Tay’ av tows TOV pHKOUS Y avTOV 

ovK amraévon). 
The distinction between thing, name, and definition, 

brought forward as a logical instrument with the purpose 
of identifying the soul with the self-moving movement, is 
already known from earlier dialogues, but it leads here to 
a far-reaching generalisation. All possible questions 
appear to be reduced to only two kinds: either asking 
the name of a subject of which the definition is given, or 
asking the definition of a given name (895D: ap’ ov« av 
20zXols Tept ExacTov Tpia voEty Ev wEev THY ovoiav, bv dz THS 

ovalas Tov Aoyor, év dz TO dvoua* Kal 8) Kal épwrTncets eivat 

mept TO bv amtay Ovo.—mas dvo ;—TOTE mév Hu@Y ExacTOV 
TOUVOMA TIPOTELVOMEVOY AUTO TOV NOYOV aTraLTElY, TOTE O& TOV 

Noyov avTOv TpOTEWOmEvoY Epwray av Tovvoua). Those who 

know only names without being able to give definitions 
have no true knowledge of anything. Thus knowledge is 

here, as in the dialectical dialogues, based on definitions 

(964 a: cf. Soph. 218 c). | 
Among the allusions to scientific investigations one 

of the most remarkable is the reduction of all material 
appearances, including colours, temperatures, pressure, 

taste, to physical movements, which consist only of 

agglomeration and dispersion of atoms (here not ex- 
pressly mentioned), analysis and synthesis of matter 
(897 A: Kuwnoes cmpaTwv dyovo. Tavta eis av&now Kal 

d0icw Kai diaxpiow Kai oiyKpLoW Kal TovTOLs ETOMEVAS 

Oeppotntas, wees, Bap’tntas, KovpoTntas, oKANpOV Kat 

adakov, EvKOY Kal pédXav, avoTnpov Kal yAuvKV). This 

audacious anticipation of modern views is one of Plato’s 
many happy guesses, which produce on the impartial 

reader the strange impression of an unaccountable a priors 

knowledge of nature. 
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The breadth of view about the whole of Being is 
shown also in repeated references to the great periods of 
time which have elapsed since the beginning of life on 
earth. Millions of states have existed, grown, and decayed, 

with many changes in their constitutions (676 BC: puupiar 
emt pupias july yeyovact TONES 2v TOUT® TO YpOVM, KATA 
Tov avtov 8 ToD TANOovs Oyor ovK éXaTTOUVS 2 bOappévat, 

TeTONTEUpEVval © av Tacas TONTElAS TOANAKLS EKATTAYOD). 

Nothing is new, and everything must be sought and found 

again after it had been lost and forgotten (677 D: pupsdxis 
puvpta etn SieddvOavey Tovs TOTE, yidua O ad’ ov .. . KaTa- 

gavyn yeyove). It 1s even doubted whether human life 

had any beginning, and this confirms our interpretation 

of the myth told in the Timaeus. The Athenian philo- 
sopher is speaking to people unaccustomed to the con- 
ception of an infinite past, and still he says clearly that 

the long periods referred to are only a symbol of the actual 

eternity of mankind (781EH: ae... yp mavt’ avipa 
Evvvogiy, as 7 TOV avOpaTwY yéeVEcts 7) TO TapaTay apynV 

ovdeulay siknyev ovd eer ToTé ye TeXevTHV, T82A2 adr’ Hv 

Te Gel KML EoTAL TAVTWS 7 UAKOS TL THS apyAs ad’ ov yéeyovev 

aunyavov av xpdvoyv dcov yeyovos ay gin). 

It forms a curious contrast to this enlarged horizon 
that in the Laws, asin the Timaeus and Critias, Athens 

is praised as it had never been since the death of Socrates 
(642 ©: 6001’ AOnvaiwr ciciv ayaboi Svuadhepovtws etal TOLovTOL, 
doxel adnOéotata AéyecOat). This reconciliation with the 

natal city may be explained by the success of the Academy 
of which we see some trace in the constant allusions to 
the great importance of education (642 a, 6444, 653 ac, 

803 p, 965.4). But the old enmity against the poets 
remains unabated; they are submitted to a severe cen- 

sure (816 E-817 c), and often ill-treated (890 A, 964 ¢, 

967 c). Thus we see Plato remaining faithful to many of 
his most important doctrines up to his latest age. His 
love of knowledge and science is not lessened by the cir- 
cumstance that he devoted his latest years to a popular 
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exposition of practicable political schemes. What he had 
discovered in earlier years,—the fixity of knowledge as 
opposed to the inconstancy of opinions,—remained for him 
a permanent truth. Only the ideas which were at first 
credited with a substantial existence out of the mind have 
been later enclosed in souls, and the hierarchy of souls 
became the highest reality, the last explanation of the 

problem of existence. These souls are free to fall or to 
rise according to their own will, and they have the power 
of becoming the source of evil. But a divine Providence 
leads those who trust their inspirations out of all troubles 

to a higher and better life, of which our life on earth is 
only a small and insignificant part. This latest form of 
Platonism comes remarkably near the views of later 

religions, and it is Plato’s peculiar merit to have progressed 

so far by his perfected method of dialecgical investigation. 



d17 

CHAPTER X 

PHATO’S LOGIC 

WE have been obliged to include many psychological and 

metaphysical theories in our account of the origin and 
growth of Plato’s logic, in order to illustrate the stages of 
his development and to confirm by every possible hint the 

conclusions about the chronology of his works built upon 
the study of his style. It is now our purpose to give a 
general view of Plato’s logic and its development, with- 
out special reference to texts or to chronological difficulties 
which have been sufficiently dealt with in the preceding 
chapters. Here we may also supplement our direct 

information on the subject by probable inferences as to 
some aspects of logical theory and practice which did not 
find a full expression in Plato’s literary production. For 
this most certainly is one of the results of the above 

inquiry. Plato did not care to write all he knew, nor 
were his works intended to be handbooks of any science. 
All of them, not excepting the Laws, had the character 

of academic programmes, dealing with some question in 
order to attract the reader’s attention to more difficult 
problems, and referring for the solution of these to oral 
teaching. Much as has been said about the last page of 
the Phaedrus, and of the neglect of writing it seems to 
imply, this interesting passage has not been sufficiently 

compared with the concluding pages of the Laws, in 

which we find about thirty. years later much the 
same opinion. Nor is it difficult to point out many other 
passages in which oral teaching is recommended as the 
true teaching, as a serious occupation, contrasted with 
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literature as a pastime, a noble pastime, though it can 
never be so serious as the seed implanted in living souls 
by living intercourse with a living teacher. 

This ‘game’ of writing was never despised by Plato, as 

some interpreters of the Phaedrus have wrongly inferred. 
In the Symposium (209 DE), in the Phaedrus (278 c), and 

in the Laws (858 c) Plato insists on the literary character 
of the work of the lawgiver, which he esteems as the 

noblest model of literary production. But literature has 
its limits, and is not comparable to life; life, not litera- 

ture, 1s Plato’s aim; the soul and its ideas, not words nor 

speeches, claim his highest attention. He wrote for those 
who could not hear him, and play with him at the 

laborious game described in the Parmenides ; also for his 
pupils who had lived through some of the problems 
fixed by him in writing; but to the end he regarded 
his works as artistic reminiscences of a small part of his 
thoughts, and of some of the conversations held in the 
Academy. We have therefore no reason to suppose that 

any part of his philosophy has been fully expressed in 

his works, though we may look at these as sufficient 

evidence of his thought, enabling us to acquire a fair and 
probable conception of his theories. 

In earlier days Logic seems not to have had much 

interest for him. His small dialogues and the Protagoras 
contain attempts at definition, and proceed generally by 
induction in a manner which, so far as our knowledge 

goes, does not differ from the mode of Socrates. Moral 

questions are chiefly discussed, without any special 
attention to logical difficulties, except perhaps the mention 
of a science of science in the Charmides, in which dialogue 
also the term. cvAXoyecdpuevos is applied to a formal syllo- 
gism of the form Cesare. This need not appear very 

startling even at an early stage of Plato’s literary career. 
_Inferences are older than Logic, and even the term for 

the process of inference is older than Plato. The absence 
of logical preoccupations is also manifest in the Prota- 
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goras, notwithstanding all the praise there bestowed 
upon knowledge and the incidental observation about 
the invalidity of the conversion of universal affirmative 

judgments. This is a sign rather of logical practice than 
of logical theory. Anybody who thinks consciously must 
notice that an universal affirmative judgment cannot 
undergo total conversion, or that it can be converted only 
into a particular affirmation. This is not yet a beginning 
of logic, just as the distinction of transparent and opaque 
bodies is not a beginning of optics. 

The first start in Plato’s logic is made in the Meno, 
and it is a very remarkable beginning, because besides the 

lesson in generalisation at the opening, this dialogue contains 
a foreshadowing of Plato’s latest thought: the foundation 

of our a priort knowledge on the supposition of a previous 

existence of each soul, and the highest axiom of the unity 

of the universe indicated as the source of the similarity of 
souls. Here also true opinion is repeatedly distinguished 

from knowledge as a different power, parallel to the 
distinction of substance and appearance. These are the 

great lines on which Plato progressed all his life, and 

their expression in the Meno is a strong confirmation of 

that psychological theory according to which youthful 

genius foresees the chief results of its later labours. 
This psychological theory is here in so far confirmed, as 
Plato is supposed to have written the Meno at the age of 
thirty-three, certainly a very early age for a Greek writer. 

Those who in the name of the same theory attributed the 

Phaedrus to a youth of twenty-five seem to have been 

unaware of the great logical superiority of the Phaedrus 
over the Meno, which is evidently written after the death 

of Socrates, and probably after 395 B.c. (as is shown by 

the mention of Ismenias). 

However important are the logical theories of the 
Meno, the method here followed still remains Socratic. It 

is by induction and experience that Plato attempts to 
prove the pre-existence of the soul, not by that logical 
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necessity which is so much employed in the Republic and 
later works. Also hypothetical reasoning, or the follow- 
ing out of the consequences of each hypothesis before its 

truth is decided, is here evidently introduced for the first 
time and is admittedly taken’ from mathematical experi- 
ence, while at a later time it is constantly used as a very 

familiar method. 
The practical and inductive character of the Meno is 

common to this dialogue with the Huthydemus ; in which 

examples of Sophisms are quoted and refuted, without 
any attempt at a general discussion on the origin of 
error. The Gorgias insists on the permanence and con- 

sistency of true knowledge without attempting to go 
deeper into the question of its nature: still the ethical 

results of this dialogue are affirmed as knowledge with 

a certainty very much opposed to the earlier Socratic 
ignorance. It was natural that at this point of his philo- 
sophical development Plato should begin to consider with 
greater attention the question of method. He had arrived 
at the truth in individual ethics, and he saw that truth 

assailed by the vulgar eloquence of his opponents. In the 

Gorgias, despite his apparent condemnation of eloquence, 
he challenged eloquence and rhetoric in a somewhat 
rhetorical manner. 

But he was already on the way to a new armoury 

for the conquest of truth, and we see in the Cratylus 

the first logical dialogue—the question debated being 
the relation of thought to language,—certainly a logical 
question. It is decided against the current identifica- 
tion of speech with thought, and this is a great victory 

of Plato not only over his contemporary adversaries, but 

over a natural and almost invincible tendency of the 

human mind to credit words with more importance than 
they deserve. The question raised in the Cratylus,—what 
is the true substance of things, as distinguished from their 
changing appearances?—is not definitively answered, 

but certain allusions make it probable that Plato had 

de ee 
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already conceived the supremacy of ideas over the human 

mind and over the world of appearances. The transition 

from Socratic notions to Platonic ideas may have been 

effected in Plato’s mind long before he represented it in 
his writings. It would therefore be useless to seek in 
his works a first mention or first exposition of the theory 
of ideas. Eternal unchangeable ideas independent of the 
human mind have arisen suddenly as a beautiful vision, 

and this vision he represented with masterly skill in the 
Symposium, where it is prepared by a scale of succeeding 

views of Love and Beauty. A more detailed account of 
the ideas is given in the Phaedo, a dialogue in which 

logical questions take almost an equal place with meta- 

physical investigation. 
If we take the description of ideas literally, they 

appear to have been for Plato true substances, existing 
outside every consciousness. But this conception being 
very difficult to realise, it may be that Plato did not 
intend to convey it by his highly metaphorical language, 

and that he only endeavoured to illustrate the fixity 

and objectivity of ideas as contrasted with the in- 
stability and subjectivity of appearances. Objectivity 
does not require substantial existence: anything that by 

its logical nature must be universally admitted is an 
objective truth. The difference between this objectivity 
and the objectivity of substances may not yet have been 

fully realised by Plato, and in many passages of the 
Symposium and Phaedo, as well as of the Republic and 

Phaedrus, the ideas appear to exist outside the world 
and outside souls, forming a separate and more perfect 

universe of true Being, the model and the cause of the 

apparent universe of matter. 

This period of Middle Platonism, during which the 

Republic and Phaedrus were written, and to which also 

the two immediately preceding dialogues might be re- 
ferred, shows in many details an increasing interest in 
logical studies. Hypothetical proceeding is supplemented 
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by the careful classification of notions, and the aim of 
science is stated to be the reduction of all truths to one 
highest principle. The difference between knowledge and 
opinion is explained by the difference of their objects : 
knowledge refers only to eternal ideas; opinion to 
changing appearances. The test of truth is consistency, 
and the universal relation of all parts of knowledge 

affords a mutual confirmation for each of them, all de- 

pending upon one central idea of the Good, or the final 

cause of the universe. Ideas, being inaccessible to the 
senses, are still very much clearer and more distinct to 

thought than material things to the senses. A truth 
only then deserves our full confidence, if it be above 
every sense illusion, and based on the intuition of pure 
ideas, which alone are the object of knowledge. Among 
the notions which acquire an increased importance in 
the period of the Republic the term dvvauts is the most 

important, as it leads to the later conception of self- 

moving souls. In the Phaedrus this latter conception 
appears for the first time, and may be looked upon as the 
starting point of the logical reform initiated in the 
Theaetetus and Parmenides. 

In these essentially critical dialogues logical cate- 
gories as the highest kinds of notions are introduced and 
enumerated for the first time, while the ideas of the 

Good and of the Beautiful which played such a great 
part in Middle Platonism are less prominent. More- 
over, the existence of ideas outside conscious souls is 

completely abandoned, and the importance of soul as a 
first principle of movement is greater than in the period of 
Middle Platonism. Appearances remain illusory, but 
a certain reality of the material world is recognised in so 
far as all happening and all Becoming is reduced to move- 
ment, movement being either change of position in space 
or change of quality ina soul. This view of a real world 

acted upon by souls remains throughout the later 
Platonism. The old conception of substantial ideas is 
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criticised in the Parmenides in amanner that may suggest 
a doubt whether it had ever been maintained by Plato in 
the crude form admitted by his interpreters. 

With the Sophist our philosopher begins a dialectical 
period during which the classification of notions is his 
chief aim. The notion of being or substance now occupies 
the first place, and is made the subject of very special 

investigations. It is found that it applies to the soul 
generally or to souls in a higher degree than to anything 

else. Knowledge ceases to be a pure intuition, and 

becomes the product of thought as a co-ordinating agency. 
This activity of thought has produced the existing order 

in the material universe, and our individual thought is a 
reproduction of the more perfect divine thoughts. The 

continuity of human science is based on our historical 
knowledge of the efforts of our predecessors. Classifi- 

cation and co-ordination, analysis and synthesis, are the 

two powerful instruments of inquiry. ‘Soul and move- 
ment are the ultimate explanation of everything that 

happens. 
These views, brought forward in the three dialectical 

dialogues (Sophist, Politicus, Philebus), are also maintained 

in the latest group of Timaeus, Critias, and Laws. ‘The 
system of latest Platonism is no longer a system of ideas, 

but asystem of souls, of different and increasing perfection, 
from the lowest soul of a plant to the souls of stars which 

are termed gods. Above all rises the ruling soul of the 

universe, the world’s maker and ordainer, a divine Provi- 

dence, which places each soul in the right place, and 
allots it its proper task in a series of successive lives 

extending over millions of years, probably without 
beginning and without end. Knowledge is acquired by 

each soul through its own exertions, increased by constant 
exercise and imparted by teaching. Ideas exist only in 
souls—they are eternal and unchangeable because their 

first model is created by God in his own thought. Thus 
ideas are the patterns of reality, and their existence in 
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souls is named true Being. But they are not now 

suddenly perceived in ecstatic visions, as in the period of 
Middle Platonism. They must be created and elaborated 

by each soul in its own turn, and sought for by the logical 
exercises of classification, generalisation, and division. 

The logical rules given by Plato refer chiefly to these 
elementary operations. Each notion should be subdivided 
into as few parts as possible, and dichotomy according to 
the law of contradiction is always preferred. Sometimes 
a greater number of subdivisions is allowed, but we are 
asked to show what essential differences distinguish each 
part from all others. This is more specially applied to 

the kinds of animals, or living beings, which extend from 

the vegetable kmgdom to the Gods. We are warned 
against the error of selecting superficial marks for the 
distinction of kinds. Each kind of beings has by its 
nature and by God’s design one really essential peculiarity 

which should be found and manifested. The exact defi- 
nition of notions is the chief condition of a consistent 
system of knowledge, and must be independent of the pre- 

judice produced by the use of language. Thought precedes 

language, and speech is but an instrument of thought; 

true eloquence being the privilege of the thinker. In 
this respect Plato’s logic appears to be more independent 

of the traditional forms of language than the logic of 
Aristotle, while his range of investigation, if less minute, 

was scarcely less universal. 
Plato, unlike Aristotle, did not attempt to leave in his 

writings a full account of his teaching, and thus it is 
probable that his teaching included more logical rules 
than those enunciated in his works. We find in them a 

frequent use of syllogisms, and though this does not 

imply that he had brought the theory of syllogism to 
that precise form which it has taken in the works 
of Aristotle, there 1s a distinct progress in the form of 
reasoning from the Socratic dialogues up to the latest age 
of Plato. It would be a very interesting subject for a 
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special investigation to collect and compare the logical 
fallacies which are found very often in the earliest 

writings, while they are rare in the latest group. Such 
a special inquiry could not be included in the present 
work, as our chief aim was a representation of Plato’s 
logic and theory of knowledge in their relation to some 
psychological and metaphysical doctrines. We have seen 

that Plato altered his primitive idealism into a more com- 
prehensive philosophy, recognising the soul and a definite 

number of souls as the chief active powers of existence. 
This conclusion of latest Platonism is Plato’s greatest 

discovery, far more important in philosophy than his dis- 
covery of the fixity of ideas. It has been strangely 
overlooked by many readers of Plato, and first of all by 

Aristotle, whose authority gained a lasting ascendency on 

the opinion of Plato’s other interpreters. We have seen 
that the philosopher’s genius anticipated many discoveries 

of modern science, as for instance the identification of 

heat and light with movement, the existence of invisible 

organisms in the seminal fluid of animals, the periodic 
changes in the movements of stars, the reduction of all 
material changes to aggregation and dispersion (or, as it 
has been termed recently, to integration and differentiation), 
the distinction between atoms and molecules, the composi- 
tion of each molecule of water out of two atoms of one gas 
and one atom of another, &c. The same wonderful power 

of intuitive knowledge he displayed also in reference to 
purely philosophical questions. He is the first idealist, 
and has given rise to a long succession of idealistic philo- 
sophers from his own time to that of Hegel. But in his 
later stage of thought he anticipated that new course of 
philosophy which led Descartes two thousand years later to 

seek the origin of all knowledge in individual consciousness, 
and Kant to seek in the categories a priort forms of all 
appearances. How far Plato advanced on this road can 
easily be seen from the above survey of his theories. We 
do not pretend to say that Descartes or Kant added nothing 
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to Plato’s views. But there are in Plato’s latest works 

clear anticipations of the most important theories of 

Descartes and Kant, and also of Leibniz’s view of Divine 

Providence. 
This need not appear surprising to serious seekers 

after Truth. Truth about Being, so far as it 1s attainable 
to man, must be essentially the same now as in Plato’s 

times. Thinkers of his power are so exceedingly rare in 

the history of mankind that nobody among his successors 
can claim to be his peer. Power of thought and power 

of expressing thought were united in this great thinker 
and great writer to an extent which never has been again 

attained. Other great philosophers, such as Descartes 

and Leibniz, while they enjoyed the same personal inde- 
pendence as Plato, did not devote their lives so exclusively 
to philosophy. Those who spent their lives in study and 
teaching, as Kant or Hegel did, were deprived at the 
beginning of that material independence which is the 
indispensable condition for the full display of philo- 
sophical power. Thus even the greatest of our philoso- 

phers labour, as compared with Plato, under the constraint 

of a certain inevitable one-sidedness and personal limita- 
tion, from which Plato was free. He had all the highest 
conditions for making the most of his passage through 

earthly life. Of noble ancestry, he inherited a bodily 
strength and power enabling him to sustain the efforts 
necessary in order to acquire all the knowledge of his 
times and to increase it; he was not compelled in any 

way to struggle for material existence, being a wealthy 
citizen in the wealthiest city of his times; he was 

born after a generation which included some of the 
sreatest poets of mankind, and had himself an exceptional 
poetical talent, which he reserved entirely for the purposes 
of his philosophical teaching. He did not live in isola- 
tion, like Descartes or Spinoza, nor in a whirl of worldly 

interests, like Leibniz, nor in humiliating dependence 

upon an absolute government, like Kant or Hegel. His 
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freedom of speech and teaching was actually secured by the 
crime committed against Socrates, because the Athenians 
were not likely to repeat it after the reaction produced by 
the writings of Socrates’ pupils, and because religious 
intolerance was on the decline. Amidst all these favour- 

able conditions imagine a divine soul of the greatest 
power, disposing of all means in the fulfilment of a 

providential mission : that of showing for the first time 
- the fixity of ideas and the infinite dignity of the human 

soul. What limits can be set to the intellectual progress 
of such a philosopher? He stands far above his great 
teacher, far above his great pupil, alone in his incompar- 
able greatness, and his works are only a splendid re- 
membrance of his living activity, the result of the least 
serious of his endeavours. What amount of his influence 

was transmitted to his pupils from generation to gene- 
ration we can only guess: but for us Plato’s dialogues 
are unique as a literary and philosophical monument, and 
deserve the greatest attention of all who long for meta- 

physical Truth, who remain unsatisfied with the world of 

appearances and with the passing aims of material life. 
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sages dealing with its relation to 
other dialogues 

AMATORES, a spur ous dialogue: 75, 194 
AmortT on Plato’s logic: 13 
Amount of text fit for stylistic com- 

parison : 143, 184, 185, 188, 357, 411 
AMPHITRYON as ancestor: 388 
ANACHRONISMS in Plato’s works: 210, 

263, 348, 387 
ANACOLUTHIAE: 74, 76, 109 
ANALOGY, use of: 201, 335, 449-50 
ANALysis of matter: 514; logical : 523 
ANASTROPHE : 131-2 
ANAXAGORAS criticised: 252, 280; re- 

cognised: 330, 341 
ANDREATTA, on Alcib. : 197 
ANGER belongs to the mortal part of 

the soul: 478 
ANIMALS defined: 478; classified: 494; 

credited with some human faculties: 
279; differ from men: 55¥Y 

ANIMATED IDEAS ascribed to Plato: 
424, 433 

ANSWER, form of answer used by Plato: 
104, 121-3, 126-9, 137-8, 358 

ANTALCIDAS, peace of: 231 
ANTICIPATIONS of modern science: 276, 

300, 867, 484, 514, 525 
ANTINOMIES, of predication: 382; of 

metaphysics : 401, 406; resolved : 
428, 435 

ideas : 15; introd. to 

Plato’s 

MM 
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ANTIPHANES: 3 
ANTIPHON : 61, 410 
AntIQuITY of mankind: 380, 897, 453, 

515 
ANTISTHENES, allusions to: 57, 61, 

232, 256, 890 
Apatuy of the soul: 468 
APELT on Theaet.: 409 ; on Soph. : 

434; on Phil.: 459 
ApopicTic certainty: 212 ; affirmations: 

126-9, 263, 521 
Apoposis omitted: 76 
ApouoGy, Plato’s dialogue: style: 159, 

162; form : 398, 486; date: 201; re- 
lation to Crito: 202; to Gorg.: 214; 
to Phaedo: 2633 to Rep.: 268 

APPEARANCES, depend on ideas: 249, 
363, 521; produced by movements: 
495, 514; not the object of science: 
466 

APPEL on Soph.: 434 
ARCHITECTURE : 446 
ARCHER HinD: 260, 386 
ARISTIPPUS: 57, 61 
ARISTOPHANES: 3, 51, 57, 61, 112, 264, 

281, 289-90 
ARISTOTLE, supposed references to : 57, 

61, 401, 412, 483; compared with 
Plato: 4-5, 19, 107, 110, 112, 344, 
524, 527: his logic: 1, 8, 16, 23, 464; 
his testimony on authenticity: 456, 
459, 472; on Plato’s teaching: 27, 
195, 525; on Crat.: 221; on ideas: 
236, 448; on equality of sexes: 289; 
his views on ethics: 285; on happi- 
ness, 811; on rhetoric: 344; on 
perception : 314; on motion: 365-6; 
on categories: 3868; on absolute 
standard: 451 

ARNIM: 128, 129, 1386-8, 142-3 
ARNOLD: 24 
ARRANGEMENT of words: 70 
ArT, Greek, its influence on the theory 

of ideas: 235-6 
ARTIFICIAL classes of stylistic peculiari- 

ties: 144 
ARTIFICIAL Classification condemned : 

446 
ASCENDING scale of souls: 413 
Ast, Lex. Pl.: 18, 68, 73, 83, 486; on 

Plato’s works: 388, 45, 46, 49, 197, 
198, 202, 203, 204, 210, 215, 231, 240, 
262, 385 

AsTRONOMY: 300 
ATHEISM punished by death: 445 
ATHENIAN patriotism: 232, 261, 515 
ATTRACTION, use of, in Plato’s works 

decreasing : 134 
AUFFARTH, on ideas: 27 
AUTHENTICITY wrongly denied: 197-8, 

455, 461 
AUTHORITY, competent: 202, 205; not 

binding, 419 
AVERAGE use of words: 69 
Axioms, reached by hypothetical 

reasoning : 256; existing in the soul: 
385 

AYRMANN : 12 

BacHMANN: 23 
BapHam: 240 
BARLEN : 232 
Baron: 133-4 
BartTuUNEK: 207 
Beauty, first idea: 237, 246; is good 

and true: 246; its educational influ- 
ence: 287, 356 

BECKER: 24 
BECKMANN: 19 
BEGINNERS in logic: 420 
BEHNCKE : 25 
BEING, totality of: 297; predicated of 

each unity : 426; chief object of the 
new dialectic: 434 

BEKKER: 18, 47 
BeEtIeF inferior to knowledge: 209, 215 
BENFEY: 230 
BENN : 238, 484 
BeERGK: 60, 200, 211, 281, 245, 386 
BERKUSKI: 385 
BERNARDI: 10 
BERTINI: 26, 434 
BERTRAM: 135 
BESSARION: 9, 13 
BeEstT soun: 501 
BracH: 19 
BrIsLioGRAPHY of Plato: 73 
Birt: 5 
BISCHOFF : 262 
BLAKEY: 25 
Buass: 88, 101, 105, 121, 242, 244 
BLInDNESss of practicians: 298 
Boppa: 9 
BoBERTAG: 24 
Bove: 19 
Bopy as instrument: 370 
BorEckH: 210 
BoETTICHER: 306 
BoIssONADE: 221 
Bonitz: 69, 205, 210, 230, 456 
BovuiLLet: 11 ; 
BrRanpDIs: 19, 26, 50, 200 
BRAUN: 77 
BRAvrT: 24 
BREMI: 202 
BRINCKMANN : 17 
British Museum: 8, 11, 35 
BrockHavus: 11, 24 
BRUCKER: 15 
BRUEGGEMANN: 24 
BRUNET: 11 
Bruns: 197, 439-41 
BuHLE: 14 
BURATELLI: 10 
Bury: 353 

CALANNA: 10 

CALKER: 23 

CALLICLES compared with Thrasyma- 
chus: 272 
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CaLuistus: 8 
Catvary: 73 
CAMPBELL, unknown in Germany: 21, 

107, 109, 120, 124, 186; in France: 
242, 459 ; first recognised in Poland: 
85; then in Austria: 851; his 
introduction to the Soph.: 83, 84-99, 
104, 112, 121, 141-3, 161, 186, 190, 
852, 857, 400, 411, 419, 438, 441, 448, 
453; his commentary to the Theaet. : 
568; his essay on the Rep.: 135-6, 
182, 237, 280, 494; on Phaedo: 4; 
on Plato’s dialogues: 135; on Parm. : 
188-40, 412; on C. Ritter: 84 

CaRPENTARIUS (Charpentier) against 
Plato: 10 

CasPARI: 25 
CaTaLoGuEs of libraries and book- 

sellers: 73 
CATEGORIES: 368-9, 874, 382, 428, 471, 

480, 522 
CAUSALITY, 252, 294, 341, 452, 484-6, 

514 
Cave, allegory of the: 804, 409 
Cazac: 19 
CEPHALUS compared with Gorgias: 272 
CERTAINTY of stylometric inferences: 

189, 193; of metaphysics: 209, 497, 
520; of ethics : 221; attained through 
reasoning : 250, 257 

CrsaRB, form of syllogism: 208 
Cesca, on Plato’s logic: 23 
CHAIGNET: 56, 62 
CHAMPIER (Champerius) : 9 
CHANCE directed by Providence: 505 
CHANGES in the world first unex- 

plainable: 258; later acknowledged: 
383 

CuancEs of construction: 76 
CHAos pre-existing: 475 
CHARACTERISATION of persons in 

Plato’s dialogues: 440-1, 457 
CHARMIDES, Plato’s dialogue: style: 

164; form: 393; authenticity: 203; 
date: 203-4; logic : 208, 518; rela- 
tion to Lach. : 204 ; Prot. : 206; Meno: 
204, 208; Gorg.: 203; Phil.: 196 

CHEMISTRY compared with stylometry : 
192 

CHIAPPELLI: 25; on Phaedo: 259; on 
Rep.: 322, 325 

CHILDREN haye opinions: 510 
CuHorRic metre in Plato: 87 
CHRIST: 60, 134, 200, 231, 242, 262, 358, 

386, 439 
CHRISTIAN protection of Plato’s works: 

5-6 
CuRonoLocy of Plato’s works: neg- 

lected: 17-19, 27-8, 82, 62; impor- 
tant : 30-4, 56, 63; determined : 
188-93, 518-523. See MrtTuHop and 
the name of each dialogue 

CicERO: 43-4, 348 
CIRCULAR DEFINITIONS: 377 
CLARKE: 5 
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CLASSIFICATION of rare words: 98 ; 
of stylistic peculiarities : 75,144,151; 
of faculties: 294; of men: 274, 337; 
of notions : 226, 359, 364, 870, 377, 
419, 470, 522-3 

CLEEF : 133-4 
CLEMENS Alexandrinus: 289 
CiiTopHo, a dialogue of dubious au- 

thenticity: 75, 194 
CoHEN, on ideas : 26, 235, 236 ; followed 
by Auffarth: 27 

CoLour, a subjective impression: 374; 
unexplainable: 484; produced by 
movement : 514; adjectives design- 
ing it: 116 

ComBes Dounous: 14 
CoMBINATION of ideas: 427 
Comic authors : 264 
CoMMUNION of kinds: 486 
Community of wives: 289 
CoMPARISON a function of the soul: 

373 
CoMPLETE enumeration of passages 

indispensable in stylistic investiga- 
tions: 140 

CoMTE against Plato: 360 
ConcEPTs of reason: 340; see Notions 

and InEAs 
CoNncrILiaTory tone: 847 
CoNCRETE facts: 462 
CONFIDENCE, as a chronological indica- 

tion: 849; as belonging to the mor- 
tal soul: 506 

CoNFLICTING metaphysical views : 378 
CONSCIOUSNESS: 213,217; see Unity 
ConsISTENCY a test of truth : 2138, 227, 

229, 340, 378, 520, 522 
CONSTANTINOPOLITAN MSS.: 11 
CONSTRUCTIVE dialogues: 134, 389 
CONTEMPLATION of all existence: 364 
ConTEMPT of writing: 346, 349, 499, 

518 

ConTENTS of Plato’s works as chrono- 
logical indication: 79-80, 87. See 
also the name of each dialogue 

ConTINUITY of science: 448 
CONTRADICTION explained: 271, 381; a 
mark of error: 227, 432; when irre- 
concilable : 467 

CoNVERSION of judgments : 205, 519 
CooPER: 17 
Co-ORDINATION of phrases: 77 
Coray on Gorg.: 215 
CORINTHIAN war: 46, 386, 398 
CoRRECTIONS of earlier exposition: 

271, 279, 295. See EXAGGERATIONS 
CoRRELATED terms: 283 
CosMoGony uncertain: 491 
CountTINnG of words: 65 
CouRAGE defined: 288; 

mortal soul: 478 
CouRDAVEAUX; 24 
Cousin: 240 
CRATYLUS, Plato’s dialogue: style: 168; 
form: 393; authenticity: 230; date: 

M M2 

belongs to 
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189, 231; logic: 221-9, 520; relation 
to Prot.: 232; to Meno: 222; to 
Euthyd.: 226; to Gorg.: 215, 221, 
227-9, 281-2; to Symp.: 233, 235, 
238, 242-3; to Phaedo : 231, 249, 253, 
958, 264; to Rep.: 285, 318, 321; 
to Phaedr. : 224, 231, 356; to Theaet. : 
994, 871, 878; to Parm.: 229; to 
Soph. : 429-80 ; to Xenoph. Mem. : 226 

CratTyLus, Plato’s teacher: 221 
CRAWFORD on Phaedo: 259 
CREATION defined: 423; of words: 67, 

88-92, 98, 112-5, 227; of souls: 426, 
474, 476 

Crispi against Plato: 11 
Critiis, Plato’s dialogue: style: 88, 

156, 182, 472; form: 394, 487; date: 
490; relation to Soph. and Polit.: 
438; to Tim.: 85, 491 

CRITICAL sciences: 445 
CRITICAL stage in Plato’s development: 

416 
Criticism later than dogmatism: 37, 

389 
Crito, Plato’s dialogue: style: 159, 

163; form: 393; authenticity: 202; 
date: 202; logic: 201-2; relation to 
Apol. : 202; to Meno: 202; to Gorg.: 
202, 214; to Polit. : 445; to Phil. : 196 

Cron: 215 
CuDWoRTH: 15 
CUMULATIVE evidence of stylistic inves- 

tigations: 73-4 
Curiosities of Platonic literature: 

heresies in Plato: 11; logical blunders 
in Plato: 13; inventive authors: 
24-5; feeling of style: 80; vote of 
majorities: 242; Solon’s jubilee: 
825; counting of ancestors: 388; 
thinking in sentences: 434; trinita- 
rian doctrine applied to logic: 435; 
incomparable ingenuousness: 459 

CycLe of incarnations: 350, 380 

Damatos: 299 
DaMMANN: 14 
DANZEL: 23 
Daxses: 13 
Date of the composition of a dialogue 

not to be identified with the supposed 
date of its occurrence: 43, 200, 262, 
349, 851, 886-8, 391, 410 

DauTH: 12 
Days as parts of time: 482 
DeEatH prepared by life: 273; not an 

evil: 297; as penalty for moral 
dissenters: 445 

DEFINITION by means of general 
notions: 195; determination of 
substance : 207; union of particulars: 
340; elimination: 283; specific 
difference : 377 ; definition and name: 
514; definition and reasoning: 444; 
examples of definition: 216, 377, 422 

DEGENERATION: 504 

DeEMIURGE not Creator: 475-6” 
DeEmocriTos: 2, 4; relation to Plato: 57 
DEMOSTHENES: compared with Plato: 

77, 107, 440 
DEscARTES: 525-6 
DEscrIPTION differs from knowledge: 30 
DESIRE opposed to moral feeling: 278 
DETERMINATIVES, position of: 70 
DEUSCHLE: 419 
Dezopry: 11 
DraLectTic as the science of being: 341, 

422; compared with other sciences: 
802; the most exact: 461, 465, 511 

DIALECTICAL DIALOGUES: 33, 42, 54, 58, 
62, 85, 111, 186, 425 

DIALECTICAL requirements: 208 
DIALECTICIAN judge of Imowledge: 

210; knows reasons: 219; asks and 
answers: 225; is superior to other 
men: 226; similar to God: 338 

DicHotomy recommended: 3806, 413, 
448, 524 

Dictvum simpliciter: 283 
Dimactie¢ character of later works: 38, 

86, 265, 414, 417-8 
Dimot’s edition of Plato: 11, 35, 130, 141 
Drieck: 26 
DIFFERENCE explains Not-Being: 428 
Dim=EnsIons of space: 500 
DrIoGENES Laertius: 43, 45, 47, 49, 53, 

349 
Dionysius : 388 ; as Tyrant of Locri: 473 
Diotima invented by Plato: 234 
DiscuRsIVE investigation substituting 

intuition: 869 
Discussion recommended: 206; aban- 
doned : 418 

DISENCHANTMENT in Plato’s life: 397 
DISINTERESTEDNESS of science: 419 
DissEN: 18 
DIssERTATIONS on Plato’s style wanted 

72; little known: 73 
DitTEL: 17 
DITTENBERGER: 72, 103, 107, 109, 112, 

120, 121, 125, 126, 128, 129, 136, 142, 
143, 242, 459 

DitTrRicH: 230 
DrvinE origin explains nothing: 228 
DrvInE souls: 443; independent of 

surroundings: 504 
DivinE standard: 404 
Division of concepts: 214, 226, 341; 

examples of : 446; division of labour: 
286 

DocuMisc: 87 
DoEHN: 25 
Dogmatism the earlier stage of Plato 

and Kant: 37 
Donato Bernardino: 8 
DramaTic action: 55; form: 80, 103, 

344; poets: 3-4 
DREAMS: 375 
DREYKORN : 230 
Droste: 111, 142, 242 
Dvat number, use of: 101-2 
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Duatiry of existence: 250, 406 
Dimmer: 61, 200, 207, 210, 212, 215, 

231, 232, 241, 255, 262, 348, 356, 398, 
445 

DuratTIon not distinguished from time: 
482, 

DurRpik: 17 
Dyer on Crito: 202 
DysENTERY near Corinth as a chrono- 

logical indication : 887, 398 

Earri as the centre of the world: 261, 
329 

EASTERN influence on Plato: 14, 18 
EBBEN: 17 
EBERHARD: 14 
Epitors of Plato: 48 
EDUCATIONAL rules: 309 
EFFICIENT cause: 252, 341, 452, 485 
EeoismM condemned: 505 
EICHHOFF: 17 
ELEATIC influence on Plato: 410 
ELEMENTS explain the whole: 377; 
common to individuals and universe: 
487 

ELOQUENCE, conditions of: 342; in- 
fluence of: 427; eloquence of Plato: 
326, 344 

EMPEDOCLES: 61 
EmpIricat psychology uncertain: 481 
ENGEL: 14 
ENGELHARDT: 74 
ENGELMANN: 73 
ENGLISH investigations little known: 

84, 99, 135, 352 
ENUMERATION contrasted with defini- 

tion: 377 
EPicuRus: 5 
EPINoMIS, a spurious dialogue: 75, 194 
EPITACTIC sciences: 445 
EpiIroMe insufficient in 

investigation: 17, 29 
EqQuaL amounts of text comparable : 185 
Equa.ity of sexes: 289, 307, 524 
EQuIVALENT of affinity: 145, 154-60, 

162, 183, 184 

ERIstTic opposed to dialectic: 293, 881 
Ernor, origin of: 203, 211, 226, 227, 

384, 413, 429, 432, 468, 503 
ERupITIion, dangers of: 349, 513 
EsotverRisM: 405 
EsTHETIC prejudice : 48-50 
ETERNITY and time: 476 
Eruicat dialogues : 196, 205, 220 
EvuAGoRAs: 388 
Evcuiip’s MS.: 5 
Evcuives of Megara: 43-5, 390 
EvRIripes : 3, 61, 112, 289, 346, 350 
_EuseEBius: 6 
EvutTHyDEMUS refuted: 221-2 

historical 

EvtuypeEmus, Plato’s dialogue: style: 
155, 166; form: 393; authenticity: 

-210; date: 211-2; 
relation to Gorg.: 

logic: 210-11; 
213; to Crat.: 

_ 226; to Symp. : 211, 239; to Phaedo: 

839 

253; to Rep.: 310,318; to Isocrates: 
211-2 

EvutuypurRo, Plato’s dialogue: style: 
159, 163, 200; form: 393; authen- 
ticity : 198; date: 200; logic: 199- 
200; ig to Gorg. : 213; to 
Phaedo: 254; to Polit.: 445; to 
Laws: 492 

Evin, source of: 406, 501 
EvouuTion of Plato’s logic: 25, 30-4, 

216-8, 265, 358-61, 413-4, 470-1, 515- 
6, 518-24 

Exact sciences: 65 
Exactness of the highest generalisa- 

tions: 304 
EXAGGERATIONS of Plato: 

fessed : 295, 298 
EXAMPLE, use of: 243, 421, 449-50 
EXxeErcis&, logical. See TRAINING 
EXISTENCE predicated of all percep- 

tions: 373; its double meaning: 471 
pe: 506 
EXPERIENCE, its influence: 427-8, 510 
EXPLANATION, a better, asked for: 137 

217; con- 

FaBEer: 25 
Fapricius: 8, 12 
Facuutiss of the soul: 276, 278-9, 315, 

506 
FAEHSE: 26 
FaitH contrasted with knowledge: 213. 

See OPINION 
HALLACIES : 211, 525 
FALSEHOOD as educational agent: 295 
Fear belongs to mortal soul: 478, 506 
FERRARA council: 8 
Fictnus: 15 
FicureEs of syllogism: 9 
FinaL cause: 252, 295, 452, 462, 476, 

484-5 

FINDEISEN: 215 
FIRE: 483 
First movement: 333-5, 366, 496 
First principles tested: 257 
FISCHER, J. “ 457 
FIscHER, K.: 
FIXxItTy of SL eee. 378, 426 
Fite girl: 243 
FOREIGN nations: 
FoREIGN words: 
FORGOTTEN ee 515 
Form of Plato’s writings : 87, 334, 393-4, 

438, 486 
FoumLkE: 18, 25, 62, 4a 
ERANCK: 23 
PRANZ : 327 
FREDERKING : 72, 107, 121, 126 
FREEDOM of Gop: 476-6; of souls: 

829, 516; of speech: 232, 527 
FREQUENCY of words: 68, 97, 108, 151 
Fucus: 19 
FULLEBORN: 16 
FUNKE: 25 
Future life dominated by philosophy: 

228. See also ymMoRTALITY 

a 
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GARDTHAUSEN: 5 
Gass: 9 
GASSENDI: 11, 12 
GEMISTOS: 8 
GENEALOGY indifferent to Plato: 388 
GENETIC method: 52 
GENITIVES: 71, 130, 131 
GENNADIOS: 8 
GENOVESI: 2, 13 
GENUS and species: 466 
GEOLOGY, modern, confirming Plato’s 

views: 380 
GEOMETRY : 208, 228-9, 299, 444 
GerorG of Trebizond: 9 
GEORGI: 11, 200, 202, 203, 205 
GERCKE: 348, 356 
GILTBAUER: 204 
GOCLENIvs: 15 
Gop, model of philosophers: 201, 479; 

creator of ideas: 313; knows truth: 
481, 509; ignores pleasure and pain: 
488; ordered the chaos: 475; his 
retirement from the world: 475, 486; 
his aims: 469 

GoETHE on style: 79; his style: 153 
GomPERZ: 72, 120, 126, 207, 242, 351-2 
Goon, idea of : 294-5, 298, 369, 414, 434, 

475; a self-sufficient aim: 285; 
wherein consisting: 463; compared 
with the sun: 298 

Gores, his relation to Plato: 61; 
compared with Cephalus: 272; 
teacher of Isocrates: 348 

Gorets, Plato’s dialogue: style: 155, 
167; form: 898, 486; date: 189; 
relation to Apol.: 214; Crito: 202, 
214; Charm.: 203; Prof.: 195, 
207, 213-5; Meno: 213-5; Euthyd.: 

, 218; Crat.: 215, 221, 227-9, 231-2; 
Symp.: 239, 243; Phaedo: 262, 274, | 
275; Rep.: 267, 270, 272-8, 275, 281, | 
288, 321; Phaedr.: 356; convenient 
eer of stylistic comparison : 
9 

GossE: 231 
GRAESSE: 11 
GRAMMATICAL peculiarities : 88 
GRASER : 25 
Gray: 231 
GROTE : 5, 29, 56, 326, 458, 492 
GRUNWALD: 134 
GUGGENHEIM : 17, 210 
GUNTHER: 25 

HAENISCH : 327 
HanDwRItING compared with style: 

66 

HAPPINESS : 308 ; of philosophers : 311 
HARLEY DE Sancy: 11 
HarMony as educational factor: 287; 

of numbers: 301 
Harris : 25 
Haypuck : 230 
HAYMANN : 24 
HEARING a higher sense: 246 

HEAT a mode of motion: 374 
HEATH : 230 
HEGEL : 18, 260, 525 
HEIDEMANN: 19 
HEIGL: 24 
HEINZE: 59 
Heitz: 5 

HELLENES compared with Barbarians : 
261, 446 

HeELwie : 15 
HERACLES: 388 
HERACLITUS : 61, 221, 246, 258, 378 
“HERBART: 16, 17, 25 
HERESIES of Plato: 11 
HERET: 240 
HERMANN: 18-21, 33, 40-2, 47-9, 197-8, 

203, 207, 234, 261, 278, 822, 327, 352, 
356, 385, 507 

HERMOCRATES, intended dialogue : 85 
HERMODORUS : 48, 49 
HeERopotTus: 112 
HeEsiop : 112 
HEUSDE : 16-17 
HEYDER: 18, 26 
Hiatus: 71, 88, 101, 4387 
HiIPPaRCH, spurious dialogue: 75, 194 
Hippras: 61, 346 
Hipptas, dialogue of dubious authenti- 

city: 75, 194 
HIRZEL : 22-3, 197, 207, 216, 259, 438, 

441, 458 
His1ne: 10 
Historical method, applied to Plato: 

29-31, 50; in Plato’s writings: 365, 
381, 416, 434 

HoEFER: 72, 107, 125, 126 
HOELSCHER: 327 
HoELZER: 17 
HoFFMANN: 24 
HoLuMAnNn: 14 
HOLZNER : 842 
Homer: 112, 318, 327, 856, 396 
HomMEL: 240, 241 
Hope: 478 

| Horizon of Plato widening: 261, 828, 
330, 880, 414 

Horn: 207, 215, 459, 465 
Hurr: 62, 230, 242, 434, 454, 457-9 
Human nothingness: 86, 297, 503 
HyporTuHEsis, use of: 258, 256-7, 302, 

3805 
HYPOTHETICAL reasoning: 208, 277, 

520 

Icx, 482 
IDEALISM: 240, 252, 259, 267, 860, 433, 

447 
IpEAS as substances: 16, 25, 296, 360, 

363 ; criticised : 401, 448, 505, 521-3 ; 
identical with their representation : 
257, 853; not incompatible with 
categories: 382; as perfect notions: 
15, 25, 48, 359, 404, 407, 422, 492; 
objects of thought: 247, 305, 338, 
403, 406, 474, 522; objective: 360, 
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521; permanent : 508; eternal: 465, 
- 482; progressing: 407; found by 
definition : 340; inthe union of par- 

 ticulars: 464; created by the soul: 
524; innate: 209; existing in the 
soul: 258, 447, 464, 469, 516; in 

' divine mind : 470, 477; common to 
men and gods: 258; how known: 
935, 250, 253, 359, 521; not indefi- 
nitely multiplied : 313,402; models: 
299, 403, 477; theory of ideas: 225, 
271, 280-1, 291, 467; terminology of 
ideas: 212; their origin: 217 

IDENTIFICATION by external tests: 66 
IDENTITY predicated of different percep- 

tions: 373 
IGNORANCE distinguished from opinion: 

308; ugliness of the soul: 432; ill- 
ness: 490; source of evil: 513 

Inu: 17 
Inuuusions of thought: 427 
IuMANENCE of ideas: 242, 254 
Ive: 100 
ImMiscH: 5 
Immortat part of the soul: 479 
ImmorTAtity of fame: 239, 262-3 
Immorntatity of the soul: doubtful: 

201; a tale of priests: 209; valuable 
only with knowledge: 210; produced 
by knowledge: 2353; proved: 260-2, 
314, 316, 332; a divine privilege: 
478 

IMPERFECT things have no ideas: 404; 
their existence explained: 501 

IMPERFECTION of method acknow- 
ledged: 279 

IMPERSONAL expressions : 128 
ImporTANCE of stylistic peculiarities: 

143, 146-151 
ImpuTeED knowledge: 81 
INCONCLUSIVENESS common to the 

Socratic and to the critical stage: 
384 

InconsIsTENcY of language: 229 
ENCONVERTIBILITY : 205 
INDEFINITE progress of generalisation : 

403 
INDESTRUCTIBILITY of the uncondi- 

tioned: 354 
INDEXING missed: 58, 68 
INDIRECT investigation : 252 
INDIVIDUAL and state : 267 
INDIVIDUAL soul : 335, 426, 468, 502 
INDIVIDUALITY of style: 66 
INDIVISIBLE kinds: 420 
InpDuctTrion: 195, 201, 209 
INFALLIBILITY: 1, 206, 209, 213, 216 
INFINITESIMAL calculus: 65, 301 
INFLUENCE of bad teachers: 310 
INITIATION to dialectic: 298, 364 
Inquisition based on Plato’s prin- 

ciples: 445 
INTELLECTUAL pleasure : 462; fecun- 

dity: 310 
INTERNATIONAL relations: 324, 348 
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INTERROGATIONS: 81, 100, 137, 209, 
320-1 

INTOLERANCE : 206, 444-5 
INTRODUCTIONS to text editions : 73, 83, 

99 
INTUITION: 251, 258, 293, 863, 522; 

requires training: 236, 368 
INVENTION of words: 67, 112,115 
INVERSION of words: 71, 87 
INVISIBLE Being: 301, 484 
Io, Plato’s dialogue: 75, 194 
Ionic dative: 88 
IPHICRATES: 207, 887 
Irony : 209, 215 
IsMENIAS: 210 
IsocraTEs, relation to Plato: 4, 57, 61, 

107, 211, 215, 244, 288-9, 330, 341, 
343, 846-8, 350, 387 

JACKSON : 23, 56, 383, 386 
JAHN : 240 
JAMBLICHUS: 15 
JANET: 18 
JECHT: 105 
JEZIENICKI: 886 
JEZIERSKI: 198 
JOWETT : 56, 89, 135, 225, 229, 237, 327 

336, 419, 438, 458, 492 
JUDGMENT, choice between affirmation 

and negation: 376; first element of 
knowledge: 429-31; .act of pure 
thought: 468; relation to sentence : 
480 

JUSTICE: 284-5, 331 
JUVENILE logic: 309, 408, 463 

Kant on formal logic: 1; on Plato’s 
ideas : 26,30; compared with Plato : 
19; in his views on knowledge: 33 ; 
on movement: 867; on ideas: 223, 
340, 361, 447; on antinomies: 406; 
on practical reason: 278; on cate- 
gories: 525; in his evolution from 
dogmatism to criticism : 37, 191, 349 ; 
his life: 526 

Kassat: 241, 3538 
KAYSSLER: 77 | 
KECKERMANN : 10-11 
KerpHatos: 410 
KrEeseL: 19 
Kinps of Being: 415; of reasoning: 

364; of souls: 337, 344 
KLEINPAUL : 17 
KNOWING subject a substance: 223 
KNOWLEDGE, progress of : 1-2, 30-3 
KNOWLEDGE defined: 238, 371, 466; 

its fixity : 312, 473, 495, 516; its in-_ 
fallibility : 209, 251, 294; its objects : 
201, 203, 204, 222, 252, 265, 293, 360, 
426; its highest principle: 382; its 
divine origin: 491; its conditions: 
377; its possession not implied by its 
acquisition : 372; produced by the 
soul: 375, 479; based on intuition: 
294 ; on judgment: 3875, 480; 
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definitions : 878, 514; increased by 
training : 370, 406,523 ; not found in 
words: 227; hindered by the body: 
247; as aim of life: 265, 309; its re- 
lation to tradition : 509; to opinion : 
32, 205, 213, 223, 285, 817, 371, 469, 
473, 493, 507, 509, 519, 522 

Kock: 19 
KONSTANTINIDOS : 5 
KopETSCcH: 78 
KopPHINIOTES: 197 
KRaAMM : 25 
KRISCHE : 351 
KRroun : 56, 60, 268, 287, 319 
KROSCHEL : 207 
KUEHN: 24 
KuGLER: 117, 142, 242 
KUNERT : 322 

Laporious play: 284 
LacueEs, Plato’s dialogue: style: 165; 

form: 393; authenticity : 204-5 ; 
date: 204; relationto Charm.: 204; 
to Prot.: 206; to Meno: 204, 208 ; 
to Gorg.: 203; to Rep. : 288 

LANGE : 77 
Latest group of Plato’s dialogues: 75, 

90, 98, 101, 187-40, 157, 178, 188, 190, 

472 
LaAVOISIER: 484 
Law OF CONTRADICTION: 258, 277, 307, 

318 
LAW OF GRAVITATION: 1 
LAW OF STYLISTIC AFFINITY: 152 
Laws matter of opinion: 509 
LEARNING a reminiscence: 247 
LEFEVRE : 24 
LEFRANC : 25 
Lrees: Plato’s dialogue: style: 88, 

157, 182; form: 394, 487; date: 
472-3 ; relation to Euthyph. : 492; 
to Prot. : 71, 91; to Phaedo: 336, 
341; to Rep.: 87, 499; to Phaedr.: 
332-5, 846, 425, 495, 499, 511,517; to 
Theaet. : 91, 366; te Parm.: 91, 366; 
to Soph. : 427, 506; to Polit. : 454-5, 
508, 513; to Tim.: 495, 500, 501, 506, 
509, 518, 515; as standard of com- 
parison: 67, 152 

LeEHRS: 240 
LEIBNIZ: 191, 447, 526 
LericH Aston: 24 
LENORMANT: 230 
Le Roy: 240 
LESSING on style: 79 
LEVEQUE: 26, 235 
LEVERRIER: 300 
Lexicon Platonicum needed: 69, 73 
LICHTENSTADT: 18 
LIEBHOLD: 242, 853 
Lire peculiar to soul: 275, 425, 497 
Licut produced by motion: 374 
Limitine determinations: 211 
Lina: 129, 141, 242 
LINGENBERG : 100 

Lineuistics, Plato’s view on: 65 
Lirerary character of Plato’s works: 

213, 220, 240, 265, 269, 316, 413, 518 
LITERARY composition, how  con- 

sidered by Plato: 344, 518 
LITERARY inactivity : 391, 398, 412 
Loca connection indicated by adjec- 

tives: 117 
Locris praised : 473 
LopcGE : 216 
Loetic of Plato: 17, 28-32, 251, 517 
LoeicalL distinctions: 282; necessity # 

316, 867, 467, 496; operations: 95; 
progress: 301; 
terms: 214 

LONGER way: 279-80 
Lorze: 25-7 
Love akind of madness: 331; activity 

of the mortal soul: 478 
Lowrey: 15 
Luckow : 230 
Lukas: 18, 484, 446 
Lyceum: 5 
Lysis: 4, 57,212, 244, 326, 330 
Lysis: a dialogue of dubious authen- 

ticity : 75,194 

Mavnsss affects sensations: 375 
MAGUIRE : 25 
Masoriry incompetent: 451 
MANUFACTURED things, ideas of: 225, 

318, 359 
MarrtInius : 19, 81, 101 
MATERIAL world: 250, 470, 495, 522 
MATERIALISM : 375, 433 
MATHEMATICAL notions: 2, 95, 466; 

studies introductory to dialectic: 
465, 511 

MatTrer: 476, 482-4 
Mazoni: 10 
MEASURE of text: 130, 141, 192 
MEASURE: absolute and relative: 451, 

503 
MeEcHANIcAL cause: 485, See EFFICIENT 
MEDICINE: 465 
Meearic school, influenced by Plato: 

44; of no influence on Plato: 35, 
49-45, 49, 453 

eEmory: 468, 500 
MENEXENUS, Plato’s dialogue: 75, 194, 

486 : 
MeENoO, Plato’s dialogue: style: 158, 

166; form: 893; date: 207, 210; 
logic: 207-210, 519; relation to 
Crito : 202; to Charm.: 204, 208; to 
Lach. : 208; to Prot.: 195, 208, 210; 
to Euthyd.: 210-11; to Gorg.: 213-5; 
to Crat.: 222; to Symp.: 238, 248; to 
Phaedo: 249, 258, 256, 371; to Rep.: 
267, 284-5, 312; to Phaedr. : 519 

MeETAPHORS used by Plato: 100, 182, 
135, 293, 339, 354, 868, 521 

METAPHYSICAL convictions : 32, 38, 220, 
434, 500 

| MretTEempsycHosts: 479 

standard: 201 ; 
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Metuop of Platonic investigation: 1, 
7, 48, 54; deficient: 80, 141-4, 290, 
349, 459-61; improved: 82, 84, 112, 
122, 126-7, 145-93, 282, 315, 336 

METHOD, recommended by Plato: 217, 
956-7, 864, 418, 451, 471, 512; ex- 
plained: 208, 335-6, 341, 405, 415, 
442, 456 . 

Mertruopo.oey proper to later age: 349 
MEYER’s encyclopedia: 11 
Meyer, P.: 230 
MicuauD: 11 
MiIcHELIs: 19, 20, 50, 78, 200, 262 
MIcINsEI: 69 
MIDDLE group of dialogues: 93, 122, 

125, 137, 189 
Mipp.eE Platonism: 358, 521 
MIDDLE TERM: 464 
MIGNE: 8 
MILL: 2, 360 
Minos, a spurious dialogue: 75, 194 
MisanTHrRopy explained : 251 
MistTRIOTES : 50, 200 
MITCHELL: 68 
MOoNOTHEISM : 285-6, 314 
MoRAINVILLIER: 11 
Moral FEELING: 337; 

irreconcilable differences 
444-5 

Mora VALUE of judgments: 201 
MoRGENSTERN: 16, 51 
MoruorF : 10 
MorTAL SOUL: 478-9 
MosuHerm: 15 
Morton, a principle of Being and Be- 
coming : 367, 413, 496, 522; manifes- 
tation of life: 332; includes qualita- 
tive change: 365; of the soul: 366, 
502, 507; common to body and soul: 
467 ; kinds of : 65, 366, 472, 496 

MULLER: 50, 419 
Movutieuicity of worlds: 475 
Munk: 21, 52, 203, 242, 885, 391, 486 
MvRILLO: 79 
Music: 301, 465 
MussMANnN : 26 
Mourtuat relaiion of things: 405; of 

notions: 426 
MyTuHican exposition: 295, 340; uses 

truth previously explained : 487 

innate: 480; 
of: 202, 

NAMES irrelevant: 293 
NAm®RATED dialogues: 80, 103, 392-6 
Nast: 14 
NavorP ; 207, 215, 255, 263, 281, 353, 

356, 385, 409 
NATURAL KINDS: 

449, 482, 494 

NATURAL SCIENCE: 1, 65, 465, 514 
NAVIGATION : 465 
Necessity blind: 475, 485 
NEGATION explained: 428, 429, 432 
NEOPLATONISTS on secret doctrine: 

497 
NICOCLEs : 215 

144, 340, 403, 442, 
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Noack: 262 
NoT-BEING : object of ignorance: 308; 

a category : 369; explained: 428, 435 
Notions, objects of knowledge: 404, 

424; understood by reason: 3839; 
identified with ideas: 409, 447; in 
the world soul: 468 

NouRISSoN : 25 
NoveELty of doctrine, indicated by 

admission of obscurity : 234, 253 
NuMBERS make things clear : 299 
NuSSER: 454 

OBSCURITY admitted : 234, 254 
OBSERVATION of stars: 301; of other 

objects : 421 
OcHMANN : 203 
OLDENBERG: 21, 210 
OLLIVIER : 24 
ONE AND MANY: 4038, 511 
OPINION subdivided: 306; its object: 

306-7; based on memory and sen- 
sation : 468,510. See KNOWLEDGE 

OPPORTUNISM in politics: 450 
OPPORTUNITIES for the occurrence of 

words: 68, 122; not proportional to 
size: 184 

OPpposITEs paired : 376, 413 
ORAL TEACHING: 27, 270, 345, 391, 398, 

499, 517 
Orators of Plato’s age: 4 
OriGIN of language : 228 
ORIGINALITY of Plato’s style: 88, 412 

Paces of different editions of Plato’s 
works differ: 180, 141 

Pain follows pleasure : 462; belongs to 
mortal soul: 478; is deprived of 
reason : 506 

PANAETIUS : 259 
Papyrus fragment of the Phaedo: 4; 

MSS. of Plato: 5 
PARADEIGMATIC ideas: 199, 408 
PARALLEL passages compared: 222, 238, 

248, 263, 275, 309, 310, 312, 818, 529, 
333-4, 336, 348, 347, 366, 368-9, 371, 
372, 373, 882-2, 409, 423, 427, 436-7, 
445, 452, 480 

PaRaLocisMs of Plato: 203, 211, 525 
PaRcHMENT MSS.:: 6 
PARKER: 13 
PARMENIDES: 246,. 303, 327; meeting 
“with Socrates : 409 

PaRMENIDES, Plato’s dialogue: style: 
159, 177, 411; form: 393-4; authen- 
ticity: 27, 115, 400; date: 408; 
logic : 402-7; relation to Crat.: 229; 
Phaedo: 263, 405; Rep.: 366, 406, 
412,429; Phaedr.: 407, 412; Theaet.: 
366, 368, 402, 409-11, 418, 493; to 
Soph. : 368, 409-10, 417, 424, 428-9, 
435-7, 493; to Phil.: 467, 469; to 
Legg.: 91, 3866 

PaRTICIPLES : 102, 128 
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PARTICULARS in relation to ideas: 254, 
839, 466 

Parts of speech: 70 
PassiviTy : 341 
PATER: 25 
Patmos: 5 
PATRIOTISM: 261 
PATRIZI: 9, 35, 42-3 
PAUSANIAS: 855 
PEIPERS: Ontol.: 20, 59, 60, 109, 200, 225, 

231, 242, 262,434; Erkenntn.: 22, 27 
PELTASTS : 207, 387 
PERCEPTION: 478. See SENSE 
PERFECT RULER above laws: 455 
PERFECT SOULS: 478 
PERICLES: 240, 830, 346 
PERIopIc migration of souls: 351 
PertoDs in Plato’s style: 74-6, 87 
PERIPHRASTIC use of participles : 100, 

128 
PERMANENCE of knowledge: 493 
PERSONAL AGENT: 423 
PERsoNS in Plato’s dialogues: 55, 86, 

355, 439 
PERVERTING influence of sophists: 311 
PFLEIDERER: 60, 207, 224, 255, 262, 268, 

319, 322, 352, 435 
PHAEDO, Plato’s dialogue: style: 155, 

170; form: 393; authenticity: 259; 
purpose: 245; date: 189, 265-6; 
MSS.:4; logic: 246-58; relation to 
Apol.: 263; to Euthyph.: 254; to 
Meno: 249, 253, 256, 371; to Kuthyd.: 
253; to Gorg.: 262, 274-5; to Crat. : 
231, 249, 253, 258, 264; to Symp.: 242, 
245, 249, 253-4, 257, 261-4, 371; to 
Rep. : 253, 264, 274-5, 278, 280, 282, 
287, 290, 294, 296, 303, 308-10, 312-3, 
316, 322, 325; to Phaedr.: 61, 253, 
263, 329, 334, 340-1, 352-3; to 
Theaet. : 161, 263, 8371-3, 382-8, 395; 
to Parm.: 263, 405 ; to Soph. : 419; to 
Polit. : 452; to Tim.: 841, 452; to 
Legg. : 336, 341 

PHAEDRUS, caused many speeches: 354 
PHAEDRUS, Plato’s dialogue: style : 80, 

90, 154; form: 393; date: 35, 326, 
348, 352, 356; relation to Meno: 519; 
to Gorg.: 856; to Crat.: 224, 231, 
356; to Symp.: 242, 331, 352, 354-6; 
to Phaedo: 161, 253, 263, 329, 334, 
840-1, 352-3; to Rep.: 331, 333-5, 
345, 347, 357, 397, 421; to Theaet.: 
367, 380, 397, 400, 493; to Parm.: 
407, 412; to Soph.: 419, 421, 429, 438, 
441; to Polit.: 453-4; to Tim.: 329, 
341, 350, 353, 478, 479; to Legg.: 
332-5, 346, 425, 495, 499, 511, 517 

PHIDIAS : 235-6 
PHILEBUS, Plato’s dialogue: style: 90, 

159, 181; form: 393; authenticity: 
27, 458; date: 469-70; logic: 462-8; 
relation to: Socratic dialogues: 196; 
to Rep. : 390, 460, 466, 470, 484; to 
Theaet.: 467; to Parm.: 467, 469; 

to Soph.: 462, 467, 469; to Polit.: 
462, 469; to Tim. : 466, 486-8 

PHILOSOPHER, intended dialogue : 85 
PHILOSOPHERS, preceding Plato: 3; of 

Plato’s time: 4; interpretation of: 
29, 30 

PHILOSOPHERS, according to Plato; 
213; their scarcity: 310, 338; they 
are accused of madness: 329; leader 
of men: 837, 862, 489, 498; how 
developed : 296, 298; characterised : 
238, 380; similar to God: 250, 263, 
338, 379; above law-giver and other 
men: 361, 489, 503; compared with 
practical people: 297, 305; obliged to 
teach : 342 

PHILOSOPHICAL REFORM undertaken 
by Kant and Plato: 361 

PuiLosopHy defined: 210; defended: 
211; personified: 213; divine: 338, 
487; its highest principle: 503; its 
degradation : 295 

PHONETIC peculiarities of style: 71 
PHRASES, construction of: 71, 77, 111 
PHysICAL science: 95, 261, 317, 367, 

374, 481 
PuHysIcIAN compared with a philoso- 

pher: 511 
PinpaR: 112 
Pirtacos: 430 
Puato as a philosopher: 524-7; first 

logician: 38, 32-4; his works: 3-6; 
his style: 65, 68-71, 74-139; his 
school: 5 (See AcaDEMY and ORAL 
TEACHING). See the name of each 
dialogue and nearly all entries of 
the Index 

PLATONIC LOVE : 233 
PuaTontic Socrates, to be distin- 

guished from the historical Socrates : 
38, 43, 86, 205, 234, 260, 262, 273, 
393-4, 408 

PLATONIsSTS: 8-15 
PLEASURE is not an aim of life: 309; 
condemned : 819; produces sorrow: 
462; belongs to mortal soul: 478, 
506 

PLEssSING: 14 
PLETHON : 8, 15 
PLoTiINus: 11, 15, 24, 457 
PriurRa.ity of souls : 425, 500 
PLUTARCH: 245, 457 
PorTicaL language used by Plato: 67, 

87, 849 
PortrRy tragic and comic: 7, 262; as 

creation : 831,423; as imitation: 286, 
313, 831 

Ports despised: 264, 319, 330, 338, 
350-1, 490, 515; incompetent: 318, 
396 

Poaer: 198 
PoLEMARCHUS compared with Polus: 

272; his death: 350; converted to 
philosophy : 355 

POLEMICAL ALLUSIONS: 58, 210, 212, 
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244, 289, 343, 347-8, 352, 355-6, 888- 
90, 401, 403, 412, 470 

Po.icarpus: 8 
PoLITICAL ACTIVITY as an obligation: 

274 
PoLiTIcAL THEORIES, origin of: 281, 

325; form a pure science: 456 
PouiTicIAN compared to a weaver and 

to a physician : 450 
Po.iticus, Plato’s dialogue: style: 89, 

90, 97, 158, 180, 457; form: 394; 
authenticity: 27, 115, 453-8; date: 
458, 469; logic: 442-53; relation to 
Euthyph. and Crito: 445; to Symp.: 
245, 389; to Phaedo: 245, 389, 452; 
to Rep. : 443, 450, 453-5 ; to Phaedr. : 
453-4; to Soph.: 442 

PoLuineGana philosophia : 18 
Potos: 330, 346 
PotycratTEs: 61, 207, 210, 244 
PoLyxENos: 403 
PouzeER: 210 
Ponp : 24 
Porpuynivs: 15 
PosITIveE exposition following a critical 

stage : 416 
Praise of others rejected: 319 
PRANTL: 17, 31, 259 
Precocity of genius: 519 
PREDICATE, its position : 70 
PREDICATION: 211, 430-1; its diffi- 

culties: 469 ; not limited to identity : 
432 

PREDICTIONS about Plato by himself: 
265-4 

PREJUDICE, esthetical: 48-50; against 
dialectical dialogues : 32 

PRELUDES: 87 
PREMIsSEs : 208, 214 
PREPOSITIONS : 129-133, 820 
PRESSURE: 514 
PREViousS existence of the soul: 242, 

519 
Priority of the soul: 358, 425 

- PROBABILITIES in Platonic chronology : 
141, 270 

PROBABILITY beyond the scope of 
. Plato’s logic: 301, 465 
PROBLEMATIC affirmations: 126 
PROBLEMS for future investigations: 

70, 71, 88, 151, 161, 190, 191, 194, 324, 
358, 387, 400, 458, 469, 490-1 

Procius: 6, 11, 15, 24, 221, 229, 457 
Propikos: 61, 319, 827, 846, 348 
PROGRESSIVE exposition: 271, 420 
PROMETHEUS: 3 
Promise of further exposition: 224 
PRoorF impossible in moral questions: 

445 
PROPHECIES: 263-4, 387 
PROTAGORAS: 2, 61, 206, 221, 319, 327, 

330, 346, 381 
ProtaGoras, Plato’s dialogue: style: 

165; form: 3893, 486; date: 207; 
logic: 205-6, 518; relation to small 
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dialogues: 195; to Charm. Lach.: 
206; to Meno: 195, 208, 210; to 
Euthyd.: 195, 211; to Gorg.: 195, 
207, 213-5; to Crat.: 232; to “Symp. : 
243: to Rep.: 277; to Legg.: 71, 91 

PROTREPTIC character of Plato’ s ‘dia 
logues: 414, 498 

PROVERBS: 71, 100, 135 
PROVIDENCE: 501-2 directs chance: 

505; rules the cl dows 523 
PsycHonocism: oo 
PsycHoLoey preserves from misan- 

thropy: 251 
PUBLIC OPINION: 215, 311 
PuRE and applied science: 445, 466 
PURIFICATION of the senses: 287 
PYTHAGORAS: 318, 350, 410 
PyTHODORUS: 410 

QUALIFICATION of terms: 283 
QUALIFYING words: 71 
QUALITATIVE change defined as a 
movement: 365, 468 

QUALITY nota cause: 200; a category : 
433, 466, 483 

Quantity, its nature: 299,373, 433, 466 
QUESTIONS: 81, 444. See INTERRO- 

GATIONS 
QuoTaTions made by Plato: 71, 327 

RaBus: 23 
Racine: 240 
Ramus (Ramée): 38, 10 
RAPHAEL: 79 
Rapin: 12 
RaReE words: 68, 69, 93. 

UsE OF 
Reautis de Vienna: 13 
REALISTIC style: 440 
REALITY of thought: 217 
REASON scarce: 508; free: 510; 

divine: 477; influenced by the body: 
480; exists in the soul: 425, 474, 
493; its subdivisions: 294; its 
power : 251, 278, 338, 462, 507, 518 

RECAPITULATIONS: 87 
RECENT events: 241, 887, 391 
REFERENCES to earlier dialogues. See 
ALLUSIONS 

ReEFoRM of logic: 870, 385 
REFUTATION on granted principles: 420 
REIMMANN: 2, 13 
RE-INCARNATION : 339, 479 
RELATION of ideas: 258, 382, 402, 422; 

of parts of knowledge: 429, 522 
RELATIVE affinity : 183, 187, 191 
RELATIVITY of sensations: 3875; of 

notions: 405; of knowledge: 406 
RE.ici0vus protection of Plato’s works: 5 
REMINISCENCE : 247, 353, 468 
RENOUVIER: 23 
RENOVATION of knowledge: 239 
REPEATED peculiarities of style: 147 
RepuBuic, Plato’s dialogue: style: 

154-7, 168-76, 184-6, 319-24; form: 

See Worps, 
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893; date: 824; unity: 268-9, 271; 
parts: 271-2, 276, 290, 311-2; logic: 
273-4, 277-84, 291-308, 312-318; 
relation to preceding dialogues: 160, 
168, 270, 284; to following dialogues : 

«160, 178; to Apol.: 268; to Lach. : 
288; to Prot.: 277; to Meno: 267, 
284, 285, 312; to Huthyd.: 310, 318 ; 
to Gorg.: 267, 270, 272-3, 275, 
281, 288, 321; to Symp.: 280, 281, 
284, 286, 287, 303, 306, 308, 313; to 
Phaedo: 253, 264, 274-5, 278, 280, 
282, 287, 290, 294, 296, 303, 308-10, 
312-8, 316, 322, 325; to Phaedr.: 
331, 333-5, 345, 347, 357, 397, 421; to 
Theaet.: 161, 366, 372-3, 382, 389, 
395-7; to Parm.: 366, 406, 412, 429; 
to Soph.: 419, 421, 429, 438, 441; to 
Polit.: 4438, 450, 4538-5; to Phil.: 
460, 466, 470, 484; to Tim.: 488-90; 
to Legg.: 499 

RESPONSIBILITY : 329, 503 
RETTIS—-240—, 
ReEvIsIon of earlier writings by Plato: 

185, 189-90, 315. See CoRRECTIONS 
REYNDERS: 240 
RHETORIC useful: 326, 542-3, 381, 397, 

427, 445, 473; its two kinds: 2138 
RHETORICAL ARTIFICE in Plato: 253, 

280, 295, 330, 338, 520 
RHETORICAL figures: 723; interroga- 

tions: 1387; influence on Plato: 88 
RHETORICAL NECESSITIES: 3438 
Ruytus: 71, 87, 287 
RIsBING: 20, 50, 200, 207, 262, 491 
RIcHTER: 25 
RIDDELL: 99 
RIGHT OPINION compared with know- 

ledge: 312, 381, 508, 510 
RISING SOUL: 414 
Ritter, C.: Untersuch.: 88, 103, 108, 

121, 128-9, 136, 142-8, 207, 211, 231, 
242, 411; on Polit.: 446, 448; on 
Laws: 492 

Ritter, H.: 19, 26, 40, 47, 200, 203 
ROcHECHOUART: 240 
Roeper: 101, 121, 125 
RouDE: 60, 386, 388 
ROSENKRANTZ: 20 
RoOSENSTOCK: 230 
RuckeERT: 240 
Rutses of classification: 446, 448 

Saint AUGUSTINE: 6 
Saint Mato, Bishop of: 11 
SaLaAMANcA University Press: 240 
SaLes; 24 
SaTiricaL character of 

dialogues: 87 
SAUERESSIG: 19 
Scepricism: 204; compared with 

misanthropy: 251; explained: 359 
SCHAARSCHMIDT: 27, 56, 62, 100, 198, 

- 202-4, 210, 223, 230, 852, 400, 408, 
434, 453, 454-9, 469 

dialectical 

ScHAUBLIN: 230 
ScHANZ: edition of Plato: 18, 47;. on 

Plato’s style: 72, 120, 121, 125-6, 
128-9, 136, 140, 242 

SCHEDLE: 353 
SCHIERENBERG: 200 
SCHLEIERMACHER: 21, 33, 36-7, 45, 49, 

197, 200, 203, 207, 210, 242, 349, 352, 
385, 392, 418 

SCHMELZER: 25, 825 
ScumiptT, A.: 26 
ScHMIDT, H.: 22, 230, 386 
Scumipt, L.: 327 
Scumirt, F.: 17, 460 
SCHNEIDER: 27, 457 
SCHNIPPEL: 25 
SCHOENE: 79, 142, 207, 290, 480 
SCHULTE : 25 
ScHULTESS: 282, 353 
SCHULTGEN : 264 
ScHULTZE: 8 
ScHuLZE: 15 
SCHWEGLER: 50 
SCIENCE, impartiality of: 419; division 

into practical and theoretical: 203, 
214, 469 

SECRET DOCTRINE : 497 
SELF-CRITICISMS, Plato’s : 316, 485, 460 
SELF-MOVING principle: 332 
SENSATIONS: 246, 307, 354, 870, 413, 

467, 488; a shadow of ideas: 305; 
cause of illusions: 317, 374; of error: 
299, 466; affected by illness: 375; 
common to men and animals: 381 

SENSES are instruments: 373 
SENSIBLE world: 481 
SENSUALISM : 875 
SENSUALITY : 287 
SENTENCE follows judgment: 432, 480 
SEPARATE existence of ideas: 224, 236, 

292, 296, 339, 404, 447, 467, 474, 477, 
506, 521 

SERRANUS: 18, 35 
SEXES, equality of: 276, 307 
SHAKESPEARE : 65 
SHELLEY: 240 
SHOREY: 27, 295 
SIEBECK: 23, 60, 126, 128, 207, 211, 

322, 356, 386, 401, 433, 460, 470 
SIGHT: 246, 296 
Srm1LaRity of things and ideas: 293, 

361; of perceptions: 373; of ele- 
ments ; 419, 444; deceiving : 297, 420 

Smmi1as compared with Phaedrus: 354 
SIMONIDES: 430 
Srwp.uicity of the soul: 282, 315 
SIMPLICIUS: 457 
SINNER: 240 
S1zE of Plato’s dialogues: 148, 162-85, 

194, 270, 558, 399 
SMALL DIALOGUES of Plato: 184, 194, 

196, 3895 
SocHER : 27, 39, 196, 200, 208, 210, 231,. 

262, 356, 885, 400, 453 
SocIaAL LIFE ; 272 
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Socrates, the younger: 55, 391 Dittenberger: 105; despised by 
SocRaTES: 37, 195-61, 244, 527; see Plato: 227 

also PLATONIC SOCRATES STEAM : 483 
Socratic dialogues: 38, 40, 59, 194, STEGER: 26 

205, 209, 215 STEIN: 22, 394 
So.temniry of style: 101, 350 
SoLon : 818, 825 
SopuHisms: 210-1, 520 
SopuistT defined: 422 
Sopuist, Plato’s dialogue: style : 89-90, 

97, 157-8, 178, 437; form: 394, 417, 
438, 442; authenticity : 27, 115, 434; 
date: 441; logic: 417-34; relation 
to Prot.: 417; to Crat.: 429-30; 
to Symp.: 428 ; to Phaedo: 419; to 
Rep.: 419, 421, 429, 488, 441; to 
Phaedr. : 419, 421, 425, 488, 441, 493; 
to Theaet.: 868, 417, 419, 428-9, 
488; to Pharm.: 3868, 409-10, 417, 
424, 428-9, 435-7, 493; to Polit.: 
442; to Phil.: 462, 467, 469; to 
Tim.: 417, 438; to Crit.: 488; to 
Legg.: 427, 506 

SOPHOCLES: 3, 112, 346, 350 
Sou, a substance: 314, 523; a self- 
moving principle: 332, 413, 425, 453, 
495; truly existing: 373, "424, 433, 
506 ; invisible : 307; - similar to ideas : 
250, 310; not an idea: 494; contains 
ideas: 360, 428; conceives aims: 
485; rules the body: 370; receives 
impressions: 343, 373, 467; exists 
before the body: 216, 474, 496; ac- 
quires knowledge: 246, 298, 344, 374, 
424; without help of the body: 371; 
number of souls: 315, 336 ; their 
nature: 197, 336, 468, 480, 500, 505; 
parts: 277, 337; power: 276, 445, 
522; probation: 329 ; wisdom: 247 ; 
See: KNOWING SUBJECT, FACULTIES, 
ImMoRTALITY. 

Space: 474, 482-3, 495 
SPECIES: 208, 294, 313 
Speciric difference: 422; energy of 

the senses: 276, 372 
SPEECHES, examples of: 328 
SPEED of writing: 269, 399 
SPENGEL: 57, 212, 241, 327 
SPERMATOZOA: 484 
SPIELMANN: 203 
SPILLER: 241 
SPINOZA: 278, 526 
SPIRITUAL atmosphere: 439 
Spurious dialogues : 36, 56,75, 145, 194 
STACKEL: 19 
STALLBAUM: 25, 39-41, 46-7, 196, 198, 

200, 203, 205, 207, 210, 211, 231, 242, 
261, 356, 385 

STANLEY: 11, 12 
Stars: 800, 421, 478, 482; bodies of 

Gods: 472, 502 
STATESMEN judged: 214 
Statistics of style requires great 
numbers: 142; weighing of the 
evidence: 93; attributed wrongly to 

STEINHART: 50, 196, 200, 203, 207, 211, 
242, 245, 261, "856, 885 

STEINTHAL: 231 
STEPHANUS: 18, 141 
STEREOMETRY: 300, 484 
Stock: 201 
Srorc origin of the Sophist, supposed : 

459 

STOLLEN: 13 
STRATEGY: 465 
STYLE of Plato : 63-183; See also the 
name of each dialogue 

STYLOMETRY, compared with palaeo- 
graphy: 193; theory of: 140-190 

SUBDIVISIONS of notions: subjective : 
360 

SuBsecT and predicate: 71, 430 
SUBJECTIVE element in historic inves- 

tigations : 81 
SUBJECTIVE PERFECTION : 359 
SUBJECTIVITY of notions: 257; of 
knowledge: 413; of sensations : 375, 
414; of ideas: 402 

SUBORDINATION of phrases: 77 
SUBSTANCE defined: 315; permanent: 

222; object of knowledge: 224, 444; 
unchangeable: 297, 478; difficult to 
know: 404, 520; not to find in words: 
221 

SUBSTANTIVES, use of: 71, 102 
Suckow : 20, 50, 203, 242, 453 
SUDDEN intuition of ideas: 235-6 
SUDHAUS: 212, 215, 241 
SUGGESTIVFRAGEN: 81 
Surpas: 43 
SULLA: 4 
Sun compared with idea of Good: 304 
SUPERLATIVES, use of : 78, 127, 129, 137, 

320 
SUPRAMUNDANE ideas: 829, 494 
SUSEMIHL: 20, 22, 52-3, 59-60, 200, 

203, 207, 212, 225, 242, 261, 353, 356, 
385, 492 

SWINE compared with men: 446 
SYBEL: 241, 263, 281 
SYLLOGIsSM: 9, 118, 203, 464, 524 
SYMBOLICAL nature of words: 226 
SYMMETRY as a peculiarity of style: 76 
Symposium, Plato’s dialogue: style: 

154, 159, 169; form: 393,486; date: 
189, 240-1, 244; logic: 234-240; re- 
lation to Prot.: 243; to Meno: 238, 
243 ; to Euthyd.: 211, 239 ; to Gorg.: 
239, 243; to Crat.: 233, 235; 238, 
249-3; to Phaedo: 242, 245, 249, 
253-4, 257, 261-4, 371; to Rep. : 280-1, 
984, 286-7, 303, 306, 308, 813; to 
Phaedr.: 242, 331, 352, 354-6 ; to 
Theaet. : 161, 371, 400; to Soph. : 423 ; 
to Polit.: 245, 389 
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Synonyms: 103, 377 
Syntax of Plato: 1386 
SYNTHESIS: 514, 523 
SyrBius: 14 
System of ideas: 246; of notions: 468 ; 

' of souls: 528 
SYSTEMATIC prejudice: 29 
SZCZERBOWICZ: 23 

TABLE of affinity: 162-183; of adjec- 
tives in e154s and dns: 113-4 ; of 
rare words : 92, 98 

TASTE: 514 
TaTHAM: 205 
TAYLOR: 24 
TCHORZEWSEI: 51 
TEACHER, ideal: 205, 211, 342 
TEACHING of Plato: 211, 216, 253, 309, 

327; See ORAL TEACHING, ACADEMY 
TEICHMULLER : 57,60, 102, 142, 200, 207, 

212, 215, 241, 242, 244, 259,260, 262, 
322, 335, 348, 352, 855, 386, 388, 392, 
401, 438, 443 

TELEPATHY, anticipated by Plato : 502 
TEMPERATURE: 514 
TENNEMANN: 13-6, 26, 29, 31, 35, 42-3, 

45, 53, 207, 211, 262, 885 
TERMINOLOGY : 67, 77, 87, 89; logical : 

229, 277, 306, 308, 318 ; of ideas : 
924, 237, 255, 288, 299-3. 313, 359; of 
substance : 225 : ‘of later Platonism, 
365 

TETRALOGIES: 42, 85, 153, 439-41 
TEUBNER: 130, 141 
TEUFFEL: 73, 242 ‘ 
THEAETETUS, Plato’s dialogue: style: 

89, 91, 155, 157,177, 399, 411 ; form: 
393 ; date : 385, 391 ; relation to 
Prot. : 387 ; Crat. : 224, 371; Symp. : 
161, 371, 400 ; to Phaedo : 161, 263, 
371-3, 382-3, 395; to Rep. : 161, 366, 
372-8, 882, 889, 395-7; to Phaedyr.: 
367, 380, 397, 400, 493; to Parm.: 
366, 368, 402, 409-11, 418, 493; to 
Soph. : 368, 417, 419, 428-9, 488; to 
Phil.: 467; to Legg.: 366, 391; to 
preceding and following dialogues: 
390-1 

THEAGES: 75, 194 
THEODORETUS: 6, 457 
THEopORUS of Cyrene: 392 
THEOGNIs: 112 
THEORETICAL and practical science: 

445, 466 
THEUPOLIS: 10 
THoMASIUS: 18, 15 
THOMPSON : 212, 242, 336, 356 
THOUGHT as aconversation: 376, 520; 

image of reality: 252 ; independent 
of words: 468; of the body, 307 

THRASYMACHUS compared with Calli- 
cles: 272 

THucypiDEs: 107, 112, 199, 
934, 440 

TIEDEMANN: 14 

200, 225, 

TIEMANN : 128, 136, 242 
TIMAEUS, Plato’s dialogue : ‘style: 156, 

181, 472,486; form : 394, 487; date : 
490 ; logic : 473-486 ; ‘relation to 
Phaedo: 341,452; to Rep. : 488-90; 
to Phaedr.: 329, 341, 350, 353, 478, 
479; to Soph.: 417, 438; to Polit. : 
452, 475, 478, 486, 489; to Phil. : 
466, 486-8 ; to Legg.: 495, 500-1, 506, 
509, 513, 515 

Time, its influence on opinions: 429, 
509; measure of: 329,330,380, 482,515 

TISSANDIER: 23 
Tocco: 57, 60, 438, 458 
TRADITION overruled by knowledge : 

215 
TRAINING ; 294-5, 298, 803, 363, 379; 

philosophical : 396, 471; logical : 207, 
939, 370, 404, 406, 414, 421, 442-3, 
449, 480, 524 

TRENDELENBURG : 26 
TRIEVENBERG : 12 
TRILOGIES : 439-41 
Troost : 203 
TROPES: 72 
TROXLER: 23 
TRUE Beirne defined : 423; always the 

same: 495, 506 
TRUTH eternal : 

thought : 296; 
soul: 418, 463; 
men: 509 

TYRANNY despised: 215, 331 
TYRRHENIA: 473 

205, 213; exists in 
is produced by the 

leads Gods and 

UEBERWEG: Untersuch.: 20, 54-7, 82, 
198, 201, 207, 242, 353, 356, 386, 391, 
398, 400, 438, 441, 456, 459, 491; 
Grundr. : 73, 3885 

UNCONDITIONED principle: 296 
Units, mathematical: 299 
Unity of knowledge : 302, 445, 467, 511; 

of the soul: 315; of consciousness: 
372-3, 414, 425, 506 ; of the universe: 
209, 341, 471, 475, 501 

UNIVERSALITY of philosophers: 261; 
of science: 370, 420-1 

UNIVERSE: 297; unique: 475; ex- 
plained: 471 

UpuHuEs: 484 
URBAN: 212, 232 
UsEFULNESS of knowledge: 204 
USENER: 4, 5, 240, 351 
UsER and maker: 318 

VAHLEN: 73 
VaRRO: 245 
VERA: 18 
VERBS, use of: 70,102 
VIERI: 11 
VIRTUE: 196, 211, 216 
VOLQUARDSEN; 351 
Voss: 12 
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WaDDINGTON: 18, 199 
WaGner, J.: 17, 198 
WAGNER, J. J.: 16 
Wacner. See Reais de Vienna 
WALBE: 125, 335 
WatcH: 13 
WaRFARE, limitations of: 291 
WatTER, molecules of: 484 
WE, meaning philosophers: 337 
WEBER : 27 
WEGNER: 12 
WEISSE: 79 
WELLS: 198 
WELPER: 24 
WESTERMANN : 327 
WEYGOLDT: 24, 60, 200, 211 
WHOLE known through the investiga- 

tion of its parts: 341, 376 
WIECK: 24 
WIENBARG: 25 
WinamMowitTz-MoELLENDORFF : 5, 241, 

B51 
WILL PoWER included in reason: 278, 

500 
WINDELBAND: 200, 242, 454 
Wispom above philosophy: 239; sub- 

stituted by justice: 284; highest 
good: 510 

WoLF: 36, 240, 241 
Wo.urrF : 21, 191 
Women, position of: 290 
Woo.useEy: 215 
WorDMAKER guided by the dialectician : 

226; subject to errors: 228 
Worps are instruments: 226, 233; 

their right use: 211, 227; invented: 
112, 421; donot correspond to ideas : 
444; are of no importance: 520 

Worps used by Plato: their fre- 
quency: 69; their number: 69; 
use of 

aryaboedis: 114 
ayévntos: 79 
aynpws: 95 
&ytos: 97 
aykiotpeia: 95 
aykioTpeuTiKds: 95 
aypduparos: 97 
aywovicTiky: 96 
aerdns: 1138, 116 
aepoerdjs: 114 
abedtns: 96 
abgos: 96 
aida: 477 
aiwacimdns : 114 
aiviypaT@dns: 118 
aic@no.s : 479 
eaitia : 378, 452, 485 
aiavios : 477 
akivyntos: 189, 324, 358 
akparys: 96 
aAndeia: 120 
&Anbéorara : 123-4,126, 129,137, 319, 

323 

And}: 119, 128, 321 
GAndas: 110, 120 
aALTnpiwons: 114, 117 
G@AAG: 104, 123, 137 
aAAoiwats : 407, 410 
&uetpos : 95 
auvyTnptos : 96 
aupicByrntikds : 177 
aupoy : 102 
ava: 132 
avaykatoyv: 123 
avaykadtata: 137 
avayrn : 126 
avakuKAnats : 96 
avakuKAovuat: 96 
avatavaa: 139, 3857 
avaoTatos: 96 
avatoAn: 96 
aviparodaons : 113, 116 
aveiAréts : 95 
QVELAITTH : 95 
avicos : 139 
avicdtns : 139 
avouodTns : 139 
avouor@ : 139 
avTdak.os: 96 
amas: 125, 126 
ameipia : 138 
depos: 139, 323 
amépaytos : 139 
amepnudw: 97 
améxw : 139 
amdecy : 95 
amidavos : 139, 357 
amrAavis: 97 
&mAetos: 96 
amromepi(w : 96 
atorxicw : 96 
ampemis : 139 
dpa: 128, 320 
&picra: 137 
&pxt : 332, 479 
aoxictos: 96 
avToTaAns : 97 
auTdés: 106, 255 
apepunverw : 96 
&pecis: 96 
apvaAaktos : 96 
&ddns ; 114, 116 

BéBnka: 139 
Biaorikds : 96 
BopBopédns : 118 
Bpoxos: 96 

yap: 107, 123, 324 
ve: 104, 118 
yeitova : 96 
yéveots : 94 
yévos: 94, 125, 357, 448-9 
yewdns: 113, 116 
yAoiwdns : 113 
yvapeuTikds: 97 
yveépiots : 96 
yowdns: 114 

043 
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yoduua : 139 
yuuvacia: 188, 399 
yuuvacTis : 96 

Secuds: 94 
deo (w: 139 
deamoteia: 139 
Seomdtis: 97 
déxer Oar : 255 
67: 118 
Biaov : 128-4, 319, 323 
Snurovpyds: 501 
Snuwdns : 113, 116 
diayvwors : 96 
diabeois : 95 
diabpavw : 96 
diakovw : 139 
diakptBodoyovmar: 96 
didkpiois : 95 
Siadayxave: 96 
diarexTicy : 831 
diadenTikds : 332 
SiadoyiCoua: 95 
SiaduTixds: 96 
dtaueAeT@ : 138 
SiauepiCw : 95 
diavdnots : 96 
didvora: 805 
Siamepaw : 96 
Starop@: 97 
Siadopdrns: 139 
SiaxwpiCw: 95 
dinGeiy: 96 
S:vpauBwdns : 115 
Sixatdtara : 137 
Siopic pds : 96 
doker: 122, 138 
ddéa : 818, 457, 508 
Sokocodia: 95 
dpvoTouia: 96 
dpvorouky : 96 
dvvauts: 831, 396, 407, 428, 448, 448, 

4835 

Sto: 101, 102, $24, 358, 437 
ducetd3s: 114 

éykaupos : 96 
éywye: 122 
el5os : 125, 199, 225, 240, 255, 447-9 
eikacia: 305 
eixaoTikn : 96 
elxds : 128, 188 
eles : 124, 137 
elmov : 122 
elroy: 137 
eZpnkas ; 124, 137 
elpntat: 123, 1387, 357 
elpwvikds : 96 
els Stvayiy : 124 
exaoTos : 126 
€xdoars : 96 
exeivo: 255 
exkpivw : 96 
Exxpitos : 96 
éAeyov : 122 

euorye : 122, 158 
éuol your Soret: 122, 125 
éutropevouat : 96 
éuropeuTikds : 96 
évap.Ouos : 95 
evetvat: 255 
éyrevdey 457 : 106, 399 
évuypoOnpeuTijs : 95 
evuypoOnpiKds : 95 
évudpos: 97 
efaiyns : 235, 407 
eg avaykns : 123 
eficovua: 139 
€oikey: 138 
eraveiu: 139 
erevxouat: 97 
emiOuuia: 479 
erikAny : 95 
emiveuw : 96 
émickevaCouat: 96 
ériomeviw : 96 
émioT hun : 342, 457, 508 
épyov : 275 
epphOn : 128, 357 
épws : 479 
éeokiaypapnuévos : 139 
é7t: 118 
eveldiis: 1138 
e¥koAos : 139 
evkuKAos : 96 
evAaBijs: 96 
evmeTis : 139 
evmpemis : 97 
evodns : 113, 116 
evavumos : 96 
ewomrep : 95, 104 

(nutddns : 113, 117 
(oa: 126 

#5n: 105, 106, 118 
nAtoetd7s : 114 
7) Tas : 123 
Npeuacos : 96 
jovxaios: 96 
nro: 119 

@eoed7s: 1138, 116 
6npi@dns : 113, 116 
6yntoedijs : 113 
CopvB sons : 114, 117 
Opnyv dys: 114, 117 
@upoerdijs : 114, 116, 279 
Ouuds : 479, 507 
OupavAeiy : 96 

idéa: 224, 295, 255, 447-9 
imavT@dns : 114 
tva: 111 
toov: 138 
igomaAdés : 96 
tottoy : 188 
irauorns : 96 
itauas: 96 
ixved» : 189 



Kabdmep : 103, 104, 437 
Kabarepel : 122 
Kabaprinds : 96 
Kal udda: 124, 137 
kal why: 104, 107 
kal was : 123, 137 
KaiTo.: 118, 119 
Kal Toivuy: 118 
KadAALoTa : 137 
KaAALoTos : 124 
KaA@s : 137, 320 
ard: 130-83, 321, 324 
KaTd ye THY euny: 128 
kara Svvapuy : 124 
KaTabpavw : 96 
Katakdounots : 96 
KaTamavw : 95 
Knpoeldns : 114 
Knonvedns : 114 
kiynots : 407, 410 
Kowa: 368 
Kowwvia: 254 
KoAA@Ons : 113 
Kompa@dns : 114 
Kpntis : 96 
Kpoxwons : 114 
Kpudaios : 96 
KUKAnats : 96 
KUpTos : 97 

Aéyers : 123, 137, 437 
Aéyous : 187 
AcovT@dns : 114 
Anpedns : 114 
AGoerdHs: 114 
ALda@ons : 114 
Aitp@dns: 114 
Adéyos : 316, 371, 377-8, 431, 508 

pdKp@ : 123 
mebegis : 94, 403 
meOnuepivds : 96 
beOiorapar: 139, 323 
metpakimdns : 114 
meumrds : 79, 399 
pev Te: 107 
meévrot: 118, 119, 437 
bepiCw: 94 
mepis: 96 
mepiotés : 138 
ueépos : 448 
uecoy : 464 
meTaAauBavery : 255 
meTaoxXeois : 255 
meta TovTO: 106 
meTéxery : 237, 254 
eT pnats : 96 
meTpnTOs : 96 
beTpiov : 469 
séTpov : 140 
béxpurep : 95, 104 
Mndaun : 124 
pundamov : 139 
EnvuThs : 96 
KN Tolvuy: 118 
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fukTds : 139 
ulcOwors : 96 
Movapxia : 96 
fovoedns : 118, 115, 237 
bovws : 138 
Méptoy : 448 
ud0os : 316 
pudwdns : 114 
Mupidkis mupia: 397 
bupia : 123 
M@v: 119 
ba@y ov : 119, 437 
bMa@y ody: 119, 437 

vat : 137, 144, 319 
veup@odns : 114 
vonots : 305 
vouobernua : 96 
voowdns : 113, 116 
vovOerntikds : 96 
vous : 508 
vov #5n : 106 
vev : 102 

Eaivw : 97 
Eévios : 96 
Evumas : 106, 125, 357, 437 
Evvaitioy : 452, 485 
tvvdmas : 125, 437 

oyKedns : 113 
6 €o71: 110 
olaTpw@odns: 114, 116 
BAos : 126, 324 
6juorw : 140 
duoiwua: 139, 358 
duws: 119 
dy: 109, 110 
dvona: 430-1 
évonacTiKy : 431 
dvTws : 120 
bvTws dv: 109-10, 324 
émnmep: 97 
dmws : 110 
bpOdrara: 123, 124, 126, 129, 137, 319, 

323 
ép0as : 129, 137, 319, 323 
dpunh: 140 
opyiBeuTHs : 96 
6pvieuTiKds: 96 
dcoomep : 139 
ov yap TL: 255 
ovdaun : 124 
ovde uy: 104 
odkoby : 128, 328 
ovata: 109, 110, 225, 321, 358 
ov totvuy: 119 
ovuTws 40n: 106 
opeddns : 114 
oxAwWSys : 114 

maiyvioy : 96 
Travdapiodnys : 114, 126 
Taumeyebns : 138 
maumay : 97, 128 
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mavra elon : 125, 357 
mayTamaciv: 124, 126 
tmavTeA@s : 139, 448 
maytTn : 123, 357 
mavTooaTas : 1538 
TavTws : 123, 357 
mavu ye : 124, 137, 144, 319 
mdvu pev ovv : 124, 137, 144, 319 
manos : 139 
mapaderyua: 477 
mapadAakis : 96 
mapapeopos : 97 
mapapoporns : 97 
mapappoovvn: 96 
Tapappwy : 96 
mapecrs : 212 
mapouala: 254 
mapwyvjutoyv : 96 
mis : 106, 125, 324, 437 
macxXew : 384 
TeATATTHS : B87 
mépas : 140 
Tepatocidys : 114 
mept : 130-32 
mepl 87): 399 
mepséexw: 140 
mepiAeirw : 97 
meTpwdns : 114 
a7 : 128, 324 
mets : G5 
mnAwons : 113 
mioris : 805 
TAagTas : 96 
mwAaTos: 95 
TAeyua : 97 
TAEKTLKOS : 96 
mvevuatwons : 113 
modnyetv: 96 
Toety : 384 
motos : 124, 320 
moAtds : 94 
moAve.ons : 113, 115 
moAuOpvaAntos : 292 
moAuTpayyuoveiy: 418 
Tpayyatemons: 114 
mpémov : 122, 128 
mpemwdns: 114 
apoBodAy: 97 
TpoomoAoyovuat: 96 
mpocdéexerOar: 255 
mpoonkwy: 128 
mpootevar: 255 
Tpockowwvea: 96 
Tpocmlyvuur: 96 
Tpootuxis: 96 
Tp@Tov wey Tolvuy: 118 
mupoedns: 114 
mupwdns: 114 
mas: 122, 123, 137 

‘paph: 96 
pjua: 430 
pnTopikn: 431 
pvedyns: 114 

OF PLATO’S LOGIC 

capkoedyjs: 114 
oapkwdns: 114 
capéotata: 137 
oKemacua: 96 
ok.oelojs: 113 
oKkoTobwia: 96 
okoTwons: 113, 117 
guikpoAoyia: 380, 389 
omnAawdns: 114 
oTaclacTiKds: 96 
oTaciwTeia: 96 
oréyaoua: 97 
oréAAopat: 95 
orepeoed7js: 114 
oTépouar: 139, 407 
cvykatackeva a: 96 
ouvyKepadatovma: 95 
ovykKpacis: 95 
ovykpivecbar: 139 
ovyxKpiots : 95 
ovdAAayxavw: 96 
ouuBeBnkds: 407 
cvpueTpos: 139 
ocvpmkis: 94 
TvUUTLA@: 96 
cuuTodnyovuat: 96 
suuguns: 97 
cuvayupuos: 449 
cuvatepyalerbar: 96 
cuvd.taTov@: 96 
avvdpowos: 96 
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